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Prefatory Note 

The accompanying thesis forms a study of the 

~ener~l Assembly as an influence not only upon Scottish 

Politics but upon Scottish Representative Institutions. 

The majority of writers upon the history of the Scottish 

Church stress the private influence of individuals,which 

·while interesting in itself was in many cases extrameous 

to the general movements both in the Kirk and in the 

deve~opment of the representative principle both as applied 

to Kirk institutions and to Parliament and Conventions. 

Several writers have seen in the General Assembly 

a thorouo;hly democrat.ic institution, which represented all 

cl~sses of social life and which prepared the way for the 

ideal of a universal franchise.! have endeavoured to show 

that the General Assembly for the gre~ter par~ of its 

development had little of this universal character and 

was rather the expression of an "Opposition" which was 

no more democratic in actual composition than the Parliament 

itself. 

The period 1560-1618 represents. only part of the 

period upon which I originally began investigation.To cope 

with the century 1560-1660 I found that it would have been 



necessary to omit much manuscript materi~l which was 

valuable for nurnoses of detail.! therefore limited the 

preqent thesis to the 58 years after the Reformation 

which s~w the rise of the Assembly to full power 1592-96 

and its subsequent decline,both as a poli~ical force 

~nd as a representative institution. 

The result was that a lar~e portion of my 

work upon XVIIth Century !,hnuscri:9ts does not a:Jpear 

in the present thesis,but will I hope.be used in a 

subsequent supplementary volume.As the st~dy of these 

sources materi~lly ~ffected the conclusions drawn in 

my thesis I have included in my Bibliography a list of 

the more important. 

Since I b~gan the study of the Assembly .M!m 

MacGregor's book upon the Scottish Pre.sbyterian Polity 

has been published.While disagreeing with several of 

her conclusions, I found;,· that she had covered a porticn 

of my field as I have indicated in the footnotes. 

In my search for new material I have 

examined all likely sources in the Br~tish Museum 

the Scottish National Library ancl the Library of the 

General Assembly. ~!uch of that investigation produced 

eptirely negative results. 
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THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE KIRK 

AS 

THE RIVAL OF THE SCOTTISH PARLIAMENT t560~t61S 

CHAPTER l. Introductory; Summary of Conclusions; 

The Organization of the Church. 

"Ye will not I trust equal your Assemblies to the Parliament 

of the Three Estates". 

In this phrase did Lauriston the King's 

Great Commissioner in 1605 sum up the problem of the claims 

of the General Assembly of the Kirk of Scotland and its 

position in relation to the Civil Government and the High 

Court of Parliament. 

In the history of the growth of the 

representative principle in the Scottish constitution there 

had always been a tendency to Separatism.The weakmess of the 

Central Authority occasioned by the frequent minorities and 

the rival claims of the great lords of Parliament to the throne 

had resulted in Conventions of Separate Estates for purposes 

of legislation within that estate,which the Crown was not 

strong eno·lgh to enaorce.The burghs had their Convention and 

the nobility also had meetings which virtually directed 



the domestic and foreign policy of the realm. The Parliament 

of the lbree Estates was very often simply a Court of Regist: 

:ration for the decisions of these groups of Lords meeting 

in official or unofficial convention. 

When therefore the new cburch was born at 

the Reformation there was nothin~ remarkable in the fact 

that it should hold conventions of the kirks of the realm 

and legislate for them in matters of religion. But the 

General Assembly of the Scottish Church was more than merely 

an Assembly of a Separate Estate,for it claimed to represent 

the whole of the godly--lay as well as spiritual. Its national 

strength lay not in the small group of ministers who numbEred 

only 6 in the first Assembly but in the support of the laymen 

who could supply the force necessary to overthrow the old 

regime. In the sederunts of the Assembly this lafelement was 

described according to the existing conditions in Scotland 

and ditided according to the ~bree Estates ••• Lords~Commissioners 

of Burghs,and Commissioners of Shires .The last designation is 

interesting?for the term appeared in the Kirk long before the 

Commissioners of Shires were re-admitted to Parliament by the 

Act of 1587. The General Assembly therefore was something more 

than a Separatist meeting of the Estate of the Clergy • 

A modern writer in dlscussin~ the problem of religion 
(1) 

and its influence upon politics states "The Scottish Parliament 

(1)Law Matbeson Politics and Religion Vol.I.p.223 



a one chambered House at the mercy of the King and the Nobles 

and existing only to register the decrees of its own Lords or 

the Articles could be but the most inadequate expression of 

the national li!e.On the other hand the General Assembly ent~rely 

popular in character and pervaded by a strongly Pu»itan spirit 

fulfilled many of the functions of a Scottish House of Commons." 

This statement acceptstbe doctrine that the General 

Assembly was a purely democr~tic institution.The grad~ated 

system of Church Courts and the apparently elective and 

representative methods practised give colour to the vtew.The 

Kirk played the part of the Commons in the sense of criticizing 

existing cond1~1ons, petitioning the Lords for Reform,and 

uniting under its organization the two groups who,in England, 

coalesced to form the"Commons" i.e. the shires and burghs; 

but that the General Assembly was the reflection of the ~e 

feeling of all Scotland is to be doubted. It did however form 

a kind of Constitutional Opposition to the Governing Power 

which guided the Parliament,but in itself it was often as much 

animated by party Syirit and dominated by the Committee or 

Group System as was the P~rliament which it rivalled.As its 

power increased and its struggles for slil'&sistence became less 

acute J the Kirk began to formulate t.heories of Government which 

had they emanated from Parliament would have indicated a sen·se 

of Constitution~l Parliamentary Government under a Limited 

Monarchy Which was no) formulated by the Civil Body until the 

XVIIth Century. 



~ncu -

!he claims of the Assembly;Ul The King. 

The sum total of the Assembly's claims was formidable.Bes)des 

the historic demand that doctrine should not be judged of by 

laymen whether or no the charge involved was that of treason, 

the excursions of the Kirk into the realm of Civil Organization 

had resulted in proposals which practically covered the whole 

field of Parliamentary enactment save that of Civil and 

Criminal Judicial Function. Theyministry~by their perpetual 

anxiety as to Papists~limited the King's freedom even to the 

extent of his receiving embassies from foreign powers.Their 

right of access/which James seldom denied~gave them opportunity 

for rating the King in a manner which no Tudor would have 

borne,and they laid down riles of public and private conduct 

which were so persistent that James could not altogether ne~ect 

thetr.advice. ~he in4ividual power of the ministry lay in the 

fact that by means of their bi-weekly sermons~they wielded 

an enormous power of influencing and even creating public 

opinion among the Edinburgh mob,or the lairds and their feudal 

tenants which although perhaps only confined to Lothian and 

the central provinces was yet a menace to a King who stood 

daily in fear of loss of his personal 11bebty. 

The Assembly however did not confine its pretensiom 

to control of the King.It held a theory that the Council was 

responsible for the advice which it gave the prince,and that 

if the prince disobeyed good advice the Council ought to 

Control him.Their action in 1596 brought about the resignation 



The 

Prerog: 
: a.ti vea 

Foreign 
Policj 

of the Octaviant which the Civil Opposition in the Court 

could not have effected without the aid of the Kirk.But 

this control of the Kin; by constitutional means was not 

really based upon democratic principles of responsibility 

to the people of Scotland.It was a recrudescence of appeal 

to the system which prevailed during minorities when the 

ancient feudal nobility exercised power at the expense of 

the prerogative.The sympathies of the Assembly were almost 

always on the side of the Higher Nobility as against the 

more recent creations which were dependent upon the Crown. 

When James began his policy of alienating the lairds from 

the Kirk he drew them with the bait of these "new ereatfu ns" 

In the realm of foreign policy which during the 

xvtth Century was usually held to be one of the prerogatives 

the Assembly exercised a strong influence~and directed very 

competently an Anti-Spanish agitation,directing organization 

for national defence,for the supply of arms from abroad,for 

training troops and appointing their captains.The kirk &Js~em 

of "intelligence"was recognized by the government as the best 

possible under the threat of attack by a foreign inyasio~ and 

when the Civil Authorities were at last roused to action tb.ey 

aimplj took over from the Kirk what she had initiated by her 

own efforts.From the beginning the recognized Kirk attittde in 

foreign alliances had been on~ of alliance with England and 

other Protestant Powers against the bloc of the Catholic 

Nations,and this continued to be the Assembly's standard where~ 



Militia 

King,Council>Parliament~and Convention were judged. 

The secon« prerogative of the Crown which they virtually 

attacked was "the power of raising and arming the subjects".The 

crwwn of Scotland had never been able to control its unruly 

barons ,but under the Kirk the problem took on a peculiarly 

national significance.The right of the nation to defend i tseil f 

against attack without requirin~the Royal autbority~was certainly 

established uhcler the Assembly~ as the right of defence of r4 igion; 

and although the King obtained from the Kirk an admission tm t 

her Assemblies must b receive the Royal sanction to meet, there 

were other kinds of conventions~whether of the ministers alone 

oD with the barons,or with the burghs ,whether armed or not~ 

~~ereby this limitation upon Kirk freedom might be obviated. 

The Guard. In 1594 the Assembly interfered with the discipline of 

the Royal Guard
7
W1th which it was closely connected[~tnce both 

Kirk and Guard were paid from the Thirds(with the additional 

fifth pennyUbut the attempt was unsuccessful and the King 

curtly told them it was no part of their office that kirkmen 

should direct his personal following.Yet in the preceding year 

the King aad been anxious to obtain the Kirk'~s influence in 

raising the ~voluntar contribution" for the support of a paid 

guard of 100horse and 100 foot which a group of barons and burghs 

had,under kirk directionJoffered to supply. 

A Third prerogative of the Crown (see"Thomas Middleton 

Appendix to Spottiswood's History p.51) was the nomination of 

all officers both of the State and of War.We have seen how the 



ffieers 
of 

!tat e. 

!ln9llce 

Kirk~while reluctantly admitting the principle,had united 

ita authority with the Civil Power in the Choice of Captains 

who were to train the local militia (1596) But in the matter 

of the Officers of State , the Assembly had long presumed to 

exercise~ if not a choice,at least some kind of right of veto 

or power of criticism of the choice of Officers.The Assembly 

had made re~resen•ations as to the personal faults of the 

Royal serv~nts .The Assembly of 1583 definitely put forward 

tbe claim to direct or suggest a"coalition" Government of 

11 moderates" but the King as stoutly maintained that the Kirk 

had no legal voice in such matters either of change of govern: 

:ment or of foreign alliances. 

A Fourth Prerogative of the Crown they i.called in 

question.,namely that of Execution of JustJz.ce and the power of 

pardoning otfences.The great struggle for the conviction of 

the Papist Lords was simply an expression of the view that 

the King could not pardon at will,and by rousing national 

feeling on the point they obtained a concession that ministers 

should be represented upon the commission which heard the 

evidence against the accused. 

In the eternal problem of Finance the Kirk was always 

interested, for the King's poverjy was bound up with the po\19 rty 

of the Kirk.The King even on obe or two occasions asked thar 

advice or the Assembly or its Commission on the pressing 

question of his debts.The Kirk remedy was never too palatable~ 

for it recommended the appropriation or the revenues of the 

excomw~nicated Earls and their inalienable addition to the 



Crown Lands.Nevertheless the King recognized the power or 

the Kirk in the localities in the matter of collection~.g. 

for the Kirk of Geneva 16o4)and a warrant from the Privy 

Council~coupled with a request from the General Assembly was 

often or more effect in producing re'ld.y money than formal 

Parliamentary Taxation on a national basis. The Kirk ~ collect 

much by these private contributions~ but sometimes such collectiom 

were only to be gathered. by means of the concurrance of the 

ge-ntlemen_, who used their feulflal authority with th~;ir tenants

"the mean men" or the commons-and->if the proposal did not suit 

the baronial iaterest,the Kirk was plainly told that there 

"wald be nothing"!Such taxations..-- were locallalthoursh disseminatEd 

widely by means of advertisements to Presbytertes)but the object 

was almost always a defintte one in the interests of lOC$1 

charities,for religious aims and the supply of religious exiles 

When the Kirk undertook to collect the contribution in 1593 

for the payment of a Guard for the King.) the response was rel uctart..,. 

and some of the answers received showed that the barons resented 
L~ 

the Kirk and a group of b&Pgns~who were not representative of 

all Scotl~nd~votinC taxes for them as an estate>whether on a 

"volunta.ry"ba.sis or not; for the Kin; soon placed the ta.xatio n on 

a compulsory one and used the ministers and Presbyteries as his 

collectors .Again throughout the troublesof 1594 the minister a 

were invalubale to the King in collecting money for his expediticn 

to the North but when in 1596 he appealed for a contribution 

of the whole realm the Assembly gave no definite answer but 

enquired rigorously what had become of the rebel revenues and 
other s~~rces of aational income. 
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'l'ra.de Closely connected with Finance was the question of Trade. -
In this respect the Kirk was concerned no(so much with King 

and Council as with the Convention of Royal Burghs.The 

attitude of the Assembly towards trade was influenced not 

by economic advantage but by the religious questions involved, 

just as in foreign policy national ~dvantage was placed 

second to moral considerations.Although the Convention of 

Burghs reluctantly admitted the Kirk's point of view to be 

just,in practice the "traffickers"and"sa.ilors" to Spain were 

not easily suppressed,and this in spite of the threat of 

excommunication issued in 1593.The Spanish export trade w~ 

valuable to the merchants~especially to those of Edinburgh 

and some of the Fife towns e.g.Largo~and the difficulties 

of bre'-lking off business relations were not fully appreciated 

by the Assembly.The restriction of export and the insistence 

of the ministry upon old acts of Privy Council enforcing 

"licences to export" were factors which tended to maae the 

merchant class somewhat indifferent to the appeals of the 

Kirk when her own liberties were threatened. 

Parallels Between the whole sys!;em of Civil Government and that of the 

between Kirk there were m!'lny clear parallels~ The deliberative and 

Assembly legislative body in both cases was composed of the Tbree Estate83. 

and In the Assembly the attendance 4if the "Lords" was not regular 

Parlia: except when the "Opposition" desired to use the Assembly as 

:ment. a Counter Parliament, but the Kirk desire to have the NL\bill ty 



Lords 

/0 

present at their meetings was one of the urgent problems of 

the early perio~.Wbat the Assembly really desired was the 

attendance in their midst of the Privy Co,Jncil a.s the Chief 

Executive rorce,either in a body or by accredited commissioner 

who should have power to commit the Council to a given policy. 

Morton definitely took up the position th~t~although individual 

PriVJ Councillors might atten~the Council officially was m~ 

w,.<y' to be amalg~ted with the Assembly, but thg.t the Kirk must petition 

the Civil Power as did the other Estates. The Kirk therefore .. .) 

w~a not being particularly consistent to its former designs~ 

when during the "cor!1)pt'1 period it objected strenuously to the 

presence of the 1arge numbers of laymen (without commission from 

the Kirk) who were virtually an augmented Privy Council. 

B9.rons 
The Barons in the Assembly had been recognized as the 

leading lay force since the be~inning of the Reformajion.Th~ 

appeared in force in the Kirk Conventions as 11 commissioners of 
~ 

shires as early(~r not earlier)~ 1564 ,23 years before their 

claims to that title were recognized formally in Parliament. 

There is no doubt that they used the Assembly t::> obtain political 

recognition/and their attempts to get into Parliament and their 

development as an Estate in Assembly-form almost a complete 

sequence.Tbe extraordinary conventions of 1593 were important 

from the constitutional point of view,for they definitely 

established the case for tbe lairds, that the type of nominated 

Convention or augmented Privy Council~wbich the King had adopted 



" 

did not satisfy their desire for-share in Government,and that 

i( the Civil Government did not invite their co-operation,they 

were cap~ble of making Kirk Conventions so strong that such 

nominated Conventions as the King called would be ineffective. 

That the movement was one lar~ely under the direction of the 

Lothian and Fife L~ir1s is elear,but the constitutional position 

remains unaffected.Certainly the Parliament of 1594 was the 

ftrst tn which lairds were represented on an established refres: 

: entati ve principle in the mannerr·.provided by the act of 1587. 

For the defection of the L&ards which really induced the subject: 

:ion of the Assembly there were several reasons.First the 

proclamations of the year1596-97, secondly the financial situation 
n 

of the Church and its dem~ds for restoration of the stolen spoils 

of the Refor~ation,the approximation of the representative 

principle of Assembly and Parliament,an~ the policy of the King 

in creating a new nobility from the laird class for theexeeution 

of Civil and Ecclesiastlcal.The Lairds had never been"godly" 

but the Kirk and its Assembly were the means to power. 

Burgesses The Burghs in the Assembty were not normally present in 

large numbers, ~t records are defective and we can only judge 

from the extent to which they were used in commissions and 

committees.Very often however when a Convention ot Burghs co

-incided with a meeting of the General Assembly a large number 

of the burgesses simply transferred themselves from one meeting 

to another.There was no difference in qualification which would , 
normally

1
prohibit a burgess from representing his burgh both 

in Assembly and in Convention.The approximation of the Estate 



I~ 

of the Burghs in Parliament to the Convention of Royal Bur~s 

meant that the same persoms might represent the Burghs in 

Parliament,Convention,and Assembly,and this practically •ndicated 

th~t the Burgesses in Assembly were of the ruling merchant class 

i.e. the Assembly was no more representative of the" commons" 

or crafts in the burghs than it was of the poor tenants in the 

country.Its standards were 'the same as those applied 'to Parliament. 

"Godliness" which ougat tb have been the cri'ter1on~irrespe~ive 

of social barriers,. was slkbsidi~ry to the local and municipal 

politics, and kirk representation v~ried with the feuds of the 

merchants[e.~.st.Andrews 1593 Kirk and Burghal organization 

were inextricably intertwineiJ. The Assembly_, however_,. When the 

Burgh conventions did not coincide(which meant normally that 

only Edinburgh and a. few adj,1cent. Burghs might be present m 

Assembly) directed spacial commissioners to invite the co-oper: 

:ation of the Convention of Burghs not as individuals but as 

~ corporate whole.In January 1593 a particular convention d 

Burghs agreed to share the expenses of the Royal Guard.The 

meeting was obviously the burgess membership of the Kirk 

Convention. At other times
7
such of the Burghs as met for the 

Assembly took advant.age of the opportunity to hold particu:Ja r 

conventions of their own to discuss affairs of their own estate. 

e.g.Monbrose 1595. 

Thas in the personnel of Parliament and the lay 

element in the General Assembly there was little difference as 

to qualification of the delegates.Thel&r!e mass of the peo~e 
lct.-.~ 0..1 ~()/ ~ c.J:i. pd?S) l'£;:.o;:;;;;;..J o-d 

both in ''l>~gb .. 1" as represented by the unfree in c1 ties 
J1 
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and even the craft burgessAThe latter was not e«cluded by 

any rule of the Kirk but the paactical monopoly enjoyed by 

the central grO"clP of citizens who ruled 1-like in Session 

and Council,meant that the delegate whom they sent to Assembly 

and the delegate sent to Convention should be of the same 

class;and by law of Convention~craftsmen were excluded from 

representing the Burgh in Convention and Parliament .But the 

Kirk laid down no rules of qualification save that the deacons 

should not represent the "governors" of the Kirk in Assemblies 

and as there are indications that the deacons of crafts were 

often synonymous with the deacons of the Kirk Sessions both 

systems seem to co-ordinate in prohibiting the craftsman from 

making his Views known. But it is impossible to lay down 

any dogma on the point.Conditions in towns depended upon the 

vagaries of the Local"sett" and the Kirk Session was also 

in its constitution open to frequent adjustment to meet these 

local conditions. 

Alike in personnel,the Parliament and Assembly made this 
the Assembly 

likeness more pronounced( or at least A attempted so to do)§- by 

arranging its meetings to coincide with those of Parliament. 

As the Convention of Ba.t:~has had this express obU:ect also in 

view this me~t that General Assembly would also coincide with 

the burghs who eventually arranged }O meet 2 days before the 

Parliament--the same interval upon which the Assembly also 

agreed. 



lit 

~ommittees 
But parallelism extended farther than this mere approx: 

:ima~ion of' personnel and date of meeting. The organization of 

both had many points in common. The chief feature of Parliament 

as a deliberative body was the appointment of the Committee of 

the Articles which Virtually settled the whole of business,only 

submitting the decisions for ratification in ope~ Parliament. 

In tbe Assembly tbe rise of the same principle can be traced in 

the development of t.he committee known as the Moderator's Assessors 

and later as tbe Privy Conference.As the King gained complete 

control of the Articles ( 1606) so he gained complete control 

of the Assessors or at least enough to provide against. the 

discussion of vital points in open debate in the full Assemliy.(JGicS') 

commissions The system was closely connected with the development 

of the"Commission" in the Assembly itself. The history of the 

'"eommission"-'Of Assembly is the history of the interaction between 

the Kirk and the Civil Power •. It arose from the informal discussias 

of ministers sent for information from tbe Assembly to the C01 ncil 

and from tb~t to small bodies of delegates drawn from ministers 

barons and b~rgesses who were d~puted to present petitions to 

the Regents,Privy Council')or Parliament. These commissions having 

no p·ermanence were usu·1lly very ineffective,and in the troubles of 

the times frequently no attempt was made to report upon the success 

or otherwise of the negotiations. The establishment of the powerfuL~~ 

group of ministers resulted in a kind of permanent oligarchy at 

Edinburgh,an oligarchy of individuals whose rashness sometimes 

precipitated the whole kirk policy into quarrel• which were <:L ten 

only the concern of the local group. With the establishment d 



PresbyteryJ althou:sh these temporary commissions persisted 

the real power of negotiation with the state feil into the 

hands of the Edinburgh Presbytevy~which re~lly exercised 

a function similar to that of the Civil Privy eouncil ::- as 

a permanent commission of Assembly. In 1593 the first formal 

and representative commission of Assembly was appointed to deal 

with Parli)~ent and the Civil iuthority~~tth full power of the 

Assembly in the 1nterval.Comm1ssions of this type had disappeara 

from the Parliamentary Constitution since 1543 al:though they 
-·1' 

were revived in the XVIIth Century at the same teme as the 

corresponding Commission If Assembly.wa& Pevi¥ea. 

Nevertheless,until the disasters of 1596 the central 

organization at Edinburgh was responsible for summoning thEB e 

"commissions" although the Fife group wase almost equally 

powerful. The King adapted the system for his own ends.The 

General Commission of 1597 was to meet when he should think 

convenient and the subsequent developments by means of the 

vote in Parliament to the Restobation of the Estates of the 

Bishop · were practically implicit in the tendency which the 

Kirk had alw:a)ts evinced towards a central oligarchy.That this 

oligarchy was now under the Royal Control produces the par~lel 

of the Royal Power in the Privy Council. 

If the Presbytery of Edinburgh and the General 

Commisaions(whether"free" i.e. controlled by the Fife and Lothian 

groups or "corruptu i.e. controlled by the King) correspondSd 



,, 

Conventionsin function in the Cbu~cb,to the Privy Council and its 

function in the State,otber parallels may be drawn in the 

system of Conventions which centred round these bodies. 

The Augmented ?rivy Council whj~ came to be the Convention 
11<. ~ ,..,.,o..U.A...I ~ 

of Estates was representedAby the small conventions of the 

ministry1 either of those who happened to be in town~or of 

those from adjacent Pneabtteries,which required no lay element, 

to make them effective. Larger meetin~such as those of the 
( 15'i''is') 

"Convention of the Wacriff"
1 

and November 1592,January 1593 etc 

correspond to tull Conventions of Estates and were little 

different from Assemblies save in the hastiness of summons 

and the fact that the King's authority was not requisitiohed. 

Even so it meant that~on the principle of Conventions of Estates~ 

the central summoning body would only advertise those Presbyterim 

(and gentlemen and burghs)within a limited area.Thus the 

brethren of the North were ignorant of the true proceedings 

of November and December 1596. But ne~er at any time was it 

suggested that the attendance of laymen was necessary to an 

Assembly. Althou;h almost certainly laymen were absent from 

the Assemblies of 1596-97,1597,4nd 1601 at least on a generally 

representative basis,it was not contended that their absence 

made the Assembly illegal. The Melvinian doctrine of the 

superiority of the ministry had its own defects. 

The General Assembly thus provided a close parallel 

to the Par~iament in personnel,commlttees,commissions,executive 
• 

Councils and Conventions. Eventually the methods of deliberation 
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approximated to those of the Parliament e.g:1610 the main 

body of the Assembly could discuss nothin~ until the Confer: 

:ence reported. 

vote Voting was on the model of the Parliament, 1. e. by 

public roll call.The unit was the individual member not the 

Presbytery as is sometimes hinted in Calderwood.But the votes 

were called for normally in order of Presbyteries and usually 

all the delegates from a Presbytery wouls vote solidly accord: 

: 1ng to their instructions. The"unanimous vote" of the saalots 

must always have been something of a myth unless it developed 

into a form of obstruction. 

~he Chief Church Court therefore was closely analogous 

both in the business it discussed and in its organization to 

the Supreme Court of Parliament. But the Kirk took up a far 

more independent attitude in dealing with the prerogativ~ 

of the Crown and the general welfare of the Country than did 

the Parliament.It was enabled to do this because it remained 

the unassailable opposition outside the Parliament.While its 

lay element might be crushed by civil enactment tts ministers 

by their claims to a superior jurisdiction and to"inspiration"~ 

by their theor-1-ea .. of the "twa Kings and twa Kingdoms" coliD..d 

dare more than a citizen whose pretensions might be condenned 

as treason.Before that charge the minister could always erect 

as hie protection"the liberty of the Kirk" to judge of ministem 

in the matter of doctrine,and they extended docbrine to include 



almost any utterance public and private. It was this independence 

ol jurisdiction which gave the Kirk its enormous power to "brave" 

the King and civil displeasure,and the freedom from censorship 

of public discussion of affairs of state persisted in ~pi\t of 

J9Jiles demands .It was only after 1596 that some sort of conjrol 

was imposed by authority of the Assembly itself .These irreslJ) nsibl8 

utterances were the more dangerous in that the King and Civil 

power had no means of cpunteracting the opinion which the 

biased pronouncements of the pul~t created.In the absence of 

newspape~s the pulpit was practically the only means of dissem: 

:ina~ing news,and the anti-Spanish,pro-English public opinion 
~ 

was largely the \1IJo9Pk of the Assembly throu~h its organization ~ 

and particularly of the Corner stone of its organization-the 

Ministry. That the Kirk fully realized its power in this 

direction is clear from the request of the Kirk after the r~t 

of 1596 that the King would refrain from publishing accounts of 

the disturbance.The pulpits were silenced and the Kirk was arraid 

that the Royal influence would extend to the direction of the 

trend of public opinion.How therefore did the Kirk obtain its 

hold over public opinion! The answer lay in the fact that its 

local organization was far more efficient than that of the 

Civil Administrat~on. The minister,througb. the Presbytery and 

Synod
1
had·a far closer contact with the Central Church Assembly 

than was possible through the channela of the civil administrati~ 

through the Sheriff and the Shire Courts. The local barons and 

bailies of re~alities were practically indepemdent magnates and 

the Crown was itself jealous of its hereditary Sheriffs e.g. the 



act of 1587.Respect for the Central Autho~1ty was by no 

means certain,and short of public proclamation there was 

no way of working upon n~tional sentiment as against the 

feudal claims of the Lord and Laird over their tenants. 

The s~ces The minister however was in constant and regular 
of 

Power. touch with the outside wotlld through b.is Preebytery ;.>which 

!he lairds 

was kept informed of "dangers" by the central Edinburgh 

group.The interpretation of these dangers to the congregation 

created a public opinion which the Kirk used to advantage 

The most important people in the landward congregations were 

of course the lairds whom the ministers cajoled and rebUked 

as it BUtted their pUrpose. Presbyterianism did noy go very 

deep With the majority of the "commons"~wb.o preferred to 

follow their lord in religion as in other concerns;yet the 

visitations of the vario~s parishes show that a definite 

purpose was made to appeal to the commons as well as their 

feudal superiors.Wbile the Kirk did not believe in govern: 

:ment by the people it was a stout upholder of the doctrine 

that govern'11ent must be f2!: the people. Thus occ1.sion3.lly 

ministers were rebuked by the Presbytery because their 

"doctrine" was not popular enough."It was tb.ocht that the 

commone pepill could not have resavit ony frute therof"(1) 

John Daviason wrote a series of graces for the "unlernit 

sort'' 
1) Hadd ton Presbytery Records.MS nd c ober.1589 

(2)James Carmichael in July 1589 was desired to be mair 
famili~r to the commoune pepill.Alexander Forrester 
was requested to refrian from quoting Latin in the 
s a..'!le interests. 



"information" was diTected to~ard the local landowners who 

could th~ use their feudal influence at the Kirk direction. 

~iniater Normally between minister and laird there was a strong 

and. alliance Without which the Kirk discipline would have been 

~a1rd. of 11 ttle effect. Very frequently the minister was of the 

same feudal class as the landowner.More often than not he 

was a younger son of a baronial family and therefore of tbe 

same class which produced the Scottish soldier of fortune. 
Cri 

HiS insubordination~ impatience of control7 was~therefore 1 

not only due to the "moving of the spirit" but was a recrud: 

:escence of the old unruliness of the robber lairds,in an 
~?'l'-

an unexpected quarter.The ~reformation nobility had sent their 

younger sons to the Church; the post-reformation pesition was 

very similar. A Presbytery cou.ld_ not refuse the -patron's 

presentation to a qualified and suitable man.Very often a 

relative of the noble family fulfilled the qualifications • . 
The alliance both by blood and marriage had been establislt 

:ed very early.Knox had married Ochiltrees daughter,and e\en 

~ respected f'uedal ties of fe::tl ty or friendship. ( 1) John Row 

married the Laird of Balfour's daughter. Many lairds were also 

landowners in their own right although it was questioned ~ 

Morton whether a minister might also be a"landed man".The 

outstandin exam le was the Laird of Dun who althou h rominent 
1)cf.Knox and Bothwell.History.II.p.323 nvy grandfather good: 
:sher and father have served your Lordships predecessors 
and some of tbame have died under their standardis and this 
is a part of bhe obligatioun of our Scottishe Kyndnes; but 
this is not the chief. 
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in the Assembly as a Superintendent (althoush he was perhaps 

never more than an exhorter) yet continued to represent trn 
Burgh of Montrose as its Provost in Parliament.David Lindsay 

the intrepid minister of South Leith and subsequebtlyBishop 

of Ross,was also Laird of Pittormie and his father was the 

L~ird of Haltoun,who himself w~s a member of Assembly.Of 

Lindsay's own sons the younger followed his father's profession/ 

the elder becomin~ an advocate and succeeding to the title of 

Laird of Annatla.nd. (He was a Bothwellian in politics) .The 

whole family was a branch of the Lindsays of Edzell,wihh a 

long record of lawlessness behind it. In the same way Robert 

Pont w~s the younger son of the Laird of Shyresmill,Balcanquhall 

was also of a landownin~ family.The somewhat unreasonable 
co-£/l.obu..r ~ 

obstinact~was the direct heritage from the Lairds of Airth. 

His mother was a gre -.t granddaughter of King· Jamee the First 

and his elder brother was the unruly Laird of Kincavell. 

Andrew Hay another of the early reformeEs was the brother of 

the Laird of Tallon.The Melvilles were of the same type. 

The notorious Walter Hay was a scion of the house of Yester 

and himself declared that his object in remaining at Bothans 

was to attempt to make his claims to the estates a reality. 

Lairds and ministers therefore were arten',:, of one 

class,and particularly was this true of the leaders of the 

ministry's most aggressive policy.The General Assembly~for 

the baron was almost a national convocation of his Estate , 
1n conjunction with the younger sons_,wno had acquired the 

valuable quality of "inspiration" ,and their allies the merchant 



Feud'3lism 

burgesses who were also often related by marriage and 

blood to the s~me baronial families. 

The Kirk fully appreciqted the feudal principle. 

As an institution the General Assembly supported the claims 
.5 

of the ancient nobility as the retraining power aver the ,, . 
King and. dislilted new creations ,Mld distrust;l' those of the 

smaller nobility who rose to high place. She used the fat dal 

theory to obtain execution of her'"decrees through the local 

baronial courts and each laird was expected or rather bound 

to be responsible for his tenants. e.g.Samuelston in the 

Presbytery of Haddington obli;ed himself to prevent any of 

his tenants from holding "pa.sche" and May day playa 
(1) 

When commissions for triql of Sabbath bee~king etc were 

requested they were 
4 

alw~s made out in the names of the 

"well affectedn lairds. Without the feudal influenee 11 ttl. e 

execution followed upon the exercise of Kirk discipline. 

The minister of Ga:ev,9.ld complained in 1589 tb.at "since the 

laird of Nidra separtit he hes had littill huid ordour for 

laik of ane ci vill magistrat .Zit he hes oft sui tti t the 

bailzies to mak ane act ,of court wt ane penaltie". Matters 
(2) 

1rould therefore be infinitely worse when the local magnat; e 

(1)30th April 1S89 Haddington Pras Records. 

(2)July 1589. 



Alliamce 

and 

Conflict --

w~s defini~ely hostile.Seton sometimes used his feudal auth: 

:ority to prohibit such of hhe elders of Tranent as were his 

tenants from attending the Kirk Session,and~as the majority 

of them were dependent upon him/the result was confusion. Setm 

was reluetanut to forb14 the holding of the Sabbath market at 

Tranent,but the Presbytery gave him a stern alternative,that 
J 

"onles the said lord be his power and authority and command, 

put end dischange and annull the said mercat of ~ranent tra tbe 

Lordis day that the nixt Sonday fallowing the sentence of 

excommunicatioun salbe pronounc~t aganes him wt out farder 

delay•• (15th October 1589) Seton W3.S indignant in that he had 

already expressed submission to the Commissioner/ of the A~em)ly 

and the Presbytery of Edinbt..1rrsh. "In my opinioun"said he "the 

l'ne case sentence of excommunicatioun was not ordanit to be thretn1t 

of a.gmis the obedient nather for sic cl vill matteris a.s ar awrovin 

Beaton. and. ratifei t by the suppreme magistrate and thrie estaits of 

the rea.lme ••••• but for weichtie crymes committit and our seine". 
·c n 

In a great struggle therefore the Kirk could attempt to break 

down the feudal bond by the final acclesiastica.l weapon of 

excommunica.tion.Which would be of moat avail? In point of fact 

the tenants and servants stood by their lord in spite of penaltim 

and the Kirk became extremely wary of placinC her aithority in 

jeopardy. Yet althou~h the market was prohibited by "Ninian 

Weir barroun officer of the barrony" in a court specially 

constituted by "ane nobill Lord Robert Lord Seytounn under 
(;)W9th Ocyober 1589 



penalties of confiscation of goods and other punishment 

accordin~ to the act of Parliament the abuse still continued 

~d once more the threat of excommunication was produced. 

It had not been long in process before Seaton submitted.The 

situation was the more interesting in that Seaton and Elphinstoa 

we"'e the commissioners specially depute by the King to carry 
ovC 
GC th0 act,under pain of rebellion.Seaton was perpetually in 

trouble for non-attendance at Church,but this fault was not 

confined to those suspect of Papistry.Some of the Lairds who 

were most frequently to be found representing the Presbyteries 

in the Assembly had not attended their true parish kirk f~ 

periods ranging from one to seven years.The landward Kirk 

Sessions were unable to do anything to compel them.Many of 

the elders were relatives and dependants of the accused.In 

Baro ppactically the whole of the Ses3ion were Hays,and in 

Tranent the number of Setons was overwhelming(The Presbyt~y 

book of Kirkcaldy durin~ the period of the civil wars shows 

the same tendency whereever the names of the individual 

sea si oners are given). The household of Seton was involved in 

the plots of 1593 and many threats of excommunication were 

launched ~gainst them to induce them to attend chu8ch and 

c&:mmunion.These were temporarily effective but by 1597 Tra-:t ent 

both bur;h and parish obviously under the influenve of' Seton 
~ 

showed its prefe~nce for the reudal bond rather than for the 

Kirk's welfare.None woul"l. bestow any "portioun of thair geir 



upon a second minister "for na mannis persuasioun request or 

desyre,In respect that thai ~r sa farre thirlit and addetti~ 

in the countrey to get thair rowmws sawin and thair maisteris 

fermes and dewties payit now in this evill and deir zeiris" 

(22nd March 1596-97) The indignities suffered by the minister 

who did supply the second charge were so great that the 

Presbytery forbade him to preach any longer in a place which 

~ad shown so decidedly that it had no desire for reform(fune 

1597);Forrester the minister of the first charge only mai~a~d 

his position by a kind of sycophancy.Seton about the same 

tyme"altogether refusit" to permit the Presbytery to sit in 

the ~irk of Seton for the purposes of visitation.Seton was 

determined that if any minister should supply the second 

charge he should be a person agreeable to himself and he 

and the minister of the first ch~rge entered into a corrupt 

bargain to secure the position for a son of the latter. The 

Presbytery considered that Seton being only one although the 

chief of the heritors was not to be permitted to have it ~1 

his own way.It summoned all the others concerned who agreed 

that "as thai were a populous and famous congregatioun of 

some noble and sundrie honorable personages,sa wald thai 

rather mak thair accompt to have the best that thai could 

find out in the haill cuntrey" Yet they were not willing ~ 

pay for his support.By the end of August the Presbytery had 



come to the conclusion that"seing thair is nane t~n be 

found that ather will or may serve thair wt ou~ provisioun~ 

qlk appeiris to be the DTift of the parochineris for'the 

maist part Or ellis that thair be na ministrie yha.ir at all 

sa thai can get thair turnis done" no other minister shQbld 

serve within the parish nor ~rant any Church benefits uatil 

the parishioners suited for it. This decision was sent ~ 

David Seton bailie of Tranent. Lady Seton was now attaCked 

as suspect in religion.When summoned before the Presbyt~y 

a servant of Seton excused her absence on accouat of the 

dangers she might encounter in coming to Prestonpans wh~ e 

the Presbytery was sitting because of the proximity of her 

husbands enenies.But the Presbytery was not so eas1py deceived 

for they found that Seton had no enemies in that quarter 

and that in fact the whole ~ousehold resorted frequently 

to the district.Yet when the lady did explain her absence 

from chuBch the Presbytery was easily satisfied.(La.dy Yester 

also was pursued for absence.Tbe steward of Yester even had 

to make repentance for saying that"he was of the religioun 

of the crown of the sunne") The Setons however continued 

their obstructive policy in league with the oli minister 

who was resolved that his own son should succeeed him in 

the charge.The Presbytery thought that the old man was 

ndoing all that lay in him to stay all kynd of ministrie 

thair eftir his decals bayth be setting of takkis hurtfull 

to the intrant and dimitting of the vicar~e in favour of 



his sonen.Forrester although admitting the truth of these 

accusations,nevertheless justified his proceedinga as "thingis 

kyndlie"The system of the son succeeding his father was by no 

means uncommon and a kind of hereditary ministry in some 

parishes meant an immense saving of labour in the bargainD1g 

for stipend Which always was necessary when a stranger was 

presented to the charge.The case was taken up by the Synod. 

The gentlemen and bailies of-Tranent were warned to make a 

suitable offer.How>it was asked about this time_..was it possibl.a 

for the minister to e&ecute the laws against Sabbath breaking 

and irreverence when the very persons who ought to have supp: 

:ressed these abuses were those most guilty themselves(JuJy159~ 

The position was grave.Excommunication was the only weapon of 

defence and the Kirk was really afraid to use it.But in 1599 

the position for Lord Seaton became more grave.He had recefved 

a 4!etter from the Kins desiring him to receive James Gordcn_,. 

the Jesuit~through whom James was conducting hi4 Catholic 

intr.igues.Seton showed the Pres'bytery b.is warrant but that 

body was not satisfied.Seton was commandect"to kepp Mr JamS3 a 

in maist strait maner in a chalmer Qll he be removit" and to 

urge the King to "make him qui tt of him" and when Seton not 

unnaturally preferred the Royal farrant he. was threatened with 
cir. 

excommunication.The process was stayedA~the request of the 

King and Council for a short interv~ only but the force ~ 
? ' 

opinion and the publicity given to the incident resulted in 

Gordon's departure,The duties of minister were now in the 



hands of James Gibson who was not so much in awe of the 

feudal claims of Seaton.In other parishes however there 

were many evidences of the respect for title.Walter Hay 

refused until threatened with deprivation to summon his 

kinswoman L~dy Yester.The Kirk Session of Tranent petitioned 

that A Seaton should not have to make public confession of 

of faith but the Presbytery refused to sanction feudal 

privilege in this ibstance by agreeing to a private ceremony. 

(June 1601) In June 1602 Seat.ons sons were warned to give 

confession of faith.and after some delay ahe Master of Seaton 

and his brother George of St. Germains appeared in the Presbyttr.r'y: 

asl{ing conference in respect that "being in France they studeit 

uther artis nor theologie". In 1604 the young Earl of Wintoun 

wasagain threatened for non attendance and the situation was 

saved once more bythe Dowager Lady who undertook to be respons: 

:ible for the whole household;~ the ministers had constantly 

to complain that at times access to the Earl was denied them. 

This type of surveilance must have been very irritating !~ 

these noble~en.On both sides~ministers and barons~there was 

a reluctance to put to the test the strength of the feudal 

tie as a resistance to the power of excomr<')unication,which 

recognized no such bond in forbidding any to frequent the 

st>ciety of the condemned.There was l,ess reluctance during the 

period of the civil war when the barons were once more in 

regular attendance upon the Presbytery and accordingly Kirk 

decrees were better respected.In December 1640 the house of 



seaton was definitely recusant,refusing to attend church 

receive communion or s•gn the Covenant.The Assembly of 1642 

laid down stringent laws as a result of which the Setons 

agreed to·'! 4.ismiss their Papist servants, surrender their 

children and submit to conference.But in the following year 

the servants petition that they be allowed to remain and in 

spite of the Kirk returned.Wintoun made offers of aubmisswn 

promising to concur in Session as a member of the Kirk but 

the inevitable delays resulted.At last May 1644 it was decided 

that there should be no more delay and that unless he immei 1a. te ly 

and publicly swore to observe the Covenant tnesentence would 

be prononounced.Wintoun at once submitted,bmt the ladies of 

the house refused, and were excommunicated in August.But feudal: 

ties were not so easily overcome.In spite of her ostracism 

it was complained that many "diseased persons went to Lady 
.· ~ Wintoun(Dec.1644) and Wntoun~was prohibited from saying grace 

at table while she w~s present but wibhout effect.In 1647 the 

struggle was still going on.The popish servw.ts had returned::> 

the tenants had no sense of the evils of conversing with the 

excommunicates,yet Wintoun himself was praised for the mar.ner 

in which he maintaine~iscipline in Tranent.The situation was 

so strange that it was decided that the old Kirk of Seaton 

should be restored in order that a minister might be near at 

hand to watch over the recalcitrant family.How could the fines 

of the excommunicate ladies be exacted?In March 1648 it was 

stated that people were convErsing with them "to affront the ,, 
minister.Wintoun was told that his hou.se was "a receptacle of 
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of all that Rotteness which is cast out from other places 

of the kingdome" and he was asked to settle the fines so tbat 

the Presbytery would not have to apply for horning.Lambert 

and Lilburne and other English Officers were billetted upon 

Wintoun October 1648 but when be a.:;:)peared in November before 

the Preebytery he was threatened once more with ezcommunication 

unless he di4missed his Popish servants who had all returned. 

The question became merged in that of the Engagement.The position 

for the Kirk was curious. In many cases it had to depend upcn 

persons for the execution of its local decrees as civil magistrate 

who ~ere most notorious offenders tbemselves.In 1649 letters 

of horming were executed against the Papist Ladies and in Oct. 

~ special visitation of Seaton showed a lamentable state of 

affairs.Excommunication had made no difference to the position 

of the Ladies.The country people recOgnized no cbange.It was 

as if the sentence bad never been passed.Winoun thought that 

their fines ought not to be exacted since ha wa~ building a new 

Church at Seaton.In the general confusion of 1650 and the 

English occ~pation the question was lost sight of in the rectrds 

out enough has remained to show the extent to which a suspect 

House could remain for years immune and how the civil magistrate 

couldjwithin his own bounds if he was sufficiently powerful~ 

practically defy the Kirk and its ulyimate weapon. This 

digression had taken us beyond our period but has served to 

illustrate the contention that laird and Jlinfueter must co:q, erate 

befoee the Kirk could achieve its results.The Kirk allied With 

the feudal in~luence could rule Scotland.Without it its po-.r 
was only a moral influence. 
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The Thus the organization of the Kirk in the Country was based 

upon an alliance between the feudal influence of the Lairds orgq,ni za.ti on 

of the 

Kirk. 

over their tenants and the superstitious inflence of the 

minister as having the power to excommunicate whtch implied 

the civil crime of treason an4 enforced its penalties. 

The Kirk Session to landward therefore was composed of the 

Kirk Sessionhi f 1 d of h e an owners t e parish and their dependents.Often 

therefore it would be simply another feudal court with the 

addition of the minister as president.Election if there was 

any would ther8fore be purely formal;in cases of doubt the 

minister n ... minated ·the "best affected". The ruling elder 

whom the minister brought with him to the Presbytery was 

usually nominated quite arbitrarily by the minister and was 

always a landowner. Except in extraordinary circumstances 

these ruling elders were not regular members of the Pres: 

:bytery,and the Presbytery Records of St.Andrews show the 

gradual decline of their attendance even at. meetin·3s for the 

appointment of delegatet to the Assembly. The result was tla t 

the Presbytery's ecclesiastical membership nominated the 

lay quota.As long as they were a power in the Kirk and ab~ 

to direct affairs by their influen~e in Assembly the lairds 

went in force paying their own expenses.The ministers from 

1598 were obliged to pay their proportionate sums for their 

delegates expenses.If the lairds paid the lay commissioners 

expenses there is no record of it in the records. 



Presbyter/he Presbytery ther~fore,l'composed of the minister of each 
·' ~ ·' . . -

parish and allegedly one rulin~ elder from each session m~ 

once weekiy.Whether the delegates from the Royal Burghs,who 

were the laymen most frequently in attendance on the Presbytery, 

had a vote also in the election of the lay commissioners from 

thePresbytery tothe Assembly is not clear but it is unlikely 

that they exercised the right since the burgh had the privilege 

of sending its own lay representative to the Assembly • 

Presbytery business was lar~ely the consideration of the more 
--

important cases of discipline referred to them by the ~irk 

Sessions but a system of intercommunication bet'T.'reen Presbyteries 

kept the units of the organization informed of all events 

affecting civil and eccleem.aetical affairs. They could ass en ble 

the lairds on occasion and kept in tou~h with the conventions 

of the shire and particularly the Head Court. Sometimes they 

had negotiations with the Sheriff himself who was frequently 

a ruling elder and sometimes a member of the General Assenliy 

In Haddington he was a party in a s*~t before the Presbyter). 

It was complained that he did not put the law to execution J 

wa.o 
and appeal made through the Synod to the King and Council 

11 

(Haddington Recs.March 1595) The Presbytery encroached upm 

the realm of civil jurisdiction in that it did not permit 

ministers to proceed to civil actions against eaeh other 

but held them bound to abide by the decisions of arbiters 

appointed from·:~thiJ Presbytery. The Presbytery as the eccles: 

:iastical link between the parish and the shire played an 

important part in coordinating ~11 local arrangements. 



Attendance at Presbytery bad a tendency to become slack. 

FJ~ i~m1nis~er1al membership most Presbyteries had systems 

of graduated fines.st.Anarews fixed these fines in March 1596 

at 6/8 for the first absence 13/4 for the second 26/8 for the 

third consecutive fault.Any one leaving before the end of 

meetin; h~d to pay 12d.If the minister who was appointed to 

exercise was absent he was fined 20/ the second speaker t;v4 

lateness in coming to he.q,r doctrine meant a penalty og 40d. 

In 1604(Apr11 12th) these were doubled for the ministers who 

were resident in town The proceeds were for the "common turnis 

of the Presbytery'' Edinburghs fines wer9 given to the cle!k 

of Presbytery as his fee.(24th October 1587) 

The rise of the Presbytery meant in some ways the 

deceease in importance of the Synod.Ori~inally the chief 

electoral unit in the sjstem its bi-annu~ meetinfs had been 

arranged in April and October in an attempt to co-ordinate 

with the chief Shire Courts.But meeting only twise a ye~r and 

composed merely of the collective Presbyteries and their ruling 
lf> ''· :~"'t_ '; ·./:: ·t 

elders they were not really a li~~ in the representative system 
~ ... --· 

although sometimes it was held that the delegates to the Ass embly 

were really eeected in the Synod.It was useful in co:ordinating 

and. arranging a definite and uniform programme in general 

matters concerning the whole province but there was no que~mon 

of the eventual vote in Assembly being that of the province 

although individual voters might be censured for not obeying 

points in their instructions.One thing seems clear that the idea 



persisted that the Synod was the most_ convenient place for the 

election of the lay commissioners as representing the lairds 

This is clear from the Records of the Presbytery of St .Andrews 

and it was easy fon the Synod to co operate with the Head Courts. 

The Synod was the unit Which in 1597-98 w~s to be responsible 

for the p~yment of the commissioners to the Assembly:a stent 

upon the ministers only although perhaps local arrangements 

in the majters of collections relieved the minister in part.In 

the time of dangers the Synod often took the lead.Its General 

Acts were copied out by its clerk and sent to the various Pres: 

:byteries and thus ~ kind of uniformity of interpretation aimed 

at.In October 1599 w~ch minister of the Presbytery of St.Andrews 

was to have a copy of the A~ts of Synod upon p.9.yment of half a 

mark. The Moderator of the Synod mi~ht upon just occasion appoint 

extraordinary meetings ~~ intervals between the normal conventions 

of April and October and sometimes in~ividual Presbyteries 

wrote to him requesti71g such assemblies .But the Syno4 was on the 

whole cumbrous and the Presbytery was the vital instit~tion in 

the Kirk or;anization.The King however used the Synod for pu~oses 

of Conference with the civil power elg.for the vote in Parliament 

probably with the aim in view of confounding the bounds with 

those of the ol4 diocese and creating from the Synod his new 

Episcop~cy. The Synod therefore inc~eased in influence under 

the Bishops but from the time of the restoration of Bresbytenanism 

as a reality and with the return or the lay element as a vital 
Q..o 

force in the Presbytery the Synod lost its place a link in the 
1\ 

chain of representation. 



THE GENERAL ASSE1lBLY 

COMPOSITION and MEMBERSHIP 

A. The Origins of ita Constitution 

The importance of the General Assembly 

of the Church of Scotland from a constitutional point 

of view and ita influence in the development of the 

principle of representation,lay in the fact that it 

cont~ined in addition to ita ministry a larse lay 

element. 

As the Assembly came into being it hm 

obviously aspirations af~er a representative system 

with regard to this la) element,which Pre-Reformation 

Councils had lacked. Although the influence of Lollardism 

in Scotland and its continuance in doctrinal questions 

is indubitable,there is no evidence that the represent: 

ative ideg,l in constitutional matters was attached to 

the Reforming movement earlier than tb.e middle of the 

XVIth Century. For although Marsiglio of Padua (Wyclif' s 

forerunner) held the view in his "Defensor Pacis" that 

for the purposes of ecclesiastical government,the 

proper or:s-::tnization wg.s a thoroughly representative 

assembly composed of lay and clerical delegg.tes,.his 
{1) 

disciple wg.a more concerned with the reconciliation of 

( 1 ) Miss J. ~.facGregor The Scottish Presbyterian Poll ty 
(May 1926) :p.9 



of doctrines than with the establishment of a system ~ 

polity.Lutheranism also was primarily concerned with ~ 

doctrine,but Patrick Hamilton brought with him some 

of the suggestions of the Reformer Francis Lambert of 

Marburg for a democratic Assembly on lines something 

similar to that which was eventually evolved. 
{1) 

But the persecutions drove such constitutionalists 

out of the country and their influence in 1560 was 

only indirect. 

Wisharis proposals were Zwinglian in 

origin,for a discipline exercised by the ministry with 

the support of the m<tgistracy,in which the term"elders " 

did not obtain.It was this type which was the model f~ 
(2) 

Knox's St.Andrews congregation of 1547.But since the 

Congregation was in active opposition to the civil 

magistrate,all power became centralized in the person 

of the minister.By this date therefore nothing positi~ly 

constitutional had been obt:iined. Knox seems to have 

become a Presbyterian only in 1554 for he ministered m 
(3) 

(1) i.e. Local Government of the Kirk by the Congregation 
with the central government in a Synod composed 
( a)of ministers, (b)visi tors, (c )representatives. of 
congregations. The Prince and Nobility were given 
practically no ex officio powers.(MacGregor p.11) 

(2) 1bid..u.17 

(3) ibid.p.22. 



in En~land under Episcopacy.Organization of the new rel: 

:igion in Scotland was necessarily secret and slow,but 

the experiment of FranJfurt was repeated by Knox in his 

native eountrp in 1558,when"by common election elders were 

appointed to whom in the absence of quali~ied ministers 

all promised obedience" But in the matter of establish: 
(1) 

:ment of discipline no arbitrary rule could be laid down 

foe even Calvin who stands as the p~ototype for all 

subsequent severities,took account ofnl'opportunitee du 

temps, les moeurs du peuple et aut res circonstances" • 
(2) 

although of course the prevalent ideal was for a church 

as universal and uni~orm as the Roman Church which it 

sought to displace. 

The Zwinglian Church of Zurich was enUrely 

under the conDrol of the City Council,while the Calvinists 

suffered exile rather than acknowledge the supremacy of 

the State over the Church.(1538).In the Calvinian model 

the state officials only acted in the Church as elders 

although in practice Eldership was confined to the Council 

in order to render more effective the amicable cooperation 

of Church and State.This really meant the autocracy of 

( 1 ) "We sought open crimes to be punished wi tb.out respect of 
persons.For that purpose by common election were elders 
appointed to whome the hole brethren promised obedience 
for at that tyme we had na publict ministers of the 
worde.Knox.I.p.300. cf.the Edinburgh congregation with 
its elective diseiplinars.(ibid.II.p.151) 

(2) quoted by Miss MacGregor.p.23 



the ministry,along with a compromise which while it 

ensured atnt'ty with the State,vitiated the doctrine of 

the"priestb.ood of a.ll believe.rs" .The French Church under 

persecution introduced a. more democratic form of govern: 

;ment,but these courtsJthough drawn from all classes
7 

were a self elected close corporation. A'Lasco's 
(1) 

Frisian Congregation in London elected its own ministers 

elders and deacons and the local governing body was by 

no means a narrow ring. 

These Zwinglian and Calvinian 

organizations were mainly designed for small local 

bodies.The third type the Hessian Polity of 1526 attempts 

something national.It consisted of (i) a weekly assemtly 

of all the congregation. (ii) a general meeting of the 

whole province consisting of all the ministers with ore 

commissioner-' from each congregation ,and in addition 
(a) 

the Prince and his Mobles attended. This system allow: 
(3) 

:ed for no eldership.The weekly meeting was of the entire 

congregation,who itself elected the representative to 

the general meeting. This although never put into exec: 

:ution naturally affected the trend &f ecclesiastical 

thought. 

(1)in point of fact the Kirk Session in Royal Burghs 
was just as close. cf. the act of 1642 which gave officid.l 
sanction to the practice of the old Session electing 
the new. 

(2)cf.the Presbytery and the Synod in Scotland. 
(3)cf.aames VI's practice in having a large body of 

nobles in attendance Ju vhe Assembly to watch over 
proceedings and vote in his name without any commia:t ion 
as elders. 



B. Composition 

The curious fact is that although the 

Reformers had these models to work upon and althou~h 

the idea of a Central Institution was one of their 

a prlb'l'i principles,f'or some years they made no attempt 

to give definite form to the constitution of the General 

Council of the Kirk. In fact upto the t.ime when King 

James began to interfere in its organization,there was 

a vagueness as to the personnel and composition of the 

General Assembly and on the question of the electorate 

which caused var~ance even umong the leaders of Church 

Policy who were professedly comstitutionalists • The 

representative principle however was early recognized 

but definition as tothe numbers of representatives was 

unknown. To add to the confusion .,the electoral system 
,I 

was entirely altered with the introduction of the 

Second Book of Discipline,which although it did not re: 

:ceive statutory recognition until 1592 had for 15 years 

or more been in practical operation~particularly in the 

return of Commissioners to the General Assembly. 

References in both Books of Discipline to the Chief 

Church Court,therefore,are ambiguous. Lists of Sederunts 

which might serve to show the system in operation,are 

infrequent,and much of the information as to their com: 

:position is only to be obtained by exhaustive examination 



of local records both civil and ecclesiastical. 

From the beginning the importance of 

the lay element was remarkable. At the first General 
• 

Assembly before the final completion of the Policy, 

although in view of the alleged complete upheaval of 

the Social State in the overthrow of the Roman Church, 

one might have expetrted an enormous concourse of the 

supporters of the new religion,in point of fact 'the 

attendance was small.Only 6 ministers were present along 

with 36 lay commissioners,and it looks as if the repres: 

:entative principle were already in operation.Of these 

laymen eleven by obvious ti t.le are lairds and the rest 

must be bur~esses or Magistrates,or smaller landowners. 

By these were represented 10 towns,3 individual Kirks 

or congregations as such,4 large districts or counties, 

and 4 smaller areas corresponding to some of the Pre: 

:Reformation benefices. Of those whom this group of 42 

"ministers and_ commissioners" thought fit for the ministry 

the majority were absent,and the Assembly was obviously 

not satisfied With the representation(if it was such and 

not merely a kind of mass meeting) for it decreed to 

a convention of the Kirk in the following month,~ 

congregation should send at least one representative. 

The individual local church was to be the unit, but all 

those commissioners who were in attendance were to promise 

to return in any event. Mass representation would in fact 



Ill 

at this stage be more effective than a rigid con4titution 

"' The completed Book of Discipline did noth: 

:ing to stabilize this ·cor:JJ?titution.The Principal Church 

Court or Counsa.ll of the Kirk is barely mentioned,its 

composition left undefined and its duties only incidentally 

referred to as three in n~mber. (i) to transfer SuperintEnd: 

:ents (ii) to transfer ministers (iii)to receive from 
(1) (2) 

the Superintendents the annual accounts of the financial 

position of the parishes. 
(3) 

The institution of Superintendenys 

and their close relation with the State,provided a. close 

parallel, to,'1Eplecopacy, and the att.empt to force this form 

of' church govermment upon Scotland for financial purposes 

resulted in the revision of the Policy on more democratic 

lines{in form at. least )with the introduction of Preabytery 

The settlement of' 1560 was concerned not so much with a 

national policy as with the missionary attitude of plant: 

:ing separate congregations. From 1560 to 1574-5 the 

Assembly expanded its constitution and extended its powezs 

within the limits of the Book of Discipline,until from 

its merely inquisitorial functions of inspection of 

(1)Buok of Discipline Knox.IIp.208 
(2)ibid.p.194 
(3)ibid.p.226 



of Superintendents and transfer of ministers it came 

to be the deciding factor in all matters affecting the 

whole chuech,and secondly the final court of appeal. 
( 1 ) 

The composition of the General Assembly as recorded 

in its official sederunts and formal constitution 

In the Assembly of May 1561 

thou~h no sederunt is given it is.evident from the 

supplication ~iven in to the Privy Council that the 

Barons and Gentlemen formed a large part of the personnel. 
(2 ) 

but in the next detailed list (,Tune 1562) the numbers 

are comparatively few. They were composed of 5 Super: 

:intendents,16 ministers,and 16 laymen of whom 7 were 

lairds, and .. diverse in the Merse". Of the remaining 

9 laymen whose presence is noted,3 represented Edinburgh, 
each for 

2 L~ith,2 Holyroodhouse,and one Glasgow and St.Andrews. 

This was by no means a truly national assembly for the 

preponderance of the Lothian representation is far too 

disproportionate. The truth was that the revolution had 

been accomplished by the Lothian abd Fife lairds who 

supplied the fi~hting force,and by the citizens of 

(1)See Miss MacGregor 1562- examination of all members 
of G.A. in life and doctrine etc,1563- hearing appealls 
from Synods,authorizing the publicg,tiob of religious 
books,1565 To exercise discipline over all ministers 
readers and exhorters disobedient to the Superintendent. 

(2) B.U.K.p.9 



of Edinburgh in arme,and these groups thus gained a pre: 

:eminence in the councils of the Kirk which they never 

lost. Thus in this Assembly 9 Lothian Kirks produced 9 

ministers and 1 laymen. 

The church however was as yet so small 

that wholesale attendance on the General Assembly would 

have been absurd for it would have hindered that missionary 

work which the church regarded as its main runction. The 

idea emerges however that the Assembly is the High Court fn 

Ecclesiastical affairs to which 'any man' might complain t._ 

upon Superintendent ministers elders and deacons. But attend: . 
:ance was restricted thus,with regard to the ministry at 

least; (i) No minister was to come unless he had a complaint 

to make,or (ii) was colpplained upon, or (iii) was"at.least 

warned thairto be the Superbntendent". The latter official 
(1) 

would thus appear to have great discretionary powers 

comparable to those of the English sheriff in choosing those 

Burghs which should send representatives to Parliament. 

Efforts to define the constitution are to be traced in the 

Assembly of December 1562 which made one or two regulations 

with regard to the Superintendent's chief Court where it was 

{1) B.U.K.p.,~ IJ.t. 



to be presumed that election of delegates to the Chief 

Court would take plaee. It was decreed that the Synod should 

meet twice annually in October and April, its precise date ' 

being fixed by the Superintendent who was to give due 

warning to the particular kirks. To these meetings were to 

come the ministers or all congregations accompanied by one 

elder or one deacon to consult upon the common affairs of 

the diocese. 
( 1 ) 

In the next Assembly June 1563 farther 

regulations were made,and a positive ordinance was laid 

upon the Superintendent to 11 warn the shyres,t.ownes and 

paroch kirks Within his jurisdiction to send ther commission: 

:ers unto the Assemblies in tyme comeing declareing unto 

them the tyme and place". The Assemblies here mentioned m~ 
(2) 

be General Assemblies ,in which case the principle of 

one representative from each congregation is implied and 

the discre4ionary powers of the Superintendent are left 

untrammelled,but more probably it is the Synodal Assemblies 

which are being regulated with a view to making them the 

electoral court for the General Council of the Kirk. Since 

the General Assemblies were meeting at fairly regular 

intervals{June and December) elections made in April and 

(1)B.U.K.p.29 cf.The Council of Hesse. 
(2)B.U.K.p.36 



October would require li~~le adjustment. Presumably the 

discretionary powdrs of the Superintendent might be reserved 

for "sudden advertisements"and extraordinary General Assemblies. 
!)(_. 

But definition .a.s.""Jt-o-" the numbers to be sent to the National 

Assembly was still neglected,and the sederunts give no 

details,contenting themselves with general statements e.g. 

"Superintendents ministers and Commissioners were present" 
(t) 

In the following Assembly in December 

1563 there was a reversion to mass representation,summoned 

by Knox in defiance of the Queen. Besides the 9 Lords of 

Council present,there were tt Barons Burgesses~and Gentlemen 
(2) 

in great number" who could not have had any official commission 

to attend. There were in addition 4 Superintendents,the 

Bishops of Galloway and Orkney ,ministers, and commissioners. 

The principle seems to be that although the body of the 

professors might delegate a few to attend in their names 

they still reserved the right to come in proper person when 

danger threatened. 
(3) 



The Assembly of June 1564 gives us no 

personnel save the general notice of the attendance of 

Superintendents ministers and commissioners of provinces 

and of kirks and again in December a similar descriptive 
( 1 ) 

formula is used," Superintendents and minist&rs, with the c,; 

commissioners of Sbyres and part1cular kirks~ 
(2) 

Although the formal sederunt of the next 

Assembly in June 1565 is only given in the same formula it 

is clear that many of the nobility a~tended probably without 

Commission and the Kirk Convention was really a kind of 

general meeting of the Opposition, while in the list of the 

delegates who presented the petitions,effort was made to 

confine the duty to the lay element - 4 lairds and the 

representative of Edinburgh. 
(3) 

Exhorters make their first appearance in 

the sederunts in December 1565.It would seem that at this 

stage the Reformers considered the term "particular Kirk!'" 

as synonomous with "town". At this time they probably drew 

no hard and fast rule as to which Burghs should send repres: 

: entati ves. It was the "kirk" or congregation which was 

responsible, a.l though in practice the Royal Burghs would 

naturally predominate.{cf. however the case of Leith 1560 

and June 1562 sederunts) (4) 
(1}B.U.K.p.46 ,2)ibid.p.5J 
(3)ibid.p.60 Lundie,Cunninghamhead,Grange,Spott. James Barron 

for Edinburgh 
(4)see Rait. Parliaments of Scotland .p.252 and note 



The Kirk expected the attendance of the Privy Council 

as Royal Representatives and insisted upon their 

presence in a way which contrasts strangely with their 

restrictions upon the King's power to appoint commissioners 

in later years. In the Assembly of June 1566 the presence 

of Earls Lords Barons of the Privy Council is noted. 
(1) 

The Sederunt of December 1566 comprised Superintendents 

Ministers Commissioners of Shires,Towns and Kirks. In 

the June Assembly of the following year the Shires are 

not mentioned. From the fact that Earls Lords and Barons 

were present it is to be presumed that they were accepted 

as the lay representatives of the shires though with no 

official commission. It was however only a preparatory 

meeting for a full assembly in the following month to 

which it was hoped the Hamilton party and the "neuters" 

would come. For this purpose summons were directed to 

"all and sundrie erlis lords barrons and uthers bretbren 

requ~ring them to conveine the said xx day ot Julii and 

to that effect appointit also commissioners to present 

the said missives". There was obviously no stipulation 
(2) 

that these noblemen must be elders. Although the actual 

(1) Huntly(Chancellor) Argyle Bishops of Galloway and 
Orkney,the Commendator of Lindores and Balfour of 
Pittendreich.(B.U.K.p.77) 

(2) B.U.K.p.93 



intention was to convocate the "haill professors of all 

estatis and degriesn special missives were sent through 
~#hta't"~? 

the medium of the Superintendents and "Quarters"'of 

Countreyes" to individual Lords and Barons of the 

opposition or neutral party This was apparently on t~ 
( 1 ) 

Parliamentary model and the majority of the recipients 

resented it.The Superintendents and Quarters of CountrElfes 

had in addition an open printed commission which they ~re 

empowered to show to"all men of all estates besides t~ 

nobility to assist with counsall and power". The persom el 

in fact must have been practically identical with the 

Convention of Estates which met on the same date. The 

62 noblemen ~hd the burgess representatives who signed 
(3) 

their demands show that this was a recurrence of the 

mass representation of the earliest type,although some 

kind· of principle can be traced in arrangement of the 

lay brethren in shires. 
(2) 

In December 1567 the Kirk Records provide 

no details of Sederunts save that there were present 

Earls Lords Barons and Superintendents Ministers and 

Commissioners of Towns and Kirks. Since Parliament was 

be surmised that the 
Barons, Commendators B.U.K.p.l6) 

(2) B.U.K.p.100 see Chapter II 
(3) Edinburgh 4,AYr 3tirvine 2,Glasgow 2,Jedlgurgh 2 

(see under Burghs) 



cocTJposi ti on of both would be very similar. 

In July 1568 there }fere present in Assembly,"Nobility 

Superintendents Ministers and Commissioners of Towns 

and Kirks.But recent events had shown that while the 

lay element was a valuable asset in time of danger 

it might become an abuse if it continued to preponderate 

so far as to outvote the ministerial membership.The 

Kirk did not object to the presence of laymen in large 

numbers as a protective and executive force but it 

set down rules limiting the numbers of those who should 

re~ister their votes. On a point of information it 
( 1 ) 

was formally decreed that henceforth none should have 

vote in Assembly save{I) Superintendents,and their 

temporary substitutes,Commissioners for planting 

Kirks, (II) Ministers brought by these and presented 

as persons able to reason and having the Knowledge 

to judge. (III) Commissioners of Burghs. (IV) Commission: 

:ers of Shires. (V) Commissioners from Universities. 

This was really the first attempt to define the personnel 

of Assembly,and it went farther in defining the method 

of Election of these representatives. 

(A) The election of the ministers and Shire 

Commissioners was to take place in the Synodical 

Convention of the Diovese,"by consent of the rest of 
(1, "Give the ordour already received pleases not men 

be reason of pluralitie of Voyces.B.U.K.p.124 
This is clearly an objection to the majority 
vote of the Lothian an~ Fife contingent. 



the ministers and gentlemen there convened". 

Presumably election was by the whmle body of the 

;odly who attended the Synod i.e. all the ministers 

of the province and one elder from each congregation. 

There is no indication as to whether the laymen shoald 

appoint the lay represenaat1ves of the shire as a 

separate estate,although this would later seem to ha~ 

become the rule 

(B) The Commissioners of Burghs were ordained to 

be elected by the Council and Kirk of the town. There 

can be no reasonable doubt that thencouncil" here 

mentioned is the Town Council and the"Kirk" stands 

for the Kirk Session. Individual Burgh Records show 
. ( 1 ) . 

that the ~own Council from a very early period took 

over the whole power of appointment and that the 

part played by the Kirk Session as such was a very small 

one the truth being that both bodies had a large 

common membership and the decision of the Civil Council 

was thus in effect the decision of a majority of the 

Kirk Session. Thus in the Burghs already election 

had got into the hands of a close corporation. It was 

not stated which Burghs were to save the privilege of 

(1) B.U.K.p.124 Miss MacGregor doubts whether Council 
means Civil Council or the Kirk Session.Even a 
cursory glance at local records shows the powers 
exercised by the Lay Town Council in this direct~n 

(see Miss MacGregor.p.87) 



~I 

separate representaticm but the fact that no discrimin: ... 
. ir ",-: ( : .. 

:at ion is made i;f·er~ that only Royal Burghs were -----
implied according to ordinary XV!th. Centurt use. 

None of these commissiom.ers was~.,,to be adm.i tted 

without sufficient written commission from the constit: 

uency,and to prevent the system becoming a close and 

narrow ring of perpetual commissioners it was enac~ed 

that they should be changed from Assembly to Assembly. 

How far this was carried out only examination of 

local records (in the absence of detailed sederunts) 

can show. 

This system apparently was as much as could 

( 1 ) 

be achieved alomg the lines of the first Book of IUscjp : 

:line. rt revealed the preeminence of the Superintendents 

who formed a permanent group in the Assembly and 

controlled the Synods which returned such a large part 

of the representation,in addition to warning the Burghs 

to proceed to appointment of commissioners. The growth 

of the powers of the Superintendent was so extensive 

that the function could not adequately be discharged q, 

one man and still maintain the myth of equality of all 

ministers. Thei~ duties too closely resembled those of 

(1)"Lest ther sould come ane monople and perpetuall 
electioun of a few certaine ministers and 
commissioners" B.U.K.p.124 



a Bishop to suit well with a ministry which w~s becoming 

more and more independently Presbyterian.(,) 

The commissioners of the shires in the 

following two General Assemblies seem to be associated 

almost entirely with the Nobilitie,for while Superintend: 

:ents ministers and commissioners of Towns and Kirks 

are mentioned as being present there is no reference ~ 

the shires and the Kirk particularly maneo·u:vred its 

meeting to coincide with a conventionfor"resorting of 

the nobilitie and Privie Counsell whose presence is 

very requisite for setting fordward the affalres of the 

Kirk" • 
t2) 

In the Assembly of July 1569 there are noted 

as present besides the Superinten1ents and ministers 

B:J.rons and. Commissioners of Towns and Kirks with the 

obvious inference that the Barons stand for the lay 

representat.:t/on of the shires. A1 though no details are c: 

given we can form some idea of its representative character 

( 1 ) 

(2) 

Superintendents t~ough first ch~sen by the P.C. soon 
bec~~e entirely dependent upon the G.A. Their duties 
were (i)Preaching;planting kirks (ii)reporting on 
ministers and parishes with summary powers of 
suspension until the next G.A.(1565) (iii) To warn 
shires towns and Kirks to Assembly(?) meetings 
(iv)Censorship of Books examining doctrine of teachers 
and doctors in universities.(v) Synods difficulties 
reported to G.A.by the Superintendent(1570) see Macgre~r 
B.U.K.p.133 Commissioners of Universities are also 
mentioned q,s present in the February 1569 Assembly. 



fromtthe delegation appointed to go to Perth to the 

Convention on 2Ith 'July. How great an effect political 
' ( 1) 

causes had upon the General Assembly is evidenced by t~ 

complete abortion of the meeting on February 25th of tre 

following year on account of the murder of the Earl of 

Moray tbut postponement untel March 1st brought to Edin: 
(2} 

burgh a lmge concourse of Nobility all odt course of 

the one faction. 

Once more in July 1570 the lay element 

was strong for the alliance of the Kirk was sought in 

an attempt to influence the Marian Lords to abandon 

the Queen's cause.The Nobility and Barons mentioned 

in the general personnel seem to be purely extraneous 

in spite of the late acts,for Commissioners of Kirks 

Provinces and Towns in addition to Superintendents and 

ministers are also included. The delegation to attend 

upon the Convention of Bstates was again of a represent:. 

:ative nature,comprising Superintendents (3) ministers(3) 

Officers of State (2) Lairds(14) and represent.g,tives of 

tnreetowns. Most of the extraneous or non commissionffi 
. (3) 

members would be also members of the convention. and 

(1)Supts.Angus Lothian F~fe Argyle;8 leading ministers 
Lairds:-Braid Whittingham Keir Lundie Barganie 
Representatives of St.Andrews Perth Edinburgh Dundee 

(2)B.U.K.p.156 
(3)B.U.K.p.182 Edinburgh Dundee(2) Perth. 



the employment of the unrepresented Lairds reveals 

the reason for the support given to the church by the 

lesser nobility. 

Thus Barons continae to appear in the 

personnel as a separate estate in addition to the 

normal lists of commissioned persons from Provinces 

Universities Towns Kirks and ministers and they 

were frequently used in pegotiations with the Civil Power. 
(1) 

The Convention of Leith January 1571-2 

provides one of the rare lists of personnel. In addition 

to the Superintendents of Angus Fife Lothian,the three 

Commissioners for planting Kyle Moray and Clydesdale, 

and 29 other ministers there were present 27 laymen. 

These comprised 1 University Representative,,, Burgesses 

(commissioners from Edinburgh Dundee Haddington-2 each, 

Montrose Irvine Ayr-one each,and Leith though no royal 

Burgh sent two delegates from its Kirk) The remaining 

l~ laymen comprised ten lairds {five for Fife and Five 

for Lothian) and five Barons who had apparently no 

commission at all and came in their own right. 
(2) 

The sederunt was thus at least as numerous as the early 

(1)BUK.p. 198 Aug~st 1571 

(2) Kennedy of Barganie,Lockhart of Barr, Wall~ce of 
Carnell, Montgomery of Hessillb.ead Neilson of 
Craigallie 



Assemblies about whose validity there had been no question. 

As a result of this body's decisions in the next Assemtly 

of March 1'72 the first Archbishop John Dougl.q,s is 

included in the personnel. He had previously attended the 

Assemblies as the representative for the University of 

St Andrews. 
( 1 ) 

Earls and Barons are regularly to be found 

in times of crisis or political upheaval among the 

personnel of the Assembly,and apparently no particular 

care was taken to investigate the question of their 

Commission.There is an indication that they presumed 

upon their rank to dominate the Kirk's deliberations. 

but the Church was anxious to have their concurrance 

and waived a good deal of i•~ormality with regard to 

commission. The Synod of Lothian in fact petitioned 

(2) 

nthat the Assembly might be frequent with the Nobilitie 

and Baronls as weill as Ministers that the face of the 

Assembly may be had in reverence as in foir tymes" 
(3) 

In August 1573 indeed the Assembly meeting in the 

Over Tolbuith gave special permission to the Nobilitie 

and Council to s1t 11 within the bar" along with the 
( 1 )B.U.K.p.237 
(2)0bedience to the Moderator was demanded from every 

f>er.son nof quhat es~ate that ever he ben. (B.U .K.p.243) 
(G.A.August Perth 1572) The absence of "towns and 

(3)B.U.K.p.265 individual Kirks:;:!n this 
sederunt may be accidentalu. 



with the Commissioners of Provinces Towns and Kirks, 

with the implica~ion that they thereby obtain the same 

right of voting. In fact at this period the General 
(1) 

Assembly did not ~onsider itself complete without the 

Nobility and particularly the Lords of Council. The 

presence of the Regent it is inferred brought the 

Lords to the councils of the church,without any formal 

Commission which was not apparently expected by the 

Kirk. The feudal element" of dependence upon the ancient 

nobility is stressed,and the petition which requested 

their presence was couched in most persuasive terms 

to induce them to come,nthe most noble ther of hiest 

Estate joining withthe Breth:een in voting and authorizm g 11 

11 The tyme that the Kirk will sitt will be short and tyme 

wald not be neglectit and yit the Kirk is not so rigor: 

:ous bot that men may after thair presence givin in the 

Assemblie have libertie as tyme requyres to wait upon 

thair lawfull business" (2 
1 August 573 B.U.K.p. 9 Beeause it is und2rstand th~ 

certaine of the nobilitie of this realme and secreit 
couns~ll are to repare to this Assembly therefor the 
haill brethren ordaines that the haill Nobilitie and 
Counsell with the Commissioners of Provinces Townes 
and Kirks having power to vote sall sitt within the 
barre of the said ovir Tolbuith. 

(2) March 1573 ... 74 They ask that"since the Kirk was assembla:l 
according to the godlte ordinance and lookes to haw 
concurrance of thalr brethren in all Estates "that the 
Re~ent and Privy Council "will authorize the Kirk :m 
the present Assemblie be your presence or be uthers" 
haveann commission in your Grace and Lordships names 
as members of the Kirk of God,for as your Graces pnesence 
and the nobilities sould be unto us most comfortable 
•• so your Grace's absemce iS to us most dolorous am 
lamentabillwherof followes the want of ane great part of 
the members that weill cannot be absent from these things 
(B.U.K.p.292) 



The Regent was so far from agreeing to a joint Council 

Convention of the Kirk that he even questioned their right 

to assemble the lieges without his express sanction, 

and preferred negotiating with them as a separate 

institution. 

Thus the nobility in ~hese years form a 

considerable part of the composition of the Assembly 

sometimes as supporters of the Government but more often 

in opposition.They appear as Barons or Earls and Lords 

(August 1574 and March 1575) but the lesser nobility 
(1) (2) 

may be comprehended in the Commissioners of Provinces. 

Bishops malce their appearance • In August 1575 there were 
(3) 

6 in attendance,but the unrest at the permanent position 

of these Bishops and Superintendents showed itself .in the 

determination to have no more continlb.al commi·ssioners of 

Provinces or Coun~ries (for planting and visiting KirkBt 

These visitors were to be changed as far as possible 

every year so that the same minister should not appear 
(4) 

year after year in the ex officio position of Commissioner 

This policy was pursued still fartther in the next 

Assembly of April 1576 whem several commissioners were 

assigned to each district or province so as to confuse 

(1)B.U.K.p.299 (2) B.U.K.p 

(;) 1bid.p.331 (4) ibid.p.336 337 



the bounds of the province or diocese and to act as 

watch dogs over the Bishops.{B.U.K.p.353) 

This period w~s one of definition and 

preparation for the proposedalteration 1nithe Policy. 

The position of the University representatives becomes 

clearer. The Superintendent of Fife in August 1575 

disclaimed respomsibility for the return of Commissiomrs 

from St.Andrews University. He declared that the 

University itself had the power to appoint delegates 

to the Assembly and in this case they had nem~11ated: 

the llinister of St.Andrews himself to execute the 

function. 
(' 1) 
The Assembly took care to remind. the Barons 

and Gentlemen to attend in the capacity of Commission~s 

from the Synod In the struggle with the Regent over 
(2) 

Episcopacy they were probably anxious to show an 

organized and representative institution in place of 

the mass representation which had its weakness if the 

Regent could win the Higher Nobility to his side by 

promises of the fruits of benefices. Morton pointed out 

in his Questions propounded in the General Assembly of 

(1)B.U.K.p.334 Compare this with James VI's regulations 
for the return of the University representative,for 
the purpose of excluding Andrew Melville 

(2)B.U.K.p.363 



October 1576,the weakness of the Kirk in the lack of 

clarity in the constitutiQn of its Central Court. 
(1) 

He asked information as to how many GeneralAssemblies 

there ought to be within a kingdom,by whom should these 

be called and for what cause; what form of summons am 

procedure should be used; who was to preside over its 

meeting$,and of what was it to treat; what pxecution 

and penalties were to be attached to its decrees. From 

the point of view of "personnel" deliberate effort W$ 

directed towards inducing the Kirk to define"what persons 

ought ordinarly to be present thereat"and the penalties 

for non attendance, how many of these have vote, and 

and in the event of a minority convening how far they 

might commit the absent majority. This would seem to 

be the first organized attempt to get the Assembly to 

state what constituted a quorum. But most of these 

questions were left undecided and the same difficulties 

cropped up under James VI when the 55 questions were 

sent round the Presbyteries. It was then found that 

opinions were often very diverse even on sucl:J. fundama1 tal 

points. The whole position of the General Assembly w~ 
( 2) 

reviewed, whether in fact 1 tf~was a Counter Parliament or 

merely one of the Three Estates of the realm. 

( 1) B • U. K • p . 369 

(2) See James Melville'a Diary pp. Q 
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~~ ~~ A~~eab}XeQ~al\J'rtl:c:waeta\"encted ~by.;o~h•~•-•,~• 

:tin!.Ly:taoddtsafonM &n4 ·::s.~Jaot. '577 tb• baron• oonO'lrranoe 
was par~1cu1arly 1nv1ted.(B~U.K.p.39l) 

The tenuency towards the elevation 

of the Weekly Bxercise which was the collective meeting 

of ministers and kirk sessions within a reasonable radius 

is to be remarked as early as March 1572,when the Synod 

of Lothian protested that to avoid ill advised or hasty 

decisionar~such as had resulted in the Convention of Leith 

due advertisement should be given of the approach of an 

Assembly,to the Exercise twenty days in advance so that 

matters might not be concluded by a few without the consent 

of the majority of members and voters. In the new schemes 
(1) 

of Polity which Committees of Kirk and Parliament were 

discussing therefore the Exercise or Presbytery established 

on a new basis became the central factor in the system 

of return of members to the General Assembly. The civil 

power was wary of committing itself prematurely to any 

acceptance of Policy, particularly in the minor revolutions 

of 1578. The council be~an to differentiate between the 

public and private functions of those of its members wm 

attended at the request of the Assembly·. Thus in April 

1578 it was stated that though Deir and Herries attended 

to"hear and see" the proceedings of the Kirk they had no 

power to commit King and Council by their vote,although 

as private members of the Congregation of the Professors 

(1) B.U.K.p.265. 



,, 

they mi~ht make what independent decisions they pleased} 
( 1 

The Assembly was ~~Willing to recognize the difference. 

They did not want to negotiate with the Council as an 

external body. They wanted to include it within their 

own meeting while at the same time benefitting by its 

official authority in obtaining the execution of Kirk 

decrees~Just as in their relations with Parliament they 

did not really desire to be included as merely one of 

the estates,but rather wished the leaders of Parliament 

as members of the Congre~ation to come to the Kirk for 

for advice and guidance in the management of Civil bus: 

:iness. 

At the General Assembly at Stirling in JunB 1518 

although it is stated that there were present (i) Comm: 

:issioners of Countries i.e visitors since both Bishops 

and Superintendents alike had been merged into this group 

(ii) Commissioners from Synodal Assemblies.(iii) Towns 

(iv) Universities, the meeting was rare on account of the 

hasty summons at the rumours of ~alterations". For the 
... d. 

first time the assembled brethren doubtAwhether the 

paucity of their numbers would permit of their consicering 

themselves a new General Assembly or merely a continda~on 

of the last. Though they agreed that they should constitate 

themselves an Assembly it is obvious that these late 

(1) B.U.K.p.406 



searching questions on constitutional points had made 

them cautious as to their legal position. 

In the Second Book of Discipline 

which Conference after Conference had debated,there 

was the same lack of clarity with regard to the constitution 

of the Principal Church Court,and curiously ehough 

of the new creation the Presbytery. Under the term 

"Eldership" were grouped both Kirk Sessions and the 

Presbyterial Assemblyi. e. 11 of particular Kirkis ane or 

ma",and the confusion was not. even partially cleared 

until 1586 when the King made a point of enquiring the 

status. The confusion of course arose from the lack 
(1) 

of ministers to constitute the new foundation,and 

especially in the towns it was aggravated where as in 

the case of Edinburgh for instance it was difficult to 
... 

ava~id confounding the Presbytery with the Ministers of 

the General Kirk there. In the Assembly of April 158t 

debates took place as to whether the representative 

unit should remain th~ Synod or whether the Eldership 

should return members directly without any intermediary. 

The system which the Court would have preferred was 
(2) 

apparently on a graduated scale, The Presbytery should 

( 1) B. U • K • p. 605 
(2) If it was the King who submitted the articles of 

dispute.Petrie infers that they were points raised 
BJ the Kirk itself.(Petrie Part 3 p.410 ) 



appoint representatives to the Synod which in turn 

should appoint delegates to the General Assembly. 

Although the Assembly definitely accepted and register& d 
~ 

in its books the Second Book of Discipline rather as 

an act of protest against the dilatory methods of the 

Civil "Conferences" there was much that might have 

been better defined. Thus the Chapter on Elderships 

Assemblies and Discipline is of the vaguest,especially 

on the question of Composition.The only clear point 

which emerges is the insistemce upon the right to 

summon and appoint their own dates of meeting. 
(1) 

The General Assembly was described as ane lauchfull 

Conventioun of the Kibkis of the haill realme or natioun 

to which only wcclesiastical persons might repair 

"to voitt" to sic ane number as salbe thocht guid be 

the same Assemblie. Its composition was thus left 
(2) 

entirely arbitrary and apparently at the will of each 

individual General Assembly. One class however of 

ecclesiastical person was excluded both from Presbytery 

and all higher Courts. The Second Book of Discipline 

was decidedly retrogressive and proportionately less 

(1)B.U.K.p.497 Sum of the Elderis be chosin out of even e 
p.'1..rticulare comgregatioun to concure with the rest of 
thair brebbren in the commoun Assemblie. ibid.498 

( 2) ibid. p. 5 00 



democratic~: by dell berating excluding the deacons 

from membership. The deaconry in fact was frequently 

the stronghold of the commons who were thus debarred 

from attendan~e on the General Council of the Kirk. 
( 1 ) 

The sederunts of the Assembly give no indic: 

:ation qs to whether a new·system of election was trim 

in the October Assembly but the Presbytery was already 
(2) 

showing its power in dealing with the case of Kontgomery. 

But the lack of definite adjustment soon 

rais·ed difficulties such as the ucertaine doubts 

proponit concerning Presbyteries" and the answers 
(3) 

which were made to thes~ reveal the trend of the 

Melvinian influence towards increasing the power of the 

~Unistry, at the expen•e of lay control. Thus in the 

new system in the Presbytery which was now definitely 

stated to be the electorate for the General Assembly 
(4) 

the rule was laid down that the lay elemi:mt"such as 

are associat to the Elderschip for discipline and corre et: 

:ion of manners that are not Pastours nor Doctours" 
(5) 

should never equal in m1mbers the ministry but should 

always be f'ewer,uthe proportioun as the n?cessitie of the 

( 1 )B.U .K.p.501 
(2)"Quher ther 
(3)B.U.K.p.567 
(4)B.U.K.p.5§8 
{5)B.U.K.p.5o7 

'!'!ere present 
April 1582 
No.6 
No.2 

the Commissi~ners"B.U.K.p.522 



... 

of the Elderschip craves. u And they went farther towards 

making the Lay membership ~ non essential part of their 

scheme, for their resort to the Pres.byterie was to be no 

"farther s~raitit but as the weightines and occasioun 

upon intimatioun and advertisement made be the Pastours 

and Doctours sall requyre". The Kirk in fact wanted the 

feud~l l~ndowners influence in time of crisis but had 

no desire to see laymen organizing ecclesiastical instit: 

:utions.The equality of all believers was now no longer 

a reA.li ty. It was rg,pidly giving way to the autocracy of 

the ministry. It was in fact just this principle which, 
_,1 

once the baronial element had obtained recognition as an 

Estate in Parliament,led to the almost complete disuse 

of attendance of elders in Presbytery and so eventually 

to the overthrow of the Presbyterial Polity. 
• Numbers however as yet to be returned to 

the General Assembly as representatives were left 

undefined. The only stipulation made was that the Presbytay 

be not restricted to choose its Moderator as delegate ~ 

have liberty to"chuse such as they think most expedient 

for the comfort of the Kirk"~ 1 ) 

In October 1582 there was apparently a 

return to mass.:representation,for Parliqment was meeting 

at the same time about to give sanction to the Ruthven 

(1) B.U.K.p.568 



Raid and accordingly at the General Assembly there were 

present the"Barrons in great number" .They had status in 

the Kirk,or at least mi~ht have~as elders,whereas in 

Parliament they had no official representation. 

Of the next Assemblies we are only~rtold that 

there"attended the Commissionersnalthough in one meeting 

that of October 1583 the rarity of the numbers is commented 

upon particularly as a defect of the ministers. 
( 1) 

The Black Acts of 1584 effectively pUt a 

stop to the Assembly's activities during 1584 and 1585 
(2) 

When the Assembly recommenced its :formal meetings in May 

1586 the King and a number of' the Privy Council were present. 

and this probably accounts for the definitive measures 

which characterized this Assembly. The representative 

system seems to have reverted to the Synod(~)s in fact in 

times of crisis it had a tendency to do.Even ten years later 

some Presbyteries were still doubtful as to whether their 

delegates were commissioners of Presbytery or Synod. 

These deflinitive measures established the number of Pres: 

:byteries at 51,and categorically settled the question of 

vote in Assembly. Only those appointed Governors in the 

Kirk i.e. Ministers Doctors and Elders had the right to vo~ 

(1) B.U.K.p.627 They were alarmed at the threat of retribution 
for the Ruthven Raid. 

{2} B.U.K.p.645 



and all others were excluded although they might attend 

to propose sui~s or give their advice and deliberation. 
(1) 

In point of fact this could no~ have been very rigorously 

executed. In any case the barons who at this period came 

in great numbers to the Assembly as if to the General 

Convention of their Estate,found their remedy in the 

arbitrary number of representatives who might come from 

each Presbytery and there was no stipulation that the lay 

representation should be fewer in number than that of the 

ministers. 
(2) 
Bishops of the Superintendent class were once more 

by way of compromise introduced into the personnel of the 

Assembly,but although the business to be treated of in the 

indi vid.ual· Church Courts was classified nothing was done 

to give greater detail to the Constitution of either Presbytery 

or General Assembly in their relation to each other. 
(3) 

In point of fact the growth of the representative princi~e 

and the responsibility of commissioners is illustrated from 

the "instructions"which the )oung Presbyteries gave to 

their delegates, but the records of the Kirk tell us no.thm g 

as to who these delegates were and information can only be 

gleaned from local records. 

( 1 ) B • U.K. p. 65 0 
(2) The restriction seemed only to apply to the numbers on 

the Presbytery. The barons were anxious to come and it 
was only when they had their representation in Parlianent 
and the ministerial claims became extreme that their 
attendance fell away owing chiefly to the proclamations 
prohibiting conventions especially ·of noblemen in arms. 

(3)B.U.K.p.665 



Mass representation was once more resorted to in 

the extraordinary Assembly of February 1587-88.The attendance 

was so large that it permitted of division into three 

separa.te estates (a) The nobility and barons (b) The Eur3hs 

(c) the ministers. In point of fact there was a Convention 
( 1 ) 

meetin5 at the same time and the smaller barons at least 

had good cause to be in Ed.inburgh since they had been 

specially sent ~or by the King to discuss their position m 

the light of their recently acquired privilege. The Gener~ 

Assembly in truth w:ts not too particular to carry out its 

own enactments. Many of these barons must have come witho~ 

commission but according to the Kirk view the national 

situation warran'bed extraordinary measures,and the same 

system must have obtained in the subsequent Assembly of 

August 1588. But in more normal circumstances in June 15~ 
(2) . 

it was enacted that"at the conveening and loosing of every 

Assembly the roll of Commissioners shall be called and all 

absemts censured" The Kirk would thus exercise a more care : 
(3) 

:ful scrutiny of its members than it had pretended to do in 

the previous extraordinary meetingf!n these there had been 

no question of vote for their business was largely national 

z(1)B.U.K.p.703 

(2) ibid.p.729 

(3) ibid.p.745 



defence against Catholic dangers both within and without 

the realm,but whenever a question of majority vote came 

the Kirk took stock of its privileges and scrutiny of 

its composition. 

Under its new Polity therefore the Assemliy 

sh~~ld have consisted of (a) The King or his Royal 

Commissioner(numbers were not specified although later it 

was claimed that he was entitled only to three voting 

representatives) (b) Ministers composed of i Delegates 

elected in Presbytery ii The commissioners or Visitors 

(a temporary expedient) iii The Doctors of Divinity of 

the Universities,whom the second Book of Discipline under 

the influence of Melville had introduced ~o "concur as an 

Elder with the uther Elderis in all Assemblies". They came 
( 1 ) 

however in their own right but also as representing the 

University in which they taught. It is doubtful if they 

ever were electlve.This explains Andrew Melville's f'ury 

at being debarred when the King introduced a kind of 

electoral system into the University Representation on 

the Assembly. ( i v) La)' Representatives from the Presbyt eries. 

numbers unspecified. (v) Lay representatives from the 

Burghs- which Burghs and how many delegates ea;lch was to 
4 

send were left also unspecified. 

(1)B.U.K.p.495; See Miss MacGregor p.122 
~otice the abolition(technicall of readers and exhorwrs 
In point of fact they existed long after this date e~n 
into the XVIIth Century 



Yet curiously enomgh the dejailed 

personnel of August 1590 shows considerable confusion as 

to the electoral unit. No attempt seems to be made at ... 

proportionate representation.Large tracts of country part: 

:icularly in the North were entirely unrepresented; Shetland 

Orkney Cai tbness Sli.therland and Bamff had no delegate prese.nt 

either of the ministry or of the laity;Argyle and Ross had 

one minister each while even Aberdeen had only two.Fife has 

a great proportion ministers 13,Laymen 19 lairds and two 

noblemen,but there is n~ division into Presbyteries and t~ 

numbers seem to stand for thw joint representation of the 

Province. Similarly"Lauthian" sent nine ministers and nine 

Lairds but its is clear that this is mot the Synod delegation 

but merely that of the Presbytery of Edinburgh. In point of 

fact however the majority of the returns show that the Synod was 

more often the electoral body than the Presbytery,but really 

no system seems to prevail. The outstanding fact of course 

is the numerical superiority of Lothian an4 Fife.If it came 

to a majority vote they would carry all before them. 

Of the Burghs present there were only four one of which was 

no royal burgh. ie. Stirling 2, Edinburgh 2 Wigtown 3 and Leith 

2; It seems difficult to disentangle the laity from the 

clergy in the sederunt except when obvious title is used but 

the point is dealt with elsewhere. In any case the result 

shows lack of form and uniformity,the undue power of Fife 

and Lothian,which might seem to claim the right of settling 
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by their massed vote the entire policy of the Scottish..-IG..N'?. 

This lack of form would make the Assembly a ready prey 

to the factional interests of the lairds of these districts 

The Burghs which in the Parliament were the stronghold of 

such democratic feeling as existed under the system of 

close burghal corporations, were but sparingly represented. 

They had their own meeting in the Convention of Royal Burghs 

and their interest in the church was thus no political one. 

Until April 1593 further details of general 
d::t-, 

sederunts are lacking,and even there is only a hint of the 
/\ 

predominating influence of the Lothian an4 Fife membership. 

Although in the first session business was held up on 

account of the "rarity" of the bretliren no indication wa:~ 
. ( 1 ) 

given as to what was considered a quorum,and the old point 

of dispute was apparently still unsettled as to how far a 

minority could hold itself competent to pledge the whole 

Kirk. The whole question of the vote is an intricate on e. 

The zealous held that the vote and decision ought to follow 

the opinion of the "best part,quhilk comounlie is nocht the 

maistn, and the "~opes of Edinburgh and the Prophets of Fife 
(2) 

firmly rebutted any suggestion that they were not the inspired 

of the Lord. Andrew Mel ville and men like him were prepared to 

(1) B.U.K.p.798 

(2) James Melville 's Diary p. 393 The decisions ·o~ the delegates 
of the Synod of Fife on the Royal Questions of 1596-97 



secede if and when'-: the majority vote did not coincide 

with the opinion of the 11 best",althou~h they were inconsistent 

enough whe'n• occasion served to make it a point of illegality 

in so~e Assemblies that no majority vote was taken. 

A~nactment of the Assembly of May 1594 

shows that greater formality was being aimed at,and the 

constitution of the Kirk has travelled a long way from the 

time when it could say that members of the lay element were 

"at libertie as tyme requyres to wait upon thair lawfull 

business~ It was now insisted that (i) no commissioners were 

to be permitted to depart ~thout licence be~ore the end 

of the Assembly,and (iij when commissioners -:,,~; in spite of 
(1} 

having a formal commission did not come at all,they were to 

be censured and all previous acts on this score (not apparent: 

:ly extant) to be put to execution against them. This was 
( 2) 

probably an attempt to secure the attendance of the lay 

element and those ministers who like Mr Walter Hay of the 

Haddingtom Presbytery cautiously refrained. from using their 

commissions under circumstances when the Civil Power might 

question the activities and judgments of the Kirk. 

Since 1592 the Presbyterian system had 

been legally in operation without however gaining definition 

in the details of its consti~ution. When af~er the troubles of 

1596 and the subsequent discrediting of the activities of 

(1) B.U.K.p.Bi9 
{2) ibid.p.848 
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Assembly as a national leader,the King definitely took over 

the summoning of its meetings he demanded greater definition. 

of its constitution. The Jiversity of the answers which 

were given to the Fifty five Questions which he propoubred 

to the Presbyteries showed how great a want of uniformitN 

there was even on fundamental points. The Synod of Fife's 

carefully arranged replies tnrb.ibited an unwillingness on 

the part of the church to set a definite limit to the 

numbers of representatives returned to the General Assembly 

and a tendency towards an autocracy of the ministers which 

explains the gradual decrease in the lay support of its 

policy which was mainly responsible for the final overthrow 

of its discipline in 1618. 
\ 

Patrick Adamson in 1583 believed that 

representation to the General Assembly was to be deputed 

in the Synod (Melville's DiatJy p.150).In 1596-7 the delegates 

from the digferent Presbyteries of The Fife Synod decided 

that none might vote save those who had lawful calling ~ 

Commissioners from Synods and Presbyteries,but in answer 

to a direct question on the point they apparently agreed 

that the Synod was the electoral body unless of course thwp 

are referring only to the lay commissioners from every 

Shire. The Cottonian MS seems to agree that the Synod 

composed of representaives of Presbyteries should appoint 

the ~ssembly Commissioners,but the terms are ambiguous 

and might equally refer to the civil Shire Assembly, _ . 



If this is so then the meeting of the Shire would 

elect J~{embers of Parliament and augmented by delegates 

from the Presbyteriem appoint the shire representatives 

bn the General Assembly. And the parallel would be still 

farther borne out by suggested number of one or two 

for each shire on the analogy of the Parliamentary system. 

In point of fact something like this did take place for 

records show that bhe lay element in the Presbytery 

was latterly not appointed in that body but was chosen 

by the gentlemen !convening be themselffis". The Synod 

of Fife however would not commit itself beyond stating 
., 

that there should be a certean from everie Province 
~~ri ~ 

and ~Athe proportion of the laity to the clergy left 

en 

it entirely arbitrary ttas the maters to be intreated of 

craves" and incidentally claimed that though Commissim era 
(2) 

might be sufficient for voting the haill faithfull might 

attend "giff they pleise and neid be" 

The question of the University vote was also 

discussed,the Synod holding that Doctors and Professors 

o« Theology should vote but giving no clear answer to 

the inquiry as to the nature of their election The 
(3) 

majority vote was the subject of another interrogatory. 

The King suggested a twothirds majority, the Synod definitely 

{2)James Melville p.396 

(t) See Appendix. (3) James Melville P·395 



was in favour of no vote at all until unanimity had been 

obtained;this unanimous vote which Calderwood says was"wont 
(1) 

to be used for no other purpose but to testify an universall 

consent in a cleered and found out veritie" must really have 
, 

meant"until the opinions of the 11 best 4.a prevailed,and 

the Cottoniqn MS has obviously graat hesitation in deci~ng 

"whether a man ought to follow the maiorem aut meliorem 

partem". The Assembly when it met in March decreed that a 
(2) 

clear majority ought te be the rule,and the zealots obv~sly 

regarded this as a victory !for the "corrupt" parti. 
(4 

The majority vote gave the Northern 

ministers an opportunity of making their opinions Known 

instead of being ttborne down" by the rhetoric of the Melvilles 

and in the Per\th Assembly March Sst 1596~97 summoned 

by the Royal missives to the Presbyteries and Synods it 

was noted that there~conveinit commissioners from ~ 

Presbyteries". He had therefore looked upon both S.ynod and 
(;) 

Presbytery as electoral units but with the inference th~ 

the latter was the more authentic. 

On all points the King was insisting on 

(1)James Melville.p.397 
{2) see appendix. No.29 (3)B.U.K. p.889 
(4) It was this insistence upon the minority vote which 

during the Cromwellian period led to the complete 
discrediting and disunion of the Assembly cf.the 
quarrel between the Protesters and Resolutioners and 
their views as illustrated in "The Consultations of 
the Ministers at Edinburgh"(Scottich History Society~) 



specification of the le~gal position. pqrticularly w~ 

this so with regard to the University representation 

which had never been clearly stated and which in the 

person of Andrew Melville was largely resonsible for 

opposition to the Crown. James wary of interfering too 

openly with the General Assembly representation carried 

out his views from another angle .In a visitation of the 

University of St.ft~drews in 1597 he decreed that henceforth 

no Doctor Professor or Regent should attend Kirk Session 

Presbybery Synod or General Assembly. Their place on the 

Assembly was supplied by one representative. This persom 

under the new scheme was to be chosen by a small 

Council(con~isting of the Chancellor the Conservator 

Colluthie and three Commissioners of the General Assembly) 

from a leet of three Regents or professors drawn up by 

the University. This delegate by special order was not, 

to be selected two years in succession. This method was 
( 1 ) 

thus in a measure elective. Hitherto the method would 

seem to have been that they came as representatives of 

the University quite arbitrarily although the Presbytery 

in point of fact would usually return them among the 

Presbyterial Representation~How vague the position was 

(1) Spottiswood.III.p.60 



is exemplified in the form of the King's Question on the 

point. "Sould ilk Uni versi tie or Ilk Collage or ilk Master 

or Regent within ilk Collage have vote in the Presbyteries 

or Synodals in the towns or countries whar they ar. and sic 

lyk what form of' vot sould they have in the General As.sembly". 
( 1 f 

The ol4 Superintendent had obviously regarded the University 

as a separate electoral unit,but the Second Book of Discipline 

conf'used the issue by regarding the Doctor as one of the 

inspired but also an elder and included in the Presbytery's 

system of representation, while at the same t.ime including 

"under the name and office of ane doctor the ordour of Scoles 

in Colleges and Universities". The Synod of Fife's view 
(2) 

was that "Doctors and Profess ours of Theology and ordinar 

instructars of the youthe in the groyndea of Relligion sould 

vott~ This certainly limits it to Divinity teachers as apart 
(3) 

from other University teachers but the rest is no more 

definite than before. The King had now obtained some 

precise arrangement on a representative basis subject to 

the approval of a joint Civil Ecclesiastical Committee. 

The General Assembly of March 1597•98,again 

under the Royal control and with a large personnel of 

Members from the Northern districts(ministers) did much to 

(1)James Melville.p.395. 

{2) B.U.K.p 495 
{3) James Melville.p.395 



stabilize the composition of the different elements in 

the organization. For the benefit o~ the far distant 

provinces a fixed number of representatives was arrangm 

so as to obviate the notorious disproportion of Lhe 

Lothian and Fife vote. The official personnel records 

that there were present 11The King's Maj estie and CommissioB 

: ers from all shyres and towns of the Countrey" and efforts 
(1) 

were made to make the Assembly more truly a national rep; 

:resentative institution than it had been. Why after an 

should writers like Calderwood presume that the Lothian 

and Fife ministers had more claim to inspiration than 

their less aggressive brethren of the North.The King's 

move in this directibnwas well justified. 

The first step towards this definiti )n of 

constitution was taken with regard to the Synods whiah in 

these latter years had come into the foreground. It was 

decreed that their Acts should be brought for examination 

to the General Assembly by"thair commissioners direct re 
them to the next General Assembly". It was likewise com: 

:plained that"such as uses to be appointit commissiohem 

~ the Synodalls to the Generall Assemblie but without 

any reasonable cause refuse to obey and accept thair 

commissioun quherthrow it ~alls out oftentymes that at the 

General! Assemblie ther in1akes commissioners from some 

(1) B.U.K.P.934 



Synods~ This negligence it was stated was often on ~ 

account of the expenses entailed since by implication 

the commissioners had to pay their own. It was accordiugly 

decreed that every Synod ahould"choose out them that salbe 

thocht most meit to come as commissioners to the Generall 

Assemblie who sall remaine to the last day of the Aasemblie 

1nclus1 ve~ To obviate the impediment of expense" the rest 

of the quhilk number he is chosen" became under an oblig: 

:at ion under penalty of a fine amounting to one tenth of 

their stipend to contribute proportionately to his 

e•pport. The commissioner likewise was bound to attend 

under the same penalty of 1oss of the tenth part of his 

stipend~ 
( 1 ) 

Thus the Synod was definitely recognized 

as the body which elected_ members of the General Assembl:y;;r 

but it is to be noted that only the clerical representation 

is legislated for. The records of Edinburgh and Haddington 

both show that in difficult situations the delegates 

to the Assembly were e!ected in the Synod,as being more 
{2) 

convenient for draWing up common instructions but no 

records of Synods save those of Lothian for a short period 

are extant and the manner of such elections and the method 

of taking the vote can only be conjectured.In any case this 
I I l L I b 't' 

(2) e.g. for this very Assembly their representation was 
anDointed in the Synod. Haddington mentions its own 
deputies to the Assembly as being"ane greit number" 
It was just this kind of "swamping" that the King 
desir-ed "to correct .Though "the "bes"t 11 decried the majori w 
vote "they had no hesitation in using it when in their favow 



8'o 

same Assembly fixed the quota to be sent from Presbyteries. 

The Theory is a fixed number for each Presbyterte but the 

Presbytery in normal circumstances must make their choice 

in the half yearly Synod. This policy while in accordance 
( , ) 

with the views of the Fife Synod,thou~h hardly the graduated 

scale of the MS suggestions, yet left a loophole for the 

introduction of the Bishop which the King had in mind, 

since,if Episcopacy did obtain the Synod undoubtedly was 
) 

the Bishop's court rather than the Presbytery. 

~t last it was definitely stated that 

henceforth none should come to the Assembly save those who 

had formal commission and those who had formal complaint 

to make to the Assembly as the chief ecclesiastical 

court. Those who had commission were divided into t,wo ~oups, 

Presbyteries'delegates and Burghal delegates."Becaus ther 

hes bein no ordour sett downe hitherto anent the number 

of commissioners direct from every Presbitrie to be sent to 

the Generall Assemblie,Therfoi: it is statute and ordanit 

that in all tyme comeing thrie of the wysest and the gravest 

of the brethren salbe a~rect from every Presbyt~ie at the 

most as commissioners to every Assemblie". And the Clerk 
(2) 

of Assembly was to take particular hee8. 11 to receive no 

more in commissioun than thrie allanerlie". Thus the 9 and 

10 ministers whom the Lothian and Fife Presbyteries had been 

known to send were ruled out of Court. 

(1)No mention is made of the lay element which inferentially 
was to make it choice separately. 

(2) B.U.K.p.9"7 



'11 

As for the lay contingent from the Pres.byteries which in 

previous days had been composed of great numbers of Lair~ 

it was briefly enacted "And lykewayes that ~ be direct 

from tvery Presbytrie in name of the Barrones".It was not 
( 1 ) 

specifically as an elder that he was mentioned. The natural 

inference seems to be that the Baron is elec.ted sepa,.atel) 

by his own estate. If the Meeting of the Shire coincided 

with the Synod, as it might quite well d~ the Shire meeting 

would simply proceed from the election of its representatives 

to Parliament, to the election of the representatives ot 

the Barons of the Presbyteries to the General Assembly. 

Henceforth in the Presbytery Records there are no traces 

of the Presbytery nominating the lay contingent as had 

formerly been the case. The Presbyteries now only return 

their three ministerial representatives. 

As for the Burghs it was set down that tbere 

should be sent to the Assembly,"ane out of every burgh 

except Edinburgh quhilk sall have power to direct two 

commissioners to the General! Assemblie". The Kirk thus 
(2) 

followed the system adopted by Parliament and the Conven~on 

of Royal Burghs and there seems no reason to doubt that 

under the term"Burghs", they include::! only those which were 

on the list of Royal Burghs,although there is no record 

of a Burgh representative being debarred on account of h~ 

constituency being an unfree town. 



Now the Burghs were also expected to send 

their delegate ruling elder to the meetings of the Presbytery 
.... 

Did this Burgess therefore also have a voice in the selection. 

of the representation of the Presbytery or if the lay element 

of the Presbytery convemld apart to choose their "Baron" did 

the representatives of burghs whether Royal or otherwise have 

any part in the election.(For it is true that the elders who 

attended moat regularly upon the Presbytery and upon Whom the 

Kirk relied for the execution of its decrees were precisely 
e>fd:J ~ 

those who had .. claim to the t.i tle of ba'i'-on3 Since no rule 

was set down on these points it is to be presumed that each 

Presbytery made what local adjustment it could,and the lay 

element solved its ovm difficulties. by remaining away from 

subsequent Assemblies as a general rule. The Kirk had come 
(1) 

to mean simply the ministry.e.g.The ministry not the Kirk 

was to be regarded as the ~hird Estate in Parliament. It 

was the naPural result of the Melvinian pretensions.The 1~ 
;.-

lairds were finding their way in~ Parliament, and for them the 

General Assembly had served its purpose bf obtaining recog: 

:nition of the dangers of .a baronial class outside the 

Civil Institution. They could gain little more by espousing 

the cause of the Kirk and indeed stood to lose a good deal 

if it carried out its policy with regard to the Annexation 

(1) Petrie says(Pt.3 p.561)of the Assemblies of 16oo and1602 
"It is to be marked_ that in the roll of the members is 
not tbe name o~ one Elder as also in the twp preceding 
Assemblies is no mention of any ruling Elder neither 
Noblemen or gentlemen nor burgess.It is likely that by 
the proclamation of December '597 (6?)(P.C.R.V.344)they 
were all terrified .This desertion was a grievous mutila'taion 
and weakening of the Assemblies 11

• 



and the tacks of teinds. The Burghs indeed seem to have 

continued to send representatives but not on any large 

national scale,for they had their own institution and 

since their delegates to Parliament Convention and 

Assembly wer:e chosen from the sa"'le close coruoration 
.~ 

no revolutionary democratic system was likely to originate 

from the burgess group. 

The General Assembly of 1600 in Monttrose 

~~v~.s no light on these difficulties. "There were conveinit 

the Commissionars of Schyres". The repeated use of the 
(1) 

term"shire" from the earliest times is conf'using for it 

was a civil division and did not correspond either to 

tb.e Presbytery or the Synod though the chief Synods e.g. 

Lothian Fife Aberdeen Perth roughly eorresponded to the 

Shires of those names '~Commissioners of Shires "as a rule 
(2) 

r1ay be taken for the Synod Representation bu.t it really 

is a confusion of terminology though doubtless in the 

choice of dele~ates some care might be exerted to secure 

that the representationwas allocated with some regard 

to the land area. The tendency to lay stress on the Synai 

is further exemplified in t.he conference of three repres: 

:entatives from each to discuss the vote in Parliament)) 

(1) B.U.K.p.949 
(2) Eaddington eonstabulary thus returned a separate 

representation thou3h the Pres bytery was within the 
Synod of Lothian. There were at this time about thirty 
shires,while the Synods varied from 13 to 16Cthe Northern) 
ones were but ill defined. cf.Rait.p.233 

(3)B.U.K.p.946,954,958. 



In the Burntisland Assembly of 1601 the 

seclerunt is noted thus • "In the quhilk the King's Majestie 

~ith his Commissioners of the Nobilitie and Burrowes 

were present. If what Petrie says is true then these 
( 1 ) ) 

Commissioners can only mean the Royal assessors,but it 

r1ay imply that the King was now re,garding the Assembly 

as his institution mueh in the same manner as he refer red 

to h!!_High Court of Parliament. Perhaps they were tbe 

same people of whom Calderwood complained as being 

present in the Assembly of March 1597-98 and voting in 

the affair of the ministers vote in Parliament though 

ulaics wanting commission11 ~but now having the authority 
(2) 

of the King's commissi"n to attend. The situayion is 

capable of several interprestations and individual 

records which have been exarninecl only supply the names 

of the minis~ers elected. Calderwood also records in 

this Assembly of 1601 a vote on the question of the 

transfer of the Edinburgh ministers 55 he says voted for 

28 against. and 6 n~n liquet a total of 89. All Presbyteries 
. • ( 3) 

could not have had their f*ll complement of commissioners 

even of ministers for there were 51 Presbyteries in 

existence at this time,and thw lay element therefore 

must have been negligible according to Petr·ie 's hypothesis. 

(1 )B.U.K.p.963 (2) Calderwood VI.p. 

(3) Calderwood VI.p. 



Of the next Assembly of November 1602 however the full 

sederunt is given. "The General Assemblie of the Commiss: 

:loners f.rotn''the Presbitries of the Kirk of Scotland ••• 

in the. quhilk the King's Majestie was personally prese~ 
( 1 ) 

He had with him the Secretary the Controller the Treasurer 

and Sir Patrick Murray. Of the ministry there were present 

for Orkney Robert Pont,for Caithness George Gladstanes 

for Ross and Moray Mr Alexander Rawson,these represented 

• the Visitor Commi~ioner type though Gladstanes was already 

a Bishop.The other 15 members of the Commission of 

Assembly were also there ex officio. Of the remaining 84 

"ministry'' some ' are grouped according to Synods i.e. 

Aberdeen,9, Perth 8, Merse 9,and the others sh~ a return 

of members from Presbytery by no means uniform but never 

exceeding the statutory number three. Only two of the 

Universities return a separate representative who is 

reckoned among the ministry. 

The Lay membership as recorded 

consists only of Burgh delegates, Edinburgh sent 2, 

Dundee 1, st Ari.drews ', Burntisland 1, while Leith though 

never a Royal Burgh retains its privilege which dated 

from the 1560 Assembly and is represented by two memba> s. 

No Lairds or Barrons save those already noted in the '"-'· 

Officers of State appear at all. Thus the 102 ministers 

are counterbalance by onl~~1 lay representatives. 
{l)B.U.K.p.974. 



Yb 

The meeting at Linlithgow in December 1606 

was not ostensibly a General ~asembly at all,since 
( 1 ) 

the represent.ati ves of the Presbyteries were nominated 

by the King as if to Conference with a Convention of 

Nobility,who similarlyfwere in the King's nomination. 

Calderwood recor48 that there were presen~ 130 min1stem 

composed of delegates from Presbyteries,three as a gen~al 

rule but five or six from those most favourable to the 

Royal Policy. The laymen comprised 25 Lords of whom five 

were the King's official representat1ves,and 8 Barons or 

Lairds. Some Presbyteries could not have sent any delegates 
( 2) 

counting on an average 50 Presbyteries,but in any case 

large numbers of the ministry attended without the Royal 

licenee,whom the King's Commissioner,Mon~rose,was afraid 

to discharge lest the otters who had been summoned mig~ 

also withdraw. This mass representation was in this case 

almost certainly a mistake since it was the presence of 

these extraneous ministers "which by occasion made a 

General Aasemblie. The Burghs certainly were not mentioned 
(3) 

as being present and it was certainly only a convention 

of the Nobilitie with which the alleged conference was to 

be held. No elders as such were therefore in attendance. 

B.U.K.p.1Q22 
c.vr.p.609. The Barons were familiar names on the per: 
:sonnel of the Assembly. Balcomie,Kinnaird Torrie 
Inner weik Sir J~~es Hamilton,Balmain,Wauchton,Balvaird. 
'·rel ville. p. 68). 



On the question of the Constant Moderators however when 

the vone was taken the result showed:- Affirmative 125 minist: 

:ers,4 negative,4 had no~ commission to vote,2 non liquet. 

Spottiswoods computation therefore seems more accurate .He 

said there were 136 ministers officially present. 
(2) 

With the introduction of these 6onstant 

Moder~tors it was feared that the Personnel of the General 

Assembly would thus consist of a permanent number of 

perpetual delegates,Moderators and Bishops,but to meet this 

objection it was provided that the Presbyteriesshould be 

free to elect two or three representatives who need not 

necessarily include the Moderator who in any event had to 

attend the Assembly. In the formal act it was stated th~ 

the Moderator and Clerk of each l!'esbytery andl Synod 

must be present in each General Assembly to submit their 

registers for examination,and also by inference to vote. 
( 1 ) 

But eac~ Presbytery mi~ht send to the Assembly commissioners 

other than these to the number of two or three. Neverth~ess 

this implied a permanent membership of over 100 officials 

in addition to the 13 Bishops and the Clerks of Synods. 

The formal act states that this became law by the vote of 

126 ministers and 33 Barons. 

( 1 ) B.U.K.1029 et seq. 

(2) Spi!! -p. 136 



The Assembly of 1608 claimed to be the meeting 

of the Commissioners from the Presbitries of the Kirk of 

Scotland and the King's Commissioners. Calderwood howev~ 
1:,. ;' 

definitely assures_l:-,a that the "Erles Lords Barons and 
)\ 

Gentlemen sent for by the King were over 40 in number. 

This was precisely what the ministry of Fife had feared 

when they instructed their commissioners to protast that 

"no noblemen barons or burgesses be admitted to vote in 

the Assemblie especially in matt.ers of important Kirk 

Government except those with Commission from the Pres: 

:bybery and so manie onlie as the order and custome of 

our Kirk alloweth" It was theref'ore this lay vote that 
(1) 

the ministry feared. They were themselves in point of fact 

to blame. In previoasdays they had permitted the Council 

to vote and had besought the nobility to attend"that 

the face of the Assembly might be held in reverence". 

They had raised no objections to the lay vote when the 

Lords of the Opposition used the Assembly as a Counter-

Parliament,and had not limited the number of laymen 

sent from the Presbyteries while they supposed they supp: 

:orted the ministerial policy. If they were taking their 

stand as constitutionalists tne"order and custom of the 

Kirk" to which they referred was the production of an 

Assembly which the zealous regarded as suspect. 

(1) Cg,lderwood.VI.p.7;6 



These forty noblemen and barons were therefore present 

by right of Royal summons. Burghs there certainly were 

present but there is no indication of their number nor 

of whether they also were nominated by the King. As 

will be shown,the Burghs were by this time neutral in 
/ 

their sympathies and their reuresentation in the Gener& .. 
Assembly was very similar to their representation in 

the authority of 
Parliament r<which the King was using to crush the pbetens: 

/., 

:ions of the Church. Calderwood describes the situation. 

"The number of noblemen and gentlemen present at that 

A.ssemblie by his Majesties directioun was abbft fourtie. 

This putt the brethrein in a great feare that some per: 

nicious conclusioun was to,passe by Qluralitie of votes 

Sindrie of the ministers remembered the Moderator that 

onlie thrie commissioners were granted to his Majestie 

by the Acts of the Assemblie". There is no trace of such 
(1) 

an "l.ct in the registers preserved,and if such a custom 

existed it must have been of fairly recent growth. 

Galloway summed up the difficulties of the situation 

in his famous observation. "If they would cast off the 

noblemen their conclusions would want execution; for we 

must pray and preache but they must fight" This is nothing 

more than the expression of the old dependence upon the 

(1) Calderwood VI.p.751 



qt 

feudal nobility,with the implication that these might 

on occasion be welded into some kind of Opposition to 

the Crown should opportunity offer. It eertainlJ was 

unusual to find them in unanimous agreement with the 

Royal Policy. The Commission appointed to receive the 

Roy!ll Answer to the supplication a~ainst Papistry(~~U,~,pt053J 

shows b'! its composition the rel ",ti ve interests present 

in tl:le Assembly. There were 5 earls,11 Lords,8 Lairds 

the commissioners of Edinburgh Peryh Glasgow, and St .And~ws 

and 20 ministers along with the General Commission of Assembly 

althou~h ih p·)int of fact they nevexr really held any 

meeting. 
( 1 ) 

A detailed list of personnel of the Glasgow 

Assembly of 1610 is extant. The King's commissioners were 
( 2) 

four in number (Dun bar, Archbishop Spottiswoode, The Pres.ld ent 

the Secretary, ) The nobility numbered 7 Earls and 7 Lords 

including the Comptroller,There were for the ministry 

138 representatives inel~ding the Bishops,but no systematic 

~Jle is followed. Thirty nine units sent represenMltives 

but sometimes they were Synods and sometimes presbyteri~. 

(1) 

(2) 

It is improbable that the Constant Moderators as such 
were present. Haddington at least did not send its 
M·oderator Carmichael • 
The King's represent 'lti ves in this instance were offichlly 
4 .Dunb'lr produced the King's letter appointing him 
Commissioner with power to assume 2 or 3 assessors.He 
chose ~othian Wigton and the Collector.(C.VI.p.752) 
P.U.K.p.1085 



Aberdeen thus as a Synod apparently,sent 16 represenaati~s 

while Rosa on the other hand had only 2. But all in any event 

were the King's nominees a lisy of whom had been sent to 

the Bishops. The Kinrs borrowed the zealots phraseology and 

in his letter to the Presbyteries warned them to elect these 

men as the "most wise discreit and peaceablie disposed 

ministers" The University of St.Andrews was the only 
( 1 ) 

College which as such sent a separate representative. 

These nominees of the King had commission from their 

Presbyteries which varied according to the sympathies of 

the districy., .• Many had limited instructions 
1 
others were to 

.t 
protl;lst etc) b1t according to Calclerwood bribery induced them 

to acquiesce in the Royal Policy in spite of all limitatiions 

of commission. 

At the end of the list of personnel there 

is included a number of barons(13) all familiar names on the 

General Assembly in former incorrupt times but now drawn 

over to the Royal cshemes. In addl tion 6 Burghs had their 

delersates in attendance.Edinburgh sent 2 and Perth Dundee 

Aberdeen St.A.ndrews and Glasgow one each. Whether the Burghs 

also were nominees of the King is doubtfu~The Lay element 

as thus recorded was composed thus The Royal Commissioner 

and three others; 14 noblemen, 13 Barons, 7 Burrsesses. 

Calderwood however elsewhere states that"there w2re in this 

(t)Calderwood VII.p.93. 

® r~ of a. P~tlfa:; rw.-.e ~~ ~__: 
'-· Qol~ ~ ~ ,,_, 'ol•t.l-wo c--( ~ ~ 



Assemblie,beside threttein bishops ,threttein noblemen, 

fourtiw barons and other gentlemen who had no commissicun 

ather from Presbyterie or Synod". Thus computing the 
( 1 )~~' 

lay ele~ent at 53. The reasons 3iven in 1638 for annullmg 

this pretended assembly stated that there were no ruling 

elders sent from ~he Presbyteries,but computes the. lay 

vote of non commissioned noblemen and barons at thirty. 
( 2) 

In point of fact however since the King declared that tl1e 

church consent was not essential and since he had found 

the system of the Privy Conference to work so well to his 

purpose the vote of Assembly whether corrupt or not was of 

little importance. 

The composition of the General Assembly 

T?Jf 1616 in Aberdeen wa.s on lines not quite so r1gid.The 

Assembly was indicted by public proclamation at the markwt 

Crosses, and the Sheriffs etc were appointed to warn Bish::> ps 

Commissioners from Kirks and others having vote in the Assem 

:blie to repair to Aberdeen. by 13 August. The choice of 

Aberdeen was deliberately for the royal purpose and in order 

to secure the rrorhtern Ministers vote. The King had been 

paying the expenses of these far distant ministers who 

couls not have afforded to come otherwise,in order to counter: 

balance the Lothian and Fife vote. Calderwood is incons1S tent 

in describing this as corrupt .It was just as corrupt for the 

(1)Calderwood VII.o.99 
(2)B.U.K.iii.Appena1x.p.LI. 



zealots to have monopoly in Edinburgh. This therefore allowed 

for a large proportion of ministers antagonistic to the 

extreme measures of the Fife e~clesiastics. The Bishops 

now warned the Presbyteries to appoint their representation. 

these were to consist of (i) The constant moderator of each 

(ii) other commissioners. Theseapparently were appointed by 

free election and some certainly had restricted commissions 

butsince no roll of commissioners was called these limitations 

were not recorded. 
(t) 
As for the lay element it was composed ~ 

Lords and Barons to the number of 25 though they had no 

comnission,while its burgess element was also according to 

the constitutionalists also corrupt in that while only Edin: 

:burgh hao. the right to send two commissio'!?ers, in this case 

Glasgow Cupar StJ. Andrews also shared the like privilege. IN 
(2) 

point of fact the rule had never been strictly adhered to· , 
\i'.,.~··': .~,'.·~-·~·' 

and by the zealous least of all when they were confident of / 

the burghal support. The "reasons for annulling" especially 

remarlc the absence of 44 burghs, apparently on the assumption 

that every Royal Burgh was in the habit of sending delegatoo 

resularly. This in point,· :Of fact is improbable but in the 
(3} 

absence of a series of records of sederunts it is unwise to 

dogmg,tize. It is sufficient to remark that the sederunts 

which have suB vived do not bear out this view of ·the complete 

reuresentation of every Royal Burgh. 
(1)Calderwood VII.p.223 00 ~,01. 
(3)B.U.K. Appendix.p.LI. 



In any event when it came to the vote the lay opinion 

was specially considered and no regard was taken of comm: 

: ission or otherwise. The King had developed a system 

of joint conference in fact which did away with the danger 

of the lay membership b~ eldership in the General Assemtly. 

If lay opinion there was to be it was to be the opinion 

of his lords and his barons appointed by himself or warned 

to come in much the same manneras to a Parliament or 

Convention. If the Burghs were allowed to choose their 

own elders it was simply because the King recognized that 

the method of their apT)Ointment was mot such as to 

prejudice his view ;,lay>!len in Assembly shoul<1 have no 

policy in any wise different from that which they pursued 

in Parliament or their own Convention of Royal Bur~hs. 

The Assembly of 1617 was composed of 

ecclesiastic~l representatives chosen at the Bishops 

dictation in their Dioeesan Synods.Those adverse to Epioo: 
wlM)-: ( 1) 

: opacy who ~ chosen he dell ber8.tely refuseo_ to register. 

It looks in fact very like a reversion to the methods used 

in the earliest times uncter the regime of the Superintendemt 

when the ministers present were simply those whom he chose 

to bring with him. Even so there were seven out of the 13 

dioceses absent and owing to the informality of the summons 

1 only three weeks before the Assembly met)a o;reat proportion 

(1) B.U.K.p.1141 



of"commissioners from Synods Burrowes and gentlemen 

in respect of the season of the year distance of the place 

and shortmess of advertisement"1Jould not be present. Whether 
(1) 

these laymen would have been the free choice of the electorate 

or the roval nominees is not stated,but their absence was 

made the ground of the dissolution of the Assembly when 

1 t was found that in spite of precautions the assembled (., 

commissioners would not be hastily resolved upon the 

Five Articles. 

The personnel of the General Assembly of 1618 

was carefully prepared ib advance by the Bishops for the 

S'J.mmons was not so hasty as Calderwood would make it 

appear. The Synods were accommodating in their admonitions 

to the Presbyteries to choese only"such as ar wyse and discreet 

and wil ~ive his Majestie satisfaction anent their articles 

proponed be his Highnes commissioners in the laitt General 

Assembly haldin at St.Androis. The Constant Moderators w~e 
( 2) 

there ex officio and in point of fact it was they who 

arranr;ed for these sui table elections in the Presbyteries. 

Thus the actual Sederunt consisted of (~) The three King's 

Commissioners,Binning Scone and Carnegie.(ii) Their Assess: 

: ors the Treasurer Depute, The C.g,ptaim of the Guard, 
(Gideon Murray) (Ker of Fernihurst) 

The King's Advocate (Oliphant) and Sir William Liv1ngston 

of Kilsyth. (111) Noblemen 4, ( Lothi"l.n Ochiltree Sanquhar 
( 1 ro·. TT. K. n. 114 1 
(2)Synod records Abbotsford Club p.88 



Boyd)(iv) Barons 15:,('ti)"Burgesses10 ( Edinburgh2; Perth2 

Dundee 2 ;St.Andrews 2; Aberdeen,Stirling one each. 

Glasgow is also mentioned in the"reasons for annulling" 

as having two representatives present while Perth is stated 

to have ~ad no less than three 1 \ 1 ) 
The University of St. A.ndrev.rs again is the only 

University mentioned as having a separate representation .4.#.r~et.. 

The lay element again received the greater considera~ion 

Noblemen Burgesses Bishops and Doctors with the Royal 

Commissioners were given seats but the ordinary ministers 

sent by the Presbyteries were compelled to stand as if 

merely spectators and no essential part of the conference 

between Bishops and Noblemen. The question of composition 

and vote was therefore ver 'r complicated. Upon a point of 

information as to whet1ler. all the noblemen, baJ:?ons-and ministem 

present should have vote ,the Moderator decided that 
(2) 

according to for-r;er usage no minister without commission 

should :io so•::snt for the Noblemen and Barons who were 

come thither upon his llaj esties missives., he trusted none 

there should denie them voyce specially since in the Ass: 

:embly that proceeded at St.Andrews it was one of the 

reasons they made for dif~ring the comclusions of matters 

that none ofthe noblemen or Barons were their presant to 

assist the Troceedings of the Church.(3) 
(1)B.U.K.p. 143 
(2)Spottiswood intruded himself on the ground that he must 

preside at all ecclesiastical meetings helo_ w1 thin his 
diocese. 

(3) B.U.K.p.1145;Calderwood VII.p.308 



Althou~h the opposition could counter this assertion with 

the act of 1597-98,the Court had all the tradition of the 

Assembly's appeals to the Nobility Barons and Privy Council 

to support the Royal system,which was in fact nothing more 

or less than the Hessian mOdel.And the policy found its 

fulfilment i~ the arrangement of the Privy Conference(B.U.K.1152 

The collective reasons for annulling this A~sembly on account 

of its corrupt composition are formidable.Calderwood states 

on the score of the ecclesiastical represen-tation that 

there were absent 4 whole diloeeses,Orkney Caithness Argyle 

the Isles,the 1638 Assembly's reasons ad~ed a fifth -Ross . 

Then as for the numbers of representatives from Presbyter1 es 

three,the Statutory ~quota was by no means regarded e.g. 

Auchterarder appointed only two in addition to their 

constant Moderator,but the Bishop of Dunblane eo-opted 

7 or 8 others. The very appointment of a constant modera~r 

was in itself ille~;al in view of an act of 1582( when Pres: 
\ 

:byteries were f'ixing their constitutionJthat the Moderator 
I 

was not necessarily to be ex officio ~he of the representatives 

to the Assembly,while the Bishops had just as little title 

to be permanent members of the Assembly. The 16J8 views 
', 

a(lded several other coDrupt usages in the matter of 

commission. 
(1) 
As for the lay corruptions those of the Barons 

and nobility simply meant that instead of accepting commission 

~1) See Calderwood VII.p.333 and B.U.K.iii.App.p.LII. 



from 
the Church they preferred to accept it from the King, 

for there is little difference in the actual representatives. 

as individuals.Numbers of course were reduced to reasonable 

proportions but had the Assembly been i~ full possession 

of its privileges these numbers would not have been much 

~reater .The Assembly had ceased to be of value to the 

nobility for political purposes. 

Another complaint was the increase in the 

number of the votes accorded to the roy9..l representatives. 

Althoug;h the King when present only claimed one vote::.now) 

no matter how many commissioners and assessors he sent 

wach claimed a vote for himself. The contrast in procedure 

is exemplified inconsidering in this connection the 

incident under Morton's regime in which Herries and Deir 

figured.They were free to vote as individuals but not to 

commit the Council collectively.When in the old days the 

Kirk had repeatedly urged the Council to be present did 

they deny them vote,or did they have any scruples as to re: 

:ceiving them without commission? 

As for the third and last estate the 
lt' it 

(the annullers) 
Burgha,theyAwent on the assumption that every Royal Burgh 

sent one representative save Edinburgh. Thus in this Assembly 

they calculated there were 36 Burghs absentJ How did they 
(• 

arrive at this figure. Did they forget that Leith which 

since it was no Royal Burgh should not have sent any delegate 

had since the earliest times returned one and more often two 

(1) B.U.K.App.p.LII. 
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The position therefore of the Assembly 

before the long silence of twenty years was very closely 

parallel to the Hess±an S~stem which had undoubtedly 

been one of its early models. Its complete submission to 

the civil magistrate in spite of the ambitious as.pirations 

of the zealots who had for long ruled its councils, w~s 

due almost certainly to the lack of co-operation of the 

lay element in any schemes of opposition to the Royal 

schemes for Episcopacy. And this apathy of the laymen was 

traceable to theMelvinian tendency to exalt the position of 

the cleric by making the ecclesiastical vote exceed in 

all courts the lay quota. They only desired the lay element 

for execution of their schemes of policy and discipline~ 

and the barons and burgesses similarly made use, for their 

own purposes; of the church propaganda. The greatest period 

of Church power 1588-1596 was possible because Lairds and 

Church had a common interest in supporting the English 

alliance as against the Spanish. The Bur;hs on the other 

hand were taught by this period of power how detrimental 

to their foreign trade would be the establishment of the 

Assembly as a rival to Parliament. 

Thus the Kirk demands for the teinds and 

for the abolition of temporal lordships effectively alienated 

the nobility;its policy with regard to Spain had warned the 

merchants and burgesses,and the result was that when the 

Church privileges were attacked the "commouns 11 and the lesser 

nobility once the zealous "congregation" watched their destrU<t.ion 

with apathy. 
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The Estate of the Barons in the Assembly 

The ~re~t numbers of barons who attended the 

Refor~~tion Parliament found no representative syBtem 

evolve1 for them whereby,short of mass representation~they 

could mal>::e their views known as a se·parate estate of the 

realm.Their ri;sht to attend in force was doubtfully accepted, 

but resented as an unconstitutional and. "tbnormal method.T'hey 

'1.ccor11n:;ly transferred their allegiance to the newly instit: 

:uted General Assembly, from which no tradi.tion could debar 

them, an1 whi eh had every re'lson to be gr::1.teful to them as to 

the fi?;htin~ force or the army of the church which had 

9stablished the new religion.From a very early stage in i~ 

1evelopment the Assemhly h1.d counted on their presence,and 

t 1.'t~ty yeq,rs before their estate was recognized in Parliament 

they had been prominent in Assembly sometimes as commissioners 

fro~ Synods or Presbyteries,more often.under the Parliamentary 

~esign'ltion "Ccimmissioners of Shires" sometimes without 

commission at all. 
{ 1 ) 

Although their exclusion from Parliament 

was simply a case of lapsed. practice,in their"apologytt in tb.e 

1'560 Parliament, forgettinS3 the acts of 1425 and 1428, they made 

the grounds ')f religion their chief contention for justifying 

their action.They stated that there W<ts no place where they

couli do better service than in Parliament by giving advice 

( 1 ) 1564 



A committee appointed in 1564 showed the principle of 

representation at work,when the lairds nominated owere 

chosen as representative of districts.Fife was represented 

by Lundie and Abbotshall,the West by Carnall Kerse and Xelwood, 

the South by Wedderburn and Fadownsyde,Galloway by the young 

Ll'lird. of Garleis ,George Gordon and another whose name is 

not given, Angus by Halyburton of Dundee, the North by the 

Laird of Craig,and Lothian by the lairas of Spott and Elphin: 

:stone. The Lairds therefore are recognized as a vorporate 
t B.l.J.K I' .11'/) 

Estate,in the Assembly.In Parliament however this recognition 

was not granted .In that"Convention before the Parliament" 

December 1567 in which the ministers played such an important 

part an article• was formulated on behalf of the lairds 

representation, as a corporate Estate of Parliament. They were 

granted an act whereby the Sheriff was to s~mon the barons to 

a meetin~ of the county there to choose two commissioners 

to do service in Parliament for the whole barons of the· shire f' 

but this act had little execution,perhaps because only the 

b~ons were mentioned to the exclusion of the other freeholders 

In ordar to exclude these freeholdera the Head Court had to 

be passed ove·r although it was the natural and obvious pl~ e 

for the holding of such an election. ( Ro.4' /? ~o3) 

Thus many of the smaller lairds who supportai the 

Assembly would be denied r~resentation in Parliament.If the 

CiVil Constitution thus limited the elective system the 

Ecclesiastical Constitution had no such barriers. Was 1 t 

only coincidence that in the next Assembly measures were taken -jM 
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g,p_9... vote. This im)lied that their first instinctive move was 
~ ( 1) 
to Parli~ent but that when no legislation was passed in their 

favour they fell back upon the General Assembly.In the Assembly 

of December 1560 there were only 10 lairds (by obvious title) 

present~but as yet the barons were unaware of the power of 

the institution ~ich they h9.d helped to create. For some t1 me 

even it was not thought likely that there should be fixed and 
a 

st.'l.ted assemblies a:g.rt from extraoi1d1nail'y meetin~s of the godly 

in ti~e of crisis. Soon however the Assembly was established 

~s a corporate body presenting through commissions~petitions 

in the n'll!le of "the barons !lnd gentlemen professing Christ 11 

Before long the barons were playing a prominent part in these 

commissions and petitions on Kirk affairs to Council and 

Parli~ent~Their appearqnce at the early Assemblies was regular, 

sometimes g,s commissioners of Kirks brought by the Superintend: 

:ent,and sometimes simply in their own right.No definite rule 

W'3.S set down save. a gener9.1 desire for their co-ncurrence ahd 

support.L'3.irds more than bur5esses played important parts in 

such big problems as the consideration of jurisdivtion and 
(2) 

on co~mittees an~ commissions the proportion of lairds usually 

w'ls greater th·1.n that of the burghs. 
(3) 

(1)Rtit.Parllaments of Scotland p.200 
(2)B.U.K.p.50 June 1564 
(~)e.g.June 1565 fou~ lairds to one burgess. 



1 
definition of its reprsentqtion.Ministers and Commissioners of 

Shire.s were to be chosen at the Synod.The terminology is sus: 

:~estive for ~h~ Synod only roushly in many instances corresp: 

:o nded to the Shire.The Kirk Wg,s therefore retfurnin~ eccles: 

:i'lsticA.l represenatives on a civil unit of administrat1on. 

These Svnods met in October just about the ti3e of the Miehrelmas 

He3,o. Court. Did therefore ::tll the Barons and Freeholders simp_ y 

pass fre>m one meetin:;; to another.Nothinr; w~s s"tid as to whether 

ministers should elect ministers and the lay.men their commi~ioner 

but no numbers were fixed. In the absence of e1.rly Synod Records 

averything is uncertain. 

For many years the leading l~irds in Assembly were 

F:=J,irly of Brqffid, \"hi ttingham, Keir ,Lundie Barganie Carnell ( 1) and 

their names occur regularly in negotiations between Kirk and 

Nobility and Conventions.In 1570 there were no less than 14 of 

them emnloyed tn deql with the convention(2) and in March 1571 

5 of them were on the Commission to confer with the Regent. 

The efforts of the Barons to obtain access to Parliament 

0urin;:-; the troublect times of the Rer;encies and the lists of those 

v:he> "assisted" at the elections September 1571 and November 1572(~ 

shovr that the same s;roup which was eag·er for Parliamentary 

povrers was ju :t that which was most a.cti ve in the concerns of the 

Kirk.In the Convention of the Kirk 1571&72 the barons present 

V'ere the leaclers of those who attended the November Convention( 4) 
( f) B. U.K. p • 1 45 , 164 , 1 82 · . · . . 
( 2 )Bal vaird, Snott Praicl, C;"l.rnell, Dreghorn,Lundie, Thornton, Inch badk J) 

Houston,Dr\unquhassil Coldemknowes, Card en Fawdonsyde ,Kinzmn: 
:cleuch.Julv 1~70 

(3)Rait.p.204 A.P.S.III.p.77 
(4)They attended under the title commissioners of provinces bun 

5 were there simply as barons, An"' t ..,..,.,t.'- er ?·"J.fonr T<J. ;-,nJ.n'rJ·)nth 
~ ::: :-. ~;~)., ~.., 4

· ~·'b 0t P:t -:_,1.1 ~r :Ji~ ?~-- fc 
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They were Anstrutber of that Ilk,Beaton of Balfour,Kinninmonth 

Lundie and Abbotshall for Fife;Br~id,Carberry,Elphinstone,for 
• 

Lothian; Lauder of Hal ton, rer of Fawt'l.onside, for Teviotdale, and 

5 B'1.rons whose province'·W<tS not defined,B'3.rganie,Barr ctarnell 

Re~ silhe'ld Cr'3,iCJassie; the list; of the 28 b'lrons whose names 

~re ~iven in the Iovember Convention contain most of these.(1) 

In March 1573-74 ·Bix of the same group were on commiss: 

:ions 'lnd in 1576 April~Lochleven Wedderburn and Braid were 

members of the comm~ttee to consider the answer to the Rege~(2) 

Amon~ the Commissioners a-_,pointed to consider the subdivision 

of districts to obviate unequal burdens upon commissioners of 

Visit8..tions g,nd incidentally to confuse the bounds of the 

Bishoprics, were at least 12 lairds by obvious title, but. on 
{ (3) 

the other h3,nd only one 11Gentlemanu was o·n the committee to con: 

:si0er the Policy q,nd Jurisdiction.The Laird was therefore useful 

to the Kirlc rather in an administrative capacity than in matters 

of "Judrsment". Nevertheless appeal was made to the Barons and 

Gentlemen to come in force to the important Assemblies for 

settlins the Discipline,as Commissi~ners frJm Synods~when it 

was felt th •t -1. mass meetincs of the godly would influence the 

authorities in the favour of the Kirk. 

In all the negotiations it seems clear that the 

power of the barons as an estate in the Assembl has become 
1)A.P.S.III.n.77 

(2)B.tJ.K.p.290 Lundie Braid Barr Carnell Fawdonsyde Thornton 
B.U.K.p.352 

(?)B.U.K.p.358 Galloway(Gadzeart) Teviotdale(Fadonsyde) Tweedale 
- (Traquhair1 Lothian and Merse(BrB.id,Spott,Humeof Northberwic}t) 

Fife ( Kinninmonth) Strathearn ( Craigie) Angus (Dun elder am Yourgr 
Aberdeen and Bg,nff ( Craig Inverlochie) Argyle was asked to be 
present. 



h 
concentrated in a cen:bral group not elllt1re1y confined to Fife 

and Lothian, b:1t tendinf3 to do so just as the power of the 

Asse"1bly itself became concentrated in tb.e Lowland Provinces.(1) 

Presbyteries were by this time in process of construction 

The system al thou~h at first ill defined was on the same prin: 

:ciryle as the Syno<1all.Each parish was represented on the Pres: 

: byt er'r by mt.e minister and one lay elder. This elder in practice 

T<:ts inv'lri<:tbly the chief land>vmer of the parish but although 

·n theory he ought to have been elective by the Session he was 

always nomin:tted by the minister himself,a tacit agreement that 

the chief baron upon whom the Kirk was dependent for executron 

of its decrees was entitled to a voice in the Council of the 

Kirk. The Presbytery system was supported by the Barons because 

throu-,;r,h it_,irrespective of their godly pretensions they hoped to 

obtJ.in an influence upon Government,either directly .)or throus h 

the merUum of the Assembly. The Assembly. for them stood for the 

meetin::z, of the Smaller Bq,rons as a separate Estate;for they could 

not ho;Je to exercise much power in the Convention of the Nobility 

to 7hich both sre3t and small nobles might come.In the Assembly 

they were freed to some extent of the family system which hindered 

their indepen~ent action as a separate Estate 

In the conference with"sick as salbe be deputefrom 

the Bur~hs (1579) the Lairds quota of representatives was 10,(2) 

and if suet\ a conference really took place it must be regarded 
(1)Lundie was employed more frequently than any one els~.B.U.K. 

413 43? etc. Braid and Fadownsyde came next in importance(418 ES 

(2)B.U.E.p.436 A very l~rge number of Ministers went also 
All the commissioners of Provinces and 4 other ministers and2 
doctors. 
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as a tent::tti_ve effort to combibe~for the purpose of address: 

: ing; P<'~.rliament, the L"l.irds and Burf5esses into a Third Estate -> 

despite the feudal ties ""nich bound the l.<tirds to their re la~: 

:ives the Higher Nobility.They were Lundie Braid,Elphinstone 

Carnell Barganie Carlton Abbotsgall Cessford Coldenknowes 

Kinninmonth.These lairds were certainly ~11 present in the 

Assembly. Lundie however was also a courtie~,and was Royal 

Representative in the Assembly of July 1580,but this did not 

9revent him joinin~ the delegation of Lairds ministers and 

bur~esses which prese-~ted t':'le usual articles to the King.On 

such commissions the lairds always took prior place as befitted 

their rank. ( 1 ) The Laird representation wg,s more C0'13tant tta.n 

that of the burgesses and they were more frequebtly and more 

nurr1.e'·ously used in commissions.Their power in the Kirk was 

increasin~ as the Kirk required their support for the achieve: 

:ment of her Policy. They had begun to be appointed to the 

Privy Conference.In the Assembly of April 1581 which passed 

theuDisc1pline 11 the Laird of Capring;ton was Royal dommissioner. 

C·:tl d ?rwoocts collective list of the members of Assembly ( 1578-1581) 

illustratJs the preponderance of the Lothian and Fife element 
were 

b··th laymen ana. ecclesiastics.The number of Lairds~/or Loth.lan 

15 3,lone,2 for Tweeddale,5 for Nithsdale,7 for 'O'lydesda!e Renfrew 

g,n:'l Lennox, 3 for Kyle etc, 10 f'or Fife, 7 Noblemem1.ineluding 

Atholl g,ncl Mont rose for Dunkel0. Strathearn etc .All these of eourse 
rere not uresent in one and the same Assembl al thoua-h Calder wood 

1) Lunr'!.ie Br9.id Coll:Jthie Keir Carlton ministers 3 burgesses 
B.U.K.u.471 

(2)C.III.p~527 
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assures that many of them were present in them all.This was 

sufficient to show th~t the Assembly was' the gatherin~ ground 

of the Sm:lller B•1.rons as a sep<1rate unit in the State •• 
_,~f~>-, 

In the Assembly of (1581 \.~-~~-~~~_y,i important as coincident 

with both Parlia~ent and Convention of Burghs,and as providing 

3. definite discussion upon the ecclesiastic·3.1 vote in Parliament, 

the lairds seem to have been present in force.Excluded from 

meet in'~ in Parliament they resorted to the Assembly as to their 

Separ~te Estate Convention.Al thoush thus having no representation 

in P'1Tlie.r:1ent themselves it is rema1ikable that on the committee 

appointed to consider the Kirk representation in Parliament 

no fewer than 12 Lairds should 

and the ministers ( 14) It is extremely likely that the barons 
(1) 

thau'-5ht that some kind of lay repres.entation of the Kirk in 

Pqrlia~ent mi~ht be adopted as ~ definitely put porward in 

159? 2~hen the zealous were protesting against the Prelacy Vote 

of the proposed scheme of Kirk Representation. That such a 

scheme should en•ter their minds at this time is not improbable. 

The act of 1567 was inoperative althou~h barons were taxed alon~ 

"'i th the other Estates.There always was doubt among certain 

sections of Kirkmen as to whether a minister might likewise 

exercise cl vil funcyion g.s a member of Parliament. The solution 

of the laird elder as a member of Parlaament for the Kirk could 

not have failed to be su~~ested.Tne Kirk decision did not exclude 
(1)B.U.K.p.526 They vrere Fadownsyde Coldenknowes Keir,Carden, 

Colluthi e, -r,!orphie Br.:tid Fintrie Dalma.hoy Cowhill Carl ton Seggie. 

'2) The canference of Nov.1599 



such a compromise.The transfer ofthe civil and criminal 
~~n~~ . 

jurisdiutionAto the heritable bailie was cert~inly a clause 

in f"tvour of the Baron, anr't the 11 Commissioner" from the Kirk 

rrho v.rqs to replace the Bishop was not defined as being eithEr 

minister or layman.(~) Lairds present on the commission 

to :yresent the Kirk articles to Parliament or rather the 

Lords Articles were only two in nurnber.The burgesses were 

more im:Jortant at a time like this for they could_ influence 

. ' 
the Committee of the Articles d~rectly in that they had dep: 

:uties themselves upon that body.The L~irds were completely 

exclucted from such representation on the Articles;their hope 

lay in the General Assembly upon whose committees and commissions 

they were obtaining a permanent and recognized place,both as 
. 

individuals and as an Estate. 
(2) 

At the Change in Goverm-:;ent occ<tsioned by the Ruth ven 

Raid the Barons probably expected some reward in the shape ~ 

Parliamentary Representation in return for their support. 

At the June Assembly 1582 expecting a Parliament they were 

present in great nurnbers.Althoush Parliament viewed with grave 

S'lSpicion the tendency of the Smaller Barons to attend in times 

of crisis in overwhelming numbers;as being contrary to settled 

~overnwent, the General Assembly being usually in Opposition had 
lfi 

no such scruples when it suited~ own purpose.If the commiss: 

:ions granted by the Presbyteries at this time were as compreh: 
(f)3.U.K.p.527 
(2)i~i0.p.545 ; see the_Privy Co~ference of April 1582 

6 lairds all of Lothlan and. Flfe.B.U.K.p.548 
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comprehensive as those of which we have record some few years later 

the numbers of lairds present at ~ach Assembly formed in thems'elves 

an elector:tte large enou~h for such a purpose .Yet in the pro: 

: -?ose0 deal in~s with the Parliament "when its sall b.appin to be 

"haJ:::din 11 the lairds names are surprisingly omitted and the comm: 

:iss1o:1 vn.s confined entirely to ministers.The Lair&~ had no in: 

:fluence i-cside Parliaf!lent.Like the Kirk they were still supplic: 
o/ di. J<.u-1( 

:·~.nts. "Sven in 1582(B.U.K.p.606)in thek dealings with the J?arli: 
. /\ 

:ament(October) the barons were not yet definitely prohibited 

fro~ the possibility Jf representing~ the Kirk in Council and 

P-:>,rliament as lay elders. The t9rminology of the reply to the 

Council's request as to who should sit in Council and ParJ.iamert 

in t~e nqrne of the Church was capable of interpretation in favour 

of 1<1-Trnen ~rovidc~d theyhad commission from the Church for that 

effect. "Nohe shouln vote in the name of the Kirk bot they that 

bearis office in the Kirk and are authorisit with commissioun of 

the Kirk to vote and sitt there" (1) 

The BlA..Cl{ Acts with their prohibitions and their 

efforts to exalt Parliament and its prestige at the expense of 
. 

the Geners.l Assembly which had so seriously rivalled it,prevented 

further attempts at representation of the Lg,irds through the 
of the Lords 

medlhum of the Kirk.But significantly on the return,\and in their 

first ~s.rliament,although refusing the Kirk demands the English 

?rotestqnt Party was prepared to give the Kirk allies a share n 
(2,1overn~ent.The exiled Lords dre~ded just as much as the King the 

( 1) B. U .1\. :g. 606 R .._t 207 (2) A.~.S.III.p.422 see a~ .p. 
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com'bing,tion 'between the Kirk and the Estate of the Barons 

Although James Melville ~r'1phivally describes the despain of 

the ministry g,t thg,t P'1.rliament of Linlit~ow there is no 

indication of any joint action between the Kirk and the LairtB 

in this instance and the delegates of the Kirk(if they were 

delesates and not merely an arbitrary number)were all ministers 
-'{0 1'4.-P~-

The L'3,irds petitionAof 1585 referred to the neea_ of:1the aammons 

for representation; the Viewy·was precisely that of the IC1'1rk 

which held the common peopie sufficiently represented in their 

Assemblies if their feudal superiors were present in Presbytery 

and Assembly.(t) 

Whether this Proposal of 1585(which was referred to 

the dec~sion of the King until the next Ja~}iament) affected 

the decisions of the Assembly in any way can only be inferred. 

The Kin~ certainly had considerable influence in the Assembly 

and there may have been a suspicion in the minds of both min: 

:istry and King that the Lairds were making the Kirk too much 

the instrument for obtaining control of Parliament.In any 

case the determination of the Kirk on. the point of its meaber: 

:ship comes at a most apPosite perio4 in the history of the 

BCJ.ronial representation in 'Pa.rliament. It was decreed May 1586 

that henceforth vote in Parliament should be confined to the 

~overnors of the Kirk i.e.Ministers Doctors and Elders.This 
. (2) 

would infer th.g,t the Barons had not been too particular as to 

commission from Presbytery or Synod and had been pursuing the 
(1) A.P.S.III.p.422 Rait.p.205 

{2)B.U.K.p.650 



policy of mass representation which had compelled ParliamenDary 

action when applied to their attendance on the Parliament. 

The Parliament which passed the Act for the Commissioners of 

the Shire had been preceded by a General Assembly in which 

whether by accident or not no reference is made to any baron 

in the personnel of the Assembly nor was any one mentioned 

upon the commission to present the Kirk Articles to Parliament 

The preceptsissued to the 11 bischoppis and abbotis erlis Lordis 

barronis provestis and baillies of burrowis 11 in June 1587 
(t) 

provide no details as to indi viduals.How far the personnel of 

the General Assembly was affected is hardly possible to deter: 

:mine .Election and the electorate for the Baron Elder.s upon 

the Assembly was very uncertain.It is not probable that the 

40/ restriction extended to the return of the Assembly repres: 

:entatives but the Kirk had had a habit of grafting itself upon 

such civil institutions as exist.ed in the localities e.g.the 

To~~ Council,and when an election came to be made it is probable 

that civil distinctions would be followed.The humbler tenants. 

in chief who were excluded by the act were normally too poor to 

pay the expenses of delegates to the Assembly.In practice the 

Kirk dealt only with the leading barons of the district but no 

class distinctj_on by the constitution of the Kirk was possible 

Such practices as emerged were simply the result of empib1cal 

processes.The Kirk and its organization of the mass meetings of 

Barons did not recognize difference of holding. In practic·e those 

who were accustomed to lead in both civil and ecclesiastical 
(1) ~reas.Aceounts.MS.Register House.June 1587 



affairs would be the chief men of the district most ca.pallle 

of havinq their will carried out i.e.Crown Barons who hrui the 

right of holding baron Courts. 
(1) 

The provisions of the Act of 1587 that the annual 

elections should take place at the Michaelmas Head Court were 

convenient from the Kirk po·int of view for the on~ of Septembe 

or the beginning of October corresponded with the date of the 

half yearly meeting of the Synod.The Commission of the Shire 

delegates required the smgn!lture of only 6 barons to make 1 t, 

valicLThe Presbyteries often sent as many as that themsel\e s 

to the General Assembly. The· payement of the £40,000 undoubtedly 

had something to do with the reluctance of the Barons to return 

representatives ;but it must bt:~ also taken into account that the 

Kirk did not ~pprove by any means the purnose for which tre-ae 

funds were to be used i.e. for the defence of the Queen Mother. 

The reluctance of the Barons to pay may have been strengthened 

by the representations of the ministers. Precepuwere not issued 

from chancery till 1594 when the normal return was in working 

order.The Convention of the Wacriff (if it was in this Jabuary 

1587-88) would therefore be strengthened by the presence et the 

barons or some of them in Edinburgh in January for consideration 

of the question.(R.P.C.IV.p.245) L / ·. 
In the extraordinary Assemby of /1588 February 

"" t .. .. ·····. 
the barons and gentlemen met as a separate Estate although 

(2) 
certainly they included a few Noblemen of higher rank and the 

evidence seems to point towards an attem t of the Kirk to keep 
1 "Thomas Middleton" App. to Spottiswoode s !tistory 1677 .p. 62 

(2)B.U.K.p.704 
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the New Estate in as close alliance with the Kirk as before. 

Cur suppositions~re reinforced by the evidence of the Local 

Records. Edinburgh sho, .. s that to the June Assembly of 1587 

·while it was known that the effort was to be made to ~ntroduce 

the barons into Parliament,no Barons from the Edinb~gh Presbyt: 

:ery were appointed.The meeting according to thetr phraseology 

was a general convention of the ministry and only four ministers 
(1) 

wer·e nominated.Their efforts to get into communication with 
(:!) 

the convention of nobility seem to indicate an anxiety lest 
(3) 

the b~fons would desert the Kirk. In October the complaint was 

made in Presbytery that the attendance of the barons and gentle: 

:men had fallen away.Was this in expectation of theirincreased 

influence in Parliament The Collection for the French Church 
(4) 

for which the concurre.nce of the barons was desired was on the 

face of it a counter blast to the "taxation" wherby the barcn s 

had bought the right to sit in l?arliament.Even the ministers 

were slack in attendance however and fines had to be imposed upon 

them,and the general apathy is noted,for the ministry were exhort~ 

to "travaill With their parishioners bayth great and small" to 

counter""act the "greit cauldnes of many in religion" Their 
(5) 

indust-ry was re'VIrarded by the profession of the gentlemen to 

m3.intain Reli ion at all Hazards. This agitation accounts for the 
1 Edr.Recs.MS.2nd May 5 7 2 ibid. h April, ont .Simson 

Brabd and one of King's mini sterf 
(3)1t~h April ibid. 
(4)0ctober 17th 1587 "Anent the greit necessitie that ther is of 

the baronis and gentilmen quha wer anes nominat and chosin 
eldaris to concure wt. the brethrin of the ministre It is tlD cht 
good that the baronis and gentilmen quha wer chosin to be eldaris 
at the first erevting of the Presbytrie salbe 4esyrit be tm 
brethren of the ministrie to be present the last of this instantu 

(S )24th October 15,07 fines of 30d for missing ·exercise .18d for 
lateness doubled etc according to the repetition of the fault 
the penuties to be given to the Cle:ek. 



action in the provinces against Papists and also for the 

numbers of the barons and gentlemen present both at the 

the Convention of the Wacriff and at the Assembly called 

by that meeting.Most probably the date of these Assemblies 

was fixed after ponsultation with the barons who were warned 

to attend to discuss the vote in Parliament(see discussion 

on the Convention of the Wacriff) 
(1) 

Adamson's attack upon the Synod of Fife might equal~ 

well have been applied to all kirk Courts at this time."Albeit 

they denie your Hienesse authoritie in the Kirk notwithstan~ng 

they authorize the same in suche gentlemen as it pleases them 

to conveene for the tyme for suche purpose as they have in 

band~ This accusation was perfectly true in relation to 
( 2) 

the Edinburgh Presbytery whwre the elder-barons were scarvely 

ever present except for some special occasion and the similar 

fault was to be found in the Synod although the Head Court 
h-tD! Ke · 

had a tendency to ~ the laxity of the lay element lees 

apparent. 

The anxiety of the Kirk to retain their support which 

was of course essential for their schemes of national defence 

was further illustrated in the Hadclington Visitations of the 

summer of 1588. Several of the Chu~rches had no Sess·ions owing 

to the quarrells of the "principalls of the wrish'~ and 
. (3~ ~10) 

sometimes even the ministers visiting,coulJ find no 11 auditors 11 

The local minister did not li~e to be criticized by persons 
{1)See the Royal Letter of Nov.4th 1587 to the commissioners 

of the shires" 
(2)C.IV.p.513 The Synod of April 1586 The majority were barons 

and gentlemen who voted first.J.M.p.247 said most of the 
landowners were elders in any case.See Sp.II.p.)37"Melville 
called a number of barons gentlemen and ministers as to Synod" 



of humblle rank. It was comnlained "that the commounest sort 

s-"ak maist against the ministeris" 
(1) 

St .Andrews Records cont-::tin no evidence as to the 

light in which the Kirk viewed the Admission of their allies 

tJ vote in Parliament.They were conaerned with local feuds 

between laids and ministers which often became so serious as 

to necessitate appeal for protection to the Privy Council. 
(2) 

The first clearly recorded election of both ministers 

and barons to the Assembly took place for the remarkable 

"Armada" Assembly of 1588 August.Edinburgh sent no less than 

7 lg.irds and 8 ministers Haddington included in its represent: 
(3) 

:~tlon 7 noblemen and the representative for the Town of 

H'3.drllngton(which was really a separate constituency) and only 

two ninisters.St.Andrews records are defective. Now it is 
{4) 

unli1?.:ely that these lairCl.s were present for the ordinary business 

of Presbytery. While the ministers ~lectect.:rt\18 ecclesiastic 

delegates by vot~ it seems clear from the Haddington entry that 

the noblemen were aominated in absentia for the minister was 

11 to <J..rlver1Jise them"of th~ir appointment. A group of m1 nistera 
(T}:?res:-:Recs.Haddington.MS.5th June.T588 
( 2) :?res .Recs St ,Andrews. "be~in 13th October. 1586 see the case of 

the L~ird of Carslogie and Patrick Arthur. 
1 ?)Merchiston Pilrig Braid Colinton Carberry Smeaton Mc.Gill of 

?."l.111{eilour; these woul0_ be the ruling elders of their parishes 
rulina; elders were normally nominated 13y the ministers. 

· · '(Edr.Recs .4th August· 1588) 
( 4) Haddington Recs. 17th July.1588 Lord Yester Elphinstobe. 

Hume of NorthBerwick,Blauss; Fawdonsyde;Trabroun;Schethin; 
the name of the ·commissioner for Haddington was left bla~ 
for election by the Tovm Council and Session of Haddington 
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thus controlled the nomination and election of the lay elemEnt 

which was presumably willing to be called upon to attend the 

Assembly. The Chief Man of each parish was n)rmally nominated 

to be rulin.~ elder,and by putting as many as 7 ruling elders in 

Commission the Presbyteries were ensuring that· at least a few of 

them w0uld put in an appearan~e.The enormous power wielded by 

this and subsequent assemblies leads us to infer that the 

whole number nominated went.The.re was nothing to prevent as 

many as desired commissions from receiving them from the ministem 

~f the Presbytery. 

Thus ittetea.cl of bein~ restricted to two per shire in 

thetr representation in Parliament with the additional obligations 

of the"contribution" the.Barons in Assembly practically maintain: 
.. 

: ed the right which they preferred to come in such numbers as 

they ple·1sed and ·at such times a_s they p:peas~fi.The reluctance to 

accept the Parliamentary vote (Rait p.209) may therefore be 

eYpl<3.ined in some ·measure by the more attractive Kirk system 
'. 

which did not ask money from them but rather their personal 

serv~ce in national defence against the Spaniard. The precepts 

issued in May 1589 show no such mass representation for the 
~ OercJ~.H..N 

P:trliament although they contain some names familiar on the 
" 

Assembly. 
(1) 
I~ June of the same year 1589 the Assembly met .Edm burgh 

alone sent to ministers and 6 lairds~).Haddington to the same 

( 1 ),Jqhn-1 Le1MQn\.h!'ll8~11~@1~:n.pas-s.Q:dtafeEdtmbm:ei_ShJ;' ~.warned Mc~enzie 
··of Kintail,Urquhart of Cramartie,Campbell of Caddell,lairds of 

Findlater Drum Thornton Constable of Dundee Laird of Wester 
We~s.Yester was warned as a Lord of Parliament yet he attended 
the Assembly as a delegate for Haddin~ton in' ~une Assembl~ 
In the Haddine;ton shires "certane commissioneris were to ~ cept 
thair new voittis in Parliament" Later Dundas Carden Carse 
Mueschet Kilrewt h Tulli bardin Bathyet are mentioneLi.. Treas .A vcs 
/une 15P9 
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Assembly sent 7 noblemen and_ three ministers The system of 
( 1) 

nomi~ation in absentia is still prevalent for the ministers 

were to "speik the baronnis and ;entilmen to compeir at the 

~enerall assemblie to be hal~ine at Edr.the xvii of Junii 

nixtocumf Apparently they were ignorant of their commission 
(2) 

nntil informed by their parish minister. It may of course mean 

q general warnin~ to all the ba~@ns and gentlomon to attend.If 

this were so it was little wonder that the Civil Government 

looked with some suspicion up:m the "Kirk" conventions. 

To the ~arch 1590 Assembly the Edinburgh Presbytery 

sent 7 Lairds and 6 ministers.The lay members are almost ea.m.stant 

8.nd simply represent the chief 19.ndowners of the district irr: 

:espective of their "godliness" which according to principlee 

ought to have been the first consideration. Haddington sent 
(3) 

6 lairds and 4 ministers But while there is every reason 
(4) 

to believe that these great numbers of laymen did actually 

attend the Assembly the King's avoidance of Parliament and his 

use o:t' nominated conventions prevented any real test as to their 

preference for Civil or Ecclesiastical representation. (5) 
(1)Edinburgh:~10th June 1589 Merchiston Pilrig Braid Colin~n 

C<trberry Smeaton 
Haddington:-4th June 1589 Lord Yester,Hume of NorthBerwick 
Trabroun Sal tcoats .Blauss Loshkelpie! Elphinstobe 

(2)Haddinn;ton Recs 4th June. 1589 
(3)Edr.Recs.25th Feb.Merchiston Pilrig Braid Corstorphine Colint<l'l 

Smeaton Carberry 
(4)Haddin~ton Recs 25th Feb.1590 Yester Clerkington Herman~on? 
·Eluhin~tone Fadownsvde George Hamiltob(Samuelston) 

(5)Th~ conventi·::m of Estates at tiolyrood June l! tfi~O contained 
only 6 barons Barnbarrach Largo,Lundie Tullibarain 
Wedderburn Hume of North Berwick(Ret.of Names.II.p.539) 
but other lists A.P.S.provide the names of the Clerk Register 
Col~enkbowes and Ormiston. 



The defects of the Registers o~ Haddington and Edinburgh 

for ~ sho~t period are however supplied by the fortunate 

preservation of the full sederunt of August 1590 which 

shows a to~ personnel of 162 members of whom 86 were 
or noblemen 

ministers 67 Laird~ and 9 burgesses.Haddington had three 

baron( 
1 
)nd three ministers present .Edinburgh had 9 ministErs 

and 9 lairds St.Andrews aupointed according to its MS 
( 2) ~ ~ 

Re~ister 3 representatives but in the list given none of 
(3) 

these appear in the Fife contingent which as a Province 

returned 13 ministers and 19 lairds and Lord Morton and Lord 

Lindsay.Where were these 21 laymen elected for it was certainly 

not in the Presbytery? The inference must be that there was 

either simple nomination by the ministry or Presbytery which 

is not recorded or that the shire met by itself and appoi~ed 

its ovm comprehensive delegation,after the manner of a Shire 

Convention 

"!!hi l-e Edinburgh thought that the Assembly was to be 

held in Aberdeen (lJruiyl591) it elected on May 25th only 4 

miC1.isters and three l.g,ymen, but when the meeting place was 
(4) 

altered to Edinburgh itself as usual it increased its 

represent3,tion quite arbinrarily and apPointed 6 ministers 

and no less· than 8 Lairds15J 
(1)C~Brkington Elphinstone Cashekejohn 
( 2 )The usual group Merchiston Colinton Corstoephine Braid 

:Jg,lmahoy Carberry Smeaton Preistfield Rochbank (B.U.K.p. 765) 
1 \ The number of Higher Nobiltty present altogether wa,,? m t 

r1ore than 5 • Some districts like Angus sent no laymen at all 
The arr~ngement w~s quite arbitrary. 

(3)St.A Pres.Recs.July 30th Moncrief minister of Kilconquhar 
Robertson Re~ent in the New collegeand an elder Monyperny 
(De 3.n oi' the Faculty) No Synod seems to have met to reverse 
or alter the election. · 

( 4j. E;,r .Re..cs ?.m. 25th May
1 

Braid Pilrig Smeaton 
(5) uune 24th Edr.Recs 591 
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Thus it may be seen that a f'ixed and d~finite group of land: 

owners of a certain status have gradually taken into their 
\ 

hands or rather have had thrust upon them the whole and the 

const3.nt b:J.rden of representing the Presbyteries in which 

they live. 
p 

Parliament and Assembly met contemoraneously in ... 

May 1592.At the Parli'3.I!lent .the Lairds were certainly present 

for they had their full quota upon the Lords Articles 
(1) 

It is suggestive under these circumstances that Edinburgh 

Cthe only One of our three Presbyteries tomake a return of 

~e~bers to Assembly) should mention no lairds among her 

dele?;'ltes.This was the Parliament of the GoldenAct and it 
'ro, ' \ c:. I ,. 

was also the first Parliament in which the Lairds had had 

an opportunity of' using their new powersjfor no Parliament 

(s1-ve the hypothetical onee@t October 1589) had been called 

sinue that of 158.7 which had given them the vote.Certainly 

those Barons on the Articles were rather Court officials in 

the sa in than :A hose prominent in the Assembly 1 C :mnsel s but 

their nresonce as a class probably facilitated the passing of 

thetrchRrter of the Scottish Church". Why however did the 

"S:'i.inbur~?:;h Presbytery omit its custom of nominating its barons 

to Assembly? Was it a confession that the Barons meetin~ as 
( 1) Ainth B5trnb"'l.rroch Bass Colluthie Glenurchy Pitarrow 

Tullib"'l.rdine Wedderburn (Ret.of Names.p.540) 

(2) ?res.Recs Er1r.MS. 9th May 1592 Seven ministers were 
appointed Eruce Pant Lindsay Balc3.nquhall Balfour Craig 
Duncans·::>n 
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a separate Estate were equivalent to the Barons of the Assembly. 

From the absence of any indication of the presence of the Burghs 

it mi'\ht almost seem th<:tt when Parliament was favourable to 

Church Schemes,Barons and Burgesses went to their allotted place 

in Parliament,leaving the General Assembly the one unrepresented 

3state outside Parliament and composed entirely of ministers. 

the 

The B<:trons h•Hl ~ained representation in parliament Wi thru t 
-f:L I~ ZO 

Kirk.The petition ill;} the P"'Xliament(which had given the Barons 

their independent vot~h•=td demonstrated that the Kirk no longer 

harboured any idea of laymen representing her interests in 

P<:trlia~ent(see History of James the Sext.p.232) although she 

~··g.s still debating whether a minister could lawfully exercise 

vote in Parliament in this very Assembly May 1592.The establish: 

:ment of their allies the Lairds and the fear that they might 

tr::~.nsfer their allegiance to Parliament probably were incentiw s 

to ur~e the Kirk to more serious consideration on positive lines 

of ~er rishts in the Civil Institution. 

Having roused the King to activity against the Papists 

"WO dictated his line of policy mainly·by means of the fighting 

force --the barons(although it would seem that those present 

were probably only the barons. of Lothian Fife and the adjacent 

counties)the Presbytery of Edinburgh had to bestir itself to 

collect the dues from the barons which the extraordinary Conven tiDJ;l 
c Jfi''J,~ -")1) 

had promised.While the Convention of Burghs agreed to pay for 
( 1 ) 

the footefor the Royal Guard the Presbytery undertook to coll~t 

(t) R.C.B.I.p.392 



the baronial contribution.The Kirk eneountered the same reluct 

:ance to pay that the Kin~ had experienced.Particularly were 

the ~entlemen of Glasgow unwilling to admit that the ministry 

1.nd a few barons and bur13esses had power to commit their whole 

~state to a taxation-and uncompromisingly, stated that the 

11 -:cctioun was meir civile and thairfoir tha~ thocht it nocht 

tpertinent to the ministrie nor thair callin:S". They preferred t'he 
( 1) -, 

feud3.1 method of going to.fiq;ht in person for their lord.The~e is 

other evidence that the lairds were beginning to resent the 

interference of the ministers with their feudal rights,espeeially 

in the matter of retention of the "Egyptians 11 st.Andrews Pres: 
(2) 

:bytery had so much difficulty :tn bringing in the "voluntar 

contributioun"from the noblemen and barouns quhilk hes not 

-pav:.t as yett" that nothinf3 of importance seems to have been 

done until the formal Royal charge came. The Presbytery then 

'Hrote letters to the Lairds of Cambo Bllcolmie Largo and Kirkton 

v·ho hg,d been nominated collectors to urge them to bring their . 
lists to show how they stood.Now the first two n~ed were the 

commissioners of the shire for the year and it would seem that 
w-LJ... 

alrectdy Kirk and Civil organization 19'e coalescing. 
(3) 

The Barons in the Assembly of April 159) in 

Dundee seem to have been numerous although at first the assembly 

was so ill attended that it was doubted if they might hold a 

meetin~.Al:bhouo;h the Edinburr;h Records do not give anj information 

it is clear from the list of those who presented articles to 

the Kin~ and Council that the usu~l contingent was.present. 
n)GJqsgovr :Pres.Ma.itland .Misc.p.59 April lOth l593 
(") ibid.p.61 May 15th 159? (3) ST.Andrews Pres.MS.12th April 



St.P~drews Records present an instance of what must have been 

almost a record attendance for one Presbytery at an~ Assembly~ 

Town and Presbytery were grouped together for the purpose. 

For the Tovrn and Landward parish 9 delegates were sent (certainly 

they were suitin~ for a minister) these were CO:Q'!posed of 7 fer 

the Town 'lnd two gentlemen for the Landward Parish 
( 1 ) 

Crail whether as Town or as a Landward district sent 2 lairds. 
. (2) 

Kilrenny V''hich was a Royal Bur~h and entitled to send a separate 

representative included its representatives in the Presbytery 

dele~ation perhaps because its claim to11 freedom"was of such 

recent stg.nding.B11t Crail was no recent creation .Why did it 

enroll it;s representatives with the Presbytery.Other constituenetes 

:nent:':.oned as "towns" but of the unfree type included their 

various overlords as delegates to the Assembly,Kilconquhar sent 

2 ,Larso sent three 
1 

and Leuchars sent 3 .That is a total of 
(3) ~4) (5) 
12 fror:1 other "Towns" and 9 from St.Andrews.The ministers sert 

wer·::: 9 in number.On what system were these delegates chosen? 

21 laym.en and 9 ministers formed an enormous representation for 

one Presb tery alone.The Presb. ter has collected all the more 
1 )'rhe Russells Coclt Balfour W9..rson Dalgleish Zuill exhorte:e 

Wood of Stravithie,Aitoun of Kinaldy.(Pres.Recs.April 19 1593) 
The Kirk session Recs 18th April show the elction of these in 
the session bu.t 4 townsmen and 5 Landward lairds with no 
in.iunction that all must attend.K.S.St.A.II.p.748 

(2)Wurmiston(Provost) and Cambo ; Kilrenny sent W.Barclay and 
Richard Strang apparently t=o burgesses. (see Rai t. p. 258) 

(3)Rires and one illegible name 
{4)Largo and Wemys and Lundie 
(5)Colluthie Dura and Dairsie 
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important local lairds.The unit must be not"townn but parish. 

Rut why the 3 Burghs should return the names of their dele~ate s 

through the Presbytery while places like Ans.truther and Pi ttenwee m 

should not be mentioned is incomprehensible.Did the Presbytery 

make an arbitrary choice of certain parishes or did such lairds 

' as desired to attend obtain commission automatically.-

C·1"mbo and B"llcolmie were the official shire commissioners 

The 1 q,tter was always more or less under Kirk displeasure for 

his immorality but Cambo was a prominent member of Assembly~ 

The inference seems to be that the barons disappointed in the 

postponement of the Parliament which was to have met in April 

transferred their power to the Kirk.· 'l'hn~ev'bar~nsrweio,eionthe 

Privy Conference· and other three were on the commission to 
( 1 ) 1 

present the immediate .:trticles to the King The commission 
(2) 

representative cff the Pr'esbyteri es which was to deal with the 

July Parliament was of purpose without lay element,for the Lairds 

would be meetintS in their separate Estate and no doubt gave some 

pledges to the Kirk of their good will for the execution of re r 

It seems clear that by this time the Presbyteries 

v'ere in touch with the Parliamentary organization of the Kni~ ts 

of the Shire. The Kirk had many excuses for bringing its influence 

to beor uprm the Parliamentary delegates.The chief of these was 
(1)Cambo Abbotshall Pwrie-Ogilvy 
(2)Abbotshall IfLerchiston ?.'edderburn(Shire Commissioner for Berwick) 

(B.U.K.p.793) 



the reconciliation of feuds a.mon~ the 11 principalls of the 

parishes" which they regarded as fatal for the united action 

which they urged against the Papists.During May 1593 Haddington 

was stru~glimg with the quarrels of the Seatons of Tranebt and 

the H~iltons of Preston which were of such import~nce that 

the advice of the other Presbyteries of the Synod had to be 

called in. St.Andrews however(where barons and ministers had 
(1) 

.'llways been closely allied e.g.1586 Synod of Fife) tried more 

definite methods.On JunB 21 1593 a letter was bndained to be 

written to the "Lairds of Cambo and Balcolllie comrnissionaris 

for the barons desirint them to convocate their assessors and 

trto travell for the uptaking of the leit truble arisen betwix 

the Laird of Rires and Patrick Learmonth( 2 ) 

At the Pa.rli3..ment of July 1593 19 B1.rons of the Shire 

:1.re r:1entioned as present representing 13 shires but ~he normal 

met ':l)d.s of selection were not fully in operation as yet. Yet 1 t 

is clear from the lists that the Kirk Barons were well repres: 

:ented amon3 the Commissioners of Shires.Nevertheless the 

disturbances of 1593 proved that as an administrative machine 

~io ~resbytery was more effective than the civil organization 

in bringing about extraordinary mass meetin~of the barons all 

over the co,_1ntry for the purposes of nationSI.l defence. The 

c1_eg,lin.3s of Andrew Melville and the Presbytery of St .Andrews 

vrith the Shire Court at Cupar and the negotiations of the 

Synod Trith t":le same body go to prove that the Head Courts ~ 

88 ~·ecia.1ly the Hichaelmas Court at which dele:ptes were elected , 
,- H:3>r:ldin::;to:m~W. Recs. 30th May 1593 
2) St.!\.ndre\':s Pres.Recs.~ . .m.June 21 1593 



had a close connection with the Synods which were normally 

coincident with them. Significantly the commissioners on 

this historic occasion were to be electe.d not in the Synod 

but in the Shire Convcntion.And the evidence seems to prove 

that this became a permanent practice.(C.V1~p.266) In prepar: 

:~tion for this momentous Synod the ministers were ordaired 

to nominate commissioners from their parishes to the Synod. 

This nomination thus ensured that only those of like opinion 

would be me~bers of the Synod which was prepared to dictate 

a national policy.Free election was therefore in practice 

non existent.The custom as it can be gathered from the MS 

?ecords seems to be that the lay .element as a permanent 

component and essential part of the Presbytery was out of 

the question as indeed the Book of Discipline had expected. 

I:'l any c9.se the rule was th<tt in the Presbytery the ministers 

must outnumber the elders and the lairds had little interest 

in nJrmal Presbytery busdmess.The Kirk therefore compromised 

by nominating special commissioners or ruling elders for the 

Synod(~)t the fact that in Septe~ber 1593 these were not used 
was 

but direct applicationAmade to a civil convention proves that 

the Shire convention was the more suitable place for the exercise 

of Kirk propaganda. The Fife propaganda had a remarkable· effect 

in the Presbytery mf Glasgow where an ex~raordinary meeting 

tool{: place which proves the contention as to the confli.sion 

between the Shire Court and the Synod,and the civil and the 

ecclesiast'Lcal,.in times of crisis. In Fife direct applicat:ion was 
4 

(1)20th Sept 1'593 ~·rarch 21 1594 ST.Andrews Pres.Recs.Every min: 
: ister wn.s 0r~ 'lined_ to nomin:;,te commissioners of their own 
Sessiouns for the next Synod. 
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made to the Civil Convention.In Glasgow both Shire Court 
( 1 ) 

and Synod seem to have met together."The nobillmen baronis 

gentilmen ministeris and commissioneris of the sherifdomes 

~nd burrowis wnderwritten viz.Lanark Renfrew and Dumbartane 

and of the presbiteries thairof being c·onvenit according to 

the bande maid be our Soverane Lord and his estatis for the 

m"linten·=m~e of the trew religion ...•• hearing of the action 

of Fife·'appointing a defin!hte d1.te the 17th (see C.V.p.270) 
. 

~r .'l!J:POinted the Lairds of Ca.lderwood Merchestoun Greenoo k-

and the Goodman of Duthall along with 5 ministers to go to 

thqt conventi0n 11There to concurre with the commissioners of 

othE':r shires and provinces. 11 This c-urious meeting by special 

consent of its members was entered in the Books of the Pres: 
of 

:bytery of Glasgow since it wasflsuch an extraordinary nature 

combining both civil and ecclesiastical functions. Such 
(2) 

meetings were directly attributable to the propaganda of the 

ministry and by their private inflllJ.ence with the Commissim ers 

of Shires 4for there is no mention of the sheriff)who normally 

should have presided over Head Courts. The King's series 
(3) 

of nominayed Conventions could not cope with these nepresent: 
bodies. 

:ative~which combinen both the ecclesiastical and Parliament: 

:~ry or~anizations. 
·( 1) To ensure a good attendance at the Shire Convention 

two ministers were sent to speak to the Shlb.re Commiss:io ners 
on the point i.e.Balcolmie and Cambo and the individuru 
;entlemen of the parishes were urged to attend.C.V.p.266 

(2) I'hitland Miscellany Vol I.p.63 et seq.Oct.11th 1593 
(3) See Rait.p.223~224. 



In the stru~S~le which ~''as really a comstitutional one in 

ad0_ition to. its religiOJ.tS aims, the tendency was for the 

b~rons,of the central pro~inces at least?to attend either 

by mass represen~ation or by delggation the conventions held 

under the auspices of the Kirk instead of having their activit: 

!ies confined by the smaller nominated conventions used by 

the -~in~ in the manner of an augmented council. 

To the Assembly of May 1594 held in Edinburgh 

St'll.nburgh Presbytery sent 6 lairds and 6 ministers 
(1) 

St. Andrevts followed its previous custom and sent an enormru s 

representation composed on the same model and containing 

the sa'Ile units.Whether the 11 borrowis 11 represented the landward 

section of the constituency only or not is not clear but the 

quota od' 27 laymen g,nd 9 ministry for one Presbytery alone 

":as out of all proportion to the normal seder'flnt in attendance 

upon the Assembly. 
(2) 

Haddington hJwever men!;ions no laymen among its 

dele~ates appointed 24th April but as the Synod had only 
. (3~ 'l·.nt "'.8 the J·rnr,rl lv~d 

recently met it may be that the lairds had appointed their 

delegates there as by the more formal constitution and under 

norm1l circums-c ·=tnces both ministry and elders were expected 

to be chosen. ~ ~·,~ 
Erlr.Recs .30th April 594 Merchiston Pilrig Colin<.,on He was 
shire commissioner in the May Parliament )Dalmahoy Braid 
Cot field. 

('2)St.A.Becs.HS.Gentlemen borrowis and ministrie. Provost of 
St.Andrews(Murray;change of GoverruT!ent) Stravithie Craighall 
R'msay;Carnbie;James Traill Wurmiston; ~itmillieyr •. Carnbo yr 
Ardr:i.e:~ Bg,.,..,clsw R Strang; Mr Wm Scott Bufrey? Balcomie 
Balmerino Kilconquhar Rires Kimcraig Sandfurd;Mr Andrew 
S:ondil<J.nds Largo,Lundie }irktoun Durie Kemback BH~bo May.2nd 

(j)Hadd.MS PreS'.Rt%s · f?~~~ rn:g~~tn!5.~!ter the Synod. 
~ '!)r 11 1 Ot b. ~ra s e 1. · ·' ·. - .:o 



Of the six barons on the Articles Colinton for Edinburgh 

andLargo for Fife were also members of the General Assembly 

In all probability a considerable amount of pre arranged 

p ·licy mflght have been attempted Now that 1'Ys allies 
( 1 ) 

were members of Parliament the Kirk did not confuse the issue 

by 'lppointing laymen on their General Commissions .The presence 

of the Lairds in Parliament had an undoubted influence in 

the abandonment of the system of particular and mixed delegat: 

:ions to wait U:!,Wn the King and Civil Gover:nment.(iee Elllapte:t' 

The undoubted interaction between the Commissioners of 

the Shire and the Commissioners of the General Assembly is 

illustrated from an episode in the far North.Alexander Douglas 

minister of Elgin had in the Synod been nominat.ed a delegate 

to the Assembly (24th April)Recs.P.37) and he received his 
' 

Session's u2rmission to attend.But on 26th May he was back in 
" ·~ 

El;;in(unless the record infers that a letterfrom him was 
~ 

received) The Lords ~f the Articles were not appointed till 

30th May although the representative commission of ministers 

h".d dealings with the King before that. When the Assembly its elf 

~issolved is not clear.The Articles tn repl~ to the King's 

dem·:mds were d?.ted 27th May but the (ieneral Commission had 

prob9~bly ·taken over duties by that time. In any case on 26th May 

Alex"tr..der Dou"Slas who was almost certainly a member of this 

Gener1.l Commission, "requiri t the eldaris to a.dwyis with sic 

thinr;;;is as thai wald have done in the Parliament that he mi~ht 
( 1 'Colinto Largo Const?.ble of Dundee(Forfarshire) lauchton 

for Harldinston Const"l.bulary ;C9.lderwood for L·:markshire (cf 
t~e Convention of tht previous October)Garlies for Wigtown 
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mak the commissioners of M:urray forsein tharof" 

There la a suggestion that theissue ot 1ihe formal 

issue of precept of Chancery to the Commissioners of Shires 

which showed that for the first time the system v.ras in full 

".n·"l complete vrorking order, is an indication that the King 

had realized that nominatec; conventions could not divert the 

e~J.ersies of the new Estate and that unless their class found 

egpression in Parliament in a more representative form the 

whole strength of the "fishting force of the nation" would 

be em:?loyed in the furt~:erance of the schemes of an Assem"l:j'y 

V-'hich al t ho'...l:;h not pretending to represent all sides of the 
vrith 

ti 1 h l j . - ..,. ., 1 t. f th d n~. on~- pro...,-'-cmr ~ · Oinel;.l. J\ ' arge propor 1on o ese lair s 

for the furtherance of party policy in relation to most of 

the affg,irs of Stg,te a.nd Government Departments. The period 

of the lairds a~akening to the consciousness of their powers 

as an Estate is coincident with the most ambitious claims of 

the Assembly. Strqne;ely enough sometimes the Kirk Convention 

must have conV&ined on occasion lairds and laymen who-whether 

"nominated" by 1'1J.iSt"?:.Y.:e on the part of the minister or by the 

opinion of the 1neeting of barons whic-h elected theT11,cou!ld not 

have been of the same pQli tical principles: as the Kirk. This 

VTas :'·.c.rticul8,rly true in the case of Balweary who was a dell.egate 

of the Fife Synod in 7590 and only a few years afterwards was 

involved in the most notorious anti Kirk Plots. 
71)Elgin Recs.Ner Snaldin~ Club.Vol II.p.37 

The S ~me Kl"~k s~ssion called in som~ years•later the co~op: 
"-· - - I 11 

:eration of the barons to deal with'broken men and made 
particul'3,r g,nplication to the Laird of Duffus the Comm:Ls alone
of the Shire:ibid.II.p.105 Sept 10th 1602 
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~· the Assembly of Montr!l>se 1595(June)which was not coin: 

:cident with a Parliament A-lthou.~h a Convention of Burghs met 

contemporaneously with it, the q_uota of Lairds was by no means 

so lar~e.Edinbur~h sent 4 ministers and only two lairds 
( 1 ) 

and these t~o l~irds were suspiciously like the formal 

Commissioners of Shires. The Presbytery simply nominated them 

in absentia for the attendance of the barons at meetings ~ 

the Presbytery was now so anusual that had a body of lairds 

been ~resent for the purpose of sendinl delegates the fact 

could hardly have failed to be commented upon.There is thus 

a suggestion that in the absence of a special convention of . 
the barons who seem from a comparatively early time to have 

elected their own deleqates when such a meeting was possible, 

(see infra) the Presbytery follo~~;ed the normal custom of 

nominating in absentia and chose those who were the legal 

re-::-resentatives of the Shire for the year. St-.Andrews is curious 

:ly silent an~ Haddingto~2)ent only one minister the notorious 

Walter Hay no mention beino; made of a lay element.If lairds 

did go from whom dio. they ;et their commission. The tendency 

must be to infer {as it is everywhere to be inferred from the 
I 

records)that the rule of 1'586 was not stn!lctly followed and 

the barons when they desired might make the occasion one of 

urgency in vrh::_ch case they were entitled by the current opinion 

to attend en masse as the "cong:ce ation oftthe faithful". 
Pres.MS.Recs .Edin. 10th June. 595 Colinton was Shire Rep res: 
:entative frequently.On 11th Nov.159~ the Presbytery dealt 
stringently vrith the"sla.nder" committed by persons who had 
raided bis lands. 

(2) Haddingtom ~lS Recs.2nd June.1595 "toureason vote and conclure 
as if thai wer all present th~mselvis (The Presbytery ~Unit? 



For the Assembly of March 1596 hoever the Commission of 

Assembly took special care that the attendance of the barons 

should not fall away for their letter e.g.that sent to the 

~esbytery of Haddington particularly called for a latge 

representation "Not only ministers but best affected gentlemen". 

The "best affecte'""" according to King James was !l>nly another 

m.r~e for the seditious opposition.When the .Gommission's letter was 

received the Presbytery composed entirely as usual of ministers 

at once appointed their ecclesi~stical delegatesJbut did not 
~ 1 ) 

nroceed to nomination of the lay element. Instead they ordained 

"everie minister to wairne the gentlemen within thair · parochin 

to be present heiqt his day aucht dayes for accomplishing of the 

uther part of the letter touching commissioneris to be chasm of 

the gentlemen. On the appointed da~ however''in respect of the 

few number that is conveni t" the election was p )Stponed to the 

10th ?.rarch.On that date "ane grei t number of tham~ being present 

wt uniforme consent it wes aggreit that thai •• sould give thair 

presence to the said assembly upon the xxiii of.this instant 

And that that. sould meit. the said day at thrie efternoone amang 

thamselves To ehmse out some commissioneris in thair names to 

awayt quhill the said Assembly sould be endi t 11 This is capable 
(2) 

of different interpretations.One thing is clear that the Barons 

elect by themselves as a separate Estate their representatives 

to Assembly.What is not clear isfhis.Were the whole barons en 

masse to go to Edinburgh the li:vs'bedl«yeort.-.hesAsaeibbly and. th~ 
(1)Carmich~el Hq.y Gibson Dg_vidson. 25th Feb Pres.Hadd Recs 

('"l) Hadd.PrBs.Recs under those dates. 
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having ?;iven a demonstration of public feeling proceed to elect 

formal delegates to remain throughout the whole session of 

Assembly accordin~ to the Act of 1594 which insisted upon all 

co~m~ssioners remainin3 until the dissolution of the meeti~ 

Or does it simply mean th~t they were to meet on the afternoon 

of the Presbytery day and elect their own commissioners. 

Edinbur~h deputed its average propo;tion of Lairds and Ministers 

numbering 6 and 7 re~pectively with no comment as to the 
(1) 

~ethod of election.St.An~rews strangely enough sent only three 

oinisters and has no mention of any extraordinary convention 

of barons.Indeed when on February 26 a letter arrived from the 

!1roder.1.tor of the l"'st Synod asking that in view of the fact that 

the Assembly would meet on the 23rd March a Provincial Synod 

should assemble on the 16th, the Presbytery refused_," in respect 
.JI 

of diverss consideratioun$s/to attend any Synod before the 

~ener~l Assembly met.This was a direct violation of the prin: 
(2) 

:cio~e which was later evolued as being the custom of the KDrk, 

( cf the"questions'' of the following ye<tr)that delegates to AS3 embly 

should be appointed in the Synod.The lairds of Fife must have 

been there. How -1 nd where did they get their commission unless 
c 

thev h<td a sepqr~.te meeting of thein own only slightly conn~ted 

with the Presbytery. In the fqce of such a concourse of barons 

the -ring could not be expected to refrain from his usuql demand 

f'Jr money. 
\ 1 )Br9.id Merchiston Colinton Dalmahoy Pilrig Brunstoun Edr .Recs 

16th March 1596 
(2)St.Andrews Pres. Recs.i'.1S.<f'.e'\b>.~6th 1596 All the Records 

agree th'3.t the Assembly was to meet on the 23rd not on the 
24th ~'!arch as C·-o"lder¥rood states. The St .Andrews ecclesiastical 
re'8s. ;~er~ .The two Mel villes

6 
9..nd Ni col Dalgleis h chosen from 

a leet o!· ?.?;.~:trch 11th 159 



Barons certainly played an important part in the Assembly 

extraordinary business and the claims put forward by the 

Kirk implied that it d.id consider i taelf a national leader 

of all the Est~tes. 

In the Oon1'ent.inn which met in May 1596 17 smallEr 

Barons were present many of them s.uppo:eters of Assembly 
( 1 ) 

schemes in the past,but their presence made little apprecia: 

: ble difference 1 n policy. Although B·1rons certainly were 

present at the eytraordinary culmination of the Convention 

of the C·)J::'.TJiss ioners of the Kirk November ana_ December, there 

is no indicabion ~n the records as to any method of election 

of a lay element.Those who attended must have come on some 

principle of mass represent~tion and the areas concerned 

vratJe probably only the central provinces for the North and 

the more distant parts of the country were ignorant of the 

course of events.The meetin~ of Barons and Gentlemen upon 

"rhom Balc8.nqu~"ll and Cranstoun' s sermons had such a ditlasir ous 

effect was not representative in any true sense of the wom 

S"we a.s an indicati<im of a definite trend of public opinion. 

Lord Lindsay who was the leader of the movement for the laymen 

~~s under process for slau3hter before the Presbytery of 

Haddin~ton. But the Kirk had many methods of getting into 
( 2) ' . 

(1)Ret.of Na~es.p.sa; . 
(2)Pres. Recs .H.,/'tcL8t.h Dec .de"1lt v.rith the death of Jihn Ayt oun 

slain in conflict u~;on glaidmiure betwix· my lord lyndsay 
a.n·., the toune o~ H'ldin3toun upon quhilk gret cummer and 
slw.ith is lil{e to insew.15th Dec.Lindsay himself appeared 
as warne:J.::tn:'i accused of the sclaunder of the slauchtir of 
Jhone Aytoun anserri t that his purpois that day wes oril. y 
to mak interru~'Jtion according to the law to the toun of 
hadin~toun in possessioun of some houssis and lands he had 



aouch with the lairds both through their parish ministers 

and throu~h their shire conventions. The Presbytery appreciated 

the feudA.l necessities of the situation.If the great lord 

or laird stayed away from chmrch his tenants thought that 

they therunon had no obli~ation to attend .In Glasgow in July 

1596 Lord Fleming;'s absence from Kirk was"the motive and 

sreat occ~sioun mowing his tennentis to do the same" The 

(1) 
Kirl<:: therefore lool<::ed to the baron in his b9.ron Court to put 

their decrees to -exeoution.The visitations of the various 

D'l.rishes show how local adjustments v,·ere brought about and also 

ho'l"'' diffiuult it was for the Presbytery to get execution without 

such support.This explains the obvious reluvtance of the 

Kirk to proceed to exeommunication lest by open flouting of 

the ultirnq"te V"'e9.nnn of the Kirk the vrhole system of discipline 

'1117,ht be brou;ht in"bo disrepute. ~fuen the ministers godliness 

f:tiled the feiida.] hi erarc'b.y w81il callod !iT te- cmupel tl~9 

contd. t t S h ; 8 re."'! ecessouris had bene j_n use of befoir And ry 0 a ~ n - t t · h · f - that in respect thai had brmken sundrie trys is 1 liD o 
befoir he h 9.0 r.r.,iven thame 1-awfull premoni tioun that he wald 
use his adv-=mta~e be law bec::tus thai had contemni t commouning 
A.nd qll he wes in doin?; of the mater farre fra the toun 
h -i .'l 0 , yna. to invade ony of thame The haill inhabitanyis 

afvtnh-_) n . ; b r:r'n came 0 , 1t in armes and violently wald have o e sa2 . u ·--,• ' ~ . 
t . i+ n·s cairtis invadit his men upon ane uther ~ann1s 
~r~~~d u qi~ he- wes behind taking ana instrument ?f interrupticn 
in Jqmes borthwik his h3.nd ana_ sua in the e-onflJ.ct befoir 
he co;ld come nelr the said 3hone wes shoti ankd ~tfhhed ha~ 
not st.ayi t his awin men thair had bene ma r s ·u one 
He 1 rom.ised. to ':1ake s'J.tlsf::."ction ~-s soon as the case woo 
t · · h f' the ordinar~r iud7e.Lalrds as arbiters were r 1 e s _ e _ ore . ., · .:> 

anpointed. 
(1)Ma:tland Club r.uscellg,ny July 13 1596 Recs of Pres Of Glas 

.gow. 



9oor tenants to submit if not to the Kirk persuasions at 
. ' 

le~st to the baronial a~thority of their Lords 
(1) 

Apart from the exercise of local r'tiscipline however in 

v'hich the ministers 'Here not always quite impartial for tre 

insrained res~Ject for rank wqs non easily eradicated, there 

were other meqns of influencinq civil institutions and law 

courts.The V?.ri(>us "3.cts of the Kirk against Burial in f!b.ukch 

Thich resolved itself into a final demand in 1597-98 that 

P~rli '3.ment should nq.ss an act commanding all noblemen to 

build"sepultures" for their families,had always as this pro: 

:vision indic"l.ted_ bee'1 most strongly resented by the lairds. 

It had been a ~rievance from before 1588 at least.The who~ 

laird class was concerned in the persistent violation of tlie 

acts and in at :teast one instance the question mrs the cause 

of' direct communication between Presbytery and Shire Convention 

on October 2eth 1596 the youn'S laird of Dairsfue appeared :In the 

Presbytery "corrnnissionar for the Convention of the barronis 

(.at Cupar) craving that they sould not proceed to the sentence 

of exco~municatioun foir ~ burriell in the kirkis quill the 

nixt generall assemble at quhilk tym they sould have ther 

commissioneris to be fulll:ie resolvit in. that point 11 (2) From 
( 1 ) cf. the visit ati •:m of Tr "l.nent July 14 1596 Lor.d Seton and 

a p;reat number of n;entlemen were present when a complaint 
1"'"l.s m:tde th"l.t the servants do not. go to Chu:ech."My Lord 
promisit to cause ane proclamo::ttioun the first tyme he haldis 
a!le court in Lq,ngniddrie under ane pecu.n~.all penal tie era rging 
thame to resort to the Kirk .And David Setoun younger baillie 
of Tranent promi sit to tak ardour in Tranent that the servauntd:l 
micht resort to the Kirk efternoone and on the oulk day 

(!)St.Andrews Pres.Rec?.Oct.28th 1596 



the phraseology this v.rould imply that the barons likely 

to be pnesent at the Assembly would also be commissioners 

from the shire convention. i.e. th"l.t the Assembly represent: 

:qtives were ele0ted in the same meeting or civil shire 

com~t which sent delegates to Parliament. 

ThroUgjhout the sumTJer of 1596. the extraordinary 

conventi::ms of the barons for Kirk purposes were frequent. 

Th~::: si<snin.e; or renewinrr, of the Co'tDen::tnt provided many opp: 

:o'btun1t1ea f~r organization of the bg,rons.e.g.St.Andrews 
July 8th 1596. But after the debacle of December the pce: 

:ition of the Church with relation to the b"l.rons was vitally 

affected b~r the Vi1,rious acts of Council and the Royal Letters 

~rohibitin~ conventions ·of gentlemen except at the King's 

summons. Petrie definitely attributes to these acts the 
~ 

weg,kenin~ of the po":er ot,f the Assembly occasioned by the 

defection of the Gentlemen.~lt the Presbyteries had not 

normally hg,d these gentle-nen in attendance upon their ordinary 

meetings. E--Hnbur.c;h h't..d attempted to make them an;1intr1nsic 

;>:trt of the Presbyteries personnel accordin:r, to the first 

institution.Their presence had been more usual at the half 

ye 'lrly Synor'l_ bee qms e t hese"Pr 1)Vincials" corresnonded· fa:1r ly 

nearly with the chief Head Courts. but the rulin~ elders 
(1) 

who legally were the only persons who had the ri:.;ht to sit 

in Synod were the nominees of the minister of· the parish 

and had no free electi Jn.Even these would seem to have 
~1) e.g.St.4.Pres.Recs.Sept.19t~ 15(4.The m~nisters were to 

advertise the gentlemen wit hln tn.e1r par1shes to be present 
~n Twyisdqy nixt to c~me at the Synod. 



preferred their c::_ vil court as a plg,ce of election rather 

th"'Jl the Synod. Only so C8..n the elections of representatives 

of the barons meeting "be therrtselves" be explained. Formerly 

the Presbytery nominated a quota of barons of the rank and 

ty~e most likely to go to Assembly.When the election was made 

at the Synod_ the barons voted_ t.heir OWl). representation and 

al thou~h it is uncertain from the vast numbers of lairds 

sent, prob·"1,b}_y 'TI':lde so@e concession towards_ their delegates 
. . 

ex"?enses. There id. hovrever no record of such payment of 

coml'YJiSSioners of the barons and when enormous numbers were 

sent each Baron probq_bly "aid his o·wn.It was the kind of 

irresponsible mass reprsent~tion which they themselves had 

been prevented from puttin~ into practice after the Act of 

After the prohibition of extraordinary vonventions 

the Presbytery of Edinburgh agreed that none save actual 

ministers qnCJ those who h<t.d given in their names for the 

11 exercise" s'1 ouLl be permitted to remain in the Presbytery 
on 

In st. Andrews the same restrict ion was imposed by Royal wa:rr anD 

11 The provost of St.Anr'lrews intimated that he had received a 

char:!oe from the King for execution of letters not to perml>t 

anyone t8 sit in the Presbyt.ery as judges in discipline of 

manners v:ho was not an actual minister" .Thils of course was 

•,;ith the express purpose of excludins the Doctors of the 

UCJ.iversity and pSLrticu-larly Andrewn Melville. (2) 



This ".lso effectively excluded the lay element of barons 

The Convention of Est~tes which ratified the stringent 

A~ts of Council contaihed a considerable number of nominatm 

barons thus indicating that the whole Estate of the Barons (1) 

was not united in the support of the Kirk schemes.But the 
~ 

Fife and Lothian contingents~ noticeably absent.The move: 

:ment as proved by the subsequent assemblies was rather a 

local and central deBonstr.ation than entirely national. 

Ho lay eleoent ''as appointed for the "C~nvention of the 

Ministry" of March 1::::96-97 although of course a proportion 

of l~irds vrere present as members of the contemporaneous 

ConventLm of Eet...,tes "hut, of the "barons and gentlel"1en that 

sall happin to be present ""~ri t h whom the Fife ministry hoped 

to hq_ve de:tlinc:,s there :is little evidence .Hay represented 

H::tddin~ton{'3.lthouo;h he did not actually go on account of sm k 

ness) EcUnburgh sent three ministers,St.Andrews sent three 

ecrlesiastics(one of them Andrevr Melville was prevented on 

t ex+ractod as found in the Presbytery 
contd. Records the minu ~ sto; of~ the interesting point. The 

Records shows the hl ~d to the Assembly by the Synod 
question had be~~8~e!~~rthe General Assembly probably through 
on 7th October .... ; • ~3rd June 1587 decreed that ·t C itt of Questions on G 

1 s omm ee . , could not be members of the Presbytery 11

Regent s of Ph1losophy di ly calli t" This rule does not 
"bec::~.isz thay ar not or nar · ted as the Questions of 1597 t h been always acceD 
seem 0 ave V r itself on 23 April 1590 concluded that 
prove. The Presb.; te Y tis in ohilosophie as wald declair that 
"sa mony of th? r~gen ter in- the ministt'ie and wald accept 
thai wer? mynd1t 

0 
c:n of Elderschip and give their at the 

upon thall'n the offi d ti suld be memberis of the presbitrie f - i ~ of the same ew e 
or us n,~ 1 ·" They were 5 in number including the and have vot ther n • 

master of the gr~mmar school 
(1)Jan.Convention of Estates.Ret.of Names.p.543- 14 barons. 



account of a Rectori'l'l election) anc'l three assessons. 

Onlv 8 b1.rons are mentionec R"s beinGS prese<tt at the Conven: 

:tion of Estates. 

The s~e thing occurred at the Assemh}y of May 1597 

Haddin~ton sent three ministers Edj_nbur~Sh anc_ St. Andrt'l'\1~ ctiO_ 

not record their delegations, but the corr~spefid1fi~ Convention 

of Estates contained only 7 lairds as mer:::bers. That St. AndrEWs 
(1) 

probably tried in its v.Tonted fashion to stir the lairds to 

action 18 hinted at in the representations which the Presbytery 

made to the Convention of the Shire on April 7th 1597.The 

first cause of the _comnunication was the reconciliation of 

a baronial feud b-ut it is very probable that the zealous 

delegates(the tvo.ro Mel villes qnc'l_ Robert Durie)took advantage 

of the situation to show to the convention as they had done 

in Nov. 1593 the dan£3erous estate of the country ana_ Kirk. But 
( 2) 

the barons did not move.It was just at this time that a 

demonst~ation in favour of the"true" Assembly fenced by Font 

on April 27th would have overthrown the King 1 s schemes for the 

subjection of the Kirk. But apathy had settlec1 upon the 19-ird s 

The King had "begun the system of"lobbying" which was to prove 

80 effective.Even durins the riot of December some of the lairb 

commissioned to present the articles had been"li ttle contert 

of their commission 11 • B:tr~anie had macre his separate peace a:hd 

W9.s now a prominent member of the Civil Conventi ons.Gifts of 

t~ks and kirk lands and nensions were making the unrulimeEB 
~1)CPnnichael Colluthie Dudhope Edzell Pitarr0w Spott.Traquhair 
,2)They were "to be nresent at the convention of the barronis 

upon twyisdR,y to r~comrr.end the mg,tter(of Rires and Dura)to 
them. cf.Nov.2gth 1593 



of the barons less aggressive.They were doubtful too as 

to the KlrJ,s policy with regard to the teinds should the 

constant Platt sue;gestea_ by the Octavians come into practice. 

V!hy did the Kirk not protest that it was inco·mplete vlithout 

its laye1ement. In both c?,ses it was meeting simultaneously 

with a Convention of Est3.tes 1 but the lairds cUd nothing to 

assist their ancient e..lly .They vrere in hope of too many benefits 

from the King who h::td schemes for using them e~s a counterfoil 

to the Higher Nobility ,re:oily to jeopardize the~,_r positim 

as an Estate in Parli&1lent for a question in Which as a class 

they had no vital interest at stake. 

There is no indica:bion of the attituce of the 

Lairds to the question of Kirk vote raised in the Parliament 

of })Q~em-o.-r 1597 .Certainly some old acque.intances of the 

Kirk were present 'in the persons of the Laird of Braid, the 

Laird of Corstorphine William Seton the Provost of Haddington 
( 1 \ 

etc and it is only the Lords and Prelates whom Calderwood 

mentions as bein~ opposed to the suggestion(C.V.p.668). 

When therefore the Assembly of Mareh 1597-98 was 

swnmoned, we should expect some agitation among the Presbyte ri es 

to endeavour to make it more representative than it had bre n. 

Barons certainly attended from the Northern areas but the 
·{ 2) 

records of those Presbyteries which had formwrly provided the 

~eadera mention no return of baroni-al representatives. 

( 1) Return of Names. p. 544 
( 2) C. V. p. 682. 



Haddington referred the choosing of its representatives to 

the Synod as did Edinburgh • In the cas§ of H8..ddington the 

result was that 11 ane grei t n'fa.mber" of m1hnisters V'as appointed 
(1) 

and in the case of St.Andrews in a small m~eting of the 
a 
Presbytery, after prep'.lration by the Synod, a kind t5f mass 

representation of the ministry was agreed upon --!!Commi.'3sioners 

for the General Assemblie--the haill Presbytery" with the 
(2) 

addition of Andrew Melville who although excluded by the 

University Vi si ta-aion was to go to Asse:nbly provided the 

Kirk itself a"Dproved his presence. In point !Bf fa.ct he had to 

retire. 

The General Assembly thus largely under Royal influence 

defined its personnel in a vray v.rhich deprived the barons of 

that enormous influence Yihich the7 h9.d hitherto wiel(led in 

the Couneels !Bf the Kirk.The representation was definitely 

considered as~comin~ from the Synods.~ith the quota of lairds 

reduced. to one for eacg Presbytery the proportion V'':lS approach: 

:ing that of the civil quot9. for the Shires.e.g. Fife would 

sen~ 4 lairds to Assembly and to the Parliament only 2. ~he 

whole V"llue of the ""!ass representational nrincipfhe as a covert .. 
hint of force was thus neutrah1zed .At times the Kirk may haw 

been jealous of the proportion of lay votes in her presbyteries 

e.g.1582 but the time was not apposite fur the anplication of 

the principle to the Assembly. What would have been the result 

hg,d the ba?·ons attended in the vctst nu-~bers in which we have 

~en they hai done from the constituencies of Haddington Edmbu:r:9. 
( 1 )Hadd. Pres .hecs. 1 s'.b March 1 c:;g8 
(2)St.Andrews Pres.Recs. Feb.25th (\598 and !!arch 2nd. 



While some tolf'ns !tnr'l vill~e;es ·4ifl contribute as corporations 

(e.g.Gull"tne g'3.ve £10-t:;) on 5th July the brethren had to 
• 

report concerning any SU:)"!;)Ort to be got-ten fra t hair gent ill.: 

:men and commownis for the help of Hadinton Thair wad be nothing '1 

The exact in~ vi si tat ions v"!hich the :Oresbyteries carried 

out during this summer woul''l ind.icate that since appeql had 

failed sterner me·1snres were resorted to. The 11 concurrance" of 

the barons seemed to have fallen away both in Haddington anCI. 

St.Andrews.There wg,s 'itequent occ.asion to rebuJte the he:f\i tors 

for negligence. The Loro_ Newbottle W'lS approachecl by a delegation 

of 2 ministers ana_ 2 of the Session to induce him to take o:rd er 

as civil magistrate with d.elinquents. Frequently it V'as complained 

that there was no concurrance of t~~ )P"'-rishioners .In Haddington 

·~entlemen their servqnts and families were seldom now at sermons 

and their "milrses cooks stewards handmaids neatherds shepherds 11 

followed their example. In North Berwick many of the nobles 
( 2) 

":ho were the TI'lt~l.r'3-l civil magistnates were occupied about the 

Court e.g. the La.iro_ odr Bass ana_ the L<1.ird of Carmichael an§ll 

could not be present to attend visitation.M.,ny of those who 

could remained deliberately away but in the town itself there 

was such good discipline :t:ept that the Presbytery vi si tors 

were olDviously surprised and. demanded how the minister accm.n ted 

for it in fg.ce of the ne lect of the gentl..;,e.:.::m..;;.e.:::n.:.:: ...... (~3~)~----------
1)13th July 598 Haddington Recs (2) 5th July.f598 
) 20th July 1598 ibid. 

(31hey explained it by the r1iligence of the birgh officials. 



I '1-t.r 

The troubles over the desL~nations of ~lebes_,.of 'Phich the 

Assembly of March 1597-98 had ordained each minister to put 

himself in posses si on and" g;wai t upon the law"_, still further 

widened the bre11ch betv!een lairds and ministry. The St .Andrews ,fu....,u 

show numerous I'euds arisin~ on this score.Haddington had a 

battle royal with the L<lird of Clerkington who wanted the 

minister to give him a tack of the 4 acres designed for a glebe 

without first patting the min::..ster into "peaceable possessim 11 

c~ ( ' and the case was complia.c~ed because of his relationship with 

the Lord Pri Vll Seal ano_ the Provost of Hacldington lwho w '.S his 
• 

brother)On all sides there was negligence amon::-s the barons if 

not active hostitlity.The change is remarkable.Many of the 

"chief men of the parish 11 were malicious and obstinate and on 

one occasion a kind of"band 11 h<=td to be entered into with than 

on the old feudal principle of mutual advantage. Sometimes the 
(2) 

position w.q,s so bad that there wqs no Ki:bk Session .'3.t all and 

the minister was instructed to nominate those whom he pleased, 

and those whom he choe.e would seem to have been the smaller 

lairds whose diffidence in accepting the office was due to the 

het that some of the parishioners were not under their "dominion" 

Before such a session eould be effective the Presbytery had to 

'Write to the non resident greater landowners who were congregating 

round the Court to"appoint the chiefest of their tenants"to 

concur with them that the whol parish might come under the 
. (3) 

~Ssions jurisdiction.The dependence of the Kirk upon civil local 
(1121at.Feb.1599Hadd Recs. - (2) 28th March 1598 

(3)Bolton August .1598 Hadd.Recs. 



courts for the ellecuti "Jn of their decrees and their :tneffect: 
. ~IJ..f) ¥!'~ 

:iveness without the persong,l support of the le>cal magnates"" · 

The lairds resenteo. having to stand up in Church and confess 

their faults in prophaninr; the Sabb,-'tth lavrs which ··ls civil 

magistrates they were su:-;p:Jsec1 to execute 1 and regarded the 

ldrk' s interference in -:TI'l.ny c ?.ses as a breach of feudal pri v: 

:ilege.The Tiresbyter·c ho1Pever W?.s willing to mal-ce concessim s 

as far as possible in considor"?.tion of their rank. It ¥ras not 
(1! 

~ ~together un~~st accus~tion that the discipline of Scotland 

':"as effective only ag9.inst the poor and me'ln who had no share 

in Church Govern'T!ent nor in the exercise o4discipline. 

The feuds incident U'))n the attempts to set up the 

Constant Platt and to allocate local stmpends resul ter'J in wry 

bitter feeling in m'lny cases between Kirk and Nobility. The 

bargains driven were h'1,rd ones anc were sometimes ob~ained only 

bn promise of "ease of tithes" .The difficulties of"ta.cks of 
, ( 2) 

of other men's tithes v-rhich all the VTiters on the finanvial 

Question mention and de ":·lore v,rere peculiarly complicated in 

'!f9.ddington where as f:tr bqck as 151'&8(j5e great poverty of 

the ministry had been co:-Jpl8.ined of "quho haiffing their 

resiclence in the derrest oart of the realme hes smallest stipend:! 

of money and na victuall And th'l.t t.hot'och the pensionis obtenit 

out of the Kirkis lluherat th"li serve b~ing neirest to enstat. e ? 

best victuall and rec1diest payment and this in spite of the 

,~ocatlon" .In s-oi te of all the coYrFn'i ss ions and. Platts,matters 
.17All of that r'lnk" ,,.rere permitted to make S'ltisfactinn by simple 

confession of Sabbath bre'lkin~ in their pwn pl"lces .'11th Anrii $' 
1599 (2)The E·1.rl of Morton and Hadd.inst~n's prov:iS ion 

(
3
) 12th Se-p. 1599 
15th Jan 158?-:"'9 



not been improved an~ the Presbytery c.')uld j6'1,ke up a 
. ( , ) 

determined: attitude ~ n re3q,rc1 to the h•.ted tacks. 

The old quarrels over 1{irk burial rev:il.ved .7'in view 

of the late en"tc'!rnlents, to incr Ylse the disputes between Kir' k 

and Baron,and the King was P:;radually d1tawin3 the barons more 

and more into his alliA.nce. In the Convention of Estr-., tes of 

December 1599 19 barons were present The Yirk suggestions 
(2) 

to allow the laird elders to eJKercise vote in Parliament had 

been formulated_ too late to have any influence upon the 

development of the constitution of Parliament. 

Yet when the Assembly of March 1600 was announced 

the Kirk seems to have made a determUed attempt to brin~ the 
"A.. 

laity once more into the fold; but it is clear that there is 

no lon~er that alliance between laird anf minister on the old 

footing.The Presbytery of St .Andrews on Februar. 28th 1600 
1 The letters between the Comnen.:;':l,tor of Holyrood and. the Pres 

bytery of Haddin:;tom are interesting .•.. Grace c 'lnd peace 
hearing of the tak of the teync'lis of Saltpreston in hande we 
could do na less than e~rnestlie requeist your l.to have con: 
:sideratioun of the nrovision of the Kirk therof being are of 
our boundis be allowing thereunto in the tak some proportionall 
quantitie of victuall be zeir accordin3 to god's word and 
gude law~s of the re ·.loe that god quheis proper, gudis for his 
Kirktheis teyndis are may blis the rest the better boith to 
zow the setter and to tho.:Ge that talcis at zour hand.Otherwyss 
qlk god forbid. an-'1 it, be his plesour gif ze ~if de2.f to cur 
Mmonitionn auth·)rized be god (as hitherto the kirk hes hadl 
too grit prufe of) It nny ple g,se your L. to understand that we 
think it hie tyme to lat zour L underst ~J.no_ at the least tfue 
W~cht of that jurisdictioun qU:: Jesus Christ the Lord of his 
Kuk hes put into our handis Notwi thst!lndinP; any pretence of 
law to the contrarie and to use all the honest and lawful 
meanis vre can besycle as weill unto his Majestie as utheris 
~r freyndis __ in Chryst anis to rerlress, ::;idr god ~'ill that 
gros and foull enormi tie of not provydino; dew· sustentatioun 'b 
the labotqris in the speci9.ll 1:''0:bk of God and na,1elie unoo r 

· ( eontd overleaf) 



ordained "ane lre to be direct to the Laird of ~lcO:ihbl\ee 

desyring him to adwerteis the Baronis within this Presbyterie 

to be present this day aucht dayis that with commoun consent 

a commissioner of Baronis may be chosin to the Generall Asseml:i:lro 

Balcomie was presumably the commiss.ioner of the shire and 

the letter is a good indication of how under the ch:mged 

circumstances the rel"'~tions with the baronial conventions 

(1) 

v·ere on a purely formal footing. On the next Presbytery day 

'contd) 
under zour prelg,cie of that pJrtion that properlie belans'L s 
unto th:-tme be the lavris of :;;od and man that ar abill to stand 
in gocis sicht And zour L/ ansr. v!t possi bill diligence vte 
crave .from Hadintoun the Seat of our presbyterie 29 Au.g. 1599 

Holyroodhouse vrr:)te in reply. His letter is registered in the 
Presbytery Book tgth September. 
I ressavi t ane letter of zouris from anr brother the minister 
of NorthBerwik quherin za- su.i t me for ane provision to the 
Ieirk at: Saltprestoun 2.s gif the tak therof were in my handis 
Trewlie zour informer hes na intelligence in that mater for 
it is ane verie calumnie. The L'lird. of Prestoun hes zit fair 
or fyve zeiris to rin And gif his totk had bein in my handis 
I could haif willinglie bestoeit provisioun on the Kirk wt 
out 3-ny compulsatioun of zour jurisdictioun as ze eall it 
and_ this for ane anser. Elsinfurde the 18 of Septr. 1599 
Subscribitur Ne zour brother obedient evir to the Kirk 

· Halyruidhouss. 
(2 \See R§t. Of N3-ffieS. p. 545 Severg,l of them were the old lead:ers ) 

)f the Kirk. 
(DThis iahird or Baicornie·;w.g,s a brother of that notorious laird of 

- 0 
1

, B'llcomie was a leotder in the expe-'li tion to Lewes which en gaged 

tie interest of the St.Andrews for a considerable time.In 
September 2Pth 1598 the sentlemen venturers to Lewes had 
ap~e9.led to the nresbytery for ministers to accompany them 
The "crown-er and the laird of Balcomie asl::ed for the services 
?f I;Ir. John Dick who refused The Presby~.:-ory accordinr;;ly 
nom1nated three ministers to arr~nge mqtters on the question 
~e had died on the return .journey from wounds.Andrew Melville 

ad foretol his end as q, punishment for his sins. His death . 
l'!~s in the end of 11)99 or beginnj_ng of 1600 ~) ~~If~ 
Stili; 1.tA-vlX41~ ~~Y- :J._ J~ol 11~ d'~ 7k t.A,v.c:!_i} 11~ 
(~ .• ~_,_-.au,. iN~) ~ .wti:J... ~In..~ ~-~~ 
IU/2ut~~·~ ,hn, ~ 81-~.c.:~ ~ (l~· ~ -~ ~ 
"' p ~o.l ,.&i) '!::/'/;V'# Jt.u....ri.J.L, • St.. !Jt.l- 1,01 tULt..t/ D.~-'~ v~. ~- ~~ ~ 'llfo-o"'· !f::::-"fn-~ ~rv"~tc.o,. I& ~ ~ -t.ewt.. r~-



the 6th Match it ~-&s recorded 11 The same day the Baronis con: 

:venit hawe chosin be them selffis the zoung laird of De~sy~ 

ther Commissioner to the generall assemblie quherwith the 

~esbyterie aggreit for that tyme And ordainis this to be 

remembred that the Baronis be adwert.eist in all tymes heir: 

efter to be present at Synodall Assemblies t;o the intent the 

ancient forme of electioun of commissioneris may be kepit 11 

-This you.ng-.,laird ·:)f Dairsie W9.S the represenaati ve for St. An drews 

in the P~rliament of November 16GO but the Burgh itself was 

represented in Assembly by RtlSsell:~~ U•eugl{.Learmonth of Dairsie 

elder of Dg,irsie nrotesteiJ th'lt they of the landw!:trd. 1"'ere clen ied 

full :privile~e in the KirHJ The curi0u.s interaction between 

Presbyter7 and Convention of the Shire and the Shire Commissioners 

is interesting as showin~ how the same group and even family 

of lairds wr;re representin~ the shire both in the Kirk and m 

Parliament.The insistence th::tt the norrnal method of election 

was at the Synod strengthens our suggestion that the Shire 

Courts and the Barons Electors for the Assembly were practically 

identical and there was very li'btle difference in the electorate 

of either. 

Edinburgh sent an-arentlv no lairds unless the "ancient 
- V ( 1 ) 

form was followed in her case and t'he election 'I!Tas done in te. 

Synod of which no trace is to be found.The idea of the Superin 

tendent's Court persisted thus in the election of the barons 

and although the Synod was not synonymous with the shire it 
n )The ministers sent were Blyth Bruce Crg.nstoun. 26th F'eb 1600 

Edr.Pres. Recs. Haddington Records are blank 310ct1599-
11June 1600 



1(0 

was close enough in the r:1a,jori ty of the central provinces 

to be convenient. Even so late as the encl of the XVI th 

Century -al•ent *a *be Slid the Head Courts were sometimes 

held in the Church of the Coun~ty Town and it is just possible 

th'.t after hg.ving chosen their Shire Representatives for trn 

Parliament the Barons simply proceeded to chooose their delegates 

for the Generg.l Assembly intimating their a.ecision to the 

Ecclesig,stic'1.1 Body .Records agree that the Barons elected tfheir 

renreeentati ~es 11 be t hemsel ffis 11
• The early d_·1.ys of Mass 

representation when 6, 7, 8, or even ten might go from one Pres _t 

:bytery alone were over and with teem had passed the custom 

of nomination of the lay element by the ministry.The growth 

of the representative principle in the Parliamentg,ry system 

had induced senarate election by the barons themselves . 

This very Generql Assembly mentioned the deliberate absence 

of barons Rnd ~entlemen from the Klrlr and Commonunion D.nder 

the pretence of 11 cteidly feud" .The efforts of the Kirk in 

reconciling these had nJt been meet:ng with their accustomed 

success. The Kirk h 'ld lost its prestige. The King no longer 

feared the influence Jf the Kirk among his barons. In arranging 

the Synod of Lothian to holdz'its meeting on the third Tuesday 

of September he showed no fe:1.r of the r5_sk involved in the 

proximity to the M~~h~e~mas Head Court which would be manvening 

:J.bout the same time. ( 1) 
(1)See Pres Recs E:'-inburgh.Aug.19th 1600. Nevertheless the 

concurranue of the lqymen including the lairds of !l!erchist on 
Braid Brou~hton ~as obtained for executing the act of 
Convention of March (Perth)6n behalf of the Poor.See Edr.Recs 
29th Aprii 1600 



11'1 

The question of lay ele-~:rlent V!' s ~?;,radu<J.lly becoming a genemal 

one.Elders were no longer a nermanent part of the personnel 

of the Presbyteries. Ed.inburgh havinp; probably he1trd of the 

efforts of St .Andrews in this direction in the preceding 

year in anticipation of the General Assembly bro'l~ht the 

problem to the consiaeration of the Synod_ of LothiB.n which 

wg,s to meet on 7th April in Tranent .On 4th lvbrch it is recorded 

11 ord::ub.is ane article to be proponit to the nixt provincial 

assembly of Lothian app•inti t to meet in Tranent 7 A-prill That 

ther advyse m~y be han concernin~ the rap"tring of the unpreichirg 

eldars to the Prysbyt.ereis according to the 1st institutionn. 
(t) 

Of the Synod's response there is no reuord.And of the elect ion 

of laymen to the Assembly of Burnt island there is no trare 

Whether they came to t':'le Synod on this occasion to vote for 

their representation on Asse11bly te not knovrn but certainly 

Edinburgh and Haddin~ton when appoi ~tin-; their dele;;ates 

mention only ministers, Edinburgh, s endin·;s the statutory three 
( 2) 

and Haddin5ton 2 one of whom '?c:!JP'lrently did not go so the.t the 
()) 

whole Presbytery was represented by .James Gi bson alone. 

Whether the"ancient form" v.qs followed out in Fife there is 

similarly no indication ,although the actual sed_erunt of tre 

Assembly records the uresc:-mce o~ the King with his Commissioners 

of Nobility 1.nd Burrov"is. These were probably like the s-:.tbse quen t 

ne ommissioners" nominated --,ernbers.The L1.y element on A..n elective 

...£.rinciple accor.rfin::; to Petrie v•as negligible. 
(1)Pres.Recs.ti:r'l.'n.4t~ March 1601 · 
t2)Rewat Arthur Muirhead. 29th April 1Q01 Edr.Recs 
3)Carmichael and Gibson. but on the actual d'lte of the 
-~s-semb1y Carr.ich:=tel V'P.s p:'"'e sc::;.t in Pr-e sbytery. There was now 
none of that crow-ding; to Assem'bly of t'he "'h·1.12.1 'Presbytery" 



,,~ 

Yet althougn_t:'ley no lon.;er m'J.o_e the Assembly their Est:J.te 

:r1eeting the feudal P'J'!.'er of t'::le h'1.rons was still called upon 

by the Presbytery to come to v-:oluntary a.·s:reements on questill ns 

such as the sustentati'Jn 'Jf be;3~irs and the sa:'1ctif.i{~~tion of 
\v 

t1e Sabbath.Thlus for these pn.rposes on 8th July 1601 a great 

:nmber of gentle·nen of th.e Presbytery met in Haddine;ton. The 

hndowners either cg,me themselves or sent representatives 

ll1~. as a result of the coll:x~_uy a com·y)n arrci.nf3ement 'P''lS cane 

t:) accordin~ to the Act of p,g,rliam.ent ( 1597) 
1 

and_ the lairds 

'~oundf themselves to ::_)rovide that none of their 'nills ".go" 

on the Sabbath. St. And.re~·:s h-:..cl "'"do;Jt ed simil1.r rneasu.re s in the 
( , ) - '~Jj"l.Jt : 

precedin!S summer Yet t':l~ s ':'.''-'.s q norrns.l -)art of their civil 

business in exec•1tion of univers::1.l a.cts.Th.e concurrance of 

the 1 g,irds in or1in3..ry Kirx business vr'J.s so lax that d.uring the 

visitations of 1601 a state of affairs w~s reve~led which 

indic-:tted the complete ind:.. fference of the barons to the Kirk 

7'hich they had used for politic3.l <1nd representatiornl ends 

in the earlier period of her hi story. The L·<.ird.s around. Haddingbon 

i''ere so sl:1ck in attend::mce upon kirk that the ToTn ~l1gistmtes 

3.nd burgess members of the Kirl{ Session were instructed to 

~o with the mintster to threq,tf~n them with excommunic9..tion. 

In Aberlady the Kirk Session only met t?ery irregularly becru. se 

the lairds would not come,ancl 1.n ordinance was made that 

every gentlemen ·withj_n the P?~rish shoulcl depute some one to 

t:tk_: his place in absence upon the ordinary day of session (2 ) 
n)Haddington Prc s .Re.cs. Se<1ton and Yester sent de legates but 

Clerkington Hermiston Samaelston Fawside Elphinstone 
a~c were personnaly present. Hume of Northberwick and Lon1 
L1ndsay sent J;::insmen. 

(2) See Recs July and. Au-gust. 1601 



Tb.e position was the sc:un.e in Fife to a large extent. In the 

spring of 1602 the Commission ot the General Assembly thro uCh 

its circular letter urged the m~nietry to rouse the noblemen 

and gentlemen and other chief men within the bounds of tls 

different presbyteriee to an appreciation of the dangers from 

tb.e Spaniards and _k)apists both to the liberty of the court. ry 

and to their own Estate. In crisis the Kirk would male an , ) 
appeal,since the interests of the Kirk were not of such 

paramount importance with the barons, to patriotism and a cla.ss 

interest,with an attempt to influence the unruly to obedience 

to the Government. Yet ill the sederunt of 1602 the lairds are 
(2) 

conspicuously absent;since the proclamations of 1596 they have 

not made a real demonstration in favour of the Kirk.Not only 

so but they are being used in the King's policy of repression 

in the Presbyteries. While it was generally recognized in the 

parishes that the "congregation" or the"People" were the laird 

class which paid the minister by private bargain or by grants 

voluntary or compelled;~e poorer parishioner had little er 

no say in Kirk business except in so far as he might be tl» 

deputy of some greater man's authority·. Since the lairds now 

rarely if ever attended the ordinary Presbp~ery meetings, though 

they still technically remaineduelders" the King took a.d.v!lltage. 

of the position "to appoint sumof ther a.win godlie and unsuspect 

elders"to be his commissioners to watch over thepr6ceedin&e of 

tb.e Presbyterr. 
n) d.vt.p.t58; Edr.Pi'es.Rece.~7th Jan.16o2;St.Andrews Recs 

,4th Feb. 1602 
(2~ .. November l602 Burghs were present. 



fbe Royal instructions which Sir PatrickMurray produced 
'10--li-~ 

1n the Presbytery ~showed that the purpose was to provide that 

none on the Presbyter~r or exercG>se should transgress the acts 

of Assembly in the matter of"patJticular application" and to 

assist tbe at,ttbori ty of the Presbytery. The godly elders were 

James Learmonth of Dairsie John Learmonth of Balcomie, Balfour 

of Balled.mont and Walter Balfour his brother. 'l'he Presbytery 

projested that "the ent.eres of the foirsaidis gentlemen suld 

nae wa.yis be prejudiciall to the libertie of the Kirk in respect 

ther enteres salbe onlie be ther presence to assist and bear 

witnea ot ther proceidingis wi tb.out woi ting or melling with. ony 

maters of doctrine or discipline" But if these men were accrai ited 
(1) 

elders and ruling el~_ers from their own parishes at the same time 

could the Presbytery h'3.Ve denied them vote -not in doctrine which 

was the concern of the mij),istry only but in the administration of 

diaoipline.They had desired at one time the concurrance of tb:t 

gentlemen to assist their authority but now that that assista:nce 

had been brought in by Royal Authority and act of Councll,lay 

attendance was suep~ct. The advice of t.he Synod seems to have 

been requisitioned on the point but no record of their opinion 

remains .That they did attend and send information to the King 
~ 

is quite well evidenced(e.g. John Ca.rmichaeh·May 26 16'13) St. 
>I ( 2) 

Andrews was certainlyt now the hotbed of disaffection but the 

sane principle was applied to others which showed signs of being 

recalcitrant 
\T(;))Pres .Reca :st Andrews. July i5 1602 

1bid.May 26 1603 



common and this in spite of the activity of the November 1602 

assembly on the score.The lairds were the greatest offendere 

Appeal to them, and a return to thein old allegiance with tts 

Kirk would do more than nationll measures to stop the abuse. 

Accordingly we f'in4 the Haddingt on Presbyt ery active to have 

"gentlemen present at the next"Assembly" (Synod?).On 23rd 

March 1603 "ane motioun proponi t be sum brether concerning the 
I 

presens or we ill affecti t and zelous gentilmen at the nixt 

Assembly" .Mr. J ames Carmicha.el was an pointed to speak to" sic 
( 1 ) ~ 

as ar within his parochin(Haddin~ton) to that end and report. 

This effort was made before the news of the King's accession 

was known. Whether the appeal had some effect may be implied 

from the fact that the visitations of parishes were now much 

more carefully attended by the lairds perhaps in view of tm 

fact that now inste9.d odl deputing a group of ministers the 

Whole Presbytery conduc~ed the visit~tion. At Bothans Yester 

and three lairds attended by a great number of commons gave 

1n formidable accusations against the ministers Wal ter Hay. 

A reconstruction of the Session took pl_ace=not elec~ed by the 

congregation but nominated by the Presbytery. The personnel 

~as Simple composed of the greater lairds and their deputies 

although the Session itself' thus appointed had power to eo-opt 

others at will.!ranent reported a better concurrance among the 
(2) 

lairds .The departure of' the King and the subsequent loss ol 

his immediate personal influence may help to explain what 1a 

(lTobably an entirely accidental revival, 
Pres. Hadd Recs. (2)ibid.18th May 1603 



In the agi tat ions Which the Synod of Fife used againet 

the Union of the Parliament: in 1604 open and obvious appeal 

was made jo the gentlemen. Then the Presbytery of St .Andrews 

received the letter of the Commissioners of Assembly &eking 

them to call a Synod before the Parliament should meet in 

April (as a result of which delegates were appointed from 

Synods to advise the Commission om the question of the Union) 

special care was given to cl).oose a place of meeting "most 

convenient on account of godlie and lerned brethren and quher 

gretest concurrance of gentlemen weill affected to the gude 

ca.uss uss1s to be" 1 e.St.Andrews. Their anxiety to influence 
(1) 

the vote of the smaller barons in Parliament is obvious. 

The barons who were upon the Articles in the Parliament of 

April 1604 were men whose names had been familiar in the 

Assembly in its powerful days.Balcomie Carnell Drum Dudhope 

La.ureston Whittingham Tra.quhair Wedderburn,and Ca.lderwood 
(2) (3) 

records that in the continuation of the Parliament in July 

barons and burges sea united in attempting to have a protecting 

clause inserted in the"Commission for Union". That this was 

due to the local influence of the Synods and Presbyteries and 

not to the Central Commission of the Kirk seems undoubted. 

But a crisis involving national and religious aims d1d 

not arise and in the subsequent agi tations tor General Assemblies 

the lairds took no part .They were concerned in the liben)y of 

the national church but had no zeal in the matter of technical 

ru:rrerence of Kirk Government which in the localities remained 
(1)St.A.Pres. Recs Feb.2 1604 (2) Ret.of Names.p.546 ' 
( 3) C • VI • p • 26'3 



very much as it always had been whether under Bishops or rot. 

!bus although they had withdrawn their political support 

from the Chief Church Assembly and incidentally therefore 

~~those Courts which returned members of Assembly?the 

lairds as a class were willing, after the natural reaction 

bad wo~ked itself out after the diaasters of 1596, to co-op: 

:erate with the Kirk in its business which involved no party 

or political issue. The Collection for Geneva authorized by 

the King and act of Privy Council was carried out by the 
( 1 ) 

assistance of the loc~l gentlemen who eo: operated with the 

minister in inducing their tenants to subs cri be. The lairds 

a.s an Estate had now found for themselves a defin1 te place in 

tbe State.The King was pre·-·ared to use them t.n government at 

the expense of the older Higher Nobility .His new creations 

raised men of the smaller baronial class to the highest 

offices.The Kirk's ideas as to the constitutional position of 

the ancient nobility had had to under~o a change.William 

Stewa.rt whom they had called "but a mean man" had been of the 

same baronial class as the Humes and Laurestons who were now 

directing affairs. Any chance howver of influencing the vote 

of the July Parliament of 1606 was nullified by the nomination 

of the Articles by the King himself and this explains why when 

the delegates of the collective Presbyteries approached the 

meetings of the Separate Estates and received favourable answers 

their protests were unavailing; with the Articles. The nomin: 
(2) 

;ated lairds were of the same group which was present in the 

Linlithl)ow meeting of December 
fnP.C.R.VI.p.6ot Hadd.Recs.1jth Juhe 1604 
(2) Rcf Andrews Melvi lles scebe in open Parliament. 

a1t.p.~69. Ret.of Names.p.547 



The shire representative was thus appe~rin~ on the sederunt or 

the Assembly not as an elective member from the meeting of 

the barons at the Synod or other church Convention but as 

a member of the Civil Government and an instrument in the 

policy of repression of those claims which in the early days 

the barons tnemsel vea had helped to foster. The Estate of the 

Barons rose with bhe Eat3.te of the Bishops in Parliament and 

both at the expense of the ancient n:)bility for whom the kisk 

had always hJ.d a feudal veneration. At the Parliament of August 

1607 Ca.lderwood notes that the greater part of the ancient 
\1. 

nbbility were absent the most part who were present were new ,, 
nobilitated and w4re th•s indiffErent to the claims of the 

new Bishops to precede them in procession. 
(1) 

An assured position for the barons in Parliament had 

pretty effectively withdrawn them from the Assembly,and the 

position was made worse by~-tb.e fact that the Kirk could not 

afford to exclude them althou·.:;h nominees of the Kin5 because 

they were depenedent upon them in the localities for such exec: 

:ution of civil penalties for Kirk offences as could be obt~ned 

"We must preach and pray but they musj fight" ( 1608 ~~It was 

perhaps only na.turu that two systems so similar should coincide 

The barons for some time had convened apart to elect their del: 

:agates to Assembly and the shire convention was the most 

conve~ient meeting place for the purpose.The same persons might 

very readily 'be chosen for both although the numbers for tbe 

(~ssembl were lar er than those for the Parlia;nent.e •• Fife 
.VI.p. 9; R~ "/'h~_ p .5Ch'f.. .. 

(~) "fi...t ~- o..1 t~ I.:WtPA>J.</.1- ~· t6o~ --r- 11~~) ~~~ J~a; 
(',.. ___ liAr ~:J r·w-~- IL~w.~ f?~-N~ fL.~~¥( td-.1.,.~ 
=-~m.. ~~1'-b.&~--~· -.oc... To llGra.-4 ~ tk ~ 11....,,,,_; liJ ~~-,;ILl ~kttJ..U, ~_..,.._.t- ~a., A,.rith.J. 1 

Hr..•.'J/...r .~~.a -p•• 



16o 

would send 4 to the Assembly and 2 to the Parliament.To 

save expense (wh.ich had not been considered when the lairds 

of Lothian an!! Fife led the "Congregation") the tendency would 

be for the same people to be sent althougb. in point of fad:. 

Assembly and Parli.!i.ment were now usually arrabged to avoid 

the old time co-incidence .Since 1597-98 tb.e term Commission: 

:ers of Shires as applied to members of Assembly had disapp: 

:eared but the lay element b.ad never since then been present 

in numbers large enough to constitute an"Estate" in Assemtt. y 

In th.e Assembly of 1610 the 13 Barons present who were 
( , ) 

almost cert'linly the King's nominees were in many cases those 

who were commissioners for the Shires in tb.e Conventions of 

the IB.tatas and Parliament of the preceding ye~r.The personnel 

of Parliament now arranged an4 controlled was being used to 

keep a watch upon the pretensions of the Kirk .The shire 

commissioner' elected to the Parliament ,was the nominee of 

the Civil Power both in the districts and the Assembly itself 

to see tna.t the prestige of Parliament as the Supreme Court 

of the realm was not impaired. Episcopacy was not such a grave 

menace to the possession of the tacks teinds and kirk Lmds 

as the extreme c-laims of the zealots were .Perha s t was w 
Drumlanrig c.of E.Jan.1 09 G enurchy; auchton ibid. 
Bombie; Northberwick(ibid; and Plt.June 1609)C~lderwood (C.o~ 
1609)Balna.mone(C.of.E 1609) Minto B·llmain(C.of.E 1609) 
Grantully Duntreith;Cockburn (of Clerkington?iElphinstone 
of Blythswood. 



simply part of the duties of the Commissioner of the Shire 

to attend all conventions including those of the Kirk when 

called upon. Certamnly the Presbytery record.d give no indie: 

:ation of further efforts to make the Assembly representative 

of the Lairds as an Est~te in the Assembly. 

The 1612 Parliament which set the seal upon Episcopae y 

was curiously the first for which the full list of returnof 

shire members is given.There were 30 barons present as rep: 

:resenting 16 shires and their names show no dissimilarity 

between those which were once registered as members of Assembly. 

The lairds had definitely transferred their support to the 

civil authority ,a result which was perhaps inevi'bable and whith 

had been feared by the Kirk almost since the passing of the 

Act of 1587 .The King was using them as his immediate instrilments 

of Government and the battons had no vital class interest at 

st~e to make them risk all for a Church whose financial 

schemes would necess~rily imply an attack upon the revenues of 

the smaller barons who had seized what they could for their 

family possessions at the Reformation. This explains why at 
"'/ ,, .· t • 

the formal establi~·hments ·of t618 no great national 4emonstrat: 

:ion took place such as happened in 1638 when the lairds and 

the whole nobility f-elt their financial position deftnit.ell.y 

at stake. It was no longer a ease of one party of lairds 

bein~ in Parliament as King's nominees, and the elective members 

going to Assembly.The leaders of the Kirk Lairds in the past 

are now to be found representing the Shire in Parliament and 

Convention while the Assembly holds but a group of nominees 

ot the King. 



'!'he Lairds had persistently supported the Kirk only when its 

policy was a national one or one which concerned the class 

interest of their estate. That they were probably concelhle::l 

as indivlduals in the ritual points of the Five Articles may 

be true but the q}stion was not of s;Ur~~~ation'll significance 
f.. 

for them to induce them to risk rebellion or the loss of their 

privilegessas an estate. Royal influence in the shire eloo tions 

also in many cases prevented the true expression of their 

opinions in Pa.rliament.Only when the question of Finance was 

connected Withtthe Y:irk q'J.estions do we find any real 

Parlb.ment:try Opposition to Crown Policy and the agitators 

of the "opposition mii'listry" made whq.t they could out of the 

situation.Nevertheless the corrupt conduct of the P':1,rliament 

of 1621 procured the p3.ssing of both taxation and Five Articles 

and although there W3.S evictence that in some isolated ca89 s 

the lairds were hel~ responsible for yhe local unres~ agaanst 

both, as an Estate they were divided and no national rising 
( 1 ' 

of the"gentlemen professorsn took place for almost 20 years. 

James therefore had by devious methods procured the 

practical exclusion of the lq,y element on a representative 

basis from the Assembly,and by subtle influence in shire 

elections the control of the old indeuendent laird vote, 

( 1 )The vote showed 20 ministers for the Five Articles and 
29 against. (Ra.tt. p 408) 



Note The view therefore of the next century which 

probably was a fairly general one; was not strictly 

accurate.The minister was as much dependent upon 

the "qualityn as they were upon him. Cameron of 
' 

Lochiel or rather the author who wrote his Memoirs 

said of the :t:eriod of rebellion 11 Eve~y parish had 

a tyrant who m~de the gre~test Lord in his district 

stoop to his !luthority.The Kirk W.'ls the place where 

he kept his court,the pulpit his throne or tribunal 

from whence he issued out his terrible decrees; and 

1t or 14 soure ~gnorant enthus'Jlq.sts under the title~ 

of elders composed his council.If any of what quality 

soever had the assurance to disobey his orders the ~ 

dreadfull sentebce of excommunication was immediately 

thundered ou~ against him his goods and chattells 

confiscated and seized and he himself being looked 

upon as actually in the possession of the divill and 
• irretrievably doomed JO eternal perdition all that 

convened with him were in no better esteem. 

Lochial was so 6mpreseed by the avarice and 

cruelty of the ministers that he met that he refused 

to allow one within his bounds lest he might stir up 

his people to disobedience against their chief. 



The Estate of the Burghs in Assembly 

In any consideration of the detailed 

personnel of the General Assembly in relation to the 

study of the representation of the separate Estates ,one is 

met With the initial difficulty, that only in half a dozen 

).nstaaces is a sederunt given at all. The lists of the 

Assemblies o:f December 1560, June 156~, of the Convention of 

Leith January 1571-72, August 1590,November 1602,June 1610 

which was a packed me~ting. Further lists are provided from 

contemporary histories in one or two instances. Bannatyne 

provides a list of those present when he made his pf:ot.esta tion 

that tbe Assembly should uphold his master Knox' s dicta 

in March 1570e71. Calderwood provides an additional and 
( 1 ) 

collective list of the membership during the years 1578-81 

during the struggle :Cor the acceptance of the Second Book 

of Discipline. Further notes are available from the Book 
(2) 

of the Universal Kirk and from Calderwood of the lay element 

during the corrupt times 1606 to 1618 ,but in the case of 

the Barons of the shires these lists are of little value 

in that the lay element as regards their estate was ent.ire ly 

at the King's nomination. The position of the Burghs as 

has been remarked was doubtful. There is not much ground 

for asserting that ther1r nominees were summoned to attend · 

by the King.The sum of the complaints against the burgess 

( 1) Bannatyne' s Memorials p. 95 
(2) Calderwood 



representation was that the burghs or rather certain 

of them sent more than their quota. 

Information as to the burghal represent : 

:ation for the majority of Assemblies therfore can only 

be gleaned from casual references to burgesses in the 

Assembly business, such as appointment on committ.ees 

and delegations, and secondly from individual local 

records Kirk Session Registers,Town Council and Burgh 

Court Books,&Treasurers Accounts. The majority of these 

printed records are only in the form of extracts and in 

many cases the earliest manuscript records are lost. 

The result is that there is little chance of compiling 

complete lists from the material that is extant in printm 

form. Such rolls as I have been able to collect bear 

a very strong resemblance to the lists of representatives 

which these Burghs were accustomed to send to Parliament 

and Convention. 

"Representatives from Towns and Kirks" 

appear in the very earliest Sederunt and the fact that 

the BurgteweJ'!e there as permanent units before the Kirks 

of the new religion were properly established practically 

necessi tat.ed that they should send a separate representatwe 

to the Assembly instead of being included in the numbers 

of those whom the Superintendent should bring with him. 

Their position was definitely stated in 1568 when they 

were separately mentioned as a distinct unit in the 

system of election. 



!be General Assembly and the Convention of Royal 

Burghs. 

Several parallels are at once apparent 

between the Convention of Royal Burghs and the General 

Assembly of the Church. In theory at least the General 

touncil of the Kirk ought to have included the whole of 

the per~onnel of the Burgh Convention among its burgess 

representation. Both meetings at one time or another 

fixed the representation of the Royal Burghs in each 

at one delegate from each while Edinburgh alone 

in each assembly had the privilege of sending two. 

Both likewise claimed to fix their own 

dates of meeting, but for extraordinary conventions left. 

the duty of summons with a central body at Edinburgh, 

the Church left the ministers and then the Presbytery 

of Edinburgh- in charge, the Burghs relied upon "the 

discretion of Edinburgh,of certain larger burghs or of 

theProvoat of the burgh where the next meeting was to take 

place". 
( 1 ) Both also prepared articles for presentation 

tp the Lords Articles of Parliament, but there the parallel 

ends for the General Assembly had no representatives on 

the Articles or in Parliament until the times of the 

corrupt Bishops, ~he previous titular prelates having no 

claim to represent the Assembly's opinions • 

. {1) Mackie and Pryde. The Estate of the Burgesses and 
the C.R.B.(St.A.Univ.Public.XVII ) 



t{;' 

Their terminology also is similar, the annual 

fully represented ·meeting was in either case called the 

""eneral Assembl:y and the president was enti tl.ed the 
~ ( 1 ) 

"Moderator". 

Their relations to Parliament and to each other 

are worthy of investigation. The General Assembly of the 

~urch legisla;ed repeatedly to endeavour to bring its 

session4 to coincide with those of Parliament, and eventually 

came to an arrangement that whenever a Parliament ahould 

"hold" a General Assembly should meet a few days beforehand, 

to prepare business for presentation to the Civil Power. 

The General Assembly of the Royal Buitghs began the sa.me 

process in 1564, and legislating in various instances at 

last fixed a standard period of two days between the time 

Of the Parliament Riding and the Convention of the Burghs 

This was in 1586. From about 1590 the annual Convention 

was definitely fixed but the liason of Parliament and 

ConventioYLtl maintained by a system of Particular Conventions. ·r c 2, 
Under these circumstances With the Burghs 

meeting two or three days before Parliament, and with the 

General Assembly arranging its sessions with the same 

1nterval7it would be almost. inconceivable that. the Kirk 

(1) Mrs Pagan. Convention of Royal Burghs.Sept. 1926 p.37·38 

(2) Ma.ckie and Pryde. p.19 



institution which contained representatives from the 

11Burrow1s",should not bear some relation in its composition 

to the Convention of Royal Burghs which would 'thus fairly 

frequently be contemporaneous with it. 

The Church system of synchronization 

appears to have evolved itself first,or at any rate it 

was more ef~ective in its results (see Mackie and Pryde p.15) 

Is it going too far to suppose that since the General 

Assembly was usually succesful in obtaining this synchron: 

:ization,and since the burgess membership in Parliament 

was bound to co-operate in some way,the Convention of 
0 

Burghs made use of the OpP,.rtuni ty to hold a "particular" 

convention. 

Such comparative lists as I have been able 

to collect show the recurrence of the same names in 

Parliament,Convention,and Assembly,particularly in the 
'I , ., '' , ,, 

case of Edinburgh where the Barrons the Clarks the Prestons 
. 7 

tn 
attended all meeting indiscrimately. There was no r~gorous 

1\ (1) 
personnel of commissioners in the one who .were debarred in 

any way from membership in the other meeting. The qualific: 

:atlons for both were practically identical and the electorate 

the same. jf ~n the early Assemblies we may find a hint of 

a more democratic tendency in the return of a craftsrntn to 

the General Assembly, who would not have been &dm&tted to 

(t) SEE the list given p. ) 



to membership on the Convention of Burghs. e.g.Edin. 1562 

June ".Tames- 'Jong cutlarn. One fact however is clear that 

though tacitly it was always understood that the Royal 

Burghs only,sent representatives as a separate estate 

to the Aasembly,yet ulpeto the end of our period Leith is 

found sending representatives, while the Canongate also 

did so for at least some time. Records in any case for the 

~rsonnel of the General Assembly are so infrequent that 

it is impossible to set down definite dogmas on the point. 

A comparison therefore of the dates of 

meeting and of the personnel of the General Assembly 

Parliament or Convention of Estates, and convention of Royal 

Burghs will reveal in what relationship these three bodies 

stood in the question of the Burgess element. illt is not 

till 1570 that we get a really definite case of synchroniz: 

:ation of all three,but since the Representatives in ,, 
Convention graduaJ_ly came to mean the same thing as the 

Estates of the Burgesses in Parliament,and the question 

is fundamentally a Parliamentary and Constitutional one 
lllYI 

examinatAof Parliamentary sederunts and those of Conventions 
\ 

o~ Estates will serve both purposes and explain the development 

(1) Convention of Estates 
Convention of Burghs 
General Assembly 

July 12th 
July 19th 

July 5th 



60 The Reforming Parliament met in August 1560 

and contained 22 Burghs of whom the chief were Edinburgh 

~ndee Glasow Jedbur~h Aberdeen Linlithgow Montrose Perth 

and St. Andrews{ i.e. their provosts were members of a 

Convention of Estates in the follovrin; month) The Reforming 

General Assembly did not meet till December when only 

Edinburgh St .Andrews, Perth Stirling Linli thgow Dundee Forfar 

tfontrose and Dunbar sent clelegates. Leith however also sent 

two representatives 

Parliament Aug. ( 1 ) G.A. Dec. ( 1 ) 

Aberdeen Provost. 
Ayr ••• 
Dundee --------------------------------G.Lovell,W.Ca.rmichael. 
Edinburgh Provost ( Kilspindie) ----- ----Rctward Hope bailie 

James Barron James Barron 
Forfar -----------------------------Lairds Halkerton 
Glasgow Provost and Grange. 
Haddington 
Irvine ..• 
Linlithgow 
Mont rose 
Selkirk ... 

& A.Mylre 
Provost(Charles Drummond)----~rovost; Wotherspoon, 
Provost Ersl{ine of Dun -----Provostand A.Mylne 

Stirling -----------------------------W.Darroch W.Norwell 
Wigton 
St.Andrews Provost(Learmonth)-----------D.Spens R.Pont 
Perth-----Patrick Benson-----------------John Row both for 

Town and Kirk. 

Dunbar----W.Le~b. 
· W.Bonkle. 

Leith-----A.Lamb 
P.Boyman 

Several of these names are fr~quently to be met with both in 
Parliament and convention Records,Darroch and Norwell for 
Stirling, Bonkle ( c .R .B. 1555 ~Dun's position became a twofold 

. one, Superintendent of Angus and also Provost of Montrose. 

(1)A.P.S.ii.p.525; B.U.K.i.p.3. 

(~) •.e. lt.au.w-t.o t"'.~.~~ t'-H~ ~l1'Yh~ (~ ~ ~ an...r l'fo...M.f 

oC ~ • ' ~~ --:: -.! A ~tJ.&·LU ~ ~ /.i 4._, /~,'j_, . J!./e> 
,(,(..v,J.(A ()lA' I -1 ) •• ~ '· --··- ~~~I • ,.,... A,.uQ:/;) ~ 

N..u_. ~~d.a-vc..l ~ '1 o~UJ t fYV 



l'fO 

Although the General Assembly and the Parliament coincided in 

December 1561 ,no data are available. The General Assembly of 

June 1562 provides a complete list of personnel, Edinburgh 

sent three ( Baron Hope, and James Young cutler )Lanark sent its 

~ovost the Laird of Ly,,St.Andrews,Robert Pont,Dunbar.the 

Laird of Spott, Glasgow, James Fleming, Selkirk and Melrose 

combined in sending Scott of Hayning,Montrose would probably 

be represented by its P'i:ovost who was also the Superintendent 

of An13Us. In addition to these.Leith and Holyroodhouse,never 

Royal Burghs, sent two representatives each .Mussel burgh Tranent 

and Jedburgh sent only ministerial delegates who probably al9:J 

represented the town as well as the Kirk. 
. ( , ) 

In 1563 although the Parliament met in Edin: 

burgh on June 4th and 1lhe Assembly in Perth on June 25th few 

data are available for consideration of a joint personnel. 

Of the three burgesses names who do occur Macalzean the 
(2) 

Edinburgh representative was certainly present in both meetirg s 

Erskine of Dun was also sure to be im attendance on the General 

Assembly as well, and Halyburton of Dundee might quite easily 

proceed to represent his burgh in the Assembly as he was llondo 

in the following year. 
(3) 

,567 provides some interesting suggestions 

of interaction. In July there occurred what must have been 

(1) B.U.K.1.p.13 (2) Return of names p.534.A.P.S.ii.536 

(3) see B.U.K.i p.47 



1 "1 I 

a joint Convention of Es~ates and Assembly. Those burghs who 

signed the Articles were only five in number but accounted 

for 13 dele~5ates.Edinburgh:- Alex.Clark bailie,Clement Little 

,rohn Preston,Richard Strang; Ayr:- Paul Re id R Bannatyne 

Gilbert Macmillan:-Irvine:- Alex.Cunningham,Alex.Comm.of 

Culross ;Glasgow:- David Wemys and J. Boyd; Jedburgh:- W .Howburn 

and Alexander Forrester. Aberdeen refused to send a lay 
(1) 

commissioner but instructed the minister Adam Heriot for the 

Town as well as for the Kirk. 
( 2.) 

In December of the same year 1567 

Assembly and Parliament met simultaneously. The curious 

convention before the Parliament undoubtedly consistedpf 

burgesses and ministers and lairds who discussed and pre: 

:pared business in the form of joint articles. The General 

Assembly however provides no lists of names,save those of 

the Edinbur~h delegation which do not correspond to their 

~arliamentary quota In the Parliament the Burghs on the 
(3) 

Articles were Aberdeen Ayr, Cupar, Dundee, Edinburgh, Mont rose 

Perth St.Andrews and Stirling. And thetr names we~esuch as 

either had appeared in the Assembly lists or were to appear 

in subsequent Assemblies. 

1568 
Parliament and Assembly coincided in July 

/~ a......tY! 
but the Parliament was prorogued,and again~Conventiom 

of Estates inFebruar 1569 were within a few da s of each 
B.U.K.p. 00 

(3) Ret.of names.p.535 

2 The provosts letter of excuse to 
the Assembly .B.U.K.P.103 

G.A. Macalzean Clement Little Richard Strang.Alex.Sym. 
Plt. Sir Symon Prestonprovost,James Barron,John Preston. 
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other. In July 1569 a few more data are objainable. The 

convention of Estates began its sessions on July 28.in 
• 

Perth. The General Assembly of the Kirk met in Edinburgh 

on July 5th and prepared a petition to Parliament or 

Convention.Five burgesses were included in the list of 

those ehosen to present it,and it seems reasonably likely 
l'olrl'f <1 

that the burgesses who attended the Assembly meetings 
" 

were the same as those which attended the Convention in 

Perth. 

C.E. G.A. 
Aberdeen Provost Menzies of Pi tfo0dells 

R.Lumsden 
Ayr James Bannatyne 

Dundee Provost Halyburton --------------------Bavid Ramsay 
J.Scrymgeour 
J .Lovell 
J Fothringham 

Edinburgh James Barron----------------------- James Barron 
Alex. Cl ark. 
Alex.Githrie 

Glasgow Stewart of Mynto 
J .Fleming 

Montrose Provost .Erskine of Dum--------------Supt of Angus 

Perth Panrick Murray-----------------------Patrick Murray 
Th Momeypenny 

St .Andrews. 

Stirling 

Provost.Learmonth of Dairsie 
Martin Geddy -----------------Th.Wallace 

Alex.Forrester 
R. Forrester 
Willie.m Norwell. 

(1) Return of names.p.535 B.U.K.p.141 
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In July 1570 though Conventionof Estates ~Burghs 7 and 
Assembly met more or less about the same time,the 

P'l.rliamentary liilts are lacl~ing and though nine Burghs 

were at the Particular Convention on July 19th the 

libtedo not show very great similarity ~~«M ~e 

Assembly delegated the Edinburgh representatives Preston 

and}-tro~fttJ~finston~:r~'w:ttn.._·tfieOPrfJvost of Dundee and David ....... 
Ramsay there,Patrick Murray of Perth,and Dun,to represent 

the burgesses in.the presentation of a petition;the names 

of those present on the Burgh Convention do not correspond 

at all except in the case of Ramsay. Perhaps the General 

Assembly delegates were also the Parliamentary ones and 

the delegatesto the Convention of Royal Burghs were 

their assessors. ( 1) 

The Convention of Leith contained 

delegates from Montrose,(t) Dundee (2) Edinburgh (2) 

Irvine (1' Haddin~ton (2) and two also from Leith. 
(2) 

'fhe FBtrta'hesnt which met in November of that year 

show in the Personnel of the burgesses who attended 

a startling resemblance to the lists of those who at 

one timw or another attended the A.s:sembl • ( 
( 1) B.U .K.p. &i 86 2 R.Grahame; Halyburton and 

Christeson; Preston and Fullerton(the latter on the com: 
:mittee to deal with the Regent); ,J .Young; Cockburn,J .GrJY 
Leith is desi.r;nated "the Kirk of Leith".B.U.K.p.203 

(3) This list is as follows.Cupa.r,Sir David Lindsay;Dumfrtes 
H.Rany;Dundee Halyburton and Lovell; Edinburgh Preston 
and Fullerton,Glasgow Mynto; Haddington Cockbarn; 
Linlitbgow Charles Drummond; Perth Oliver Peebles 
St.Andrews Thomas Wallace;Stirling James Schaw; 

(Return of Names p.536) 



In 1574 The General Assembly met on Auguat 6,the Conven~on 

of Bur~hs on July 22nd,in March 1574-75 the Convention 

of Estates preceded the Assembly by a few days. In 

August 1575 the Assembly met on August 6 in Edinburgh. 

In Dundee on July 1§ there had begun a Convention of 

Royal Burghs. Did this mean that the same dele~ates 

simply went from one meeting to the other,and that their ., 
commission stood good for both~ Similarly when the 

( 1 ) 
Royal Burghs met in March (17) in Edinburgh and the 

General ~ssembly convened just -a mlbnth later this must 

have meant that only the burghs near at hand would send 
t 

represenati ves. In 157 7 a handful of Burghs met in 

Convention on April 24th. Were these simply the towns 

(Who were never numerous)who sent delegates to the 

Kirk Convention In 1578 the Assembly .. met Oct 24 in 
(2) 

Edinburgh, the Convention of Royal Burghs met in Dundee 

on Oct.31. The personnel of this Convention might quite 

easily be the residue from the General Assembly meeting 

who would just have time to travel to Dundee to keep 

their appointment. ( 3) 

( 1)In point of fact this did happen in Glasgow in 1608 
When James Inglis was sent commissioner to G.A. 
Estates and Convention of Burghs (Recs.I p.286,475) 
Glasgow made like the others no discrimination,there 
was no ecclesfastical flavour about their appointment 
of delegates to Assembly .George Elphingstone represented 
the town at the Assembly of March 1573-4 and also at 
the Convention of Burghs in July of that year(Recs.p451) 

(32} Cib.JLB.p6.~9 { ) id. p. 0. 



The '579 Assembly of July is important 

in showing how the Church kept in touch with the Burgh 

Organization,and the Estate of the Burghs. The Assembly 

met on July 7th. The Convention of Estates was to meet in 

Stirling on August 7th,and in preparation for business 

the Convention of Royal Burghs was appointed for the 5th 

of that month. To collaborat.e with this system the Assembii.y 

in drawing up a commission to present Articles to"Parliament" 
~-q,n1 10 lairds 

delegated 3::1 Ecclesiastics" who were to meet "with sick as 

sall have commissioun and be direct from the Burrowis" 
0 

two days before the holding of Parliament for the purP,~e 

of submitting ar~icles in the name of the Kirk. Although 
(1) 

the Parliament did not"hold" till October and although in 

the sederunt of the Convention of Estates there is no list 

of Burgess members some relations probably were establism d 

The Burgesses present inthe Convention of Royal Burghs in 

August show a list of names familiar on the General Assemb~y. 

and it was in this convention that the question of the 

Campvere minister was broached. The Convention of Royal 

Burghs also met in October to coincide with the Parliament 

and the bur13ess element in the latter were probably inst.ructdd 

by the ecclesiastical interest. 
(2) 

{1 ) B. U.K. p. 4 36 
(2) see Return of Names Pt.II.p.537 

C.R.B.p.80 
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In 1580 the General Assembly met on July 12th 

in &~ndee,but the Convention of Royal Burghs was meeting 

in Aberdeen July 11w16 and there was no possibility of 

joint personnel, yet t~e Burghs certainly did attend the 

Assembly t>l'.:::at least the wealthier ones did for John 

Johnsvone of Edinbur~h 1 Richard Blyth of Dundee and George 
. \ 1 ) 

Elphinstone of Glasgow were member of the commission to 

go to the lUng. In April 1581 the Convention of Estates 

met in Edinburgh on the 3rd, the Convention o~ Burghs ~rom 

the 17th to the 23rd but the General Assembly was held in 

Glasgow on the 24th.Did the burgesses simply go from one 
(2) T 

assembly to another with very little difference in personnel. 

It was this General Assembly which registered the Second 

Book of Discipline,and Calderwood in reviewing the situation 

provides a list of those members of Assembly who were 

present 1578-to 1581. These lists show as regards the burghs 
- ( 3) 

that the representation must have been fairly constant. The 

quota seems to be intended to be a collective one of all 

present in these Assemblies. In that case several Towns 
• 

must have been represented by the same person in all 

Seven Assemblies. For Edinburgh he gives the collective list 
11 John Johnstone,Alexander Clerk,John Adamson,Clement LittJ. e. 

(1)Namit and constitute with avyse of the ministers eldaris 
and ~ekynes of the kirk of this Burgh Mr James Lowson 
minister and John Johnstone of Elphinston their procurators 
and commissioners to the General Assembly of the Kirks 
of this realme to be haldin and begun in Dundee the xii of 
this instant with power to vote etc .... (Edin.Recs.IV.p.167) 

(2)B.U.K.ii.p.473 July 1580 
(3) Calderwood III .p.527 



Stirling in his list must have been constant with 

Robert Alexander. (He was also on the .Articles in the 

Parliament of October 1~79) Glasgow had Georgw Elphinstone 
( 1 ) 

(He also was on the Articles in the same Parliament) 

Robert Stewart(of the Mynto family?) and John Grahame who 

represented the burgh in the next Convention of Bur~hs in 

October. The Dundee Commissioners are noted by Calderwood 
(2) 

as Robert Re&d and Richard Blyth the latter of whom had 

had represented the Bur~h on several occasions in the 

Convention of Burghs.Tbese fou• bur~hs are the only ones 

of "Royal" standing whom he mentions . This cannot be 

complete for Perth representatives are noted as present ~n 

this very Assembly and mn the preceding one. It is not 
(3) 

therefore valuable for purposes of statistics 

An important meeting for our purpose occurs 

in October 1581.The General Assembly met Oct.17-29,.the 
(4) 

Convention of Burghs Oct.17-26,The Parlia~ent Oct.24w Nov.29 
(5) (6) 

A comparison of the personnel of each is instructive • 

Statistics for the Assembly membership are of course 

fragmentary,but the list of those chosen to present the 

Kirk Articles to Parliament shows, in addition to two lairds 

and several minister~that 1 burgesses were named.Aberdeen 1 

?1)Return of names.p.537 
2) R.G.B.u.110 ii. 

(3) B.U.K.,p.468 

(4)B.U.K.ii.522 
(5)R.C.B.i.p. 
(6f A.P.S.JII.p.193 

To Leit,h and the Canongate he gives three delegates each 
Leith.J.Williamson,G.Ker. J.Little. 
Canongate J. Seton Alex Segatt, Thomas Hunter. 
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Edinburgh 2, Dundee 2, Montrose 1 Perth I. 

The Burghs on the Articles were Aberdeen,Edinburgh,Dundee 

Perth,Glasgow St.Andrews and Ayr.and their election was 

Th~~ists are these:-
on 30th Oct. 

'/ 

Parlj. 
G@~era1 Assembly 

Aberdeen G.Menzies Menzies? 
~~~~~~~:~ford ex. P. A.yr R.Jameson 

Dumfries A.McBrair 
R Jameson. 

Edin. {Alex{iClark P. 
J,Jo nstone 

{

Cl ark 
J.Preston 
R.Ker. 

tf, Thomas Crai~ 
.J. Johnstone 

John Preston 
Dundee J. Halyburt on 

Elgin. J .Anna.nd 
Glasgow g,tewart of 
!~ddington W. Brown 

An nand 

Brown ij~g 
J .Ramsg,y. 
• .Baillie 

tfl HalybUt:'b~n 
~·1\_lex Scrymgeour 

J:Annand ( 1 ) 

!nverbess 
Ianark 

lontrose 
Perth 

W.Baillie 
W.Wilkin 

R.Lichton 
{

W.Wilkin 
Thomas Gray. 

{
Henry Adams on 
P.Qullitlaw 

R.Lichton atyR.Lichton 
~H.Adamson. , 

!t.And~ews Learmonth 
~tirlin~ J .Stewart 
Ji~ton J • Ahann g_y 

[

Adamson 
Q,uhitlaw 
Conqueror 

W. Cock bailie 
R.Alexander 

Thus the Burgess Lprds of the Articles have a marked 

relation to those burgesses who were entrusted to 

present the Kirk Articles. In addition the vote in 

Parliament was discussed by a com~ittee in General 

Assembly, and the burgesses chosen for this purpose 

were The Provosts of Edinburgh and Stirling, the Commission 

era of Edinburgh and Stirling,Perth Bontrose and Leith 
(Leith and the Canongate are mentioned in Calderwoods list 
from '578-81 and they continue to come to Assembly.though 
debarred from Parliament and Convention) 

A(•P.S.iii 193 RAC.B~i 160 B.U.K.ii.p.522 
1) Elgin BUrgh vouru Book. p. . 



Now in this very convention of Royal Burghs no fewer than 

20 were absent from convention and their unlaw was marked 

against them • .Among them were included Stirling, Glasgow 

~dee~St.Andrews,Wigton, while Aberdeen was certainly absent 

in Sederunt but was not unlawed. As Mr.Mackie and Mr.Pryde 

say (p.23) The legal point is clear; they ought to have been 

at both a8semblies" of Parliament and Convention but only 

attended Parliament. I would suggest that instead of attending 

Convention of Burghs they were preparing business in the 

Gener-al Assembly. ie. Stirling both Provost and G.A.commission~Jr 

~ndee both Provost and Commissioner~St.Andrews (probably) 

~d Wigton(also probably)since its Parliamentary repreeen~~mve 

on this occaaion7 did certainly in 1590 _,attend the Kirk 

Convention.(cf Rait.Parliaments of Scotland on this point p.272) 

If this were so it would seem that some burghs preferred the 

General Assembly to their own Convention and the legislation 

of the Burghs in the following .June was a justifiable pre: 
(1) 

:caution against the encroachments of the Assembly. 

Whtle this June Convention o~ Burghs 

was meeting in Perth,from the 15th to the 2Jrd,the General 

Assembly of the Kirk began its sessions in Edinburgh on the 

27th.Thia would give time for the Commissioners of the 

Bur~hs to come to Edinburgh for the Assembly. The fB.ct that 

t&e~~p~htanttBurghs sent two three and four delegates to 

(t) R.C.B.i.136 
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the Perth Bur~h Convention seems to hint that the 

additional commissioners probably intended to withdraw 

to Edinburgh if the Convention sittings extended beyond 

the date fixed for the Assembly. 
( 1 ) 

The October Convention of Est~tes coincided 

with the General Assembly and the relation of the burgess 

Estate in both although no records of either personnel 

are extant ,must by inference have been fairly close. 

(St.Andrews sent its Town Clerk David Russel to the Assembly 

while Glasgow was represented b~ Adam Wallace Bailie) 

On the restoration of the Lords and llt!in: 

:isters after the Black Act period we have a General Assembly 

in May 1586 (10th) preceded by a Convention of Burghs in 

Cupar May 2-5.The bur~esses who attended there are just 
from previous exnerience 

the persons we 1\ should expect in a General Assembly. 

In 1587 the General Assembly met in 

Edinburgh on June 2oth{B.U.K.ii.p.685) the Convention of 

Burghs July 3-6 in Dundee and the Convention of Estates 

on July 8th. Is ecclesiastical influence to be traced in 

the definite steps taken to provide a minister for the 

Scottish staple at Campvere, when Edinbur;sh Dundee Aberdre n 

Perth Glasgow and Linlithgow were appointed to eonsider the 

details of provision and nominate and elect the minister 

"be the Advyse of the Kirk and Assemblie thairof". ( 2) 

( 1) B • U • K. p. 57 6 C • R • B • pt • i . p • (2)R.C.B.i.p.234 



To the extraordinary Assembly of February 1587w88 
(1) 

which followed the tumul ts o:t January, there came several 

Burghs. A convention of Burghs met at the same time in 

the Capital, while though no convention of Estates is 

stated to have met the Baron Lairds were certainly in Edin: 

to arrange the de~tails of their representation with the K:ln g. 

Both Assembly and Convention of Burghs met on the 6th of Feb : 

:ruary and the re1ationship in per~onnel in this case is 

certainly abriking. In the Convention there were only 9 burghs 

present and the Pr1 vy conference and delegation to the K1ri; 

account for at least 4 of these. I would suggest that the 

Burghs who answered the Assembly's call took advantage of 

the opportunity to hold a Panticular Convention. of their own. 

C.R.B, 
( 2) 

Edinburgh 

Aberdeen '". 
Anst:rut her 
Cupar 
Dundee 

Perth. 

1hs~ow 

Linlithgow 

St.Andrews 

J.Arnot 
Edward Gal brai th 

W.Uenzies 
Alex. Black 
Thomas Williamson 
Alex. Scrymgeour 
John Finlasoun 
Oliver Peebles 

R. Boyd. 
R. Chirnsycte 
Charles Drummond 
Andrew Ker. 
David Watsoun 

General Assembly 

John Johnstone 
John Adamson 

W .1!enzies 

Alex. Scrymgeour. 

' Oliven Peebles 

probably 

:?robably. 

-------- --------------------------------- -----------------
11 ) 
(
2

\ B.U.K.p.70; 
C.R.B,i.p.269 



This conventiol) eonsidered still further the question of 

the Campvere minister but for some~ years nothing 

definite was done. 

The year 1590 provides a full sederunt of 

the Geberal Assembly in Au~ust. A convention of Estates 

met on July 29 but the Convention of Royal Burghs had 

coincided with a previous meet ins in June. The General 

ASsembly's sederunt was small as regards the burgess 

element. For only Stirlin~ (2) Edinburgh (3) Wigton (3) 

s.ild;'!.tlle<?UBfree Leith (2). Is this a complete list .o1{d~es 
it mean that in the absence of thE Bu.r~hs Convention tre 

1 Assembly was poorly attended by the towns. 
C'1) 

In 1591 the Convention of Burghs met in 
' . 

Montrose in June 16-21,the General Assembly met in Edinburgh 

July 2nd when it held at least 17 sessions and the Convention 

of Estates met in August in Edinburgh. (6th). Parliament 
(2) 

and Assembly coincide in May 1592 but no statistics are 

available. Is it only coincidence that the extraordinary 

Kirk Convention in November 15-20 was bel~ anly a short 

time after the Convention of Burghs Nov.2nd (C.R.B.i.426) 

w~ich c_onst.dered anew the case of Campvere. ( 
3 

__ 

~ / .lq.:J. />-- J4...d 1 &> J>a.Hi&..l4.-. ~~ 
~l!t~ a; =e;~&h.l~:w w;sa • .._, fff:-€~~!~ 

~ 1)B U K C C!fl __ , - ~!:L_ . 
• • -•P· 

2)A.P.S.iv p.525 
(3) Calderwood. V .p. 173 'rhb-ae bur~esses who attended the 

C.R.B. were Edin.Nesbit and Galbraith,Perth,Adam Anderson 
Dundee J.Finlasoun,Glasgow R.Rowat St •. ll,.ndrews David WatsQJ. 
Dysart.W.Carmichael. 
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The year 1593 was an important year in the history of 

the relations between the General Assembly and the 

Burghs .Meet in~ in Dundee in April the Assembly "be the 

authori tie gi vin them of God discharges all and every 

Christian within the Kirk of' Scotland from repairing to 

any of the King of Spaine his dominiouns quher the 

tyrranie of the Inquisitioun is vsed for trafrique with 

merchandice negotiatioun or exerce of seafaring oecupatioun 

untill the tyme the King's Majestie be the advyse of the 

Counseel hes socht and obtainit speciall libertie and 

licence from the King of Spaine for all his lieges and 

subiects to traffique in merchandize and ocupie within the 

haill pairts of the said King of Spaine his dominiouns without 

any langer to their persons or guds for the cause of reli~ioun 

or conscience under the paine of incurring the censures 

of the Kirk untill the last sentence of exeommunicatiouu. 
( 1 ) 

Placing economia qmestions thus in a position secondary to 

the religious and threatening with church censures for a 

civil point ~n trade,the Assembly went the length bf 

sending a representation to the Convention of Royal Burghs 

when it met in Dysart in-June. William Murray the minist~ 

Of Dysart appeared in the Convention June 13th and in aame 
(2) 

of the Assembly produced the act quoted above,requesting 

that by their authority they would prohibit or suspend tre 

ll) B.U .K.p.817 
(2) C.R.B. I.p.402 



Spanish trade. The Burgh Commissioners present found that. 

they had no authority from 'their constituencies to commit 

them so far to any policy, but undertook that every burgh 

shouli send its opinion by commissioner to the Convention 

of Burghs which was to meet at the same time as the Parliammt 

in July. In particular the Provost of Edinburgh was appom ted 

to receive these opinion$. by 8th July.(C.R.B.met on July 9th) 

For consultation with his burgh each burgess took home· with . { /' 
~·,c.): ...... 

him a copy of the momentous act. This would therefore ~ 

that the majority of the burghs were ignorant of the pro: 

:ceedings of the Assembly.i.e. when there was no Convent.ion 

of Burghs meeting contemporaneously with it the Assembly 

had a very small burgess element of "commissioners of Towns". 

The Convention or Estate of Burghs(since they were almost 

identical agreed to accept the Assembly's ruling( ,Oth July) 

and ratified their decision on 1st July 1595 although the 

act it.self is not mentioned till July 1596.(C.R.E.p.485) 

The merchants did not readily submit and Spottiswoode tells 

us that they petitioned. fop and obtained from the Council . 
an acknowledgment of their liberty of trade.In spi)e of this 

the ministers proceeded with their censures until at last 

the merchants agreear-to some kind of compromise and offered 

to cease trade with Spain after their accounts were pa.id. 
(1) 

(1) SP.II.p.432. He also cites the instance of the riot among 
the crafts of Edinburgh which directed against the m1nist~ 
compelled these"King bai ters 11 to desist from their den and 
for the change of the market of Edinburgh from Monday, 
and this in sni te of the fact that the Town Comcil h:td 
consebted .The church was thusdmotet~}icgceset:ul with the 
King than with the commons in .1c a pol~cy. 



This Spanish 'trao_e was of value to the merchants. 

The burghs desired t'ree import and expo-e-t, men prices 

fell below a certain point, "arguing that they could develop 

a trade with Spain and Portugal if they were free to export" 
{1) 

The landed interests would have had import prohibited. 

Since the export of victual seems to have been primarily 

for the Spanish trade this explains the Assembly's activity 

in prob.i biting 1 t. From fairly early days the Kirk in 

~eneral had taken measures to prevent export as tending to 

aggravate famine conditions .Thus in the General Kirk Sess.1on 

of Edinburgh in '574 April 29th an elder was censured for 

exporting victual ~-mair nor was in his licence" .He refused to 

accept his punishment and his o~fence was again mentioned 

1lay 16th ,"for transporting of certane quheit furth of this 

realme without lycence or congye" 
(2) 

Theyear 1594 was a year o, dearth in 

Scotland and the Convention of Burghs made an act on the 

question of export in June (27th) t594 The Privy Council 
(3) 

did not deal with the situation until June of the following 

year but the church was active in its lower courts,for pro: 
(4) 

:hibition of export apart from humani')arian mot.ives. would 

materially assist their schemes for suspending the"traff'ique" 

With Spain. The Kirk Session and Town Council had taken 

Tt )Pagan.p.155 

( 3) R. C. B • i • p. 45 5 

{2)Extracts Gen.K.Session Edr.Maitland 
Misc.I.g8. 

(4)P.C.R.v.p.221 annulled licences to 
export during the dearth. 



had taken some steps to ensure the supply of the Capital~~~.:

.v,Te.. (1) -A:Bil Gn 23rd October the Presbyterie of Haddington considered - a request from the joint Kirk Session and Town Council 

"lamentin~ the great famine the chief cause of which was the 

export of victual blt men dwelling on the sea coast. For 
and s hi u owners 

the part of Edinburgh they had prohibited merehantsLto 

export during the year "under alsweill civill as ecclesiast: 

icall panes" and they exhorted the Presbytery since the cause 

was a general one to cause every minister to admonish his 

flock to the same purpose. The Presbytery acquiesced and 

set a penalty of public admonition against all contraveners. 

In the fol.lowing month Nov.20th a similar letter was received 

from the Session of Edinburgh which still further involved 

the Kirk in affairs which by right should have been executed 

by the Convention of Royal Burghs,in the matter of trade at 

least. u Anent tlte sute of the Edinburgh session desyring us 

that seing thaJ heir say that the victuall within our boundis 

quh11& is forbidden to be earret to uther partis by see is like 

to be transportit by land to berwicky That we wald tak some 

substantiaus ordour for preventing the said daunger and farther 

if we knaw ony that dois the same that we wald dalait thame 

unto thame that are eweat. court" Upon enquiry it was f'ound 

that one Robert Hepburn of Merkle had 11 great store of wheat 

in a loft in North Berwick which he intended to export to the 

hurt of the Commonwealth. They accordingly report to the 

Session and Council of Edinburgh. 



In 1594 the Parliament met on May 20th, the General Assembly 

on May 7th. The list of Burghs chosen on the Articles 

contain names which might very readily have appeared as 

representatives of the burghs in the Assembly. 

In 1595 the General Assembly met in Montrose 

on June 24th and it seems almost certain that the meeting 

of the Burghs on June 27-31 was held in Montrose likewise. 

The same representatives probable went to both meetings. 

In July 1596 the General Assembly directly 

through its representati~e Peter Blackburn the minister of 

Aberdeen approached the Convention of Royal Burghs which 
{1) 

was holding its sessions in the town,urging the division 

of parishes in burghs and.. the settlement of adequate prov: 

:ision 'for the minister. 

In the sederunt for the joint Convention 

Assembly at Perth 1596•97 is it signifieant that only 

"Commissioner·s from Presbyteries"are mentioned as present 

The burghs 9 of whom were at the Civil Convention probably 

did not send separate representatives to the Assembly and 

these preferred the Civil interests before the ecclesiastical. 

The influence of the Convention model is 

apparent in the regulations set down for ~he number of 

representatives to be sent from the burghs t.o the General 

Assembly,for the rule had not yet apparently become :fixed 



for the Parliament. (See the arguments advanced by Mackie 

and Pryde p. 7 and~' 8 and compare with Rai t. p.272 who 

suggests Parliament did not accept the sp:stem of' one for 

each burgh and two for Edinburgh until 1619,.lthough there 

had been a.n act in existence since 1578 regulating the 

attendance at the Convention of' Burghs 'to this quota.) 

At the conf'erence at Falkland in July lJJ9 
the Convention of' Burghs was also in attendance. In ?600 

the Convention of Burghs met in Edinburgh March 3-6,the 

General Assembly met in Montrose 18-21 while the Convention 

of Estates was held in Perth March 28th. There are few 

statistics available .The Parliamentary records give no i 

1nformation,and the names of the Aberdeen and St.Andrews 
(2) (3) 

representatives which are extant do not correspond to those 

representln,g the Burgh on the Convention. It is just possil:i. e 

that different dele~ates were eent to the Convention of Burghs, 

and those of the Convention of Estates and the Assembly 

might be identical. In 1601 the Assembly was held at Burnt: 

:island on 1/fay 12th.The Burghs met at the same place about 

the same time.On 10th June the Edinburghs Accounts show a 
(4) 

payment to George Heriot for him and his company as 

Commissioners to Burntisland.He and John Johnstone represented 

!:._he Burgh on the Assembly. (B.U .K .. o.971) 
(1) Did the second burgess for Edinburgh on the Assembly 

represent the Edinburgh crafts as he did in Parliament , 
and Convention of Burghs.(Rait.p.299) act of 1584~1·4-~to.£ 
Is it thus that we Jrind"Ja.mes Yong cutlar« in the 1562 

(2) sederunt. 
Thomas Mollison Town Clark (Recs.Spalding club.p.72} 

(3) ltr.William Russell .K.S. Recs.p.92 
(4) R.C.B. ii.p.552 



Between 1602 and 1618 coincidence between Assembly and 

Parliament were studiously avoided by the King. He had 

already begun to exercise undue influence in Burgh 

elections (as early as 1590) in demanding the return of 

lords earls and barons.By 1604 he had gone so far as to 

nominate the magistrates of Edinburgh,and the apathy of 

the Burghs to the overthrow of the Assembly is partly to 

be accounted for by this corruption,which would undoubtedly 

affect the return of members of Parliament and Convention 

if it did not affect the few burgesses who did attend the 

Assembly. 
( 1 ) 

In 1602 the Assembly contained two represent: 

ati ves from Eo_inburgh John Robertson, and Geor;:;e Heriot, 

from Dundee William Ferguson, From St.Andrews William Russe1 

Burntisland Patrick Greiff,while Leith the unfree· broke 

the Act of 1598 and sent two delegates,Jerome Lyndsay 

and David Orolc. 

In 1606 by its constitution the ~eneral 

Assembly of that year had no burgess members. But in 16o8 
there were several. The Assembly met in July 26-30,and 

had been preceeded by a Convention and by a Convention off 

Burghs at Selkirk July 5-7. At the Convention of Burghs 

4t Burghs were present.Whether they were influenced unduly 

by Royal Authotti'YY or not their neutrality as a Convention 

ras assured .mhe King sent them a letter ptotesting against 
1)See.Rait.pp.302-303 



the support given to the exiled ministers by merchants 

travelling to the Low Countries,and evidently rearing that 

they ~ght appoint one of them the minister at Veere 

insisted that no appointment should be made without his 

sanction and approval of the choice. The Convention 

acquiesced and gave order that the Magistrates should 

prohibit any such relief, and the election of a Staple 

minister was delayed for four years. The Royal letter 

also made mention of the "cauldness "of the Burghs in 

giving up names of Papists and Jesuits. and the Convention 

humbly promised amendment and thanked his Majesty for 

reminding them of their duty. The burghs having thus 
( 1 ) 

pledged themselves those who attended the Assembly could 

not be expected to run counter to the Royal wishes. 

The representatives of St .Andrews Edinburgh Perth and Glasgow 

were mentioned as bein~ appointed on a committee to receive 

the royal answer to a Petition to the King on Papistry 

Which they had ,just consideren. in their own meeting. 

Glasgow's represent:=tti ve in bo~h Convention of Bur;hs 

and Assembly was the same man James Ino;lis. The others 

unnamed probably were likewise identical. :t2) 

{1)R.C.B.ii.p.261; fJ~CFU.-N ~h.a..t-., ;; f'r:J"f 
(2) No objections were raised by the constitutionalists 

as to the Bur~h representation when they were ass~gning 
the reasons for annulling. 



The position of the Burgesses in. the Assembly of 1610 

is not clear .Ectinburgh sent two( Edward Ker and Mungo 

Mackal) Perth sent one Gavin Dalzell,Dundee sent Willia~ 

Ferguson,Aberdeen se~t Alexander Rutherford,St.Andrews 

sent John Knox. and Gl9.sgow sent ,r .Forrest. Though probably 

not his nominees,the King had so much influence in Bur~h 

elections that these men,althou~h some had been on 

Assemblies before, had no principle at stak~,in the 

troubles of the Kirk which prompted them to action. 

The Parliament of 1612 ¥Thich sanctioned Er'iscopacy had 

a large representation of Burgesses many of whom had 

been the Kirk's old allies. The ministers themselves in 

the main were acquiescent and afraid of the Royal displeasure 

The burgesses in the t616 Assembly at 

Aberdeen were unknown in number,but in the records there 

is mention of the the representatives of Edinburgh,of 

the Provost of Aberrreen,and of Representatives of Perth. 

(see B.U.K.p. 1 126) The reasons for annulling stat.e that 

besides the double reuresentation from Edinburgh, three . ~ 

other Burghs arrogated. this privilege, le. Glasgow Cupa.r 

St.Andrews. Therefore six bur~hs at least were present 

If there were 53 burghs entitled to send to Parliament 

in 1612 and 6alderwood says that in this Assembly 44were 

absent that means nine did come-a proportion greater than 

any recorded in the Official full sederunts such as are 

extant. 



The 1618 Assembly met in August,a Convention of Royal Bur~s 

had preceded it in the previous month but the personnel shows 

little similarity Edinburgh sent to the Assembly David 
{1) 

Aikenhead and G.Foulis, Perth sent J .Aedie and Constant Malice 

Dundee Alex.Wedderburn,Robert Clayhills,Aberdeen John Mortimer; 

~·et" Stirling2 Christopher Alexand.er, St .Andrews :o John Knox and 
t•'·P'~"o ( ~ ) 
A~·''1· Thomas Lentron,Glasgow also is stated elsewhere in the 
,SW"'-' 
~- ~ record to have had two renresentatives present. The reasons 
~A r~ . 
n.w•ci'(A.for annullin~ of course point out the unconstitutional 

duplication of representation but one thing seems to be 

notable.The unfree bur~hs have disappeared. It is stated 

36 burghs were absent. Were the annullers ~aleulating on 

the roll of 15'35 when 41 bur~?;hs were in existence or does 

it mean that 17 burgh were in attendance on the Assembly. 

How far these Burgh represen"ations were influenced by 

Royal and Episcopal pressure is unknown,but when the Bishops 

took such care to control the ~~rgess vote in Parliament (1621) 

and to censor the municipal elections e.g.Elgin.the burgh(K'~1) '· , ,. lo 
1 

representation was probably instructed beforehand as to be: 

:haviour in Assembly. But the Burghs always a practical 

Estate had no interest or principle at stake to rouse them 

selves in the defence of a Presbyterianism the meaders of 

Which,at one time the most zealous opponents of. Episcopacy~ 

had accepted the office of Bishop. The burghs had forbidden 

by their own statute any dealings with the outlawed minority. 
(1)At last with the King's consent a minister had been appointed 

for Campvere,confirmed by King and Archbishop in 16t4. 
It was not till 1642 however that the Town was represented 
on the Assemblv.~tlders were to c9rne 9nce in three years 
and ~he G.A.was o pay expenses (Dav1dson and G5~17~hap.V. 



The conclmsions of this examina~ion must be that the 

same type of person who represented the Bur~hs in Parl: 

!lament lnd in the Convention represented also the burgess 

element in the General Assembly. The personnel in many 

cases iden'b!b.a~...,aslalmost always interchangeable. There 

was apparently no restriction or qualification which pre: 

vented a civil commissioner from attending also in the 

capacity of ecclesiastical commissioner. The actual indiv: 

:iduals were no more spini tual persons than those who with 

no moral or ecclesiastical obligations attended the Civil 

Conventions. Whatever the principle of election in the 

Kirk the return of members was no more representative of 

the unfree element than the return of representatives to 

Parliament and Convention of Bur~hs where no man under t~ 

rank of ilerchant might sit. The "Kirkn which professed t~ 

equality of all the <?;Odly was returning the same delegates 

as the institutions which deliberately excluded the large 

proportion of the commouns from any voice in government. 

This principle of election in the church was stated in 1~8 

to be the joint dut.y of the Lay Town Counc11.1 and the 

Kirk Session. But in the restricted condition of Burgh 

finances the principle of economy which was the driving force 

in producing the identity of Convention of Bur~hs and the 

Estates of the Burgesses 'in Parliament was also at work in 

the return of representatives to the General Assembly. 



rhe people who paid would be the people who had most saw 
... 

in the appointment of representatives. Now although the 

Kirk had a system of voluntary contribution and house to 

houst collection which in later years was used with great 
' effect for such purposes as upkeep of bridges harbours and 

• 
roads and was recognized b~ the Privy Council as the most 

effective way of raisin~ money for a special purpose,y~ 

there is no evidence that this system was used ror the 

payment of the Commissioner to the General Assembly. In 

practically every case the payment of the representati w 

was recorde.d almost automatically in the Burgh Accounts. 

Payment of Commissioner( 
1) 

Thus in Glasgow in August (3rd) 1573 there was given to 

"Maister Henry Gi bsoun for his expensis in ryding to 

Edinburgh and remanying thair to the Assemblie of the 

Kirk haldin the 6 daye of August ••.•• £6 11 13. 
(2) 

And again ~n March 22nd 1573-74 George Elphinstone b,ailie 

got £10 to ryd to Edinburgh to the General Assemblie of 

the Kirk. 
(3) 

Once more in 1608 July 16th James Inglis was appointed 

commissioner both to the General Assembly 6onvention of 

(1)Mr.G.S.Pryde deg,ls with th~ payment of the Commissioner 
to the General Assemblv in his account of the Scottish 
Burgh Fing,nces. see also Mackie and Pryde on the influence 
of the principle of economy in determining the identity 
of C.R.B. and Burgess Estate. 

(2)Burgh Recs Soc. Glasgow Accounts 1573.p.448 
(3)ibid.p.Treas. Accounts.p.451 



of Est9.tes and to the Convention of Royal Burghs .On Augu:~ t 

8th he received for his expenses £' 9. "To James Inglis 

Bailie for his expenssis as commissioner for the Town d~rect 

to the General Convention of the Kirk and Estait.is haldin 

in Linlythgow." 
( 1 ) 

In Aberdeen where there was an exceptionally free elctora. te 

in Burghal affairs the commissioners expenses were similarly 

paid by the town • In the Dean of Guild's accounts 17th 

March 1599-1600 Thomas Mollison Town Clerk for his char~ s 

in keeping the General Assembly at M:ontrose according to· 

the ordinance of the Council received 213-6~8.The case of 
{2) 

the Convention-Assembly at Perth in 1596-97 is doubtful 

since it is not likely that Burgess Commissioners attended 

the Assembly as senarate commissioners,but for that Convention 

Alexander Rutherford the Provmst and Robert rlenzies were 

6ranted £100 f::>r their expenses in goin13. When their 
(3) 

Minister John MaeBirnie was summoned before the King and 
lbo'y 

Commissioners of the Kirk at Falkland the Town Council paid 
/I 

his expenses £13-6-8,and sent Alexander Cullen"in the sane 

voyage to Falkland with above" payin.:; him £31-13-4. 
(4) 

Other Accounts bear t 'is out that the payment 

n) Glasgow Accounts.p.475 
(2) Aberdeen Dean of ~uild's Accounts Spalding Clob Miscellany 

Vol V.p.72 
~3 )Treasures accounts p. 121 
4) ibid. p. 81 



of the Commissioners to the Ge7)eral Assembly was one 

of the ordinary items of Expenditure. 

Since therefore it was the Lay Council who 

paid it was only natural that we should find the Lay 

Council in the majority of cases actuall~ appointin~ the 

representatives to the Assembly without in many instances 

consulting the Kirk Session at all although the latter 

according to the Law was entitled to equal privilege. 

In Edinburgh it was almost always the Town Council who 

appointed e.~. Records III.p.138 1562 June; June 1563 p.161 

December 1563 p.175, December 1565 p.211,December 1566 p.226. 

In 1580 the Kirk Session was certainly consulted and the 

representatives{.the minister James itowson and John Johnstone 

of Elphinstone ) were "nami t and consti tut with avyce of 

the ministers eldars and deckynes of the Kirk of this 
. 

Burgh,their procurators and commissioners to the General 

Assembly of the Kirks of this realme to be haldin and begun 

in Dundee the xii of this instant with power to voi') oo.n: 

:elude and determinat with the rest of the commissioneris 

Oftthis realme in all thingis concerning the glory of God 

and the welfair of the Kirk". And on another occq,sion 
(1) 

the Assembly def'erred the petition of the T'own for a minister 

because it was not given in in the name of the ministers 

elders and deacons in addition • Although the Council did 

(1)Records. IV. p. 167 
(2)ib1d.IV.p.460 12th May 1586 

('2) 



consult with the Session on the poin~ there is no evidence 

that had notthe question of the minister been involved 

the Session would have been ceferred to . While the 

question of the minister was still agitating
1
the Session 

was present on 21 June 1589 to hear the report of the 
(1) 

Commissioner tothe Assembly. But it is stated that only 

certane of the ministers eldaris and deaconis "attended 

Does this imply in view of the SU)position that the Town 

Council always contained a large proportion of the Kirk 

Session,that this meeting was virtually only the Town 

Council part <if whom might decide to sit in their eccl~ 

:iastical capacity ,augmented by the presence of the mint stars 

whose ~ttendance on Council was no innovation and whose 

rank in civil status was that of a merchant burgess of 

Guild. It was Edinburgh Town Council also which appointed 

of Lothian. the delegates to the Synod-, 
(!) 

Glasgow records show similarly 

that the Town Council had a practical monopoly of the 

election In the critical Assembly of 1638 the Town 
(3) 

Council not only elected the town representative but 

insisted that he should be accountable to them for his 

vote and procedure. The Kirk Session's part was not even 

hinted at. ( 4) 
n) Edinburgh.Records.IV.p.545 (2) IV.p.408,456,527 

(J)e.g. in 1600 they appointed James Bell to go to the 
Assembly Recs.I.p.213 

(J)Glasgow Records. I.p.393 He was not to e;ive his vote on 
any material point without first intimating the problem 
to the Council and Bailles. They appointed Patrick Bell 
the Provost and he did consult them as to whether he 
should continme in the ~.A.after it was dissolved. 



I 'If 

Indeed during the Civil War periodJwhich by many was 

regarded as the time when the Assembly ~ thoroughly 

represent the Scottish national feeling~this system 

of appointment by town council was ~gener~l rule and 

there are many perfectly definite instromces of it in 

the Records.Thus Banff Burgh Court Book records that 

on 160ctober Andrew Baird B~ilie was appointed com~issioner 

for this Burgh for Keeping of the General Assembly and [B 

received £100 for his expenses;in 1639 the same man was 
(1) 

appointed to attend both the Parliament and the General 

Assembly which were meeting simultaneously in August 
(2) 

and he received a special allowance for clothes for 

attendance on the Kirk meeting. Among other instances we 

find July 24 1642 Alexander Douglas provost commissioner 
(') 

tp the Assembly appointed by the Council, and the same 

man in Uay 1644 sat in both Parliament and Assembly and 

his expenses were the same sum as that which had been 

allocated him formerly for the Assembly alone i.e 46/8 

per day. The principle of economy is obviously at work, 

and in the XVIIth Century the conditions were the same as 

those of the XVIth. (4) 

(1) Records of Banff .Burgh Court Book.p.81 
(2) July ~41639 p.82 His expenses furth and hame amounted 

to £80. In the same year payments were made to Ba.ird 
(1)as commissioner to the convention of Royal Burghs 

Jan.1639 ••..••• £?0 . 
(2) for keiping the assemblie at Glasgow in Nov.1638 

- £66-13-4. 
(3)as commissioner to the Parliament May 1639 ••• £66-13-4 

tB\l.t he got double expemses for his double duties in 1639 p.83 
3J. see pp.8?-91 
(4) Another instance is Elgin Ne~ Sp.Club Vol.! p.160 

Oct.2nd 1561 John Annand chosen in Burgh Court yo go to 
Parliament,General Assembly and C.R.B.paid from burgess fi~e 



The Kirk Session of St.Andrews on the other hand seems to 

have regularly elected its mvn repr?sentati ves to the Gena:> al 

Assembly without consultin13 the Town Council but as St .Andrews 

was an aggravated case of the identity of the Town Council 

and Kirk Session election in the one body meant practically 

election in the other. 
(1) 

Other towns eeem:t'tlolfollow out in some de!.?J" ee 

the rule of 1568. In 1618 14th J'uly in Stirling the Provost 

bailies and Town Council and a great many of the elders 

and deacons convened to choose their delegates to go to the 

General Assembly but the election of a minister was involved 
(2) 

and the case was therefore not altogether normal. In the 

Covenanting period however Provost Bailies and Town Council 

together with the ministers and Kirk Session elec~ed in 

July 1639 the Provost of Stirling their commissioner to 

the Assembly thus fulfillin~ the provisions. ( 3 ) 

Thus although at this period it is danger<n~s. 

to dogmatize it seems clear that the Town Council has taken 

the lions share in the election of repres.entation to the 

Church Assembly. Thg,t is that a Civil Body has taken upon it self 

an ecclesiastical duty. The whole problem is an admission of 

tb.e inextricable manner in which Town Councml and Kirk Session 

(t)see.K.S.R«cords Scottish History Society D.Hay.Fleming. 
pp.406 March 1574,p.478 April 1581 ,II.p.526 April 1584 
June 159S p. 798, 1600 ~:t-:trch p. 920 

{2)Bur~h Recs.Soc.Stirlin~.p.150 
(3) ibid.p.182. The Kirk Session printed Records Maitland Mise. 

Vol.I.trom u.127 Extracts Nov.1597- Dec.1649 give no hint 
of elections. 



:lOo 

v:ere confused,and in those days diff'erentia.tion of function 

was little recognized. No delegate to the Assembly was appointed 

by the Town Council who was not also a member and an elder in 

the Kirk Session. The two bodies in many cases were practically 

identical in personnel and in the case of Montrose as late as 

the end of the XVIIth Century the Kirk Session was simply another 

name for the Town Council and consisted of the present provost 

and the three re~gning Bailies, the exprovost and the three 

ex bailies and two Councillors. The other 9 councillors were 

included in the deaconry which was large 48 and yet only 

held 9 craftsmen. The remainder were the younger members of the 

ruling families who intromitted with the Kirk funds with the 

same corruption as they intromitted with the Common Good ~or 

the benefit of themselves and their friends the neighbouring 

lairds. 
(1) 

It can be shown that the Kirk Session became in time if it had 

not been so from the very beginning the stronghold of the 

ruling merchant classes who were thus supreme in ecclesiastical 

government as they were in Municipal affairs. It is this fact 

Which really accounts for all the troubles and confusion of 

Jurisdictions, and which explains the phenomenon of an ecclesiast: 

:ical Court fining and imprisoning often for a civil offence. 

It really was not the church court which was doing so but its 

Bailie-Elder constituents who did not differentiate between 

t'b.eir Civil and Ecclesiastical functions. :1/,_ .. '-, ''·
1 

· ( ·r~,.,.J 

{T) .Montrose Kirk Session and Town Council Recor~s.March 1st 1687 
AISS. in possession of the Burgh. 
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What then was the consti tu.tion and composition of the 

Kirk Session which thus shared with the Town Council the 

Whole government of the municipalities. 

Kirk.Session Snd its Constitution 

Although prior to the Book of discipline Kirk Sessiona had 

on foreign models been set up in the chief towns such ·as 

St.Andrews and Edinburgh,the formal establishment of this 

lowest church court was the work of the six cTohns in thei:b 

chapter upon elders deacons and their election. T'he elders 

and deacons they said were to be men of the best knowledge 

in God's word and cleanest life,faithful and of most honest 

conversation that can be found in the Kirk. The names of 
(1) 

these were to be published and publicly read in the church 

by the minister who was to give advertisement that from 

these must be chosen the "Elders and Deacons 11 
• This left 

some power of eelecti on with the "Kirk" but with what pro: 

:portion of the congregation tht real choice lay it is 

hard to determine. In St.Andrews they definitely stated that 

the election was in the presence of the"free burgesses". 
(2) 

The poor craftsm~n therefore was not apparently considered 

one of the electorate. Further nominations than those 

submitted by the minister were not forbidden and in the 

Book of Discioline there does seem to be an attempt to mmce .. 
the choice as free as was ossible in XVIth Centur Scotland 

t Confessions of Faith. 7 9 Edition Vol.II.p.577. 
The eight Head concerning the election and office of 
Elders and Deacons. BEE.also Knox. 

(2) K.S.Register.Sc.Hist.Soc.p.~. 2 



these Elders and Deacons were to be annually elected 

and the first of August was suggested as a suitable d~e. 

In poin~ of fact the dates o~ election of Kirk Session 

in practice almost always were held about the time of 

the Michaelmas Head Court and the magistrates appointed 

to the Civil Council were almost automatically app9in~d 

to the Ecclesiastical Body. 

But annual election did not mean that 

a member serving in one year w~s preeluded from serving 

in the following year ,·but a fresh election had to be 

made if he was retained in office,in order to prevent 

"encroachments upon the li bert~ee of the Kirk from 

long continuance in office". In spite of this precautmn 

this was just what did happen and the leadin~ families 

came to hold the same perpetu<:tl sway in the church councils 

as they did in municipal government, until the Kirk S.ession 

virtually ceased to be a democratic representative 

lnstttution. 

Deacons and Treasurers however received part: 

:icular attention. Having once held office they were 

debarred from holding it again for the period of three 

years. There seems some reason t.o believe that in some 

sessions the diaconate might have been the stronghold of 

the crafts who were always interested in the public expend 
) 

:iture from control of which in most Municipal Governments 



they were debarred. 

Thus in the first Book of Discipline there:c 

were several points left in doubt. (1) Who nominates in 

the first place or is it left arbitrarily in the minister '3 
CJ power,and bow the final decision ''·is to be arrived at •. 

1 
(2) How many elders and deacons are there to be.The 

Book of Disc'ipline itself recognized its vagueness and 

encouraged a lack:':of Uniformity. "How the votes and suf'f: 

ragis may be best receaved so that every man may give his 

vote freely,every severall Kirk may take such order as best 

seems so to them 11 • It was natural that each Burgh should 

be guided on this point by its own civil and municipal 

11 sett". A proud merchant burgess related by blood and marr ia.ge 

to the neighbouring laird families would never permit. a 

humble unfree craftsman, be he ever so godly, to sit in 

judgment upon his public and private sins. 

The duties of the Kirk Session were defined as assisting 

the minister in all public affairs of the Kirk, i.e. 

determining and judging causes,admonishing the licentiom 

and watching over manners and the conversation of"all 

men ~~ift~ntheir charge. Censorship of the minister which 

was one of their chief duties under this system was 

abolished under the Mel vinian system of the sanctity of 

the clergy when the Presbytery received this function and 
J 

only the <il'tlrical members at that when it came to a point of 

doctrine. 



The theory of the first 3ool:: of Discipline was rank 

heresy to the Melvinian practice. If they objected to tre 

interference of the King they would never have yielded 
~ 

to the injunction that the Kirk Session with consent of 
1\ -===-=-==--.:.=--::....;_:_=..;:..~ 

the Kirk and the Superintendent should depose a minister 

The lay element in the Kirk Session had perfectly indep: 

endent powers apart from the minister. Now in the country 

districts it was obvious that the feudal constitution of 

Scotland would imply the predominaneeof the local lairds 

and magnates on the Session. Were they such in godliness 

and impartiality as to be able to fulfil this spiritual 

office. In the towns in the same way a man might be 

of the highest Christian standards and "sing psalms like 

a weaver 11 and yet be disqualified by his craft and lack of 

burgess ship from any influence in Kirk Councils .The 

diaconate where he might have mxercised some pow,er was, 

by the Second Book of discipline debarred from attendance 

on Kirk Courts and hence from any vote in the election of 
-l~ 

representation in the Assembly. The deacon at this~tfme 

seems to be on almost equal terms with the elder and both 

had to report t'o the Superintendent 1 s Chief Kirk once a 

year on their o~m diligence and on that of the minister 

and his family. The particular office of the deacon was 

to receive and to distribute alms and collect all Kirk 

dues but it is certainly stated that "he may assist in 



in Judgment with the ministers and elders". There seems no 

reason to believe that deacons were excluded from the exercise 

of discipline from the be3inning, thou~h it is clear that 

eventually they played little or no part in the development 

of the Kirk as a representative institution. In their zeal 

for the "their poor bretheren t.he labourers and_ manurers of 

the ground." to whose economic discontent in collaboration with 

the land greed. of their m~.sters the lairds the Kirlc owed so 

much for the overthrow of the Papistry which was held respon: 

:sible for such conditions,the originators of the Book of 

Discipline invested the deacons with powers to execute the 

Kirk demands for the remiRsion of the hardships of the poor •. 

nEvery man's teinds they said ought to be in hia own hands 

and he must answer for them to the Deacons,rather than the 

minister whose stipend was only a part of the sum collected 

, the remainder O"Oin ry to the poor anc1 the schools. The labourer :::> ~ 

th~) claimed was debtor to none but the church. Had their 

plans been carried out the Deacons would have been a power 

to be reckoned with. They were however under the control of 

the superintendent who audited their accounts every year 

at the time of the election of the new Kirk Session. These 

Deacons who seemed so povrerful and w held an office which 

seemed peculiarly a civil one,were in actuallvy the least 

influential of the orders simply because the Kirk Land Palmy 

never bore fruit. The chap!; er concludes with a passage which 



in the light of later developments of the Kirk Session 

is of the finest irony. 11 If this order be perfectly kept c ::'.!~'::·· 

corruptmon cannot suddenly enter.For the free and yearly 

Election of Deacons and Elders shall suffer none to usurpe 

a ~rpetuall Domination over the Kirk;the Knowledge of the 

Rentall shall suffer them to receive no more then whereof ' '·' 

they shall be found to mal-re accounts ;the Deliverance of the 

Money to the new officers shall not suffer private men to 

use in their private business that which appertaines to the 

publick affairs of the Kirk 11
• 

Now in the Burghs the question of 

teind was a small one and the duties of the deacon were 

limited to collections from door to door, collection of the 

altarages and appropriation of fines which were to be allocated 

in cases of immorality etc to pious uses. The cooperation of 

the deacons of the crafts was often of value and in the 

later developments this explains the presence of the majori1y 

of the craft deacons in the church deaconry. 

The constitution of the Kirk Session 

as laid down in the policy was not very practical in that 

it .assumed that its members would be extremely spirirual 
• 

persons, very different from the somewhay unscrupulous merchant 

burgess of the day ,and at the same time took no account of 

the existing social and economic conditions which woUld. :rem& r 

nugatory such an illdefined theory of equality. No account was 

taken of the organization of the craft sys.tem of discipline. 



No uniformity being provided for ,the system laid itself 

open to be abused by those who aad most local influence. 

The principle of yearly election was from the beginning 

almost a form,for the same ruling families were re

appointed over and over again. The Second Book of 

Discipline tacitly recognized this which was in fact a 

form of corruption. The Church gradually adopted the 

theory of Government ~ the people rather than ~ the 

people.Had the Kirk been less rigorous in its demands 

for jurisdiction the necessity of the magistrate might 

have been dispensed with,but as it was the power of the 

Kirk as inquisitor and police of morals and manners 

was too great for the Municipal autocrats such as the 

Menzies of Aberdeen,the Learmonths and Russells of 

St .Andrews, the Tweedies of Peebles, to almow to get into 

any other hands than their own •. 

The method of election prevalent in 

Edunburgh and arranged probably at the instigation of 

Knox was that which the church recommended as a gener~ 

order,just as the method of electi~n of magistracy of 

the Capital was the model for the other municipalitr~)· 

This method was not by any means universal but it was 

formally ratified as the anoroved method in the Assemtly 
(2) "~ 

(1) Mrs.Pagan.p.??,Act of C.E.B.i552. 

(2)B.U.K.p.568 see Knox.II.p. 151 



of 1582. The leaders of the "secret reformed church 11 

in Edinburgh were when the new religion was formally 

established naturally chosen to the office of elders 

and deacons.This according to Knox they patiently sust: 

:ained for a year and more,after which time they asked 

to be relieved so that they might attend upon their own 

affairs.No stipend by the Policy was attached to either 

office "because their travell continues but for a year 

and also because they are not so occupied With the 

affairs of the Kirk but that re.a~onablythey may attend 

upon their domes:bicall business. ~'1.'.Bill.er:::eldership of Edinburgh 

obviously found it too onerous as a perpetual duty,but 

the development showed that later Sessions were only too 

ready to perpetuate themselves. It was thereupon agreed 

that they the retirin~ session should nominate "such 

personages as they in conscience thoght most apte and 

abill to serve in that char~e". But they had to nominate 

double the number requisite "to the end that the whole 

congregationn might have there fre vote in there electioun". 

Thus the retiring Kirk Session nominated 24 for elders and 

32 for deacons from whom 12 elders and }6 deacons were 

to be chosen.The congregation upon the publication of 

these names was entitled to submit any other names baey 

pleased" so that no man without the Ch:urch shuld complain 

that he was spoiled of his Li bertie in Election". On the 

following Sunday voting by the whole communicants took 



place and on the followin~ Thursday in Session the 

vote was counted"where the maniest votes without Respect 

of persone hathe the first place in the Elderschip 

and so proceeding, ....••. so that if a poor man excede 

the rich man in votes he precedeth him in place and is called 

the first second and third Eldar even as the votes answ~ 

The deacons were selected in the same manner. Now this 

system seems fairly democratic in characyer provided 

always that the main body of commUnicants who correspond 

to the vague "Bur~h Community" use their privilege of 

increasing the list of nominees. Otherwise a ring of 

24 elders and 32 deacons could perpetuate themselves 

on alternate years for some considerable period. 

Appeal in fact to the community vote in point of fact 

almost entirely lapsed though in Elgin there were traces 

of appeals to the 11 haill body of the inhabitants • 11 

.' ·: ) ' ' 

The Second Bool{ of Discipline altered several 

important details. It is insisted that Eldership is a 

spititual office and that elders having been once called 

thereto and havin~ the requisite gifts cannot leave it 

again just as the minister was forbidden to leave his 

function save to become a Doctor of Divinity~Albeit sic 

an number of eldars may be chosen in certane congregations 

that ane nart of them may reliefe anuther for a reasonable 
" 

space" Deacons or distributors as they were sometimes 



::!10 

called were rigorously excluded from the Session which 

like all chuBch courts was henceforth to consist only 

of the "Governors" of the Church. They were no longer to 

assist in judgment, but were restricted to collection and 

distribution of alms and. ecclesiastical ~oods ,at the 

bidding"of the Presbyteries and Eldarships of the quhilks 

the deacons are not 11 
•( f'~us was the electorate in the 

Burghs considerably reduced for the diaconate which had 

increased in numbers and was more pliable or less ri6id than 

the eldership might have helped the Assembly to a more 

democratic form of constitution than it ever obtained. 

If a strong lay element of craftsmen had appeared in the 

General Assembly as a counterpoise to the merchant class 

in Parliament and Convention its hold upon the "commouns" 

wpuld have been an indication of its democratic t,endencies. 

As far as representation of the commons of Burr~hs went 

the General Assembly was by no means the People's Parliament 11
• 

The"people" or "congregation" to landwq,rd meant for the 

Kirk the Lairds and Barons,in the Burghs as a rule they 

stood for the merchant .g,nd free burgesses. Of the rank and 

file they expected obedience but considered them "the baser 

sort" who might be legislated for but who could not be 

permitted to conduct that legislation for themselves. 

With the theory of perpetual eldership 

they were approaching in theory what was alre:=tdy in practice 

Eldership was in the hands of a few ruling families who 
(1) Book of Discipline. Cap.Vi!I. See.Miss Mac,gregor.p.123 



"relieved" each other as they pleased. The principal 

of free election has gone but the form of annual (l L 

election survived.In point of fact the Second Book 

of Discipline made pr<.1ctica.lly no difference to 

a system which had almost from the beginning been 

a close corporation varyin13 tn relationto the freedom 

or otherwise of the parallel Civil Institution. Now 

the democrati·c "tail'' was cut off the parallel was 

more definite. Numbers as before remained unfixed 

but were stated to be proportional to the bounds 

and necessitie of the People. 

With this constitution the Kirk 

remained content.They(the Kirk Sessions) rather resented 

the institution of the Presbytery which dero~ated 

considerably from their authority.In 1587 June they 

had to be warned by the Assembly that they must be 

subject to their Presbyteries 11 .St .Andrews was one of 

those which was unwilling to submit to the rulings 

of the new institution. In the confirmation of the 

Policy in the Golcten ,Act of t592 it was stated that 

Particular Kirks if they were lawfully rules by suff: 

:icient ministers and session, had power and jurisdiction 

in their own congregations in ecclesiastical affairs. 

It was in the question of its jurisdiction and its 

confusion with that of the Civil Municipal Powers that 

the church was best open to attack. 
f1) Miss ~ .. racc;re~or compares the systen tothat of Geneva 

where elders could not la:v down officw wi t;1 out cons t 
but g,n annug,l enquiry hela -,s to retention:p. 122 en 



The difficulties occasioned by the vagJ,.leness of the cons.tit: 

:ution and the individualities evolved by eahh organization 

for itself are reflected in the diverse opinions in the 
., 

answers to James Questions of 1596-97 .The Synod of Fife thought 

the minister must moderate in the Kirlt Session, but another 
(eh ~cLL-v~} 

view was that he" ought to be elected annually. The Synod 

thought that it was not enrirely right for the minister to 

appoint his session without consent of the congregation,but 

their suggestion implies that the godly minister will know 

what is best for the people who will therefore obey and give 

consent thereto. The other view was that the session should 

be elected neither by the Minister alone nor by the congre~tion 

which would only 11 introduce confusion" but by the ministers 

and others of the Presbytery. The synod considered that the 

elders and deacons were elected for life relieving each other --
according to the Book of Discipline,the other view insisted 

on annual election as the only way of preventing corruption 

The considered opinion of Fife excluded definitely and finally 

the deacons from attendance on the Presbytery e2:cept in cases 

concerning the patrimony but the other more liberal view 

held that they as well as elders and pastors should have vote. 

The Si,nod of Fife held the dangerous doctrine of the vote 

of the best in session which was commonly not the majority, 
of LhtP I'YJ uJt r r tP 1 .... 

and exalted the personality. The other insisted upon the more 

logical majority rule. In the act of the general Assembly it 

was laid down in 1597 that henceforth sesaions were to be 

elected by their own congregations .The King did not approve 



of the tendency to exalt the influence and sanctity of 

the minister.He was prepared to support democratic forms r 

rather than permit the minister to rule the choice of 

elders and deacona. 

During the lon~ interval of 20 years the 

Kirk Sessions continued their function under Episcopacy, 

but not many registers are extant whereby we might trace 

the development of the representative principle without 

the control of the General Assembly.In 1638 the ministers 

were prohibited from exercising a veto in Kirk Session 

business, and for the better supervision of eccentricities 
( , ) 

of constitution they were ordered to produce their registers 

once per year before the Presbytery. But there was no return 
(2) 

to free election.In 1642 a statutory chan~e took place in 

the constitution although in fact it was simply a confirmat: 

:ion of the system which had been in existence for many 

years. It was enacted that henceforth the old Kirk Session 

should elect its successor both in Burgh and Landward. 
~3) 

thus the Session was broyght into line with the Town Council 

by a conscious modelling of the method of election there. 

This meant that the power might become as in fact it had in 

many towns already become concentrated in the hands of a 

a few ruling families who would divide all authority cl vil 

and ecclesiastical among themselves. In the event of a vaeanfy 

El death or other wise the Kirk Session had power to eo-opt 

(1) Peter kin. p. 37 (2 >l~3~ ·Ku~~~9 ( 3 > t gi~·Ku~:~st. 



any person they pleased .Popular election was thus a 

dead letter. This Kind of Co-option had in the beginning 

been in the hands of the Town Councils who had chosen 

in the case of Lanark in Jan. 1 566-67 those who were t-o 

fill the vacant places on the eldership,and not unnaturally 

they chose some of their own number 
f1) 

Edinburgh similarly 

after t.he devastations of the Plague filled up the vamn cies 

in Kirk Session and Town Council alike by means of the 

remainder of the Town Council 
(2) 

Eldership on the Session had several 

advantages which the ruling burgesses were unwilling to 

"let slip". Not the least of these was the Kirk Jurisdiction 

which if it was to be in any way effective must have t.lB 

sanction and co-operation of the Municipal authorites. 

In the majority of Burghs this cowopenation 

was provided for by the presence of Bailies in the Session. 

Both Books of Discipline had insisted upon the Civil 

Magistrat~"holding hand" to discipline and punishe them 

civillie that will nocht obey the censures. of the Kirk." 

Without confounding alwayes the an Jurisdiction with tle 

ut her" (SEE the Office of a Christian Magis')rate Chapter X 

Second Book of Discipline). In the early records instances 

of applications for the civil penalty were very frequent, 

(1) Lanark.Records.Burgh.Rec.Society.p.34. The list of the 
f Council P"i ven p. 42 shows that there was a common personnel 
\2) Edinburgh Courtt!:i.l rtec~rds.p.443 15th December 1585 
('~~~-ota.., ~ ..... r.~~ r~ 
Tcrun. ~ u./ t,_ 16 I~ ~ .dt ~ ~ol J..4u rftc-!/'~ ~ 
~-.~~~_(CVtt t-> /-lb"c/-1) 



Thus the Edinburgh I.i-:1gistrates authority was called in to 

insist that all booth doors remain closed during a fast •. 

Usurj being one of the Points of jurisdiction upon which 

the Kirk might cognosce there were several applications to 

the magistrates to execute the law against them, but these 

crimes were in the first place delated to the Kirk.( 
1) 

These formal applications to the Eouncil were often made 

by those who were joint members of both(e.g.Adam Fullerton 

and John Adamson went March 19 1575 to ask the Council's 

co-operation in the expulsion of vagabonds) and two bailies 

conferred with the rest of the Council on t'b..e point of 

marriage without consent of parent.s. 

Similarly the Council appealed to 

the session,and the result was a plan of co-operation 

in which the Elders of the different quant~rs of the Town 

assiste~and were assisted by~the Bailie of that quarter, 

in the majority of affairs affecting thewhole discipline 

of the Burgh. This system was particularly valuab~e in the 

collection of moneys b~ voluntary contributions for both 

town and kirk · ur oses 
(1)e.~.Oct.22nd 574 · dr.K.S.Recs Uaitland Mise.!. 

Wivhout going into the immense problem of jurisdiction 
Which would form a theses in 1 tself it is enough to give 
a definition of the Jurisdiction agreed on in 1586.C.IV.p.4~ 
i.e. to consist of discipline doctrine sacraments 
correction of manners by excommunication and censures. 
Some offences properly pertain to the Kirki.e Heresy, 
apostacy witchcraft, Idolatry, Immorality, blasphemy, per jury 
usury,abuse of sacraments,breach of Sabbath. Others that the 
Kirk may only punish .by censure and not cognosce upon were 
slaughter,Disobedience to parents child murder, "notwithstand 
ing that the ci vill magistrate have remitted the penal tie of 
the law. 



Thus Henry Nesbit one of the elders also a member of 

the council reported that "the couneall send for the 

haill deaconis of the craftis of the Birgh and proponit 

unto thame the ordour to be tane With the pu'tre. 11 .Every 

man was to give a weekly contribution. They ordered the 

bailie of every quarter to go with the assistance of 

ministers elders and deacons of every quarter to enquire 

of every inhabitant what they will give. 
(1) 

This eo-operation in quarters was common to 

most burghs.St.Andrews had the same system for enforcing 

attendance at church and it was particularly well 
(2) 

developed in El3in. 

In Perth the elders names given on July 1st 1577 

show the presence of three Andersons a family which was 

a power on the Council and supplied several members to 

the Convention of Royal Burghs,Oliver Peebles,Patrick 

Inglis and William Fleming all of them powerful burgesses 

-a small eldership. They were however more dictatorial 
(3) 

in their demands. They "ordained 11 the Bailie to poind 

certain persons for flyting and fixed the sum at half a 

mark,but not long afterwards they fined on their own 
~4) - {5) ' 

initiative. (imprisonment and fine of 6/8 for slander) 

but in cases of slaughter they were careful to escape 

(1)0ct.27 and Nov.18 1574.Edr.K.S.recs. 
(2) ST.A.K.S. Register.I.p.394 
(3) Spalding. 1vUscellany. I I. p. 23 1 
(4) Aug.4th. 1578 
(5! March 25 1579 



snares of criminal jurisdiction by obvious reference to 

the Bailies. The Kirk Session autocratically demabded 
( , ) 

the cleansin~ of the Cross that the door might be locked 

upon Kirk prisoners. Statutesrepressin~ May Day superstitions 
(2) 

were made by Kirk Session with the consent of the magistrates 

present. ( 3) 

The authority of these Bailies whose relation with 

the session was so close, was as sacrosanct as that of the 

Elders, if they were not always elders themselves. It was 

in the Kirk session that bhe assailant of Henry Adamson 

bailie and elder was sentenced,but it was certainly done 

in the name of the other bailies. Sometimes however they 
(4) 

repudiated jurisdiction alto~ether on a question of perjtry 

and theft. (5) 

Perth too had the system of co-operation in the 

quarters for tracldnr_s down Sabbath bneakers in accordance 

with the act of 1579. But when the magistrates were lax 
(6) 

in obeying or refused to carry out the Kirk demands,the 

Kirk was ready with its weapon of excommunication. The 

first instance occ'J.rs in 1585 August when the Kirk party 
(7) 

was on the point of comin~ to its own again, and it was. 

probably a di vi si on in the bur·.shal politics which occasioned 

the threat.But the threat was to remain in force a ainst 
n( )AUG.? 1579 Pert_h !CS .Records 

3)May.2nd 1580,.,vuly 3rd 1581 
(6) Dec.22nd 158? 

' t(· . 



their successors in case they did not their duty. C c..ri~e..r cfJ ~-A tS"f,~ 

This threat had the desired effe«t.(cf.Elgin also June 

t 1591) But in other circumstances they were ready to ·fine 
# H 

slander of the special and civil magistrates of the burgh. 

In insisting that all merchants and craftsmen should keen 
-" 

the weekly preaching day the Session made an act which 

they entrusted to three leading citizens who were members 
" 

of the Council to have ratified by the Council that the P.~Ct 

might have civil strength 11 • 

(1) 
As a general hypothesis it seems that 

the Kirk Session informed the Town Council throu~h their 

joint membership of grievances which were more readily brotight 

to their notice than before the Burgh Court .There is 

evidence that the Kirk Session was sometimes looked upon 

a·s havin~ powers as wide as those of the Town Council • 

For this there was some excuse for the joint personnel 

undoubtedly increased. Sometimes they even made enact.ments 

in which both sections were mentioned~It was concluded by 

the Kirk Session and so many of the Town Council as were 

present". 
(2) 

In Elgin the Kirk Session seems to have been 

small but containing the civil magistrates conducted 

affairs in a very competent way. M~rh 1586-81 shows a 

m rerm~b~e~r~s~h~i~n~o~f~o~nr.l~y~7~e~l~d~e~r~s~~~~~~fZ~--b~ut~t~h~e~~o~v~o~~(3) 
1 March 22nd 587Perth 2 May 5 20 ibid. 
3 This pprovost got special permission t? satisfy privately 

for immorality for the sake of the respect due to hls::r 
civil function.~lgin Records New Spalding Club.II.p.4 
He reapired a window in the church in return for the 
favour. 



and an ex Provost at least of the Council were included. 

and in the election tbr 1587-88 the same people were 

reappointed with the addition of 7 thus completing the 

list of 14 of whom only two were deacons. Elgin Kirk 

Session ruled as autocratically as the Town ~ouncil, 

and in referring to themselves they almost always 

speak of "the Bailies and Elders". It would appear from 
(1) 

examination of the records that in Elgin the minister 
lt 11 

was of the greatest power while the Bailies and Elders 

represented the municipal rulers who were the driving 

force both in civil and ecclesiastical affair·s. For 

purposes of stenting?this element in the Kirk Session 

was very useful Sometimes even the body was referr~ 
(2) 

to as "the ministers elders and Counsall". In the matter 

of the poor law the Kirk Session had a kind of power of 

supervision over the Council and justices who by the 

act of 1579 had been given the e«ecution,and had the 

Council been inimical to the session it must have vie¥red 

with some concern the frequent summons directed by the 

Kirk Session throu~h its"Officiar" to the"haill honest 

men" to attend for execution of their plans. 
(3) 

11)1590 Apri1.3C.E1gin Recs.!I.p.l3"ordained to remove 
the Sunday market; and 1591 May 26 

(2) ibid.p.23.The examtn.g.tion before comnP.mion at which a.]l 

feuds vrere surmosed to be reconciled 
(3) Feb.4th 1596-§7 mass meeting against the beggars. 



Similarly when the Kirk of El~in required repair it was 

1 ~ • 
the :tcders who:- laid: the taxation in Burgh and Landward 

and fixed it at the rate of 16/ the"pleuch".(p.46) If 

the majority of the Council hac_ not been present would they 

have permitted this" stent 11 within their bounds without 

their permission havin~ been required. Tbe magist~~tes 

voluntarily invested the rest of the session with their 

powers in per ambulating their quarters for delinquents. 
( 1 ) 

A system of police control was enforced by the session 

whereby they enjoined every inhabitant to report the 

presence of any strana;er in their house to the Bailie of 

the quarter. From -ecember 1595 in fact/in governmental 
( 2) 

affairs the Kirk Session had virtually taken the place of 

the incompetent or disaffected Council, and a special 

commission was grantecl by the Kinp; to "the Minister~' 

Elders Provost and Bailies" as his justices in place of 

the civil authority "to quhom the execution of our act is 

of Parliament proper lie perteins" since the latter had been 

remiss. This means that the Session is the watchdo~ over 

the magistrate anc!_ has displaced the council as the chief 
~~ 

municiQal n The minister was the real power ( 3) nT 11 And that they r!lay rnair francl{lie exec~u"""lt,..-:..:t~hr--a-=-i-r-c-a""~"1'""1ingrs-
the bailies present committis to thame power to execut 
thertntil as- thai have the occasioun I~:ray. 30 1597 

( 2 h~ay 2 7 15 97 • 
(3) They received s~ec ial power to" amerciate and poind "p. 54 



The joint syste~ of police w&s very effective. Four 

elders two bailie.s ana four officers searched every quarter 

and lifted penalties on the spot. The elcters had a special 

purse for collectint; the fines for swearing. The List of 
Nov.24.1598 

the Kirk Session shovrs the town d.i vid.ed into quarters eoo h 

~overned by a bailie and three elders. The bailies who 

were lax in removin'3: suspect persons were fined 20/. The 

Kirk's suggestions for the ~overnment of the Town were 

not repud.iated. "The elrlers think meet that by advice of 

the bailies and Town Council a list be kept of all out: 

:goers from from the ~g,tes and the time of their return" (~.85) 

and it was they who decided in the first instance that 

the date of the wapinschaw May 18 1604 should be chamged. 

Wnly the presence of the provost and bailies was necessapy 

to allow the Session to exert almost the whole power of the 

Council.p.133 with the consent of the Provost and Bailies 

they depri vea a man of his f'redome and li bertie of the town 

for resetting anr-excommunicate and imposed in addition a 

fine of B1o. The Bur<:;h Court could'·have done no more. 

An entry on July 2nd 1613 p.134 seems to indicate that 

in the popular mind there was confusion between Session 

and Council. 



Thus in Elgin the situation would seem to be that 

the Provost and Bailies in combination with the Kirk 

Session as a rule formed the most important group of 

citizens who by annual elections perpetuated themselves 

and their families. The electorate therefore for the 

General Assembly would be the small grpup of elders 

who seldom numbered more than 16 and the equally small 

group of the Town Council both of which had a common 

personnel i.e.the magistrates.The practice would be to 

appoint a member of this joint personnel preferably a 

magistrate, thus sparing expense and commissioning a 

man con~ersant with both church and municipal business. 

In Stirling at a very early date the 

Town Council (Jan. 1561 )dealt with a case of slander 

against the "magistrates and elders",as if their authority 

was bound up together. Like Perth and Elgin the Session 

of the Town summoned the merchants under the Dean of 

Guild and the crafts under their deacons to take trial 

of their feuds before communion. In times of difference 

of policy between the ministry and the crafts or merchants~ 

any interference of the kind would tend to be resented 

by the crafts who claimed to settle all such disputes 

amongst themselves.(Au~.21.1607) Joint action was 
( 1 ) 

fairly common.Several writs ran in the name of the 

11 counsall and sessioun". e. g. Juhe 7th 1631. 

( 1) Jlai tland Uiscellany. I.~.~ .Records. 1597-1649 



The system was well reco~nized that m~gistrates were 

usually elected members of the Kirk Session for the 

purpose of discipline.~aillie strenuously denied that any 

Church 3udicatory had the least right to"f'ine any creature 

so much as one groat':ann_ although the acts of Parliament 

provide for "pecuniary mulcts" and corporal punishment 

the power of execution of these was p*t by Parliament 

into the hands of the inferior magistartes. "Ordinarily 

some of these civill persons are rulin~ elders and sit with 

the elderships so when the eldership have cognosced upon the 

scandall alone o~ criminal persons and have used their 

sp1r1tuall censuresonly to bring the party to repentamce 

some of the ruling elders by virtue or their civil office 

or commissioun will impose a mulct or send to prison or stoCE 

or banish out of the bounds of some little circuit." But the 
( 1 ) 

money and profits of such justice in almdst every case 

went into the Kirk funds. There was in the minds of the 

common people very little difference and often in local 

records we find. that the session for~ot the difference am 

definitely imposed its penal ties under the formula "the 

session fines". Me Crie in his life of Knox Vol.I.p.235 

states as an almost invariable rule that some elders were 

chosen from the magistracy for this purpose. 

( 1) Quoted by Edgar in his "Old Church Life 
-Church discipline p.305 

in Scotland " 



In the landw~rd parishes the hereditary baron or his 

bailie fulfilled the office of execution,but he was almost 

always an elder as well. Where yhere was no competent 

magistrate the Sheriff h~d the nower to appoint Session 

Bailies" but it was provided that they must be elders alsQ 
( 1) ' 

It was therefore a deliberate confusion of a spiritual 

and a civil duty. Had it not been for its jurisdiction 

which demanded this civil backing the Kirk Session mieP t 

have been left in a position free and untrammelled as 

to its election to the General Assembly and so have 

been able to send representatives other than those who 

were simply members of the Council appointed in most 

cases at the Council's discretion. The Town Council s~uld 

rightly have been quite extraneous to t.he electorate of 

an Ecclesiastical Convention. ~t became a special f'eatu re 

of the General Assembly's policy in later years to ins.ist 

either upon the session bailie or the ll.fagistrates being 

uponthe eldership The later session bailie was elected 
(2) 

in the session and received a commission from the Sheriff. 

but the civil authority in the J!VII!th century deprecated 

the continuance of the session bailie and the office lapsed 
( 1)Edgar. p. 307 1645 

(2) G.A.1648 recommends the act of Parlia~ent for having 
magistrates '.1~n~1eab.b congregation 
Synod of _Ijr'<and Glasgow passed similar ordinance 1700 
(Edgar.p.308) 



The Records ~f St.Andrews Kirk Session 1559-1600 

form an admirable study of the Kirk Session in full 

working order,but in some respects it was not altogether 

normal. In the first place the presence of a University 

ma&e the circumstances of election unusual. St.Andrews 

also was one of the few sessions which still retained 

to the end of the century the custom o!t appointing "the 

delegate to the assembly in i~ meeting.In most other 

towns the Council was the body who did so with or without 

the attendance of the session according to their constitution 

The method of election deliberately laid down was one which . 
t 

aimed at including ~n the personnel of the ecclesiastical body 

a proportion of the two ruling i'orces in the Burgh. 

Thus in October Ist 1S6t it was agreed in the court of tre 

Superintendent of Fife (really the session of St .Andrews un'ler 

a. different mame ) and in the presence of the Provost Bailies 

and Council,the Rector and chief members of the University 

that henceforth the day of election of the session should 

be the second Friday after the election of the town council, 

presumably with the intention of including among the members 

the newly elected ma~istrates. The Rector gave in with advice 

of his council a list of six names two members from each 

college,to the Provost • The latter with the advice of tre 

Town Council drew up a list of "sufficient persons" and h9. nded 

both lists to the minister who was instructed to publish 

these names on the following Sunday. On the day of election 



the Town Council and community of free burgesses and the 

Rector and members of the University including the regents 

made the formal choice .::.n the Tolbooth. Except in open cases 
- j I 

~e-ep£c.M 
of unsuitability the nominations would be automatically~ The 

idea would seem to be equality for both Town ancl Gown. Tre 

result shows the election of 13 elders three of whom were 

Provosts of the colle3es , and_ 8 deacons. Previou.aly apparently 

the University had not been represented (lists for 1559 and 

1560) In 1562 there were four university men Six citizens 

and two bailies, and ei ~ht deacons undefined as to status. 

Dav~d Spens who alons vri th Pont had represented the ToV'm in 

the 1560 Assembly had only the status of a Deacon when he 

did so.These names for some time remain constant with variat: 

:ions in designation as first one member and then the other 

attains the dignity of 11agistracy .The 1\fottos the Welwoods 

the Lawmonths the Coks and the Geddys apparently hold the 

chief place in Council as they do in Session. Deacons were 

just as important in session as the elders.After ten yearn 

the names are almost identic~l,six from the University and 

six from the town(pl342)anc1 Oct.1571 (.p. ?50) and t572 a decidEd 

proportion of" landward" repres eritati ves three in the elders hip 

l'l.nd three in the diaconate have been added. The oath which 

they ~ave on that occasion shows the comprehensive nature 

of the .constitution ano_ duties of the session ( 1) to remove 

and Withstand all idolatry blasphemy and disorder. (2) to repo:rt 



with impartiality all the misdeme~nours of the parishiGers 

to the minister or reader. ( 3) to swear secrecy until the 

final decree, and to di vuln;e no more thab is contained in 

that decree.(4) to execute all ordin~nces of the session 

and the General Assembly. (5) to permit none save elders 

anrl deacons to vote with the exception of the "teachers 11 

within the congre.;:;atlon. Does that imply that every master 

in the university could vote if he so desired whether an 

elder or not! The proportion of the University representatives 

seems to become reduced normally to three, a Provost or Re~ent 
/' 

from every College..,:some who were at one t~me members of the 

university becomin~ prominent members of the Town Council) 

!~r. William Cok B9.ilie represented. the l:ovm almost contim1Qusly 

on the General Assemoly.He was the Burgh representative 

just as often to the Parliament or Convention of Royal.~urghs 

Almost every corrnnissioner sent to civil or eccles.iastical 

convention was a member of the inner ring of merchant burgesse(\ 

who ruled town and session alike.e.g.Alex.Sibbald repres: 

:entad the town in the Convention of Estates September 1571 

he was a member of the session on thelist of October of that 

year. Thomas Wallace represented the Burgh in Assembly July 
in 

1569, and the Convention of Estates Nov. 1572, Thomas Welwod 

a permanent member of the Session was the civil delegate 

to the Parlia~ent of 1578 at Stirlin~.In the absence of the 

Town Council Records such similarities are the only statistics 

we can draw upon .. ~ typical list is Rutherford, Provost of 



St.Salvators,Wilkie Principal of St.Leonards,John Robertson 

Regent in the New Colleg;e, Thomas Balf our, John Martin 

and William Cok,Bailies ,George Brown John Motte James 

Robertson Martin Geddy ,John Bo¥111, Charles Gmthrie 

and two landward elders. Deacons were usually about 8 in 
~ 

number aaa three or four landward ones. The Provost of 

St .Andrews who was almost alvmys a Learmonth was not 

mentioned during this period. The Learmonth morality 

occupied the session frequently. 

The lists of council continue to 

show the repetition of family names,and the kirk session 

nominating their successors sirn)ly perpetuated themselves, 

Seldom was theEe ariyone to object to the choice although 

a day was f'ormq,lly appointed 11 to all maner of personis 

haivein~ voit within this citee" to do so. 

The effect of the Black Acts is 

illustrated in the proceedings of the Session. Archbishop 

Adamsoryappeared in the session and declared that by 

these acts it was no part of the King's desire to prohibit 

the conventions of elders and deacons 11 bot onlie to 

inb.ibeit the new erectit Prisbittries".The Session got 

from him a formal warrant to carry on their sessions(Jnne) 

but not long after the question was raised whether it 

would be bet~er to remit the offenders to the Bishop for 

punishment. It was carried by a majority that the old 



method of discipline should be adhered to. { 19th August) 

The election of 1584-es returned g,s usual three Professors 

and the usual quota of nine citizens who by this time can 

be traced by their desi~nations to have been magistrates 

at one time or another. In 1586 all four bailies were 

me~bers but this may be explained by the fact that the 

Plague had visited St.Andrews and in the unsettled state 

of the city the Session was reinforced by the whole magistracy. 

The lists fr·'Jm 1586 to 1590-91 show an annual recurrence af. 

the same people in sessi8n.They were in theory now to be 

elected for life accoro.ino; to the Second :eook odl Discipline 

although they might relieve each other. These in St.Andrews 

kept themselves in office permanently,and if a few n~ues are 

absent one year it may be presumed that they are relieving 

each other to the extent of dividing their activities between 

Council and Session.(see lists II.pp.574,6n?~624,650,694, 

In January 1591 a new method was <tdO:pted. It was agreed by 

advice of the Provost and Town Council that there should be 

three of the University i.e Wilkie,Martin,and Robertson, three 

from the landward parish,q.e Duddin~ston of Kincappill, 

Rams ay of Langraw, Wood of Stravi thie, appointed to meet with 

the the T~wn Council to elect elders and deacons.The result 

Wq_s a slight change in personnel and the inclusion of Andre w 

Mel ville. The "day of obj ection1~ was by this time a pure 

formality. The local revolution of 1593 materially affected 



the personnel of the session,which illustrates how closely 

the two bodies were related. November 24th 1593 was 

a.ppointen_ for the election, 11 bot becaus the contentioun 

is pr2sentlie in Edinburgh for the magistrace nocht yit 

decidit the sessioun continues the electioun to this day 

aucht dayis quhill the magistra· ,3s be present with the 

sessioun. The quarrel was at the instance of the old 

Provost and Bailies represented by Learmonth of Dairsw 

Michael Balfour Alex.Winchester John Forrett of Fingask 

who claimed the right of the Old CouYlcil to elect the 

New and complained against the rascal multitude who hm 

appointed their own leaders. The new leaders were iVilliam 

Murray David Auchmowtie W'illiam Moffat and John Smith, 

and the Court decision approved the new election. 

Accordin~ly in the election of elders and deacons which 

took place as soon as the decisioh was Known,it was 

agreed g,s a compromise that "the ane h3.lf removit sall 

chuis the other half thairof quhilkis ar also chosen end 

dividit as followis. Elders 6 of the University, 

22 town elders ,11 landward,Deacons 12 town and 8 landward. 

This includes the new magistnntes the Dean og Guild trn 

Town Treasurer and several of the deacons are promoted 

to the ranl-r of elc'ter. We should lil{e to thinl{ that the 

diaconate in the Session held a proportion of the crafts 

or their deacons but in the absence of data nothing is Q) -
r/J~-ZLH~ 
!-v(V) w-1~ ~; ~ 



tu 
f-be inferred. (By the next year the exiled ma~istrates have 

found their way back to the session). 

The new magistrates council q,nd session divide the town 

into two parts and apportion districts to the various 

elders and bailies. 

A still different system obtained in 1595. The cit• was 
(1) 

now definitely in two districts one ruled over by Black, 

the other by Wallace,but the elders were elected jointly 

and their district apportioned l·:1.ter. On 15th October the 

Session met and no ob.i ecti ons having been ~i ven in by 

"parteis h8.ifand interes", proceened to election. 

Andrew MelYille ::tnd -'-L.he ot)::1er members of the University 
. 

on the elders hip were removed and the rest voted upon 

them 3.8 to their retention or otherwise. When this was 

done they returned to their pl~ces and joined in the 

voting upon the others who were sent out in grpups of 

4 and 5. The n~mes of those retained vrere then announcEd 

and "the session thereafter by vote electeo. elders and 

deacons to the vacant places. There were 15 elders in 

the South Parish and 13 in the North and 8 and 9 deacons 

respectively. Have these 28 elders any relation to the 
report of the 

numbers of the '!'own Council vrhich in the sett of 1708 w 

were st.'J.ted to be 29 persons (the magistrrt.tes Dean of Guild 

Treasurer 14 '91i ld_ brethren, the Deacon Convener and 7 

craft deacons"? 
--- (2) 

(1) K.S.Fegister.p.801 
(2) This is ? .. n interestin~ point but it is -sufficient to 

show that in St.Andrews the Session if not identical 
with t~e co~1ncil '3.t le2st hq!J a lar13;e joint personnel 



The 1uties of the Ses~ion recapitulated in October 1595 

show that the deacon had not lost his status in St.Andrews 

as the rulings of the Book od! Discipline had implied. 

He still co-oper.ates vri th the elder in taking trial od! 

faults and his activities are by no ~eans limited to 

looking after the funds of the Kirk.(pp804-Q05) 

And to set the system in full worl{ins order the acts, 

!'-mg,id of auld be q.dvise of the Provest bA.ilymis counsall 

ministry q,nd sessioun" were formally published. 
( , ) 

There was a ~eneral tio;hteninr,; of the tvro ,jurisdictions 

so that decisions made in the burgh court might be notified 

to the Kirk Session in cg,se of "sklanaer" ( p.S 14) but there 

is evidence of the sulit in the Session between the Rwsell 
( 1) These acts are -intereetingas shmvins hov• local acts 

auppletnented. the Acts of Parliament. 
(a)Absence from church to incur penalties of act of 

Parlig,_rnent. Absence from the weekc1ay sermon-fine 6/8 
tothe uoor box (local act) 

(b) a similar enactment for Booth doors being open 
on Sundq,v and week dg,y sermon 

(c) Kee''in~~ of Yule ( A.P.S.) 
(a..) Bla~uhemy drunkenness slander etc fined first 

offence 1o/ second, 16/ third banished..These fines 
seemed to bave been shared between Town and K:ir l'c 
for O'ener'1~1 uublic works. 

(e) Dese~rg,tion of the Kirk yard 8/ Masters responsi'l:ie 
for their 11 familie". 

(f) On every sermon dqy two elders one n_e·=won and 
'' ane officiar at command of ane bail ye" to per am: 

:bul3.te the streets 
( p;) Fine of 6d on those w~o d.icl not attend burials 

in their quarter etc. 



fq,ction and :p!lrty headed by Murray vrho were more in sympathy 

with the ministerial clg,ims. In 1596 Leq,rmonth of Dairsie wa5 

again Provost but he w.qs also a power in the shire s.nd if 

he did not represent the bur~h in Assembly as often as 

inferior magistrates it was because he was beins returned 

as a. lay commissioner from the Presbytery. 

In t59~ the session simply continued them: 

:selves in office "tlthou~h they appointed A. formal day for 

hearing the ob,jections of"all parties haifand interes 11
• 

Whether it was owing to the effects of the local revolution 

the Kirk Session during the period 1593 ~ 1596 shows in the 

Deaconry a representative number of craft,smen who were mainly 

responsible during this period of municipal history in most 

Scottish bura;hs for these riots in favour of a more popular 

government.The deacon of the hammermen was included in the 

diaconate of 1597-4 under that designation and wrights baxters 

and chirur~e9.ons are also mentioned. But the list of the 

deacons of the South pariah for 1595-96 is rather remarkable. 

There are mentioned 15 names of which two were baxters, one 

a wricht,one a cooper,one a cutler,one a maltman,one a litster 
!Thlo.~ 

1\ and two were mariners(i) Thus the crafts were well represented 

on the diaconate. If the cleacons were cut off by their 

function from attendance upon the General Assembly,the crafts 

would thus also be excluded but nevertheless they would be 

able to exercise some king of control over the church finances 



But with the interference of the King in the affairs 

of the University B.no_ the consequent exclusion of masters 

from attendance on church courts this craft element seems 

to disappear ala o (only a m'3.l tman app~ars by designation 

in t597-92·(a.)and the list shows 26 elders and , 1 deacons 

with the Learmonth faction in ~he ruling positions. 

A Learmonth sat as Provost,with his four bailies,Dean of 

Quild, and Treasurer, while the conunissar of St .AndreV'S v:ho 

haa been a member since 1S94 was placed in order of prmoriw 

after the Provost himself. Past bailies like Cok,Russell 

Muffet Carstairs Bo.1fov:r in spite of tb.eir troul::.les with 

the Kirk in the I)e.st were still prominent oembers in its 

co~1rts,and cont:i.nuea to be so until the enc1 of tb.e century .. 

T~e Kirk Sest:ion in 0t .Andrews therefore was in many ways 

simply another func)ion of the Town Council or perhaps of 

its merchant members only. The crafts when mentioned at all 

appear only in the deaconate which by constitution was 

debarred from attendance on the Assembly. Whether they were 

disqualiried from voting also it appears was left at the 

discretion of the individual Sessions. Commissioners sent 

by the session were always of these few ruling families 

nearly always a magistrate, both to Synod and to Assembly. 

Mutual acts of support between the Session: and Council 

were in most cases enactments of the same group for enforci8S: 

their authority in their two spheres. The session under the 

influence of lVfel ville expelled from its membership t.n 1593 

(t) /Jc.u- ~ cf.n> ~ ~ lP CLI a...fn 6 f~_. 
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those who had already been expelled from the membership 

of the Town Council. The New Council accordingly practically 

corresponded to the New Session. Learmonth complained that 

the majority of the Session who were prepared to sit as his 

judges had already borne arms against him in the civil disnute 
{1) 

and the session so composed attacked equally their opponents 

by their civil and ecclesiastical power ( p. 771 ) The ousted 

party complained that they were debarred from pu!'suing their 

righteous civil action against the Council by the fear of 

the sentence of excommunication which might be pronounced 

by the session which was practivally the same in personnel. 
( 2) 

They were however brought to admit the injustice of th.eir 

accusation. Thus in its relation to the Town Council the 

Kirk Session of St .Andre'l'tS varied its personnel as the Council 

varie9.. If most towns elected their representatives throuen 

their Civil Council St .Andre,•.rs was no real exception to the 

rule for the session was to all intents and purposes, 'th:l 

Town Council. If the mA.j ori ty of other co~mcils made little 

pretence of calling in the co-operation of their sessions 

as by act their were supposed to clo, the session of St .Andrews 

made no pretence of inviting the co-operation of their 

Council. There was no necess:)_ty for the two were practically 

identical. 

That this must have been 'fairly common is 

( t) ST .Andre'rrs Kirk Session Register. p. 766 

m( (2)Because they had broken their oath of obedience to the 
new council by pursuing an action against them before the 
lords of session,the K.S.convicteo_ them of perjury,Watson 
one of the old Council, st=tid it was a threat ,~,f em:commun1 ('.,qt.i""' 



is fairly well authenticated from jhe fact that the same 

sort of thing persisted in Montrose a hu~dred years later 

The rulin~ families the Betties the Tailyeours the Rennolds 

the Geardins ruled the Session as they did the,16ouneil 

throughout the Civil War the Restoration period and through 

the Revolution until a similar local Revolution deprived 

them of power in both bodies alike. It was then found that 

they had been using not only the Common Good for their o~~ 

advantage but thq,t the funds of the session vrere in so 

depleted a state that it was several years before the new 

Session could disentangle the various debts and deficiencies; 

and the blanks in the register can be traced ~o these men 

who destroyed the evidences of the tacks at purely nomin~ 

rates which they set to each other. The crafts in Montrose 

but for a period during the rule of Cromwell never made 

their power felt and thus their restraining power in the 

management of the public purse was a negligible quantity. 

The list as late as 1687 was composed of the existing mag: 

:istnates the past magistrates and two members of the Com cil 

and the Town Clerk, but of the 48 deacons only 9 were craftsmen 

This group exchanged among themselves the Municipal Offices 

and Ecclesiastical fmnctions for many years7 even after trn 

return of the General Assembly until ejected in1696. The 
) 

Town Council once more was simply another name for the Kirk 

Session for the large diaconate had no influence either ih 

the representative system or in the control of funds 



our conclusion as to the electorate in the Burghs must 

be that it was lar~ely the same as that which returned the 

representation to Parliament or Convention of Burghs. 

The merchant class held the field here as in civil affairs 

although the degree would vary according to the individual 

position of the crafts and commoll\S in ~he local burghal 11 sett 11
• 

One thing is clear that the Kirk Organization was so intElt" : 

: connected with the ·council that its composition varied as 

the Council's. The idea of a representative Church ~ody drawn 

from all classes and exercising a strong influence towards 

democratic ideals on the principle of the equality of all the 

godly is not borne out by the facts. The kirk in fact did not 

on the whole encourage ''the inclusion of the nbaser sort 11 in 

itscouncils, Just as for them the "congregation" in the land: 

:~ard parishes meant for them the lairds who could compel 

their feudal dependents to d.o the Kirk's bidding. 

The representatives of Burghs therefore in the 

General Assembly were no more representative of the"commons 11 

than the 'Jembers of Parliament or Convention. What might have 

been the result hac~ the Kirk definitely allied itself with 

the crafts whose claims were the claims of a democratic party 

we can only speculate. 



The Kirk and the Crafts 

If the Kirk ~ad been the thoroughly democratic 
institution that its champions have claimed it to be there . , 
ought to have been "Ni thin its constitution a ulace for the 
poor ~ommons who were without influence in the Civil Govern: 
:ment.The landless in the country dis~rtetssalike in Civil 
and ecclesiastical government had little voiee.In the 
landward parishes the poor tenants and labourers while they 
m~ght be the subject of beneficent legislation had little 
influence in Kirk Session where their Lords predominatEd 
and none in the elections of the shires where the 40/ freehad 
restricted the electorate to a comparatively small number. 
The commons in the Burghs who corresponded to the 11 working 
classes" of today were the craftsmen whose local struggles 
for representation on the Town Councils had met with varying 
success.In some towns such as MonDrose they had up till the 
XVIIth Century nvver been able to gain farther representation 
than the statutory two laid down in 1552, although the" sett" 
of eac}J Burgh varied accor-ding to the strength and wealth of 
the crafts.Now since it has been shown that Town Council 
and Session were in many cases almost identical,the influence 
of the crafts in Kirl{ Government would vary according to 
their position in the civil government.In the large diaconate 
of the Kirk Session there was opportunity for popular 
representation but by the second book of discipline the 
diaconate was excluded from attendance at Assembly Synal and 
Presbytery. The deacon who was the lowest order in the 
hierarchy of Kirk Government just as the craftsman was the 
lowest order of citizen,was thus disfranchised. 

Relation betweem Kirk and Craft ought to have 
been fairly close.In the pre-Reformation Church the crafts 
had been an imDortant fqctor.Church Pageants according to 
the general view had been the origin of the craft organization 
and in Aberdeen the first burgess fee took the form of a . 
donation to the Church in the form of wax candles.In a differ. 
:ent sense many years later the· Kirk Session of Perth ordain: 
: ed every r:leacon of craft to put a 2d candle in his pew for 
lighting the Kirk(Perth Recs.Dec.5th 1593) 

Since the pageants,fasts,May Day plays and festiv: 
:als had been an integral part of craft organization it is 
not surnrisinl3 to find that the Reformers had the greatest 
difficuity in overcoming the conservatism of the Trades 
in their attem:Jts to put down all such idolatry. The Mag istJt>a'te:~ 
in the n~jority of cases almost always burgesses of Guild 
regarded these convocations of crafts with suspicion,and the 
Kirk effrlrts to suppress Saints Days accordingly coincided 
With the MagistEates to suppress popular agitations towards 
a more representative municipal government. 



All this there~ore tended towg,rds an identity of the 
interests of Kirk ession :1nd Town Council.Not only the 
rabble prerttices but the leading burgesses of trade adhered 
obstinately to th!hir old "Po~~ish customs".On May 18th 1565 
in Aberdeen an instance of the joint campaign occurs when 
in the Burgh C~1:1tt 5 leading craftsmen (who may have been 
deacons of craft) were orderec1 to appear in Churbh making 
public penitence for going in procession composed entirely 
of cr:1fts, haaded by a minstrel, uprm the May Day prececling. 
At the same time 1t was decreed that they should lose their 
freedom and all exer c~~ se. of their er aft, and the opportunity 
was seized to enact that for seven years after,no craftsman 
should be admitted to freedom who was not a freeman's son. 
As late as 1588 it was complained that in Dumf'ries superst. itbus 
days were kept by order of the Craft Deacons(B.U.K.p.716) 
while the registers of Perth contain innumerable instances 
of 'the beeach of Sabbath ordinances not 'bfl individ.ualt memvers 
of the craft but by wholesale disobedience with the warrant 
of the deacon. (Perth April 1588 the whole corporation of the 
flashers was rebuked for breach of the Sabbath) 

The Reformation shook the whole system of crafts 
in every country v:b.ere Prot8ctantism penetrated.In Scotland 
the effects were not so far reaching as they were in England 
where the whole of the ]roperty of the crafts devoted to 
religious purposes was appropriated by the Crown.In ScotJ.and 
the chief offenders in this respect were the Magistnates and 
Council who adopted the new tenets as much for pecuniary gain 
as for religious motives.The Aberdeem crafts pursued for their 
plate and rich hangings altar cloths etc,before the Privy 
Co 'ncil against the few f-:_milies who for three or four 
generations had elected themselves magistaates from father to 
son. The numerous mxamples of\ disorganization in the bur~ s 
in the decade after the Reformation to be found in the cases 
broursht before the Privy Co:Jncil indicate the urirest among the 
crafts,their diffivulty in reconciling the new vaunted theories 
of d.emocrs,cy vri t h the subversive enactments of the Council-
Kirk Sessions(P.C.R.II.p.582 Cupar Oct.1567) When the 
connnittee of Council for the sti ;)ends of ministers in burghs 
allocabed to the Burghs 'the annuellis of alterages chapellaner~ 

11,) d an obittis" Vlere the crg,fts consulted who more than others had 
supported altars~and their chaplains for each particular trade. 

The obvious compromise was to have the deacons of 
crafts as members of the Kirk Session, where their authority over 
their constituents would be used to obtain obedience for Kirk 
decrees Which the Bailies might find more difficult to secure. 
There is evidence as we have· seen of the appearance of these 
craftsmen in Session esuecig,lly in the case of St.Andrews but 
in most burghs the narrow ring of Merchant Councillors who 
Were also members of the Session compelled their relegation to 
the comparatively unimportant position of the diaconate where 
in most cases they hdd no oppo-etuni ty of doing anything save to 
execute Kirk decrees and_ to act as a kind of police force over 
(J~j_ craft~, 

'·<' .. C.R.I~.p.496 Jan.1f'l 15tl6-67 



Whether they were members of the Session or not the deacons 
were used by the Kirk to enforce its authority.Inhibition 
was made to the "decanis o:' the cordinars vobstars telzers 
and baxters to remoif all superstitition and occasiounthe:- of 
in the keeping of ony holy day or ony wther festuall quhilk 
wes usit of auld tyme befor bot to keep only the !abet day •• 
in preiching and prayeris" ( 1) When Yule was kept'in spite of 
this the Sess:1.on exDecten_ the Deacons of Crafts to runish the 
offenders(2)0n.this- occasion the deacons were cited. not only 
before the Kirk but before the Council and purged themselves 
of any instigation or concurrence in the (Usobedience of the 
Trades(3) In Perth Mar·ch 22nd 1587 the Kirk Session ordained 
each deacon of craft to convene his brethren while the Dean of 
Guild convened the Merchants to insist upon both crafts and 
merchants atten~'Un~ the weekday sermon.In cases of oisobro.ience 
the Der-m a.n·~ the De2cons were to collect the fines for tm poor. 
Whwther this implied the Poor supported by the Kirk or the 
Poor of the individual crafts is not clear. In Stirling 
(August 21. 1607)the deacons of crafts were appointed by the 
Session to conveve their crafts for the purpose of reconciling 
all feuds. Whether the Session could ha.ve taken up this attitude 
if the deacons had not been ardent supporters of Kirk local 
policy is not clear,for only a few years later we find the 
crafts through their deacons resolutely refusing to pay the 
8 bolls of meal which they had been accusto'Tied to pay towards 
the ministers stinend.(Stirling Recs.p.141)December 1615) 

But althou~h conservative the cr<=tfts were not 
inimical to the new church which in theory had begun well 
with its svhemea for the betterment of the poor labourer. 
In many towns t hel{ vol u.ntari ly obliged themselves to attend 
the weekday sermon under fixed penalties(Aberdeen 2/ for a 

(a)burgess and 12d for a craftsman)but the lower ranks of the 
crafts p-e.t-etsted in reganding sermon day as a holiday until 
through the instrumentality of the Kirk Monday became the 
statu:bory pastyme day( 1598) 

The younger members of the crafts were responsib~ 
for a great deal of the lawle-ssness dlfi the burghs.A particularly 

15) notorious riot which had led to the murder of one prentice 
and. the execution of another, induced joint action on the part 
of Session and Council in the belief that these things happened 
owin'.; to the over great l!bberty of servants and prentices and 
the waning authority of their masters.The result was a summons 
to all master cr"J.ftsmen to appear before the Uagistrates and 
Session with their servants ano dependants. The servants were 
sharply rebUked and charged to attend church with th~ir masters 
under f~ne of ?/4 and "nunishrnent according to the laws of the 
realm and the dis~inlin~ of the Kirk" for any other disorders r rebellion against their masters.This they swore to observe 

(lAberdeen Recs.(Kirk Session.p-:-fb) 16th Feb.1574 · 
(2)10th Jan.1576 ibid.p.21 · (3)Aberdeen Council recs.p.25 
(4)Bayne.Incorryorated Trades.p.68. 16th April 1599. 
(5)K.S.Recs.of~ Aberdeen.p.36 et seq.25th August 1604 



while their masters were sole!'mly admonished to delate any 
insubordination or fault to the Session. By what right did 
the Kirk Session thus interfere in the o.iscipline of the 
crafts and the jurisdiction of the deaeons.It is exnlieable 
if the deacons of the crafts were themselves members· of the 
Session,otherwise it is difficult to see why they did not 
make protest against any outside body interfering in matters 
concerning the relationship between master and man which was 
one of the functions of the dec::,con of craft in which the 
dispute occurred. 

As in the Popish times each cr~ft had its own altar 
a.nd. chaplain whom its supported, so in the Post Reformation 
Church each craft had its own loft .Each Deacon Court gr.:tdu:t lly 
fOllowed up the acts of Town Council by acts compelling the 
attendance q,t church of all members of the F.:irk unc.er fine. 
Row vrere matters arranged v:hen Kirk Sess!bon might exact a fine 
(In s ·~ite of the myth that no ecclesi::oLstic!i.l cou:tt could 
~o so fining by Session was a well recognized practice for 
the Town Council sometimes exacted its own fine apart from 
that which in theory tt ~mposed for the benefit of the Kiik 
and except in fixed cases the Kirk fine wasrseldom imposed· 
through the civil arm),when Town Co~ncil had similar penalties 
and. when the internai organization of the craft demanded a 
third unlaw for the benefit of the poor of the craft. The 
Session was apparentJ;y sure of its ground for in 1602Nov.a3th 
it directly forbade baxters to hs..}{e u='on the S,<J.bbath under 
the"pain of an unlaw to be exacti t without favor". There was 
no mention of the intervention of the deacon of the baxters 
who ought to have been consulted if the fine.was to be imposed 
by him. (Kirk Session Abercleen p .24 .A similar situation arose· 
with the baxters of the Canongate in the Eo.inburgh Presbyte ry) 

The Deacon Jurisdiction anc:t- tbat of the Session were 
curiously confused but instances of conflict were rare.In t634 
the Deacon Court of the :eaxters of Aberdeen ordered the "' 
compulsory attendance of all the craft at Sabbath sermon m der 
penalty of 6/. Servants or prentices found r:·laying on the links 
were fined 4/ the l'rocee0.s being given to the poor of t.he 
cr~ft.Others playing at pastimes on the Sabbath were to be 
fined 6/8 and to be corporally punished "or otherwise reporti t. 

(n to the Session that they may tak ordour therewith as appe:rt enis'! 
Was therefore the Session a kind of court of appeal? How was 
this consistent with the fact that the deacon court was supreme 
in all cases over its members save for 11 bluin. ancl Blae". Under 
What circumstances nio. the deacon wBive h:ls right? The que3 tion 
woulc1 solve itself if the deacon were himself a member of the 

'2' 
T1'' 
·•lrk Session. 

The H'-'mmerrnen of Aberc"\een ~:.2.0 sin2ilar statutes mm y 
or them identical with those of the Session.Slander bitter: 
l._speaking nichtwalking,drinking in taverns after 1op.m. ~rL_ 

~ 1)~ayne.fJbi~4er VII. The B!'l_ker Tr2"n.e. 
,2hbi<'Lp.243 , 



offences equally censurR.ble by Kirk Session and Craft Court. 
previous to the Refornation all such fines went to the support 
of the craft altar in the parish Kirk.Did the Reformed Kirk 
expect that it woulo. benefit in the same way.The Wrights a.nd 
Coouers of Aberdeen sent visitors of the craft through the 
town to see that the acts for Sabbath observance were kept 
repotting disobedients to the Deacon Convener and Craft Deacon 
who was instructed to take order with them "by and attour twhat 
censure the Kirk Session shall put upon them". The Craft could 
fine to the extent of 3/4 which was also the sum fixed by the 
Session.Coulo. both exact their nenalties'?.There is a sugge!Btion 
thatsome craftsment had been ctesertins the deacon court hoping 
to obt~in better terms from the Kirk Session for thewrights 
decreed: that ·no "master servant or apprentice should. gang before 
judge spiritual or tempor'J.l with no v.rrong nor injurie except 
blood and blae whatever, before the deacon and masters of the 
craft",~nder penRJ.ty of fine :::.t the cnaft 1 s ·a.iscretion. 

For working at their craft on Sundays the shoe-ma.r ers 
confiscated the shoes which were :narle, ano the master of the 
household was accountable to the deacon court for the fines 
which he exacted from his servants for Sabbath breaking 
and. non attendance at Kirk.These nenalties he was entitled to 
deduct from their wages.This agaih was"by ana attour" what the 
Kirk imposed:(~e p.277 ) (-...,;AN 

According as the craft was great or humble so the 
voluntary fines its imposed were variable just as the Kirk had 
graduated fines for "quality". The waavers of Aberdeen fined 
non 9-ttendance by the large unlaw of 30/4 and v:ere very c::r eful 
to see their rules of Drecedence observeO.: in Church.l3reach of 
these rules was,;heavily fined and the money went to the common 
fund of their own craft and for the support of decayed craf' tsmen 

· Glasgow had settled its problems by 1600 when it wa.s 
arranged that on the deacons of the crafts giving information 
of any remissness in Kirk attendance of their members,half the 
fine was to go to the craft and half to the Kirk.(1) but this 
rule was by no means universal. . 

If the Dean of ~uild,the Town Council and the Deaoons 
of crafts had exercised to the full their jurisdictions,little 
would have been left for the Session to do .As it was there was 
considerable overlapping of jurisdiction. The craft was apr.a rentl;!r 
more ready to consider the cases of the poorer members than the 
Session Which in many burghs was simply another name for the 

,
2

)Town Council and as the diaconate in many sessions was exdl uded 
1 from exercising discipline the "democratic tail" of the 

diaconate may have had difficulty in protecting the rights of 
poor craftsmen. In Perth a poor dyer warded for slandering the 
Dean of Guild and the minister said that"the minister had no 
~ t Y for · a poor man" ( 0 et • 3 • 1 6 04 ) 



Bayne st.<1tes that a~Wrcrs·t:~.~~ all offences including the 
usual immoralities w~th which the Session dealt were 
within the jurisdiction of the Deacon of Craft.Net only 
was he cognizant of offences as a craftsman but in matters 
of geberal citizenship,drunkenness,breach of the peace 
a.ssault •.• with the two exceptions blood and debt..eJEeep;leEil. 
Fines were seldom necessary_, for the threat of :bossc·bfr]f 
trading privilege and freedom was ~yfficient to bring tbe 
offender to submissiom.If all the fines .for punishable 
off~nces had been exacted the revenues of the Kirk for 
its own poor would have suffered for ~b.e craft fine would 
almost certainly have been :Jaid before the claims of the 
Kirk were considered. As it~ was the crafts during the 
XVIItb. century tried to break down the--monopoly which had 
been erected by the arra~gement bet~een Council and Session 
for tbe use of the mortcloth for wh~ch a standard charge 
was made the proceeds going to the support of the poor. 
The de~cons of c~afts insisted that the charges wwre far 
too great for the poorer cr4ftsmen and stated that in future 
they were to use $.':~_mortel--a.th which should be hired out 
to members ·or their Ov\'n CY":lft at much smaller fees. 
Subsequently a compromise was arranged and the fees_were 

(1)reduced(1649) Much-later in Montrose the Guildry was the 
offender having procured a new mortvloth "by Which they 
Will break that branch of the poors revenue so that our fun~ 
will not be able to pay the Pension Roll"(2) ' 

Although at the beginning of the Reformation •ra 
the conservatism of the crafts had been a source mf disturb: 
:ance to the Kirk their ultimate allegiance was fairly 
well assured although in the Capital their attitude to the 
policy of the Kirk was very uncert'3.in.H'3.ving least -to lose 
they weremost easily influenced by pulpit eloquence but on 
occasion their loya~ urged them to demonstrations against 
the ministerial prstensions.e.g.When the ministers tried 
to change the }'l'onday market the conservatism of the crafts 
bro 1-r,ht about a riot, and in the affair of 1596 the crafts 
rallied to the King. (3) 

The Kirk had an opportunity which it neglected of 
making a strong ~)g,rty among the commons but it preferred the 
~llegiance of the burgess of guild and the laird rather 
than the "unlerni t sort ''whose criticisms it would not tolerate. 
Cromwell seized the chance which the Kirk might have used. 
~y Widening the electorate for the Council he gave expression 
to a better democracy than the Kirk had ever proposed. 
Fo:e General Assembly and Conventi:)n of Burghs had combined 
to doncentrate power in the Guild Burgess group at the expense 
of the political and religious influence of the poor cr:7" t 
craftsman to the expression of whose views on Kirk and 
Siate the Church Courts were barred in the same proportwn 
a.a Council Parl irunent or Convention. 

(1)Bayne.p.70 (2)Montrose MS.Kirk Session Recs.Aug.25 1715 • 
. {3> ~~ ~ ~(u,/ U., •• ~ 1 .c6J..J ~ 
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PAR'r II. 

PARALLELS BErWEEN ASSEMBLY AND PARLIAMENT. 

I. Coincidence of Meeting. 

II. committeee ~a)Bills and Questions. 

(b)The Privy Conference. 

III. Voting. 



PARLIAMENT AND ASSEMBLY 

The Relation of their Dates of Meeting, 

and the question of summoning Extraordinary Assemblies 

From the beginning the Kirk seems to ha~ 

assumed that it had the power to summon its own meetin~ 

at its own discretion,and the custom was that in its 

final session the General Assembly appointed the date 

to which its next convocation should be warned. 

Some arrangement of which no absolute 

record exists but probably made abouLthe year 1560 

empowered Knox to summon Assemblies pro re nata or 

to alter the date of meeting at will. In the Assembly 

of 25 December 1563 Knox asked ratification and definition 

of this enactment and various Lairds Superintendents 

and ministers testified. to the authenticity of his c 

commission"to advertise the brethren to conveine at 

what tyme any member of the Kirk sould chance to be 

troubli t and that. for councell to be had". ( 1) 

Once more in June 1565 (2) the Assembly 

appointed Knox to receive answers to Articles presented 

to the Queen ,to inform the Superintendents of the 

decisions arrived av' and "to advertise the fai thfull of 

things necessar that sall happin betwixt this and the 

next General Assemblie" Knox in fact held all the 

( 1 ) B • U • K • p. 38 
(2)B.U.K.p.64 



powers later granted_ to the Pres.bytery of Edinburgh 

and the various eommissions of Assembly. 

After the death of Knox it was found that 

these powers could not be suffered to lapse especially 

in view of the fact that the Kirk must keep in touch 

with Parliament's activities,particularly when alteration 

of the Kirk Polity came under review.Therefore in the 

last session of the 1574 (August) Assembly the.duty was 

dele~ated to three persons,all in Lothian i.e.Spottiswoode 

the Superintendent of Lothian,James Lowson,Minister of 

Edinburgh,and David Lindsay,Minister of Leith. 

"Forsameikle as it is necessar,in case of the Assembly 

of the Estates of the Realme or Parliament,that the 

Kirk be resolved in such things as they have to propone 

to the same which necessarly requires a certain space 

of before:Therefore the brethren hes thoght good in case 

of any Parliament to be haldin or any uther weghtie 

cause requyreand necessarlie the presence o• the body of 

this haill Assemblie,That the Superintendent of Louthiane 

Mr James Lowson Minister of Edinbur~h,Mr David Lindesay 

Minister of Leith,make lau~ull premonitioun and advert: 

:1sement to thair brether to be presen~ upon sick c 

competent space befor as they '>Ball think needf'ull ; 

quhilk Conventioun of before salbe recountit for ane 

Assembly" ( :e. U.K. p. 313 ~ 



Similarly in March 1575 whem the General Assembly was 

in great hope of a Parliament which should take decisive 

steps in the establishing of the New Polity (for consid: 

:eration of which the Convention·of Estates then sitting 

had appointed a committee (1) powers were given to the 

Ministers of Leith and Edinburgh to give advertisement 

to Bishops,Superintendents and Commissioners of 

Provinces eight days before the Parliament met so that 

they in turn might warn the rest of the brethren to be 

present.(In point of fact there is no record of Parliamant 

till 1578) For ordinary meetings the advertisement or 

reminder of the last moderator seems to have been all 

th3.t was necessary • It is only for these particular 

meetings in relation to Parliament that special 

organization seems to have been ~eqtii:s'i~-e. 

(1) A.P.S.IIIp.89 

(2) B.U.K.p.330 ·nForsamikle as there is expectation had 
of a Parliament to be shortly whereunto sundry things 
are to be proponed be the Kirk which of before would 
be ripely resolved be common judgement and opinion of 
the whole brethren. It is th~ught meitt and expedient 
be uniform resolution of the haill brethren th~t the 
minlsters of Edinburgh and Leith give warning and 
advertisement to the Bishops Superintendents and C 
Commissioners of Countreyis aught dayis before the 
Parliament to the effect that they may warne the rest 
of thtr brethren to be present,to consult and put inm 
deliberation sick things as salbe thought aftir good 
advyse to be proponit to Parliament. Which Convention 
salbe oomptit for ane Assemblie." 



Once more in April 1576 while they 

were still busily preparing the Polity ,and in expectation 

of a Parliament which might sanction it, they fixed a 

provisional date,October 24th,for their next meeting • 

But this was only to be adhered to if no Parliament were 

summoned.If however the Estates did intervene,the ministers 

of Edinburgh were to intimate the date thereof to the 

Bishops Superintendents and Visitors of Provinces, "that 

the Kirk may be conveinit foure dayis befor the said 

Parliament,and that the Barrones and gentlemen be exhortit 

to be present with the Commissioners appo1nt1t in the 

Provincial Assemblies" It seems to have become normal 
(1) 

that there should be an extraordinary Assembly a few days 

before any Parliament that might "hold 11 , and since the ministry 

of the Capital were fiT·st acquainted with an; decrees of 

the Court on this score it was naturally inferred that 

they should give due warning to the rest of the Church. 
(2) 

(1)B.U.K.p.J63 

(2)B.U.K.p.411 

Representation from Presbytery has not yet 
become fixed. 

"The Conventioun nixt appointit at Eden: 
:burgh the 7 Julij (1578) in case the 
Parliament already proclaimit bald ford: 
: wart·:·;utherwayes in case that the same 
bald any uther tyme betwixt and the 24 
day of October nixt to come that the 
br&ther conveene in the place quhar i~ s& 
be haldin for the tyme 4 dayes befor the 
same". 



The Parliament did actually hold in July 1578,yet 

rumours of "al terations 11 and news of a Convention 

of Estates on June 18th induced the leaders of the 

Kirk to summon the General Assembly to Stirling on 

1 tth June The Church convention however was so 
(1) 

sparsely attended that little business was done,and 

the rarity of the meeting was ascribed to the too 

hasty summons incident upon the sudden change of plans 
•-

of the Ci v11Authori ty. 11 In respect of the rari tie of tm 

Assembly,because the indiction therof at the last assembly 

depended upon the tyme of holding the Parliament which 

was prorogued and transferred,and the tyme was so short 

that the whole countrie could not be advert&sed." 

Therefore,though those who did come voted themselves a 

genuine assembly of the Church,after hearing reports 

they dissolved,appointing their next meeting at the 

accustomed time in October (24th) but with the proviso 

that should there be "ane Parliament betwixt and the 

said day the Assemblie to be quher the Parliament beis 

twa dayis beTor the same". 
(2) 

( 1) 
P.C.R.iii.705 

Parliament had been proclaimed for 10th July and.the 
G.A.accordingly chose 7th July as its date(preceding note) 
On 2nd June it was decided to hold a Convention at 
Stirling on 12th June for the formal res•oration of 
Morton. The Kirk therefore had only a week to summon 
its members to the new rendezvous 

(2) B.U.K.p.417 



Once Presbyteries had been eo3tablished , the Assembly 

appointed its own ordinary meeting leaving the su..mmoning 

of extraord1navy conventi~ns in the hands of the Edinbargh 

Eldership and the Ministers of the King's Household. 
(1) 

In 1582 the Assembly of October transferred the full 

power to the Presbytery of Edinburgh to summon conventions 

"upon some necessar occasion of sooner meeting." 
(2) 

The Assembly took its first step away 

from this independent attitude,when in its anxiety tm 

placate the King after the return of the Lords , in 1586 

it requtated th~t permission might be had to hold 

assemblies once a year," and to understand quhat tyme his 

Majestie thinks meitt for holding the nixt convention". 
(3) 

The extraordinary Assembly of February 

1587-88 under the shadow of the Armada,was almost certainly 

summoned at the instance of the Presbytery of Edinburgh 

in collaboration with the Moderator of the previous 

Assembly (Andrew Melville) but with the permission of 

King James. 
(4) 

(1)B.U.K.p.584 

(2) ibid.p. 606 

(3) ibid. p.649 

(4)ibid.p.703 For discussion of the problem of th~s 
Assembly apd of the nconvention of the Wacriff 
see~ ~o. 



Once again in 1591 there was alteration 

not of date of meet in~ but in the place, and though the change 

was made at the demand of the King, it was the Presbytery of 

Edinburgh which had the ultimate responsibility. On the 8th 

of June the Presbytery registered its decision to comply 

with the King's request. "Anent the commissioun gevin at 'the 

last Generall Assemblie of the Kirk to the Presb1trie of 

Edr. to advertels the brether of all the Presbytrles of this 

realme to keep the Generall Assemblie quhen thai suld think 

good incais ony weightie occasioun Interveni t, notwi thstandirg 

the Assembl1e was appoint! t. to be haldin at. Aberdeen The 

brether efter gude advysement hes concludit that missives 

be direct throw all the parts of this realme ordaining thame 

to convene at Ed.r. the day of the Assemble appointi t for 

sick wechtie caussis as salbe lettin thame understand at 

metin~" Some of the members when they did meet on July 2nd 
(1) 

1591 doubted the validity of an assembly summoned after 

this manner but as they were in a minority their scruples 

were referred to the consideration of the Moderator's 

Assessors. 
(2) 

This Assembly of t591 decreed that 

the next convention of the Kirk should be at Aberdeen 17th 

August 1592, "but in cace ane Parliament interveine;in the 

( 1 )MSS Recorda Edinbll.r~h Presbytery, under date 8th June 1591 

(2) B.U .K. P·'779 



quhilk case the brethren being advertised therof' be the 

Presbytrie of Edinburgh sall hold thair Assemblie quher 

the Parliament salbe for the tyme and conveine two dayes 

before the same". The idea therefore persists that 
(1) 

whenever a Parliament meets,then also must an ordinary 

or extraordinary convention of the Church be held. The 

Capital Presbytery took its task so seriously that there 

must have been,in the unsettled state of Scotland at that 

time several false alarms. Thus in the Edinburgh Records 

on 21 September 1591 a curious entry was made. "According 

heirunto (i.e its Commission fromthe last Assembly) in 

respect thair is a parliament proclamit to be haldin at 

Edr. the xx day of November nixt,the preabitre hes ordanit 

letters to be direct to all the partis of this realme for 

conveining of ane assembl• of the Kirk at Edr. the xviii 

day of November nixt. 11 But of this Parliament nothing 
(2) 

is recorded,and as no further mention is made of any 

Assembly on that date it is to be inferred that these 

arrangements had to be cancelled. 

Once again on 4th April the 

Presbytery had information of a Convention or Parliament 

appointed to meet on the xxth of the month, and sent for 

otnftrmat1on on the point to the King, but according to 

((1) B.U.K.p.786 
2) Edin. liS Pres. Recs. 21 Sept. 1591 



to Moysie the King purposely rode out in pursuit of 
(1) 

Bothwell to avoid this "Conventioun before the Parliament" 

so that it never really held any sessions at all and 

the Kirk's share in proceedin~s if it had any,waserendered 

nu~atory. It was however eventually decided by King 

and Privy Council that both Convention and Parliament 
' 

should hold their meetings, the Convention on 24th May 

and the Parliament five or six days later. fhe Presbytery 
(2) . 

was somewhat beWildered by these constant alterations,but 

au last on May 9th they resolved to ask the King to 

confirm the rumours a.s to the approaching Parliament. 

Theysent Duncanson and Lyndsa.y " to enquire the day of 

the parliament that incais it had the brether out of all 

partis may be vrittin for to convene in a generall 

aasemblie conforme to the co~mission granted be the last 

~en er all assemblie to the Presbytrie". These delegates 
(3) 

returned with the Royal assurance that the Parliament 

was fixed for May 24th,and accordingly w1th all possible 

diligence the Presbytery sent forth warnings to all 

the other 11 Eldershipsn to assemble in Edinburgh on the 

22nd of the month. And accordingly on 22nd May the 

( 1 )Moysie 1\~emoirs p.93 

(2) ibid. p. 94 

(3) Edin. Pres.MSS. under date May 9th 1592 



the momentous Assembly did hold its sittings which 

did not conclude until the Kirk representatives were 

satisfied that the Parliament had done what was 

expected of it. The Golden Act of Presbytery, passed by 
! 

this Convention of Est~tes,while it definitely gave 

statutory recognition to the Discipline , yet deprived 
f... 

the Kirk in some measure of its right to summon its 

own Assemblies. It enacted. that if the King or his 

Commissioner was present the ri~ht of fixing date and 

place of the next Convention of the Kirk lay with the 

Crown,and only in the case of the absence of both was 

the Church empowered to s~~mon its own succeeding 

Assembly. The King was not long in putting this into 

practice,and it is clear that hewts determined that 

whatever arrangements this last General Assembly had 

made before the publication of the Golden Act,he and re 

alone sha.iJll have the fin.'3.1 decisiot;l .• In the Act of 

Council on the point 15th June 1592 he fixed the date 

and place(though both are left blank in the record) 

and the Assembly of the Kirk was hencerorth to be 

intimated not through the medium of letters from the 
! 

Presbytery of Edinburgh but by open publication at the 

market crosses of the heaa burghs.{1) 

( 1)P.C.R. IV .p. 759 



The curious Convention of the ministry 

in November 1592 at a time when the Kirk had certainly 

some information of a Papist plot, is remarkable both for 

the attitude it took up towards civil affairs and the 

measures it inaugurated f'or national defence, and for its 

constitutional importance. The problem arises Who summoned 

this meeting and who composed the personnel and gave it 

authority to deal with the Civil Power on such important 

topics? As in the case of the "Convention of the Wacriff 11 • 

Andrew M'el ville was the leading figure. A suggested solution 

might be that since the Assembly was bridled by the Act of 

Parliament,a less official meeting might deal almost equally 

well with the situation, a meeting corresponding to a 

Convention of Estates as a substitute for Parliament, or 

a Particular Convention of Burr.;hs for a General Convention. 

In any case it is clear that the Presbytery of Edinburgh 

provided the leaders of the movement, who were appointed 

members of the Central Council in this time of national 

crisis. ( 1) They in fact practically violated the act of 

the recent Parliament, for hearing rumours to the effect 

that a Parliament or Convention of Estates was to meet in 

January they fixed the date of the next General Assembly 

for the 9th of that month, but with the proviso:- "and if 

the parliament be continued, that the Presbyter le of Edinburgh 

(1) James Melville's Diary p.299 et seq. 



give advertisement therof to the brethren that they make 

na waist travell". And a convention of the brethren 

accordin~ly did meet on that date, which virtually 

usurped the functions of the Convention of Estates 

which had been sumnoned for the 10th January 1593. 

But these meetin~s of November and January were ranked 

as "Conventions of the Kirk" not as General Assemblies 

and thou~h they obeyed the Golden Act to the letter they 

obviously were circumventing the spirit of it by using 

a different terminology. Thus they agreed to the King's 

demand in the Assembly of April 1593 and in the presence 

of his Commissioner fixed the date for their next 

meeting on the first Tuesday of May 1594. Their anxiety 
( 1 ) 

to co-operate with the Parliament was so great however 

that they appointed a Commission representative of 

each Presbytery to wait upon it, with the full powers 

of an actual General Assembly. 
(2) 

The latter part of 1593 saw the 

system of Conventions instead of Assemblies in full 

working order,and they usually were arranged to coincire 

With Conventions of Estates or of the Nobility. They 

were summoned on one occasion on the initiative of the 

Synod of Fife,on others probably by the Central Council 
(3) 

and ita agent,and they certainly acten in every way as 

( 1) B. U.K. p. 8 
(2) ibid. p.806 
(3) For a detailed account see Chapter 



a Generar: Assembly might have done. 

The only genuine Assembly however 

was that which met on 7th May 1594 according to the 

appointment made by Kirk and Royal Commissioner over 

a year before. In this Assembly the King once more 

reminded them of the necessity for obtaining his consent 

for any subsequent date of meeting, but the success of 

its Conventions indmced the Assembly to take up a less 

dependent attltude,and while it agreed that with the 

advice of the Royal Representatives the next meeting 

should be in Montrose in June 1595, it added a provision 

which practically reinstated it in its old untrammelled 

position. " Provydit alwayes in cace it be found expedient 

pro re nata be the Presbitrie of Edinburgh to be sooner 

upon thair advertisement the samein to be prevenit". 
(1) 

The Watchtower of the Scottish Church was therefore 

restored to its prime position:. Whatever Central Councils 

and Commissions might be appointed,it was the one 

permanent unit. which might be relied upon to give inform: 

:ation as to sudden alarms of Papist intrigues,or of 

hasty summons to Parliament or Convention of Estates. 

although the Commission of Assembly appointed at the same 

(1) B.U.K.p.842 



virtually took over most of its extraordinary powers. 
( 1 ) 

This commission was allegedly on a representative 

basis,and its function particularly to deal with the 

Parliament, but probably the leaders were simply the 

chief men of the Edinburg~ Presbytery.The presbytery was 

certainly chiefly respons~ble for the curious convention 

~n February 1595,and that meeting of the Presbyteries 

on March 11th "for consulting upon sick articles to be 

proponit to the Estates as concernis the Kirk". 
(2) 

This system of Commission was repeated 

in the Assembly of June 1595,and although the date of tre 

next meeting was apparently ~1xed by joint arrangement 

between Crown and Kirk,this did not prevent the Presbytery 

of Edinburgh from urging a special convention of the 

Kirk to deal with the question of an expected Spanish 

invasion in November of that year. It was however in the 

name of the commission of Assembly that the summons for 

the Bxtraordinary Assembly of March 1596 was sent out. 
(3) 

It is probable that since the King was anxious to have 

money and hoped that the General Assembly would help him, 

the Convention of the Kirk was called by arrangement 

between him and the Commission of Assembly. 

TO 

(2) 

(3) 

One obrtwo commissioners from every principal Presbytr:i3 
to await upon the King no less for religion than for 
Crown and country. 
There seems to be doubt as to whether this was a 
convention or merely a meeting of the Commission of 
Assembly. 
See the letter of the Commission received by the 
Haddington Presbytery. (Pres. Recs.Feb.25) 



This Assembly in fact dealt with affairs which strictly 

belonged to the province of Parliament,and instead of 

attemting .to coordinate its meetings with that body 

acted as an independent agent in or~anizing national 

defence in collaboration with Crown and Privy Council. 

Acommission of Assembly was again appointed to"see to the 

dangers of the Kirk at all occasions" but a small 
( 1 ) 

central committee of three Edinburgh ministers had the 
(2) 

duty of attending upon Court with the implied function 

of giving warning to the general body in case of necessity. 

Although the King attempted to circumvent these plans by 

summoning only those ministers whom he desired to attend 

upon the Conventions of Estates or Nobility of May and August 

of that year, Andrew Mel ville insisted upon his right to 

come,but these commissions are not extant and it is not 

possible to say how far his position was justified. 

These meetings of the Commission are extremely difficult 

to disentangle from extraordinary conventions of the 

Kirk which only needed the King's consent to turn them 

into General Assemblies, In any case it is clear that even 
\3) 

for meetings of the Commission the Presbyt.ery of Edinburgh 

with the central Committee had. the final power of arrangement. 

{t) C. V. p. 4 38 • 
(2 )Bruce, Lindsay, Balf'our. and Jam ea Nieolson when he could 

be present. 
(31see. page. 



The Convention of October 20th 1596 of Commissioners of 

the General Assembly and from diverse Synods was one of 
(1) 

several anomalous meetin~s and virtually played the part 

of an organized Opposition Party. The chief difference 

between such meetings and a General Assembly seems to lie 

in the fact that they were primarily monventions of the 

ministry only and that if Barons attended they almost 

certainly came without commission. This October Convention 

went farther than the rest,for having laid down a scheme 

of "intelligence"for inf'ormingall the professors of the 

wrongous court policy,and appointed a committee represent: 

:ative of the four principal divisions of the country, 

they authorized these in co-operation with the Edinburgh 

Presbytery, if they saw danger to increase, "to appoint " A 

General Assembly of all the Ministry With a good number of 

the best affected noblemen barons and commissioners of 

Burghs 11 • It was probably the Knowledge of this which 
(2) 

induced the king to insist that no General Assembly should 

summoned without his consent and that no act be held lawful 

unless confirmed by him or his commis~ioner on the analogy 

of Parliamentary procedure. It seems scarcely likely that 

(1) C.V.p.443; Edr.Pres.Recs. Oct.5th. 1596 

(2)C.V.p.447; Sp.III .p.10'"l'hese conventions were by a new mme 
called the council of the Kirk. 



it was the small central committee alone which was responsible 

for the supremely important negotiations With the Crown and 

Council. The main Commission of Assembly at least must have 

been recalled when matters looked dangerous and the important 

case of Black' .s declinator focus sed attention. Although they 

definitely s~ated that their commission included the present~ 

:ation of articles to King and Council the Crown expressly 

denied that any such commission had been given in the Assembly 

of March. There is no doubt that by 8th December at least 

the meeting of commissioners had become a general convention 

of the Kirk. They were even prepared to go so far as to 
( 1 ) 

summon on their own account a rormal General Assembly for 

the second Tuesday of January. Although all such kirk 
(2) 

conventions were prohibited by the Proclamation of 24th 

November,the Commissioners no doubt intended to prosecute 

their plan of making the General Assembly the Supreme Court 

of Appeal, had not the King forest·alled them by summoning 

both a Convention of Estates and a General Assembly to meet 

in Edinburgh on 5th February!It was an attempt to eo-ordinate 

the two parties in a joint Parliament-Assembly which should 

settle all controversies without prejudicing the nominal 
indepenaence of 61--:t::ti.:er. 

n~c.v.p.496. 
(2 22nd November. 



The meeting of 11Jth December was virtually a return to 

the early mass meeting form of General Assembly,a convention 

of the ltinistry reinforced by the Lords of the Opposition 

and it submitted articles in much the same manner as it 

would have done had it been an official Assembly. The disdter 

which followed upon its uneonsti tutional procedure provid.ei 

the King with an opportunity for pro hi biting this and other 

forms of church conventions,and for insisting that Edinburgh 

should no longer be the hotbed for the "seditious pra.ctiees" 

of the ministry,and that the General Assembly alone sum~oned 

at his dictation should be the only method of negotiating 

in.affairs affecting the whole Kirk. 

James proceeded with his scheme of 

a joint civil ecclesiastical meeting in spite of requests 

to delay any action until the time fixed by the last Assembly 

i.e.for April,and sent round missives to the presbyteries 

intimating the convention in Perth on the last day of 

February,while at the same time submitting the vital points 

at issue which demanr';_e de:f'ini tion, in the form of fifty five 

questions. This convention in spite of the efforts of the 

zealot minority did account itself a formal Assembly,but ln 

its relations with the civil eonvention,although it protested 

for ita liberty of private debate,it played a part very l:lke 

that of a meeting of a separate estate. (see A.P.S.iv.p.110 ) 



The King thus found that by boldly summoning Convention 

and Assembly together the Lords of the Opposition who made 

the Kirk demands a political pretext were bridled. 

~he attempt of the minority to fence an 

Assembly on the prearranged date in April was a ~ailure 

and the great majority of Presbyteries preferred the 

date arrived at by the King and Perth meeting i.e.May 10t~ 

in Dundee. The King followed out\ the precedent and summoned 
! 

a Convention o'f Estates to the same place on May 13th 
(1) 

The appointment of a new Commission of Assembly in the 

presence of the King, whose business was to consult with hful 

on all Kirk affairs was the signal for the new system 

whereby by means of these Church leaders James was able to 

control the dates of the sittings of Assembly without 

appearing too arbitrary. Thus although this Assembly fixed 

its next meeting for l{ay 1598, the commission of Assembly in 

consultation wttn the King altered it to the preceding 

March,and in its business empnasized the importance of 

the Parliament f'or settling difficulties and receiving 

complaints. This was of course all tending towards the 

inclusion of the Kirk in Parliament as the Ecclesiastical 

Estate ~ instead of permitting it to hold a rival national 

convention. The result was the resolution that it was 

(t) A.P.s. iv.p.118 



11 necessar and expedient for the weill of the Kirk that the 

min1str1~ as the thrid Estate of this realme in name of 

the Kirk have vote in Parliament". (B.U.K.p 945 ) 
(1) 

After this consummation and the gradual 

establishment of Bishops,with the concentration of all 

power in the hands of the Commission of Assembly the 

summoning of the General Assembly was almost entirely 

at the King's pleasure with nominal consent of the 

Commissioners. Under these circumstances it mattered 

little whether the Assembly met co~temporaneously with 

the Parliament or not since the only accredited repres: 

:entatives which the Parliament recognized were the 

Commission of Assembly which was completely under the 

Royal influence. 

From 1602 to 1606 opportunity was taken 

to prorogue the Assembly from time to time,and the efforts 

of tb.e 11 godly" to brekk~his control met only with disaster. 

No longer was the~~any question of the Assembly rivalling 

Parliament or the Civil Government. Finally in 1610 

the Assembly itself formally recognized that the King 

had fu~l power to summon its meetings and this dictum was 

ratified in the Parliament of 1612. Henceforth to 1618 

the method followed was that of general summons to the 

Sheriffs and messengers who warned the Bishops and these 

in turn chose the commissioners in Synods. Those noblemen 

whose attendance the King desired,received probably~ 

particular missives from Chancery in the manner of a 



Parliamentary summons. Thus the General Assembly once t~ 

Rival of Parliament had become merely a branch of the 

Civil Administration. The explanation almost certainly 

lay in the defection or the representative lay element. 



THE RISE AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE PRIVY CONFERENCE. 

1560-1618 

The General Assembly in its procedure 
used the Parliamentary system as a model in several 
perfectly definite ways.Not the least of these was the 
close analogy which existed between the Parliamentary 
Committeeknown as the Lords of the Articles,and that 
inner group in the Ecclesiastical Convention,whieh 
centred round the Moderator as his Assessors and 
eventually was incorporated into the constitution as 
the "Privy Conference". 

Both Committees concentrated in them: 
:selves the whole o~ the real power belonging to the 
institutions of which they were the kernels;with the 
Lords of the Articles the position had become quite 
formal and automatic,so that the main body of Parlianent 
only was present on the ~irst day of meeting,to elect 
their representatives on this committee,and again on 
the last day to approve their decisions-to which only 
on rare occasions was exception taken. In the ease of 
the General Assembly the process of development was 
slow but nevertheless certain,and by 1610 their powers 
had so increased that a contemporary historian could 
say, "The Assemblies at that tyme ••• were but ciphers ; 

· the Privie eonference,chosen all of disaffected men 
concluded all;in the Assembly nothing but reading and 
voycing".(1) The function of Parliament had long been 
reduced ~o the same level. 

How then did the private committee 
system,so fateful in the the development of Scottish 
Institutions(where e~erything done in committee was 
automatically accepted by whole house almost without 
discussion) come to be factor in the Ecclesiastical 
Convention which claimed for itself free and liberal 
disput.ation on all points affecting the General Good • 
The nucleus of the whole system is to be found in tre 
institution of the Moderator. 
. Except for the unofficial leadership 
Of John Knox the Assemblies previous to that of 
December 1563 had no formal Moderators. It was then ~reed 
upon"for avoyding confusion in reasoning that everie 
brother sould speak in his awin rowme".(2) 

(1)Row;Historie,Additions p.479 (Maitland Club 1842) 

(2)B. U.K. 1, p. 38 



The Lords of Privy Council who 
were present agreed with the bretnren of assembly 
in appointing John Willock,and the election of a 
Moderator was thus introduced. as the first duty 
of subsequent assemblies,without interruption. 

The earliest type of committee 
would seem to be the Committee for Bills and Questiors 

which by preparing provisional answers on difficult 
points,probably suggested and provided a model for 
the later and more comprehensive Conference. From 
very early times the ordinary business of Assembly 
seems to have been delayed by all sorts of inquiries 
relating to doctrine,jurisdietion,discipline and 
Kirk Government.The abuse was noticed in December 1564(1) 
and in June 1565 a small committee of six ministers 
was nominated to convene apart to decide such questions 
reporting their verdict to the full Assembly.The 
Moderator (Willock) did not meet with them since 
their business was only with minor points,and was 
not concerned with the fundamental order of Government 
and appeals from lower courts with which the main 
body dealt. (2) 

The same process came into operation 
in June 1566, five members again sitting apart at set 
times,and again not including the Moderator.The 
"Questions"and!'J.nswers"were registered in the :final 
session of Assembly though probably there was seldom 
any need for the main body to reverse the decisions 
of the Committee.Again in December 1566 the same 
custom was observed still excluding the Moderator, 
but with the notable addition of the Justice Clerk, 
making thu.s eight ministers and one layman. (3) 
The same kind of committee was present in June 1567 (4) 

Some idea of a system modelling 
itself upon the Lords of the Articles would seem to 
be foreshadowed in this Assembly when each shire 
appointed representatives (laymen) to meet with delega. tea 
of the ministers to confer upon the affairs of the 
Church and prepare Articles :for the consideration 
of the whole body of Nobility and Ministry present, 

(t)B.U.K.p.52 

l2)ibid. ,p.60 
3)ibid.,p.91 . 
4)ibid.,p.97 Buchanan was Moderator but was not in~uded 

in the seven members of the Committee. 



WQlcl were subsequently signed according to Estates.(1) 
Once more there is a hint of 

the analogy,in that "Convention of the Brethren" 
before the Assembly of December \567,when from every 
province were nominated certain brethren to confer am 
reason "upon sick thingsasappeirandly sould be 
necessar for setting fordward the affairs of the Kirk 
without prejudice of the General! Assembly".{2) 
In the Assembly itself a few days later we find an 
expansion of the powers of the customary Committee 

of questions.It included the Moderator,six other 
ministers and two important laymen,and its business 
included all negotiations between kirk and Parliament 
or Privy Council.{3) 

But this formed no precedent 
for in the next Qeneral Assembly the Moderator was 
not included in the small Committee for Bills which vas 
nominated in the second session,to read bills,write 
their answer according to their judgment on the back 
and report all to the Assembly.(4) 

In February. 1569,Knox,Craig 
and Row joined wtth the Moderator(Christeson) in 

"consulting upon the order of proceiding in actions to 
be treated in the Assembly"(5).The order they drew 
up was to be the permanent system in which Assembly 
business was to be dealt with.As busine.ss increased 
and arran~ement under the different categories became 
more complicated than the Moderator could manage 
alone,it must have been this littl~ committee which 
served as a precedent and prototype r·or the ultimate 
appointment of the Assessors. 

The Committee of Questions still 
persisted and numbering on an average about seven 
members continued to be elected July 1570,March 1571 
until pressure of business was relieved by referring 
many of the purely technical or local difficulties 
to the decision or the individual Synods(6) and only 
the more intricate came before the General Assembly 
thereafter, bein13 particularly brou~ht up for decision , 
by the Superintendents themselves. No questions from 
ordinary members were to be considered. 

( 1 )B.U .K.p. 106 
( 2) ibid. ' p. 1 1 1 

( 3 ) i bid • p • 113 
( 4) i bid • p • 125 
C~li bid.p157 
( Jibid.p. 

But this had particular reference to 
measures taken in conjunction with a 
similar Parliamentary Committee preparing 
business for the Estates. 

The Committees for Bills usually met in 
the early morni&g e.g.6-8a.m. 



No further Committee of Bills 
was appointed until March 1572(1) wben seven 
ministers were elected for the purpose among 
whom the Moderator was not included.After this it 
becomes a regular institution,and the questions which 
come under ita cognizance are on wide general 
heads which amplify and explain the Book of Discipline 
while their decisions made in particular cases 
become deliberate precedents.In March 1574-5(2)the 
Committee was very small,consisting only of ~our 
clerics,who were ordained to meet in"the Ile of the 
Kirk at seven hours in the morning and at one 
afternoon". In August 1575 the Committee was 
composed of six ministers,in April 1576 of ten,in 
October of that year only of four(though a much larger 
commission dealt with questions relating to the 
New Polity) (3) 

~he General Assembly of April 
1577 introduced the ~irst ~ormal expression of 
that system which came to be known as the Privy 
Conference.The Moderator whom they appointed i.e. 
Mr Alexander Arbuthnot Principal of Aberdeen, 
had not been present at the previous Assembly and 
was therefore "not forsein of the things done 
therin"(4).Accordingly at his request the Kirk 
appointed assessors to"concurre with him the 
morne at seven houres in the morning in the 
Nether Tolbuith to conferr and advyse with him upon 
sick things as salbe thoght good to be handlit in the 
Assemblie".These assessors were seven in number, 

!1)B.U.K.p.239 (2)ibid._p.Jt9 
l)ibid.pp.3J7;358;372-3 . 
4)ibid.p.J8J; Calderwood III P378; Row p.350 

NOTE : 
Petrie (p.J90) has an illuminating note on 

this original inst~tution of the Privy Conference 
which is significant in the light of its subsequent 
development.He says:-In the fi~st particulare a 11~1~~ 
thin~ was begun for a personal! use and thereafter 
was continued and turned into a common evill.Those 
who were appointed. to informe the Moderator at that 
time in the Assemblies following were chosen under the 
name of the Privy Conference:and power was given unto 
them to conferre with the Uoderator upon the purpoe s 
to be treated in the Assembly and to form the acts , 

(contd) 



and consisted of the chief leaders of the Kirk 
all of them at one time or another Moderators of 
Assembly themsel~es.(1) Their business was to prepare 
the order of busJ.ness which- the main body was to eo 
consider,and as the custom developed they could 
even decide which motions might be altogether s 
suppressed and not a.ppe.q,r at all in the agenda.(~ d.J. ~) 

Obviously the first experiment Ra....r t 373 
had been eminently successful,for in the next 
Assembly,immediately after the election of the 
Moderator,David Lindsay,it was agreed that"becaus 
of greit conrusioun heirtotoir in Assemblies 
quilk fell out be casting in of purposes unforsein 
afoir,and be the proponers therof,it was thocht melt 
dureing this Assemblie that certain brether sould 
conferre with the Moderatour upon matters to be 
intre~tit on at this conventioun viz.Mrs John Row 
Alexander Arbuthnot ,Andro Melville,William Christeson 
James towsone,Robert Pont,Andro Hay,John Duncanson, 
and the brethren to conveen with the Moderator at 
8hours in the morning ana_ half hour to two in the 
afternoon during the Assembly;and sicklyke it ~ 
thoght good that the Acts made in the Assembly 
be considertt be the said brethe1joynit to the 
Moderator and therafter red in opin Assembly.(2) 

le._ e Dun,Lowson,minister o E inburgh 
Pont St.cuthbertsT;Lindsay(Leith),Andrew Hay 
(Commissioner of Clydesaale);Craig(Aberden) 
Andrew Melville. 

{2)B.U.K.592;C.III.p.385 gives only six. 
NOTE CONTINIED 
before ttiey were read in the ·Assembly.This was like 
unto that which in the Council of Trent was called 
the Congre3ation.Within some years all matters were 
debated and concluded in the Privy Conference and the 
Body of the Assembly had little to do namelie after the 
year 1597 such men were named to be on the Privy Conference 
whofor the most part were known to favour the purpose 
intended,and one or two whom the chief leaders knew 
to be contrary minded were also named to be tbre to 
the endthey ~ight know what the contrary party would 
object,and when the acts were in voting and pennin; 
these two or mo could do nothing by their few votes. 
And when their conclusions were propounded in the open 
Assembly 1 t was called presumption to oppose what was :-Je: ·:,, 
debated and concluded in the Privy Conference especially 
after the erection of the Bishops,the Archbishop of 
st.Andrews by his power did name the Conference;and so 
were things canried both in the Generall and Episcopall 
or Diocesan Synods. 



The latter clause is inportant as granting a 
power to revise and place in their final form 
all acts passed by Assembly. Thus it is evident 
that the small rin~ of ei~ht ministers and the 
Moderator had almost unlimited influence in 
arranging business and settlin~~the statutory 
form of the accomplished acts which must have 
involved many important details of 1nterpretat1on(1) 

The numbers o~ this small 
advisory committee were by no means constant.In 
April 1578 under the Moderatorship of Andrew 
Melville,only four ministers (2) were chosen to 
"coneurre and conferre with him at extraordinary 
hours, to advyse upon sick matters as sal be thoch t 
best to be proponit in the Assemblie 11 !Mr • .Andro' 
himself, as the driving force of this period 
probably needed or desired little advice and was 
almost sure to rule things his own way. 

· Even in the brief Assembly of 
June 1578,though it was so small that there was 
some doubt as to whether it should constitute 
itself a formal General Assembly at all,immediately 
after the appointment of the Moderator(John Row) 
the Assessors were elected. They were five in rumber 
and as in the previous instance one of them was 
the moderator of the immediately preceding assembly. 
Their duty as defined, was "to give their counsell 
and communicat with the Moderator in sick matters 
as salbe thoght best to be resolvit at this Conventioun" •. 

(3) 

(1)Row like the rest deplores the appointment ~ 
these Assessors,which"in dayes of defection came 
to ane horrible corruption; for the Privie 
Conference did all and the Assemblie wes as an 
cipher." He gives their powers as:"to meit md 
conferre with the Moderator upon all maters of 
importance to be treated upon at this a.sseml:ly 
and so to prepare them for the Assembly and 
also ~che brethren) thincke fitt that Acts 
made in the Assembly be considdered by these 
brethren" (Historie. p. 352 ) 

(2) They were : John Row; Robert Pont;James Lowson; 
Da.vid Lindsay(the Ex-Moderator) B.U.K.403; 
Row,p.353i Calderwood III P.398· 

(3)B.U.K.p.413;C.III.p.410;Row p.355.The personnel 
shows a gre~t similarity i.e.Pont;Lowson; 
Andrew Melville;Craig; Andrew Hay. 



In the next Assembly October 
1578,seven Assessors were appointed to convene 
with the Moderator David Ferguson,at 1 a.m. and 
2 p.m.in Mr James Lowson's gallery,to confer am 
advise for the better expedition of matters.(1) 
It is noteworthy that the custom has establishm 
itself of including in the list of Assessors the 
previous moderator,since he knew best what had 
been the former order 3-nd precedent .Another point 
to notice is that the ~ing is extremely narrow 
and that the same people,most of whom had them: 
selves been moderators,form an oligarchy which 
organizes all the businessof the Assembly before 
ever the main body hears of it.It would appear 
that this particular Conferenceoheard in private 
the reasons offered by Boyd the Commissioner of 
Kyle as excuse for his negligence,though they ~1 
judged it best that he should publish his formal 
answer in open Assembly.(2) 

No layman as yet had place 
on this committee,and this again is borne out 
in the appointment in the next Asaembly(July 
1579) of nine assessors (3) to give advice to 
Thomas Smeaton the Moderator,only one of whom 
had any pretensions to 'laity'i.e the laird of 
Dun,who held the poSition of' Superintendent of 
Angus though there is some doubt as to whether 
he ever formally entered the ministry. (4) 

It seems that the Moderator 
nominated his own assessors though the final 
appointment was made by the Assembly itself. 
Thus Smeaton "desired certain of the brethren 
to concurre,at whose desyre (the Assessors) 
were appointed•'. 

(1) They were Lowson;Hay;Row;Pont;Smeaton;Craig 
Andrew Melville. (B.tr;r;p.418);Row.p.356; 
Calderwood III427 ;) 

(2) C.III .p.429 

(3) 

(4) 

Dun;ROW;Melville;Hay;Lowson;Pont;FERGUSON 
Greig(Craig ?);Christison. (B.U.K.p.427; 
C.III.p.445; Row does not give the number 
of Assessors) 
Some accounts make it appear that he never 
reached any status higher than exhorter, but 
it is difficult to see how he reconciled his 
functions of admission etc if he was not 
ordained. 



that/ 

By the next General Assembly 
the system had already come in for considerable 
crit1c1sm,and a motion was made as to whether the 
practice ou~ht to be continued or not. Row says 
the questio~as put to the vote,but bhis eA~y~y 
meant the Lothian and Fife representation who 
formed the largest part of the personne1. of 
the Assembly,simply carried matters as they 
desired. The individual ministers of the North 
and West for instance,had little chance of 
making their opinions felt,in the face or the 
overwhelming majority of the "Popes of Edinburgh" 
or the Prophets of Fi~e.(1).The Moderator in this 
instance was James Lowson, and from the text it 
it is clear that the Assessors~if any there were· 
to be,were in his nomination.(2).It was undoubtedly 
feared that the liberty of debate might be prejudiced 
and all who had any objections against the system 
were asked to reason on the point.The result of 
the vote was that it was agreed. to retain it as 
good and necessary, though "without any hurt or 
prejudice to the libertie of the brether."(3) 

It may be signiricant that in 
the list of Assessors ultimately elected laymen 
appear for the first time i.e.there were ~ine 
ministers(4) and two lay representatives,the Lard 
of Braid and John Johnstone one of the Edinburgh 
delegates.Partlcular points in the examination of 
Visitors were referred to their ad()udication (5) 
and in addition they had the important duty of 
preparing "the articles which sould be presented 
to his Majestie,namelie that the Kirk may be 
restored to the benefitt of the act of Parliament 
made concerning the third"(6). 

( 1 )Row p. 360 says: -Some brethren thought that order 
of Assessors tyrannical,or tending to tyrranie 
superiori tie and usurpation zet, by pluralitw 
of votes it was caried at that tyme to be 
continued as a good and profitable thing.So 
eleven assessors were nominate to assist the 
moderator. 

(2)"He desyrit certaine brether quhom he wald nomt;nat 
to be appoinyit to conferre with him 11 .B.U.K.p.449 

(3)ibid.,p.449-50 
(4)Pony,Smeaton,Melville,George Hay,Christison,Ferguson 

Young,Patrick Auchiuleck,Thomas Buchanan. 
(5)C.III.p.465 (6)ibid,p.466. 



All doubte,however were not 
laid aside.At the next election of a Moderator 
in October 1580,.Allldrew Hay, being chosen, "desirEd 
certain brethren to be appointed to eonveen with 
him at extraordinar hours to give their advice 
with him in matters to be proponed and treated 
d@ing this Assembly." ( 1) Any member having any 
"mislyking" for this order of procedure was 
invited to "propone some substantial reason", 
but no one coming forward with any objection, 
the brethren of the Assembly requested the moderator 
"to nominat the said persons whose conference 
he craved". Their meeting place was in the East 
Kirk,close beside the Tolbooth where the Assemtly 
convened,and the extraordinary hours were 7a.m. 
and 2p.m.Nine ministers and the two lay represen tativ ef}

2
) 

of Edinburgh constituted the Conference,in this \ 
instance but little can be gathered as to the 
details of their activities.Information ,at this 
period on the whole question of Assessors is scanty, 
owing to the fact that,though at the time thay 
Row and Calderwood wrote,the official Registers 
(now destroyed)were still extant,they were considerably 
mutilated through the instrumentality of Patrick 
Adamson or the King himself. 

In April 1581 the Assessors 
chosen were nine in number,three of these being 
Lothian lairds.(3),and th~ hours of meeting seem 
to have become fixed at 7a.m.and 2p.m. In this 
Assembly,the Committee of Bills and Questions 
of which for long nothing had been heard,was 
reVived and seven ministers were appointed to 
consider these,-"permitting alwayes ma~ters of 
great weight and difficulty to the resolution of 

/ ( 4 )the full Assembly. 11 jThus between the Moderators 
Assessory Committee,and this secondary committee 

(1)B.U.K.p.463; C.III.p.473. 
(2)Pont ,Lowson(Ex-Moderator) ;Melville ;Smeaton;G.Hay 

Ferguson;Lindsay;Thomas Buchanan;W.Rynd; 

(3)B.U.K.p.473;C.IIIp.515. Their names were:{note 
the similarity to the preceding list) 
Andrew Hay(Ex-Mod.)Lowson;Lindsay;Smeaton; 
Christison;Ferguson; 
The Lairds were:- Braid; Dunrod; Pilrig. 

( 4) B. U.K. p. 415 • 



of Bills and Questions,it would seem that very 
little business CO'J.ld be initiated in Assembly 
just as in Parliament., no Bills were considered 
save those formally given in to the Lords of The 
Arllcles. 

The Assembly of October 1581 
appointed John Duncanson as Moderator and 
sanctioned the election of nine Assessors,all 
ministers.(1)They were to meet once more in Mr. 
James Lowson s Gallery (in the Ministera'Cloae?i 
every day at the hours of eight and two until 
the end of the Assembly. 

The next appointment of Assessors 
in April 1582,increased the numbers considerably, 
and added a proportion of lay members.Andrew Melville 
was moderator,and chose seventeen persons to assist 
him,seven of whom were laymen.(2)The predominance 
of Lothian Lairds is noticeable.Indeed the whole 
system reflects the supremacy of the Lothian and 
Fife influence. 

~t the extraordinary Assembly 
of June 1582,held mainly for the discussion of 
the case of John Durie,in relation to the"bloodie 
gUillie of absolute authoritie(3),Assessors were 
undoubtedly appointed to assist Andrew Melville . 
(again Moderator),for an importantAon the question~~. 
of Durie'a alleged submission was remitted to 
their consideration.(4);and in the same Assembly 
witnesses in the case of violence used against the 
Glasgow Presbytery,made their depositions before 
them. Their powers were therefore gradually 
increasing from the earlier function of mere 
arrangement and classification of business. 

In the October Assembly,by 
which time a revolution had taken place,the 
Assessors attached to the Moderator(David Lin~say) 
comprised nine ministers and three lairds,who 
were to meet at Sa.m.and 2p.m.to advise upon such 
things as~~sall be proponed and reasoned in this 

~1)B.U.K.p.522;C.III.p577;They were Lowson,Pont 
Hay,Melville,Lindsay,Smeaton,Arbuthnot,Polwart, 
Ferguson. 

(2)Min1stersCraig,Lowson, Pont ,Hay ,Lindsay ,Smeaton, 
Polwart,Buchanan,Patrick Adamson,The Lord 
Rector 
Lairds:-Lundie;Merchiston;Braid;Pilrig; 

Elphinstone;Kynninmonth;John 

( 3) C. I I I • p. 622. 
(4)ibid.p.62J;625· 

Johnstone(Commissioner of Edinburgh) 



Assembly~ ( 1 ) 
The moderator of the 1583(April) 

Assembly was Thomas Smeaton whose assessors , , 
numbering nine(2) With no lay element at all~ 
were ordained to advise upon "such heids as were 
to come in reasoning be~ore the Assemblie everie 
day as they sall think expedient,before they enter 
to the Assemblie not prejudging the libertie of 
the brethren in anything(3).L1ndsay the late 
Moderator was about to set out for England with 
the King's ambassador.He was instructed to convene 
after his return,with the Moderator and his 
Assessors to discuss with them any matter involved 
in the embassy,which it might be advisable for 
the whole Kirk to Know.This would infer that these 
Assessors advised. with the Moderator in the 
intervals between Assemblies,and were in short 
a kind of standing Commission of Assembly. 

Robert Pont,Moderator once more 
in October 1583,had 14 Assessors,4of whom were 
laymen,"for the riper resolutione of matters which 
are to be treated". ( 4)Their meetings as usual took 
place in the early morning in Lowson's gallery, 
and again the proportion of the Lothian Representation 
is to be noted. 

In May 1586 the election of the 
Moderator was carried on in the presence of the 
King himself, who voting first for David Lindsay 
drew all the others with him.(5) The Assessors 
on this occasion seem to have been nominated by 
the full Assembly,and thet were more numerous 
than ever they had. been i.e. twenty one-composed 
entirely of ministers. The King raised an objection 
against one of them -"I have something to asy 
against that man"- and another was substituted 
in his lace. 6 The Kin on his art nominated 

Their names were:Pont,Lowson,Hay,Me ville,Smeaton, 
Ferguson,G.Hay,Duncanson,Christison. 
Lairds: -;Lundie, Whi ttingham, Braid, •••• (B.U .K.p.585 ) 

(2)Eight after the departure of Lindsay ••••• C.III.p.705. 
(3)B.U.K.p.612.Their names were those of the usual 

leaders. 
(4)ibid.p.626;C.III.p.731; they were Lowson,Melville, 

Smeaton,Craig,Balcanquall,Blackburn,Polwart,Davidson, 
- Dalg!eish,Durie.and laymen:- Lairds of Braidand 
Pilrig and the two Edinburgh commissioners. 

(5)B.U.K.p.646 
(6)ibid. 



(1)B.U.K.p.647; C.IIIIp.549• 

!
2)ROW~R1ptorie(Addit1ons) p.392 
3)Calderwood IV pp.550,554,558. 
4)B.U.K.p.685; C.IV.p.615 

(§ )C.IV .p.62J. 



As in the previous General Assembly,a small 
committee was appointed to consider complaints 
and guestions which the Synods had been unable 
to decide,with power to give conclusive answer 
to such as did not require the opinion of the 
the full meeting.(1) Thus once more was the 
authority of the Assembly dissipated in Committee. 

The Assembly of February 1588 
under the Moderacy of Robert Bruce had nineteen 
Assessors(2) of whom a large proportion were 
laymen. There is some ambiguity as to what and 
how many commissioners represented the King, 
but inany case they must all have been included 
in the thirteen laymen appointed. The Assembly 
was by no means a normal one and the times 
were critical,for the Armada was daily expected. 
tor the defence of religion and country alike 
the Assembly looked to the laity to carry out 
protective measures,and Crown and Kirk buried 
their differences to unite against the common danger. 
Only six of the leading ministers wereAssessors(3) 
while some effort at representation of the diffaent 
Estates was attempted something after the manner 
of the Articles.(The lairds by this time had won 
for themselves_representation on the Articles am 
in Parliament)~Thus on the Conference the Estate 
of the Burghs was represented by the CommisSioners 
of Edinburgh,Dundee and Aberdeen, the Lairds by 
Colluthie,Caprington,Whittingham,Carnell.(4) 

f'~B.U.K.p.690;for the previous committee of BiJJs 
,~~see B.U.K.p.656. 
(2)Row merely says "Many Assessors were given tre 

Moderg,torl'. p. 402. 
(3)1.e.Pont;Lindsay;Melville(Ex-Moderator);Thomas 

Buchanan;Peter Blackburn;Christison. 
(4)The full list is given as:a The Master .of Lindsay 

Ochiltree;Lochleven;The Constable of Dundee; 

. 
·X· 

I 

~he Tutor of Pitcur; Lairds Colluthie;CaprinSon; 
Whittingham;Carnell; John Lindsay(Senator of the 
College of Justice); John Johnston(commissiorer 
of Edinbirgh; Alexander Scrimgeour (Dundee) ;WilTI.iam 
Menzies. B.U.K.p.70J. 

Aed4L --rk ~ ·~~ ~~ 
~..>o....~ r,..£1 {h: ~wed ~ '~911 



Examination of the c~arges against James Gibson 
was referred to this Privy Conference,to which wane 
admitted his accusers the Lord Privy Seal and Sir 
Robert Melvllle.He seems to have been brought to 
some confession of his fault,and when in the open 
Assembly some doubt was raised on the point, "those 
who had heard him do so in the Galrie at this 
private examination,deponed on oath to that effect.(4) 

The drea~ of the Armada had not 
yet passed when the next Assembly was held in August 
of the same year.As advisers to the Moderator(~homas 
Buchanan) the Kirk nominated no fewer than 27 
Assessors,of whom only 6 were laymen i.e.the Laird 
of Lochleven,the Master of Lindsay,the Tutor of 
Pitcur,the Lairds of Elphinstone and Kers and 
John Johnston of Elphinstone-the Edinburgh 
representative.Probably the first three held some 
commission from the King.Their duties were to concur 
with the Moderator,"in all matters which are to 
come before the Assembl~(2) These assessors cr:rt. <f:l 
certainly did a great deal of the business of th~ 
Assembly,especially in negotiations with the King.(~ 
It was probably owing to their resolutions that "the 
grave danger to Kirk and Commonwealth by the arrival 
of Spaniards and Barbars was first dealt with".(4) 

There is no officially recorded 
appointment of assessors between the Assembly of 
1588 and that of August 1590,of which Patrick 
Galloway was mo<ierator.He "desyrit certaine of the 
grave and learned brethren to be givin Assessours 
to him be whose advyse he may propone such things 
as were meitest to be treatit at this time."i.e.he 
appears to nomin~te them himself,but the familiar 
names as usual are there, twentyone in number and 
all apparently ministers.They met as usual in the 

11 Galerie". (5) There is no mention of the King's 
Commissioners attending their meetings,nor of His 
Ma3eatt's interference in any way with their delib: 
:erations,though he himself was present in open . 
Assembly in the 8th Session,when the famous scene 
was enacted wherin he declared he rejoiced to be 
born 1n such a time of reli ious fervour etc .•• (6) 

• V. p. 74. . .B.U .K.p. ;C.rf. 
(3)C.IV.p.684 (4) ibid. 
(5)B.U.K.p.768;Calderwood V.p.104 only gives 17 
(6)B.U.K.p.(7t. 



The lisy of Assessors or Privy 
Conference for the next General Assembly of July 
1591,is not given,although they certainly were 
elected to assist Mr Nicol Dalgleish the Moderator 
This is evident from the statement that all 
arguments and questions as to the validity of the 
Assembly(which had been transferred at the King's 
desire to Edinburgh) were referred for satisfaction 
to the brethren of the Conference.(1) 

Objections certainly were sometimes 
made against the committee system which was 
growing up.Particularly did the Committee of Bills 
and Questions come under stricture,as being 11derogative 
to the Provincial Assemblies speciallie in that 
far as matters qunilks are thoght doubtsome to 
thame and referrit to the full Assemblie are committed 
to the decisioun of foure or fyve brether".(2) 
The powers of the Committee of Bills were therefore 
restricted to consideration of Bills which were to 
come before the full meeting,as to o/hether they were 
pertinent or not,the final answer bein~ reserved 
for the m~in body though the Committee was permitted 
to express its opinion as to the problems involved. 

No list of Assessors is given in 
May 1592 when Robert Bruce was Moderator());but in 
April 1593 under the Moderacy of David Lyndsay,they 
numbered as many as 32,the large majority being of 
the ministry.The Laity were represented only by 
the Lairds of Cambo,Abbotshall,Powrie-Ogilvie,and the 
Commissioners of Edinburgh and Leith.They met in the 
"rewestrie"of the Kirk at the hours of 8a.m.and 2p.m. 
"to gif thair adwyse and councell in proceeding in 
materia of this Assemblie(4) 

The Committee of Bills on the other 
hand was extremely small consisting only of 4 ministern 
(Nicholson,Dalgleish,Gardein,and James Melville,all 
of whom were also members of the Privy Conference(5). 

(1)B.U.K.p.779;C.Vol.V.p.133;Row.p.409. 
The Kirk had already voted it lawful. 

(2)B.U.K.p.781 

1
3)i bid.p. 786 
4libid.p.796 
5)ibid.p.798. 



From the Privy Conference also were chosen the 
brethren to confer secretly v:rt)tf1 the King's 
Articles ie.six ministers and the Laird of Cambo 
and the Commissioners of Edinburgh.Their answers seem 
to have been passed without question and engrossed 
in the Acts of Assembly.(1)More and more is it evident 
that the leading clique· of ministers carry the whole 
business of Assembly on their shoulders. 

No mention of Assessors is made 
in the Assembly of May 1594 when Andrew Melville was 
Moderator,nor in June 1595(James Nicholson) nor 
March 1596 under Robert Pont. In the Assembly of 
March 1597 i.e.the joint Assembly-Convention which 
met at Perth,summoned on the King's missive,and 
which was only recognized as a General Assembly of the 
Kirk by the influence of the Northern vote.~there is 
no mention of the Moderator or his Assessors(2) 
but for preparing the Answers to the King's Articles 
there was appointed a committee which seems roughly 
to have corresponded to the customary Privy Conference 
In this instance the members were chosen on a 
kind of representative system not hitherto attempted. 
A number of brethren were elected out ·of each sh&re 
to form the total of twentyone. 

The Privy Conference is not 
referred to in the register of the Assembly of 
May 1597 thou~h a part of their duty comes under 
discussion.It was enacted that in future all 
completed acts of the Kirk sho11ld be read in 
presence of the whole Assembly before they were 
:fl1mbuikit"(3) 

In March 1597-98 the Moderator 
(Blackburn of Aberdeen) was elected by thE King's ·: .L, 

authority and plurality of votes( 4) ana. following 
two days of delay(and bribery) "the assessors were 
against all order elected by the King.Davidson. 
complained vehemently that the Moderator and his 
Assessors who should be as servants and helpers were 
become Lords and Commanders" Their names are not 
given,but the fact that the Kin~ nom•nated them 
explains howthe vote in Parliament came to be 
passed and why it raised such little discussion. 
The probability is that they were pretty much the 
same people who w~re ready to do his will as 
"Commissioners of the Kirk".(4) 

• • .p. • 
2).ibid.p.892;C.V.p.609. Row (p.438 ) declares 

Pont was moderator but Calderwood insists that no 
moderator was chosen "but one suborned by the 
Court mr.David Lindsay intrused himself ( V.p.622) 

(3) B.U.¥.:.o.9t4 
(4) C~lderwood V.p.682 and 683 



/points 

Robert Wilkie was moderator in March 
1600( 1) The plan of campai~n pursued by the Court 
was to divide the vote ofthe zealous by putting 
a ~a\ many of the leading ministers on the leets 
for moderator,and a second scheme was to place 
" the cheefe of the whole assemblie upon the 
Conference" so that their arguments might be heard 
in private and their eloquent tirades in open 
Assembly thus forestalled. This silencin~ process 
worked well.The King in fact seems to a·av~e reserved 
the right to attend personally,or by numerous 
representatives,the deliberations of this body.Thus 
when the four "zealous brethren" deputed by the 
Conference to reason with those Assessors/of the /who 
Court party,went too deeply into the question of 
definition of Parliament,and vote in Parliament, 
they were bidden to appear before the King himself 
ana. certain of his Council, there to continue their 
reasoning in,what James Melville calls ,the Publict 
Conference,though the main body of Assembly was 
not present but only the remainder of the Privy 
Conference.(2) the Kin3,and Council. 

On the great question of the Voters 
in Parliament decision was certainly made inopen 
Assembly and there was voting,albeit corrupt,on 
individual/but once~is was accomplished,the 
remainder of the articles were simply read, advised 
upon,(as a matter of form) and ratified en bloc.(3) 

Though other authorities do not 
mention it 'an the ausurance of Calderwood we have it 
that a Privy Conference was appointed in the Assembly 
of May 1601 at Burntisland.They dealt with the King 
on the principal topics and particularly on the 
question of the transfer of the Edinburgh ministers. 
The custom is now that instead of individual groups 
of commissioners being appointed to negotiate with 
the King on individual points the Privy Conference 
has drawn all such inter-communication into its 
own hands~just as the permanent Commis~ion of Assembly 
controlled. all communications in the intervals of 
Assemblies. It seems to be in this Privy Conference 
that it is particularly noted that the members 
put questions to the vote which accordiug to the 

n>calderwo·od VI.p.. ~~~ I~ o.Uh.ot~~ .... -~ .. ~ 
(2) James Melville p.469 
(3) C. VI .p. 17 



to their first institution they were not entitled 
to do.John Hall was Moderator and he and his 
Assessors sent for some other ministers to assist 
their petitions to the King Particularly on the 
point of the transfer of the Edinburgh.m1n1stry.But 
apparently they thought better of it,for before 
these additional ministers made their appearance 
the Conference had by a majority vote decided 
that they should agree to the 11 transportation" 
rather than hazard the King's good will by insisting 
on ·their·~_rights .The redoubtable "die-hards", 
Andrew Melville,Carmichael,Knox,and Patrick Simson 
in this Privy Vote opposed the motion.In this 
instance at least the main body of the Assembly 
in spite of this Conference Decision still retained 
its power to vote on the question when it was 
brought up in the open meeting,altbough the ultimate 
result was the same as that arrived at by the 
Assessors. ( 1) 

The Privy Conference appears once 
more in the Assembly of 1602 under the Moderacy of 
Patrick Galloway.It contained 28 members all 
ministers and both parties were represented,though 
the more violent were naturally in the minority.(2) 
but otherwise we hear little from any of the 
contemporary historians of its activities. 

In the notorious Assembly of 1606, 
after considerable delay a Moderator was appointed 
in the person of James Nicholson.Therafter a 
number were nominated for the privie conference 
which was appointed to be (no longer at extraordinary 
hours ) but at the time usually occupied by the 
meeting of the Main Body.in the Afternoon. The 
rest of the General Assembly thereupon dissolved 
for the rest of the day. The actual sittings of the 
full Assembly were very short and dealt for the 
most part with the purely formal examination of 
reports.(3).The Conference on the other hand 
considered all the important buSiness particularly 
in relation to negotiations with the Civil Power, 
and the decisive debates took place in the private 
meeting,in which for ex~ple the King's desires 
concerning Constant Moderators were first expressed. 

(1) 

(2) 
(3) 
(4) 

4 

Calderwood VI p.119-f20 The vote was 55-28 while 
6 voted non liquet. 
B.U .. K.p.980 
ibid. p. 1024 
1bid.p.1C27-1028 



Although passing the schemes in 
general outline,they yet imposed those "cautions" 
which eventually ~&re the conditions of acceptance 
in the General Body."They ( the Conference) wold 
not take on them to determine their advyee theranent 
quhill first the mater were exactlie reasoned in 
their presence and sufficient remeid provided for 
preventing all ineonvenients". ( 1) 

As the Conference agreed so it was 
consented to in Open Assembly almost automatically 
"without contradiction~ 

The Privy Conference of July 1608 
under the Moderacy of James Law Bishop of Orkney 
consisted of 39 persons of whom 15 were laymen 
most of whom had been sent there by the King to 
influence the vote,while the whole of the new 
Prelates were also included.(2) Their meetings were 
appointed at the usual hours for Conferenee 8a.m. 
and two p.m.while the ordinary hours for the full 
Assembly were 98.~. and Jp.m.(J) But the Privy 
Debates were often so lengthy as to preclude 
discussion in open Assembly ab the usual hours. 
Thus the Synods were ordained to give in their 
proposals against Popery and Idolatry to the 
Privy Conference for their consideration,and 
pressure of business was e•entually so great that 
a still smaller committee or inner ring within the 
conference itself was instituted to arrange and 
classify the problems.(4) 

'rhe 1610 Assembly which set the· 
finalseal upon Episcopacy was largely attended. 
From the 175 persons present the Moderator Spottilwoode 
was giveh a very large number of Assessors who were in 
fact to carry out the greater part of the business 
in hand.What was virtually an antecedent Privy 
Conference had taken place between the Bishops and 
Dunbar the King's chief Commissioner,who according to 
Calderwood before the Assembly began at all had 
"three dayes serious conference contriving how to 
order matters at the Assembly(5) 

(f}B.U.K.p.10J2; Cal.Jol.fi p.6o8 "The article was.' 
fullie agreed upon in privie conference and theraf~r 
passed by vote in open Assembly";Melville p.685 

(2)B.U.K.p.1047 The laymen were the four Royal Commissioa em 
Dunbar Wigton Lothian and the Collector GeneralJ 
Gleneairn Kinghorn Graham Lindsa.y Loudoun Blantyre 
Holyroodhouse.La.irds Balmain Kinng,ird Kilsyth Carnell. 

Calderwwod says that the ministers of the conference 
1 ) were chosen of th~ worst sort.(VI.752) 
\3 B.U.K.p.1049( {4) ibid p.1049 

5)C.VII p.94) 



The Assessors eventually elected to 
the Privy Conference !'·for treating of such matters as 
are to be concluded" were :the"Bishops,Dunbar, 
mania statsmen and noblemen,some ministers,deemed 
by the simpler sort to be opposite to Bishops 
howbeit they were not such in deed" {1) 
The Book of the Universal Kirk mentions ten Bishops 
and thirtyseven ministers as being members along 
with the the four officially accredited Royal 
Commissioners.Their meetings as usual were at 
se:g;en a.m. and two p.:m. and the full meeting of the. 
Assembly at 9 and 3 o'clock.Such important points as the 
King's letter were immediately referred to them for 
answer(2) particularly on thes~"de-tca.tlsr&f d~sb'lpltne 
which he desired to be reformed. It is important 
to notice how all the contemporary historians 
particularly Spottiswoode and Calderwood place far 
more significance upon the deliberations of this 
originally informal committee than upon the 
deliberations of the full sederunts of the Assembly. 

t~o hours-from 7 till 9 were no 
longer enough to arran~e and prepare the mass of 
business committed to them. While their debate4 
continued the main body of the General Assembly 
sat looking one to another till eleven in the morning 
having waited since eight or nine. The Privy 
Conference had found it necessaryto subdivide itself 
to discuss particular points,(') but after long 
disputation they at last seemed to have arrived at 
some kind of unanimity or at least decisive 
majority vote. "They come forth to the Assembly 
long kept waiting and communicate the Heads and the 
Articles which they had agreed upon" (4~. 

Protests in Assembly against these 
high handed measures were silenced by referring them to 
the Privy Conference itself. The system was simply 
a vicious circle. f5) • 

t 1) C • VI I • p. 95 
(2) B.U.K.p.1095 
(3) Six Bishops and six ministers were set apart to 

discuss means of peace and concord in the church 
( C • VI I . p. 95 -96 ) 

(4) B.U.K.p. 1095 
(5) C.VII.p.96. 



~hese Heads and Articles,which confirmed 
the whole tendency towards Episcopacy, seem to have beEn 
passed in their entirety by the General Assembly(1) 
which now was obviously so much under the influence 
of the Court that it simply registered the 
conclusions of the Privy Conference. Meeting again 
in the afternoon the Privy Conference agreed 
upon further "conclusions" which were similarly 

"passit efter thE maner of the Privie Conference 11 (2) 
by the full meeting. The method used seems to have 
been that of the Parliamentary system being passed 
en masse and " not propouned or discussed severally 
or discussed at all.'' ( 3) And a.ccordin<; to the 
Presbyterian writers the majority of the voters 
were well bribed, though the distribution of the 
money was explained by others as arrears of stipend 
or expenses of Travel for those who came from 
a great distamce. 

This System of Conference had 
worked so well and been so effective in obtaining the 
Kirk's consent With the minimum of opposition 
that the method was extended ~o the Synods 
with special regard to the recalcitrant provinces 
of Lothian and Fife.(4) 

In the next Assembly of August 1616 
the plan was repeated. The formality of election 
of a Moderator was disoensed with and the Primate 
automatically took the~lead,since he was entitled to 
preside at all ecclesiastical conventions within 
his diocese. His Assessors were exceptionally numerous 
consisting of ao ministers,15 laymen (Lords and Barons) 
all the Bishops and Privy Councillors present,along 
with the King's Commissioner and his two Assisters. 
They must have numbered close upon sixty (5).The 
character of the Assessors has therefore entibely 
changed. The change has been gradual but nevertheless 

(1) B.U.K.p.1098 (2) James Melvillep.802 
(3) Calderwood.VII.p.97 
(4) ib1d.p.121 a.ndp.128 

(5) 1b1d.p.228; B.U.K.p.1116 



certain and is probably traceable to the 
the first introduction of the laird elder into 
its constitution • No longer is it composed 
only of ministers,but we may conjecture 
that some indication of representation of Estates 
is attempted. Thus ministry Lords and Privy 
Council(which inclunes Bishops)are all present 
while the King is present to preside as he sometimes 
did in the parallel case of the Lords of the Articles: 

Once more whatever was agreed upon 
in Privy Conference was read and passed in Assembly. 
According to the custom which prevailed in the 
Kirk, individual members were asked for their votes 
and the probable "Noes n were simply passed over. 
Thus it appeared to be a practically unanimous 
acceptance of the decisions of the Conference 
equally on necessary measures for the suppression 
of Papists as on points of the greatest significance 
with respect to The Order of Discipline and the 
new Episcopalian Polity.(1) · 

When in November 1617 the ill
omened Five Articles were proposed for the first time, 
it was the Privy Conference which first debated upon 
them.(2) "but the King and the Bishops' purpose 
was Withstood both in the privie conference 
and in the publict Assembly.(3) But this opposition 
was crushed in the much abused Assembly of 1618 at 
Perth,and it was there that the Privy Conference 
was used with greatest effect. The court party intended 
to see that this important body held a round 
majority of its friends,and realizing this the 
opposin~ Presbyterians strove to prove the 
Conference invalid. They protested that since no 
Moderator had been voted for he could not have 
any Assessors,and claimed that it was only right 
that the King's Five Articles which were only 
Known to the Assembly in brief,might be amply 
extended and expanded so that the Public meeting 
might have a better idea of what it was voting on. 
This would infer that the full dOtalls of the 
problems involved were never revealed outside the 
Conference and only the bare conclusions were 
presented to the full Assembly for ratification 
without the majority knowing what interpretation 
and significance reall attached thereto. 

c.VII p.227 2 Their names are not given. 

(3 )ibid. p.285 



But these objections were passed over as •toyea". 
"Trouble us not with meedles questions;we sall 
speake of these things in the pri vie conference" ( 1) 
The nomination of this Conference ,according to 
Calderwood was quite trre~lar,in that 'the 
Moderator appointed his own assessors at his own 
pleasure without advyse or information of the 
provinces or presbyteries.(2) but as we have seen 
this method had quite as much if not-more precedent 
than the represenfati ve system, which only in one 
doubtful recorded instance seems to have obtained.(3) 
According to Lindsay,on the other hand the ancient 
custom of the General Assemblies was maintained. 
"Besides Bishops Noblemen Barons and Commissioners 
of Burghs" he says, 11 the most wise and learned of the 
ministry were n~~ed indifferently without any respe~ 
had of their opinions and private 1nclinations".(4) 
Some of the most active opponents of Episcopacy were 
without doubt,included in the list,"to try the force 
of their arguments in private that in publict, they 
might either be evaait or suppressed"(5) This list 
of persons over whom there was so much controversy 
is preserved.Thus there were for the King,aeven 
"Commissioners and Assessors;four other Lords ie 
Lothian,Ochiltree,Sanquhar,Boyd; ten Barons (Waughton 
Wemys Balcomie Cluny Glenurquhart Balcarres Lagge 
Balmanno Boniton,Bogie) i.e.the whole of the Barons 
present in Assembly with the exception of three.And 
all of them in fact by •nclination or interest were 
of the Episcopalian interestf eight Commissioners of 
Burghs (Edinburgh Perth Dundee Aberdeen Glasgow) 
Thus the Lay element numbered 29 and in its arrange: 
:ment into the Three Estates Lord Barons Burgesses 
with the Royal Commissioners to correspond to the 
Officers of State it offers a very close analogy to 
the composition of the Lords Of the Articlesof 
Parliament. The Ecclesiastical element 45 and was 
composed of eleven Bishops and tbirtyfour minist.e,rs 

(')Calderwood.VII p.3t7 (2)ibid. 

(3) see supra p Jo-O"{t>B'6) ;Spottiswood simply mentions 
that "certain o~ the most. wise and discreet 
ministers were set apart to confer on the Articloo 
(p.254 Vol III) 

{ 4)B.U .K.p. 044 (from Lindsavs True Narration) 
(5)C.VII.p.317. 
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Immediately after the appointment of these in the 
first session the main body of the Assembly dissolved 
until the morning of the following day when they 
expected to hear the conclusions agreed upon by the 
Conference.When they did assemble however they were 
told that the Conference had not yet finished their 
deliberations and were dismissed anparently without 
another session being arranged."At"'" the call of the 
Bell" however they again assembled with some intention 
apparently of asserting their rights, but the Moderator 
the ArchBishop explained to them that it was the Privy 
Conference only which was to meet,and ultimately 
persuaded them t.o departin order "that matters might 
be expede for ending of the Assemblie the morne"(1) 
Thus the Assembly's procedure was to be on the exact 
parallel of that of the Parliament&- meeting for the 
first session for the simple purpose of electing 
Lords Articles in the one ease, assessors in the 
other, and once again for the second and last session 
for the purpose of voting and ratifying their con: 
:clusions en bloc. 

All the elaborate and formal 
reasoning took place/in the public Assembly,but in 
this secret conclave. The previous conferences had 
never been very sure about their right to prejudice 
the vote of/main body by voting formally st this 
allegedly preliminary stage (cf. supra) and though 
on at least one occasion they had done so they,as a 
rule,eontented themselves with'reasoning and conferring'. 
In this 1618 Assembly however the ~derator urged the 
Conference to vote upon the impor1!i.ant Article 
concerni.ng "kneeling " against which they anticipated 
greatest objection would be directed. Amongst the few 
"true Blue Presbyterians" who were upon the conferenm 
this proposal aroused the most vehement opposition. 
"The ministers alleged that the proper use of the con : 
:ference is to prepare and put tn order maters that Er 
are to be debeatted in the face of the Assembly , 
AID NOT TO VO!E; for it was an intolerable noveltie 
In the Kirk, a great prejudice to publict voting. and a 

·presumptuous usurpation to vote and conclude maters 
belonging to tbe whole church.(2) And ~herefore it 
was required that tbe voting and ~her reasoni.ng 
might be reserved to the_full Assemblie".(3) 

(1)C.VII p.321; B.U.K.p.1156 
(2)ibid.p.320(Row n)119 says voting took place in Con: 

:ference in 1617 Others of the Conference who hm 
been present both in early and latter days proved 
that voting ~taken place (Lindsay True Narraticn :B. u .1{. 

(3) C.V!I.p.320 . p.1155 



Spottiswoode in his reply deliberately produced the P"tr' 
parallel of the Lords of the Articles (') declaring 
that in any case the vote in Conference was not the 
final vote ,but "onlie by way of advise,and not to 
determine.(2) In po~nt of fact however none of those 
who voted for kneeling in the Privy Conference 
altered their opinion when it came to the final 
and public voting,and the less zealous or the indifferent 
members of the Main Body were undoubtedly influenced 
in their decision by the Knowledge that the Assessors 
had approved the motion. 

In the Conference also the 
"Articles" were 15repared and extended into their 
final form as Acts,just as in earlier days similar 
power had been given to the Moderator and his 
Assessors. These acts formally drawn up, the full 
Assembly in its second and last session was asked to 
ratify. Some of the bolder spirits ibsisted upon and ~' 
were granted "some fashion of liberty to reason and 
argue"but. any untoward speeches were perem,torily 
silenced by the Royal Commissioner and their 
objections met with the reply'that these aspects 
had already had consideration in the Privy Conference. 
Yet Calderwood is right when he remarks: nAnd suppose 
all this had been done in·the conference yit all 
was new to the full Assembly and ought to have been 
repeated and fullie discussed for information of all 
vo1ters.(2) Before the final vote came indeed ,the 
minority,Who obviously had been preparing in the 
interval some kind of campaign,against these allegedly 
unconstitutional methods ,had articles of protest reaey 
for presentation,containing the sum of theib arguments 
against the "Innovations". They took this method of making 
their opinions known on the ground that "we have been 
debarred 6f:access and from hearing the proceedings 
of the Conference their reasonings~consultations and a 

(J)advysement.s 11 • They showed that what.soever the vote of 
the conference might the Commissioners of the 
Presbyteries were convinced that their electors were 
unwilling to accept these innovations in ritual. 
These articles of protest were authoritatively_ 
quashed,and the Minority fell back upon a second 
line of defence or obstruction.They contended that 
each Article ought to be voted separately .~as many 
would agree to some of them who would not accept of 

~1)C.vii,p.320 "the pretended moderator replyed that was the 
custome of the Lords of the Articles in Parliament to 
proceede after that manner". 

(2)ibid p.323 The first session waa on Tuesday Morning Aug.aJ 
~ugust 25 and the last session on Thursday 27 August. 

(3. B.U.K.p.1159 



all.(t). This also on the ground of the analogous 
procedure of the Lords of the Articles was refused 
and the Five Articles were voted 'in cumulo'~The 
Moderator called upon the members individually 
(and ·also upon some who had no commission to be 
present as members) for their acceptance or refusal 
in a fixed ord.eri.e. King's Commissioners;Noblemen; 
Bishops;Barons;Doctors;Ministers;Burgesses. 

The parallel in fact between 
the Lords of the Articles and the Assessors was 
almost complete.Had the King desired. to continue 
his policy,instean of utilizing the Court of High 
Commission,the Bishops and their Diocesan Synods, 
we should. ere lon~ have seen a proportionate number 
of Lords Barons Ministers and Burgesses correspondingg 
to the compesition of the Lords Articles. As it 
was,with Earls Barons Bishops Burgesses and Ministers 
present the analogy was complete enough for all 
practical purposes. 

b __________________________________________ __ 

(t) Calderwwod VII p.323 



• I ~~! 

VOTING- IN THE GENER.l'I..L ASSEMBLY 

Durino;; the times of th3 strugr;les for establishment 
ttere is very little evidence 9.S to the manner in which the 
vote of the Assembly W8.S taken. There could have been little 
Cl.ifference of opinion ''!i thin the Kirk itself upon the demands 
for prov~sion, for jurisdiction and punishment of immorality. 
There is evidence that a minority which felt that their views 
on the pa.rty policy of the U<>ori'ln period and under Morton 
"wuld n0t be heard simply rem::tineo_ away after the manner of the 
minorities in Parliament v_rhere absence was often accounted as 
tB.ntamount to disaffection. Numbers VTere not fixed and the 
number of constituencies t!as lil{ev:ise vague. Synods and Burghs 
were normally the electoral units but individual Kirks still 
continued to send at will. In such a condition of the constitution 
if a vote was ever t-::tken it must h9.ve been a majority vote of 
indi vidy.als irrespective of constituency or of whether the voter 
was laymm or ecclesiastic-;' 

Unon the establishment of Presbyteries and. the struggle 
fDr the acc€mtance of the Second Book of Discinline a differe nee 

~ .. 
may be hinted at.Calderv'ood and Melville assure us that during; 
~11 the debates over the discipline nothing was settled until 
unanimity had been obtained by reasoning and argument with large 
an sufficient time allotted.The unanimous vote continued to be 
the ide"tl of the Mel villes and their Group, but they were careful 
to ensure that the"unanimous"vote was always in their favour 
by crnrding the Assemblies with delegates of Fife and Lothian 
so that the fev.r commissioners who came from the far distant 
QU8.rters might have ~re at di ffi111Ul ty in making their Views known. 
On questions of expediency a majority vote must have been tar en 
for "l.tternpts at "unanim~ ty" would. h::tve implied persistent obstr: 
:uction of busibess. Wb,en the Kin~ examined the constitution of 
the Kirk in 1596-97 with R. view to reconstruction it was elear 
that a party existed in the Church whose principles of political 
and ecclesiastical policy were not those of the ruling groups 
of Lothian and Fife who since the return of 1586 hq,d governEd 
the Assemblies. The unanimous vote was suspect as being merely 
the unanimity of the Lowlqnd Centrql Group and the jealousy of 
the Popes of Edinbur~h evinced at the 1596-97 Assembly and t he 
subsequent assemhlies showad that the Kirk was not so united 
in political policy and constitutional pretensions as the rECords 
of the precedin5 Assemblies had indicated. 'fhereafter was establish: 
a rule for a clear majority on all po~nts of difficulty and where 
the difference 'l'ras small reasoning; and debate were to be held 
for further confirmation. The insistence unon numerical superior. 
:ity was distasteful to the extremists of Fife and Lothian md ' 
it is possible that they used the criterion of"godliness'' rather 
than force of numbers in their computation .Nevertheless while 
they controlled the m?,,jority which consisted of the central 
provinces they did not suspect such superiority of numbers al. thouEtt 
they undoubtedly held th.q,t rule should be by the "best who are 



cora'!lonly not the most 11
• The establish.t11ent in 1597-98 of 

the fixed quota of members 3 ecclesiastics and one layman, 
from each Presbytery and one layman from each B~rgh with 
the exception of Edinburr:r,h 'l'"hich sent two,effectively 
~ovided a~ainst "swamping" a~ain. 

No difference was made apparently between 
the lay and the ecclesiastical vote.There was no trace of 
vote accordin':5 to Estates al thou~h once or twice on import: 
:ant topics the 3states of Ministers,Burgesses and Nobility 
deliberated a-"Jart{Feb. 15~8 B.TJ.K.p.704) .But technically 
they did not convene as Estates but as delegates from Pres: 
:byteries and. Bur,;hs lin the more rigorous interpretation it 
was the Synod rather thqn the Bresbytery which was the eloo t: 
:oral unit~ The enormous numbers sent by the Lothian and 
Fife Presby"c:,eries militate strong~yagainst the suggestion 
that the unit of voting was the Presbytery.The inference 
must be that the majority vote was a majority of individuals 
not of constituencies.The Presbyteries frequently gave such 
instructions as necessitated the joint action of all their 
d.ele~ates but the ultimate vote was by a roll call of indiv: 
: iduals on the analogy of Parliament. Calderwood however 
hints otherwise when in his account of the vote of t596-97 
~e to whether the Convention was an Assembly or not,he states 

(1)that t1 Presbyteries voted for and 8 against the motion. This 
is curious for the sederunt definitely states that delegaws 
from all Presbyteries were present.19 was a poor representation 
of the 50 Presbyteries extant in Scotland a.t the time. In the 
yrial of the Commission of Assemo;y 1597-98 he seems to imply 
the same thine; when he states that whole Presbyteries were 

(2)debarred from.votin~. But the roll called in that Assembly 
(led by the d.runken-Ort::ney Ass) can mean only that the 

(j)individual vote obtained although like the Estatesc11yhey wEre 
called in the ord.er of their Presbyyeries.Open ana public vote 
was the rule.There was no hint of ballot.Each Commissioner 
as in Parliament was called by name and his opinion asked,by 
tne Moderator.Until the King gained complete control of the 
Assessors voting might have taken place in any session of 
the Assembly,as the Privy Conference submitted the questicns 
for therE' approval.But by 1618 the analogy with Parliament 
was complete and voting only took place on the last day of 
meeting and was virtually merely a ratification of vrhat had 
been decided by vote already in the Privy Conference(see atprq,) 

( 1 ) C. V. p. 607 
(2J ibid. p. 689 
(3) ibid .• p. 695 The majority was only 10 fo_r the vote in Parliament 

and that by rnems of a lay n·')ncom"'lissioned. vote 



Calderwood. records the indi vidu"ll vote of 1600 which was 
reg,lly a ~pin for the ultra Presbyterian party although 
the issue was later chan3ed by the Royalists.This shows 
an almos' equal division of oninion 51-48 and the historian 
com_9lllins of the. numbers of laymen especial.ly 11 bungesses who 
were among the 48 ('Hhich implied that the lay vote had 
hardly the S3J!le presti.~e as the ministerial vote and. incid: 
:entally that the lc;_ymen were not ant'lgonistic to a perpetual 
commission for the voter in Parlia~ent. 

In 1601 another vote is recorded 55-28 for the transfE!" 
of the Edinburgh ministers. Six registered a "non liquet" 
vote.These lists show that the numbers of delegates from 
Presbyteries were never at full strength for the total list 
of voters seldom exceeded 100. 

In 1602 it is definiDely stated that the partic~ar 
vote of every delegate was "speered" in the trial of the 
Commissioners of Assembly; in the same Assembly the Synod 
of Fife appealed for longer debate in order to obtain a 
more definite ruling by majority vote.They objected to the 
resolutions wh~~ch pq,ssed 11 almost. the half of the brethren 
5'1insaying11 .When the small majority was on the zealots' side 
they had not apparently questioned it in 1600. 

In. 1 6C6 the vote began by being only "an advice" 
of individuals ano_ not the accredited commitment of repres: 
: entati ves of Presbyteries (for the members were nominatei ) 
but subsequently a decisive voye in the affair of the 
Constant Moder·1.t or was taken when an oYervlhe.lmin~ majority 
was obtained. 125 (or 126 )ministers and the thirty three 
Crown barons voting affirmative and only 4 ministers negative 
4 others refusinr:; to vote as having no commission,and two 
voting non liqu.et. In the subseq'...1ent Assemblies Calderwood 
stigmatizes the majority as obtg,inec'l by bribery and the 
Northern vote,w~ose presence in Assembly at all the Fife and 
Lothig,n extremists resente1.(C.VII.p.99) In 1616 it was 
s~id th·1t the vote 1'19-S not free for several reasons.Fi~st 
because the M"oderg,tor in calling the roll of members and 
requesting their opinion only called those who would he 
thought vote in the Royalist f9.vour, secondly on account of 
the implied thre~t in the presence of the Royal Guard,am 
thirdly because the najority of the opposition ministers 
with~rew before the vote was taken. The formula used was 
"Wh1.t say you my Lord Laird or 1Jfr.Doctor"? And the reply 
in almost every case was "Well my Lord.".(C.VII.p.227) 

In t~e 1618 voting was not confihed to the 
commissioned and threats and bribes were used to obtain 
the passage of the Five Articles. The formula used varied 
"Will you acce2~t or refuse the Five Artic·les'?" or again 
"Will you consent to the Articles or ;:1isobey the King?". 
The response was not a reasoned argument such as the zealots 
loved but simply as in the 1621 Parliament."Agr,:ee~· orrrDisagree!' 



-~-

The roll was called accordin3 to the Parliamentary method 
of Estates and not a.ccor0_ing to Presbyteries. The order 
observed was Noblemen, Bishops, Barons, Doctors;mini sters, 
and Burgesses.Even in the case of the ministers names were 
called without reference to their Province or Presbytery 
and the likely affirm~tives were asked for their oninion 
first .The same confusion was pr·~"ctised in the voting in the 
1621 ~arliament.The final vote accordin~ to Binnin~ was 
86-41 while 4 were "non liquet". Caldervroocl only records 
the ne--,qtive vote in detail pl'lcing it at 1 nobleman, 1 doctor 
no burgesses,no barons and_ 45 ministers,thus illustrating 
once more the alienation of the "commons 11 due partly to the 
Royal principles of nominations an1 l'artly to their lack 
of sympathy with struggles on these details of ritual. 

Sometimes it was the moderator who called the roll 
but more often it was the d.uty of the Clerk to''request 11 and 
compute the vote.The duty was )robably normally shared by 
Moderator an1 Clerk on the model of the Parliament where 
Chancellor and Clerk Register fulfilled the duty.(Rait.p.409) 

The confusion of the units of renresentation 
confirm the contention that the Presbyterykwas seldom the 
unit of voting.Even the burgesses voted as individuals and 
not ancording to "burghs" otherwise the small townsof Fife 
woulr. not have included their re:Jresentation under that 
of the Presbytery of St.Andrews.-The act of 1597-98 fixed 
the personnel at a possible 150 ministers(counting 50 Presbyt: 
:eries) 50 lairds,51 'burgesses(counting 50 burghs Edinburgh 
returning two d:;;le;ates) The d_octor's position had been fixed 
by1)the Visitati-on of St.Andrews at one from the University 
thotl'Sh the )rinci -_~"l.e '.7'3.8 not a;;;plied to all Universities. 
If it was this fixed the num~er of doctors at 4.Yet the 
recorded votes never amounted to the possible total of 255 
plus the three votes allowed by law to the Royal Commissiorers. 

The rule of 1598 was too late in being put into practtce 
and too soon violated to form any definite criterion. 
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PARLIAMENT AND ASSEMBLY 

The Interaction and Points of Contact between Assembly 

and tne Civil Power. 

Interaction between Parliament and 

Assembly came by two streams, fi:,rst through the more or 

less informal attendances of members of Parliament, 

Privy Council and Officers of State, who promised to 

use their influence to effect the necessary reforms, 

and secondly through the formal and official presentat•cn 

of "Articles" in the name of the Kirk to the Lords 

Articles of Parliament, or in the absence of a meeting 

of Estates, to the King and Privy Council by accredited 

representatives. The powers of these representatives 

gradually increased in importance, untili t was thought 
' 

expedient to set up a standing eommit~ee to deal with 

Civil Affairs particularly in relation to Parliament 

and Convention, with the consequent development into 

Commissions of Assembly and thence into the Conclave 

of Bishops. 

At the beginning of the new religious 

era, While the Lords of the Congregation were the ruling 

Lords of Parliament the liaison between Kirk Assembly 

and Oivil Convention was naturally extremely close,and 
'> 

petitions and communications of all kinds passed readily 



between the two bodies,although answers were not 

immediately ~ortbcoming and achievement in the matter 

of positive reform was slow. 

The First Book of Discipline apparently 

deliberately counted upon a considerable interaction 

which ·indeed was extremely necessary if the poll ty and 

provision of the new Kirk were to become something more 

than a mere academic proposition. Thus although a min: 

:ister was forbidoen to "hant the Court" ie in any 

permanent capacity,yet it was taken as conceivable that 

he might do so for a time if the Kirk sent him or the 

Authori~y called for him. Neather yit must he be one 

of the counsall for Civill Xffaires (Privy Council) be 

he never judgeit so apt for that purpose" since that 

would be a more or less permanent function, "but eather 

he must cease from the ministerie(whicb later it was 

decided was not permissible unless the abdicating minister 

took upon him the duty of a Doctor) or ellis from bearinE 

charge in Ci vill effairea". Significant exception was 

made in favour of the institution whlhh was by no means 

permanent i.e."omles it be to assist the Parliament, yf 

he be called". Andrew Melville and the later zealots 
( 1 ) 

often did not wait for the call of the Civil Authority 

to give their advice, but apparently took this to mean 

( 1)Xnox. Works. Vol. II p.2:56 (Book of Discipline). 



that "divine call" which inspired so many of their most 

presumptuous actions. 

At the first Reformation Parliament 

"the Barronis Gentilmen Burgessis and utheris trew 

subjectis of this Realme prefessing the Lord Jesus 

Chryst within the samyn" formally petitioned theuNobil: 

itie and Estaitis of Parliament presentlie assemblit 

within the said Realme" As a result of this petition 
(1) 

the Barons and'ministers presenting it were instructed Qr 

Parliament to prepare the Confession of Faith which was 

duly registered in the Statute Book. Since there were 
(2) 

so many barons mn Parliament on this occasion, whose 

constitutional representation was doubtfUl, it is clear 

that these Barons of the Congregation literally petit: 

:ioned themselves. The Confession was read first in 

presence of the Lords of the Articles and afterwards 

in open Parliament.And on the first occasion several 

ministers were present to reason ant1 give explanation 

on any points which the Lords Articles might desire. 
. (3) 

It is noteworthy that it was not the Parliament which 

~ave Commission to prepare the First Book of Discipline 

but the"Nobility" either in their O&p&Oi1ty as Lords of 

the Congregation or as Lords of Privy Council.It was in 

(1)Knox. II. Bk.iii p.89 (3)1bid. p.121 
(2) A.P.S. ii.p.526 ''th August.The estaitis of Scotland 

wt.the Inhabitantis of the samyn professing Christ 
Jesus his holy evangell to thair naturall cuntreymen 
~ndto all utheris Realmes and Nationes professing the 
i!Jamyn. 



fact only at the Convention of the Nobility in January 

of the following year that the Book of Discipline received 

its first signatures. Though the records of the ~irst 
( 1 ) 

Assembly of the Kirk in December 1560 are scanty they 

are sufficient to show that it prepared several petitions 

to Privy Council for consideration in Parliament.i.e. 

(1) That only Protestants should be Lords of Session 

Sheriffs,Stewards Bailiffs and Ordinary Judges, (in 

order to ensure that the decrees of the Kirk might 

receive due execution.) 

(ii) An article for the protection of orphans and pupils 

by the preparation of statutes for the confirmation. 

(111) For the punishment o~ those saying and hearing mass 

(iv) An indefinite petition on weights and measures, which 

was referred to the decision of Parliament. 
(2) 

It would appear that miscellaneous grievances ~om9 of 

them quite unconnected with religion were laid before the 

new institution in the hope that the church's influence 

with Parliament or the Lords of the Congregation would 

effect redress. 

The Assembly obviously did not consider 

itself as being at full strength,and dissolved or prorogued 

(1) Ca.lderwood Vol.II p.44 Knox.II.p. 129 

(2) B.U.K.p.5 



or progrogued itself', so that a larger fuller and 

more representative meeting might coincide with the 

Convention of the Nobility which was to meet on the 

1~tb of Januar~,) There is no record of this larger 

Convention of the Church but representations were 

undoubtedly made to the Nobility which resulted in 

the production of the Book Of Discipline. 
(2) 

In any event care was taken that 

the next General Assembly should coincide with the 

lonvention of Estates in May and there seems to be 

evidence that the Convention of the Kirk in January 

had appointed some commissioners to keep the Brethren 

forewarned in case of emergency. and that they in 
(3) 

point of fact did much of the work of preparation of 

Kirk business.(The majority of the authorities are some 

:wha~ ambiguous on this score) 

(1) B.U.K.p.7. (2) C.II.p.50 see supra. 
lt. II .p. 138 ;PG.R.-blank till -.,~ 

(3 )Calderwood says, "The brethren hearing of the Papists 
arrogrunce before the Convention of Estates,convened con: 
:sulted and agreed a supplication should be made to the 
P.C ••• "and the whole assemblie then convened" (p. 126) 
Knox is vague on the point but Petrie definitely states 
(p.223) "The Commissioners which ft'efte appointed by the 
Assembly of' the Church conveen May 17 and draw up these 
Articles to be presented unto the Convention~ And the 
"Kirk" meeting on 28th May having heard these articles 
put in form and read in their presence after consideration 
agreed to their presentation to the Privy Council. 

(See B.U.K.p.10) 



'rhe fact however is clear that alist of seven requests 

was presented to the Lords of Privy Council whether they were 

meeting in Convention or not. The Articles presented were 
(1) 

in two groups-those dealing with the suppression of the 

overthrown re11gion,and those dealing with provision for tre 

new church and with regulations for the administration of 

that provision. The truth was that there was more than a 
(2) 

hint on the pattt of the"barons and gentlemen professing 

Christ Jesus" -a class which had no Parliamentary represent: 

~at ion as an Estate- of an attempt to bully the chief 

authority into compliance with their demands,and the perscns 

chosen to present these petitio~s were mostly of this 

baron-laird order. (The Master of Lindsay,Lairds Fernihurst 
{3) 

Lochinvar,Whittingham,Menzies of Pitfoddells and a Dundee 

(1) The records of Council in any case are lost. 
(2) i.e.{A) ,SUJ2pression of idolatry 

(Jilnishment for abuse of the sacraments. 
Punishment for those brin~ing home Papal Bulls 

(B) SulEPrt of the New Chu~h 
(1 rovision tor Superintendents more of whom 

are needed,and that laws be made for rendering 
their decrees effective. 

(iiiNo letters to be granted by the Court of 
Session,g1ving teinds to any person e~cept 
on the condition that the ministers portion 
be not raised but left in the bands of the 
parishioners etc. 

(1ii)The Session to ~elay execution of precepts 
passed in favour of those having grants of 
manses and vicarages etc. 

(iv)Similarly that no letters receive execution 
until the ministers stipends as shown in 
the book of discipline are quaranteed. 
i.e. 40 bolls meal and 26 bolls malt 

was the minimum stipend. 
(3) B.U.K.p.9. Knox.II p.162. 



burgess) These supplications were apparently agreed to in 

their enti~ety by the Privy Council It was in fact the 
(1) 

l.ords of the Congregat.ion whether Parliamentary or not wh:> 

used both the Parliament and the new body the General 

Assembly to enrorce their will. The position was altered 

when the Queen returned and the "holie water of the Court" 

began to be sprinkled about,while the scramble for places 

and pensions divided the ranks of the godly. Semi-private 

conferences were held between the active members of the 

Privy Council and a similar committee of the leaders of 

the ministry,to such an extent that the latter were 

informed of almost everything of importance in Council 

business. 
(2) 

The third teneral Assembly in some respects 

would seem to have been summoned to demand punishment of 

a particularly glaring case of abduction, but the more 

reasonable point of view is that it was merely the 

ordinary half yearly meeting. It met on December 15th 

(1) P.C.R.blank till September 1~61 but cf.B.U.K.p.10 
C.II.p.128; Knox.II.p.164. 

ti) e.g. the conference to discuss the Mass,held in the 
house of James McGill the Clerk Register,between 
Moray Morton,Marischal,Lethington,Bellenden(Justice 
Clerk~ McGill,for the Privy Council andRow,George Hay, 
Robert Hamilton

9
and John Knox for the Church. 

(Knox.II.iv.p.2 1) 
The P.C. appointea inSept. was a coalition of all 
parties,Hamiltons,Huntlj's faction,Campbells, 
Bothwell Errol Marischal Atholl Morton Glencairn Moray 
Lord Erskine,plus the Treasurer the Secretary 
Clerk Register and Justice Clerk {P.C.R. I P.157) 



with the obvious intention of coinciding with or 

rather anticipating the Convention of Nobility which 

convened on the 22nd December. In any case however 
(1) 

intercommunication between Assembly and Convention 

was no longer on the old amicable footing,for the 

Courtiers and the Lords withdrew to Holyrood,With the 

result that the"Chief Commissioners of the Kirk,the 

Superintendents and some Ministers" were forced to 

to go to them almost as supplicants in order to regain 

their goodwill. There were mutual recriminationsw the 

Ministers accusing the Lords for not "keepin~" the 

Convention of the Kirk,and the Lords calling in doubt 

whether such conventions were expedient,and complaining 

that the"ministers drew the gentilmen into secreat and l,t 
beld counsallis without thair Knowledge" In fact 

(2) 
the Lords that is the Leaders of the Nobility who ruled 

alike in Counciland Parliament • were realizing that this 

Assembly so recently established might,and indeed had, 

become the stronghold of the Barons and gentlemen who 

had no separate meeting as an Estate such as the Burghs 

had, and whose position as members of Parliament had 

remained undefined in spite of the great demonstration 

Of 1560. (J) 

Tl) P.C.R.Vol.I.p.l92 
(2) Knox.II;ii1;p,l95 

(3) cf.Rait.Parliaments of Scotland pp6,21,202 



Eventually it was agreed by the " most part als weill of 

the Nobili tie as of the Baronia"that Genenal Assemblies 

were necessary to keep order and unity in doctrine, a 

very modest beginning for far reaching claims it was 

later to put forward. So anxious were they to gain 
' . . ( 1 ) . 
the countenance of the Civil Authority that a message 

was sent to the Queen inviting her,if she had any 

misgivings as to the matters they were about to treat 

to send some commissioners as her representatives to 

be present at all the Assembly debates. 
(2) 

It was the Barons,too, who when they 

saw that the Book of Discipline was being shelved, petit: 

:ioned the Council for the support of the ministry and 

the suppression of idolatry with the result that the 

first arrangement for the thirds was made. 
(') 

(1) Knox.II.p.296 Tak from us the fredom of Assemblies 
and tak from us the Evangell. 

(2) ibid. p. 297 
(3) ibid.p.299 et seq.;P.C.R. I;p.,93 

The other petition,occasioned by the riot and 
abduction was according to Knox originated jointly 
by Nobility and Assembly.The Nobility e.g. the 
Master of Lindsay,were interested because it involv~ 
an attack upon the French party brought over by the 
Queen.Though at first it seemed as if it was a 
definite move in the direction of a general desire 
for law and order it soon resolved itself into 
the usual variety of brawl between Hamlltons on the 
one hand and ]3bthwell and the other abductors on the 
other.The fact remains that inB.U.K.this petition on 
behalf of justice is the only business extant is 
significant. 



In the next Assembly of June 1562 

the interaction between Assembly and Council went on 

ltn a more normal m:mner, and supplications on various heads 

were submitted. These were chiefly on points connected 

with default of ministers' stipends particularly 
(1) 

of those within Burghs,while a claim was made for manses 

and glebes according to the regulations laid down in 

the Book of Discipline. The Kirk realizing that the 

economic situation of the time would never be so arbitrarily 

altered as to allow of the acceptance of the Polity in 

its entirety had began its long campaign for obtaining 

in small instalments what was denied it as an immediate 

remedy. An important point was made in an article on behalf 

of the poor whQse cause had been considered in some 

detail in that Polity. The Council was now asked to encroach 

upon the settlement as to the thirds so recently made, 

by apportioning funds from th~ two thirds which still 

remained with the auld possessors,for the purpose of 

supporting the poor,and to provide education and parish 

schools in the manner of Enox's scheme·(2) 

(1) The whole third was collected by the Queen's representiative 
and the Committeeknown as the Lords Modifiers was set 
up to apportion the ministers dues.300 marks was 
the maximum they gave. 
"The good Lairi of Pittarro was ane earnest professor 
of Christ but the mekle devill reeeave the Comptroller 
for he and his Collectors are become gready sectours." 
(Knox.II .p.31 1) 

(2) B.U.K.p. 17 



On the side of Discipline and 

Jurisdiction there were several points demanding settle: 

:ment for which the authority of the Council was necessary 

Le (i )the punishment of immorality, blasphemy , and 8abbath 

breaking; and ( ii) For definition of the position of the 

Kirk's jurisdiction with re~ard to divorce. 
(1) 

The informal nature of the relations 

between the General Assembly and one of the Groups of the 

Privy Council is exemplified by the reference of a petition 

on the point of 'removal of idolatry' to the 'further 

consultation of the Godly of Her Majesty's Counsell. 
(2) 

Thus it would seem that a party in the Coalition Council 

prepared business in their capacity as Lords of the 

Con;rega:bion which later they considered in their official 

role as Lords of Secret Council. They sometimes in fact 

were petitioning themselves though the Queens assent had 

to be obtained before their business became effective. 

(1) B.U.K.p.,, 

(2)ibid~ 

ttAnent the actiouns of divorcements to 
make supplication to the secreit counsell 
that either they give up universallie the 
judgement of divorce to the Kirk and the.1r 

a8aa1oun8,or els to establish men of good 
lyves knowled~e and jmdgement to take the 
order thereof provyding alwayes that the 
saids Lordis make provi~ioun and ordinance 
how the guiltie persons divorced salbe 
punished. (This of course resulted more than 
a year later in the appointment of the 
Commissars 1564 P.C.R.I., 252) The reascn 
given by the Kirk for this request was 
that it could no longer sustain the buroo n 
of divorce since no punishment was appointed. 
thus showing that for some little time the 
sessioms had been in control of that juris: 
:diction. B.U.K.p.23 



! 
The petition which embodied these demands 

was ingeneral and rather vague terms. It was not the ; 

manner of the General Assembly at this period to formulate 

their articles in the terms in which they wished them to 

be passed either as acts of Parliament or Council. The Ki!k 

for its own purpose could exalt the authority of Council 

at the expen#e of Parliament or at other t&mes take 
( 1 ) 

take up a constitutional attitude relying on Parliamentary 

support in opposition to the Royal Prerogative. In the 

present instance the whole of their influence was exerted 

to induce the Privy Council to accept the Polity which the 

Lords in their larger Convention of Nobility or Estates hm 

shelved. The Assembly's vehement protests on behalf of the 

poor of three sorts may have had some temporary effect 

but reformation in face of the Lords' cupidity was slow,and 

for years to come the petitiona and complaints of the 

Kirk were to be repeated again and again in almost the srure 

terms without any real achievement being effected. This 

is not surprising when it 18 considered that even Pa.rliamEn t: 

ary decrees received little respect ;while Decrees of the 

General Assembly were still less effective when unsupportm 

by the Civil Authority and the Church was unwilling to put 

(1)e.~. "If any object that p*nischment cannot be commandEd 
to be executed without a. Parliament ;we answer that 
the eternal God in his Pa.rliamenj hes pronounced 
death to be the punischment of adulterie and 
blasphemy." (B .U .K.p. 21 ) 



to the test its final weapon, excommunication. 

Even this petition in general terms as 

it was,was not insisted upon by the Assembly,for several 

members of the Privy Council debated and rebutted it 
(1) 

in the open meeting with the result that it was concluded 

that "the supplication~· as it was coneeaved should (only) 

be presented onless that the Secreatarie wold ~orme one 

more agreeable tothe pres.ent necessitie.He promisit to 

keap the substance of ouris but he wold use other termes 

and ask thingis in a mair gent ill maner 11 In its final form 
. (2) 

so carefully prepared that Knox called it but paynted 

oratorie, it was presented by the Superintendents of Lothicn 

and Fife to the Queen and Privy Council though there is 

little doubt that the Ma,jori ty of the Council already 

knew every detail of its demands. If its first ~orm had 

been tooo general according to modern ideas its terms 

in 1 ts latest phase were so ind.efini te that theyim;:rde no 

impression upon the mind of the Sovereign round whom the 

whole situation hinged. By the time the next Assembly met 

in December (1562) nothing had been effected. 

(1) By Lethington and M0 Gill see Knox II p.344 
Calderwood II p.193 

(2) Knox. II p.345 



The main tenor of the ne~otiations 

between Assembly and Civil Power was therefore pract.ic::tlly 

a repetition.of this previous ~bortive supplication. The 

Court promised that before the Parliament which was 

appointed for May, should meet sat.isfaction shauld be given 
( 1) 

but nevertheless a petition was presented again dealing 

with the same topics, though the points at issue were 

narrowed down and made more definite. The Kirk was not to 

be deceived a~ain by painted oratory. Those who repres: 
. (2) 

:ented the Cb~rch on this occasion before the Council 

were the Superintendents of Lothian,Fife,Glasgow,and Angus 

along with the Superintendent elect of Jedburgh. The 

Superintendents had particular requests to make for 

supportand additions to their own order. The dependence of 

the Kirk upon the good will of the Council is nowhere 

better evidenced than by the circumstance that although 

in its third session the Assembly had drawn up leets for 

election to the offices of Superintendents of Aberdeen Banff 

Jedburgh and Dumfries, the final choice and advice were 

left in the hands of the Privy Council. 
(~) 

(f) 

(2) 

(3) 

Knox.II u.)64 
The Comptroller had already taken measures with the 
Commissioners of Bur3hs (in Assembly) to improve the 
stipend of Town 11Unisters(B.U.K.p.26 ) and something vas 
done tovrarfls subrni tting an accur"l.te list of Ministers 
Rea~ers etc so that stipends mi~bt be allocated by tre 
Lorcts Hoc'lifiers. 
Jurisdiction to be defined,discharge of Sabbath m::trkets 
and Knox h3.d a special com:nission to de1.l with the Queen 
for su~oort of tSe Poor. 
B.U.K.p:30.C3.lderwood II p.208 



Tr~ces of Kirk influence tn the 

the Statute Book are everywhere to be observed in the enact: 

:menta of the Parliament which ultimately met on June 4th 

1563- Mary' s First Parliament since her return. But the 

violent efforts of Knox and others to present Articles 
(1) 

for the full establishment of the Book of Discipline,and 

containing a particular attack upon women by suggesting 

stringent su~ptuary laws estranged not only the Queen but 

the Nobility and Courtiers who were dependent upon the Quem ·!s 

goodwill for ratification of grants of lands and pensions 
(2) 

The Nobles were afraid that the Queen might construe these 

articles into a personal attack upon herself and prorogme 

the Parliament altogether. The zealots were enraged that their 

whole programme was not carried out but nevertheless the 

completed list of Acts of this Parliament shows that a large 

proportion of the Kirk Articles became statutory. 
(J) 

(1) Perhaos thev were an unofficial Commission of the Assembly 
though there is no record of their appointment,or perhaps 
Knox 1n his position of practical dictator in the new 
church simply associated a few other ministers with him. 

(2) cf. Moray's quarrel with Knox(C.II p.217 ) 
(3)A.P.S.II p.539 et seq. (i)Ma.nses and glebes were grantEd 

but the size of the glebe was left indefinite.{ii) Witch 
craft was to be uunishable with death both for witch and 
consulter. (See James VI's questions to the Edinburgh Pre s. 
on this point) !ail) A somewhat vague law for the punish: 
ment of adultery.It was said that almost any pretext 
could circumvent this Act. 
The Privy Council received full power to put to executmn 
any scheme they might a~ree upon for the repair and 
upkeep of Churches and Church yards 



-3-J.,() 3 ID 

On the points of provision and discipline a good number of 

the demands of the supplication of June 1562 received 

satisfactory answer,while the Kirk's anxiety about the poor 

tenants had probable a good deal to do with the Act 

prohibiting the ejection of ulauchfull possessouris 

tennentes and occupyars of Kirklands". 
(1) 

It seems clear likewise that the Act 

re~lating weights and measures ( A.P.S.II p.540.cap.14) 

(see supra). 

refers back to the petition raised in the first ABsembly 
(2) 

Before the end of Parliament there had 

taken place the famous scene between Knox and the Queen,in 

which he took it upon himself, "though neither Erle Lord 

orBaroun,yet as a profitable member of the Commonweal" 

publicly to criticize the question of the Queen's 

'Spanish Match',and as a kind of Prime Minister of the 

Church to lead or rather to incite the Opposition to it. 

"The most part of your nobili tie are so addicted to your 

affectiouns that neither God's Word nor the Commoun Wealth 

are duelie regarded,therefore it becometh me to informe 

A.P.S. II.p.540. cap.13 
B.U.K.p.5 . 
Perhans it was the fear that the Burghs might lend all 
their~wealth and influence to the Asse~bly that induced 
this Parlia3ent to grant them the concession that five 
or six burgesses should always be present at any 
Convention for War Peace or Taxation.(A.P.S.II.542 cap.20 



taem of their duetie". The Queen was so incensed that it w 

was only with difficulty that she was dissuaded from 

insisting that the Lords of the Articles should deal 

with the question of his punishment. 
( 1 ) 

In the Assembly or Perth 25th June 1563 though 

Parliament was but lately dissolved ,the Kirk was ready 

with several pleas for preseptation to the Officers of 

State and Privy Council, mainly for the purpose of 

execpti8n and definition of the somewhat vague Acts of 

Parli&ment The Comptroller the Justice Clerk and Clerk 
(2) 

Register,at least were present to watch over proceedings 

in the interests of the Queen as Officers of State,and 

to give advice to the Assembly as members of the halie 

Kirk. Important questions like University Education and 

(1)Knox II iv. p.388; Calderwood II p.221 

(2) i.e. ~he ~ppointment of judges in every province to 
try cases of adultery 

ii That SuDerintendents admit qualified persons to 
vacant benefices on due presentation 

iii For Union of Kirks.(contrast this with their 
later demands) 

iv For remission of the thirds to Bishops who have 
become Superintendent;:; under the new regime. 

v.Free letters were prommsed by the Officers of State 
to ministers seeking restoration of manses 
at the Comptroller's expense. 
{B.U.K.p.34; C.II.p.226) 



the Censorship of the Press the Assembly did not include 
~ 

among~ articles for discussion with the Privy Councll 

and apparently at this time seemed to infer that these b5L 

belonged naturally to its province. 
(1) 

By December 1563 the General Assembly had 

definutely begun its campaign of opposition to the 

Governing Civil Authority.The riot,if riot it was,over the 

celebration of: Mass in Holyrood on August t$th 1563, and 

the prosecution of the leading Protestants who had 

attended "with twa or three mae to behold and note what 
11 

persons repared to the masse drew forth Khox's summons 
(2) 

to the faithfuL' to "convene to the General Assemblynwith 

the avowed intention of defending the accused. The Assemli y 

in fact was to be used as an open opponent of the power 

of the Queen and Privy Council. The Professors were rebuked 

for :ftneglecting or at least not frequenting " the convent11ons 

anA Assemblies of the Kirk,which obviously Knox thought 

ought to have been so powerf'ul and unanimous in the cause 

that their decrees should have been unquestioned .The Civil 

Authority in fact should have had little other function 

than to re;_;ister and put. to civil execution the enactments 

of the Ecclesiastical Body. 
h 
{1)Ealder•ooa.~I p.226; B.U.K.p.35 
(2 )The leaders- were summoned to underlie the law 24 Oct. 

For Knox's letter see Knox.Worl{S II.p.395-97; 
Calderwood.II.p.231 



It was not therefore without just reason that the inner 

circle of the Privy Council accounted Knox's action 

treason,as unlawf'ul convocation of the lieges,and his 

summons before Council and eonvention of the Nobility(1) 

about the middle of December was virtually the only 

course left to the Civil Power it it was to preserve any 

real authority. Knox had plenty of precectent uror what 

convocatioun of the bretllering hes ever bene to this day 

uhto quhilk my pen servi t not " though never as he prot: 
(2) 

:ested on his own incentive but only at the desire of the 

brethren11 It would seem indeed_ that the Assembly which 

he convened was bat the ordinary half yearly meeting 

and was only unusual in that a much larger number than was 

usual was exuected to be present. The vital point of 
~ ( 3) 

course was that these 11 freqent 11 numbers were to attend for 

the express purpose of defying the Crown. In any case 

numerous "professors" who had responded to his letters 

were present to make up in arms and numbers what was 

lacking in reasoned logif~) It was their unexpected 

appearance a~ the Convention of the Nobility that by a 

majority vote absolved Knox,leaving him and his position 

in the general Assembly which did meet on December 25th 

stronger than ever. 

{1)Knox says thts Convention w~s summoned to give his 
condemnation more weight. p.399 

(2_)) 1 bid .tl"· p • 405 ' 407 
( 3' ibicl. P. 397 
(4)Theyywere thronging the close and stair even to the door 

of the Council House 



In point of fact the str~ggle had once 

more been merely a tri a.l of strength bet.ween the party 

in power and the old factious and unruly Opposition 

who were ever"agin the Government" not on any point of 

principle but because they were reluctant to give 

regognition to the Central Authority. Religion and Knox 

provided good pretexts. 
( 1 ) 

Practically the whole of thePrivy 

Council was present in the Assembly,besides the great 

numbers of Barons Burgesses and. Gentlemen, ttas many as 

were thocht expedient f'or everie town and province" 
(2) 

The quarrel. between ChlJrch and State was not long in 

revealing itself,in the debate over the ministers~ 

petitions for stipends,and the Court probably through 

the medium of Lethington and Bellenden the Justice Clerk 

threatened to leave the ministers to obyain their stipen~ 

as best uhey could since they ran counter to the Civil 

Power in other respects. The Anti-Courttor Country party 

on the other hand threatened in the name of the nobility 

barons and burghs to withhold payment of the Guard and tre 

Papist pensions until the ministers demands were satisfiffi 

(1) 

(2) 

Jealousy of the power of Lethington had something to 
do with the way the vote went.( C.II.p.240) and the 
result was some slight shift in the balance of power 
the "Protestant Lords" holding chief place in the 
Council. 
Knox.rr .p.397. 



Interchange of ideas in open debate,in open Convention 

was something which was lacking in the Scottish 

Parliamentary system, and this General Assembly at least 

provided it,)or the Civil Power and the Kirk Convention 

met apparently jointly and on equal terms. There was 

~owever a cleavage at some point in the proceedings 

for the Courtiers not withdrew into the Inner Council 

House, "but drew from us some of our ministers and would 

have them conclude suche things as were never propouned 

in publick Assemblie" Even thus early was an attempt 
(2) 

at some kind of Commission or Privy Conference attempte~ 

Both Court and Country Party however were included in 

a Commission to consider ~further affirmation of the 

Booke of Discipline;(so quick was the Kirk to seize its 

opportunities); to revise the whole question and to 

report their opinion to the next General Assemblyo There 

was a significant proviso that if a Parliament should 

intervene ,this Commission should simply repo~t to the 

Lords of the Articles without waiting for the Assembly's 

formal sanction of alterations if any they made. This is 

remarkable as showing the powers which the Kirk entrusted 

( 1 ) 

(2) 

See the debate over the approbation of Knox's action. 
(Calderwood II.p.243 ) 
The Laird of Lundy's speech in the Assembly of June 
1564 describin7 the attitude of the last Assembly in 
December 1563 ~ C.II.p.250; Knox II.p.422) 
The outer Council ingratiated themselves with the 
the Kirk by promisin~ that labourers should have their 
own tithes for a reasonable composition.(B.U.K.p.41 ) 



to laymen(Privy Councillors) some of whom were in oppos: 

:ition to not a few of her schemes.The explanation must 

be that the ministers who were often on some business or 

other in the Capital,and particularly Knox, would keep 

a wary eye upon their activities • 
. ( 1) 

Both factions attended the Assemtly 

of June 1564. Had not the ministers been such vehement 

partizans the element of free debate might have continued 

and the Convention of the Kirk would have become the 

true Parliament of Scotland for at this meeting there 

is evidence thatthe "greit part of the Nobylitie of thooo 

that ar C<:!.llit Protestantes. convenit ;sum for assistance 

of the mynisteris(in their attack upon the Court) and 

sum to accuse thame". Intercommunication between the 
{2). 

Civil and Ecclesiastical Powers was by no means on the 

old inter-dependent footing. The Privy Council and Court 

Party did not attend in the first session,and the Kirk 

deemed it necessary to send a delegation to them to urge 

(1) Their name·s were Marischal,Ruthven,Maitland, 
Commend~tor of Kilwinning, Bishop Of Orkney, 
Clerk Register(McGill) Justice Clerk(Bellenden) 
Mr Henry Balnaves David Forretand George Buchanan 

(B.U.K.p.41) 

(2) Knox.II.p.421 



to urge their adherence. Although they agreed to this 

and presented themselves on the following day they did 

not sit for long in the Assembly as ordinary members 

but withdrew themselves as they had done in the previous 

Assembly into the Inner Council House,where they remaired 

to await the presentation of petitions and to grant 

conference if desired. When Conference was not sougtt 
(1) 

of them, they sent a messenger "requyring the Superintend: 

: ents and sum of the leirni t minist.eris to confer", but 

this the Assembly refused to permit,and insisted that 

the Privy Council should meet with the rest of the Kirk 
(the Assembly) 

as members of the body politic. They,"repudiated f.or sone 

time any attempt to draw the Kirk to a dimission of its 

authority to a private conference involving any ~inal 

conclusion,and when at last they were forced to compromise 

they expressly stated in the commission granted to the 

Superintendents ~~d leading ministers,that nothing should 

be concluded without the consent and advice of the full 

meeting. Nevertheless the Civil Authority had estab: 
(2) . 

lished the fact that it was a Power apart,which had to 

be considered as an entity,and whose consent was not to 

be assumed or taken for granted, though individual: members 

(1) Knox.II.p.423 

(2) ibid.,p.424; B.U.K.p.47 



of Council might use their vote as members of the 

U!liversal Kirk. This system of private conference was 

a danger,and though repudiated now,it was to have an 

insidious growth in the very constitution of the AssemDay 

itself. This particular conference really resolved itself 

into a lengthy debate between Knox and Lethingtom on 

the question of public pulpit censures of the Queen 

and the problem of the Mass. In spite of the proviso 

it was insisted that the vote must be taken,for the 

Lords of Privy Council refused to recognize the Assembly 

as the ultimate authority. Knox protested vehemently, 

and Craig insisted that whatever the decision of the 

Conference it should in no way prejudice the vote of the 

full meeting. Feeling ran so high that all attempts to 
( 1 ) 

obtain a majority vote were given up and the burning 

question was referred to the advice of Calvin himself. 
(2) 

But though Knox obviously considered hiS "flyting" in the 

Privy Conference the chief matter of importance,there 

were other communivations between Kirk and Civil Power 

which were less theatrical and more productive of 

tangible results. A commission consisting entirely of 

( t) 

(2) 

This is to be compared with the struggle in 
1617 and 1618 over the vote in Privy Conference 
on the Five Articles. 
Knox.II .p.460 



laymen,chiefly lairds appointed on some kind of 

attempted representative system was ordainedn to 
( 1) ' 

repair to the Privy Council with a list of petitions 

or Articles. But it seems doubt~ul whether they 
(2) 

had opportunity to carry out their function.for the 

Queen sent down in the same session four leading 

members of the Privy Counci1 3~o iearnwhat was to be 

petitioned. They urged first of all that amicable 

relayions between Queen and Assembly(somewhat disturbed 

by the preceding private conference) should be restored 

byresolving their articles (a) into a declaration of 

good faith and obedience to the Crown,and (b) an under: 

:taking entered into by both eouncil delegates and the 

Kirk to maintg,in the order of religion as it existed 

on her Majesty's arrival. The Kirk by agreeing to these 

proposals accepted the Council as an intermediary 

and formal and precise articles seem to have been dropped 

in favour of the somewhat vague promises of the four 

politicians. ( 4 ) 

(t) 

(2) 

(3) 
(4) 

For Fife- Lundie and Abbotshall;for Lothian- Spott 
and Elphinstone;for the West-Carnall,Kerse and Kelwood 
for the South-Wedderburn and Fadownsyde;for Galloway 
Garlies and Ma •••. and if!r G.Gordon; for Angus- the 
Provost of Dundee; for the North -the Laird of Craig 
For confirmation of religion,abolition of the Mass; 
for assured livings for ministers;and punishment of 
transgressors against religion. 
Argyle,Moray,Glencairn,Lethington 
Something certainly was donein execution of these. 
e.~.Decree prohibiting pensions out of the thirds 
(P~C.R.I.p.287 'Othe October.) 



Upom the approach of the General 

Assembly (25th December 1564) and of the Parliament 

on the 15th of the same month,the Privy Council roused 

itself to activity,with the intention apparently of 

preventin~ a repetition of the Kirk's demands,and passed 

decrees enforcin.s the existing acts of Parliament (James IV ) 

a;ainst Sabbath markets,and arranging that they should be 

delayed till the Monday, Acts against immorality at length 

made the somewhat vague acts of the Parliament effective 

to some extent by a graduated scale of fines,but it is 

noteworthy that the whole of the e«ecution of these acts 

and the profits of Justice were given to the Civil Power, 

and no mention was made of the Kirk~~ s share in proceedings. 
( 1) 

Probably these acts were prepared with the intention of 

having them ratified in the succeeding Parliament ,but only 

a fragment of its proceedings has survived and from other 

accounts we learn that little was done save to reinstate 

Lennox and confirm infeftments in Kirk Lands. Articles 
(2) 

were given in to the Parliament on behalf of the Church 

for the abolition of the Mass and punishment of vice. 
(3) 

Who were these representatives of the Kirk who presented 

petitions in the name of the whole body 7 to the Lords of 

(1)R.P.C. I.p.296-7 (2) Knox.II.p.469 
(3)Knox.II.p.471 "but there was little thing granted save 

that it was statute that scandalous livers should be 
punished first by prison and then publikly shewen unto 
the people with ignominy. 



the Articles,for no appointment was made in the previous 

Assembly and the next Assembly was not to meet until the 

25th of the month. It was probably John Knox and his 

'familiars' who undertook the duty making use of his wide 

Commission as Father of the Scottish Church. 

When the issembly met therefore on 

the 25th, the Privy Council maintained J»ts policy of remain: 

:ing apart and once more two Lairds as Commissioners from 

the Church had to request its concurrence. When they at 

length sent some of their number,the Assembly was ready with 

its proposals and petitions which it presented to them for 

presentation to the Queen. These articles were rather more 

precise than formerly and consisted of seven demands 11 the 
1) 

ansuer of every ane of the particulars the Generall Assemblie 

humblie reqt\1r1 t" The Kirk still uses the Privy Council 
(2) 

as intermediary and does not adiress itself directly to 

the Q.ueen. 

( 1 ) 

( 2) 

They were on two topics ,the lack of e«ecution of laws 
against the Mass etc.and secondly on the question of 
~rovision for the new church and its officers. 
(a) Payment of arrears of stipend and at~angements for 

the futlkre. 
(b) Appointment of more Superintendents 
(c} Punishment of violence towards ministers 
(dl The question of vacant benefices 
(e) Definition as to the position with regard to manses 

and glebes 
(f) Acts of Parliament for repair of churches to be 

put to execution. 
(B.U.K.p.53 ) 

ibid. 



There is no indication of what immedia~ 

response these petitions met with. Probably they were 

politely disregarded for similar peqttesta~by the advice 

of the most leg,rned in Edinburgh" were presented to the 

Queen by the Superintendents of Lothian and Glasgow. 
(1) 

While they were an accepted part of the Church·Governme~ 

the Superintendents continued to exercise the function 

of a kind of executive of the whole Kirk and almost 

always abared with Knox the leadership. The Kirk and its 

demands were infact at this time simply used by the Moray 

-Argyle party as planks in its political platform,and 

indeed reformation of religion was a good excuse for the 

convening of any large concourse of nobility. This 
(2) 

party meeting some ministers and certainly the Superin: 

:tendents attended,and when the Queen summoned all the 

Lords and Barons present to a Convention of Nobility of 

her own in Stirling, she wrote also for the Superintent§nts 

and"other learned men" 
(J) 

(1) Knox.II.Bk.v.p.475 chiefly on points of adultery 
and idolatry. · 

(2)i.e. Moray and his day of law with Bothwell. 
"There assisted my Lord of Murray, the Earles of Argyle 
Glencairn and Crawford with great numbers,and many 
Lords and Barons who for the most part conveened the 
same afternoon to treat and consult for the maintain: 
:ing of religion. (Knox.p.479) 

(3) For consenting to her marriage with Darnley. 
but(See P.C.R.I.p.335 15th May 1565 They agreed upon a 

Parliament on 20th July but this was later prorogued) 



Tht"' me:=Jting ( Convention of Nobility ) IOth June 
(1) 

it was said was to settle all points of religion. Moray 

therefore extended its sphere and character "by sending 

to all the principall churches advertiseing them of the 

matter and desiring them to advise and send the most able 

able men in learning and reputation to keep the day". 
(2) 

Thus the Convention of Nobility would be augmented by 

large numbers of representatives of congregations, -in 

fact a joint Civil-Ecclesiastical Assembly.trnder the 

circumstances the Queen could not afford to have her hand 

forced, and prorogued the meeting on the pretext that tm 

Papists might come too and tumul ts ensue. Within 12days 

however ~ fresh convention was summoned to Perth (23rd 

June) only 2 days before the General Assembly met in 

Edinburgh. It was probably hoped that the Nobles would 

attend the Civil and neglect the Kirk Convention. The 

Lords in opposition to the Court policy did atte(~~and 

were speedily made use of by the Assembly to present the 

case of the Kirk as their own. But they were too anxious 

to return to the Royal favour to incriminate themselves 

too deeply,and the formal articles of the Church were 

entrusted to a delegation of four lairds and one burgess. 

(t)P.C.R. I.p)~6 
(2) Knox. p. 483 
(3) Argyle anr1 Glencairn with a gre3.t company of Lords and 

Barons and others assisted the church.(K. II.p.484) 
The Queen was thoroughly alarmed at this counter 
convention which associated itself with the Kirk 
interests. 



Lundie,Cunninghamhead,Granq;e(~rham) ,Hume odr Spott 

and James Baron Burgess of Edinburgh. Their instructions 

were to report before the dissolution of the Assembly if 

possible but otherWise to report to the Session of 

Edinburgh who in turn would inform the Superintendents. 

Th.e c'iuty of receiving their account of their doings 

eventually devolved upon Knox alone who had instructions 

to advertise the Superintendents of the result as well as 

of anything untoward which might fall out before the 

next Assembly.(E.U.K.p.64) It is noteworthy that in 

these articles the Kirk stresses the necessity of having 

their rights established by formal Act of Parliament, 

They no longer place much reliance upon the simple 

proclamation of the Privy Council, nor the vague and 

general promises of the Queen. 
( 1 ) 

( 1) The Articles were precise. 
A. Abolition of the J'Jass for subjects and sovereign 

alike;the people to be commanded to attend church 
as they were in the aays of Papistry 
AND THESE TO BE SANCTIONED BY PARLIAT.•iE.NT WITH CONS~rT 
OF ZSTATES AND RATIFIED BY TH~ QUEEN. 

B Provision Stipends for ministers in the·parish m 
which they serve; benefices as they fall vacant to 
be given to ministers ;no plur8.li ties; glebes and 
01anses to be a~~'portioned; Kirks repaired";" 
AND A LAW HADE SMBRACING .ALL THESE POINTS 

c. Education All teachers to be tried as to religion 
by the Superintendent 

D. Support of the Poor Restoration of Hospitals; 
Rents of Friars lands to be used for Poor and the 
Schools 

E. Punishment of Vice including idolatry blasphemy 
Sabbath Breaking etcand criminal offences such as 
murder slaughter by a spec·ia.l Commission in each 
Province .AND THIS TO BE DONE BY ACT OF PARLIArENI' 

F. Some order·to be taken for relief of the voor 
labourer from rigorous exaction of his 't:ttnes. 



Pending Queen Mary's answer ,ministers were forbidden 

to change their charge,but that answer was long in coming. 

The commissioners went to Perth,and presented ~heir reqwsts 

but the Queen departed for Dunkeld and they perf'orce had 

to follow.The Council was not however with her and she 

refused to make any decision in Kirk affairs without. 

them, biddin~ the Kirk delegates return yo Edinburgh till 

the Council met.Thus the question was not really consid: 

:ered until Au~st 21st. By that time the Opposition 
( 1 ) 

Lords were in flight,and the Queen had scored a signal 

victory.Had it been otherwisw she would have been com: 

pelled to ~odify her at~itude to the Church. Two at 

least of the General Assembly"s commissioners had 

joined with the rebels when they came to Edinburgh, 

where however they got little support in spite of their 

slogan that their cause was that of religion. 
(2) 

( 1 ) 

(2) 

The Darnley marriage had taken placeand after the 
meeting at Ayr 12th August the chief Protestant 
Lords were practically in open rebellion.Darnley 
to take fromthe Lords the pretext of religion had 
attended ser:11on to hear John Knox. The latter was 
too much of a partizan to take the re~sonable course. 
(?nox II p.497J 
They were Grange and Cunninghamhead. (ibid.p.499) 
Lundie also was suspect,while Christeson the minist~ 
of Dundee was also involved having been in commun: 
:ication with the Lords and urged the professors to 
assist them.(~.i!.p.504) 



The Kin~ and Queen by proclamation tried to dispel any 

confusion of the cause of the rebels with that of the 

General Kirk, although the 11 Articles and ~Wopoai tions 11 

passing between the Government and the leaders certainly 

embodied the main points of the Articles submitted by 

the General Assembly through its commissioners which the 

Queen had shelved. The political aspect had so complete[y en 
overshadowed the ecclesiastical that the acute problem of 

the provision of ministers had been forgotten,and the 

half yearly meetin3 of the ministers of Lothia.n,propounded 

yet another petition on this head.This petition was pres: 

:ented by Spottiswoode and David Lindsay,to the King and 

Queen but with as little effect as before. 
(2) 

It was therefore under these circum: 

:stances that the General Assembly met in December 1565 

(1)Knox.!I.p.504;P.C.R.p.356.22nd August;and 369 3rd Sept. 
The recalcitrant Lords were demanding besides the 
religious claims ,constitutional changes involving 
government by a council nominated by themselves i.e. 
"the counsell and advice of the Nobility and ancient 1i 
blood of the same". This meant that democracy as 
represented in the General Assembly was allied with 
Conservatism and feudalism. 
The Lordsdemands were A. (i)Abolition of the Mass 
(1i)rooting out of idolatry (iii)Estab1ishment of the 
true reli~ion. B. That the affairs of the realm be 
governsd::t by advice of the true nobility. (Knox.II.p 508) 

(2) !nox~IDI·;,;'p.5:t1 Thw whole system had been overturned by 
the change of Comptroller for Pittarrow was in rebellion 



Its chief Lords of the Congregation were denounced rebels 

its articles had received unsatisfactory answers,and its 

ministers were supplicants for bare subsistence. The 
( 1 ) 

Queen's answers ~ere considered so valueless that Row 

was commissioned to prepare "Answers to the Answers" 
{2) 

In addition a ~eneral supplication to Queen and Council 

on the question of a detailed assignation for ministers 

stipends,and for protection of the ministers from violence 

was presented by the Lord Lindsay and David Murray (brother 

of the Laird of Balvaird). In point of fact however the 

Kirk in the absence of its lay lea~ers from the Council 

could have expecteri little. Those Protestants and those 

still calling themselves by that name,wh1still remained 

in power certainly put in an appearance at the Assembly's 

meetings The principal articles the Answers to the 
(3) 

(1) Knox could not have been very sure of his ground or 
he would have made use of his extraordinary powers to 
advertise the faithful.Andrew Melville under similar 
circumstances summoned conventions of the godly to 
deal with the political situation. 

(2) B.U.K.n.68 (i)For satisfaction of the Queen ~d pers: 
:uasion towards religion they offered conference 
(ii) They solemnly advised her in her foreign relaticns 
to refrain from treaty with France (iii )In the matter 

of presentations to benefices while reserving the right 
of the patron to present they insisted·upon the church's 
right to examine the presentee. (iv) As to the pro: 
:vision of the ministers they urged her not to commit 
sacrilege by retainin3 part of the benefices in her own 
hand,and complained that the assignations made were t»o 
va~e;they insisted that the teinds belonged only to 
the church,and that in allocation of the thirds the 
ministers the poor and Education ou~ht first bo be 
served before the Queen claimed her portion. 

(3) Morton(Chancellor)Mar,Lybdsay,Lethington,and some barons 
and gentlemen attended(Xnox.II.p.5t5)No mention is maRe 
of these in B.U.K. 



Answers by two Superintendents (Fife and Lothian) and 

by two miniaters Row and David Lindsay,of whom Row was 

the spokesman in the interview with the King and Queen. 

Thus the one petition was presented by two laymen only 

and the other by four ministers,and since both involved 

the whole question of the ministers stipends it must hmre 

been hoped that if the Q,ueen disregarded the preachers 

she might list.en with more attention to the opinions of 

two of her nobles. In f.iny case howver the old policy of 

delay was pursued and no conclusion was reached. 

Though a Parliament,in which Rizzio 

was the leading spirit met in March(7th) there is no 
( 1 ) 

record of the Kirk or its delegates presenting any 

petitions,and whatever the Royal intentions may have b~n 

all were forgotten in the struggles first for the attaind: 

:er of the banished lords and secondly in the sudden 

revolution occasioned by the murder of Rizzio(gth March) 

of complicity in which the leaders of the Kirk were not 

entirely innocent. 
( 2) 

The General Assembly of June 1566 

as a result of this revolution was in a very much 

stronger position than its predecessor. "Earls Lords 

(1) Diurnal of Occurrentsp.89; C.II.p.312; Knox II.p.520 

(2) cf.The Bond for Religion and Liberty coupled with the 
Band to murder the villain Davie. Knox.II.p.521 
In James' struggle with the Melvilles it was quoted 
that Knox approved the murder but only in so far as 
it was the work of God! 



and Barons of the Privy Council" attended, but Morton 
( 1 ) 

Lyndsay and Ruthven are conspicuously absent being them: 

selves rebels in turn. The olo_ petitions and the Answers to the 

Answers were again the subject of representations to the 

Queen. It is the lay lords of the Privy eouncil who 

receive these from the Assembly and carry them to the 

Queen. A new claim was added however',in the petition 

entrusted to some brethren to address the Lords of Privy 

Counciland Session thay no excommunicate personshave any 

liberty of civil process until they were reconciled to 

the church. The Assembly finding definition of its 
(2) 

powers denied was attempting to gain for its decrees at 

least as much respect as the sentence of exeommunicaticn 

under Japistry had had. 

It was probably due to Bothwell's 

influence that the Queen was induced to grant the partic: 

:ular assignation presented by the Assembly of December 

1566. The Assembly while approving this assignationas 
(3) 

a temporary expedient,claimed that its was without 

derogation of the Kirk's right to all teinds. The unruly 

Lairds of Kyle would fain have persuaded the Assembly that 

thw whole fruits ought to be retained in the habds of tre 
"Professors" until the Government either by Council or 

{1)Huntly,Argyle Bishop of Galloway,Bishop of Orkney, 
Comm.of Lindores,Balfour of Pittendreich.(B.U.K.p.77) 

(2) ibid.p.77; C.II.p.322. Nothing immediate could be dcne 
since the Queen was still in child bed. 

(3) B.U.K.p.82;Knox.p.537icf. Connell on Tithesp.94 
P.C.R.I.p.494 amounting to £10000 and 400chalders 
collectert by the !'.:irk's own collectors. 



Parliament made suitable provision for the ministers. 

In the Assembly itself commmssioners were appointed to 

deal after the conclusion of the meeting, W1 th the Queen, 

and further these demands. These commissioners were three 

in number,The Bishop of Galloway,a Privy Councillor but also 

an official of the new Kirk;the Superintendent of Lothian, 

and John Row. The negotiations which these carried on with 
(1) 

the Queen at Stirling were on a more amicable basis and 

they obtained the gift or· alt.arages in towns for the support 

ofthe ministry. 
(2) 

Subsequent negotiations between Knox and tm 

Privy Council on the point of the resoration of the juris: 

:diction of the Archbishop of St.Andrews could not have 

been so well received. He not only laid a formal supplic: 
(3) 

:ation before them but in addition he issued a fiery 

letter to the Professors in Gener~l informing them of the 

terms of this supplication. This type of appeal to the 

multitude was continually vitiating the perfectly constit: 

:utional relations between Assembly and Council,or Assembly 

and Parliament. The appeal to force was not in effect an 

appeal to the people of Scotland but to the Lairds and barons 

( 1 )Knox. II .p.539 
(2)P.c.R.p.497. Jan.10th 1567; Knox.p.539 
(3)Knox.!I p.540. 



who with their feud~l retainers formed the most 

formidable part of the Professors. But all these schemes 

for and against the church were of little real value 

in the unsettled state of the country. 

In the Parliament of April 1567 held in 

the interval between the death of Darnley and the marriage 

With Bothwell,although some representations were made 

to the Queen,by the "commissioners of the Kirk" she deni~d 
( , ) 

them audience. It would almost seemthat there was some 

sort of standing committee for these relations with 

Queen and Parliament but there is little to indicate 

who they were or how they were appointed. The inference 

is that Knox's extraordinary powers included these 

negotiations and that he probably associated with himself 

the Superintendents and the more prominent ministers of 

the adjacent counties. 
(t) 

By the time the Assembly met in JutE 

the Queen was in Lochleven,and practically a prisoner. 

The Kirk was now in the same camp as the Lords of the 

(1)Calderwood.II.p.35t 

(2) This Parliament passed an Act obviously to placate 
the Kirk and the ministry at this critical juncture, 
confirming the state of religion as it was at the 
Queen's arrival,and abroga)ing all laws and acts again8~ 
the Protestant Religion. 
(see.A.P.S.II.p.548. cap.2 



11:1 • 

like Morton 
Opposition,even those who had participated in the murder 

"' 
of the King, and urgently required ,close intercommunication 

with those who had constituted themselves the Privy 

Council. These Lords were asked to convene with the Kirk 

"for heiring of sick articles as salbe thoght good for the 

establishing of Gods word ,the true religion and support: 

:ing of the ministrie within the realme." The result of 
(1) 

this conclave was the postponement of the General Assemliy 

for a month,while the influence of the Kirk was harnessed 

in an ~empt to bring in the Hamilton Party and those 
. (2) 

who had remained neutral. The Circular letter though 

addressed to all the Nobility was particularl~ written 

with the object of inducing the probable oppenents of 

the Kirk and the Lords to lay aside their quarrels and 

to attend the July Assembly along with all Protestants. 

Had the leaders of the Church been less involved with t~ 

Rebel Lords there was opportunity here for a non-party 

convention,but the letter had but little effect in this 

direction,and the Queen's or Hamilton party simply remained 

away,and the Assembly like most Scottish conventions 

l1)B.U.K.p.93 The Lords of Privy Council were Morton Mar 
Atholl Glencairn Hume Sempill Sanquhar,Ochiltree(BCRp.5i3 
on 21 June) The laird of Dun and Barganie were sent w 
ask them to attend. 

(2)Petrie Part 3.p.355 says that the Assembly was induced 
to write these missives and commissions, by the noblemen 
who had risen in defence of the young prince,because 

"the Harniltons and others had declared themselves for the 
Queen and many were Neuters" 



a one party meeting. It snowed however that the Kirk was 
{ 1 ) 

a valuable ally for bringing about a mass meeting of the 

party,and the Lords indeed in ret•rn for this enormous 

power of influence and propaganda were willing to promise 

al~ost anything. There was no doubt at all in the minds 

of the Queen's party as to the impartial nature of the 

General Assembly. They were indignant indeed that a party 

numerically inferior to their own should presume through 

the Assembly to summom them. They apparently did not 

distinguish between the Assembly of the Godly of the 

Kirk and the Convention of Nobility Barons and Bur~hs 

which was to meet at the same time. 
(2) 

I n the July Assembly intercommunicat~n 

between Church and State was duly provided for,and the 

Articles to be sought were formulated by a committee 

composed of lay representatives from each shire elected 

by laymen, and a fit proportion of ministers appointed by 

the clergy. These articles were simply a recitation of the 
(3) 

demands which the Church had been making ever since 

Mary's arrival in Scotland,but there were several 

(1)cf.Knox.II.p.563 

(2) see the letters of excuse B.U.K.p.102.0f the 37 
noblemen who received individual letters only three 
seem to have attended. cf.also C.II.p.372 

{3)B.U.K.p.100. 



innovations which showed an an increasing claim on the 

part of the church to interfere in matters of Civil 

Government,coupled with a tendency to rely upon 

Parliament as the final authority in establishing 

ecclesiastical affairs. They asked ~or ratification of 

religionpartieularly the act of August 1560 and a 

recognition of that Reformation Parliament as lawful. 

(11) That the ministers stipends and charity towards 

poor labourers be the first charge upon the thirds, 

while,pending a better settlement,they asked for ratif: 

:ication of what had already been granted e.g. the 

granj of benefices ander 300merks and the particular 

assignations,which so far had received little execution. 

(iii) They deaande~ that in the first lawful Parliament 

the Kirk should be put in full possession of her 

patrimony,and that Parliamentary consideration be given 

to the case of the poor labourer and his relief from 

extortion of teind.(iv) They claimed the right to 

examine through the Superintendent all having charge 

of education.(v)They repeated their old demand for 

the Punishment of vice which they recommended to the 

consideration of Parliament. They proceeded to recommend 

measures to those in power i.e.Bands for the punishment 

of the King's murderers,and for defence of the young 

prince,for whose education they also had a care,and they 



laid down as a dictum that henc2rorth all Scottish sovereigns 

must take an o·CJ.th ot' allegia:1ce to the Protestant reli:::;icn 

They concluded these demands with a request for a band among 

the noblemen to destroyidolatry and its monuments and 

firmly to establish the true religion. 
( , ) 

These articles were presented on 

25th July in the 5th Session to the Convention of 

Nobility Barons and Burgesses which was meeting at the 

same time in the Tolbooth to consider the question of 

the Queen's abdication. The General Assembly was itself 

meeting in the Upper Tolbooth.This must mean that the 

meeting was virtually a joint Civil Ecclesiastical 

lonvention for this sessio~!~r that when the Church 

demands were brou~ht down to the lower chamber the 

lay element in the Assembly simply transferred itself 

to the Civil Convention and accepted in the one capacity 

what it had helped to prepare in another. For the 

Articles of the Kirk were registered in their entirety 

in the Council Books. The personnel of the lay element 
(3) 

in the Assembly was practically identical with that of 

the Convention,and it is probable they simply considered 
(4) 

( 1 ) B • U. K • p • 1 06 
( 2 ) 1 bid • ( 3 ) P. C • R. I • p • 53 4 
{4) e.g.JohnErskine of Dun was Provost of Montrose and 

as such present in Convention,while as Superintendemt 
of Angus he was a leader also in the General Assembly 



considered on equal terms both civil and ecclesiastical 

business. It was the lay element in this General Assembly 

which seemed to carry all beforeit el~.in the preparation 

of the articles. There was however in its constitution 

no room for a constitutional ~pposition. The whole of 

the Hamilton faction though confident that they out numbered 

the Rebel Lords disdained to attend. If the Assembly was 

the National Body that it has been claimed to be,it ought 

to have comprised all Protestants irrespective of 

political opinion. The Kirk did not seem to consider the 

point of whether this lay element had sufficient commission 

or not from the kirks which they theoratically representai • 

Scotland of the day was too accustomed to party feud 

and Sectional Conventions for the wolf and the lamb to 

lie down together in the fold of the General Assembly. 
(1) 

Petrie states that these Articles were prepared by the 
(2) 

Lords and presented to the General Assembly for their 

approval. His assertion is almost certainly wrong but it 

adds further evidence to the hypothesis that Convention 

and Assembly were practically the same meeting. 

Thus,whoever was responsible for its initiation 

the Church was ready with its policy whenever the Lawful 

Parliament should"hold". 

(1)Another reqson of course for their absence might be that 
the vote of the ministers an"'- their incendiary propaganda. 
might have auerthrown any majority that the Queen's party 
claimed. 

(2) Petrie.Part.3.p.355 



The extraordinarjly close relationship between 

Convention {or Parliament) and the Assembly at this ti:rpe is 

further exemplif'ied in the curious convention held ten days 

before the actual General Assembly met (on the 25 December). The 

first day of Parliament. fell on the 15th December. The Assembly 

records give account of a conference of some of the brethren on 

the2oiof5t-t December, which was to be without prejudice to any 

conclusion arrived at by the full General Assembly. This was 

obviously a preparatory meeting or an inf'ormal colloquy with 

those of the Nobility who were present. 
( 1 ) 

The meeting on 15th 

December is surely but the climax of the conference which had 

been going on from -1-6 December whose deliberations on Kirk and 

rurghal affairs are printed in the Acts of Parliament. The truth 

of the matter seems to be contained in the mutilated letter A.PS 

III.p.35. The Lords Regent with advice of the Privy Council wrote 

to certain nominated barons and commissioners of Burghs to ccn ven e 

in Edinburgh on the 20th November to consider Articles to be 
I 

proposed in Parliament. The business in hand included the s,cre me 

for the re-introduction of the Estate of the Barons in to Parliamert, 

The meeting was not however well attended and upon the request of 

the barons the Council nominated other barons and gave permission 

to the meeting to eo-opt others from the gentlemen present in 

the town. The meeting t ~-_en invited some ministers to be present 

Knox,Spottiswood Craig, Row and David Lyndsay, Erskine of Dun 

was takin'S a prominent part in the conference as a civil repres:ent 

----------------------------------------------------------~=~~ive. 
r I) see • APS . I I I • p • 3 



The appointment of these five ministers was formally 

sanctioned so th~t now Barons burgesses and Ministers 

were empowered to confer jointly. The sederunt therefore 

of 3rd December shows the attendance of 8 lairds, 7 burgesses 

~nd 4 ministers, They were all likely to be members also of 
\1) 

the General Assembly and the Articles which they prepared 

represente~ the entire policy of the Church in terms 

reminiscent of the decisions of July. Such as concerned the 

Church were aD in number but the eon~usion incident upon 

joint preparation is everywhere apparent. With the addi·tio n of 

the Lords these might very readily become the Lords Articles 

who certainly returned favourable opinions on most of their 

su~gestions. 
( 2) 

(1) Dun. Leslie of Balquhane,Cr~igmillar, Whittingham, 
Abbots~all Lauriston, Fair lie of Br3.id, Camp bell of 
Kinzeancleuch; Burgesses. Provost of Aberdeen,Patrick 
Murray for Perth,Preston and Barren for Edinburgh, 
Richard Blyth for Dundee,Monipenny for Perth,David Mar 
for Aberdeen 

(2) Ratific at :ton of avts of 1560, aboli tio'1 of Papal Jurisdictim 
and annulment of 

1 
all acts in support of idolatry. (Sassed) 

fui.Only professing Protestants to hold benefice or Eccles. 
function. 

iii Kirk jurisdiction to be established.(passed.p.24 cap.12 
::.v.and a comrl'}ittee appointed to define it 
iv.Presentation by patron vithin 3 months(~ltered in the 

Act to 6)examination and admission by the Chu.rch.(A.P.23) 
v.C'3"ncell<:tti::m of gifts of benefices with cure of souls 

to non. ecclesiastical persons 
vi.Dissolution of Abbacies.(The Articles added that teinds 

were to ~o to the Kirk but the temporal lands to b~ 
disposed by Parliament 

Vii.Order taken to ensure th<:tt the thirds are paid for the 
. provision of the ministry. 
vili.Order for plurality of benefices. 

ix Provision for thePoor Education and the Labourer 
(Prebendaries annexed to Bursars. A. P .p. 25) 
but the poor and the labourer were referred to the 
Estates by the Articles. · 



After the 3rd December the ministers do not appear in 

the sederunts recoro_ed_ in the Acts of Parli11.ment and the 

same barons and burgesses went on to consider Articles for 

the Common Weal amon~ which they included the question of 

the Religious Oath (passed.A.P.p.23 cap.24) and the Comml.ssa:s 

whose jurisdiction "~'-'as to be considered at the same time 

as that of the Kirk. Several of the Kirk articles in the s~me 

--------~----------------------~-------~(~1~-------
ct::mtd. 

x. Only qualified men .!lnC. of >;ood conversation were 
to be advanced to the ministry.(referred to the 
General Assembly by the Articles) 

xi. Appointment of Superintennents and the means for 
securing their authority -v''ere referred by the 
Articles or Conference (the whole system is va~.l3) 
to the Estates for authorization Ofc3.the office and 
jurisdiction of the Superintendent. 

xii. Th'lt orr'ler be taken for the ~revision of the ministers 
and the ~ethod of collectin5.their dues. Tn~se who 
prep~rer'l these articles offered themselves for 
conference with the ll,ords and the result was an 
agreement that until the Kirl{ ~et 1 ts full patrimony 
the vrhole thirds should be assi~ned to be collEretea 
bv the Kirk's own Collectors. The Acts of Parliament 
on the point agreed that ministers be first serw d by 
their collectors appoi~ted by the Kirk with advice 
of the Regent,and the Assembly lost no time in 
nominating these(31 Dec.B.U.K.p. 117). The surplus 
was to ~o to the King.(A.P.p.24.cap.10) 

xiii.Definition of the Act for manses and glebes 
xiv.Punishment of Adultery w,qs referred to avisandu:rp 

by the Parliament (A.P.30. 
xv. No offici g,l of justice or notary to be other then 

Protestant. (A.P.p.24 cap.9) 

xvi.Citizens forbidden to conveen w1thout licence of 
the Provost 

xvii.All schools and colleges to be reformed and only those 
admitted by the Superintendent to teach{A.P.p.24 cap.11 

xv11i.Ordinances to be made for keepin,~ the S'3.bbath 
punishment of imrnorality(A.'-'.p.25 cap 14,p.26.15) 
to be ratified and judges appointed 

xix. Ordinances for restraint of the poor to their own 
narishes to be reenacted 

xx Ratification of acts for repair of the Kirks. 



way reflect the civil influence e. g. the xvth. which might 

be more fi ttin~ly btF:stated una er "the Commonweal of Burro wis" 

(A.P.p.41). Weight ~nd me~sures which the first Assembly had 

considered were grouped under t':;J.e Bur~hs demands, while trn 
.. 

gift of altarages wg,s ~lso considered in the ar'ticles of the 

Third Estate. 

This pre-conference particularly with its rel q,tion 

to the baronial influence shows that although the Lairds 

were not technically an Estate in Parliament their power, 

especiq,lly when linken with th"Lt of the ministry in the Assemb) 

was something to be recl{oned with and it is significant that 

the movement towaris representation took place in this con: 

:ference in which the interest of the Church W'lS strong. 

The Barons had felt their consciousness as an Estate fir$ 

of all in the business of the Assembly. 

Now al thou";h Knox and the other four had been 

in Conference since first December the Convention of the 

Brethren before the Assembly only begins its record on tre 

15th December. Knox and the others probably submitted to that 

ecclesiastical convention the results of the Joint Conference 

so far as they concerned the Kirk These conventions ard 
( 1 ) 

conferences must have gone on before the election of the Lords 

Articles,and afterwards as well. Another meeting of the Kirk 

( 1 ) The Conyentioun of the brethren haldin in Edinburgh the 
15 of December 1567 befor the General Assemblie of tre 
haill Kirk to be~in the 25.First were nominat and chosen 
for every province cert'line brethren to reason and CCl'l fer 
upo 1 sick things as appeirandly sould be necessar for sett: 
:ing rondward the affairs of the Kirk. B.U.K.p. 111 



Convention met after the mqin acts of P~rliament had become 

law (20th Ilec., to 'lefine their attitude to immor::tlity cnt'l 

the method of delation to the civil magistrate. The 

situatio therefore would. seem to be that pre conferences 

of clergy nobility barons and burgesses took place before 

the appointment of the Lords Article-s, and probably each 

met as a separtate estate 'oetween the election day, and the 

final riding and confirmation of the Articles decisions 

The ministers held their meetings as one of the Estates of 

Parliament, a position which they later repudiated in trn 

struggles with the Bishops. The General Assembly ~~cording 

to their view nust be more than merely ~ of the Estates 

for it comprised all Estates of the Realm if its lay 

element responded to its summoms. 

The Parli~ . .ment did not dissolve however unti 1 

the 29th of December. On the 25th the General Assembly beg an 

its formal si ttings, and proceeded to assist the civil 

Power in the execution of the acts already passed. A standing 

committee consisting of Officers of State ,Bishops and 

Commendators ,Lorcts of Parliament (t6') and 6 Provosts of Burghs 

g,ll of whom were lair'"'Is J had ;)een appointed to continm~ethe 
tn 

business of Parliament .':lnd the Assembly thepefore had its 

communications with them. 

(1) A.P.S.II.p.30 cg,p.25. Among their business was included 
the article on altara~es. 



A separate comT!littee had been appointe0. to consider the 

ecclesiastical jurisdiction which included those who 

mi~ht be consideren experts in both Civil and Church 

Law. Balfo,.lr (Prior of Pittenweem) Ker,Commendator of 

Newbottle, The Lords Privy Seal, McGill the Clerk Regist~ 

Secretary Maitland,Eellenden the Justice Clerk,and for the 

ecclesiastical side Knox.Crai~,Lyndsay,Erskine of Dun ~Super: 

:intendent of An~us) Spottiswoode Suoerintendent of Lothian. 
(1) 

The Assembly in its second session added to Thomas Macalzean 

a member of the Court of Session and a prominent Edinbur~ 

elder and three other ministers Borthwick Row and George 

Hay the mi·'ister to the Privy §ounlbll; and in the follow:ing 

session gave an opportunity to its allies the lairds to 

sain experience in national and Parliamentary business,by 

appointing The Lqirds of Eraid,Whittingham and Elphinstore 
(2 ) 

(~long with two other ecclesiastics) to discuss the whole 

problem with the Parliamentary committee. Besides this tt"E 'l 

completed jurisdiction committee had_ power"'.tqr deeision of 

questions that may occurre in the meqntime 11 which of coum e 

would involve dealings with the "Standing committee" or 

the Privy Council,and a duration e~tending beyond the session 

of Assembly. They were therefore a kind of Privy Council of 

the Kirk in commission aim~l!\rstoitb.e 01vllll Bod 
1 A.P.S.II.P.24.cap.12 

(2) B.U.K.p.113 Note the position of Erskine of Dun a member 
of the standing committee and also a leader in the Chl rch 
committee. 



In the troublous times these appointments bore no result 

and whem the Assembly next met on /uly 1st 1568 political 

affairs were i i a parlous state. Although the Queen's army 

had been defeated her ~~arty was still strong and she lad 

secret friends even amon~S the Regent's personal entourage. 
(1) 

Nevertheless the Kirk was ready with its demands,which 

were directed solely to the Regent although the Parliament 

was just about to meet. These demands were presented by 

the Superintendents of Lothian Angus and Fife,two mini~ers 

Craig and Row, and the Laiitd of Barganie. Their complaints 
( 2) -

were on the old lines, disappointment with stipends,for the 

old assignations inspite of the late act still stood althougn 
(3) 

the Kirk Collectors were now in force. The thirds' did not 

.yield enough and it was thought heinous that the Royal 

expenses should hg,ve to be borne by the ministers' third 

while the"auld possessors"had their two thirds free of 

burdens. The Kirk suggested that these expenses ought to 

be transferred so that any surplus from the Ministers Third 

might be used for support not of the Crown but of the Poor 

and schools. The Regent and Council in their reply made 

no direct mefi~rence to the demand but gave instructions 

for the homing of those who refused to pay but tacitly 

inferred that the Crown had still eirst claim to any surplus 
(1) It was perhaps fear of this even in the ranks of trn 

Assembly itself which induced the Kirk to define in 
some measure who should have vote in Assembly.B.U.K.P.124 

( 2 )E~JJ. K. p. 1 25 
(3) Connell on Tithes.I.p.95 



For ailgmentation of stipends according t.o the Kirk' a 7th 

demand a committee of three was appointed to meet for 

conference with Kirk delegates. To other mino'brcomplaints 
(1) 

e.~. vacant benefices in the Regent's presentation and for 

a reform of the Colle~e of Aberdeen,the Regent gave prompt 

replies but in matters affecting the revenue which in Scotland 
-\ 

was always so miserably inadequate,he was wary of committing 

himself. He did nothing towards appointing ar1di tional 

Superintendents and advised the Kirk to continue their 
appointin~ · 

prg,ctice of temporary commissioners for the same purpose 

The futility of the standing commi tt·ees was only too clearly 

evidenced. No meet in.~ had been held at all and the definition 

of the ecclesiastiQ'al1jurisdiction was as far away·~- as e'W,I9r. 

The Regent however un~ertook to s~mmon a meeting of the 

Parliamentary committee on8th August before the Parliament 

met on the 16th. But the Parliament when it did meet was too 
(2) 

busy forfeitin~ the Hamilton faction to have any time for 

Kirk Affairs. 

Plague and storm played a part in the post: 

:ponement of the Assembly of December 1568 but it was ala:> 

felt that the resolutions of the Assembly -meeting by 1 tsel f 

were of little value id! the Nobility Parliament or Privy 

Council were not in attendance to give their decrees civil 
(3) 

rg,tification. ~en it did meet for business on Februar 25 
1)B.U.K.p.129 2) ':That his grace wald cause sick as are 

a-ouointed of the Council conveine with 
tb.~m the.t ar appointi t of' the Kirk tui tchlrg 

( the Jurisdiction of the samr to decide 
3) ibid.p.1?3 therin that tyme and place may be condiscen 

dit upon •.. ~ •. before the P.-=tr11ament.BUK.128 



the intercommunicq,tion "between the Regent and the Kirk 

was particularly close. They consulted him on several 

Points of no lie). In particular cUd the Kirk attempt to 
- ( 1) 

act as mediatob between the two factions but nothing that 

was done was without the Re~ent's consent even to the 

extent of his censorin~ the letter which they issued to 

the malcontents. The list of ~rievances which they produced 
(2) 

repeated the demancts of previous years. It was manifestly 

unfair they said that those holding benefices shoua~ bear 

no other burden after they had paid the third, some obligation 

for the support of the poor at least ought to be put upon 

them. All the complaints as to chopping !lnct changing benefic.e.s 

and plurali ties showed that under the new regime the mints try 

bad as great a struggle as before for the Kirk Patrimony. 

In particular they S''tid the Kirk Collectors obtained little 

obedience iYl their demands for payment. The Kirk was exper: 

:iencing the old wealcness of Scottish Statutes-the lack 

of means of execution and administration. Since the ci vll 

'nornins seemed to be by no means efficacious they asked that 

their own highest censure excommunication should receive due 

resuect and that those contemning 1 t should be civilly ;eunishe2: 
(1) e.g.Huntly's refusal to receive the Kirk Collectors in 

~is bounds an~ the letter sent to the Kirk by Chatelherault 
(?) {B. U.K. P. 134) 
- B. U.K. p. 140 Spottiswood Winram and Row went to the Regent 

to know his pleasure.Then at his Grace's command to confer 
with Chatelherault 'l.nd the nobility with him "and by all 
me~ns uossible to reconcile them to the obedience of the 
King's~M~jesty and his Regent. 



As formerly they demanded justice upon m~lefactors 

and immoral persons. On previ::ms occasions the Regent 

had referred them to the Justice Clerk,but such delegation 

of authority' was of little effect, and b.hey asked tnat 

their own jurisdiction might be defined so that they 

might deal with such crimes in their own province. 
. (' 1) 

Once more when the Assembly met in the 

following July (1569) the Kirk prepared petitions to be 

laid before the Convention of Estates which met in Perth 

on the 25th • The Regent himself by a representative 

proposed certain heads to the Assembly asking for inform: 

:ation on jurisdiction and ·an interch~nge of opinion on 
( 2) 

both sides was freely allowed. Money values were of course 

not for~otten. The Regent asked for a definite sum to be 

allocated to him out of the third and there was a thra~ 

implied that if they did not the Regent's S'Uppost would 

be withdrawn. The Kirk therefore granted what he asked. 
( 3) 

The position was perilous enou~h without alienating sum 

~owerful friend 
(1)If his Grace send us to the Justice Clerk (Bellendenf 

exDerience has teachit us sufficientlie quhat he hes 
done in any sick matters'! They had been referred to 
the Justice Clerk July 1568 B.U.K.p.129 

(2) He a.skec1."vrh.9.t actions ye receive." He held that mints'&ers 
should o.o all the inquisition :in:"' such cases of morality 
as they claimed and that the Regent's authority. should 
only be called in to execute justice 

(3) B.U.K.p.154 



'rhe delegates who presented. the Assembly's point of view 

were a fairly large anQ representative body composed of 

Lairds Burgesses and Ministers. Some of the burgesses 
( 1 ) 

chosen for the duty were also members of the Civil Conventim 

It was in fact a kind of commission to, treat with the 

Ci~il 'ower after the General Assembly had itself dissolved 

and the use of the Barons who as yet had no representation 

in Parliament was 'ln evidence that the Kirk Convention 

was a field where the opinions of the baronial element 

were of value ana. that through the Church Court they oo uld 

make these opinions known. The articles which they 

presented were simply a repetition of the demands of' Decembe:o 

1567 only a propo~tion of which had become statutes ard 

only a portion of these statutes had been operative. They 

fell naturally ~mto two groups "provision" and" jurisdie tion" 

but beyond this the Kirk reiterated its demand for some 

definite order for the provision of the' Poor. The:1remedy 

was still the same •. The "twa pairt" still in Popish or 

lay hands must pay and the cause of the poor labourer was 

( 1 )Ministers 12 i.e.Superintendents of Angus Fife Lot~an 
and Argyle; Knox,Lyndsay,Hamilton, Row, 
Hay(Renfrew) Wemys,Christeson,Gardin. 

Lairds, 5. Fairly of Braid, Whi ttingham, Keir ,Lundie, 

Burghs. 4 
Ba.rg'lnie 
Thomas Wallace 
Patrick Murray 

(St.Andrews) 
(Perth) 

(2) 

Barron 
Rams ay 

(2) B.U.K.p.145-146 

I Ed.in burgh) 
(Dundee) (B.U.K.p.145) 



supported but in general terms. 
( 1 ) 

An important point however from a 

constitutional point of view and an indication that 

the Assembly already at this stage placed itself on 

an equality with Parliament, was the article "that 

imminitie may be granted to the Commissioners of the 

Kirk sent to the General Assemblies that· during the 

time of the Genera.ll Assemblies they be not molested 

in Civil actions Whether this «laim was effective or 
(2) 

not it is difficult to state. Professor Rait states 

that the Parliament provides no instance of this claim 

forr.:freedom from arrest until 1639. Some kind of system 

must have existed. The Kirk would not have asked for 

such a privilege from a convention of Estates which 

had not the same privlege of protection for its me~bers •. 
~3) ;,j 

Although a great de·::tl of conference must have taken 

place between the Convention and the Commission of 

Assembly the records of the Privy Council provide no 

information but the report given in the next Assembly 

(1)e.~.Provision. All benefices to pay thirds and beyond 
that something towards the pall.ii. Against plurali ties 
etc.The Regent advised the expansion of this in form 
suitable for preseneation to Parliament.iii.Planting 
of Superintendents.iv.Arrangement for auditing the 
accounts of the Kirk Collectors by the Lords Of CHekker 
·~a.%1t~J.fication of the augmented stipends in the assi5: 
'dur!s~iction (i) Definition apart from the Civil 
( 11 )That con1missioners be appointed to hear di voroe 

for the Kirk distrusted the Commissariat Courts. 
The Regent promised to have this done in the Sea sion 

(iii)Punishment of odious crimes etc. 
( 2) B. U.K. p. 146 
(3) Rait.Parliament of Scotland.p.526 



snows that since the Regent was favourable the Convention 

simply registered his desires with regard to the Kirk. 

Yet funda.ment3.l questions were systematically avoided 

and the result of the commission was l~rgely on points of 

deatail. Jurisdiction and privilege provision for the Poor 

were shelved in the old interminable way but the Regent 

saw to it that the barsain he had made with the Kirk w~:G 

fulfilled.The result W'J.S that the Kirk obtained full 

control of the thibds but on the understanding that she 

made certain definite assi~ations towards the support of 

the King's household and the commom affairs,and a special 

reservation of 5000 marks for the Regent's expenses. In 

return for this Moray promised that no further burden should 

be imposed upon the thirds,and that any surplus therea~er 

should be devoted entirely to godly uses by the advice of 

the General Assembly and the Regent. For the whole of the 

Third with the exception of these assignations the Kirk 

Collectors were responsible to the Kirk alone and the 

modification of stipends was given over to men chosen by 

the Assembly and having warrant from the Regent and Council. 
(f) 

But this arrangement was only reported to the Assembly 

in March 1570 and was never operative for by that time the 

author of it was dead and almost the first business of 

(1) B.U.K.p.173 Connell does not mention this adjustment 
~robably on the ground that it was rendered nugatory 
from its inception. 



the Assembly was to excommunicate the murderer. The 

Kirk agreed that Council of Nobility and Estates which 

was meeting at the same time should be asked to ratify 

these concessions,but the factions were too engrossed 

with their own feuds to desire anything from the Kirk 

except its undoubted powers of Propaganda which were 

naturally in this case employed in the cause of the 

remnants of the Moray Government. The convention of the 

Leaders of both parties,the Huntly Atholl section and 

the Congregation Lords under Morton met 4-15th March 

the Assembly 1-12th March,but their conference did 

nothin ~ in the way of a settlement of a Regent The 
(1) 

Assembly in the unsettled state of the realm did what 

it could and appointed a general commission to deal with 

the Nobility presently aeaembied in Edinburgh or whenso: 

·.ever they shall assemble hereafter till the next Assembly " 
. (2) 

They seem to have had some articles entrusted to them 

but these are not extant nor is there any authentia record 

of these conventions of Nobility since the Privy Council 

Register is blank for the whole of 1570. 

The General Assembly through its 

ncommission" followed the vagaries of the factious intrigues. 

(1) Bannatyne Memoriq,ls pp18 and 22; Calderwood.II.p.527 

(2) B.U.K.p.170. 



Now this Commission of the Kirk was composed of 5 ministers 

and 5 laymen of wht)m one was a Lord of Parliament but 

the other four were of the baronial class who were the 

most violent in its demands for the avengement of the 

murder. 
( , ) 

While in the confused state of politics the 
(2) 

Kirk could hope for no answer to its constructive claims 

the forms of law yet survived and the Assembly set about 

stabilizing and putting to due execution what had already 

been gained,David Lyndsay was sent to the Lords of Session 

to submit a series of articles which were meant to give 

the Kirk legal security in case of lawless encroachments 

during the troubles. The Session promised to assist them 

as far as possible and it is to be inferred that they 

granted the Assembly's request that one church action 

per day should be called first so as to prevent the 

summary postponement of Ecclesiastical decisions. Such 

promises from the Session however meant little for the 

Lords were often the worst offenders for many of them WEre 

~aid by gifts of benefices which were exempt from payme~ 

(1) 

(2~ 

They were Knox.Spottiswoode,G.Hay,Lindsay,Row. 
Ociltree,Hume of Spott,Braid,Hautone and Ker of Fawdonsyde 
Bannatyne says the lairds were the leaders in the 
presentation of demands to a Convention of Nobility m 
February demandin.g security for religion, ostracism of 
the Ha.miltons,a. Protestant Governor and punishment of 
the murder.(p.15) 
The Questions proposed in the Assembly revealed hoe the 
local ministry were dealing with situation. All the 
Kirk censures were to be brought to bear against the 
Hamiltons and the individual minister was left large 
discretionary powers 



of the thirds(e.~.B.U.K.p.181) 

Presumably it was the Kirk commission 

who watched over the rival conventions of May and June. 

The Assembly itself 1id not meet until the question of tbe 

Regency ~'as practically settled. July 5th 1570 
(1) 

Th~ Kirk showed no hesitation in expressing 

it sympathies. The division among the Lords helped the 

Assembly to find its place as an independent force no 

longer completely at the will of the Ruling Nobility.For 

the Kirk there was no suggestion of compromise.They refu~d 

to consider that any true Protestant could for any motive 

support the cause of the Queen and backing their views 

by threats of highest Church censures their attitude must 

have materially assisted the final settlement. They furtrnr 

interfered in the political situation by sending delegations 

to urge 11 all lords Barrones and Gentillmen quhat soever 

that hes made defectioun"to return to the King's obedienre 
(2) 

But t.he Lords oi' t ne King's par-c,y although sensible of 

( 1) Bannatyne says p. 38 that ministers were asked to brirg 
about reconciliation 

(2 The wind had been taken out of the Kirk Sails by the 
protestations of the Marian Lords that they intended no 
alteration of religion but the Kirk was too deeply 
pledged to the other party to play any real part in 
mediation. Its fortunes must rise or fall with the 
Jacobite Party. (see.Calderwood.II.p.553 et seq. 
Bannatyne. n.) 1) 
The Assembly· in its Third Session gave a frank avowal 
of its political sympathies.(B.U.K.p.177) It was statut 
and ordained that the King's authority ought to be 
implicitly obeyed ,ministers were commanded to pray for 
the preservation of the King's person and authority,md 
laxity on this score was to be punished;any subjects 
preventin~ them doing so upon whatsoever Dretext were 
to be summarily excommunicated upon notor~ety of tne fact 



of the v~lue of the ecclesiastical support were chary of 

allowing the Assembly to take up too independent an attttud e 

Some points of the controversy between the ministers of 

st.Andrews,they declared involved a question of treason 

and Mort on as Chancellor sent a delegation to protest ~ ainst 

the Assembly finally deciding in the matter until it was 

first considered by the Convention about to meet upon the 

12th of July 
( 1 ) 

The Assembly (contrary to its later practtce) 

agreed and nominated a large commission to "wait upon the 

Convention with continmation of dayes sa oft as the Nobility 

of this realme sall conveine betwixt this and the next 

General Assemblyn. It was another instance of thestandirg 

commission on Civil Affairs,and like the last one it con: 

:tained a proportion of the unrepresented Laird Class. ON 

this occasion the Lairds outnumbered all the rest.Of too 

26 nominated only six were ministers,three represented 

the burghs and the rest were Lairds with McGill as Cle~ 

Register, HcAlzean advocate, David Forrest General of tte 

Cunzie. They were entrusted with the duty of propounding 
(2) 

to the Convention the petitions of the Kirk,but they 

had wider instructions to 11 concurre assist and consent 

( 1 ) 
(2) 

B • U. K • p. 1 82 
Supts.Angus.Fife.Lothian; Ministers Knox Craig Lyndsay 
Burgesses Provost of Dundee,Ramsay of Dundee,P.Murray 

of Perth. 
Lairds .Balvaird Spott, Er 'lid, Carnall ,Dreghorn,Lundie, 

Hou.ston,Drumquhassil Coldenknowes,Carden, 
Fadownsyde,Thornton,Inchbrakie,Kinzeancleuch 

(B.U.K.p. 182) 



to all and quhat sumever sall be treatit in the said 

Conventioun tending to the setting fordward of the Glory of 

God,preaching and maintaining of true religion within the 

country and not only religion but 11 the King's Majesties 

authoritje commoun well and authoritie of this realme". 

Thus they have a function very similar to those later 

General Comm~ssions which aroused so much controversy, 

and from the particular aims of the ecclesiasrical Bstate 

for provision and jurisdiction they have de7elo:ped a 

national outlook. It is not Known whether this Kirk Comm: 

:issi~n sat and voted in the Convention since the authentfu 

records are missing but at the formal election of Lennox 

to the Regency on 17th July barons and minsters are both 

Particularly mentioned as takin"' part i~ehgd~ve:es.er.c-ertane 
~ ( 1 ) u 

barons might very well account for the 14 lairds of the 

Ecclesiastical Commssion. 

There is no record of ecclesiastical 

negotiations with the Parliament of October of this year 1510 

But the confusion of Convention and Counter-Convention 

preventeo any settled form of intercourse. The pulpit con: 

tinued to fulmi YJ.ate against the Marians as a regular part 

( 1 )Diurnal of RernarJable Occurrents. p. teo "The electors of 
the said Matho in Regent wer James Erle of Mortoun, 
Arc hi bald Er le of Angus, Mar ,G:hehC'amrn,Mentei th, Buchan 
Lyndsay Glamis,Ruthven,Methvem,Carlike with diverse certane 
ba.ronis with the cornmissioneris of burrowis. with ce:rta.ne 
prelattis abbottis and pryouris togidder with the ha.ill 
!inisteris and superintenaentis. 



of factional policy without too much regard_ for religious 

grounds. 
(1) 
The next Assembly met in Edinburgh on 5th March 1571 

and though Lennox desired them to remove their meeting to 

Stirling or Glasgow to ensure closer communication,his 

request was refused nbecause the baronis and gentlem-en 

and commissioners some of them wanted horse some of them 

had other impediment 11
• Sec~re in the support of ita baronial 

. ( 2) 
and Burghal lay element the Assembly could rely upon its 

own authority rather uhan upon the borrowed influence of a 

Governor whose power was not acknowledged by a large section 

of the ancient nob~lity. They agreed however to authorize 

commissioners to "goe to the Regent and treat with him", 

for he asked advice "both concerning the estate and the 

affairs of the church and for the weal of the Kirk,King's 

Estate and Commonwealth". The whole tenor of the commission 

reveals an entirely different attitude. The Assembly is to 

negotiate on equal terms with Re~ent and Council no longer 

as a supplicant for favour but as an independent power whmh 

may readily become a serious rival to the central authority. 

The commission which the Assembly nominal:. ed 

(1) cf. The feud bet1•reen Knox and Grange (Diurnal.p.81) 

(2) B.U.K.p.185 The Regents Letter and the Assembly'sreply. 



was drawn entirely from the the two classes who were 

completely outside the Parliamentary sysyem. Eight minist era 

and seven Lairds were the quota who were to represent the 

ltrk at the Convention or augmented Privy Council meeting 

on 31 March. They were under obligation to repont their 

procedure to the Assembly in the followin~ August and tbe 

articles which they had to propose''i'Were largely recapit: 

:ulation of the arrangesents arrived at w~th the Regent 

Moray in the matter of provision while they had a definiye 

scheme to propose for jurisdiction. 
( 1 ) 

(1) No presentation without admission and collation from 
the Kirk.(cf the case of Archibald Douglas.p.192) 
horning for non payment of thirds; a new agreement wlth 
Regent ann Council for the pension out of the Thirds 
for the King's H ousehold and for that of the Regent. 
ratification of other points of Moray's agreement 
particularly the assurance that any surplus should go 
not to the Crown but be devoted to pious uses 7 

\ B • U. K .p t 88 } 
On the point of Jurisdiction they asked punishment 
for the odious crimes of incest adultery and idolatry 
by special Commissioners a~)pointed for the purpose m 
every province,and secondly approbation of the points 
considered in relation to the definition of Kirk 
jurisdiction.i.e. (1) Jud~~ent of true and false doctrine 
(2)Election examination admission and deprivation 

of persons in ministry or holding benefices 
(3)Discipline in Correction of manners,admonitions 

e~communication and receiving to repentance 
(4)Judgment of ecclesiastical matters betweem minis~rs 

(but see later this extended to civil affairs ala:> ) 
(5 )Exco:o1munication against those robbing the Kirk 

patrimony 
(6)Since marriage belon~ed to the Kirk,Divorce ought 

naturaJ_ly to be annexed therepo 



The Kirk however wa,s completely pledged to partisan 

politics.Craig alone of the ministers "offended manie 

of the go~ly because he made the cause of both parties 

9.like" The rival '?arlia'Tients of May 1571 were simply 
(1) 

a trial of feudal strength which gave the Kirk some opp: 

: ortu.ni ty of prg,ctising that neutrality which ought to 

have been its permanent policy. Craig therefore played 

a leading part in the negotiations of the Commission of 

Assembly with the Castellans. But whenthe latter refused 
(2) 

to have any dealings with the King.!.s party in the "Heid of 

~he Canongate" the commissioners dropped their conciliatoWY 

9.nd as representatives of the Kirk admonished them to obey 

the laWful authority. The conference therefore avai~ed 

little. 
~~a!ie:r~ 

Under these circumstances the Kirk made no ow r: 

tures to the J'•Jfarian '?arliament in the Tolbooth 11th June. 
(3) 

Inst::acl they C.irected a General Assembly to be held at 

Stirling on Alllgust 6th where the Regent's faction had :tr o: 

:claimed a Parliament. This was a deliberate partisan 

move for the Marians had indicted a Parliament in Edinblrgh 
( 1 )C.III .p. 76 
(2)The 8 ministers and~ laymen.These lairds Lundie,Elphinstom 

carden,Barr,C~nell Dreghorn,and Preston of Preston one 
of the Commissioners of Edinburgh probably took little 
part. The ministry led by Knox directed the policy(supra) 

(3)C.III.p.91 ;Diurnal.p.220 Several Bur~hs sent represe~ativ~ 
to the Marian Parliament Jedburgh,Damfries,Aberdeen Elgin 
Forres Inverness. What polcy did these take to the Aea embly 



at the sgme tim(i)The particularly long list of lairds 

whom the Marians forfeited showed that tha Kirk's allies 

were folLJwin~ her lead. 

The Assembly's attitude in spite of Craig's 

efforts were uncomprommsin~ly biassed. But their reward 
(2) 

from the Jacobite Lords was not what they had hoped.In bhe 

first place their meeting was not coincident with the 

Parliament which had been indicted for 4th August and did 

not sit till the 28th while the Assembly held its meeting 

from the 6th They however commissioned"certain brethren" 
(3) 

to meet with the Regent Council and Parliament for mutual 

interchange of opinions and articles.As usual the commission 

contained a large proportion of Lairds,but their proposals 
(4) 

contained nothing new.It was the old demand for punishment 

of vice,execution of the act for manses and glebes,and the 

disposal of benefices to qualified persons only.But their 

efforts were backed by petitions and representations in the 

name of the "Gentlemen Barons and other Protestants" who 

apparently had formed a joint meeting with the Assembly. 

This protestation accused Marians and Jacobites alike of 

oppression of the mmnistry 
(1) Both parties realized the power of the pulpit.The Martans 

commanded the ministers to pray for the Queen.When t~y 
refuse~ they were ~orbidden to preach at all.C.III.p.97 

(2)The Assembly forbade ministers to pray for the Queen 
and comdemned the Bishop of Galloway for doing so "aganis 
the quhilk act Johne Craig opponit" (Diurnal.p.236) 

(3)C.III.p.78; B.U.K.p.198. 
(4)Nine ministers,Lothian Angus Fife Superintendents,Row 

A.Hay ,G.R1y ,Lyndasy ,Fergus?n and Dunca.nson. 
8 Laymen Inverarity,Lundie,Jonnstone of Elphinstone, 

cunninghamhead,Carnall,Barga.ny,Greenock,Carden. 



This Baronial party critical of both factions would 

indicate a tendency to neutrality comin~ not from the 

ministry but from the "Gentlemen"who in the absence of 

representation in the P~rliament made the Assembly their 

eonvention of Estate. Another party with the same principle 

deliberately refused to attend the meetings of Assembly 

in despair at arriving at a national settlement 6n a non 

sectional basis. 
( , ) 

In any case these wholesale accusatiom 

of the barons and the K~rk roused the ire of the Lords of 

Parliament.All petitions were rejected and the ministers 

dismissed as"proud knavesn by Mort on although the Regent 

himself sympathized with their proposals. In direct defia nee 
(2) 

of theiprotests of the Commission of the Kirk the Parliament 

instituted the appomntment of Bishops,and the Assembly had 

compromised itself so far with this one party that it h~ 

no remedy. It was generg,lly believed that nit was now good 
(3) 

(1) Letter to the General Assembly.Bann.p.182-3 "Think it not 
strange althoucht we frequent not your asse!Ilblies pul:il. ict 
or particulq,r as heirtofoir we hav~ done. Swa long as onie 
esperamce rested that be you •• vice should be bridled •• we 
never irked ony paines .• But perceavin~ corruption so fast 
to grow ••• we have chosen in secreit to murne and absent o~ 
selves fra all conventiouns then to be present with you 
whait nather our vote can stay the corrupt affections of 
men to take place nor can our ~oaneall further ony guid 
actioun ••• especially in this last assembly at Stirling. 
And thairfoir if ye find fault with our absence in time 
to came blame yourselves that banishe from you these men 
that most earnestlie have desyred.t'l;lyour prosperitie in God 

(2)Bann.p.183. (3) .C.III.p.160"The great misorder used at 
Stirling in creating BisHops placing them and gi~ing them 
vote in Parliament. The Kirk Commtssioners were not hEn rd 
but "boasted with threatenings 11 



~ood time to conqueir from yhe Kirk being now as they 

judge weake and poore priviledges and profites to the 

tempoilall authoritie" 
( 1 ) 

Lennox had been an ally of the Kirk. Aft er 

his death the danger became more apparent.The Assembly had 

been led by Knox' ferocity into an alliance with a Parliament 

ary faction which had no intention of submitting to the 

Kirk or any other representative institution. The Kirk 

collectors were forbidden to intromit with the thirds,on 

the ground that they were corrupt and that neither ministare 

stipends nor the Crown assignation were being paid.(P.C.R.IIp~ 

and the order was only withdrawn at the insistence of 

Erskine of Dun wb. 'J was of kin with the Regent \!ar. The 
(2) 

whole point of the quarrel was that the King's party was 

attempting to gain adherents by promises of frmits of 

benefices while the Kirk was insisting that benefices 
(3) 

should only be held by spiritual persons.Th~n claimed th~ 

by arrangement with Queen Mary each great benefice as it 

fell vacant was to be split up and each kirk was to have its 

own minister,but the Regent's explanation was justifiable. 

In the first place the policy of the Kirk was 11 not perfyte" 

(1 )C.III.n.161 
(2) P.C.R:p.96. C.III.p.156 
(3) "There was nane that wes brocht under the King's obedience 

bot for reward aither givin or promeised 
In the Stirling Parliament the Rector of St.Andrews had 
been forbidden under excommunication to vote in Pailliament 
until admitted to the Bishopric by the Kirk.Mbeton ordered 
him to do so under pain of treason.Bann.p. 183; C.III.p.138 



The result w~s the Regent's proposal for the godly 

conference which met inJanuary 157' '+:?2 at Leith, wi tb 

the implied threat that if the Church refused such 

conference the Parliament would take it up 7The negotiations 
\n 

summarily broken off at Stirling were thus renewed in 

the Leith Convention which though vague in Constitution 

seemed to consist of the Superintendents and such as t~y 

brought with them.The Constitution of the Assembly itself 

was no more definite at this time. It was summoned [N 
(2) 

the Superintendents at the req·1.est of the Regent, and it 

followed the precedent of other Kirk Conventions by 

convening a few days before the Parliament which was 

summoned to meet on the 15th of January "to the end the 

Kirk mycht have asked sic thingis as aperteined to the 

liberties thairof •• off the Regent and Counsell". But 

Parliament had been prorogued and since the Western members 

present could not afford to return for the actual Gen~al 

Assembly (which had been fixed previously for 6th March 

in SD.Andrews) the Convention was given the force of an 

Assembly without prejudice to the later meeti~g,and in 

place of negotiations with Parliament they dealt with a 

delegation from the Council. 

(t )C.III.p.164 
(2) The ~ethod was this.Mar persuaded the Superintendent 

of Angus,who then wrote to the other Superintendents 
and some commissioners "at the Regents desire" but 
not necessarily the Regent's nominees 
An earlier convention had met on the 16th December for 
the same purpose. The members of thms convention !9f 
have been the "eommissio1n1~f t t1he .Ktibrk" who in th~t 
case shared the re~pons b l . w1 - Dun. Bann.p-04 
but there is confusion. 



Although it consisted of 35 ministers and 27 laymen 

~nly seven commissioners were used in the negotiations 

with Re~ent and Council.These were Dun,Winram,Andrew Hay 

Lyndsay Pont Craig and the lay Laird of Lundie.Adam 

Fullerton bur~esa of Edinbur~h was added later,and they 

were to report the result of their conference to the 

next Assembly.Thus the complete Articles an~ Forms of 

Letters introducing the Tulchan Bishops we~e the wobk of 

a aandful of ministers and an equally small group of the 

Council.Lundie was a nominee of both sections. The 
( , ) 

Assembly in later ye~rs learned to distrust small groups 

and prohibited the grantin~ of absolute power to conclude 

This colloquy was pointed out as a supreme example of the 

evil. The est-9.blishl'1ent the principle of which was obvious 

provided means for restoring the revenues of the Crown.and 

of pensioning the Supporters of the Regency. 

The Assembly of March had apparently 
no direct communication with the Civil Power and its duty 

consisted of accepting and approving the decisions of 

the committee. But it nevertheless asserted its independenee 

in its claim to retain Superintendents in spite of the 

establishment of the new Bishops whom they regarded as 

on ous with Suuerintendents thenselves. (2) 
Morton Ruthven,Bishop of Orkney,Commend~tor of Dunfermline 
Me. Gill (Clerk Register) Bellenden (Justice Clerl<:) 
Lundie and Glenorchy. 

(2) B.U.K.p.242 



It was during the abstinence(August and September) that 

the next Assembly met Perth August 6th,and its dealings 

with the civil power were therefore on a more normal footing 

It ~athered confidence to question this complete change 

in its policy towardsswhich it had been driven.The"Popish 

titles" were suspect and the Assembly appointed commissioners 

to consider the functions and alter the tibles,and these 
(1) 

commissioners were to form once more a stanAing committ~ 

not omly for this but for consultation with the Regent and 

Council. Their report w~s to be made either to the General 

Assembly or the Parliament if the latter met first. Even 

at this period the Kirk did not insist upon the responsibiliW 

of its commissioners to the chief church court.Thus dec~ions 

might be discussed and settled ih Parliament without the 

main body having any opportunity of voicing its protest. 

This commission probably was also the beaBer of the Articles 

which Knox sent to the Assembly for presentation to the 

Regent.These articles were not wholly concerned with Kim 

(1) 
(2) 

2) 

B.U.K.p.245 
ibid.p.249 Knox advised (1) A new act ratifying the KINg's 
authority(cf.~.u.K.~.177 July 1570) (ii) A petition to 
Regent and Council that in any treaty the Kirk be n~ 
prejudiced. ( iii) No Bishopric or benefice to be g&ven 
to unqualified persons.(iv) No pension to be given by 
Regent alone without the consent of the possessor, 
Superintendent or Bishop(as elected at Leith) and an 
act of P.C.to execute this until made statutory by Parl 
iament.(v) Moray's form of presentation to remain 
(vi) Kirk's right to the thirds to be safeguarded 
(vii) Bishops to give account of thei~ rents to the G.A. 
(viii)The Assembly to settle hhe Kirk s jurisdiction 
(ix)Petition against massmongers etd.(x) Justice for 
Kirk actions before the Session. 



establishment and showed a tendency to make the Assembly 

a political power. 

Allied with the baronial element the AasemQ; 

was undoubtedly a force. It 'liTas probably the leaders ofthe 

Kirk who organized that mass meeting of l'!'otestants to 

compel the Council to take active measures against the 

Castellans and the French Papists against whom popular 

indignation ran high in the light of the Massacre of 

St.Bartholomew. The petition presented by the"barronnis 

Gentillmen and utheris professouris of the Evangell 

presentlie convenit in Edinburgh" contained a demand ttat 
( 1 ) 

the opinion o~ all the Godly might be consulted on the 

political situatiou. The Regent and 6ouncil responded by 

proclaiming a Conventioun of all Pro~easors for the20th Oct. 
(2) 

This was a summons by public proclamation that every Ch"lr eh 

should send representatives "q.ne or ma according to the 

qualitie and quantitie of the persoun and rowme" to advise 

upon measures for mutual defence against Papists .Remission 

was promised for all commissioners (cf the question of 

privilege) tor 15 days after the first date of meeting an 

the 20th,and freedom of speech and vote was promised. 

This was an e~traordinary meeting an ecclesiastical convention 

swa~oned by the C¥vil power to discuss a political situation 

(1)P.C.R.II.p.168 0ct.3rd 1572 

(2) See Diurnal p.316 



It seems clear that it was forced upon the Counc~l by 

the ministers and the inner eoter1.e of Lairds, but the 

response to the proclamation was not such as the zeaJo ts 

had expected. Instead of a large representative body which 

they expected would have taken the place of the ineffective 

Scottish Parliament,there assembled only the ministere 

the Laird of Lundie and some Lothian gen~lemen,although 
(1) 

the articles which they dictated to the Council were oftera1 

in the name of the "·ministers barons and commissioners 

of Kirks" Bannatyne suggests that the reason for the 

paucity of numbers was a counter proclamation for a "Road 

to Jedburgh" but had the Assembl~:rbeen definitely establish 
(2) 

as the national leader such an evasion would have been 

impossmble. The plans which tney discussed had obviously 

been prepared in anticipation of a great national demonstr: 

:ation which could dictate its own terms to the Counctl. 

They laid down rules of policy with regard to Papitts, 

the domestic situation, and foreign policy pointing out 

the necessity for an alliance with England and other 

( 1 )Bann.p.~76. "Never ane grit man nor lord come except the 
Laird of Lundie and some but few Lairdis of Lowthian 
neirby. As for ony Lord thair wes nane 

(2) Cf. also Diurnal p.316 



Protestant-powers. They plad for internal union of all 

parties against the Papist but nevertheless the zealots 

thundered against the Castellans irrespective of whether 

they were Protestants or not.Their demands may be groupm 

under 6 heads.I.Punishment of all offenders both in the 

ministry and in the nobility by ei tat ion before the SupEr in: 

:tendent ministers and elders.The faults of the nobility 

were enumerated as wrongous use of the Kirk Patrimony, 

oppression of the poor,neglect in the administration of 

justice and punishment of vice .For the last particular 

commissions ou~ht to be·tappointed. II. Citation of Papists 

III.Execution of the Acts of Parliament that bo Papist oo 
admitted to Council and Session.IV. Active measures for the 

destruction of the Mass by the Professors. V.The political 

situation :-None to be comprehended in any truce save tbose 

swearing to maintain religion. VI. A league andi Confeder~ y to 

be arranged with England and Protestant Countries. 
( 1 ) 

These demands were to be the political creed of the Church 

for many years to come.The extraordinary Melvinian Conventions 

in the last decade of the century added little new.The kirk 

had obviously aspirations towards directing government which 

developed as her position in the country became less dependent 

upon the the Civil Authority,but the unsettled Regencies 

compelled the Kirk to fight afresh for its subsistence md 

its real tenure of power did not begin until Presbytery had 

been instituted. As personalities in Parliament and Coum 11 

{1) B.11r.K.p.252 



were of more force than an indefinite comstitutionalism 

so in the Kirk individual ministers directed the Kirk 

Policy wften on their own initiative.The Superintendents 

and the group of Edinburgh Ministers were the Privy Council 

of the Kirk.The organization of the Kirk required an inter: 

:mediary body between Synod and Kirk Session to give it 

a wider national appeal.Even so the group system which w~ 

characteristic of Scottish institutions vitiated a thoroughly 

popular control • 

In any case this lastattempt ofthe Kirk to 

direct civil affairs was doomed to unfulfilment.The death 

of the Regent Mar a few days after the presentation of thes 

measures prevented them making any real impression on policy, 

for some time. 

Butthe Parliament of January held as it were 

by stealth in the Edinburgh Council House after the expiry 

of the truce did something towards realization of these 

demands.( 1} and confined ~he ministry to thosewbo were of 

the Jacobite faction.Explanati ~·n of the Act of 1563 concerning 
(2) 

manses anf glebe(
3
)as given and statutory execution to the 

Act of Privy Council of 13th Sept.1563 for repair of parish 

{ 1 ) 

(2) 

(3) 

e.g.APS.III.p.71 cap.2 All papists delated to the Bishop 
or Superintendent or ministers and summoned under excomm. 
If disobedient the Bishops etc were to dela~e~the names to 
the Regentand negligence on their part was censurable by 
the G.A. with fines attached.The disobedient excommunicates 
were to get no benefits of Justice until they were reconciln 
to the Church. 
Every possessor of a benefice was to acknowledge the King's 
authority.A.B.S.p.72 cap.3 
see.A.P.S.II.p.539 and ibid.III.p.7~ cap.5 



kirks. These and several other acts stabilized the 
(1) 

position of the Kirk, but the act which was of greatest 

import was that which gave to the ecclesiastical censu- es 

of the Kirk civil sanction.It was decreed that letters 

of four forms against excommunicates should be directm 

to the Lords of Council by the Lord Advocate or the 

Procurator of the Kirk after 40days charging the excommunic: 

:ate to satisfy the Kirk under pain of rebellion and 

horning according tot he form current in the t '_me of Jam es V. 

The Kirk by this ac.t was enabled to compel recalcitrant 

to acknowledge its decrees.If they disregarded the terrors 

of the spir:tlrual cutting off from the body of the con~ egatia 

the civil diso:t.bili ties would. brine; the:n to S1J.bmission. 

Thus the Kirk had gained from the Parliament recogniticn 

both of its claims for provision and for jurisdiction. 

Even in the Pacification with the Hamiltons 

at Perth the Kirk interest was not forgotten.The Regent 

promised to obtain What remission he could for the Hamlltons 

from the A.ssembly for the rents and thirds which they md 

sequestrated during the struggle. T'he s;equence seem4 to be 
(3) 

this.The Regent Morton had been appointed largely by t~ 

support of the Lai»ds,and the Lairds looked to the Assembly 

as their representative body.To retain the lay support the 

Regent was willing to pay the price by ecclesiastical 

concessions·--------~----------~~--~--~~~~--~ 
(1)The act had never been executed owing to the hostility---

of parishioners who had to stent themselves for 2/3 of 
the expenses payable to the deacons. P.C.Rp.247 Vol.I. 

((2 )) A. P • S • I I I • p. 7 6 • cap . 1 4 c f • A. P • S • I I I. p. 7 6 
J Bannat}lne.p.313 



The Assembly of March 1573 was therefore on better terms 

with the Civil Authority. The committee to present articles 

to the Regent and Council was now an acce~ted part of 

the procedure. As the Kirk felt it position more aecure 

it depended less upon its lay element.In the present 

Commission of the seven members only two were laymen 

Fairly of Braid and Adam Fullerton burgess of Edinburgh. 

They had instructions to consider and conclude both on 

the articles presented to the Regent and by him,and 
(1) 

at first were to repost their decisions before the em 

of the Assembly but this proving impracticable their 

commission was extended to include conference with the 

Lords Articles of Parliament • Morton indeed was intent 

upon definin~ the position of the Kirk in relation to 

the civil Government .A small committee of the Kirk met 

with the Privy Council to examine the Books of the Ass emu¥ 

and he attempted to include themm1nisters in the 

·Government by offering them the vacant places in the 

College of Justice.The Kirk refused to permit the doUble 

office as contrary to the Book of Discipline but made 

an exception in favour of Pont who was already a memter 

of the Court.It was an effort to induce the Kirk to 

acquiesce in the T~lchan system mn ~xohange for speedy 

execution of Kirk law suits.(2) 

No record of them a)parently is extant. 
See.Mortons letter to the Assembly.B.U.K.p.264 
The Regent was to choose ministers himself for the 
spiritual half of the College according to the first 
institution 



The "Questions" which he submitted also showed that he 

was determined to have definition of the Civil and 

Spiritual poweresas far as possible 
. ( 1 ) 

The small commission which had power to 

conclude with the Lords Articles on the Kirk problems 

has left no revord of their negotiations.One act of the 

Parliament of April 30th was not well received by the Kirk 

who censured the Bishop of Dunkeld who had voted on this 

question of divorce knowin~ that so far the Assembly had 

suspended decision 
(2) 

While enthusiasm at the taking of the Castle 
6th 

still ran high the General Assembly met in Au~ust and wre 

prepared to give special privilege to the Nobility and 

Council who should attend its meetin~.But detailed and 

particular conference was as usual entrusted to a small 

committee consistin~ of 4 ministers 4 burgesses and thr~ 

lairds who were went to the Regent and Cou.ncil to receive 

and consider tQeir proposals and the Church petitions w~e 

then prephred and sent after them. On 12th August the 

Clerk of the Privy Council brought to the Assembly thelist 

of conclusions already a~reed upon by the conference 

between the Kirk Commission and Council.(3) These showed 
(1)B.U.K.p.267.see also Rait.Parliaments.p.52 
(2)B.U.K.p.270 
(3) ibid.p.280 et seq. P.C.R.Aug.10.p.261-264 11The agreenent 
· made by the Regen~&6ounc11 with certane commlssionaris 

of the Kirk 



~I 

that this small commission had comm&tted the Kirk to an 

arrangement in the matter of provision which was to be 

a ~rievance for many years to come. The difficulyies of 

collection experienced by the Kirk Collectors induced 

an agreement with the Regent whereby the Act of 1567 became 

practically a dead letter. The Crown took over the Collection 

and special assignations were made for the supply of the 

ministry,so that the whole surplus went to the Royal revenues 

instead of the fixed sums which Moray had agreed to accept 

for support of the Household. It was stated that this was 

only an experiment as an alternative to the 1567 Act but 

the kirk had really robbed itself of one of its chief rights 

which it ~ever ceased to regret. 
( 1 ) 

In return for this acts were promised 

for making the civil penal ties incident upon excommunication 

effective by horning and escheat at the King's expense 

and for the punishment of those resetting the excommunicate, 

~nishment of pilgrims,of Kirk burial etc were promised in 

the next Parliament,and the censorship of heretical books 

was to be given to the Kirk by act of Parliament 
(2) 

On the point of limitation of Jurisdiction 

a special conference between Council and Kirk was proposed 

~ha results of which should be comfirmed by Act of Parliamen t 

(1) 
( 2) 

Connell on Tithes.I.p.96 
B.U.K.pp.279-280 An Act of Privy Council July 29 1574 

gave to the Chancellor this right of 
censorship. 



With these arrangements the Assembly was apparently 

satisfied,but being on the point of dissolution could 

not af"ford to wait upon the ultimate result of the confe-e: 

:ence.It accordingly extended the Commission already 

appointed, until the next Assembly and added 12 other 

ministers to arrange the deatails of the particular 

assignations. But the evils of the s~stem soon became 
Oct.12th 

evident.By the time that the Regent was proclaimed at 

the Market Cross of Edinburgh "general collector of the 

thirds of all benefices" the ministers were "nocht content" . 
. ( 1) 

Spottiswoode tells us that the ministers were in a wor~ 

position than ever,"for when the Superintendents did assign 

the same(stipends) the ministers could come boldly unto 

them •• and were sure to receive some relief ,but now they 

were forced to give attendance at court begging theiD 

assignations and precepts for payment" 
( 2) 

How the Kirk commissioners received t~ 

Regents order for the union of three or fou-e Kirks under 

one minister so that the Crown surplus might be the larger 
(3) 

there is no record. Such protest as was made seems to hmr e 

been at the instance of JohnDavidson in his rhyming dial ogees 

for which he was pursued by the Civil Power. (4) 
(1)Diurnal.p.137-8; Petrie.p.381 

(2) Spottiswood.II.p.195 
(3) Calderwood.III.p.301.James Melville.p.28 
(4) Satirical poems of the Reformation.I.p.297 



The ministry W-=?~S by this time completely disillusioned 

as to the motives of the gre3.t Lords. 11They fought never 

against Papists but against the titulars of the tithes 

and rents of the Kirk.If Christ,if Religion if the ministrie 

sall reclame the tithes and Kirk rents they sall be to 

them Antichrist,Papists and Jesuits.u In so many words 
{1) 

they hadG~bPeatenedto leave the Kirk if the rewards were 

withheld. The Kirk's claim to the whole patrimony was 
( 2) 

not therefore to be encouraged.The Crown's position was 

that since by the act the King had a right to the surplus 

it was more fitting that he should designate the ministErs 

stipends than that they should designate the Royal Reverue 

The Kirk commissioners therefore would seem to have been 
(3) 

passive instruments in the hands of a forceful Regent. On 

questions of Finance the Kirk never could make much headway 

for the lay element which was iDs strength would not derude 

itself of its stolen gains.Even the minor lairds had 

enriched themselves to some extent at the expense of the 

Patrimony. 

The General Assembly therefore which met in 

March 6th 1574 had several grievances,but the Commissioners 

of the Kirk disclaimed all responsibility for the contro 

verte~ acts.The Re3ent 
1 C.III.p.~02-~03 

(3)See.Petrie.p.381 
Connell.p.96. 

to be resent in erson 
ee.C.III.p.1~7 Stirling 

Convention August.1571 



althou~h the Assembly was attended by almost the whole 

body of the country,the nobility gentry and commissiorers 

from Burghs.He even questioned the commissioners who 

were sent to request his concurrence, by whaj right they 

presQmed to assemble the King's lieges.When the commissianem 

at last formulated the claim that summons to assemvbly 

did not depend upon the civil authority he declared it 

was treason.He proposed the question "Whether the Supreme 

Magistrate should not be bead of the Church as well as 

of the Commonwealth" and the point was debated by four 

ministers and 4 of the Regent's suppoBters for.several 
(t) 

days without any agreement being rea~hed 
(2) 

Other commissions were appointed to consider 
the personnel ~f 

the difficulties of the new financial settlement in w~c~ 

the lairds were given almost an equal share, and similarly 
(3) 

the Assembly was careful to make sure of its ground before 

formally entering into discussion of jurisdiction and 

the new 11 Pol1oy" which was just beginning to be agitated. 
(4) 

The Kirk of course would have preferred that the Rege~ 

sitting as an ordinary member of Assembly should commit 

the Civil Authority,but being dis~ppointed of this andof 

(1)Hume of Godscroft.History of the House of Douglas II.243 
' The ~whole body of the country11 is probably an exaggeraticn 

for the Kirk would not have so humbly petitioned for 
the presence of the nobility if it had been such a 
national body.cf.B.U.K.p.292-3 

( 2) The Lg,ird of Whi ttingham was one of those reasonirg 
for the Regent.He was a prominent member of the G.A. 
as well. 

(3) Lundie,Whittingaam ElphinstJne Barr Spott Kelwood 
and the Comm!ssioner of Aberdeen.B.U.K.p.288 

(J) B.U.K.p.293 



the attendance of the Hi~her Nobility and Council, the 

Assembly had perforce to delegate its autnoti~y once 

more to a amall commission consisting of only eight 

ministers.Their powers were again wide.They were to discuss 
{1) 

not only jurisdictiori,policybut any other proposals ma~ 

by the cl vil power, and not only in 11 the setting forwardof 

Goi.' s ';lory" but also concerning the King' a authority and 

the commonwealth. But this was undoubtedly regarded as a 

presumption by the Regent although he did not absnlute~y 

refuse to deal with the commissioners as the Kirk itself 

had feared but this 11 crossing of one anothers proceedings 
{2) 

did set the Church and Regent so far asunder that while 

he continued in office there was no sound liking among~ 

them 11 

(3) 
The time was therefore ripe for a leader of 

the sam~eruthless character as the Regent himself. The Kirk 

discovered him in the person of Andrew Melville. The L~rd 

of Dun since the deayh of Knox had led the Kirk in its 

relations with the civil power,but he was too much of a 

statesman and a moderate to be strenuous enough in oppositiou 
(1)Dun Winram Pont Row G.Hay.Lindsay Lowson Duncanson. 
(2) B.U.K.p.296 
(3)e.g. Spottiswood.II.p.196.The Kirk(B.U.K.p.296) ins~ted 

that the Union of Kirks was only temporary.They also 
prohibited Bishops from exercising jurisdiction in the 
bounds allotted to Superintendents(B.U.K.p.294) 
The signs of friction are obvious.e.g.P.C.R.II.p.352 
April 9 1574 A proclamation accused the Bishops and 
Sunerintendents of negligence in planting kirks and the 
hardshins of the people paying tithe for no ministEr" 
or at best an ill qualified one. They wer to remedy this 
negligence by reporting to the Regent before the Ne~ 
Assembly. This public procaamation would seem to be a 
deliberate attempt to alienate the support of the people 
from the church. 



When the Assembly therefore met in August there was little 

improvement in the relations between the Kirk and the Civil 

Authority.The Council was in Aberdeen,the Assembly in Edin 

bur~h,and co~munications were therefore formal. A seri~ 

of 14 articles was prepared and entrusted to a committoo 

of 4 ministers and two lairds who were depPatched to Aberdeen 
(1) 

The demands were the old ones for provision and for definit1m 
of J-Jr1siUr:-t~ .. on 
of jurisdiction,but they urged the case of the poor and 

particularly the iniquitous teinding of the poor labourer. 
(2) 

But it was m~de clear that these com~assioners were limited 

to negotiations with Regent and Council.alone.If a Parliament 

should meet a special Assembly should be called to def1ne 

it policy with relation to the Supreme Cour~ of the Realm • 
. ( 3) 

The Kirk had realized too well the dangers of complete 

dele~ation of power to the discretion of a small committee. 

Its policy was in process of preparation and it had a defini~ 

scheme to suggest to the Estates. The idea is latebt that 

if Regent and council are inimical appeal to the national 

representative body might be more effective. 

( 1 )Dun.Hay .Arbuthnot (Principal of Aberdeen) Craig. 
Fairlie of Braid. Heriot of Trabroun. 

(2)For the independent position of the Superintendent apart 
from the Bishop,for the plantation of all Kirks so that 
the excuse for union might be removed,provision for 
Doctors at Universities,arrears of stipend,and deli~y 
of the Book of Assignations to the Clerk of Assembly as 
had been promised. By the agreement at Leith these 
promoted to benefices were to pay one tenth of all their 
teinds to the poor,and for this e~ecution was asked 
see.B.U.K.p.306 
On the point of Jurisdiction demands were made for the 
appointment of commissioners to tr~ immorality witchcraft 

~~~1\.UJ{ etc.And for divorce that in each diocese commissionErs 
·. Ji3 should be instructed. Antft the Kirk still reminds the 

Re~ent of the heretic~l books which~re brought in.B.U.K.3~ 



It was probably due to the representations of this committee 
that the active measures were ta!en by the Council to compel 

the Aberdeen Magistrates to obey the Kirk injunctions,but of 
(1) 

any further influence on domestic policy there is no trace. 

Both Convention of Esta•es and Assembly met 

simultaneously in March of the following year t574-75.0n 5th 

March before the Assembly began its sessions the influenres 

of the Kirk articles are evidenced by the passing of the Acts 

for the benefit of the poor and restraint of beggars 
(2) 

Business in both Kirk andCivil Convention provided sever~ 

parallels.Eacb collected and adjusted its existing statutes. 

Both appointed committees to consider the jurisdiction of 
(3 )_ 

the Church and the new schemes of policy which were intended 

to overthrow the tuspect Episcopacy. The Convention nominated 

for the purpose 16 persons who were to meet continually tntil 

they had completed consideration of the Policy and whose 

repoFD was to be made to the next Convention of Estates. 

These sixteen con'\lained six delegates from the Church chosen 

apparently from a list of ministers supplied by the Asse~ly. 

--------------------------------------------L--1 
( 1)P.C.R.II.p.390 
(2)A.?.S.III.p.80.They were restrained to their own nati~pari*h 
(3)"The collection and reformation of the lawis of this realme 

A.P.S.IILp.89; and "the visitin~S and perusing of the 
acts of assemblie and sick as as generall to marke and 
note the samein".B.U.K.p.325 

(4) A.P.S.III.p.89 



These Kirk members of Committee were to "ttemdP; copies of 

all their decisions to the Provinces for consultation before 

formal acceptance in the Assembly.Itw~e however the mini~ers 
. ( 1 ) 

only whose opinion was valuable. The lay element was not 

regarded as having interest in the problem at this time althoush 

it was to them that appeal would be made for execution. 

Pending these decisions the problems of the 

Thirds and their Collection was left in the state as estab: 

:lished by the Regent and Council although the act made 
{2) 

clear the difficulties of the Royal Finances in the face 

of the •'nnurmours" of the ministry. The hope of both parties 

therefore was for a full Parliament which should decide 

all controversies. 

The Committee soon made its influence felt in 

the examination of the commissioms of the Commissars,bu~ 
(3) 

progress was slow. The Assembly which met in August 1575 

(noted by all contemporaries as as the scene of the great 

debate on the question of whether Bishops as instituted in 

Scotland had a lawful calling) negotiated on the old points 
(4) 

of controversy with the Regent and Council.Articles were 

appointed to 1Je :prepared by three ministers, but additional 
by individual members 

proposals,,were not refused in open Assembly.The complete 

(1)B.U.K.p.)28 
(2)A.P.S.III.p.90 Uncter the act of 1567 "albeit the ministers 

had nevir sa large stipendis nor sa certane payment" the 
King's surplus was grudged "as thocht na part of the sa:t ds 
thirdshad been grantit.for support of the ·prince •. publict 
char;ses and eff'aires of the realme 11 

(3) P.C.R.III.p.455 1pth June 1575 
(4) See.Sp.!l.p.200;Melville.p.53 Row p.347 etc. 



list consisted of 9 demands the majority of which eventually 

passed into the Statute Book.They comprised grievances 
( 1 ) 

against the system of Collection,and of the smallness of 

the assignations even when the minister was doing thw 

work of three or four.Provision for Schools and Universities 

was urged,and once more the scheme for further help of the 

poor by taxing the two thirds was suggested in addition 

to the execution of the general act already made which It' o: 

:vided only for a general stent of the inhabitants by tbe 

Kirk Session in Towns and the "Headsmen" of the Country 

parishes. Obviously the system would only be effective if 

the Kirk had the support of the Civil Local Authorities. 

The old ineffectiveness of Scottish statutes 

is repeated in the demand for punishment of vice(particUlarly 

of Sabbath markets)and the celebration of feast days for 

which a civil penalty was demanded. 
(2) 

The Re~ent gave no immediate consideration to 

these demands. He was going to the Eorders he said and 

advised that the Kirk appoint a commission to await.on ham. 

The same five ministers who had already interviewed him 

were apparently entrusted with the task,but their earliest 

(1)B.U.K.p.339.Petrie.p.386 
(2) ibid. 

(3) B.U.K.p.342 



~ jgo 

business would seem to have been on November 1st.But the 
( 1 ) 

Conferences apparently on the Policy came to no definite 

conclusions.The Kirk itself had not determined its own 

position with regard to many of the details. 

The Regent at the next Assembly in the light 

of the deprivation of the Bishop of Dunkel~21emanded that 

the Assembly should definitely state its mind and ruling 

in such matters,suggesting another conference between the 

Civil and Ecclesiastical authorities,or at least that the 

sum of the Kirk's own conclusions might be submitted to 

him for approval. 
(3) 
The Assembly indeed had been seeking 

civil ratification of a Policy about which the main body 

of the Kirk ~as undecided.It followed the Regent's suggestion 

and proceeded. to organize a sc'leme for arriving at the 

opinion of the different parts of the country on these 

vital changes.This method of appealing for decision on 
(;J) 

difficult points to the Synods would appear to be an attempt 

to sound popular opinion and the Kirk at large "for mak:ln g 

an overture •.. e.nd uttering the plain and simple meaning of 

the Assemblie. But no S nod Records are extant to ive 
t) Calderwood.III.p.353. A special committee was also 

meeting to consider the union of parish kirks 
(2) He had appealed to the Lords of Parliament and the 

Kirk had had to dall in the Regent's advice. The Assembly 
declared that Bishops must have a particular flock like 
the Suuerintendents.B.U.K.p.352 

(3) ibid.~and S~ottiswoode.II.p.202 

{4) B.U.K.p.362.Petrie p.387 The ministers of the quarters 
were to be convened and delegates sent to a common 
meeting at Stirling.Each quarter received certain 
difficUlties to eludidate. 



information as to how far lay opinion was consulted. 

Referance to public opinion was the opinion of the min: 

:istry. But nevertheless the Barons and Gentlemen were 

urged to be present at any extraordinary General Assembly 

which might be called. The summons was to depend upon 

whether the Parliament met or not and the ministers of 

Edinburgh were to give the first warning of this to the 

Bishops and Superintendents. The insistence upon the pres: 

:ence of the Barons who were not yet members of Parliament 

is signifi~ant.The Assembly with the Barons in attendanoo 

was a more representative body than the Parliament itself, 

and in the Assembly they had come to a consciousness of 

their power as a constitutional force. 

But such a Counter Parliament was not necessary 

for no Parliament was summoned."Morton was a strong ruler 

and Parliament exerciser'! no influence upon his rule 11
• 

( 1 ) 
As we have seen it irked him that any convention including 

that of the Church should meet without his authority,but 

meet it did protesting its freedom according to the Scripture 

Its independence of the,Royal Summons and its alliance wi~e 

atc~ass outside the Parliamentary system made it one of 

the leading checks upon Morton's autocrac~. 

( 1) Rai t. p. 54 



The Gener~l Assembly met at its ordinary time in 

October,expecting intimate communication with the Authority 

When however they requested the Regent's presence he 

refused to derogate his C~vil position by attending a 

convention where he was not ~n autocrat,but offered to 

send delegates as before. Council and Assembly therefore 

communicated by a series of commissioners. The Regent's 

point of view in relation to the proposed new system w~ 

implicit in the 42 questions which the Clerk of the Privy 

Council produced The crux of the matter lay in the demand 
(1) 

"Who sall occupie the place o~ the Ecclesiastical Estate 

in the King's Parliaments Conventions and Councils and how 

many"J. and other points involved how far the office of 
l.t) 

minister was consistent with civil duties su@fth as memtersbip 

of the Court of· Session, the position of Sheriff Town Clerk 
t/- 7k ~~~'I~~-

Provost and whether a landed man who by virtue of his 
~?. ) 

tenure must attend Court and go to war might also .fulfil 

the ministerial function. The Regent's purpose seemed to 

be directed either towards including the Reformed Church 

in the Parliamentary system of representation or else to 

confine the ministerial function to a definite class of 

the community and bre~k the alliance between the ministry ani 

the landed of whose oun er sons entered the Kirk 
1 B.U .K.p. 3 9 cf. "Constitution where the questions are 

discussed with relation to the composition of the 
Assembly. 

(2) The Bishop of Glasgow when asked by the Assembly to 
accent a u~rticular flock replied that the Kirk itself 
had accepted the Estate of Bishops during the King's 
mi~ority in 1572 or pending alteration by Parliame~ 
fie said_ that wh~n Parl1~ment an4 the Kirk had done 80 ue would agree.Row.p.350 -



The Regent wanted a definite statement from the Kirk 

as to who they considered ought to be judges in divorce 

testaments,deprivation of benefices,functions which the 

Bishop and his Official in the Roman days had been wont to 

discharge.He expected the Kirk to make a definite claim to 

jurisdiction which he might accept or disclaim. In his 

~esire for order he expected a clear expression of opinion 

which the church was not prepared to give. All therefore 

that he obtained on this point was the appointment of another 

committee to collect all that had already been agreed upon 

by the consensus of opinion of the Kirk both in the Policy 

and on Jurisdiction. A formal written report was to be reaey 

at the next Assembly. 

This report was considered by the 

Assembly of April and contained an account of the deci_sions 

' ~~ived at by the"quarters" and by the conference at Stirling 

but progress was slow. Without coming to a conclusion they 

sent a message to the Regent that they were still debating 

but proposed temporary remedies for grievances which could 

not wait for the completion of the whole policy. But the 
(1) 

Regent was determined to resist unofficial encroachments 

( 1) Provision for 11isitors, loss of function in ministry to 
imply loss of benef~ce,etc. The points demanding 
Parliamentary action were Execution of laws against 
adultery,and the prohibition of Robin Hood.plays on the 
Sabbath. B.U.K.p.3£>8 



He first made a stipulation that only such as required 

his personal action would he accept for otherwise a Council 

must be called,but three of the Kirk articles definitely 
(1) 

demanded Parliamentary.action. In the end he refused to 

receive them at all because the Conunissione!(~ )had no formal 

written commission. As far as he was concerned there were 

to be no semi official conferences with Kirk leaders who 

dictated or suggested policy as they had the opportunity 

to the Civil Ruler as an individual expectin~ him to 

execute their demands ia his capacity as the Head of the 

State. He maintained the policy throughout of separating 

his private function as a member of.the Church from his 

public one as Re~ent of Scotland. The Kirk was not prepared 

for this formality. As usual in such a crisis they appealed 

to that class which had no formal constitution or functicn 

in the State.i.e. the Barons,to come in great numbers to 

the next Assembly. The Kirk was perpetually reverting to 
(3) 

the system which had been so effective in the primitive 

Reformation. 

Whether they did respond in this instance in 

the required numbers is not known, but in any case the Re(l)tn.t~ 

attitude was not modified by their presence in the next 

(1)B.U.K.p.387 • · 
(2) craig and Lindsay. B.U.K.p.389;Petrie.p.391 

(3) B.U.K.p.389 



~sembly.in October 1577. He deliberately refused to 
... 

attend as having no leisure to tal~ with them for occup: 

:atioun" and maintained this attitude thou~h urged a second 

time.He suggested that the Kirk sh~~ld send accredited rep: 

:resentati ves to confer with him, and professed zeal towards 

the fruition of the Policy now almost completed As a modern 
( 1 ) 

authority has said "The Earl of Morton was too strong a ruler 

to tolerate any plea of exemption from the Royal authority 

To him the General Assembly was an object both of suspicion 

and contempt.Intellectually far inferior to Maitland he 

grasped more firmly the true meaning of the Reformation as 

a pledge of Union with England". 
(2) 

To the Assembly whose fixed foreign policy 

was the English alliance he presented Elizabeth's letter 

concerning the Council of Magdeburg and officiously asked 

for the Kirk's advice "if they thoght mei tt that any of the 

learned ministers of this natioun sall repare thither" 
(3) 

He thus restored some measure of goodwill without yielding 

liny point in his own position. He himself sat apart as an 
-~~--- -- .. -"""--- '----~~-·-- ... --------- ---· 

( 1) · James Mel vmlle n.59 tells us. "During all these a.ssembll es 
and ernest endevors of the breithring the Regent is often 
requyrit to giff his presence and rordar the cause of God 
bot not only in effect refusis bot uses grait thretning 
against the maist zelous brethring sehoring to hang of 
thame utherwayes ther could be na peace nor ordour in the 
country. 

(2) Matheson I.p.217 
(3) The Xirk agreed and presented a list of 8 ministers name 

from which the'Regent was to choose 2.The ultimate chpice 
fell on Andrew Melville and George H~y(Row.p.352)Thiswa.s 
an ingenious way of removing the chief firebrand.Neither 
went however "for want of expenses and charges"C.III.p.38 7 



independent power,while the Kirk prepared its programme 

and revised the Policy for presentation to him. Three ministers 

presented it and an advisory cornmi ttee was also nominated 
(1) 

lest Morton should request conference. In point of fact the 

policy made no definite enactment on any of these contra: 

:versia.l points ana_ left a wicte latitude to the Kirk to 

"teach the Magistrate". The Mel vinian system desired an 

organized Civil Authority to do the bidding of the Theocrats 
(2) 

In view of the Re~ent's alienation the 

revolution which dethroned him was a fortunate occurrence 

for the Kirk,even although the leaders had been rebuked of 

old by theKirk. The new Government in its Convention at 
in March 

StirlingAdid nothing to placate the Kirk,but these 9 minister s 
(3) 

commissioners who had been left in charge of negotiations 

had not allowed the revolution to pass without comment. 

"To stg,y corruption in the entrie of the King's Majesties 

Goverm'llent" they bad presented a supplication cont3.ining 

~emands that only office bearers of the Reformed religion 

should be admitted that the late murders be punished, 
( §) (5) 

that the Policy of the Kirk be est::Lblished and sufficient 

su art iven it. Calderwood adds some others which show 
1)B.U.K.p.398 Adamson Dun,Craig,Row,Arbuthnot,Andrew Melvill e 

A.Hay,G.Hay Pont Lindsay Lowson 
(2) M.'ltheson,p218-219 but contrast McCrie's life of Melville 
(3) see.A.P.S.III.p. 115 (4) B.U.K.p.405 
(5) The brawl in St irlino; resulting in the death of GlamiS 

and the feud between the Town and Castle of Edinburgh 



th~t these commissioners were fully alive to the advantages 

to be gained.They asked that the new govermment would appoint 

representatives to confer on the Policy before the Parliament 

now appointed for July,and registered their demands which 

had been neglected by the late Regent for prohibition of 

Sunday markets and plays.At the same time they issued an 

inhibition to the new rulers to choose any "General Collector" 

without the Kirk's advice.They hoped that the new men would 

restore the Kirlr to the benefits of the 1567 Act. 
( 1 ) 

By the time the General Assembly met in April 

no answer had been forthcomin~.The articles approved by 
(2) 

the full Kirk convention were appointed. to be re-presented 

to the Council.The Kirk in the wonted manner demanded the 

presence of the Council either in a body or by representativea 

The new Government was not so arrogant as Morton and did (3 ) 

not absolutely refuse but sent Harries and Deir not to \U te 

and conclude but simply to hear and see the proceeding4 of 

the Kirk.They thus safeguarded themselves against hasty 

concessions and against merging their authority in the 

ecclesiastical meeting.The Kirk was unwilling to recognize 

the distinction between public and private functlon,and 

applied to the main body of the Council for explanation. 

{ 1 ) c .11 i. 
{2) B.U.K.p.404 
(3) ibid.p.406 



The Council deliberately retained its full power in its own 

hands ,although conferences on many points took place and 

the Kirk following out its principles directed deputies 

to those of the new government who were suspect in 

religion to urge them to conform. But the system was not 
(1) 

satisfactory and the majority of the articles were simply 

shelved. 

On the question of Policy they gained nothing. 

lhe procedure was exactly that which had been arranged.with 

Morton.The co.plete policy was produced before the King am 

Council by three ministers and an additional advisory 

comnittee was once more appointed in case of conference 
(2) 

And not only the Discipline was to come under review but 

the thorny question formerly raised by Morton was revived 

"How far Ministers may meddle with Civil Affairs u and more 

particularly if they might vote in Council and Parliament. 
If the new Policy obtained, how was the Estate of the Clergr 

in Parliament to be replaced.The Assembly had ruled out 

the Bishon and had no alternative to offer. 
~ (3) 

Since 1574 the Kirk had been in expectation of 

a Parliament which should provide the universal panacea, 

and therefore made special arrangement to coincide its meetin~s 

with that which the . overnment romised in KKXMX Jul 
B.U.K.p. 0 

(2) ibid.p.409 Once more they were all ministers 
(3) ibid.p.411 



The return of Morton to power naturally affected the 

Assembly. tts next meeting had been fixed for the 7th ~f 

July in Edinburgh,i.e.three days before the Parliament 

on the tOth. Now that the centre of power had shifted m 
Stirling the General Assembly upon warning of the leaders 

of the Kirk convened at Stirling on 11th June apparently 

in an attempt to coincide with the civil convention on 

10th June as a result of which the Parliament was 
(1) 

transferred to Stirling so that Morton might not have 

to relax his guard over the King's person.The Assembly 

was small owing to the hasty summons,but Morton needing 

all the available support through the official medium 

of the boy king expressed his desire to placate the Kirk. 
(2) 

And the Assembly therupon sent delegates to ask for the 

personal attendance of Royal representatives,though th~e 

is no mention of their appearance.After hearing and app: 

:roving the decisions of the previous commission for tbe 

Policy the Assembly dissolved leaving most of the busire ss 

to the next Assembly in October.Calderwood however staws 
(3) 

that at this Stirling convention arrangements were made 

for a formal conference between civil and ecclesiastical 
( 1 )Moysie.p. 9 Nobilitie and Burghs were pr-esent .A.P.S.III 

p.120 gives the restoration of Morton under the date 
12th June. Melville and some of the other authorities 
are undeciAed as to whether the Assembly met in June 
or July.But.Spottiswood is quite clear.II.-p.223 
See.P.C.R.II.p.705 

(2) B.U.K.p.414 
(3) The records however are incomplete.Petrie.p.395 



~ l"9D 

committees which began their sessions on 23rd June. The 

delegates were for the Crown-- Morton Herries Ruthven 

Lindsay Lundie Caprinton Pitcur Newbottlw and Deir, 

for the Kirk-- Pont Melville Hay Lindsay Lowson and the 

Bishops of St.Andrewa and Aberdeen. The inclusion of the 
( 1 ) 

Lairds in the Civil faction illustrates the baronial 

support which Morton commanded and how the unrepresented 

class was used in church negotiations before officially 

recognized as an Estate. 

Althou~h there was a special provision in 

the acta of Assembly for the meeting of an Assembly in 

the event of a Parliament,yet when the Parliament the 
(2) 

first since April 1573·d1d "hold" no Kirk convention is 

recorded.This was probably on account of the wxpense 

entailed and also perhaps because the Parliament was 

of doubtful legality because held within a fortified 

strength.Perhaps pending a final trial of strength between 

the Edinburgh and Stirling factions the leaders of the 

Kirk did not commit themselves.They were chary of again 

putting themselves completely in the power of one section 

of the Nobility. But the Stirling Parliament showed its 

zeal towards the Kirk,and a committee of ministers(probably 
\3) . 

those mentioned above •ase certainl in attendance' 
n-Jc.-I II. p-:- 15 

(2)July 10:15,25 A.P.S.III.p.94 
(j)e.g.The express ratification of the True Kirk and Reli~on 

A.P.S.III.p.95.The act for visitation of Universities a 
also traceable to the representations of the Kirk 



Calderwood refers to them ~.s 11 the Commission of Assembly 

and syates that they were 12 in number. They appeared 
(1) 

before the Lords Articles to request the confirmation 

of the Policy by act of Parliament, but were indi~nant wm n 

the Lords did not accept it at once but referred it to a 

Committee. The lisy of members of this committee shows 

5 Lords 3 Bishops 3 commendators 3 doctors(Buchanan Young 

and Arbuthnot,3 Barons,3 bur13esses 3 advocates and 6 ministers 

But the choice of these ministers raised one of the min~~) 
storms with the Kirk.The Commissioners were asked to no~nate 

12 ministers from whom the Parliament or the Articles might 

choose 6,but this they refuse0 to do maintaining that they 

had no commission from the Kirk for this purpose and that 

"it became not the prince to presvrive a policie to the 

Kirk." The Lords Articles on the other hand replied that 

"the Kin~S might call whom he pleased and with their advice 

make a law" and since the Kirk refused to elect,nominated 

6 ministers in the civil right.The committee was ordained 

to begin its sessions on 18th August.It was re~arded as 

simply a me~ns of driving time for the Conference of Jure 

had agreed upon the majority of questions. The Kirk's 

idea was that these commissioners of the Kirk were really 

on equal terms with the Committee of the Articles of Parliament 

(1) 
(2) 

~~lderwood.III.p.415 et seq. 
A.P.S.III.p. 105 cap.19. An effort to define the bounds 
of jurisdiction is to be traced in the appointment ~ 
the committee for Commissariat Courts.ibid.cap.17 



What would have been the position had the Lay element 

of Assembly made the dema.nd.s? It was probable with a 

political motive with a view to restraining the arrogamre 

of the restored Mort_on Government that with the help of the 

English ambassador the ministers entered into negotiatiore 

with a section of his opponents which eventually resulted 

in the return of Montrose and Lyndsay to the Council. 
(1) 

The reconciliation Convention of 20th September was a failure 

but most of the noblemen came to a meetin~ in Stirling 

on October 20th shortly before the Assembly kept its ordinary 

half yearly meeting in Edinbursh.It is not surprising that 

the "Opposition Lords" should attempt to ally themselves with 

the discontented Kirkmen.This had always been a part of 

policy.The kirk i~self would seem to have made the first move. 

and invited their presence. "Thir noblemen war the Erles of ( 2 ) 

Atholl Argyll Montrose (Seton and Lindsay) etc.wha had drawin 

the factioun against the Regent Morton.Sa it plesit God to 

work" Thus the Assembly stamds as the Counter Parliament 
(3) 

or the permanent opposition.The Lords in Opposition adopted 

the Kirk demands as circumstances allowed,and agreed to 

(1)SEE.Moysie.p.14 C.III.p.419,424; Spottiswwode.II.p.229 
p.C.R.III.p.22.note. ( 2t "Becaus that di vera noble personages were present wti:th in 

the tou.n whose presence was necessar to the Assembly" a 
delegation was sent to ask them to attend.(B.U.K.p.418) 

(3) •ames Melville.p.76.B.U.K.p.419. 
See also Calderwood.III.p.428 



"labour at the Kin~ and Counsell 1 s hands for the estab: 

:lishment of the Policy,the restoration of the Act of 1567 

with regard to the Collection of the Thirds,and to insist 

that none vote as the ecclesiastical Estate in Parliament 

"exeept sueh as sall have commission of the Kirk for that 

effect". This last demand indicates that the Assembly 
(, t 

was realizing that its ideal of eq~ality with .the ParliamenG 

was not praeticable,and that it had begun to consider 

whether or not it ought to take its place as one of t~ 

ancient Estates of the realm.To do so would mean that it 

fell from its position as a national representative body 

in order to become merely a particular assembly of the 

Ecclesiastical.Estate.What was to happen to the lay element? 

Probably the Lairds hoped that ~hey would receive the Kirk 
(2) 

commission to Parliament.For the tendency of late had been 

to separate as far as possible civil and ecclesiastical 

fubction in the person of the minister. 

Whatever the constitutional changes involved 

the Assembly as it stood was a good ally in oppesitio~ 

It was agreed that a joint delegation of Assembly and 

Opposition Lords should go to Stirling to obtain audience 

of the King.But Atholl would seem to have withdrawn before 
(1)B.U.K.p.41~. The Assembly however did not wait for King 

or Council s deeision,but censured Bishops for votinE in 
parliament without consent of the Kirk. Glasgow pledthe 
Royal command and the necessity for having some Churchmen 
present at the making of laws.C.III.p.429 

(2)-several of them were in the opposition government.PC.R.!~ 
see.P.C.R.III.p.26 



he was too deeuly committed. for the feud was oatched 
" ( 1 ) 6 

up independently,and the Kirk gained nothing. The Assembly 

however had shown its possibilities as an Opposition 

Parliament.If the Lords had made mutual alliance with the 

Kirk there was little to prevent the Assembly taking its 

place as a serious riv~l if not to Parliament at least to 

that type of Convention of Estates which Morton used instead. 
. (2) 

Something however was to be hoped from the coalition.The 

Lairds no longer divided by feudal ties into two parties 

were t~e strength of the Church. 

A conference in Stirling on 22nd December 

would seem to be nothing more than a meeting of that committ~ 

appointed by the Parliament of July,and whose aes8iaqs had 

been interrupted by the civil wars. The "Commissioners of 

Assembly" had objected to the nomination of this committee 

as unnecessary and accordingly we find the ministers who 

attended this December Conference protesting that they had 

no power to commit the Church but had come only at the KING'S 

command. Nevertheless the business was comprehensive and 
(3) 

in fact outlined the whole policy of the Kirk to be brcu ght 

up in the next Parliament. It was virtually an inclusion of 

nominated ministers in a meeting of Privy Council • 
(f) "He thinks 1 t meet that they goe foreward with their 

purpose whether _he goe to Stirline or not becaus he was 
uncertain;but if he be present he shall assist the~ 
comm1ssioners~S.U.K.P.421 
See.Moysie for the account of the coalition.p.19 

(Row. p. 357 states that the full proceedings are unkm wn 
owing to a defect in the original register) 

(2) Rait.p.147 

(3) C.III.p.434 Earl of Buchan,Bishops of St.Andrews am 
Glasgow Comm.of Dunfermline,Dun Seggie Pitcur Buchanan 
Young,Pbnj Lowson,Row,Lindsay. 



They discussed the support of the poor, the punishment of 

violence against ministers, and ministerial privilege, ani 

the Kirk's right to the thibds.But final preparation was 

remitted to a smaller committee of three ministers and three 

laymen,for presentation to a convention in March.1579. 
(1) 

But there is no trace of Kirk business in th•s meeting which 

was in fact only an augmented Privy Council Traces of 
(2) 

their influence however are noted later in the year when 

in a meeting of Council dUne 2nd 1579 it was advised in 

the name of the ministers of God's word that the abbacies of 

Paisley and Arbroath should be dissolved and the whole fruits 

or a reasonable proportion ~iven to the support of the 

ministry. And the Privy Council actually went so far as to 

recommend acceptance to the King, The Kirk in the absence of 
I \3) 

specific laws infts favour was attempting to build up its 

case by decisions in particular cases. So much had been 

~ained before the meeting of the Assembly in dUly 7th 1579 

but in the unsettled state of politics resulting mn the 

death or murder of Atholl the Court was uneasy as to trn 

part the Assembly might too precipitately play 

(1)C.III.p.442.Moysie.p.20 
(2)p.C.R.III.p.108.History of King James the Sext.p.174 

see.Rait.p.148 .It was held for joint action against the 
( 3 ) p • C • R • I I I • p. 17 6 Hamil tone • 

Masson's Introduction p.xxviii statijsthis to be "the 
greatest concession yet made to Presbyterian demands". 
From the preamble it seems that the Convention of March 
had referred it to the Council."It is already accor~t 
and enteri t in practize although not as zi t. confermit be 
any law that upoun the vacance of. ony prelaeie the Kirkis 
thairof·salbe disponit to qualif'eit ministers". 



""bf'lt ._..,., 

This Assembly was active both in relation to the nego~: 

:iations whlvh it contemplated with King Parliament md 

Convention of Bur~hs. Its resolution was strengthened 

by the large numbers of lairds and gentlemen whom it 

employed in•these negotiations.(B.U.K.p.436) 

The Government thought the occasion merited a special 

missive admonishing them to do nothing to imperil the 

King's peace,and that the policy might not be formally 

decided until Parliament had passed its opinion.Was the 
( 1 ) 

Government afraid that the ministers united with the 

lairds and hoping for the concurrance of the Convent~n 

of Burghs might form a national Convention which would 

establish the new System in defiance of the Privy Council 

and these augmented meetings which passed as Conventions 

of Estates,but from which in practise both burghs and 

barons had been excluded. 
(2) 

The Civil authority admitted the power of 

propaganda which in the absence of any newspapers the 

pulpit wielded almost as a monopoly. But the Kirk had 

evolved a system from which it was not to be dissuadEd 
(' 

While it agreed to send delegates to the King with a 

( 1) B.U.K.p.428.The letter was brought from Stirling l:lf 
Duncanson the Kingvs minister 

(2)Definite su~mons to individuals had been the former 
custom,but see.Rait.p.148 

(3) It did not recognize the Parliamentary ministerial 
conference as binding,although it read its decisions 
to see if it agreed in essentials with the Assembly 'i 
views. Spottiswood however regards even the consideratiln 
of this report as a breach of faith with the King as 
expressed in the letter mentioned above.II.p.266 



list of Articles and a general exhortation tecummending 
( t ) 

the necessity for Union between Crown and Kirk as both 

having the selfsame friends and unfriends, they concentrated 
(2) 

their interest in the Parliament promised in August, gi vm g 

power to a large commission cons1stin5 of Lairds,Visitors 

ministers and"such as should be direct from the burghs", 
(~) 

to meet two days before the Parliament and prepare articles 

for presentation,with the full authority of a full General 

Assembly.This collaboration with the Estate of the Bur~hs 

and the Lairds may indicate an attempt to weld together a 

"Third-' Estate on the model of the English Parliament", and 

possibly make the Assembly a "Scottish House of Commons". 

But the effort was not successful,for the Parliament was 

prorogued to ')ctober .Some relations however may have boon 

established with the Convention of Burghs. The meeting of 

August was not therefmre the ultimate Court of the Realme 

which the Assembly had looked for but merely another 

Convention of Estates on no real nation3.l b3.Sis and the 

Kirk affairs with which it dealt '"ere those articles which 

the Assembly hg,d sent to the King almost as temporary measures 
(4 

(1) No children to be sent to Papist Universities under 
penalty of fine;punishment of JesuitsJ the reform of 
the University of St.Andrews;and a request that the King 
impede not the acts of Assembly B.U.K.p.437 

(2) B.U.K.p.442 

(3) ibid.p.436. 10 lairds 6 ministers,25 commissioners of 
countries and the bur~hs 

(4) A joint commissionfor visitation of St.Andrews was set up 
but this seemed to be the only di~ect response.And the 
Civil Power did overturn decisions of the G.A.in several 
instances.e.g.P.C.R.III.p.209 



The Edinburgh ministry expected to wield more influence 

on Policy with the return of the King to the Capital,and 

whether it was due to the organiz3.tion of t.his last 

representative commission oe bot the Parliament in Octob~ 

responded to the Kirk's demands tQ an unusual e~ent.The 

Kirk obtained definition of its jurisdiction to some extent 

as much indeed as it had agreed upon in the new policy itself 

Acts were passed prohibiting Sunday markets and the other 

profanations of the Sabbath, and graduated fines were impcs ed. 
(2) 

Execution of these acts was not put entirely into the hands 

of the Kirk, but a special commission was granted to "sum 

(~ 

person in every parish best affectit and maist able to p~ forme 

the same at the requeist of the minister'! This person would 
(2) 

in most cases be the local magnate or his bailie,and if m 

such person was at hand it is to be presumed that the duties 

fell upon the most suitable person who in course of time 

came to be known as the Session Bailie. 

Regulations were also made at the Kirk's 

request cGn.cerning the education of youths abroad to prevent 

their conversion to Papistry. 
(3) 

( t ) 

(2) 
("3) 

Jurisdiction and education thus dealt with the 
Preaching ,correction of manners and administration.~the 
sacraments.But a special committee to define still further 
contained 5 leading ministers nominated apparently by the 
state.Dun,Spottiswood,Craig Lowson,Lindsay. in addition 
to Ad3.mson the Bishop of St.Andrews,4 commendators and 
4 earls. They were to meet and report to the next Parliame~ 
(A.P.S.p. 138 cap.7) 
ibid. cap. 8 
cap.t cf. B.U.K.p.437 art.1 



Kirk directed itself to redeem its former pledges to 

the poor labourer and the beggars. The result was the 

act 11 for releiff of the Laboraris of the Ground for want 

of tymous teinding of thair cornis" 
( 1 ) 

The 'Kirk influence was responsible for the 

famous act of tb!& Parliament which laid down a precise 

system for the restaint of masterful beggars and the 

support by taxation of the parish for the native poor 

but the administration which by the act of 1574 had been 

entrusted to the Kirk Sessions in towns and the "Headsmen" 

in rural parishes was removed altogether from the Kirk 

and given over to the Magistrates and the King's Justice 

or the bail~e of Regality. 
(2) 

The Kirk in fact pointed the wa~ towards progress 

by insistent demands gradually making headway in tne face 

of the indifference of the Government and Central.A.uthority 

The acts of 1574 and 1579 were the only contributions of 

any note ,towards responsiblity for the poor,since the 

Act of 1535. 
(; 

1)A.P.S.III.p. 39 cap 1 cf.Satirical Poems passim 
If not lifted after 8days after cutting ,two honest 
neighbours might apportion the teind without waitin~ 

(2)A.P.S.III.139 cap.12 All beggars must return to the~ 
own parish,and none was to beg without licence,and mne 
to beg at all unless the parish was too poor to support 
them. The Magistrates and Justice were to stent the 
parishioners proportionately.and stringent punishments 
were enacted for contravention.(See Act for details ) 

(3) J.Horsfall Turner.History of Local Taxation pp14-16 



The Parliament was thus a willing ally of the Assembly, 

probably because the burgesses who were common to both 

Parliament and Assembly were interested in these schemes 

affecting the social and. economic life of Scotland. 

The tendency was certainly to minimize the influence of 

the Church in the administration of these acts,but on 

the whole there was no burning question involved whereby 

the Central Authority might feel its power challenged by 

the growing pretensions of the Kirk. In the case of 

jurisdiction where the danger was most acute the Privy 

Council by particular decisions took care that the Chur eh 

did not establish precedents •. 
.. ( 1 ) 

Yet in the execution of all these Acts 

before long we find the Privy Council calling in the a.«v1ee 

of Bishops Superintendents and Commissioners in the 

nomination of Justices for the alimtnHrbnation of acts 

anent swearing,disturbers of divine service,those under 

process of cursing,for the dischaDge of Sabbath markets 

etc and even for the act anent beggars.The commissions 

given to these nominations were only for a year.It showed 
(2) 

however that the Kirk organization was more effective than 

the civil courts in the co~ntry parishes.The same efficient 

organization which during the Civil Wars of the next 

century was utilized for all purposes even for that of 

taxation. 
1)See.P.C.R.III.p.-39 
2)ibid.p.266 13 Feb.1580; p.277 10th April 1580 



With its po~er over the masses by its ~y,stem of 

propagation of news and the creation of a public opinion, 

by the superstitious awe attaching to its censures and 

most of all by its alliance with the fi~hting force of 

the country-the lairds,the Church was a ~orce to be placated. 
( 1 ) 

even by the royal favourite 

The General Assembly met in Dundee on 

12th July,and althou~h the King's Commissioners were present 

prepared a list of grievances for presentation to the 

Supreme Authority.These articles were the combined 

effort of the Moderator and the recently instituted body 

of Assessors .There can~·be traced the beginnings of that 

c~reful watch over foreign and domestic policy which 

for some years made the Assembly a far more effective 

(2) 

check upon the Royal Prerogative than ever the Parliament 

in its best days had achieved. The delegation to which 

they entrusted their proposals was a bedy representative 

of the three estates of the Assembly ,Lairds Ministers m d 

burgesses. Most of their requests had been part of the 
(3) 

(1)cf The establishment of a Kirk Session in the Royal 
Household.see.P.C.R.III.~th Feb.1580 
And Lennox assurances to the Assembly of July.B.U.K.456 
and 458.see Matheson.I.222 

(2)Laird of Lundie,and Prior of Pittenweem. Their commission 
was dated from Falkland.The King was on one of his 
progresses.B.U.K.p.452 

()) Lundi~ Braid Colluthie Keirs Carlton; J.Johnstone(Edin.) 
G.Elphinstone(Glasgow).R.Blyth(Dundee) 1I ministers 
6 of whom were of the Edinburgh clique.-



Kirk's programme for several years and were diBected to 

definition of the ministers position suppression of 
( 1 ) -

superstitionJand establishment of the PolicyJwhile the 
\2) \3) 

interest in printing and bhe support of worthy printers 

was now an accepted interest of the AssemblY· But they 
. (4) 

did more than this.They questioned the treatment of the 

imbecile Earl of Arran on purely humanitarian grounds 
(5) 

-an expression of publie opinion which could make itself 

known in no other way. No record ofthese petitions or 

how they were received is preserved in the Council Regi~er. 
(6) 

That no answer had been forthcoming is clear 

from the fact that. in t.t1e very first session of the next 

Assembly a committe~ was sent to the King to urge the 
q) 

attendance of representatives in his name,and to suit for 

answer to the Articles of the last Assembly. The King am 

Council promised answer before the 15th of November,and 

accordingly the Assembly appointed a Commission to await 

upon their decision and to reason and confer with the Crunci. 1 

on all articles givem in since the last Assembly with power 
(1) Punishment of those assaulting ministers; those deposed 

from tee ministry to be automatically depr&ved of bmefice 
all vacant benefices to be ~i ven to the minister serving 
the cure.etc 

( 2) Punishment of Pil~rims to shrines etc 
(3) The POlicy to be established by act of Council until a 

Parliament met 
(4) The Council was asked to take order with the printer 

Arbuthnot who had not fulfilled his contract.The 
Kirk patronage was transferred to one Va.utrolier 

()) B.U.K.p.462 
{o) The commissioners founo. the King at St.Andrews • .r.M.p.81 
(?) Braid,Mc.Gill,Sme<tton Lindsay Hay and John Young.B.U.K.464 



to"conclude" in the name of the Kirk. So anxious were 

they for a joint settlement o~ the new scheme that the 

Clerk Register's ad vice was requested in the formulat:io n 

of the arrangement of Presbyteries. The committee whioo 
( 1 ) 

was given such wide pol}.rers consisted of 13 ministers, 

one burgess(John Preston of Edinburgh) and 4 lairdsT Braid 

Lundie Halton Fawdonside 
(2) 

The Council Records contain no account of 

this important meeting on November 15th,and there seems 

to be reason to believe that a separate register for these 

Kirk Conferences was kept. But it could have borne but 
(3) 

little fruit for the same demands1were made in the 

Assembly of Apri 1 152 1 . Irritation aE these delays 

was responsible for the "treasonable" outbreaks of 

the Edinburgh ministers Balcanquall and Durie. 
(4) 

The fall of Morton,the ascendancy of 

Aubigny,the dre~d of Papistry evinced alike by the English 

and Dutch ambassadors drove ~ __ .. e ministry to intrigues with 

~ngland. The pulpit became the mouthpiece of an English 

policy so obvious that the ministry lost some of their 

popularity.Scottish nationalism resented the interference of 
(5) 

a foreign power in its domestic affairs. 
( 1 )B.U.K.p.470 The records of this Assembly containing the 

accounts of the submission of the various bishops were 
destroyed by Adamson a few years later. 1584 

(2) Row gives the number as 20. p.365 
(?) Records blanl{ Oct.21-Nov.16. The Assembly began its 

sessions 20th Oct. 
(4) C.III.p.480 P.C.R.p.335 
(5) see C. III. p. 509 The libel against Randolph "MoreovEr' 

how yee blind our poore ministers of Gods word and caus 
them vaig full oft from their text by your instigation 



The King's Confession of January 1581 was an attempt to 

remove suspicion,and in the Assembly of April the rolls 

of Presbyteries were submitted by the Royal Commj_ssioner 

The Privy Council and Kin~ were in Holyrood. but the Assembly 

at Glas~ow and negotiations were therefore formal. 

The Laird of Caprington.his representative. submitted too 

answers to the last articles but as already noted some 

of the s~me pet~tiOns were "yet to be insisted in at b~s 

Hienes band .~nd counsell 
(1) 

The King's point of view was expressed 

in a series of Articles. Although willing to support the 

establishment of Presbyteries and appointing the 

noblemen and gentlemen to define the bounds,he repudiated 

the su~gestion that the 1567 act be restored owing to 

the great con~usion and diminution in rental which had 

taken place since then.While agreeing to admit conference 

on the main lines of the policy he stated that answer w 
the majority of the unanswered Kirk articles was difficult 

for they were couched in too general terms and so open 

to many interpretations.Definition was necessary before 

any could pass into formal acts of Parliament.The King 

advised that a committee of Assembly be appointed to 

"consider the expansion of thes articles in sick forme 

and ordour as they wald wisch them to be past i.n Parliament" 

( 1 )1.8~ That a special judge be appointed to try assaults 
upon ministers; That an ac) of Parliament be mro e 
as tQ the deposition of ministers from function and 
benet·ice e'tc. 



This seems to imply that the Church was to draft its Acts 

in a final form before submitting them to the Articles or 

Privy Council. The Church demands certainly had up to this 
(1) 

time been extremely vague,and the kirkmen frequently evinced 

a lack of practical statesmanship and appreciation of 

concrete difficulties of detail. Thus the King asked what 

they meant by attreasonable"proportion of the Kirk rents 

which were to go to the support of the Crown that is pre: 

:suming all the"auld possessorstt were dead; or until that 

consummation took place what "reason'lble" sum the Church 

would suggest for the King's household and public aff&lrs 

if the act of 1567 were re-established. 

The Kirk too in its demands had overlooked 

the question of taxation and how the proportion of it was 
(2) 

to be met if the Kirk got all its demands.The possessors of 

the two thirds were apparently still liable for the half 

of the national extraordinary revenue. If Bishops were 

removed from Parliament what was to be the result? 

Spottiswood points out that" it was· a foolish thing to think 

that the Prince and Estates would permit the rents of the 

Bishops to be disponed at their appetites".No sooner were 

the abbots and priors declared to be no officebearers in 

the church than the lands were turned into temporal lordships 

and the whole rents were thereby alienated co mpletely ill 
(1)see.Rait.p.426 
(2) B.U.K.p.479 The step was apparently in preparation 

for the tax which the King was contemplating i n too 
next Convention.Rait.p.492 

(;) Sp.II.p.272 



James proposed a graduated scheme of stipend for 600 

ministers, and that these 600 parishes should be di~~vided into 

50 presby~eries,but his suggestions were not apparently 
(1) 

accepted and his proposals as a whome regarded as a device 

to drive time,and the-rAssembly refused to permit any further 
• alterations in their Discipline and registered their Policy 

in their formal acts. In point of fact much could have been 

done towards definition. Its vaguenes left room for a good 

deal of unofficial interference in the realm of the Civil 

Power. The King's proposals however were delegated to a 

commission's consideration in the o~d m~nner during the 

interval between Assemblies,who had power to convene with 

any deputies of King and Couneil and to prepare all articles 

in Parliamentary form in the exact terms in which they wished 

the~ to become statutes. The completed form was to be pres: 

:ented to the next Assembly. 

The commission was composed of nine min: 

:isters only,and there are evidences of their attendance in 

the Privy Council itself for the furtherance of their purpose. 
(2) 

Matters were thus amial!Jly arranged by the new government with 

the intention of removing any church sympathy for the cause 

of Morton.That there was no real rinci le behind it was 
see· Connell.I.p.9\.Petrie sugges~s that these proposals 
were not the King s but the Kirk s.p.410.See Row.p.370 

(2) B.U.K.p.51~-4. P.C.R.III.p.377 JOth April.when gifts of 
benefices were suspended until Nov .lf,st pending a final 
decision.Montgomery's appointment was a direct violation of 
this. 
May.9th Execution was given of the King's letter to t~ 
noblemen barons gentlemen and ministers to appoint committe~ 
in each district for the determination of Presbytery bounds 
cf.P.C.R.III.p.J83 and B.U.K.p.520 



evidenced by the appointment of Montgomery in July to 

the see of Glasgow The Church attacked not the corrupt 
( 1 ) 

bar~ain but the appointment itself.Yet by the arrangement 

of Leith the King was perfectly entitled to cDeate bishops 

and it had not yet been formally renealed by Parliament. 

It was a remarkable feature bow e~rly the newly erected 

Pr,sbyteries bagan to exercise their power. 

In October 1581 Parliament Convention of 

Bur~hs and Assembly all met simultaneously in Edinburgh 

the two latter bodies accordin~ to their custom,a few 

days before the Parliament~)Although the request for Royal 

Commissioners was not immed~ately answered the King obtained 
' 

postponement of the case against Montgomery 'J.ntil be bad 

placed the constitutional question before the Kirk.He asked 

how,since the Kirk was determined to abolish Bishops,they 

proposed to replace the ecclesiastical vote in Parliament and 

council with particular reference to taxation. The five or 
(3) 

six ministerf~Ybo bad been coming and going between·Assembly 

~nd Council were not deemed suffucient for deliberation on 

such a momentous problem. Eight other ministers were add~ 

and an important lay element consisting of 12 lairds and 

the provosts of Edinburgh and Stirling,tbe Commissioners of 
(1)He disnoned it a~ain to Lennox in return for £1000 Scow 

(Spott1swood.II.p.282) 
(2) G.A.met 17th Oct.on the same date as the Convention of Bur~ 

pg,rliament met Oct.24th. (A.P.S.III.p.193) R.C.B.I.p.121 
f1). B.U.K.p.525-526 
~4' ibid. 



Ed.inbur,;;h and Stirling Perth Montrose and Leith(whose 

position in the Assembly was a curious one since it was 

never a Royal Burgh). There us reason to believe that 

the interaction between Assembly and Convention was 

considerable and the inclusion of this burgess eleme~ 

was probablJ an attempt to pre-determine the vot• in 

Parliament should the question of Ecclesiastical Vote 

arise. Some of these Burghs who attended the Assembly 

seemed to prefer it to their own convention and were 

accordingly unlawed. 
( 1 ) 

Their decision held within ih possibilities 

for laj representation in Parliament.It ·was not till 1587 

that it insisted that none should vote in Parliament unless 

they "bore function in the Kirk by preaching of the word 

and administration of sacraments" And the idea of the 
(2) 

elder as a Commissioner of Parliament revived again in 

the struggles in the last ye<01.rs of the century. In this 

present case however there was no distinction made ani 

the formal record states that "Commissioilers from. the 

General Kirk shoula. supply the place of the Bishops~ and 
(3) 

their owers of civil and criminal .urisdiction were~ be 
1 

( 2) 
(3) 

See previoassection on the relation with the Convention 
of Burghs. 

Ba..nrt::p;; ~~~ ·! '5 
B.U.K.,Ih527. James Melvillep.119 "Commissioners aould be 
directed from tyme to tyme from the Generall Assemblies 
to the Parliaments to discharge the Kirkes dewtie and do 
for the sam in all hir affaares.And the heretable 
bailyies of Regalities sould use all thingis pertening 
to ther jurisdiction civill and criminal causses. 



handed over to the heritable bailies i.e. the lairds. 

The representation implied was not to be a fixed and per: 

:manent one but to vary from time to time. Are there traces 

of the lairds aspirations after Parliamentary representation 

through the medium of the church,as their influence was 

plainly to be seen in the question of jurisdiction. 

The Assembly heartily approved these conclusions and the 

' decision was made known to the King s Commissioners. 

It was probably the consciousness of im 
increased power by reason of its impoBtant lay element 

that induced the Kirk to mediate for the return of the 

Earl of Angus(exiled for the cause of Morton) but although 

the King recommended it to the Council it was negatived 

by both Council >.nd Parliament 
(t) 

In the case of doctrine of ministers such 

as Durie to whose trial by the Council the Kiitk had obj~ ted 

the Assembly took over wit~ the King's consent the trial 

of such cases itself, a considerable 3ain for the Melvinian 
Ut) 

theory .And althou~h agreeins to postpone the question of 

the actual appointment of Montgomery they had the King's 

consent to proceed to any other charges they might have 

~gainst his life and doctrine. (3) 
(1)~.U.K.p.530 Craig presented Angus letter to the Kirk,to 

the King,who told him to take it to the Council. 
See.P.C.R.p.425 210ct. and A.PS.III.p.194 

(2)B.U.K.p.529 
( ~) ibid. 



Unity and a common policy was essential among the 

members of the Kirk particularly the b~ronial lay element, 

if the Assem"bly was to make any impression upon government 

There is perpetual reminder in the Kirk Records that unanimiW 

was always aimed at and that a majority vote was somewhat 

suspect. In the day3 of the Civil War a minority was persecutEd _ 

The Assembly would not toler!lte difference of opinion 

within its own Estate. This desire towards unity is to re 

traced in the article which urged the Council to take measures 

to reconcile feuis and on their own part nominated elders 
offenders 

~nd ministers to "travell" between the most notable. ThiS 
(1) 

in fact with the formal establ~shment became an acknowledged 

part of the Presbytery's business and theg~eatest pains 

were taken to reconcile local magnstes even to the extent 

of appealin~ to the Conventions of the Shires 

But now with the approach of the Parliament 

the Kirk became active to prepare those formal articles which 

were to pass into acts. Its endeavourtbo win over the Ccuncil 

1s attributable to the fact that it was almost a ~eneral rule 

that the ma.,ori ty of the council were nominated for the Lords 

of the Articles .The hope of the Kirk lay in the burgess quota 

on that committee and there was a deliberate attempt to obtain 

its support by deference to the burgess element in the Assemb]¥ 

itself. 

( t) B. U.K. p. 5 38 



In the preparation of the Parliamentary Articles the 

concurrance of the Council was invited,but pressure of 

Council business prevented any very close comnection 

~lthough conference on the question of Montgomery and 

the Bishops seems to have continued 
( 1 ) 

The inferior courts sent up through their 

Synods several articles whivb were accepted by the Assembly 

in their official programme:Particularly those of the 

Synod of Lothian were of value but the Assembly took care 

to follow the royal advice and arrange them formally. Moot 

of them indeed passed into the Stat~te Book with little 

alteration 
(2) 
The Assembly was now on the point of dissolu~on. 

parliament had met on October 24th but little business was 

done before the appointment of the Lords Articles which took 

place on Oct.30th. The Kirk accordingly in its 20th Session 
(3) 

delegated its function to a large committee,with power to 

submit the Ecclesiastical Articles to the Lords and to treat 

and confer on these points and on the policy if need be 

until the next Assembly.The Committee was re~resentative of 

~.Unisters lairds and burgesses. i.e. the ministers of the 

King's house, the ministers of E~_inbur~h and 11 others, only 

(1)See B.U.K.p.543. See Matheson.I.22j 225 
'J)On the 25th the Pr~vy Council (2)B.U.K.pl540 

had confirmed the agreement of 
Leith in spite of the Conference 
(p.C.R.III.p.427) 



two lairds (Braid and Fawdonsyde) but seven burgesses 

representing Edinburgh Dundee Aberdeen Perth Montrose 

aful Burghs which might easily be appointed on the Articles 

and of whom at least three were so appointed. 

In addition to the formal articles a petition 

in General terms was also prepared "that no acts be 

past in Parliament prejudicial to the word of God,partic: 

:ularly on the question of the Bishops,with sharp admonitions 

therin".Both articles and petitions were ready by the 28th 

and the Assembly then dissolved. Pending the settlement 
( 1 ) 

Bishops took their wonted place in Parliament and the full 

quota of ecclesiastics was present in the Articles. 
(2) 

Althou~h no extant list of the Articles 

as presented by the Kirk survives the list of Acts of 

Parliament I-XVIII represents considerable gains An 
(3) 

important concession reversed the union of Kirks instituted 

by Morton and decreed that each parish must have an adequate 

stipendwhich must be assured bef"ore i'iTJ' prelacy be allocated 
• 

T1 )B.U .K.p.546 
(2)A.P.S.III.p.195 See J~~es Melville.p.121 for the position 

with regard to Adamson 
(3)e.g.Lothian's article on the prohibition of p~ligrimages 
· was answered ~.P.p.212 cap 6(graduated fines and a death 

penalty.Execution was given to the Civil Arm. 
Another Lothian article on definition of the act against 
adultery was answered p.213 cap.? 
All this besides ratification of all Kirk privileges 
in general. 
See also Row.p.372 



To execute this a. Commission of Parliament 1,6 Lords 6 Bur3hs 

J Bishops 3 Commend at ors, 9 officers of St.ate and the 

Collector General of the Superplus)was appointed to meet 
, ,. ( 1 ) 

annually with the Commissioners of the Church for modifying 

a;Jpropriate stipends .An act entitled the "Revocatioun of 

the 6ollectorie"explained the financial situation. The 

third it said in the beginning was divided but the Crown 

bein~ served first the ministry got little.Then by the act 

of 1567 the church took over collection and any surplus 

was given to the Crown,but corruption wntering in 1573 

a special assignation of ministers stipends was made 

and the remainder passed to the national finances, but alwau s 

on the understanding that when more ministers were avallable 

they sho·1ld be paid out of .this surplus .Most of the surplus 

however had been dissipated in pensions and exemptions 

so that public expenses got little relief and likewise 

augmentation of stipend was very small. All these grants 

out of the surplus were now revoked and £he Collector 

General instructed to raise the original superplus after 

the modification of stipend by these new modifiers. 
(2) 

James made this munificent gesture to placate the 

ministry for his refusal to consider the removal of the 

Est:tte of Bishops.But for this he was willing.to use all 

(1)A.P.S.III.p.211 cap 2 

(2)ibid.p.244 cap.70 



hfr; 

his civil authority in execution of acts for blasphemy 

fmgitive papists the dissemination of papist books and 

prohibiting the resort of Papists to the Court. The last 

of these like most Scottish statutes was never rigorously 

enforced, but the influence and re,peatecl endeavours of the 

Church and the Presbyteries had a salutary effect upon the 

habi;ual disregard for existing law. 

A number of Kirk articles were among those 

referred to a committee which was virtually the same as that 

for modification of stipend in fact a slightly augmented 

~rivy Council Noticeable among these was an article con: 
( 1 ) . 

:cerning the marriap;e of children without consent of parents 

which had come up from the General Kirk Session of Edinburgh 

through the Synod of Lothian had been acc~pted by the Assemb¥ 

~nd was now undergoing consideration by the Committee of 

~arliament. 
( 2) 

(1) A.P.S.III.p.214 cap 9.Adultery,prebendaries,depos1tion 
from benefices,Marriages without consent of parents, 
considerati :;n :6f reform of universities, the Bishop's 
supplications for Consistorial jurisdiction.etc 

(2) see.General K.S. of Edinburgh.Jan.13 1575 It had taken 
six years to reach Parliament. 

~D~'S petrie is eloquent upon the siyuation.He says that up 
to this time there had been no variance between Kin~ and 
Kirk. (Morton in fact had done all negotiations) His 
commissioners had accepted the Policy except on the head 
of diaconate upon which the Kirk itself was divided.He 
says that his commissioners consented to the registr~ian 
of the policy in the Acts of Assembly{?).Bishops at that 
time were subject to the Kirk and were used to supplicate 
against that very Episcopacy.This was true cf Adamson. 
"But neither could the Book otr Discipline be established 
nor EniscoDacv forbidden by Act of Parliament not for 
any r~spect:. of discontent against Discipline or forr~esto r: 
:in~ Episcopacy •. But merely on account of Civill Inta:rest 
and securin~ of possessions depending on the title of 
Bishon~In this the first cause was Lennox and his cla[m to 
Glasgow. Yet "notwithstanding; that little varianve" he 

\ contd) 



James Melville at this very period exalts the Assembly 

for its discrimination in matters brou~ht up by Presbyteries 

and Synods.From his point of view the"best" as represented 

by his unclB and fellow zealots of Fife and Lothian guided 

the Assembly at their pleasure.The moderate party did not 

make their presence felt in Assembly until the Xing insisted 

upon definition of its constitution,and so removed the 

tyranny of a ~roup which in its methods was as autocratic 

as their opponents the King; and 6ouncil 

Thus as regards this Parliament the repres: 

:entative Commission of the Kirk had been as far succes.sful 

as they could hope in view of the King's determined support 

of Episcopacy. With a permanent Court at Edinburgh the 

importance of the Edinburgh ministry and their power of 

pulpit propaganda increased.In Court disputes each party 
{ 1 ) 

tried to control t~1s method of influencing public opinion 

N"''E ( c ontd) 

(1) 

he deserteth not theministers but procureth sindry acts 
in favour of ministers and against impiety and superst it: 
:ution.He says that although the assignations seemed 
small the prices for victual were good. The power of the 
Superintendent had by this time he says completely de: 
:volved upon the Presbytery and Synod. (History 3.pp416-7 

e.g.the quarrel between Lennox and Arran.The former re: 
:newed his profession of the true religion (P.C.R.III.431 
Arran tried to win the Kirk's favour b~ feigning a 
desire to recall Angus in whose cause the Kirk had already 
attempted something. The people believed that the ground 
of Arran's fall from grace was his sincerity in religion 
"In time of discord he flattered. the m~nisters to procure 
their frieddship but after their reconciliation loath was 
he to disuleasure the Duke for anie man's pleasure 
( Calderwood III.p.594) 



The ministers were looking for ~ lay leader but Arran was 

too profligate for their purpose.It is significant that 

his rival council at Holyrood contained the Gowrie factim 
( 1 ) 

in which the Kirk later found the solution for the situation 

The crafts who ~ere most ready to rise were also of his 

faction. If what Calderwood ~1nts is true the ministry mwt 

be held to have planted the first seeds of the Ruthven 

Conspirg,cy. The indi viCtual sympathies· of ministers often 
- ' ( 2) 

pledged the Xirk to schemes which the Assembly had not 

dictated.The ministry especially that of Edinbursh embrolled 

themselves and the Church in intrigues for which their sole 

warrant was rather douctful 11 inspiration" .But the feud beins 

patched up both factions united in attacking the policy ~ 

the Kirk with re~ard to Montgomery.The church was backed 
(3) 

by the Lothian Lairds.Davidson in fact had a scheme for 

eliminating from the Council the opponents of church policy 

by summoning a committee of Lairds and ministers to point 
(4) 

out to the King his 11 enemies 11 but this did not ma,erialize 

(1)$~e Masson's Introduction P.C.R.III.p.xlii and note p.435 
(2)These ministers blamed the nobilitie very much as unworthy 

of their pl-=tces who suffered the Kins to be ••• at Dalkei th 
alone vritn a stranger {Lennox) ••• addJ.ng that the mater 
might be reformed weill eneugh with quietness if they wold 
doe their dutie~C.III.p.594 DaviAson the prince of agitat~s 
hinted. more broadly to Ruthven by suggesting that retribut: 
:ion was intended by the Lennox faction against him for 
the murder of Rizzio.C.VIII.Appendix.p.213 

(3) C.III.p.597 The rupture was ended by 1st Feb.1582.It had 
first berrome obvious at the Oct.Parliament 

(4) Lundie Braid Dun Pant Lowson. C.VIII.~pp.p.214 



The Kirk had not really t ,,sted its final weapon of excommun: 

:ic&~ion which in fact in most cases depended for its effect 
(1) 

upon the civil penalties of rebellion attached.Montgomery 

wibh the supreme civil magistrate on his side was practically 

immune.The first ~reat struggle for the ultimate jurisdiction 

was initiated by the King's express inhibition to any Chmrch 

Court to proceed against the Bishop for any cause,and the 
(2) 

chalb.lenge was responded to by the protest of Pont and others 

a~ainst acceptin~ the Kin~ &ndcOouncil as competent judges 
( 3) 

James stood by the Leith agreement but stated that since the 

Dean and chapter had neglected to elect the Bishop that the 

appointment had lapsed into the royal gift. 
(4) 

Relations between Assembly and Civil power in 

this and the following Assemblies were not normal.Andrew 

'.felville was moderator in the Assembly which met in April 24 

in St .Andrews and in his attitude to the Civil authority 
(5) 

went to the extreme of his doctrine of the division between 

the Temporal and Spirituallpowers.Negotiations were by letters 

brought by the King's Com.missioner Mark Ker Mas.ter of Requests 
(6) 

Forbidden to proceed-i"all that the Assembly would grant was 

that the Kirk would contain itself within its own province 

andtreat of nothing concerning the civil power,but of course 

the flaw in this reasoning was that the church itself was 

e of its own rovince 
1 t The act of Parliamnet 
(3) P.C.R.III.p.477 

(5)B.U.K.p.548 

and its 
of 573 

bounds.The were accordingly 
P.C.R.III.p.4 

(4)ibid.p.474 t2 Apr.[l 
(6) see.C.VIII.p.214 



discharged from proceedin~ under pain of rebellion 

but in spite of this proceeded to the formal sentence 

of deprivation and excommunication,and all that the 
( 1 ) 

Royal messen~er could obtain was a short delay until 

the King could be adver~ised.He was entrusted with a 

letter from the Assembly containing the Kirk's justification 

A fin':1"l stru~gle was averted by the unexpected submisSion 

of Montgomer1'~~ut the Church had definitely laid down its 

dogJ'l')a and entrenched itself behind a principle of independ: 

:ence of the Civil Government which was a landmark in the 

history of Scottish constitutionalism. 
(3) 

Interaction on other points Wa~'.~provided for 

by the presentation of a series of report and articles 

from the King by his Commissioner,involving discussion of 

the acts of the late Parliament of October,and the negotiat: 
( 4) 

:ions of the Kirk Commission with the Lords Modifiers then 

appointed.The m~jority of the points raised were purely 
(5) 

technical, but 
(6) 

others involved problems of the policy. 

The more difficult the 
(7) 

Assembly remitted to a committEe of 

(1)SEE.C.VIII.APP.p.214 et seq. (2) ibis.B.U.K.p.565 
(3) "That no man pretend to ecclesiastical function office or 

benefice be .any absolute gift. collation or admission of 
the Civil Magistrate or patrons be letters ~f horning ••. 
and that nane beand received to ane ecclesiastical o~fice 
or benefice seek any way be the civill power to exeme 
and_ withdraw themselves from the jurisdiction of the Kirk • 
• • • nor procure letters. to hurt or stay the said jurisdict. 
ion .•.. nor to make any apPellation from the General Assemb:Ju 
under the pamn of summary excommunication without process 
or admonition. 

(4) e.g.the act against Papists.A.P.S.III.p.~13 cap 8.The Church 
passed an act making it more effect! ve wh.ereby all masters 
of ships were to report the names of their passengers to 
the Magistrates and Kirk Session under pain of excommunicath 
B.ULK.p.550 
convd. 



their own members to consider and report before the next 

Assembly, but sent a delegation or commission of 6 ministers 

all of the Edinburgh district, to inform the King of thejr 

proceedings in this respect and to deplore the infringement 

of Kirk rights in the case of Montgomery.They took with 

them a document containing the"causes of a fast" which they 

were to communicate to him.These Causes indicated that the 

~ssembly firmly believed that a Papist plot was afoot,am 

by questioning the "evil company" kept by the King seemed to 

assume an unwarrantable ri~ht to criticize llhe appointment 

of his officers and household.The commissioners were,as it 

were plenipotentiaries from an external power and they had 

instructiona to sound Arran Lennox and Gowrie as to thejr 

attitude to the Kirk jurisdiction. Wide powers of discr~ion 

were given these 6 commissioners and it is not at all unlike~ 

that in their negotiations with the last namee lord that 

the idea of a ~inor revolution presented itself.Opposition 

in the Scottish system expressed itself in a raid upon 

Notes.contd.from previous page. 
(5)B.U.K.pp.552-553 They dealt with the new Assignations 

and also with some of the Kirk Articles remitted to them 
by Parliament 

(6)cf.pp.553-554 and 555-556 ibid. 
(7) e1g. The position of Readers whose official position was 

now no longer recognized in the Church,and what stipend 
should be assigned them 

(b)And "to quhom think ye the King's Ma.jestie and lawit 
patrons sould direct presentations". The Assembly did 
not insist upon the Presbytery but compromised by 
suggesting the Commissioners of Provinces as a temporary 
expedient. 

(c}The Kirk also claimed that it alone had power to depose 
and a list of causes of deprivation was prepared 



the King's person,and. if the Assembly as the Counter Parlia: 

:ment could not effect their plans otherwise they were 

i~norant of any other constitutional method. Like most 
their. 

parties in opposition i_::. directed attention to the oppress: 

:ion and contempt of the poor, but their own practice m 

discipline showed that they were very far from the demo: 

:cratic ideal of the equality of all believers before the 

law.They did not regard the opinion of "the baser sort" 

and theystill clung to a feudal principle. The provisional 

date f~xed for the next A~sembl~ indicated that the KirA 

was prepared to summon this Counter Parliament upon 

"necessar occasioun". Judgment of this occasion was left 
( , ) 

in the hands of the Edinburgh Presbytery,This body con~~ining 

the majority of the extreme ministers,leaders of the 

movemen1;.,was just beginning to take its 'place as the 

permanent Commission and Privy Council of the Kirk. 

The Kirk was an opportunist in policy.It was about to make 

use of the feudal ancient Nobility in their jealousy of 

the"new men" wh:t>m it remained . ..Tames' custom to trust and to 

create as dependent upon himself.One of the reasons for the 

f~ll of the Kirk at the end of the century w~s the creation 

of a new nobility from the laird class which had formerly been 

the political ally of the church. 

( 1) B.U .Ir..p.570 See previous chapter. 



The pretensions of the ministry relying upon "inspiration11 

vitiated the more constitutional method of Commissions 

for conference. This last Commission of six ministers 

certainly had conference with the King on 9th May,but 
( 1 ) 

any negotiations on a formal basis were rendered nugatory 

by the private attitude of John Durie who presumed to 
( 2 ) 

dictate on matters or foreign policy and the acc~~tance 

of ~n e~bassy from Guise.On the 16th May he returned ~ 

~ive his unasked opinion on the King's marriage.In the 
(3) 

absence of a regulg,r Parliament ana. a,; ccmstitutiong,l 

method of demandinr~ responsibility of Govern·'1ent the 

~ctual expression of dissatisfaction was a healthy si~ 

but the disa<i.vantage wg,s that it was made by an individual 

not on constitutional grounds but by right of an assumed 

divine inspiration which claimed to be above the Stat~ 
{1)C.III.p.619 The whole boc1y of commissioners were extremist 

The Kin~ had removed from Stirling to Kinneill 
(2)C.VIII.~nn.219 
'?) ibid. Ev~n Go~~ie so soon to be the hero of the Kirk 

was summoned before the Edinburgh Presbytery for making 
!abg,nquet for the It~lian". 

N~e . 
---- The histJry of King James the Sext. p. 188 remarks upon 

fact that no sooner was there a form of settled Royal 
Government than the Crown attempted to consolidate its 
authority by attacking that of the Kirk. "The ministers 
consavit an opinion that Lennox was a seducer of the 
Kin~ from the established reli~ion;the Nobilitie thoght 
that his g-eeat •. promotion •• w::ts pre,judiciall to thair 
estait,that as thay have been extraordinar correctors of 
Prencis enormiteis in Scotland rather fot advancement of 
thair awin particulars than for any gude zeale that thay 
bure the common weill;the nobilitie and ministers con: 
:currit in sik sort togi ther that the ministers fjr st 
began to show aforehani to their auditors the yowth of 
the King abusi t be the societie of insolent and <Sal lea 
strayngers ..• unworthelie promitit to digniteis above 
thair capacitie •• and thareby licklie to scurge the poo~ 

contd. 



The events leadin~ up to the suiiLrnoning of the next 
( 1 ) 

Assembly in June represent the Kirk's determination to 

control the appoint:nent of its own leaders independently 

of the Crown.The excommunication of Montgomery by 11 le petit 

diable 11 D':lvidson and the expulsion of Durie for his freedom 

of speech provided the"necessar occasioun" for an Assenb ly 

to decide whether he should leave the town.It was indeffi 

somethin~ of a blow to the Kirk aspirations that the 

Town Council and the Deacons of Crafts had agreed to this 

expulsion. (See Calderwood III.po20 and VIII.n.221.Davidson 
and Mel vllle were a.ut.ocratic with the Town Counc:U) 

Negotiations with the Civil Power therefore were 

of primary importance.The method adopted was twofold. The 

King was not in Edinburgh,but Lennox and the Council in 

whose name these"persecutions" had been conducted were. 

Two Commissioners ministers were sent to the King a:b PEr tq 

or Dalkeith"to know his meanin;t," and received his assurance 

of his desire for amicable relations and zeal for religion 

but insisting upon the ri~ht to try before the Privy Council 

{continmed from preceding page) 
whilk hes bene an odious thin~ in all commonwealthis 
heirto~oir.Bot as God in tyme bygane had puneist t.yrannous 
people to thair shayme and confusioun and had disap~ntit 
all thair intentions sa thay doubtit not. now of his wontit 
mercie b~t that he wald execute ~e lyke in these dayn: 
:gerous dayis~ There is no d~ubt in the mind of the 
historia.n as to the minister s complicity.The importcnce of 
propaganda from the pulpit as the only"newspaper" is 
ri~htly stressed. 

( 1 ) See M'1.t·1eson, Cunningh::tm and others. forthe riot in 
the Presbytery of Glasgow. P.C.R.III.p.489 Durie had 
left Edinburgh but returned for the Assembly's advice 
which was that he should not again leave until formally 
charged. 



those who were concerned in the ViQ~~ &nemdent upon the 

execution of Privy Council ordinances. 

Simil'-lr delegations went to the Duke who went to the root 

of the matter when he demanded whether Kin~ or Kirk was 

supreme,and refused to dismiss Montgomery 8.ltho1_1gh 

excommunicated until ordered to do so by the King by whose 

request he had received the Bishop. 
(t) 

But the formal intercommunication was once more by means 

of a commission consisting of 19 ministers; would this infer 
(2) 

that this Assembly contained no lay element .A strong 

representation of Burgesses and Barons would have given 
. had 

their "Grieves" more force.The Burghs taet concluded their 

own convention in Perth.§qme of them doubtless would come 
' l'. ~- . ' 

to the Asse~bly unless they remained in Perth in expectation 

of a Convention of Estates which they expected on 30th JUne 
(3) 

The Complaints of the Kirk dealt with the late disturbances 

and the attack on the Kirk Jurisdiction,but they also 

included demands for the reform of the Duke~s household 

The body of the Assembly had taken up the question of tt 

Guise ambassador in no measured tarms,in which they cemsured 

the reception of" the "bloodie murderers and persecutors of 

the people of God be propynes givin and receivit" 

(1) Although Lennox asked conference no official commissioner 
dealt with him.Lindsa~ and Lowson went without commission 
but to no purpose. 11All their meetings with the eourt have 
been unprofitable thir 15 years.C.VIII.p.222 · 

(2)B.U.K.p.581 (3) R.C.B.I.p.127 They themselves were 
to petition the Convention b¥ means 
of 7 bu~ghs.Kirk influence may be 
traced in the insistence upon t 63 ti: 
:monials from sailors~ 



This commission of 19 presented the complaints in the 

Convention of Estates or Nobility,although it would seem 

from James Melville's account to have been merely a 

meetin;s of Council) The intrepid attitude of the ministers 
(1) 

in face of the antagonism of the Council caused suspicion 

among the courtiers th,q,t they had"some secret offer of 

assist"l.nce"from the Argyle Gowrie F"l.ctio~. Popular rumour 
(2) 

had it that the ministers were to be massacred,and Ja~s 

thought it expeiient to issue as a counter blasp to tbe 

pulpit propaganda a proclamation as to the steadfast 

devotion of himself and the Duke to the reformed religion 

while at the S'lr!le time confirming their action in the 

see of Glasgow. Attached to this however was the famous 

proclamation which convinced the Kirk that tl.t$.r liberties 

were directly aimed at;- "Discharging ony conventiones 

and assemblies under quhatsumevir title or ~ames quha1rby 

thai may gif oceasioun of offence to our Sovereign Lord 

or his lawis fexcept his hienes advise and directioun be 

had tharto'under penalty of rebellion~ 
(3) 

The quarrel between Gowrie and Lennox over 

the former's conduct of the Treasury flung the Ruthven 
(4) 

on to the Kirk's side,especially since t~ere 
~~~~~~~~~-,2~C~.~V~I~II.p.221 

IIth July and 492 12th July 

Curiously enough the Privy Council cbose 
this time to follow the Assembly 'a s~ gest"
ion as to reconciliation of feuds in the 
west.P.C.R.III.p.503 



were persistent rumours that Glencairn Boyd Barganie Linds ay 

~nd Glamis were all to be banished along with the Kirk 

leaders. The ministry naryicularly the Presbytery of Edinburgh 
( , ) . ~ . 

w~s the storm centre.Thus Bothwell on his arrival from France 

informed them of a Papist plot and in returm received a full -

account of the domestic situation.The ministers were lookins 
(2) entirely 

for a Protestant leader.They never lost their sympathy for 

the unruly Bothwell. The rabble of Edinburgh were roused by 

pulpit propaganda to att'1.ck Montgomery ,and the Lords of 

Session would not permit him to plead on account of his loss 

of civil status incident upon excommunication. The militant 
(3) 

~ttitude of the Kirk had certainly had the effect of gaining 

ronsideration as a political'force 

The result was the RutbV@n Raid in which 

althouq;h the leaders of both were undoubtedly in communic: 

:ation the Church officially was reputed to have no share 

Lenno~ appeal to the barons of Lothian showe(l a lack of 

appreciation of the si tu'3.tion. It was worse than useless to 
( 4) 

1.ttempt to detach them from a party in which the Assembly 

which they had come to regard as their stronghold,had so 

~reat an interest. Yet the Kirk's aims on ~his occasion 

were not towards a demoeracy.The new regime 111eant the return 

of the "ancient nobilitf" The ministers as individuals were 
(i)C.III.p.o)3 2) This took place before he went 

to the Court ~ith his letters. 
(?) ibid. (4) When the Provost of Edinburgh asked the 

'Presbytery to ·:n.ediate between the Lords and Lennox they 
renlied "When theCommissioners of the Kirk went to the 
As~emblie of the Nobilitie they sauld speike as offered in 
that case C.VIII.p.224 



involved with the Snglish ambassador. 

The Ruthven Band ~nd the list of its subscribers 

~how that the baroniq,l lay element most frequently used in 

Kirk business was': of the party .1and the Band itself delib: 

:erately plaeed the cause of religion first amon~,their 

~otives for their action. A noticeable feature was the 

preponderance of l8.irds from the Lothians.The proclamation 

of 12July was interpreted in a favour~~ble sense for the 

Church,and Durie was recalled.He had been in cmmmunication 
( 1 ) 

urlth ~owrie and wg_,s useful i.n creatin(~ a party in the Capital 

"'here the Town Council held to the Dul{e's faction 
(2) 

The declar1.tions emitted by the victoric)US party had an 

ecclesiastical flavour. Der'balillyLowson and Davidson who were 

called to Stirling assisted in the~r composition,for they 

1dmonished the Lords to denmde themselves of the teinds, 

·iind-T then on the t E'th September with the assistance of Hay 

1.nr'1 Srneaton (also members of the last Commiss.ion) and three 

Lords prepared the "Causes" which were appointed to be signed 

by Lords and Presbyteri es. The aristocratic element is stressed . ---( ) 3. 
1.ni the injuries described not as done to the people but to 

the feudal nobility (4) 
~~~~~~--~~--------~~~-----~~------(1)See P.C.R.III:p.513 A declaration was emitted a~ainst wrong 

interpretation 
(?.)C.VIII.p.226 Gowrie's letter to Durie.He was to make as many 

friends as possible that the gates mi~ht be made patent to 
them. 
Two hundred citizens guarded the"ministers nest" against 
the Council 

'3)C.VIII.p.227. History.James Sext.p. 192. 
(4)e.g.the stu.denys of Glasgow invaded "all being the sons of 

noblemen barons and others of good quality" C.III.p.656 



The ministers were active prop.<:tgandists in the cause. 

Durie and Davidson commissioned by the Presbyteries and 

Synod of Lothian went about urging subscription of the 

Ruthven Band.It looked as if the Church Courts in alliance 
( 1 ) 

with the Ruthven faction would become an important factor 

in the Government of the country.James Melville's denial 

of compliei ty only means that the Church as an institut:iD n 

was not officially concerned "whatever the specialles of 

the Kirk knew".It was only the accomplished act that the 

Assembly approved The individual kirkmen assisted in the 
(2) 

derogation of the Royal Au.thority.It was really an unwise 

policy.St~tutes were ill enough executed without diminution 

of the respect due to the central authority. 
(3) 

The Court returned to Edinburgh on 8th October 

the day before the Assembly begam its meetings.The Convent~n 

of Estates was to begin its meetings on the 19th. Negotiations 
(4) 

with the Civil Authority were now on something of the same 

footing as under the Regency of Morton.Almost at once 

(1)C.III.p.675 see Law Matheson pp227-228 
(2)James Melville.p. 134 The Kirk was nather art nor part read 

nor counsall in that matter,nather luikit for anie sic 
thing at thair being at Perth (with the official Commission) 
And whatever the instruments war and respected,they cculd 
not but rejoice ••• for the delivery of King Kirk and 
commonweill ••• 

(3)C.III.p.674 
(4) James Melville places this Assembly wrongly in confusing 

it with the following one of April.In both however tbe 
Assembly was frequently kept by the nobility on account of 
the Convention.p.136 
A.P.S.III.p.326. The Assembly had originally been fixed 
for 24th October but altered to anticipate the Convention 
(B.U.K.p.584) 



the Assembly sent delegates the ministers of Edinbur~h 

to ask the King to send representatives to "see proceedings 

andvote in his name'! William Stewart and James Haliburton 

provost of Dundee were commisioned by King and Council but 

~ith the provmso that they were not to commit the King to 

any policy without first obtaining his ratification 

t 
. (1) 

Con inuing the myth of impartiality the Assembly called for 

the report of the Comm."~ssion which had been so unsuccessful 

in Perth,and the replies bein~ obviously unsatisfactory the 

substance of the ''Grieves" was revised to"lb$n1tJ.steted upon 

under the new Government. 

The Assembly was arrQgant in its new found power. 

The Royal representatives joined with the Assessors and Boyd 

and the Laird of Caprin~ton to consider the establishment of 
.. 

"some substantious order"on the question of Bishops.Retrib: 
(2) 

:ution followed fast upon the suppoBters of Mont~omery.ThElf 

even went so far as to pursue McGill the Lord Advocate held 

responsible for the fateful proclamation of 12July. This 

assumption of the doctrine that officials of the state were 

responsible for their conduct in office to the Assembly was 

a dangerous one particularly as the Kirk proceeded against 

hi~ not as an official but as a private person.(J) 

(1)B.U.K.p.588 
(2)B.U.K.p.589 Each Bishop was cited before 

p.59; 
(;)B.U.K.p.590,600 see.James Melville p.135 

Rait.Parliaments of Scotland.p.17. 

his Presbytery 



Formal approbation of the Ruthven Raid fftnally identified 

the Church with the movement and ecclesiastical censures 

were appointed for those who would not recognize it.Thus 
( 1 ) 

a purely political move was made a matter of conscience. 

The Church had definitely embarked upon its career as a 

Pg,rliamentary Opposi tt,on. It was agreed that the perils to 

the Church and State had been imperative and a delegation 

of Edinbur~h ministers went to the King to explain how 

~rave these dangers had been.The King was brought to some 

sort of an acknowledgment.The complete act of support of 

11 the Noblemen undertakand the late reformation" incorporated 

the fact of the King's admission of its justice. 
(2) 

The Complete revised articles were in two 

~roupsJand comprised demands on all topics connected with 
\3) 

the est~blishment of the Discipline,punishment of the late . 
opponents, provision and protection of ministers, and direct ion 

of foreign policy.The one group of 21 articles would seem 

to have been prepared for presentation to the King Council 

and Estates,~d a commission of 22 ministers was appointm 
( 4) 

for the purpose.The other group of 11 was prepared for 

consideration of the Council alone. 
(1)Spottiswood says that the publication of this act was 

~to the offence of many good men who were grieved to 
see a bad cause thus coloured and defended" II.p.295 

(2}B.U.K.p.594 
(3) ibid.pp.600-603 and 603-605 

Lee 1sscuriously silent on the period 1581-83(Lectur~ 
II.np.78-RO) 

(4) Inciuding the Moderator and his Assessors 



The Articles to the Estates dem~nded definition 05 Jurisdiction 

so that none mi~Sht displace ministers without the Kirk' a 

permission; establishment of Presbyteries;and the establish 

ment of Synons and Assemblies to be confirmed by Council 

pending an act of Parlia~ent,with free liberty to appoint 

time and place of meetin5; the Presbytery to have the powers 

of the Bishop and Superintendent in designation of glebes etc. 

each Kirk must have its own minister,and the Presbytery must 

receive presentations. In the matter of pTovision U,he demand 

was made for the restoration of the Thirds ; the deposed 

was automatically to lose his stipend;old and 1nfirm ministeE 
and masters 

should be supported,and provision for bursars from abbacy 

temporalities.Precautionswere made against delapidation 

a~id other minor regulations. But the most important constit: 

:utional claims were put forwl"rd both towards directing home 

and f orwign policy. ( 1 ) 

It was demanded that aDl Papists should be pro: 

:ceerJ_ed a?;ainst as Traitors,and in the same spirit "that no 

societie league or friendship be made with the Papists in 

France Ita1ie Spaine or uther eountreyes by (without) common 

or particu&.ar consent" Whose consent this was to be whether 

Assembly or Estates was not defined.But it was an important 

clq,im gt, a time when foreli.gn alliamces were held to -Withi.n 

the prerogative of the Crown. Among the paeticular demands 

( 1) B • U • K. p. 6 06 • 



suited from the Council was one that advised th~t no 

association or dimission of authority in favour of 

the King's mother should be considered. Thus the Kirk 

represented to the Estates its opinion both on foreign 

ann domestic affairs. In the same way it considered t~ 
( 1 ) 

economic situation and demanded that a remeqy be found 
c 

for the res"oration of spiritual livings and teind which 

h~d been erected into temporal lordships; since the feud~ 

nobility was the g~eatest offender in this respect the 

sug;gestion was a dar:1 nq; one. And they broached the question 

of Kirk Burial which was one of the most frequent causes 

jf quarrels between Presbyteries and the gentlemen. 

At the same time the sequence of development of Kirk 

and Assembly privilege was linked up by the demand that 

the ministers might enjoy the same privileges against 

violence and oppression ~s those granted to the Lords of 

Session,a claim which would place the ministry on the 

same level as the Supreme Court of Law. 
- ( 2' 

The 22 ministers to present these demands had instructions 

to attend upon the Convention until they received saD~fact 
(3) 

ory answer. By the 19Session the Commissioners brought back 

(1) 
(3) 

B.U.K.p.607 (2) ibid.p.604 
It is not clear whether this was ~ reinforced Council 
or a full convention. The Articles to the Council Eh ow 
th~t the Assembly differentiated for the Demands there 
are on particular points dealing with the repudiatiob of 
the "Proclamations" and demanding particular punishment 
for the riots. Although curiously enough it is und~ 
this section that we find the repeated demand for the 
resoration of the imbecile Earl of Arran.p.607 
See-Convention A.P.S.III.p.326 Moysie p.40; Sp.II.~ 295 



a definite request for advice, "Quho sould sitt in thair names 

(the Kirki to vote in Counsell or Parliament seeing they are 

upon the ordour taking of a Counsell consisting of thrie 

Estatesn.The Assembly had laid down the dictum in October 

1581 ( y~at commissioners ·c>.ppointed from time to time by tra 

Assembly might replace theBishops as the third Estate. Tra 

problem was of such moment that it seems that the whole 

Assembly transferred itself to the Council Chamber where 
(2) 

presumably the whole Convention was sitting there to rec~ve 

the f 'Jrmal offer "Whether if the Kirk will aggrie that son e 

of the Bishops be upon the Counsell for the Kirk". The Kirk 

~s a body did not remain in the Convention to consider the 

isE}ue but withdrew to its own chamber where ~t was t•esolved 

that"they could not aggrie that any sou.ld vote in the na.me 

of the Kirk there but they that bearis office in the Kirk 

and. are authorized with Commission of the Kirk to vote ard 

sit there" . They were therefore prepared to receive some 
( 3) 

elective principle,and it is no~eworthy that the laird elem~ t 

as Kirk representatives are not yet ruled out. "Office bearers" 

included elders and in the country parishes the elder who 

~ttended Presbytery and so was eligible for election to the 

Assembly was always a"landed man". It is probable that tre 

bg,rons hoped to enter Parliament in same such way.Although 

'1 )See supra p. and James Melville p.11g 
(2)B.U.K.p.606 20th Session i.e. about the 20th October. 

The Assembly usually met in the Nether Tolbooth,the Convent: 
:ion would be in the Upper Chamber.Communication was there: 
:fore easy cf. The libel against Knox which fell from 
the Unper House where the Lords were sitting into the 
Assembly House.C.III.p.43 

(3) B.U.K.p.606 



The recons~ituted Council in spite of this contained 

the Bishop of Orkneu and two commendators appointed by'~~ 

the Civil Authority,and in the Convention itself the 

'Scclesia.stical Estate was represented by 1the Bishops of 

St.~ndrews,~rkney,Dunkeld and 9 titular Abbots.Spottiswood 
( 1 ) 

says that the Bur<Shs as a whole were not in Sympathy with 

the movement and sent no commissioners; they were probatly 
{2) 

anxious as t0 their foreign trade and their own Convention 
of Assembly 

did not meet till November 8th. Thesederunt certainly does 
(3) 

not mention them althou~h it records the presence of Barons 

in ~reat number .Moysie on the other hand states:~>tha.t the 

burgesses ~ at the Convention and from notices of individ 

:ual bur~hs e.~.St .Anctrwws and Glasgow it seems clear that 

althouiSh the majority f burghs might not approve the 

chan~e a few at least did sanction it in the Assembly,although 

Ed.inbur~h' s reluctance to accept the Act of Approval is 

thus explicable. (4) 

The carefully prepared"grieves" however 

received little consideration in the Convention and the 

effort to control policy was apparently disregarded. The 

main Church complaints were"laid by till another time tl'E 

Lords not willing to irritate the King for such matters 

having once secured themselves" (5) T 

I 

(d) P.C.R.p.522 26 October. A.?.S.III.p.)26 
le) Sn.II.u.296 (3) R.C.B.I.p.139 
(4) c:III.p.679;Petrie.Part.3 p.425 
(!)) Sp.II.p.296 



The Convention in fact w,q,s disappointing.Althou~h it 

approved the enterprise it did not sanction the carefully 

prepared "Causes" and cUd mbthing for the Church. It establishEd 

however a ~ard for the King and the Ruthven Lords consisting 

of 200 horse and 200 f~ot a body with which the Kirk 

finqnces in time were to be closely related. 
(1) 

The Commission of the General Assembly bad 

power to attend upon Council and Estates until a satisfro tory 

answer to the Articles was obtained.In point of fact the 

Presbytery of Edinburgh which was largely represented on 

that Commission was the real body from whom the Government 

~sked advice.Thus on the question of the Earl of Arran (Stewa~ 

the ministers of Edinburgh were asked to attend the Council 

f.::>r consultation. The Presbytery wg.s already accepted as the 
(2) 

Privy Oounctl of the Kirk which should give the extraordinary 

su~mons for Assemblies. Perhaps they regarded themselves as 
( 3) . 

extraordinary· members of Privy Council when they took it upon 

themselves to '"arn the Kin~ against the French ambassador. 
(4) 

In their conferences with King an4 Council a Laird was some: 

:times employed.David Lindsay the politician of the Edinburgh 
(5) 

group seems to have had an appreciation ofthe situation which 
(JjA.P.S.III.p.32~ (2)C.III.p.693 17th and 26th DEcember 
~e.g. C.VIII.p. 33 

--Braid attenned with Pont Lowson and Davidson and Lin~ay 
(4) C.III.p.697 
(3) See previous section. 



Davidson and the zealots lacked. At a time when an omi~ ion 
(a) 

of a point of courtesy could alter alliances the vitup: 

:erations emitted by the preachers,and their specific 

prohibition to the godly to attend the banquet offered to 
' ( 1 ) 

de la Matte Fenelon and his collea;ue Manneville must have 

caused the Lords of the Government considerable diplomacy 

to counteract.The King in fact had attempted to silence 
(2) 

their protests until it was clear what the ambassadors had 

to offer(probably in the interests of Bur~hal Trade}.Lindsay 

did his best towards the same end and Bowes the English 

ambassador dissuaded Durie and Davidson from the extremes 

of invective but Lowson's diatribes gravely offended Fenelon 

and ~ltnough Thomas Smeaton at his request held conference 

with him the majority of the Presbytery or Commission looked 

~skance at any kind of communication. If the Governmentdid 
(3) 

not ~ccept their views on foreign policy the Commission was 

doing its best to compel them to a practical acquiesceme 

At the Conventions of the Lords Reformers formal or informal 
(4) 

(1)a. "He said "They may now foster the variance 
among your nobilitie and move you to variance 
England and wherto tendeth all this but to the 
of religion"C.III.p.697 Lindsay to the King. 

(1)b.1bid. 

which is 
with 
destruction 

(2)The ministry had reason to fear the ambassador for rn had 
a list of embarrassing questions to aakewith regard to the 
change of government and whether the King was a free 
agent in the matter.(see History of James the Sext.~ 193) 

(3)C.VIII.p.231 ~an.8th 1583 

(4) e.g. C.VIII.p.238 C.III.p.700 



the ministers of Edinbur~h seemed to have a ri~ht of entry 

but they were probably there as individuals and not as 

representin;:; :the :)fficial commission of the Church. 

The Church Courts became more open in 

the me~ns they used to brin~ pressure to bear upon the 

King who in spite of the rule of the Ruthven Lords was 

by no means the cipher that they had expected him to be. 

the Synod of Lothian under the influence of the Edinburgh 

a.;roup like'uise produced an expression of the Church on 

the point of foreign policy, against the"confederacie sou~ t 

by the Papisticall factioun of Fran(e "who up till this time 
qclX 

had not recognized James as lawful ruler.The '!hole Church or 

rather the ministry of the Church had a. fixed ~oreign policy 

of alliance with England and althou~h previously the connection 

had been by private correspondence the Church Courts now 

openly took upon themselves to petition the King in the 

manner of the English House of Commons. That their system 

was not to be bounded by peaceful methods is indicated by 

the threat,"certif'ieing his Grace if thir things be not done 

the zeale of the people will notbe stayed from some incon: 

:venient. From a general survey of the records of Presbyteries 

it seems to be clear that in point of fact the '!people 11 

were apathetic to affairs of H~gh Politik.The people they 

referred to were the fi~hting force,the Lairds,who had always 

been turbulent,and pOSSibly the Edinburgh mob which was easily 

(1)Balderwood.III.p.703 3rd April 1583 



inflamed. Under these circumstances a Convention of 

Estates met in Edinbur;h on lS\ft. April 15~3 but, the 

personnel was little different from that of the Privy V 

Council and only one. burgess member attended.It accordmslY 

~eferred all other business to a full convention which was 

to meet in October,but imposed a taxation upon all Three 

Estates paid in the proportion 'of £toooo from the Spiritual 

Estate,Lords Barons and freeholders £6666-13-4 Burghs £3333-& 

and the Bishops and Abbots inspite of the Kirk claims were 

still the collectors.The ministry however were exempted 

~nd those paying third were exempted for that thir4,but 

the system snowed that the Reforming Government had no 

scheme to alter the system.Finan~e in Scotland always 

~layed an enormous part in determining policy. t1) 

The Assembly met on April 24th but there 

is no evidence to show that the Burghs sent delegates . 

The Church had been placated by the invitation or command 

to David Lindsay to attend the Royal ambassador to Eng]a nd 

to consider the Kin13's marriage.The Assembly in its neg>t: 

:iations with the Civil Power seized the opportunity to 

dictate a foreign policy,and they ordained Lindsay on ~s 

return to report to the Moderator· and his Assessors on 

~ny point that the whole Assembly ought to know. 

f1) A.P.B.III.p~328 
Rait.p.492 

f2) B.U.K.p.613 

(2) 



The three commissioners sent to the King and Privy Council 

to invite the Kin~ to send commissioners to the Assembly 

cg,rriecl with them a form'=!~ foreign policy.i.e. to desire 

James to charge his ambassador to treat with Elizabeth for 

~tn alliance bet,_~reen all Protestant Powers against Papists 

and the Council of Trent.They did not hesitate even to 

advise that the En~lish Queen should be addressed on tbe 

subject of ritual in the English Churc~ 1~pon a ~ood answer 

from the King they were emboldened to urge the removal of 

the French ambassadors and particular Papists of high rank 

whom they named. A similar delegation recommended t.he cause 
( 2) 

of the imbecile Earl of Arran.The King's promises of 

betterment on this point certainly must have been temper: 

:izing The Edinburgh group was respom.sible for all these 
(3) 

measures.Their position in the Capital and the free access 

which they had to the Court rendered them a kind of 

Secret Cabinet through which affairs of State were communic 

:ated to the whole church and by the pulpit to the country 

so far as was ex~edient,in the eyes of the ministry 
(1)B.U.K.p.613 

(2)The g,mbassador departed about this time after a sojourn 
at Seaton fearing attack. 

())See.Ca.l.Sc.Papers.VI.p.406 Bowes to Walsingham informing 
him that the Assembly is to take up Arran's cauae,and 
that the Kin~ will not beppleased since he hated the 
Hamiltons. So at one time h::td the Church but now they 
were opportunists.The Ruthven Lords were considering 
the recall of Lord John Hamilton. See also Calderwood 
VIII.n.241. 
vf. with B.U.K.p.620. 



The Royal Commissioners in turn broul3,ht proposals wherby 
(1) 

they invited the Assembly to delegate its authority to 

a Commission to deal with the Council,with a warning to 
(2) 

the Kirk a~ainst "novelties" apparently either in Kirk 

f1.overnment or in too,. ~reat interference with the Civil ri 

domain.The Kirk definitely refused to delegate its power 

to "conclude" to any committee.They were probably afraid 

that if they did so their meeting might become like that 

of the Parliament which dele~ated its full authority to 

the Committee of the Artic-les which virtually "concluded" 

everything.The Kirk always realized this defect in the 
(3) 

Parliamentary system. It would therefore seem that in t~s 

Assembly the Kirk did not appear as supplicant before the 

Privy Council except in the preliminary stages but for the 

rest of its sessions sat as a separate body with the Royal 

Commissioners in attendance who probably voted although 

how far they could commit the Go~ernment is not known. 

They did agree to appoint delegates at the suggestion of 

the Royal Commissioners for the execution of the Act of 

(1)Halyburton and the Laird of Colluthie both of whom were 
probably members of the Assembly in any case. 

(2) The articles proposed to the Church by the King on which 
they refused to delegate do not seem to be extant.cf 
petrie p.416 C.III.p.70g. "The Kirk be the Moderator 
~ave answer that for eXpedition of the first heid the 
Assemble sould appoint their nixt Convention sooner that 
ane absolute answer may be given" Vote in Parliament and 
Taxation? 

( 3) e. g. Bruce 1592 said "The Conventiouns of Scotland resolve d 
in Commissiouns"(c.v.;,-.172 cf Melville p.556) 



P~rli~ment of 1581 for the Platt for Sti~ends.The King 

su~~ested that three ministers should meet with the Parl: 

: iamentary Commis si on and the Assembly nominated 8ministers 

or 1.ny three of them for the purpose of sett .ing a "solid 

order an0 forme of provisione of Ministers stipends" It 
( 1 ) 

seems clear that even in this respect the Assembly did not 

aa;ree to dele~a.te wholly; no final arran13ement was to be 

rnade until the next Assembly gave its SP..nction. 

It was ohly when the lssembly w~s on the 

point o~ dissolution that the list of articles for the 

Consideration of the Civil Authority was prepared.What they 

were none of the records inform us but the committee to 

confer treat and reason with the King and bouncil therupon 

consisted of only three ministers who were to report the p 
(2) 

provisional answer of the Civil Power to the next Assembly. 

There seemed. to be a. deliberate attempt to avoid hasty con: 

:clusions,and to keep the fibal power of consent invested 

in the full body of the Assembly. Nevertheless it is true 

th'lt "no Scottish Government since the Reformation had been 

more deferential to the 8hurch" (3) 

( 1)See .supra A.P. S. III .p .211 cap2 Dun Pont Hay Buchan~n Craig 
Note the majority of Edinburgh Lindsay Duncanson Brand 
ministers 

'2) Andrew Hay George Hay Alex.Arbuthnot,Aberdeen Principal) 
G.Hay was minister of the Privy Council but the others were 
not of the Edinburgh brotherhood. 

'?) Masson's Introduction to Priuy Council Register III.p.liv. 



Feudal jealousies over the spoils of office were dividing 

the Lords.The "ministers",by whom Calderwood invariably means 

the Edinbur~b ~roup,in collaboration with the En~lish ambBBs: 

:ador succeeded in inducing them to renew their band of mutual 

defence,but the revolution of 27th June occasioned by the 
( 1 ) 

Kin~'s escape overturned the schemes and conferences which 

it is to be presumed were proceeding.whether the escape could 

have been attempted if the"wacriff" Edinburgh Presbytery had 

been in the vicinity is doubtful. 

The result was a complete reversal in 

the civil policy with re~ard to the Church. The Church's 
(2) 

feudalism is evident in their appeal to James to pay no 

heed to the counsels of William Stewart "who is but a meane 

man".The King defied the ministers who suggested this and 
( 3) 

claimed Royal right to choose his own advisers,for as he said 

if godliness was the qualification "few or none of the nobil: 

:1 tie were to be preferredn. It was therefore a question of 
(4) 

policy R.nd he exerted the right to choose his own.The super: 

:natural wisdo~ with which the ministry credited themselvffi 
( §) 

q,l tho,lgh backed by English representations was therefore 
(~) 

1iscredited. One more reasonable minister admitted that after 
(1)C.III.p.713 - {2) cf the return of Adamson. 
'?)He wasa youn~er son of the Laird of GR.rton. And so of the 

same class as several of the ministers themselves.e.g. 
Andrew Hay brother of Tallon,David Lindsay of the Edzell 
family.C.III.p.719 

I A.) 1 bid. 
(5) "There wR.s never one yitt in this realme in chief authoritlhe 

that ever prospered after the ministers began to threattin 
them'1 

(6) Bowes indeed thou~ht 
passive nothing would 
Gowrie's"associates". 

that if the ministers had remained 
havebeen done to include them among 
C.S.P.VI.p.589-590 



all the question was a feudal quarrel, "Sir I would that 

there were not a suwname in Scotland for they mak all the 

cummer". A number of ministers cited before some kind 
( 1 ) 

of Convention of Nobility in St.Andrews on 22nd August 

refused to commit the Kirk alt~ough they might have taken 

cover behind the Assembly's act of approval.Their point was 

that they were individuals with no commissionfrom the 

Kirk to de~end it against general charges.Bowes states 

that the presence of the barons at this convention and 

the su~·)port of the chief burghs prevented more stringert. 

measures against the ministry. Walsingham himself used the 
(2) 

argument of the Assembly;lfs approval of the Ruthven Raid 

as if it were a constitutional body of sufficient merit 

to t'eplace the Parliament which under the Raiders had m t 

met.James however stated that the reason they approved it 
(3) 

at all wa.e Ottt,"tbetmieapprehension that he was a free asent. 

In any case the "matter was civill and politick and little 

concerning them".It seems clear that the King realized 
(4) 

that the Assembly by its interest in domestic and foreign 

affairs had taken up a position which definitely challenged 

that of Parliament as the National Governing Body. 

( 1)David Ferguson(Dunfermline) C.VIII.p.247 
(2)C.III.p.721 
(3) c.s.P.VI.p.591 Aug.25 1583. Kirk affairs were placm 

first in the Articles V.'alsingham had to offer. 
(4) C.III.p.727 



P~rli~ent had been fixed for 24th October by the previous 

Government .The Assembly had arran~ed its meeting to coim ide 

It was arrangea. that both shouldnhold" and that on Arran's 

;:u·~32stion a conference with the Kirk should take place on 

the 20th The Commission for consideration of stipend 
(1) 

~hich is referred to as bein; ~'·~•4ed from the middle of 

October to the first and then changed again to the 16th 

may be this Conference although who gave the Kirk members 

their authority is not known .Probably the conference. 

referred to is a meeting of the three accredited commissioners 

(Hays and Arbuthnot) and the 7 or 8 ministers nominated in 

the last Assembly for conference with the Platt •. In any 

case the General Assembly anticipated both Conference am 

P~rliament by convening on the 10th probably at the instance 

of the Edinburcsh Presbytery who had practically a standing 

commission to alter dates upon necessary occasion. The Church 

therefore took the first step, but thou~h it is specifically 

stated that the meetin~ was small on aueount of the scarcity 

t~ere is no evidence to show whether the same rarity applied 

to the lairds and burgesses for those mentioned by name were 
(2) 

~11 Edinburgh Presbyters who in the negotiations took the 

leading part. Although the extremists were on the list of 

Assessors the persons they chose to present their petitions 

'1T"And therwith the King promised that the Parliament should 
hold for that purpose at the day limited~ C.S.P.VI.p.591 

'2) Braid Pilri~ and the two Edinburgh Commissioners. 



were ministers who had least offended the authority. 

With characteristis determination however they passed an 

~et which must mean that they were prepared to stand by 
had 

the party to which they attaehedthemselves.It was resolved 

"that ane act being made in the General Assembly no just 

cause of the changing therof interveining thereafter it 

sall not be l.eisum to any paryicular brother in ane uther 

Generall Assemblie to call the same in question again" 
... ( 1 ) 

The articles and grievances which they produced were'not 

conciliator'§l.As"watchmen of God's people"they complained 

of the return of the wicked to _Court especially that "man 

of sinne 11 Arran,touching upon the pernicious French policy 

1issolute Court life,the disregard of Kirk liberty,the 

con-::l.uct of the Thirds and the TemporA.l Lordships. The position 

under Gowrie had not much improved, but it was part of their 

• ,arty policy to in*ist upon the economic aspect as attributab]e 

to the 11 new nobility". nThere is a sora murmune-::.among your 

Gr~ce's lieges and a lamentable complaint that the lawes of 

the countrie have no place;that no man can be sure nather 

af_ his land life or goods which threateneth a miserable 

confusion and the heavie hand of God to ensue therupon. 11 

t2) 
This certainly was an appeal for national security and justice 

b·.1t it was the accepted cry of~any"opposition".They likewise 
(3) 

(1) B.U.K.:p.627 
('~) C. I II. p. 716 
~ ~) Was 1 t an appeal on behg,lf of their own party and particular. 

:ly their baronial element which might well be forfeited 
for signing the R1thven Band for which the ministers had 
organized propaganda like that of the later Covenants 



produced a proposal for a kind of coalition of both 

parties to take a 11 moderate course" ,advice which the 
(1) ~ 

Kirk in power would not itself have followed.The unqmiett 
•• 

spirits which this coalition was to bridle would not be 

restrained while the Presbytery of Edinburgh exercised 

its extraordinary power to give sudden advertisement to 

ministers barons and the Edinburgh mob whenever King 

or Parliament enacted anythin~ to the detriment of the 

1.uthority of the elergy.The inconsistency arose from the 

idea that theninspiredn were a law unto themselves irres: 

pective of Civil Statute. The old Scottish turbulence 

had appeared in the new class of ministers who in many 

c~ses had inherited it from their ancestors the unruly 

barons with whos·e Estate they maintained a stron~S allim ce ., 
The King's answers in the f~~t place being vague the (2) 

Assembly 1nS1$.ted more strongly and the Royal answer was 

correspondin~ly definite. The question had become a 

constitutional one which Parliament dtself did not lay cl&m 

to. "His Maj estie thinks the Assemblie will not think it 

(1) 

(2) 

Beseekin~ your Majestie for the tender mercie of God to 
call to your Hieness some of the most. wise discrett 
and indifferent and by their counsell to tak a moderat 
course thl3.t unquiett spirits may be bridled-good men 
cherished and interteaned and the hearts of all your 
Majestie's subJects united to the maintenance of Gcd's 
glorie preservation of your royall estat and comfort 
of all them that bewaile this miserable desolation. 
See Introduction 



verie pertinent fon them to have vote in the choosing 

of his Majesties servants or to be overcurious of the 

occasion of placing or removeing of them;neither yet of 

the intelligence bei;.uixt his Hienes and any f'orraine ·:> 

countreyes for interyaining of civill peace and amitie 

from quhilks no princes or commonwealthis in the world 

abstainis altho-gh being diverse in religion.". 

Thus the Kin~ maintained his right to appmnt 

his own ministers and direct his own foreign policy.The 

claim of the Assembly implied a limited monarchy,limited 

not by reference to Parliament but to the Supreme Eccles: 

:iastical Court. These pretensions he held were bwyond the 

sphere of the Kirk altogether. 

As for those which admittedly were the Kirk's 

concern he considered that the Kirk itself was to blame 
-by~ o-.,..J 

for l~ck of result~Vagueness in their petitions~negligence 

in carrying out formalities in connection with the 

Assignations.He held however that a pension from the thirds 

or a tack set to a public servant who was valuable uothto 

Kirk and State was no injury to the ministry in their 

apportionment of thirds.While willing to"hold hand" to the 

punishment of vice,of vagabonds etc and to grant extraordin~ry 

commissions to nominees of the ministers where the ordinary 

Judges were ineompetent,he demanded specific instances of 
(2) 

the non execution of Civil Law. (1) 
(1) The Kirk itself admitted that its ministers abetted the 

infringement of the act against pilgrimages (B-U.K.r '5:li') 
(2) cf Elgin.December 1595. 

The King was at Stirling during these negotiations the 
Assembly in Edinburgh,hence the formality of the i~t~actim 



The King attempted to discredit the discipline ofthe Kirk 

by a delberate support of the Brownists in Edinburgh. 

Whether the ministry had direct dealings in 

the conspiracy of Stirlin~ in March is doubtful,certainly 

the J.ll'llf:Zlami~~ 1lssued by the rebels placed the King's 

neglect of his ancient nobility in the same list of 

~rievances with the attack upon Kirk liberyy.The King 

obviously regarded the Assembly as equivalent to the Part.y 

Convention of the Opposition if the lay element was permi~ted 

to attend. In the state of feud this la~ element could not 

in any case have been elective.When Presbytery records are 

extant it is clear that the laird element was nominated by 

the ministry and was thus representative of one party en ly. 

~o prevent this accession of opposition laymen the Cou~ 

issued the proclamation "to command all and sindrie noble: 

:~en baronis and landit men freholders and gentilmen that 

thai forbeare and lief of to convocat thame self'fis in ony 

~ssemblies be the motioun of quhatsurnevir personis spirituall 

or temporal to deliberat in onie caussis eivill or eecles: 

1"lstical quhill his majeatie have tryit the present pr~tizes 

~ntendit for the "tru.ble of his estait'.'( 2 ) 

When the Assembly met om 24th April it dissolved 

r~ther than recant ffi~s approbation of the Raid.Its numbers 
'1)C.IV.p.27 

'?)P.C.R.III.p.648 4-th April 1584. 



were small and it is improbable that there were any there 

other than ministers .The "boasting fierie commissioner " 

sent by the King to the meeting in St.Andrews demanded 

recantation of the Approbation and the Excommnnication of 

his rebels the Stirling Lords.The convention melted away and 

the handful left refused to commit the Kirk without the ~b.ers 

Besides the act of the late Assembly 9f October prohibited 

the calliJDP:; in question of decisions passed by the whole body. 

It was significant that the rebels sent a letter to the 

~ssembly which however was not read publicly but only sub: 

:mitted to "some few of the gravest and wisest",in fact to 
(1) 

1n unofficial Privy Council who might thus direct policy at 

f.iscretion. 

J.IthO.t:H~h~.tble-:-.m:rurch officlhally might not be implic: 

:ated those ministers whom she habitually used as her 

commissioners certainly had reason to fear the confessions 

0f (}owrie,and the result was that the church as. an institution 
( 2) 

hqd to suffer for the indiscreet intrigues of its individual 

members. In s.piteof their justification of it their flight 

~as a practical confession of complicity. An Opposition in 

Scotland had no means of expression by Parliamentary methods 

~he realization of this and the necessity of the financial 

8 ,18 tem were the chief inducements to the Kirk to consider 

itsinclusion as an Estate in Parliament,in the last years of 

the century. 
(f)See James Melville.p.166 C.IV.p.37;cf B.U.K.p.627 

'2)ibid. 



The "current" Parliament which passed the Black Acts 

of May 1584 contained 22 Burg;hs and the representatives 

present were in no wise d~fferent from those who were 

~ccustomed to attend the Assembly. Their illmpartial attitude 

may be accounted for on the sround of trade which if the 

Assembly's policy were followed would become very restrkted. 

Othen"ise it WO'l.ld imply apathy and indifference on questions 

of reli~ious motive and opportunism in civil relations. 

The numbers present 8 Btshops 13 Abbots 11 Earls and 14 Lords 

"''1S an indication that the Presbyterianism of the Kirk was 

only accepted by a part of the Scottish people. These acts 

as shown by Professor Ra1~ lrove that the Kine; and Government 

re~lized the menace of the Assembly to the prestige of 

P~rlia""ent,and the secret methods used in the conferences 

of the Articles prevented a protest on behalf of the Kir~. 
{2) 

The meeting of ministers which sent Lindsay to make the 

protest for attempting which he was imprisoned was summoned 

qt the instance of the remaining ministers of the Edinburgh 

Presbytery,but was no accredited Commission of the Church 

for the last Assembly had provided for no intercommunication 

with the Parliament~although it must have known some. such 
(;) 

situation would arise. 
( 1 )Parlts.of Scotland.p.55 1 371. see Lee.-ff:!):E4-:---------

'~)CaJ.derwood tY.p.61 et seq. 

(3)Moysie.p.50 calls these acts"guid and notable"ones 
Lindsays p~otest.was to be that nothing be done until 
the church through the General Assembly defend its libert~ 



tl 
"Never since the Reformation" says Masson had such a blow 

l 

~t the fundamentals of Presbytery been struck as was inflictm 

by those acts of May ••• under the premiership of the 

tremendous brother-in-law of Jmhn Knox11 The Prestige of 
( 1 ) 

P~rliament in its ori~inal form of the Three Estates was 

insisted upon and innovations i.e. those suggested by the 

Kirk were forbidden. Although preaching and administration of 

sacraments were ratified in the liberties of the Kirk,~l 

assemblies conventions and jurisdictions not approved by 

Parliament were condemned and the King declared supreme in 

~11 causes and over all persons spiritual and temporal, 

and it was accounted treason to deny his authority.(2) 

The chief source of d power to enforce ~ 
1 P.C.R.III.u.lxiv. 

(2) This in maln outline was the gist of the action with 
regard to the Assembly. See.A.P.S.III.p.292 et seq. 
~ap.1,2,3=Cap.4. The troubles of the past 24 years had 
been responsible for convocations of the lieges which 
have taken to themselves civil pecunial as well as eccles: 
:iastical penalties although this had never received 
formal sanction by Parliament. 
Deprivation from benefice was entrusted to Bishops (the 
Kirk had sug~ested the Commissioner of a Province) and 
ecclesiastical commissions were set up under the Biehops 
~nd composed of the King's nominees.(cap.20) 
Cap.6 Ministers were prohibited from exercising any other 
office distracting them from their flocks particularly 
from judging in Civil and Criminal causes,as members of 
the Colle~e of Justice advocates clerks etc.although 
obviously Bishops might do all those things.The act was 
p11:ticularly aimed at Pant who was a member of the College 
fFo~ tqkin~ instrument against these acts he was re~ved) 
'ad a Commission was appointed cap.27 to see to ref~m of 
the College of Justice 
cap.8 aimed at the ministers freedom of utterance m 
pulpit 



decrees was attacked in the 31st Act,wherein the excomm: 

:unication of Montgomery was repealed by Parliamentary 

authoEiDy.It was declaired that since excommunication is 

maist feirfull and terrible and be his hienes lawis men 

thairby debarrit from all civill societie and benefite of 

his hienes lawis; It apperteinis cheifly to his princelie 
(1) 

cair to sie that the samw be not abusit to serve the 

Indiscrete appetite of ony men under quhat collour ar 

pretext soevir~ A definite claim was therefore put forward 

that the civil government must approve before the civil 

penalties were enacted 

The last great interest of the Church i.e. 

finance was· provided for in the 22nd Act showing that 
s 

the King was well di~posed to the Kirkmen provided they 

did not claim to control him in civil affairs affecting 

government.The act of October 1581 appointing a Platt had 

never been put to execution partly through the troubles 

and partly because the ministers had mot supplied the 

necessary statistics.The pow'ers of that Commission for 

Stipends were now transferred to the Lords of Chekker 

who were ordained to meet to consider some kind of 

proportionate valuation as nearly as possible to the fiars 

prices of the different shires. 
2 

(1) cf.the act of 1573 which linked up the system with 
the regulations of the pre::Reformation "cursing". 

(2)A.P.S.III.p.303 cap 22 



The Kirk reuenues were further affected by the regulations 

appointed for the payment of the Royal Guard. This was 

decreed to consist of 40 men each of whom was to receive 

£200 yearly.The expense was met by annexing the annate or 

first years fruit from all benefices (lawit patronages ex: 

:cepted) to be collected by the Lords of Chekker. In addi~ion 

to this each benefice of £1000 was to pay £200 and so prt): 

:pOJ::!tionately ,i.e. each benefice in addition to the third 

(the surplus of which the King seldom received much) was to 

pay 1/5 for the support of the King's Guard. Even this 

according to the act would not make up with the annate 

the 88000 ,requisite and all monks and nun's portions f'allen 

vacant were to go to swell the total. At other times during 
( 1 ' the troubles with the Papist in the last decade of the century 

the Kirk took an active ~nterest in the payment of the King's 

Guard • l tt J ~~ 3) 

These Black Acts were not allowed to pass 

unchallenged.Pont and Balcanquhal took t5ormal J>nstrument of 

their protest in the name of the Kirk of Scotland,probably 

by virtue of their general commission as members of the 

Edinbur~h Presbytery.It was only by special permission of 

the King that the infer~or church court were permitted to 

meet.It was part of the Royal policy that that permission 

should be r;;ranted through the mediation of the"rene~ade" 

P~trick Archbishop of St.Andrwws. 
(1) A.P.S.III.p.298-299 cap.13. The last provision was not 

of much value.On. 1 1Jan. 1587 the Privy Council made revocaticn 
of all grants of monks portions since 1584 when they ought 
to have gone to the Guard.Monk's portions were convenient 
stipends for civil servants.P.C.R.IV.p.134 

(2) e.~.Eninburgh Presbyteryand K.S.C.IV.pp72-73.St.A.K.S.p. 530 



The policy of the exiled ministers changed the contro~~~y 

from verbal diatribes to written and published polemics. 

A4amson in his replies stated definitely that they were 

the principall firebrands of the late conspiracie and 

opin rebellioun against his Majesties persoun and es~ste, 

qnd that men of good judgement would inferre that they 

had been privie to it not by revelatioun of the spirit but 

by conference of flesh and blood~ It was indeed true that 

"they conveened the gentlemen of the countlrie to practise 

with them in pretence of Presbytereis". The very constt tuti<ll 
( 1 ) 

of the Presbytery which did not insist upon the regul~ 

attendance of the lay lairds except upon upon necessary 

occasion lent itself to this view,and the Kirk had several 

other methods for enlisting the support of the gentlemen. 

Adamson himself in 1586 complained that the meeting of 
a majority of 

the Fife Synod which condemned him was composed of laymen 

~ho were virtually ignorant of the points at issue. 
(2) 

Those elders and deacons of Edinbur~h Session who were not 

of the joint personnel of the Council came under the King's 

wrllth.Others who '"Vere members of thei inner ring took care 

that they werenot involved in treason bp communicating with 

the exiled pastors. (3) 

('' c.~v.p.85 
(?' i biCL p. 513 
(3' Sp.II.p.318 History James Sext.p.205. 

lf""'Jl'~ (• s-,) sa.u:J ~ s-a.-~ ~ -~ ft.c.J _ 
"j '&Hr .. t.~ ~ ~~ .~-·./'o..v~ 1-.::r .. C!.t...J-i..L-. 
~~ I~ -jb--~ ~ ., {p :Jo") 



Intelligence undoubtedly existed. between the individual 

~ihisters who remained and the exiled ~n England not only 

on ecclesiastical .points.Howison definitely hinted at a 

deliverance to come. James Melville indeed had some scruple 
(1) 

a~!iins1t"ha.".~Jing much adoe with the lords being the King 1 s 

rebels~but was persuaded.Their behaviou~ in England and 
(2) 

the rigorous discipline they submitted to indicated the 

value the lords ascribed to the ministers propaganda.But 

the chief fear was that"custom would blunt the sense of 

deprivation11 particularly as those who remained had resolved 

to accept a moderate policy.But the Acts of August p~sed 
{3) 

by 14 prelates 19 Lords and 15 co$~issioners of Burghs 

insisted u.pon 11 ane uniforme ordour to be observit be tte 

benefici t men "and ministers readers and. masters of colleges 

...:ere to be compelled to s.ign adeclaration submitting to 

the Black Acts,tne Bishops taking their subscription. 

The example set by the remaining Edinbur~h ministry wasa 

p0 vrerful incentive,althou?-;h they Sif3ned with the prov!hso "as 

far as consistent with the word of God~ The threat of retent: 

: 1on of stipend in the King 1 s hand was a more foreceful 

ar ment than the invective of the absent ministers. (4) 
1) c.IV.p.147.His view was that in a case of treason preachm 

from pulpit ,the King and Assembly were the judges,and 
in that case only had the Crown power to summon the Assem~ 
The Assembly for him is simply the ministry. · 

f2) J.M.p.181-186 . (3) A.P.S.III.p.332 
f4) until they did so they could have no"remeid of law" 
· P.C.R.III.p.708 11Dec.1584. The ministers who expected 

assi~nq,tions about November submitted as well as the 
beneficed. 



Adamson' s statement of the situation propouncled the view 

that the Kin~ did not claim to be head of the Church but 

only the chief instrument or member,and the discharge of 

all assemblies and Jurisdictions w~s':-mecessary against the 

Presbytr~rr "wherin a number of ministers of a certain pre: 

cinct,accompting themselves all to be equall •• and gather: 

in~ unto them certane ~entle~en and others of his Majestie's 

subjects,usurped all the whole ecclesiasticall juriadietioun 

~nd ~ltered the lawes at their owne appetite without the 

knowledge and Rpprobation of the King and Estate,a forme 

of doing w·ithout· ahy e:xamplesef anie natioun subject to a 

Christian Prince" The General Assembly he said was a nun ber 
(1) 

of ministers from ~ presbyteries with some gentlemen 

of the countrie for that time malcomtents of the estate, 

~nd the position was the more dangerous in the absence ~ 

a definite body of ecclesiastical law which gave the 

~eneral convention an excuse for altering the constitution 

at will.In Adamson's view the vote went according to the 

"plura.li tie of voces which for the most part succeeded m to 

the most unlearned of the multitude".When we consider the 

great nambers of lairds who were nomtna~ad to attend the 

Assembly ~nd the enormous majority sent by the central 

group of Presbyteries there is a good deal to be said f~ 

his a.r0ument.The respect for Civil Statute was small enough 
(1)C.IV.P.259 



without the counter enact~ents of an Assembly the members 

of which for the ministry at least claimed exemption from 

the usual methods of tri~l and forfeiture for their utterances 

Freedom of speech in Parliament was but a tneor~ 1 ~ut in 

the Assembly free criticism of the Government was common 

Nevertheless the Assembly did not like free criticism of the 

Church in the Estates and used its own methods for controlling 

it as far as possible If the principle of the Kirk freadom 
( 2) 

~ould have been introduced into the Parliamentary system a 

~ood deal of power would nave accrued to the central authority 

The tendency to separatism common in Scotland was a character: 

:istic of the Kirk.It remained outside and criticized an 

1.lrea.dy weak Executive."His Hienesse must atner discharge 

~ims~lf .of the crowne or the ministrie of that form of 

Assemblie 11
• 

The Church ~overnment suggested by Adamson sm ws 

~0w the idea persisted until realized in part 20 years la~er. 

~irk Session were to be nominated by the Bishop,all other 

ecclesiastical conventions must be at the instance-or with 

~1rect consent of the Kin~ and only for questions of do~rines 

The 11 exercise 11 was to continue but without any laymen and its 

president was to be a salaried official appointed by the 

Bishou. {cf the Constant Moderator) (3) 
(1) Rait. Pa.rlt.of Scotland.p.520 

(2) cf. the case of Edward Bruce whose child the Pres, of 
Edinburgh refused to baptize until he repented for his 
speeches agaist the Kirk in Parliament and the Arti~es 

(3)C.IV.p.262. cf the system which obtained 100 years later 

under Episcopacy.Appendix to Spottiswood's History 1677. 
by"Thomas Middleton" .p.17 



The Bishop was limited by a council of 13 godly pastors 

chosen by himself,and no Assembly of the Gener~l Kirk was 

decl~red to be le~al unless the King or his ~eputy was 

present.In practice the Kirk had always desired this ;under 

Mary they had invited the royal representatives to be preseTh 

to hear their discussions.What they~ want was that the 

representlative should vote both as an individual and as 

the Supreme Civil Power. 
( 1 ) 

Adamson's triumph came in February when his 

ecclesiastical Synod at Edinburgh was a model of decorum, 

and the seal was set upon the subju~ation of the ministry 

by the Articles prepared by the Secretary John Maitland 

which all ministers and officebearers had to sign und~ 

penalty of loss of stipend . "Subscription went on apace 
. ( 2) . 

the examples of ~!r. Craig and John Brand had done much ill" 

(1)cf. Matheson.I.p.232 While the State could ~pply for 
redreess in the matter of sermon only to Church Courts~ 
the§te Courts as against the State were enti tler1 to act 
on their own initiative.The ob~ious example of course is 
the famous pursuit of Mc.Gill for the Proclamation of 
12th July.1582 see.supra. B.U.K.:p.605 

(2) They promised obedience to the King in all laws not 
directly repugnant to the Word of God,to refrain from 
claim to exemtion from jurisdiction,and from public 
rebuke of the Kin~ and Laws,avoiding faction,and alienatkn 
of the people from the government, and flaims to 11 ihsp iratm 
C.IV.p.351.The laird of Dun who had never been oppo~d to 
Episcopacy was a "pest to the ministers in the North" 
<\00 years later "Thomas Middleton" states that in the 
minority of the King the Assembly consisted of? mimsters 
and one lay elder from each Presbytery,I Commissioner from 
every Royal Burgh,one from every University and ~from 
the King.A shadow of this still remained in 1677.The 
National Synod was composed of Bishops and Deans and 2 
members from every Presbyt·ery one of whom was in the 
Bishop's nomination,one Commissioner from each University 
But nothing could be proposed but by King or Commissioner 
and summons lay with the Crown.Their concurrance wasn t 

necessary.Sp.AnP.p.18 o 



The cause of the zealots fell into the background.The 

very cause of their alliance with the rebels was remov~ 

by the purpose of James to combine with England for joint 

S 
w . 

action against the Franco panish combi)ration uri9.~tr the 

Holy League which had been one of the points of policy 

urged by the last Assembly in 1583.The agreement made.with 

the Convention of July in St.~ndrews must have been a 

matter of chagrin to the ministry that a definite move 

sh·"JUld ha~e been made under the regime of the hated Arm. n. 

The Convention had a greater concouBse of Burghs than the 

Ruthven faction had ever had.They were ~ho had been 

delegates to Assembly in previoastimes. 
( 1 ) 

On thw whole therefore it is more likely 

that the mysterious murder of the Lord Russell if it w~ 
• 

other than accidental was at the instigation of the 

banished Lords rather than of Arran,for alliance with 

England would have prejuduced their triumphant return. 
(2) 

The tortuous policy of the Master of Gray · 

and Wotton' s bias resulted in the"letting slip the Lords'' 

and the fall of Stirling 4 November 1585 was the climax of 

a scheme of intrigue and propaganda in which the Kirk and 

ministry's oa.use W~8..-: iven a urominent art. (3) 
(1)A.P.S.III.p.322 1o Lords 3 Bishops Commendators 

4 Officers of State 15 Burgh Representatives e.~. 
Cockburn P.of Haddington Learmonth of Dairsie Heriot for 
Edinburgh. Commissioners were appointed for arranging 
an offensive and defensive league. 

(2) See.W,C.Dick~nson.S.H.R.XX.p.181 for a detailed acccunt ~ 
the facts. 

( 3) James' greg,test grievance. at the trend of circumstare es 
resultant on the Raid.was the loss of his promised 
pension from England .Arran was really"national "in po1. icy 
C.IV.p.379 P.C.R.IV.p.30 Lords in Council Nov.4th. 



So confident were the ministers both those who had 

returned and the leaders of those who remained,that the 

Kirk meeting was the true national flxpr.easionnof "alteration11 

that without waitin~ for the sanction of Parliament or 

for the formal condemnation of tibe aets forbidding their 

monventions,a General Assembly was summoned on the 

initiative of the moderator of the last official Asseml:i y 

in 1583,Robert Pont.He ~ave warnin~ in November,as soon 

as the victory was ?.s sured, to the Presbyteri es to send 

dele~ates to Dunfermline on 23rd November.By :rder of the 
( 1 ) 

Provost ho~ever the gates were s~ut against them and 
( 2 ) 

meeting in the field~ they transferred their meeting to 

Linlithgow where a Parliament did meet on 1st December. 

The ministers in attendance on this Parliament 

do not ueem to have considered themselves a General Assembly 

and it is doubtful whether there was any lay element present 

at their meetings .Thej lodged to<5ether in a "deceyit" rouse 

and althou~h the Bur~hs were also meeting in the To wn 
{3) 

( 4) 
and the barons must also have been there in some strength 

to prepare their petition for representation, there seems to 

be no trace of formal meetings with these.The burgess 

members were equally well qualified for membership in·the 

Assembly.Tbe position at this Jarliament ~eems ~o be that 

which James himself ',~rould have preferred, the clergy meeting 
(1)The only Town free from Plague. 
(2) Laird of Pi tfirran a relative by marriage of Colonel 

stewart. 
(3) J.Melville.p.229 They stayed there 10-15 days until 

the end of Parliament. 
(4) C.F..B.I.p. Dec.t-10. In the Edinburgh Records the 

Dunfermline meetin<7, is called "the Convention of ministr_tt 



as a particular estate by themselves. In the document 

which at the Kin~'s request they drew up containin~ thar 

animadvePsmons on the position created by the Acts,they 

described themselves as the 11 eomm&ssioners of the Kirk" ,but 

unless ~hey rdceived their commission from the doubtful 
\ 

openair meeting at Dunfermline their claim would seem m 
be purely selfimposed.The King was powerless against the 

Lords but he eypended his animus against the minis)ry who 

had consorted wtt.bl:tb.emt!n exile. In these animadversions 
(1) (2) 

the complaint was that by reason of these Bla~k Acts tre 

Kirk was left only liberty of preaching and the sacraments 

while excommunication ordination discipline and jurisdiction 

were omitted.Particularly did they complain upon the Judges 

in Ecclesiastical Causes who at the Bisnops and the K&~'s 

nomination had taken over the whole question.In particular 

they demanded once more that none should vote in Parlisment 

without authority from the Assembly to commit the Kirk. 

But th~y had no scheme of representation to substitute,and 

Bishops were present in the Parliament and were also aP.Pointm 

upon the Council which the Parliament ratified.James refused 
(3) 

to grg,nt licence to hold Assemblies withoJt his permission 

or to rescind the acts until the ministry reformed their 

l!lethods of dealing with him.All that could be obtained was 

permission to ho~d their ordinary assemblies until the next 

parliament. His attitude was p!bssible owin to the 
1 Especially Melville Galloway and Balcanquall 
2)C.IV.p.464 see Lee.p.87 J.M.p.228 
~. A .lf.!H:_ p 1yf' f 10 

litic 



methods of the returned Lords who refused as they had done 

at the Ruthven Rqid to irritate the King too far until they 

themselves were fully reinstated.Although the ministers re: 

buked the King in the old manner it wa& clear that his posit&on 

was strong enough to prohibit coercion.The ministers themselves 

were divided and Craig who had the King's ear was a moderate 

in spite of the denunciations of the zealous.His sermon before 

the Parliament attacked the "sincerer sort" and he had a 

handle against theif? dubiety of motive 't!t the fact that several 

of the ministers allies were lords suspect in religion 
( 1 ) 

The very first act of the Parliament seemed 

to be directe~ to control the unbridled sermons and invectives 

of the ministry.The only tangible benefit that the Kirk 
( 2) 

received was the purely formal restitution of those ministers 

v:ho had left the country within the previous three years. 

Their interest in the imbecile Arran however was repaid by the 

appointment of his brother Lord John Hamilton as hfus curator 

but the act was a .Potrnt of policy and not from any humanitarian 

motive. 
(3) 

The petition by the barons for representaticn 

important in the history of the constitution may possibly 

have been an attempt on the part of the government influenced 

by Maitland to buttress the authority of Parliament at the 
(1)e.g.Maxwell and Hamilton C.IV.p.459 
(2) A.P.S.III.p.374 Ane act against the authours of slqnderous 

spechis.No subjects to declaim or privately speak or write 
any purpose of reproach or slander against King Estate or 
Government. 

(3)ibid.caps.2J&25.The Kirk had at obe time censured all eon: 
:sortin~ with the Hamiltons as murderers of the Good Regent. 



expense of the lay element in the Assembly.If the smaller 

b~rons were included before the Assembly had its privileg~ 

n~tified a large part of the power of that body in opposition 

mi~ht transfer itself to the Governmental and administrative 

side. Andrew Mel ville 's attemnts at a demonstaation presumably 
(1) 

on the part of the smaller barons were unsuccessful probably 

because the lairds were waiting to see what the result of the 

~rticle on representation. 

The conference of February 1586 which resulted 

in a compromise and the establishment of the Bishop as a revival 

of the early Superintendent,was agreed to by these ministers 

,.,ho called themselves the"commissioners of the Kirk" at tbl. s 

P~rliament,but probably they had no definite power to commit 

the Assembly as an insti.tution.J'urisdiction was defibed in 

~ fairly clear way not as invested in the Bishop but &n the 

Presbytery.The chief result was the summons of a General Assembly 

by Royal Proclamation and missives directed to Bishops to 

alve commissioners elected.The Kin~ himself was to be present. 

James had thus gained his point and the Kirk had departed from 

its independent attitude in the matter of summons. Thwre is no 

indication of whether the presence of lay members was contempl: 

:ated,or if an attempt was made to have only persons present 

who were not in ill favour with the King.In any case it was 

•msuccessful for the unit of election seems to have been the 

Synods who had revived an a ressive 
(1 A.P.S.III.p. 22 cap.74 

in a most im olitic 



manner particularly in the case of the Synod of Fife 

~nd its excommuhication of Adamson.The circumstances of 

his appeal to the King Council and Estates are too well 

known to require elaboration.But from the constitutional 

point of view it is significant that it was the presenre 
. . ·. J 

of the large numbers of baron4 and gentlemen wndlc\to;gave 

the meeting its power and he himself stated that their 

vote condemned him.How did the zealots reconcile this 

with their doctrine that in judgment of doctrine only 

actual ministers and doctors should judge? 
(1) 

Under these circumstances it is improbable 

that the conference arranged by thX meeting of February 
a few days before the Gener~l ssembly in May 

with the King on the question of stipend for ministers 

and moderatons and of the vote in Parliament had.any tangibB 

results if indeed it met at all· In any case such a confer: 
(2) 

:ence was more a colloquy of individuals than of an 

accredited representation or Commission of the Church 

for no formal Assembly had as yet met. The question of 

stipend which was one of the most important agenda of tbis 

preparatory meeting was discussed in a conference in th! 

Privy Council which illRstrates the informality of such 

arrangements.On the 4th March the Privy Council apt~in~d 
( 1 )C.IV.p.504 et seq.Sp.II.p.337; Moysie.p.57.definitely 

affirms that the Master of Lindsay and the ~aird of Abbot: 
:shall used violence to the Archbishop 

(2)C.IV.p.494 



a commission of "sa mony ministers as ar now presentlie 

in the toun and hes borne charge of commissioneris in 

the publict effairis of the Kirk and that knawis the 

cuntreyis, .. to remane ·and attend lrlt~ the Lords Auditor! s 

of Chekker quhill the modifications and assignations be 

maid perfyte",and Bishops and Commissioners of Provinces 

were Bent for b~ Royal missive.A little later by one of those 
(1) 

comprehensive revocations of grants out of the thirdS it 

was insisted upon that some regular system both ror ministers 

and surplus was to be set ~p. 
Pt) 

A similar conference therefore may possibly 

have met 8 or 10 days before the Assembly but the eiidence 

seems to be against it. As already mentioned although there 

seems to be an indication that the attempt was made to exclude 

the lairds and the act of Council authorizing the summons 

it is called the General Assembly of the"Ministry" the 

proclamation mentions Bishops Commissioners of Kirks Mimsters 

and others havin~ interes(\'', Probably the lairds were thEre 

thou~h they are not mentioned as being on any committees 
(4) 

The burp;hs may hg.ve come to the Assembly after~ own 

convention at Cupa~ 
(5) 

Ne otiations with the Civil authoP1t were 
1 P.C.R.IV.p.52 4th March 58 

( 2 ) ibid.p.58.24th March. 
(j) ibid.u.60 5th April. 
{4) Row implies there ~e elders on the Privy Confereme 
(5) R.C.B.I.p.212 



intimate and personal.Unable to attend ih the first Session 

the King;'s Commissioners requested delay of choice of 
{ , ) . 

'~oder'l.tor to a meeting; in the afternoon in the Chapel Royal. 

Bv consenting the Assembly showed its necessity for support 

The King himself seems to have uresided until the Moder~o» 
~ (I) 

~as chosen,in the election of whom he voted first.Until this 

w~s done he explained the reasons of his summoning ~he 

Assembly i.e. to defend himself against the eharge o& .defection 

from religion and to have the opinion of the Kirk on the 

results of the Conference inFebr\lary. While the Assessors 

were all ministers the King realized the importance of having 

t•epresentatives of his own on this body which in this Assembly 
. (3) 

~layed an enormous part considerin~ all questions pf importane 

hefore they were submitted to the Assembly itself and in 

f~ct being little different from the Committee of the Articles 

except that they reported daily to the Assembly at the usual 

hours. The Kin~ howver kept a tight rein upon their aeU~iti~ 

qnd the records had to be handed over every ni~ht to the 

r-~tstody of the Lord Privy Seal who was one of the Privy 

conference. Little independent action on the part of the 
(4) 

.,inistry was advisable.They proceeded to ~he reconstruction 

')f Presbyteries, and commissioners . (ministers) frepared lists 
(1)Lord Privy Seal and Ur.Peter Young the Kings schoolmaster 
(-)He sat at the end of the table and the ministers on 

"furmes"round about him 
'3)The Secretary,Justice Clerk,Privy Seal Mr.John Grahare 

Culross,and Peter Young.He suggested that final decision 
on more important questions should be left until he himse:r 
next attended in person 

~4) B.U.K.p.o49 



for .the considerg,tion of the Clerk Register.The Church 

WA.S goin~ warily.The conference of February oalled by the 

Kin~ ~ shown the existence of a sttnoill&5 moderate party 

who refused to be driven by the invective of those whom 

Melville calls the "best" .They even yielded so f~r as to 
(1' 

ask what time the Kin~ ~hought meet for their next Assembly 

The situation demanded the acceptance of s~ch concessiom 

as the Kin~ had made in the February conference,and the 

result was the establish~ent of that limited form of 

Episcopacy subject to Presbytery and Syno~*which had been 

agreed upon,those worthy of promotion being submitted in a 

list drawn up by a committee of Assembly and presented to 

the Secretary. 
(2) 

On one point howver the King was insistent. 

He would not have the santence of summary excommunication 

included among church censurea.It was a weapon whivh,powerfd 

enou~h in its effect after due admonitions,was unjust ard 

destructive of the ends of fair trial when summarily 

1mposed.tt was now agreed that this was an abuse and Ro Court 

lower than the Presbytery was given this ultimate power of 

censure (3 
Spottiswood says that t~e zealous would ha~re censural 
the Moderator Lindsay whom the King had voted for,and 
who had been a"subscriber" but the zealous were in a 
somewhat discredited minority,and the majority was 
not to be coerced by claims of special "inspiration" 
II.p.342 

(2) B.U.~.p.656 C.IV.p.560 
(3) ibid.p.665 

·* ~·~ .~ ~ t-..£1 ~ ~ -'{ 
-d:i"" ~ ~.,s.~ ~ ~ (!~. ~ 
d..a:- d .4~ ru. a., ~ ~ 1 z ,,, "-r- <!tn--""'"--
.l.uJ<. p '' lt · 



And the test case of St.Andrews was .Left in a pecy:liar state 

c0m:promise neither Bishop nor Synod gainin~ a decision 

Besides personal deali~gs with the King in ( 1 ) 

Assembly ,with his Commissioners in the Privy Conference 

and by various temporary delet;ations to ask his ad~ice 

on points as they arose, other mor·e permanent commissions 

were appointed,the chief of theee being thatwhich was en: 

:trusted with the presentation of the formal written demands 
• 

to King and Council. These articles dealt with the usual 

heads Suppression of Papistry,Provision and Establishme~, 

and Jurisdiction, but a claim was put in for the privile~ 

of the Kirk in Session which had apparently ~apsed during 

the quarrel. 
(2) 
A small commission had been appointed by the 

Assembly in collaboration with the Privy Council to consider 

the deprivation of beneficed persons.These 5 ministers 

with the addition of other two had their commission extended 

to include such articles as could not be immediately settled 

by the Co mcil although they were forbidden to conclude 

(1)see.Calderwood IY p.583 
(2) (~)Suppression of Papists in the North.cf.P.C.R.p.107 

proclamation 24 Sept.1586 
(ii)Provision in the North,teinds not to go to Southern 

ministers;ri~hts of pasturage etc;annulment of app: 
:ointment to benefices of cure by any save the Kirk 
That benefices of cure under prelacies maynbe free 
from the annate and 5th penny.i.e.for the Guard,and 
the grant of these benefices to be without any condi~ 
Complaints on the taxation of vicarages which no 
longer have the small teinds.The Prelates refund them 
selves from the poor vassals.Requests for finding out 
true rents etc. · 

(iii)Appointment of judges for execution of Kirk Acts of 
Parlt. . 
In cases of apneal ~n deprivation .1udgment to lie with 
Assembly not with Session. 



without consent of the Assembly.Of these ~ ministers 5 ~ 
. ( 1) . 

least were of the Edinburgh Presbytery. There is evidence 

that this body was consulted quite normally by all such 

commissions of the Church and by its position it had obtained 

a preeminence in the Assembly and in Kirk negotiations with 

the Civil Power which virtually rendered it a permanent 

Commission of the Church. For'many years it had had the 

duty of sun~oning extraordinary meetings of the Kirk.Its 

power had of course lapsed during the Black Act period,but 

it now revived and from its extant records it seems clear 

that as Edinburgh as Capital led the Burghs,so the Capital 

Presbytery led the Church, summoning councils of ministem 

conventions of particular Presbyteries by particltlar letters 

General Conventions containing large lay elements and official 

Assemblies very much in the manner of the Central Civil 

~overning authority. The result was to centralize power not 

in the General Kirk but in the Lothian Fife and adjacent 

?resbyteries,a tendency which was not overcome until the 

disaster of December 1 96. 
1 The petition was presented in the name of the Ministxy 

They were to treat conferre and reason upon such heids 
and articles as salbe on his Majesties behalf or be his 
Grace's Comm~ssioners proponi t to them and quhat heirl n bei3 
proceidi t to report to the n ;_xt General Assemblie of the 
Kirk. 



Interaction and Poin)s of Contact between the Assembly 

and the Civil Power 

Commissions 1586Q1596 

II. The Presbytery of Edinbur$h as the Watchtower of the 
Scottish Church. 

To all intents and purpose the Presbytery 
of Edinburgh during the decade 1586-1596 was the permanent 
standing committee of the Church.In Scotland the tendency was 
to regard the affairs of the Capital as of national importance 
Matters often purely particular and local were given a 
national significance.A brawl on the Edinburgh High Street 
sometimes changed considerably the national policy,and the 
presence of the Court and Law Courts compelled the New Church 
to regard the burgh as of prior· importance in the Kirk 
oro;g,nization. It was a place whither Papists and f•gitive 
resorted,and the Presbytery accordingly received numerous 
letters of warning from all parts of the country to keep 
a watchful eye upon suspects(2)and from the time of. Knox 
first individual Edinbuegh ministers,then groups of them 
and finally the Presbytery had been given extaa ordinary 
powers to SQ~mon the General Kirk upon necessary oeeasicn 
chiefly in relation to the meetings of Parliament. 

The extant records be~in in August 1586, 
.and althour;h CA.lderwood drew largely upon them for information 
there is a great deal of matter of national importance m 
relation to the constitution which he omits.Instead of local 
feuds over teind struggles with lairds and burghs which we 
find in other Presbyter;r records those of Edinburgh reveal 
ti.ea.linss with the Kin<; with the great Lords,with Session, 
and with national aff8.irs, and as the members had ready oo cess 
to the King it is clear that the opinion of the Kirk as 
reDre.sented by the central Presbytery was known to the Gov: 
:ernment on almost every po:.nt of policy or rumour of policy. 
If the Presbytery had no accurate knowledge of the situatiop. 
it had no hesitation in making a dierect demand on this score 
The records provide thus some idea of the national outlook of 
the Kirk.The Presbytery was practically a central Commi~ee 
for public affairs. Their opinion was sought in all kinds of 
ways.Thus the Laird of Balfour pursuing the excommunicate 
Laird of Fentrie before the Session aske4 for a testimomal 
from the Presbytery that his adversary was under censure and 
so deprived of his civil rl13ht to plead before the Lords 

(1) cf.B.U.K.p.486 



David Lindsay the Bishop Commissioner of Lothian punctil1on$iliy 
consulted the Presbytery on the question of the Commission 
~ranted him (in acc~rdance with one of the articles of the 
Kirk)to choose out suitable persons to judge of violation of 
Sabbath and similar offences Papistry Blasphemy Pilgrimage 
delapidation etc.All information on this score was to be 
reported to the King thq_t he T1~.ght S'l!Timon malefactors before 
the Justice ~eneral, but 1\\Qm~ ·c::; 1111g'ht be tried before local 
Justices, and these Judges were nominated by the Commissiore r 
by the advice of the Presbytery.The group of persons chosen 
0'onsisted of those landowners who normally represented the 
lay elemnt in the Presbytery(1)Thus the Presbytery had a ~ice 
in the civil execution of the laws,but it also had countless 
commissions en~rusted to it by the Assembly to administer 
ecclesiastical justice.The Presbytery's attitude towards Episc: 
:opacy was modified by the fact that it contained moderates 
and zealots ~n almost equal proportions and they apparently 
agreed to bury all disputes,in order to unite against the 
menace of Papistry which was manifestin~S itself in sympathy 
shown for Queen Mary,and was particularly dangerous in the 
very seat of Justice the Session. ( 2) , 

IDf '=>Kirk dealings w1 th the Convention of Estates 
which on September 23 granted a taxation of £15000 for alle.ged 
repression of thieves,really for defence of the Queen,(3) nor 
of that of Decembergave a voluntary subsidU7for the expenEB s of 
embassies to Spain France and Denmark in aid of the Queen's 
defence there is no evidence,but the Kirk attitude was strongly 
a~ainst any measures which might mean breach with England.It 
is indeed curious that the Presbytery made no comment upon the 
band entered into by the Barons freeholders and feuars of Lothln 
with the King towards the payment of a voluntary stent toward 
the s:tme end,for these concerned were the Church allies uro n 
whom they relied for execution of their decrees and for support 
against the central authority .Perhaps the barons as they later 
cUd in the case of Gl :tsgow refused to allow interference in 
a scheme which was to lead to their inclusio~ in Parliame~ 
~nd as yet the {fhureb -l ". had not realized the danger of that. 
inclusion to its own prestige.(~~C.R.IV.p.136 13 Jan.1587) 
TI}Jusice Clerk,Braid,Merchiston,Pilrig,Carberry,Johnstone 

burgess of Edinburgh. 
( 2 )cf. the Synod of Mersw had"passed over" the fatal "subscn ptbn u 

C.IV.p.603-4 The Lords of Session were complained upon by 
the Presbytery (Rec.22nd November) Lindsay and Pont with the 
King's permission went to the Secretary to inform him and 
then proceeded to warn the Judges to admit none against 
admitting any to judge defend or pursue without the testimon~ 
of the Presbytery 

(3)A.P.S.III.p.424.£7500 from Spiritual Estate.The tenants of 
crown lands were to supply such as paid third. 
P.C.R.IV.p.128.Each lord offered £tOO Earl £3QO Prelate £40 
and the Burghs were to advise.The last had been injured by 
Elizabeths restictions on trade(R.C.B.I.p.218 Aug.1586. The 
Edinburgh merchants were also irritated by the Presbytery 's 
·tR~gr:~?;tRc~e~r. y~~~) trade customs as smelliug of superstitlcn 



The Church policy was certainly an unpopular one in this 
respect and it was mainly the attitude of the Edinburgh 
Presbytery which was responsibl.e for the refusal to pray 
for Mary, as being indirectly a· ,censure of Elizabeth. Their 
foreign policy was so fixed upon England that political 
consider~tions overrode any humanitarian prineiples. During 
this period the Records show that requests on behalf of tbose 
ministers who had been impristmed for their rtoiH:nlee of 
diatribe despite the concessions of the late Assembly,almost 
always had a secondary motive in attempting subrlY to dissuade 
the King from active intervention on his mothers behalf, and 
from support of any Papists. By virtlue of its general commiS si on 
it requested as early as 14th March 1587 that a General A89 embly 
might be called on account of the"greit necessitie".Such an 
Assembly would doubtless have made strong representations on 
the point of policy.(1)Yet the Assembly itself was not absolute~ 
impartial even against suspect Papists.The slackness of the 
Presbytery to take up the case of the Master of Gray and his 

"traffickingtt may be at:trributed to the fact that he had been 
so instrumental in effectin~ the return of the Lords.(2) 
The King apparently neglecting this suggestion the Presbytery 
began to exercise its general commission in no uncertain way 
On 11th April it found goo~ that "ane letter be writtin to 
sum of the presbytries within this realme to direct sum of 
ther commissioners to the next conventioun of the Nobilitie 
to be convenit in Edinburgh To crave redres of the manifold 
abussis within the Kirk"(3) This convention of the uobility 
must be that of 10th May and the suggestion seems to be that 
in the event of the King's unwillingness to summon the Kirk 
the Convention of Nobility or Estates should be appealed to. 
This seems to be precisely what happened. On 18th April they 
sent again to the King and at last on 2nd May received his 
permission in general terms.The precise date however was only 
fixed after or during the Convention.(4).Thus the commission 
of the Kirk which dealt with the Nobility or Estates was a 
kind of convention itself composed of representatives sent 
from such Presbyteries as the Capital Presbytery chose to 
warn.St.Andrews which was one of this select number appointed 
Andrew Melville and James Martin but referred conclusion to 
the Synod.(5i 
(1) Edin.MS.Pres.Recs.14th March 1587 No reference is made 

to Mary' s death. 
(2)ibid. same date (3) MS.Edin.11th April. 1587 
(4)0n 18th April they insisted upon measures being taken by 

the eouncil against Jesuits returning from France to ttcorl£1 pt 
the simple 11

• Convention of Nobility mentioned C.IV.p.613 
P.C.R.IV.p.164.10th May.The proclamation for the Assembly 
was dated 24th May. 

(5)ST.Andrews.Pres.MS.20th Auril 1587 "Upon the requeist of the 
brethren of Edinburgh that some commissioners suld be send 
to the Convention of the estaittis to be holdin at Edr. the 
1 Oday of Maii. 



1)P.C.R.IV.p. 174-It was called a General Assembly of the 
. Ministry. 
{2)B.U.K.p.686~689;697 (3)B.O.K.o.700 
(J)ibid.p.688 Three of the 6 to prepare the acts were of the 

Edinbur~h Presbytery as bein~ most conversant with the 

( ~ ~c~s of Parlia~ent. (5)B.U.K.pp.699;701 
o)1b1d.p.702;698 



The commission given to these 21 ministers was .'3. eompre: 
:hensive one .They w·ere to 11 present w+th all humilitie due 
submission and revernce to the King s Majestie and Lords 
of the Arti~les of Parliament such articles and humble pet: 
:itions givin to them by the Assembly and to suit for tbe 
establishment of these by law.They were to confer with King 
and Parliament(i.e)the Lords Articles) on any obscure p&ints 
and on the King's own demands". To prepare and fprmulate 
their programme "that they may be readier andt more resolute" 
they were to hold a meeting on the ,Otheof July.(1) The 
Convention of Royal Burghs met in Dundee in the interval 
between the Assembly and the Parliament and it is to be 
presumed that some joint action was arranged between.them 
although unofficially.(2) Their procedure showed the same 
tendency regarding re capitulation of privilege and two at 
least of their articles show some relation wuth the Church 
al thou~h the Bur~hs were not as arule sympathetie to Chur eh 
clails to independence . 

. There is evidence of the attendance of tbase 
commissioners in this import~nt Parliament which is a land 
mark in the economic and constitutional history of Scotland 
They did not confine their activities to representationmt~ 
to the Lords Articles .Before these were elected Pont Lindsay 
and some others having commission from the Church protested 
in open Parliament against the presence of Bishops a.nd Prelates 
in Parliament as having no authority to vote in the name of 
the Church.A spirited debate took place in the presence of 
the King in which the Abbot of Kinloss (Edward Bruce) defended 
the position for the Prelates(';) but the question was ref' erred 
to the Lords Articles in the personnel of whom the Prel~es 
had a large proportion.It was presumably after the election of 
these that Lindsay' s ptotestation was registered. "That nane be 
sufferit to vote onie thibg in name of the Kirk bot sic as 
hes functioun in the Kirk and quha sall have commissioun 
of the Kirk to the effect foirsaid(4) The writer of the Hist: 
:ory limits it still farther to the exclusion of lajyelders 
by addin~ the phrase "by preaching and administration of 
the sacraments".(5).This was more than\a mere denial of the 
right of the uneommiss~oned to sit.It was an assertion that 
the Kirk should be there by 1ndub$table representatives and 
those must be of the actual ministr • · 

1 B.U.K.p.700 e Parl ament was fence t July. e icles 
chosen 13th.The meeting of the Commissioners of the Kirk 
therefore corresponded to the preparatory meetin~a of the 
separate Estates. 

(2) R.C.B.I.n.234 cf the act for the ~inister at the Stanle 
the demand that schoolmaster sgoupd be prohibited frnm • 
using funcyion of the ministry or botary,and that all 
testaments should be confirmed in the Commissary Courts 

(3) See.Rait.p.175;Lee.II.p.97 Sp.II.p.375 
{4) A.P.S.III.p.427-8 

(5) History James.~!.p.232 



The final list of Acts shows that the Commissioners ob~ned 
what they had been in the main sent to do.i.e .ratificatmn of 
Kibk Liberties(A.P.S.p.429 cap 2) and of the acts again~ the 
opponenrs of the true religion(cap.3).They qlso gained a 
share in the right of search for Papistical Books along with 
the Provost and Bailies,for which a previous act of Parliament 
had proved ineffective(cap.4).Acts were passed for pre~nting 
disturbances in church and for the protection of the ministry 
from violence, long a repeated complaint of the Kirk ( 1). • 
By the 7th Act the Commission for Deprivation had their power 
extended to inclued prelacies as well as inferior benefkes 
but the idea of a civil service paid out of the revenues of 
the Kirk is retained in the prohibition to the Commission to 
proceed against members of Council and College of Justice and 
those abroad on royal embassies,for nori residence provided 
that suitable ministers were placed in the vacant charges,cap~ 
The former netition of bhe church on the question of relief 
from taxation of the annate and fifth penny for the guard 
of all benefices of cure under prelacies was granted,ca~ 5) 
and the case of the poor labourer an~ his teind was not for: 
:gotten,cap.31) 

But the most important acts both from the eeonomm 
standpoint and for ultimate effct upon its representation 
for the General Assembly were the EighbhT-for the Annexation · 
of the temporalities 0f Benefices to the Crown,and the120th 
For the inclusion of the Smaller Barons and Lairds as a new 
Bstate in Parliament.The latter was of importance to the 
Kirk for two reasons because it gave their allies the gentlem~ 
a legal right to attend Parliament on a representative basis 

(not as mere nominees to Convention)and so a share in the 
work of the Articles which eventually considered all Church 
proposala,and also because in the same proportion as this 
innovation made Parliament more representative so it diminishm 
the authority of the Assembly which had tended to colle~ all 
the powers of an extra Parliamentary Opposition. But un~l 
the Assembl) definitely challenged the prestige of Parliament 
and until the conservative reluctance of the Lairds was over 
come the system seemed to hold several advantages for the 
Church. ( 2) 

(1)Violence against a minister was to be tried before a 
Oriminal Judge and punished by forf·ei'bure of the whole 
movable good of the offender one half going to the King 
and the other to the minister and this without prejudme 
of punishment for the crime •f slaughter.A.P.S.III.p.430 

(2)Their summons to General Councils was to be of. these shires 
nearest just as in the case of the Burghs;this is comparable 
to the procedure of the Edinburgh Presbytery !newarn~ the 
next adjacent Presbytet•es to those vague conventions of 
the ministry to which the lairds so often resorted.Both 
Kirk and State had this element of arbitrary choice in the 
hands of a Central Edinburgh Authority. 



Spottiswood states that b'r the Act of Annexation the 
zealous hoped the end of Episcopacy was at hartd since 
the Bis~oprics were laru,ely founded on temporal lands 
and the principle of their presence in Parliament.was 
lar~ely that of Land tenure.The ministers thought that ~1 
the tithes of these annexed lands would be ~iven to them, 
but in point of fact the only people whi benefited were 
temporar:~ly the Royal Treasury and seconcUy the temporal 
lords who received eventually the gifts of the temporalities 
(1)The Ecclesiqstical Estate accordingly left with teinoo 
and. the housea~ and castles of the prelates could not supply 
the Ecclesiastical taxation and this meant the practical 
abolition of the Bishops in Parliament. 

Thus the Commission of the Kirk had been 
in attendance at a Parliament which revolutionized the whll>le 
financial position as rersarrls the Church and its relation t.o 
the State.Fear of the defection of the lairds may be seen in 
the anxiety of the Presbytery of Edinburgh to have the 
concurrance of the gentlemen at their meetings(2) b~t beyond 
this there seems to be no discussion on the questions in hhe 

"watchtower" of the Scottish Church. 
Collections as always for varioy.s purposes 

offered good means of communication between Presbyteries (J) 
and in the collection for the cUstressed Church of France 
the co-operation of Dundee and Montrose was invited.A eam: 
:paign within the Presbytery was begun against the great 
apathy of many toVTards religion and in the same way they 
or~anized. scl.J.emes not only for their own bounds but sent 
letters to all the Presbyteries of the r~alm"to give inform: 
:ation to all the countrey to beware of Jesuits 11 (4) 
Particularly did they appeal to the gentlemen"to profess 
themselves reac.y to maintain religion with ha.zard of thel r 

(5)liff and heritase".The Spanish invasion was about to.be 
atter'l9ted ann the situation provi.cled an opportunity forthe 
display of that Anglophile policy which often forced James 
hand and prevented t~at exercise of political and financial 
bargaining which he re~arded as the ideal for Scotland. 
For two years Elizabeth through the medium of the preacre rs 
had been preparing her o le for the Spanish menace. 

1 Rait.p.4 7,Connell.p. 02~107 James regarded it ·~a~s~a~mTi~sTt~a~~ 
It is improbable that the clause giving the prelates life 
rent v1as carried out.J.M.p.260says •na guid was done ror 
the Kirk but •• she was spuilzeit by a plane law of theane 
~alf' of her patrimony.Her ei in the meantyme blearit with 
twa fear promises ane of abolishing of all Bishops and 
prelacies,ane uther that the haill teinds suld be peaceablje 
put in the Kirks possession~See.A.P.S.III.p.4Jt 

(2)Recs.MS.17th Oct.1587 (3)21 Nov.1587 MS.Edin.Recs 
(4) ibid. (5)28th Nov. ibid. • 



The Erlinburgh Presbyterv now on its own initiative or 
perhaps because it contained a majority of that general 
commission of the Church,on 19th December 1587 appointed 
Bruce Pont Lindsay Balcanquall Craig Rollock and Brand to 
pass to the King's Chancellor and Justice Clerk "craving of 
his Majestie a licence that bayth ministers ~ronis and 
burrowis may convene for ressouning and concluding upon the 
best way and mein to resist sick dangerous proeedings"an,d 
after their a~vice given that the Royal Linence be given to 
ministers and ~entlemen to pass through the country exhorting 
men to continue in the true- religion and for taking extra: 
:ordinary measures to suppress Papists and Jesuits in spite 
otr"any other char;:se purehest fra his majiestie in the contram" 

This ehtry seems to make it clear that the 
meeting of the"waeriff11 in the following January placed by 
all authorities in the January of the following year 158e.. 89 
was held not after the Armada but bef'ore it and was thus 
responsible for the extraordinary Assembly on February 6th 
1587-88 and the assumption is that the Assembly of February 
1588-89 was not an Assembly at all and certainly the situation 
of 1587-88 was more worthy of extreme measures than that of 
February of the following year when the danger was for the 
most part over. Now the Assembly of the Wacriff of' January 
repeats in almost the same terms the proposals of the P.res: 
:bytery in December 1587 for commissions against Jesuits (1) 
and for permission for the :ninisters and gentlemen ·to go 
through the c~untry sounding the feeling of the country and 
exhorting to defence against the Spaniard and Papist.My 
suggestion is that the Presbytery of Edinburgh finding no 
response to their sug~estions from the King summoned one of 
those fairly common meeting of representatives from adjacent 
Presbyte-eies of the leading minj_sters and. barons and organized 
a programme for compelling the King to call an Assembly either 
of the church of' of the S~.ate but containing barons ministers 
and burghs so that a national scheme for defence might be 
arranged.The Church in fact was prepared to replace the 
Parliament as the national leader.If the Privy Council of the 
State would not call the nation to arms against the Spaniard 
the Presbytery of Edinburgh as the Privy Council of the Kirk 
could and did convene a body·lriifmhsshontl'iitself capable of 
handling the situation irrespective of whether it had civil 
authorit or not. 

Examination of the authorities shows that the weight of 
evidence is for Jan.1587-88 and that no such meeting was 
held in the followin~ year and that no Assembly met ll1 
Feb.1589.Calderwood has no record of business and the 
B.U .K·. follows his authority .The C.S. P.mentions no disturb• 
ance in J~n.or Feb.1589 b~t it doesstate IX.p.536 th~ · 
there was ah~eausassembly of the ministry in the be~nning 
of 1588 "anent the Convention of the Kirk and the gesevittoo 
The Privy Council would have had more cause in 1589 for 
their strin~ent proclamations if the wacriff were meetin 
then but there is no record.If held in 1589 why did Andr~w 
Melville preside.If in 1588 he had evry right to do 

80 



This Convention of the Wacriff therefore which I have 
placed in January 1587-88 is a striking instance of how a 
Kirk Convention could replace the Parliament as an expresa11on 
of National feeling.There are some evidences that this national 
feeling was created by the Kirk itself.That their programme 
was dictated by the Edinburgh Presbyteey seems to be indicated 
by the list of petitions which they presented to the King. 
They asked permission for the Presbyteries wit~ barons and 
gentlemen to consult upon remedies for the dangers,i.e.local 
committees consider the national dangers and defences not as 
members of the body politic but as organizations of the Kirk 
and their report was to be made to the Kin~ before 20th January 
That immediate commission be given to some Councillors to try 
Jesuits,and th~t ministers and barons travel the country to 
ur~e Nobles Barons and Bu.rghs to remain constant in the defence 
of religion.A com~ittee of 20 composed of 10 laymen noblemen 
lawyers and burgesses prepared means of immediate execution 
as a result of which a central committee was set up consisting 
of the Clerk Re ~:Sister, a senato• of the College of-. Justice 
4 advocates the Provost and two burgesses of Edinburgh and 
Bruce Lindsay a·r1d Pont, to which each Moderabor of Presbytery 
was to send theinformationcollected in the districts on all 
matters concerm1mg religion.That the King was agreeable seems 
to be evident from the fact that members of the Privy Couroil 
were present.The date of the extraordinary Assembly was fixed 
for the 6th February in place of the July meeting.Since they 
had the consent of the King to convene(cf the 1584 Acts) the 
ministers were to urge the barons and gentlemen to take 
commission from the Synods who were to meet for the purpose 
before 23rd January.Probably this exhortation to the Barons 
may have had some connection with the meeting of the new shire 

contd 
by virtue of his position as Moderabor of the last Assembly 
in June 1587,otherwise it should have been Smeaton who was 
Moderator in August 1588.The original source therefore seems 
to be the statement of James Melville who wrote"January 158811 

It iS significant that nowhere are any authentic accounts of 
the February 1589 Assembly to be found.It seems strange that 
both the extraordibary Assembly of 1588 and the equally 
extraordinary Assembly of 1589 should have precisely the same 
date February 6th. It seems to come to this.Did James Melulle 
write 1588 meanin~ 1588-89 or 1587-88?.The internal evideroe 
of the business of the Convention of the Waeriff is ambiguous. 
"The Papists in L:Hmtendry and Wardenry may refer equally to 
Maxwell 1588 and Huntly 1589.0n the whole from the evidence 
of the Edinburgh Records and from these circumstances it 
seems probable that these most important meetings from the 
constitutional point ~f vie~~took place in 1588 before the 
Armada rather than after the crisis was past. 
Certainly in 1589 the affair of the Brig of Dee was in agitation 
and Anti Papal feeling was strong,but after examination it seems 
more probable that 1587-88 was the year. 



inJanuary or February of the same year.They were to meet the 
King on 1st February and the inference seems to be that oome 
overlappin~ of the two systems was counted upon.The barons 
obeying the King's order foE elections might at the same time 
appoint dele3ates for the General Assembly,and this may account 
for the assembly electi<ms taking place in the collective. 
meetings of the Synods .The system anticipated was rather how: 
:ever on the prindiple of mass representation.They were ~ 

"take commission11 from the Synods but as numbers were unrestrict 
:ed this meant only a slight advanve in formality.(1) 
A convent1.cm of Royal Burghs met also in Edinburgh fromFet>'S-12 
It seems probable that the Burghs which came to theAssembly 
took advanyage of the occ!:l.sion to hold a Particular Convention 
of their own !:1.lthou:3h their business did not consider the 
question of the nat1~nal cr1sis.Thus we have somw Barons 
meeting with the King on 1st February,Some Burq;hs on the 6th 
and the Assembly on the same date.These meetings therefore 
look likw meetings of the three Estates which coalesced tound 
the Central Committee of ministers and Edinburgh eitizens.(2) 

In the record it is stated that the Assembly was 
convened by the King's call.His sanction had been obtained 
but the organiz·:,.tion of the Church was complete without ht s 
interference.His commissioners were annointed members of the 
Privy Conference.Robert Bruce licensed."only in 1587 was (3) 
moderator, probably because as a son of the Hous.e of Airth he 
had some influence amon~S laymen and at Court, and. to consider 
the extraordinary situation i.e~the readiest way to quench the 
present fyre of Papistrie kindli t throughout the haill countrie" 
the Assembly borrowed Parliamentary methods.After the appoint: 
:ment of the Assessors ( cf the Lords Articles) separate ne etinSl 
of Estates were appointed to convene apart and report 'the. 
results of the deliberations o~ their Estate to these Assessors 
The Estates were Ministers,Barons and Gentlemen,and Burghs 
and the advice of the Barons which included some members of 
the Higher Nobility =as th"tt which according to feudal: pri ncipJe 
in Scotland was adopted.This advice was precise~execution of 
laws against Jesuits the Assembly giving up all its information 
on that score to the Treasurer,that the King take immediate 
action to cope with the national situation,and in addition it 
suggested a. mass representation to the King to impress upon him 
the urgency of the crisis.That this last suggestion was adopted 

(4)is clear from S ottiswood and the King's refusal to receive th~ 
1)P.C.R.IV.p.245.see.Rait.p.209 

(2)R.C.B.I.p.269 ef with list.of Assessors.B.U.K.p.703 
(3)J.M.p.271 "the godlie for his puissant ctoctrine •• lovit him 

the warldlings for his parentage and place reverenced him 
and the enemies for baith stude in aw of him. 

(4)sp.II.p.380 They went in the afternoon to Holyrood.The King 
enra~Sed refused to receive them nThey meant to boast him 
with their power and force him to execution of their demands" 



was the natural reply to a threat of force.His statement 
however th~t he had ~iven them no warrant to assemble see~ 
stran~e.He m~y of course have 3iven his consent for local 
organizations as su~~estec1 by the "Wacriff u but had noD realized 
that the Kirk Nat\onal or~anization would be competent to 
convene such a representative body in so s~ort a time.It must 
have been the lay element to which he objected for his eomm: 
:issioners certainly were present in the Assembly itself. 
The compromise hoever was effected by the nomination in A~embly 
of a representative commission to ~o to the Kin~ with the 
Kirk demands when summoned by the Chancellor.Curiously enough 
this commission contained 3 Lords of Privy Council.i.e.Mar 
Angus Marischal-the more Protestant Anglophile party, 2 Lo::rd s 
4 Lairds 2 Bur~esses and 5 ministers. The Assembly would thus 
seem to have collected within itself the Opposition even within 
the Privy Council.There seems to be little doubt that in this 
instance the Assembly was the national Representative body 
the Opposition Parliament which in the absence of the true 
Parliament compelled attention to foreign and domestic policy. (1) 
But the force of circumstance was so great that the King could 
not maintain his attitude and had to submit to conference with 
as good grace as possible and appointed 6 of his Council to 
confer with deleP-;ates of the Assembly on details which the 
commission mentioned above had not had opportunity to discuss 
with the King himself.The Assembly's nominees for this second 
commission show the determination to make all their negotiations 
renresentative of the peonle or at least the "commons" of the 
realm.5 lairds 4bur~esses~and 4 ministers constitU~dthis 
commission.The position "ras a triumph for the Church,and their 
formal articles show an appreciation of their power although 
they claim quite clearly that the Assembly met with the royal 

(~consent to give advice on the suppression b6 the menace to 
religion and on the means of avoiding the dangers.The whole of 
the "intelligence" c :)llected by the districts as to the increase£ 
of Papistry was imparted to the King,with the suggestion that 
this might have been prevented if the surveillance of ministers 
in suffivient numbers had been obtainable.The obvious remedy 
was the plantation of Kirks by collaboration with the Civll 
Arm and in furtherance of the scheme the Kirk nominated3 minist~ 
for the South and 3 for the North to act in concert with dBlega~ 
of the Council to further the work of suppression of Papistry 
and the reform of schools and colle es (3 

1 B.U .TLp.705 
(2)ibir't.p.713 
(3) ibid.p.714-715 



ThJt did not forget to remind the King of the necessity of 
punishing vice and for taking immediate order for th& poor 
"th9.t in such multitudes wanders up and_ downe the countrey 
without law or reli.gioun"( 1) 11Additional Greeves" even more 
vehemently bemoaned the lack of exec~1tion of the Anti -Papist 
laws and the apathy of the commons while the late act against 
Violence to ministers had made no ~mpression.(2) The list 
of indictments in the majorit' of the shires seems to be an 
q,dmission that the hold of the Church on the neople was slender 
as we know from other sources(3) and the feudal element was 
a perpetual menace to the authority of the Kirk.It was not only 
for religious motives that the ministry cultivated the favour 
of the laird."'!!ithout his 11 0N.ftCUtion" the decrees of the Ki!k 
would have been simply forms of expression for the central 
authoraty was too waak to -·provide any co·mterpoise .Even the 
final penalty of excommunication mi~ht be repudiated by a 
stron~ feudal lord.e.~.Seaton(4) 

The uower of this national Assembly however 
was such that for the.moment it looked as if the majority of 
Kirk problems wouln be solved under the threat of the Spanish 
terror. The Lords of Chekker sent particular requests for the 
advice of the Assembly as to how they shouldproceed in the 
matter of ministers stipends the whole system of which ougbt 
to have been reexamined in the light of the Annexation.The 
Assembly suggested a joint board of ministers and Chekker to 
make a temporary arrangement for that year but to conclude a 
~'erpetual Platt" pending approval in detail by the Presbyterie 

~he Assembly concluded with arrangements for 
a fast(6~ and fixed its next meetin~ for August.Who then w~ 
left in charge of affairs for answer and conference were 
necessary for the execution of its clemabds.The Commission for 
this end (for some such commission did exist (7) was probably 
that body of 9 laymen and 4 ministers(8) already appointed for 
conference with the Privy Council.The Burgh members would almost 
certainly return home,the lairds who stayed some distance away 
would not be regular in their attendance.T.he duty therefore 
would seem naturally to devolve upon the idinburgh group assisted 
by the Fife members who could be easily advertised of sudden 
developments 
(1)B.U.K.p.71§ {2) cf the Records MS.of St.Andrews Pres. 

March 9th 1586-87 The Laird of Carslogie's invasion o~ Mr 
Pa:brick Arthur.He "struik him with his swerd betwix the 
schulderis ·it bein;s in the scabbart and the said Mr. Patrik tuik 
aff his hat and_ thanki t the saed laird" ! Another case on 
14th Uay 1590 shows that the minister was often a good swords 
man.Mr.Thomas Do1glas had broken the Laird of Forretts sword 
in a similar encounter. · 

(3)cf.Cott.Cal.C.IX.no.275 The commons disposition the religious 
part follow England,but their numbers are not great "snecially 
after so long preaching of the gospell"and the use of ~ 
disci!Jline.The reasons for this were the"licence and disorder 
of the most part of the nobility that can·be~r no yoak and 
draw their followers clienrs etc after them by their example 

eonjd. 



That the Kin~ had resented while submittin~ to this extra: 
:ordinary neeting is obyious.Before the Assembly had dissolved 
he had p~ssed i~ Privy Uouncil an act (19th February) which 
while it mi~ht refer equally to Papists and Presbyters seems 
in its intention to aim <'lirectly at those conventions of 
mlnisters which :,.aa made the ext~taordinary procedure of the 
Assembly possible."the sindrie conventiounes conventicles privie 
and publict trystis and meitingis keipit of late amon€;st hiS 
Hienes nobilitieanct otheris his subjects in divers his Hienes 
burrowis and other partis of this realme,his Majestie being 
nowayes maid pri vie of the caussis of sick conventiounes ..• 
dischargin~ all such conventiouns wi~nou~ exception.fP.C.R.II25J) 
This &llustrates the vigorous propaganda wnich the Kirk nad 
organized in order to obtain the expression of national fe~ing 
at the February Assembly.It also shows that if the King consented 
to the petitions of the Wacriff on this score he had had no 
idea of the scale which they contemplated.In any case hew~ 
resolved on no other occasion to have his policy dictated ~ 
him by a body which was neither Parliament nor "Convention 
of the Ministry" bit.in reality an Assembly of theclasses which 
in En~land formed the House of Commons.(see.Lee.II.p.100) 

The Commission of the Kirk and its parent 
body the Presbytery of ErUnburgh had therefore to be wakeful. 
No event of nati on"",l interest passed without the Presbytery . 
makin~ some representation upon it to the King.e.g the atten pt 
of Huntly to chan~e the Offi_cers of State((J'.IV.p.677) natur:illy 
connects itself with the petition of 25th March to bewareof .,.,"lpi 

N0tes contimb.ed. 
''3) The second cause W8,s"theiroften mutinies and disturbances that 

dissolve all orcler ecclesiastic all ancl ci vill. The best affected 
are of Edenborou~h and some of the greater townts of the South 
The rest of the Common sort follow the faction and their LObds 
uart'! The King; seemeth not soundly affected towards. the diseiplme 
~ecause •.. it houlds within comnasse and takes away from the 
Pr~n~es authoritY whicp he thinks little enoush in Scotland as i~ 
is. He was likewlse nou content with the power· of the ancient 
nobility and for this purpose advanced the Earl of Arran •• ~abate 
their authority"by some other of new ereation~The Kirk was thus 
a supporten of feudalism. England on the other hand while using 
the political power of the ministers a!li!li tlbtycaasen"bb ee.~atulate 
itself that it was free from their interference,In Scotland . 
"neither the authoritie of the prince greatlie obeit nor the 
d.iscipline of the churche with anie devotion followed .•• ( fal .D. I. 
p.260 Feb.15 15P8-89) . 

(4) Haddin~t~nPres.MS.Recs.p~ssim (5) B.U.K.p.726 
{6) For the Papist Conspir9,cy,Defection of the' Multitude and wrack 

of the Kirk's patrimony. 
(7) See text of Proclamation against Jesuits 20th M&y.P.C.R.IV.285 
(8) Lairds~~dderburn,Colluthie,Caprinton,Ormisyon Whittingham, 

Comms.of ~dinburgh,Dundee Aberdeen,Perth, and Pont Lindsay 
Melville,Blackburn.B.U.K.p.707 



'P9.pists. 

But in return for his reluctant concessions James obt~ired 
the propagandist support ~f the Kirk in his eneerprise against 
Maxwell who W'.'I.S i'"!lPlicaterJ_ in an attemnt to S.~dltbetSpanish 
schemes( 1). Very fittinc;ly when the King had concluded his 
expedition the work of settlement was entrusted to him who was 
commonly known as the "~.'!inisters King" ( 2) .Immediately upon 
J~es' retmrn to EdinD~rgh the Presbytery produced ur~ent demands 
for punishment of indi viduA,l Pauists. There are indications that 
the Commission of the Church or· the Presbytery had not eease d to 
urge the ex€cution of such concessions as James had made.It 
~~st be due to their activities that in the last week of July 
some kind of a Convention passed resolutions which virtually 
accepted the Kirk programme.The Armada was in the channel and 
James resolved to waive distinctions in the matter of authcr ity 
and to utilize the organization which the Church certainly had 
uromoted.The inference must be that the State simply took over 
plans which the Kirk with the aid of the nobility and gentlemen 
had been prepared to put into execution in any event.The 
Assembly in fact in time of national crisis found itself corn: 
:petent to lead anrl direct the expression of nationality which 
in the absence of the Parliament(which had not been summoned) 
found no other outlet) ' 

The substitute for Parliament an augmented 
Council Jr Conventicm of Estates meeting on 27th July put into 

(3 )execution all ~cts a;ainst Papists and Jesuits rebels vagabonds 
etc by means of a plan which directly followed the Assembly's 
suggestion in the appointment of a large commission allocated 
to various districts.They were to arrange barobial feuds put 
ar.ts for the Poor in force and most important of all they 
were to hold wapinschaws and be ready to resist "all outward 
and domestique invasio~n tending to the danger of God's trew 
religioun or the trouble of his Hienes Estate and commoun 
quietnes of the realme" Within the Burghs the Municipal Auth: 
:orities were given these powers but in the districts the chief 
landowners.This corresponds very readily to those unofficial 
organizations which the proclamation of 19th February had 
set out to prohibit and which almost certainly were the result 
of ministerial efforts. The State in the crisis therefore 

( 4) accepted them as they were, and on 1st August produced anotra r 
definite scheme for musterings and balefires should a landing 
be attempted.The commissioners of the districts were largely 
those who were accustomed to attend the Kirk and its conventiond 
(1)See.Pres.Recs.Edin.IIth June.1588 -
(2)C.IV.p.680 
(3~P.C.R.IV.p.300; Sp.II.p.385 
(4) ibid.p.307 These acts were proclaimed the very day before 

the Assembly met.'Was there a ·feeling that the Council would 
have to account for its negligence to the national feeling 
of the country as represented in the General Assembly. 



The General Assembly meetin~ on the 6th of August was 
therefore more than a mere convention of the Kirk.The 
two questions With which it had to deal showed its dual 
function (i)"the menace to Kirk and Kngdom by the arrivall 
of forrane natiouns as Spaniards and barbars" and (ii) the 
aeq~Jy of religion owin3 to the scarcity and poverty of min: 
isters occasioned by the perpetual inroads upon the Kirk 

patrimony.As before in time of crisis the Assessors held a 
to.f>d;e nu..tDber of laymen. To deal with the first point an organ: 
: ized fast was -proclaimed ini' Edinburgh during the time of 
the Assembly.That the people appreciated the part that the 
Kirk was taking is evidenued by the large numbers of peop~ 
of all classes who crowded to the capital upon whom the Kirk 
pulpit propaganda undoubtedly had an enormous effect since 
the most reliable news was disseminated by that means.The 
absence of the King left the Kirk a free hand inthis direction 
and they used the oppo:btunity to exhort the people to defence 
of religion liberty of the country and the maintenance of 
the King.To make sure that measures were being taken the Assem: 
:bly dele~ated Lindsay and Duncanson to go to the Court to 
remind the King of his duty that "with concurrance of the 
Nobilitie and the realme he may be provided for timous defence" 
The Assembly in fact was acting the part of a resolute Parlia: 
mentary body exercising a careful vigilance over the executive. 

On the secon~ point which the Kirk persisted 
in regarding as of immense consequence a committee of 6, (1) 
3 laymen and three ministers considered the whole position 
with resard to the fevenue from the thirds both in the ma~er 
of the ministers portion and of the Royal S~perplus. And that 
there might be no mistake about the commissions appointed 
in the late qct of Convention for the punishment of Papism 
they gave in a list of their own nominees composed of the 
Chancellor Justice Clerk Treasurer Clerk Register,4 advoc~es 
the Captain of the Castle 2 Lairds The Provost and a burgess 
of Edinburgh,to deal with a particular quota of suspects within 
tha district.(2) 

How far the Assembly was Jrapared to go in the 
execution of civil affairs is emphasized in the incident of the 
suspected Dunkirk ship.Though unmentioned before it is evident 
that the members of the Privy Council were in attendance tpon 
the Assembly as realizing its national importance for they 
Joined with the Assembly in the request to the Provost ard 
Ma~istrates of Edinburgh to"man the ship take. the men and keep 
them quhill his Ma.jestie come ovir". When the Magistrates re fused 
"in respect it wilbe ane hindrance to thair traffick" three 
of the most powerful ministers went to inform the Chancellor 
offering their assistance in urging the town to agree.(3 

1 B.U.K.p.730 Colluthie Provost of Edinburgh John Johnstone 
Lindsay Pont Ferguson. 

(2)ibid..p.731 Once more the importance of the Edinburgh gr.)up 
is obvious. 

(3) The ship was suspect as a spy"out of quhilk ane man as appe.ffl 
to be of some note is landed"The Burghs always had a reluct• 
ance to pre.1u(Uce their Spa nish exuort trade B u K 
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The attitudeeW'lS a neculiar one for a "Convention of tl:E 
Kirk.Only the sease that it was replacin~ a lack in the 
Natinn~.l Constitution ~ave the Kirk its excuse. Thos'6 who 
had de~lt With the Kin~ on the question of the national 
BiVuation reported in the 7th Session the King's good mind 
towards religion and his zeal in defence of the country and 
the Kirk influence in policy is ill~strated b~ the Act ~ 
Council which on 10th August which re&nforced the measures 
for resistance.The Assembly was gratified at its success 
and sent a delegation of 4 ministers and 2 Lairds to thank 
the King in the name of the Kirk.(1) 

In the affairs of finance and kirk privile~ 
the Assembly took up an equally determinad position and made 
enactments which virtually set at defiance the grants of 
temporalities made by'~the King since the Acts of Annexation 
even those rg.tified by Parliament. While urging the King that 
Presbyteries be not processed for refusing to accept the 
present~tions offered by these new patrons they practie&ly 
begged the question by prohibiting the Presbyteries from 
giving coll"l.tion upon these presentations. (2) 

T'hose most concerned in the minor petit ions 
offered by the Assembly to the King were m.ema,-artcdifb~he 
Edinburgh Presbytery e.~.the11th Session,and again a most 
important duty was dele~ated to them to summon before them 
all ~apists resorting to the Town or Court; this imposed a 
great oblisation upon the central group ~or the Court was 
the centre of all intrigues, and the records show that tm 
Presbytery devoted an enormous proportion of its time to 
this function.The Presbytery was thus an important stan~ng 
Commission of the Kirk.But a formal commission which contained 
also a good number of Edinburgh ministers was appointed to 
wait upon Kin.~ and_ Council to consider such questions as the 
"decay of religion,provision for ministers and for schools 
and colleges"in Aull detail,and this commission of 14 ministem 
was the Generql ~ommission to which vanious unanswered bills 
and questions were referred with full power to deeide.In any 
case the Presbytery of Edinburgh was always at hand in cas.e 
of unforeseen difficulties.{3) 
(1)B.U.K.p.735 P.C.R.IV.p.J14 
(2)ibid.p.733 

(3) ibid. p. 7?7 !§nt-;,Bruce,Lindsay, Ad3.111 Johnstobe, Craig,Amdrew 
Uill,Th.Buchanan Andrew Hay ,John Porterf'ield,Blac k1u rn 
Duncanson,Ferguson Stirling,Gardein. 

Their proceedings against the Papists began at once u~n the 
conclusion of the A~sembly.Chisholm the Comptroller as~ed 
conference,Colonel ~tewart prom~sed satisfaction,the Seatons 
simply did not come at all,and the cases drag~ed on inter: 
minably referred to the Synod which referred them back to 
the Presbyteries.The Kirk reluctantly proceeded in some 
cases to the usual admonitiona and forms of process but 
the offenders usually submitted before the full pro~edure 
was done,only to fail time and again to make any full 
satisfactiontPres.Recs. from 27th August right up to the 
Assembly in June. 



The Presbytery's activities in these directions were 
hampered by the fact that the persons they were proceeding 
against were hi~h in favour at Court and the Kihg frequently 
interfered with requests for delay,requests which the Pres: 
:bytery was in no mood to challenge as they had done in the 
case of Mont~omery.Their anxiety became more marked whem 
at a Convention of Nobility Huntly was appointee. 8aptain of 
the Suard the body which shared with the Kirk in the frui~ 
of the Church patrimony.(1)Botnwell had left his old allies 
to enter into dealinss with the Papist Lords and he had already 
entered upon his turbulent career. It was realized by all p1 rties 
that the ne''-' est3..te of the lq,irds was capable of exercisirg 
a vast influence in politics.Was it ~ue to the persuasions 
of their allies the kirkmen that they sent an offer to the 
King to bring Bothwell -=md any other Earls he would name 
captive before him "for these insolences are not to be suffered 
in Scotland" ( 2) They were prepared to act in the interests 
of public order,and were rapidly becoming the decisive factor 
in the Government of Kirk and State. 11The greatest strength of 
Scotland"sa.id Asheby to Walsingham, 11 consisteth in the gentlemen 
whom they call the lairds,and the boroughs which are almo$ 
all well affected in religion.The King with these may easily 
bridle the earls.Certainly both the King and the Church hare 
are in most miserable state neither of them able to m~intain 
their households which must bring ruin to the whole statt" (3) 
The English onlooker saw no hope of improvement by way of 
Parliament which were"all for a particular interest': and rnd 
no national policy.The barons and burgesses were the only 
reliable estates,but the numbers of nobility were far too 
large for the size of the country while the merchants and 
crafts were relatively few a.nd the husbandmen were exceedingly 
poor. ( 4) 

Whether any extraordinary Assembly actually met 
in February 1588-89 is doubtful(see supra) There are certmnly 
no records of any elections in the local records but it may 
be that some collective meeting of the ministry did take place 
The discovery of the Papist Plots of Huntly Errol Claud Hamilton 
ann the others certainly agitated the ministry· but the PrEB : 
:bytery Records contain no notice of such national fervour 
as was evinced in the precedin~ year.The acts of Council Ehow 
activity probably at the instance of the ministry for enforce: 
:ment of the acts against Papists according to the acts of 
Convention of July 1588 and the commissions were reenacted for 
the districts with a special obligation upon ministers to 
receive proof of the reality of the religious professions of 
all sub ects. ( 5) 

1)C.IV.p.696 Moysie p.70.Nov.2 th 2) C.S.P.1X.n. 40 Nov.30 
3)C.S.P.ibid.p 641 (4) ibid.p.664 

(5)This certainly seems to be apoint against the Convention of 
the Wa.criff taking place in the preceding year.The brief 
account of this February Assembly as given in Calderwocd 
migh~ easily be a confusion for that of the preceding ~ar 
e.g.~n the presentation of grievances from every nrovince 
etc.The acts of Council do show evidence of kirk lnfl 
but of none of that uneasiness which leads lis t 1 um ce 
the agitation in the year 1~88 ' 0 Pace 



The suppression of the rebellion at the Brig of Dee and tbe 
Band of Aberdeen nrovided some relief for the fears of the 
ministers,and when the Assembly met at its appointed(1) d~e 
on 17th'June it thanked the King publicly for his services. 

(2)The records for this Assembly are deficient but that it was 
an important one is evidenced by the fact that the Presbyteries 
sent large representations to it. ( 3) The negotiations between 
Kirk and Civil power seem to have been purely persoRal.The 
King attended and on the 20th made a speech in the ssembly 
in which he apparently reported up-.,n the poll tical situation. 
In the absence of Parliament the Assembly undoubtedly took 
over a great part of its function.No formal petitions seem to 
have been presented and the general situation was left as it 

(4)was. The act"made in the l9.st Assembly" as to the position of 
the new lay patrons i.e.prohibiting Presbyteries from accepting 
their presentations was repeated but placinf censures upon 
those Presbyteries or ministers who should adm~t in spite of 
the act. A foreshadowing of the Barrier Act is to be seen in 
the provision that before a decision was reached on the question 
of the marria~e of adulterers the problem should be debatm 

(S) in the individual Presbyteries.Beyond these there are no 
indications of the Assembly's attitude with respect to the 
State,although the King did obtain an admission which was after: 
:wards to stand him in good stead.It was agreed that the King 
might command qny minister to attend upon him and his Court 
In their anxiety to obtain ready audience the Assembly la~ 
itself open to an abuse. which made itself clear in the days of 
the revived Bish8ps. 

It seems clear however that the Presbytery of 
Edinburgh once more received several commissions.In at le~t 
one instance it felt it necessary to strengbhem the acts ~ 
Assembly by local enactment of its own.(6). 

The Presbytery also took it upon itself to 
act as a general disseminator of news and showed the interest 
in the trend of public events in the prayers for the King's 
marria3e. "The brethren· knaw:in for certantie the Kings Majre tie 
marriad~e to be in hand.(7 

1 Appointed August 588.B.U.K.p.739 2 B.U.K.p.745.Peterkin 
used the authority of Petrie who got it from Spottiswood 
II.p.398.Row says that he could find no trace of this Areembly 
in the ordinary Book. 

(?)Edin.sent ~ lairds and ~Cxministers.Haddington.7 lairds and 
3 ministers (Recs.Edin.10th June,Haddington 4th June) 

(4) This last Assembly must be that of August 1588 see B.U.K.733 
for this particv,lar act on lay patrons.This again proves 
that if an Assembly was held in Feb.1588-89 it was not counta 
as an official one. 

(5)B.U.K.p.746 (6) 23rd Sept.1589 In future no minister 
should be appointed without the recomm: 
endation of a Presbytery 

{7) 'th August.1589 Recs.us 



Excommunication was becoming a rarity in Church censure 
particularly since the. King had set his face against the 

"summary" method .The lenity l:lhown to the Papist Earls was 
such that even the warlike Synod of Emthian did not insist 
upon their public penitence "for it was thought but an ydle 
thing and that it would turne but to plaine mockery" ( 1) It 
needed all the Kirk resources and the active support of the 
English ambassador to buttress the disci~line of the Church 
without putting it to such a public test{2' For the same 
reason the Presbytery of Er'tinburgh ordained the minister of 
Tranent to delay Seton's process and the same caHse was the 
motive for the long delays in the case of James ilaitlanD(3) 
Without active civil support and imposition of civil penalties 
the Kirk was unwilling to try how far the ecclesiastical 
authority would be effective. 

The energ~ of the Edinburgh Presbytery was 
rewarded when by the act appointing commissioners to try 
beneficed persons of the 5 ministers nominated by the Kmg 
three were of· the Eclinburgh brotherhood. (4) 

In the interval between his Pa_pist intr.t gues 
the Kin; arranged the Protesta~t marriage with Anne of Denmark 
He left Scotland for the. purpose on 22nd October 1589 and 
his plan was to leave the ministry and the Church as a guard 
over the rival factions of his council.To ensure their support 
he was careful to promulgate acts of Council in their favour 
and on their favourite topics(S).Not only the ministry but 
their allies the lairds were called upon to take part in 
keepin~ the peace of the country.While the Goverrunent W$ 

~i ven to the Du1-ca of Lennox in Edinburgh, Both well so lately 
a rebel was also to be in constant attendance and the ba.rons 
and landed men of the surrounding shires were touwatdh" in 
turn 15 days about,apparently in order to provide against 
a sudden revolution,and the chief nobles were placed unrer 
surveillance.The Burghs were to see that no convocations took 
place within their bounds and at the same t~me were to be 
prepared to defend the country. Hamilton was put in command of 
the South.The ministry's part was to pray for the King's 
safety and prosperous return,to remind the people of thmr 
1uty to the King,and "to eschew alwayes all thingis that may 
breade and continew trouble and unquietnes amangis themselff~s. 

(1)C.V.p.60 (2) cf.Cott.Cal.D.I.p.413 Uth Nov.1589 
(3) Edr.and Haddington.MS. (4) 15th Oct.1589 
(5) Many ministers cases received immediate execution 

A fresh commission for execution of the Sabbath laws was 
appo~nted.P.C.R.IV.p.419 

(6) P.C.R.IV.p.423 22nd October.1589 



Although it is n)t mentioned in the Act it is neventheless 
certain that James and Chance~lor Maitland had put the Kirk 
in a mmch more responsible position.(1'Robert Brtlce with his 
connectio~ with the nobility and his known gift& as a lawyer 
as well as minister,:; was appointed to be "on the counsall" 
and "the King recommendli t the esteat of his country to him a1 d 
the ministrie in espe~ial reposing as he professit upon him 
and tham above all his nobles~(2)The policy was to use one 
system of opposition against the other.The ministry and their 
allies the laircls as a counterfoil aginst the prestensions of 
the Higher nobility.David Lindsay the redoubtable minister of 
Leith and one of the Laird claas in his own right went with the 
King to Denmark and kept the ministry andl Kirk informed of 
pu.blic events .Accorcling to moat authorities the peace of Scot: 
:land had never been greater than durin~ the absence of the 
"Head of the State". He had in fact given the opposition a tat te 
of power rel7ing upon their influenve with the unruly element 
to l{eep the peace under threR.t of excommunication "tlhe civil 
pebalties of which would be readily enforced in the interval. 
Bruce in particular was to be mindful of Bothwell.As for the 
latter it was only natural that he being one of the interim 
Government should attempt some form of compromise .This accounts 
for his desire to satisfy the Kirk on all points both for ~ 
civil misdemeanours and his religious failings.(3) 

Was it due to the absence of James that the Pres: 
:bytery took it upon themselves to complain to Elizabeth of the 
sermons of Bancroft,but the Privy Council being dubious the 
protest was never sent lest the Protestant ally should be alien: 
:ated.(4) 

The alleged attempt of the Papist Seton faction to 
seize Edinburgh,which was defeated through the vigilance of the 
Town Council and the energy of the ministry led by Bruce,was 
probably the motive which induced the Presbytery to use its 
commission to call anextraordinary' convention of the Church. (5 1 

(1)P.C.R.IV.p.430 note. (2) J.M.p.67 ' 
~nterest in the King~'s .iourney is seen in Haddin~ton Records 
'The quhilk day the bbethrene heiring report thav • tuk 
sih~pping to saill into Noroway Requrr •••• pray unto God for 
n m and his princes ·nrosnerous returne ••• requeist beirg 
godlie and aceording to tner dewtie ••• It was concludit that 
every minister within this presbitrie sall ••• publick intimation 
unto thair flocks of the said desyr •..•. (Recs.Oct.?.) 
A similar e-'ltry is made inthe Edunburgh Records 28th Oct. 

(3)C.V.p.68.Pres.Edin.MS.Nov.4th. see.J.M.p.277 
(4)ibid. Pres.Recs.9th Dec.1589 
(5)The attempt was made 5th January.C.V.p.71 



~n January 20th 1590 the Presbytery decreed that accordirgto 
"the commis si on of the last Generall Assemblie of tb.e Ki!k 
gewin to the Presbyteie of Edinburgh to convocat and mak 
adverteisment to all the presbytries within this realme quhat 
tyme thai suld think expedient for halding a Generall Assemblie 
It is thocht upon sundrie occasiouns that a letter be direct to 
all the Presbytries within this realm desyring thame to tb.e 
effect foirsaid to conveine in Edinburgh the ~st tuesday of 
Merchec ( 1) The meeting of diverse brethren of the ministry 
which alderwood reports on 27th January seems to have been 
some kind! of convocation which was fairly common f ~r the purpoe 
of preparing business for the Assembly.It was probably composed 
of the kirk leaders who came from different parts of the country 
to consult with the Capital Presbytery.Perhaps the true cate 
of the meeting was the 20th and this decision of the Presbytery 
as to the General Assembly was the joint conclusion of these 
leaders.In any case the joint meeting which must have been 
quite arbmtrarily selected agreed upon a letter to be se~ to 
the King,upon petitions to be presented to the Council on 
vario,1s poi••ts of provision and for obtaining a more general 
response to the "General Band". That they did regard themselves 
as the Privy Coancil of the Kirk is obvious in the manner in 
which they sent representatives to the l1ng.The Presbyterw 
did not usually find that the concurrance of ouside members 
from other Presbyteries was essential.(2) 

On 25th February the Presbytery selected iW 
representatives for the Assembly of 3rd March which it hai 
called. There were 7 lairds to 6 ministers, and in the absa1. ce of 
a national Parliament this Assembly must have been regarded 
as the censor of the Lords doings in the Regency.No precise 
records of its proceedin~s however are extant but there is 
enough to show that the Lords realized its national power and 
each in turn offered to placate it.(3)using their influence to 
~ain better terms for some of the Papist Excommunicates who 
were upsm the point of submitting. The "mimb.te of the general 
!iCtsn which Calderwood preserved and Which was probably the 
official account of proceedingd sent out to the Presbyteries(4) 
is sufficient to show the enormous powers which were entrusted 
to the Presbytery of Edinburgh.These suspect Lords with their 
half formulated schemes for obtaining full control had to be 
carefully watched,and the Capital Presbytery with the inrer 
o;roup which dwelt in the "ministers nest" was obviously the bo&J 
which could best follow their state craft and give warnirg to 
the rest of the Church 

1 Pres.MS.Recs.Edin. 20th Jan. 589-90 
2) Calderwood.V.p.73. The Kin~ sent a reply dated 1gth Feb. 

On 1?th Fenru.ary .other communications were sent 0 roba151.. y 
by means of Gal~oway.Pres.Recs.on that date show"the appoint: 
:ment of a commlttee(Pont Rollock Davidson) "for direeting 
commission8rs '"ith r.frPatrick Galloway to the King.n. 

(3) See.B.U.K.p.747 (4) Haddin~ton Records contain a 
mutilated copy of these. 

(5) see.B.U.K.p.748 



Jiql 

These acts were directad m~inly towards keeping the Sabbath 
free of markets for trial •:)f Papists, excommunicates and 
non resident incu~bents of benefices,but Edinburgh had so 
many commissions heaped upon it that its time must have been 
fully occupied with general business .Thus when an act was 
made enforcing discipline against Jesuits and excommunic~es 
all Presbyteries had to report to the central Prasbytery as 
to their diligence; in like manner all pastors passing sert. ence 
of excommunication were to send report to the"session of the 
ministers of Edinburgh" so that the net might be drawll tighter 
in case of the offenders resorting to the Capital, and a S1. milar 
regulation was made to include "entertainers of excommuniDates" 
In the important question of the subscription of the Gen~ll 
Band (prepared anew by an act of Privy Council (IV.p.463 March6 
diligence of the activity of each ~esbytery was reported to 
Edinburgh.Thls act of Council was obviously the pledge given 
by the Lords of their good will to the Kirk and was made as 
the preamble shows at the desire of the Kirk. 

These proceedings were reported to the King who 
wrote from Denmark expressing his app'boval and satisfact:ID n 
with the conduct of Bruce.(1) Chancellor Maitland was more 
explicit.He deliberately g~ve the Kirk recogni)ion of ita right 
to interest itself in civil policy,and expresly urged B~ce 
to guard against any revival of the confederacy of the ng 
offDee.Maitl'l.nd seems definitely to associate himself with 
Kirk policy and to claim the same aims as the Assembly.(2) 

The period of power ended in May on the King's 
return.The ministry was never tired of reminding the King how 
much better they had kept the peace in his absence,~ut quarrels 
arose almost at once over the question of the Queen s coronatim 
Edinburgh records give no assistance as to how the Presb~ery 
returned to its infer~or position.(3)but the King was ready to 
promise almost anything in gratitude for the ministers gCX> d 
endeavours in the past months.The conventions of June (4) and 
July indicate this influence.On Juhe ,, three ministers are 
mentioned as present in the sederunt along with 20 lords 8 
burgesses and 6 lairds familiar names on the Assembly but in 
this case summoned by special writ to Convention.It may be 
significant that it is among these that the ministers narre s 
Lindsay Galloway and Duncanson are placed.By what right were 
these ministers ~esent.Were they supplicants from the PresbytSJ 
or Edinburgh by right of their general commission or were they 
present to give advice at the King's summons as by enactment of 
the Aasembl he mi ht do.Were the there to re ort on the condu~ 
(1)C.V.p.§1 2 ibid.p.92 I heare '-1. great part of tl'einvy 
was wont to ly on me is derived on you.! sall doe what I can 
to haste me home to susteane my part least ye be overcharged~ 

(3) A Blank in the Records.24th March- 13 April 1591 
Sp.II. ":l. 407 

(4) A.P.S.III.p.524 



of affairs.It seems curious th~t no trace of their presen•e in 
Council·is to be foUnd in the Regency period when we should 
expect it more. 

Bothwell who had conducted himself quietly in tlB 
interval broke out once more,the violence of Gibson was no 
longer restrained>" slaughters and brawls recommenced as a result 
of the jealousies for place at Court.On 29th July a coaven~on 
passed an enactment forbidding convocation of the lieges for 
the purpose of collecting teinds. The lairds and ministers ID 
longer partly responsible for go•ernment began their wonted 
opposition policy.(1) 

In the Assembly which met on ith August 1590 (by 
whom it was summoned is doubtful) no time was lost,and before 
the King's gratitude had had time to abate he was exhorted to 
repeal all doubtful acts (i.e.1584) prejudicial to the Kirk 
discipline.J~mes Melville in his sermon urged the condemnation 
of Adamson,and a definite national demonstaation in favour of 
a settlement of ministers stipends on a general basis to be 
obtained from Parliament and King.His statement contained a 
practical admission which from the local records we know to be 
well founded that hitherto discipline had only been effective 
against the poor and the mean.He demanded a trial by King 
General Assembly and representatives from every Burgh and Pari.n 
of the sacrilegious courtiers and noblemen who usurped the 
Kirk's patrimony,and these apparently included those who had 
beceived grants of revenues even from the King himself.(2) 
But such an economic revolution was impracticable 

Interest in the economic situation and also the 
desire to enforce the observation of the Sabbath induced the 
Kirk to make an arrangement which aimed at the amelioration or 
the lot of the poor labourer.It was resolved that private 
and local adjustments should be made between the gentlemen and 
their tenants for a week day holiday so that the latter m18lt 
not be compelled to work at their own harvesting upon the Sabbath 
The Kirk through its ministry was "'thus prepared to take upcn 
it the functign of a Trad~ Union, and 1 ts effort seem to hare beEn 
fairly successful(3) 

Intercoi!lmunication between State and Kirk was person: 
:al.The Kings commissietners The ~hancellor and the Privy SEBl 
were pr~sent from the beginnin~g, but in .the 8th Session the Kini5 
himself appeared and amid m1.1cn~enthua1asm dell vetoe·d ·himself of 
sentiments which definitely showed that he could on occasion 
reco nize the re resentative character of the Assembl 4 

1 P.C.R.IV.p.513 2)J.M.p.280 et seq. His sermon which 
was thus really a declaration of Policy declared in the famous 
phrase that if these robbers refuse to disgorge the Patrimony 
it would be evident that "they fought never against Papists 
but against the titulars of the tithes and rents of the Kirk.,. 
so that if Christ if religion if ministrie sall be reclamers 
of the tithes and Kirks geare again they sall at an instzn t be: 
•come to thE}m Satan Antichrist Papistrie and Jesuits" 

(3) B.U.K.p.769.cf.A.P.S.1598.p.160.c.2 Monday appo!n~ed a holid~ 
{4)! charge you my good people ministers doctors elders Noli ea 

Gentlemen Barrons to stand to :vour purity and exhort the eo le 
to the same.ibid.p.771 P P 



Three general demands were made of him by the mouth of 
the Moderator,Galloway, which he answered orally.First the 
ratification of the liberties of the Kirk;this he said was 
done first in every Parliament;secondly the punishment of 
Jesuits etc to whic~ he agreed unconditionally,and thirdly 
provision for a pastor at every church and a sufficient 
stipend.This however involved the economic situation and 
James was always wary in the matter of finance.He claimed 
that the decision rested only partly with him 11many moe hes 
entres 11 and appoiYJ.ted the moderator and three ministers all 
of Edinburgh to ~eet with the Council to consider the question 
The King was contemplating an alliance with the dangerous 
opposition as a counterpoise against the nobility but he made 
a provision that as they urged reform of King and Nobility 
so he by right of the theory of the Books of Discipline 
had the function of reforming the faults of the ministr~ 
The Counter Parliament had therefore good hope that the 
Government of the country in essential matters would corsult 
their wishes.i.e. that the legislative power would virtually 
be the Council and Assembly of ministers barons and burgesses 
a system which might have proved quite feasible had the 
ministers ever considered themselves as merely one of the 
Estates of the Assembly.But the claims to inspiration would 
not admit of such equality. 

In the formal petition to~the Council therefore 
the Kirk asked for a recapitulation of existing acts and 
formal establishment of the juri4diction and discipline. 
PendinC a Parliament they were content with ratification by 
Act of Couneil.The points touched upon were the provisiob 
foJ.· ministers, their protection from violence etc. But the 
important claim was for the appropriation of ~hg whole teinds 
and other rents of the Kirk ~~r· the ~upport of ministers 
schools colleges the poor and other common affairs.(1) ~d 
to make ~~is clear it was appointed ~hat every minister sign 
the Book of Discipline which embodied this principle. An 
Act of council of 11th August answe.red the majority of tAlese 
requeste with ef course the exception of the last. ( 2) 

In the abolition of the Commissioner Bisho~of 
1586 their function of suiting for stipend at the Platt was 
given to an elective representative from every Presbytery 
and the individual ministers were thus saved the expense of 
attendance upon that body's deliberations.This representative 
had his expenses paid by contribution of the other mini~ers 
one of the first instances of the idea of paid commissioners h 
the Kirk constitution.(3) 

Althou h an armed neutralit had ~een ~he osition 
1 B.U.K.p.772 
(2~P.C.R.IV.p.~2• 
(3} B.U.K.p.f7'J 



during the King's absence the Kirk now demanded punishment 
of the civil and religious offence of the rebellion of the 
Brig of Dee .Although they had been pard.doned by' the Ki:.:..g 
the. Assembly appointed the P:.esbytery of Er'linburgh with8 
'IJr 9 others to cite all Earls barons and freehold.ers as well 
rebels as complierd to make satisfaction under pain of exoomm: 
:unication before 1st February,and report came in from all 
parts of the country to the central Presbytery.Kirk discipline 
lik.;; Royal Justice was strong against the~mean" but of little 
force againsththe Feudal noble. 

( 1) When the Edinburgh records recommence they are 
1591 concerned mainly with the reconciliation of feuda among their 

own baronial supporters ·.:..ut their interest in foreign affa.t rs 
is evidenced in the consideration which they gave to the 
point raised by the Edinburgh Session as to what ahould be dome 
with persons "quha daylie wssis traffique in Spaine"(2) and 
they investigated carefully ahrumoured plot against the King's 
life.Bothwell had been accused of witchcraft and the King 
himself was always interested.He asked the Presbytery particul: 
:arly whether the crmme of"consulting" demanded the same 
punishment as Witchcraft itself and raised the constitutional 
point whether the Crown might dispense with that punishmed 
of its authority.The Presbytery gave peremptory answer th~ 
no such power of dispensing dould be admitted and that both 
cr~mes were equally penal.(3) 

The intercourse between King Council and Pres: 
:bytery is almost constant.Seldom did a Presbytery day pa~ 
withoutsome representation being made to his Majesty for 
stipend punishment of Pttpi~'tjry.r-~tc and occasionally the Km g 
sent likewise to them for their concurrance in the punishment 
of offences • ( 4) 

The Presbytery had 1ts usual commission to 
aonoint the next Assembly in case of extraordinary summons. 
Although the date remained fixed in th~s instance the King 
indignant at a renewed public attack upon him from the· pulpit 
demanded that an Assembly be held in Edinburgh instead of the 
appointed place Aberdeen.It was to the Presbytery that he made 
his demand and on 8th June that body decided to agree J.lld 
nrote their letters to the Presbyteries for that effect. Althou8l 
Edinburgh had made its election for the Assembly in May(25t8) 
no sooner was the date altered than they increased their 
representation from 4 ministers and 3 lairds to 6 m inista- s 
and 8 lairds.Thus if a majority vote of individuals obtained 
Edinbur h must necessaril refer an Edinbur h Assembl (5 

1)13 April 1591 On 27th April they found that they had a 
General Commission from the Assembly to"take up deidly feuds 

(2)Recs.May.4th 1591 cf.Supra "Relations with Royal Burghs" , 
(~)11th May.1591 No dispensing with the law of God. 
(4)Passim. King's request.25th May.for assistance of his justic~ 

for execution ~f the various acts affecting the Kirk. 
(5) Recs.cf.25th May.and 29th June. 



The proportion varied according to the expenses of travel. 
The Assembly therefore u1et on July 2nd in Edinburgh.A violent 
quarrel on the point of the Kirk Jurisdi.ction in relation to 
the Court of Session resulted in the presence in the ~ssemliy 
of the President protesting that a case of slander involving 
a member of the Session and a minister was a civil action and 
should not be judged oy r.he ~~.irk while the action was proc~ ding 
in the Law ~ourts.In spite of theltsal1ties of the case the 
Kirk persisted in its right to purge its own members and since 
the arguments were likely to be lengthy referred the whole 
business to the apparently all competent Edinburgh Presbytery. 
On 3rd August that body was discharged by the Chancellor fn>m 
proceeding and the case might have become a test one had n~ 
the King intervened to arrange a settlement.(1) 

The Assembly's sense of power is evidenced 1U 
the formal demands which t1'\~· made to King and Council which ' 
involved a considerable amount of legislation.These were partly 
on the old demands for execution of Statute,against particular 
Jesuits and Papists and excommunicates,Sabbath Markets,Violence 
to ministers and punishment of murder.The Kirk as a rule 
normally used its summary excommunication against a notorious 
murderer.If excommunication had been effective the result would 
have been equivalent to horning as a rebel but this was se~om 
executed and the culprit often could defy both civil and 
ecclesiastical censures if his feudal supporters were strol}6 
enough to defend him. 

on the point of Kirk Finance the notable demand 
was for the repeal of the Act of Annexation of 1587,the discharge 
of the recently created prections and patronages,the relief of 
ministers from taxation on small benefices with various ri8J, ts 
of stipend and perquisites.(2) 

These demands were obviously so far r~aching that 
no immediate decision could be expected.The result was an 
appointment of a small committee of three,the leaders of the 
Edinburgh Presbytery,Bruce Lindsay and Pont to deal in commission 
with King and Council.That the Presbytery was undoubtedly 
regarded in an advisory capacity is probable from the fact that 
onve more it received the·duty of altering the date of the 
next meeting should a Parliament inter~ene.(3).The Parliament 
for the Kirk is the final authority and it seldom confused it 
with the Convention of Estates which gradually approximated to it 
Thus no attempt was made to eo relate the Assembly with the 
Convention of August and there seems to be no trace of Kirk 
influence in that meetin • 4 

1 c.V.p. 38 2 B.U.K.p.784 an article on gyp iamwas 
(3) ibid.p.785 also submitted.ibid.p.780 and on Robin 
(4) A.P.S.III.p.525 Hood Plays .p.784 

The Convention was mainly called for the purpose of 
depriving Bothwell and regulatini the "Cunzie'' .There is no 
mention of it in the Presbytery ecords Which usually are 
eager to notice any such Conventions. 



Yet when a Parliament was proclaimed for the xxday of November 
the Presbytery according to its commission appointed letiters 
to be written to all parts of the realm warn1ng these 
concerned to attend a General assembly two days before. ( 1) 
but this seems to be the only notice of such a ParliamerL 
and presu~ably both it and the Assembly were cancelled for 
there is no trace of either meeting. 

The records show the grea:t:ppress~rof .1bllla!ness with 
which the capital Presbytery had to deal.Pet~tions from the 

(2)Synod were presented through the small central group.They 
organized a local organization throughout Lotuian for"order 
taking ·•ith the poor" but the clerk register would not fall 
in With their schemes for obtaining a blank commission of 
justice for their friends the lairds and the Pr~sbytery was 
put -to some trouble to gain the consent of these baron$ 'to 
enter their names for this somewhat invidious task.{3) 
They visited the King's House and rebuked him for maladmin: 
:istration of Justice compelling the King to confess th~he 

( 4)h.imself could not command the obedience of inferior magistratES 
The Crown was weak and in need of all stpport. 

The Bothwell raid of 2?th December 1591 threw the King into 
the Kirk alliance which resulted in ~he statutory establish: 
:ment of 1592,but the Kirk for subtle reasons was slow to 
censure their quondam ally Bothwell whose personal influence 
with the populace was equal if not superior to that awe or 
terrorism exercised by the ministers upon the "mean".The 
entire battle was fought out by the Presbytery of Edinburgh 
as the practically permanent commission of the Kirk. Thar 
plan was probably ~o keep him as a counterpoise against the 
Papist Earls although he had been implicated in the affa ir 
of the Bri~.of Dee with them. 

· ~ On 4th January James sent to the Presbytery(5) 
a reqnest for the excommunication of those concerned in the
Raid of 27th December.If the King's execution was as weak as 
he admitted it was,and if the authority of Parliament was as 
little respected it seems as if he were attempting to use 
the moral ll'aapon of church censure to bring his enemies to 
justice. The JTesbytery while agreeing that the crime deserved 
excommunication insisted that Civil Process i.e.for tre~on be 
led "aganes so many as thai desyre the Presbytery to excommun1: 
:c~te and this done the list was brought to the Presbytery 
but nevertheless the sentence was delayed; wben:WOratybowever 
arsuspected ally of Bothwell was murdered the Presbytery (6) 
proceeded most actively to urge the excommunication of his 
murderer by summary process .The King had some reason t.o quest:'.. 
:ion this power of summary excommunication which could so 
discriminate for ersons and causes. 

Edin.Recs. Sep • 591 9 h Oct. 59 
3 ibid.Nov. 1st.1591 (4) ib14.14th Dec.C.V.p.140 

(5) Edin.Recs.; SP.II.p.417; 1tth Jan.1592;18th Jan. 
(6) cf their letter to the Presbytery of Dunfermline 7th March 

to excommunicate Huntly.see.C.V.p.148 



(r;) 

fhe Pres~bytery was anxious that the King should not lack 
their advice on any point,and Bothwell realized their power 
both as propagandists and as intereessors with the King when 
he directed to them his long letter of explanation accuaing 
the Chamcellor of tenfold duplicity.(1) . 

The efforte:o;of the Presbytery to have the Assembly 
coincident with Parliament or Conventmon of Estates are dealt 
wl th elseVThere • The fact that the brethren of Edinburgh went 
to ask the Kinr;"what brethren are written for" may only concern 
the matter of sermons before-the Parliament,but it may be 
th'.J,t they expected that some ministers would be asked for their 
advice on the precedent of the attendance of the three eooles: 
:iastics ~n:::the convention of-__ June 1590 (2) That l.his is more 
probable is indicated by the question 11proponit be a brother" 
The King's Majestie sending for a brother in the ministrie 
to h~if his advyss in ony mater quhidder this brother sa being 
sent for aucht to gang and obey his Majesties desire~ The 
Presbytery decided that he oug~t to go.(3) 

On May. 9th once more haarin; rumours of Parl~ ment 
they sent to the King for certain information in order tbat 
the Assembly might be written for to meet at the same time. 
When it was definitely stated by the King that the Parlia~ent 
was to be on 24th May the Presbytery sent out letters for 
convening the"brether" two days before • Once this had been. 
arranged the three ministers who had had commission from the 
last Assembly for conference on the Articles of the Kirk were 
delegated "to travell with the King's Majestie that in tbt s 
next parliament ardour may be takin for remeid of the enormeti~ 
within the contrey~(4) The Presbytery definitely therefo~ 
prepared the ground before either Parliament or Assembly 
began their formal sessions. 

In the Parliament of May 1592 the smaller barons 
had their full quota on the articles.Was it their presence in 
Parliament which prevented their nomination as commissioiBrs 
in the the EdinbUJ3gh contingent.In the two ·days at their dis: 
: posal the Kirk had a great deal of business to prep.are whether 
the lairds attended or not.With Eruce as Moderator the~Amembly 
setteled down at once to the consideration of the weightiest 
business particularly the articles to be suited at the Parliame~ 
These articles were obviously the essential cause of the 
anxiety to coincide with the Parliament. The programme was 
si m le but comprehensive. ( 1) The abolition of the Black Acts 

Calderwood.V.p. ; see MS.for the numerous deputations tote 
King.e.g._ 14thMarch.159192 

(2) 4th April. Forsamekle as the presbytrie und~rstands that the 
is a Convention of Estates to be in Edr.the xx ~a~ of this 
1nsta.nt ••• two ministers went "to speik the Kings Majestie 
to understand quha.t br~tber of,,the ministrie ar·vrittin for" 

{1) ibid.14th March t4) 9th aay. 
(5) The Edinburgh contingent consisted of 7 ministers 



and ratification of Kirk Discipline.(ii)The repeal of the 
Act of Annexation and the full restitution of the Kirk 
patrimony. ( 1 ) ( iii )That no abbots priors prelates of pr.e: 
:tended title vote in the name of the Kirk either in Parlia 
ment Council or other Convention.But how the eKclesiastic& 
vote was to be replaced was doubtful,and each minister was 
appointed to consider the matter carefully whether a mini~er 
could lawfully succeed to vote a·~d place in Parliament. 
It seems to be indicated therefore thqt this was the question 
which had been agitating in the Edinburgh Presbytery and t hat 
the King had already some scheme formulated as to direct 
summons to brethren to give advice when called upon. That 
the Edinburgh group had·largely prepared the business before 
hand seems clear .T"\"O of them were upon the committee of fonr 
to draw up these articles in Parliamentary form(2) and the 
harangae upon the general civil de~ects of the government in 
the lack of justice and decay of religion seems to correspond 
to those"enormities" which the Edinburgh Presbytery had 
represented to the King. 

These articles were apparently presented to 
the King al!ofte or in Privy Council for the Lords Articles 
were not appointed until the 29th.The precise numbers of the 
Commission to attend upon the King and Parliament are not 
Known but it seems they were all ministers and the laelc d 
any mention of lairds seems to imply that the other Estates 
were similarly holding their preparatory meetings and that 
in this instance the Assembly was simply one of the Estates 
and not a representative Counter Parliament (3) 

Although no Kirk Conference was ever conducted 
'.without a great deal of rantin; the results in this case 
seem to have been amicable and it was settled before even 
the "Articles had been appointed { 4) that the ma.ck Acts should 
be repealed and a place granted for the Kirk in Parliament{5) 
Yet the composition of the Articles shows a reversion to 
the Titular Clerical Estate,in spit~ of the Kirk arjicle. 
Probably further conferences took place with the Lords Articles 
by these selected ministers for the Assembly continued its 
sessions until the final meeting ef the Parliament for the 
ratification of the Articles for on June 5th after the Ac~ 
had been passed they met to discuss an amendment to be raised 
~t the next Parliament or Convention.(6)or commission of Parlia 
(1)The lairds did not want to give up their spoil either to 

the great Lords of Rrection or to the Kirk which was to ~se 
the whole of the Kirk patrimony for itself education and poor 

(2)Pont Lindsay Buchanan James Melville.The Edinburgh Presbytery 
in this preparation of business resembled very clo.sely the 
Privy Council itself. 

(3)5 ministers for the general exhortation and the others who 
had the presentation of the formal articles.but Andrew Melvi~ 

was also there.(C.V.p.159) 
(4)This seems to be an admission that the Cou~cil was equivalent 

to the Articles. {5) Agreed 24th 25th 26th May 
(6)B.U.K.p.790 The 23rd Session .The point wasthe tacks set by 

a deposed minister.see.A.P.S.III.p.542 c.9 



The Acts of this Parliament formed the ratification of the 
whole system of Presbytery, al t ·~ou~h as Matheson points out 
it was by no means a complete surrender.(1) Thus the King 
benained the right of fixing the date of Assembly and only 
if both King and Commissiomers were absent could the Kirk 
decide for itself.The Acts of 1584 however were repealed in 
general terms,but the main point for which the Kirk had 
agitated the statutory recognition of the Presbyterian 
organization had been accomplished altho1gh"in the most wary 
terms that couls be devised 11 (2) 

On the question of Annexation and Erections howeever 
all that could be obtained was tnat no further ratificatiom 
of such gifts shouls be sanctioned.(3).And on the general 
grievance as to the purification of Scotland from idolatry and 
blood,injustice etc the Kirk articles received considerable 
response.(i) Jesuits and traffickers~ be pursued for treason(4) 
(ii) Cr~me was dealt with in the matter of marriage of adulterers 
and assault and slaughter(5).(1ii)On the point of Sabbath 
breaking all marlrets on that day were prohibited and the li' e 
reformation acts put to execution .Such towns as had a stat. : 
:utory Sabbath market were ordained to choose another day (Sa) 

But the great problem of stipend was as pressing 
as ever.In the 27th Act it was stated that although by an 
arrangement of February 1587-88 it had been agreed. that each 
minister should have a local stipend out of the thirds teirds 
and other duties of his parish,the majority of these fumds 
had been removed by the uew erections ~nd gi!'ts,"sua that witholb.t 
theguidwill of the present possessouris of the teinds kirk 
rents and temporal! lands it will be hard and difficult to 
modifie the saidis local stipendls" and accordingly a commission 
consisting of Pri~y C~1nclllors Lairds and Ministers was set 
up to consider the whole ap~ects.Their report was to be made to 
the Council and a Convention called to ratify their conclusions(6 

As for the poor an"" vagcl.bond.:~ all the previous acts 
were to be put into execution and the Kirk interest was provided 
for in that if obvious negligence existed by civil executicn 
the Kirk Session received power to appoint 2 or 3 justices to 
fulfil the function.Thus the Session was set up as a Kind of 
su ervisor of the local civil 

1 Matheson.II.p. 2 SP.II.p.4 says that it ~spa~ 
of a scheme.The Kirk ~uspected Maitland of concern in the 
affair of DonnibristleLand the Chancellor placated them~1fiis$~ 
lest they all~~d with .t5othwell. , (Sa) c 17 

(3)Cap.13 \4)Cap. 14 \5) Cap. 11 ,cap.12 • 
(6)Blan+:,yre,Montrose,Edward Bruee,6ockburn of Ormia~on,Colluthie 

Wedderburn and other Officers of State.Ministers Bruce 
Lindsay Galloway, Nicholson,Duncanson Blackburn J.Melville 
Scharn. ( Cap.27) 

(7)cap.6g The Privy Council on 8th June reinforced these enact: 
:menta by garahting blank commissio~s for general affairs 
of the Kirk.to be filled in at Kirks discretlon(P.C.R.IV.p.7~ 



The tactlessness ~r the ministry is amazing.At this very time 
in conference they raised the question whether the King could 
be excommunicated,and it is little wonder that the articles 
were urged by a'ames L~imself to pass stringent acts for the 
suppression of this excessive libertj of speech.(1) The gen: 
:uine ~urbulence of the individual ministers and their inter: 
:ference in sectional politics was perpetually vitiating a 
reasoned policy organized by the who~e kirk. \2) 

The Presbytery of Edinburgh continued its general 
policy of interfernce with King Court and civil policy.On 
June 27th they refused baptiem to the children of Edward Bruce 
Commendator of Kinloss because of statements he had made in 
Parliament "that th~ Kirk suittit tumultuouslie" and because 
he flatlie oppond:t himself to the thingis the Kirk suittit"(3) 
a method of controlling Parliamentary vote which was as unscrup: 
:ulous as any used by the King. 

The King attempted when possible to use the pulpit 
propaganda for general dissemination of news and against the 
rebels particularly Bothwell and the quondam ally of the Kilk 
John Colville,and the Presbytery records show that the central 
group still exerciser'! enormous powers of discretion in deal m g 
with the authority on these points. The Commission to consider 
the question of stipend since it contained a'1majority of the 
Eninbur~h brethren virtually consulted the Presbytery on all 
problems(4). And when the rumours and m¥sterious letters of 
information as to Papist plots began to agitate public opiniion 
the Presbytery anticipated the programme of the later organizatiaa 
and appointed on 24th October a committee of ministers to meat 
regularly once aweek or as they found occasion to consult u~n 
the national dangers .(5) 

But the aggressivly anti-Spanish policy of the 
Kirk and particularly the Presbytery was by no means popular 
with the merchants,and the conservatism of the crafts was 
offended by the attempt of the Towm. Co,mcil at the instigatm n 
of the Presbytery to alter the Monday market to Wednesday.(6) 
The whole town was averse to the added expense incident upon the 
division of the bounds into 8 parishes. 

The convention of the Kirk which sat from Nov. 
15th to 20th would therefore seem to be a meeting like its 
model the "Convention of the Wacriff" summoned. at the instigation 
of the Edinburgh Presbytery.Melville describes it as composed 
of a number of brethren conveined from divers partis of the 
countre to foresee and revent the dan~ers imminent to the 

1 Nothing however was done in the arliament.C.V.p. 1 
( 2 )cf Bruce 's sermons which presumed. that the Raid of Falkland 

was for the purpose of avenging the murder of Moray.Sp.II.420 
Moysie.94,C .V .p. 168 · 

(3)Pres. Recs.June 27,Aug.15.He submitted Nov.14.cf.Rait.p.175 
(4)e.g.Aug.1st Pres.Recs. 
(5)Rece.24th Oct.They

1
we.re Bruce,Lindsay Pont,Cr'lig~'Mi.deon 

RollOck Balcanqual DUncanson. ,s-91 
(6)Recs.24th Oct.1592.cf 13th April-"t.he personasusing traffic 

to Spain.C.V.p.177.The baxters were also offended by pro: 
:hibition of Sunday baking.Recs.24th Oct. 1592 



Relligion and professors thairof".It was therefore very ljke 
those conventions which the Presbytery was accustomed to 
summon for extraordinary business in conference with the 
leaders from other Presbyteries adjacent.This convention which 
took up such a remarkable attituae to civil affairs could onlj 
have contained members of theCentral Lowland Presbyteries,and 
this bore a close analogy to the augmented Councils and Con: 
:ventions which James used so frequently instead of Parliaments 
No detailed personnel is given and it is unlikely that any lay 
element was present! 1) 

Their business was however on a national basis. 
~hey examined statistics from the various districts and 
embodied their grievances· in their causes for a General Fast 
which discussed the decay of religion and its relation to the 
"Oounter Reformation:the scarcity of ministers and the slackness 
of the civil magistrate;the notorious papistry of some of the 
nobility;and the general lawlessmess of the whole country • 

.Although scarcely a representative body they' 
made claims such as in the Parliament were unknown.They demanded 
from the King a redress of these grievances,the dismissal of 

(2)known Papists from Court and Council,and that efforts be made 
to reconcile feuds am&ng the nobility that a united front might 
be presented against any foreign invader.Although the King was 
himself involved in the "plots" and was not therefore eager 
in the cause of this extraordinary convention he could agree 
to a plan o# general reconciliation.But the Kirkmen showed 
considerable administrative ca:;:>acity for national defence.A 
Convention of Estates could have done little more. Each Pres: 
:bytery was to urge the well affected gentlemen to be upon 
their guard and in readiness upon advertisement for defence of 
reli~ion and resisting the enemy. 

An elaborate system of intelligence was set up 
for collecting news from all parts o« the country,James 

(3)Carmichael ~inister of Haddington( )to be kept informed of 
Papist designs at home and abroad by merchants and other resort: 
:ing to Edinburgh,Balcanquall to g~ther all details from the 
l~calities,both of them reporting to a Central Committee of 
8Edinburgh ministers who with two alterations werw simply those 
whom the Presbytery itself had already appointed for the same 
purpose. This Central Oommittee chosen from the Edinburgh 
Presbytery was therefore a particular group exercising the 
General Functions of Edinburgh's permanent commission,tor this 
farticular crisis and purpose. 

1) James Melville.p.299 
(2) They particularized e.g.Hume. 
(3) The appointment of Carmichael to such an important duty 

seems to show that the news of Papist Plots had first been 
divulged throu~h him for George Ker was ~already being 
proeessed in the Haddington Presbytery although the real 
"discoverytt dbd not take place till the following year 
(Hadd.Recs.October 1592) 



These powers were comprehensive and definibely showed that 
whether representative of a growing public and national opin:b n 
or not,the ministers with or wothout the lay element of the 
Assembly could and did organize a detailed Anti-Spanish system. 
Carmichael as the agent of this committee had power to nego~iate 
with King Council Convention of Estates Burghs Barons or others 
and formal minutes of these negotiations were to be kept for 
information of the General body of the Assembly.{1) 

The expenses of this committee and its agent were to be met 
by private contribution from the "well affected of all Estates" 
-a scheme which was practically the same as that used by the 
Civil Authority foruvoluntary contributions". 

Although it seems probable that the Burghs were not active 
in the support of schemes which would destroy their valuable 
Spanish trade,this convention of the ministry musy have been 
~iving expression to a nationalism which was forbidden to Parlia: 
:ment and Convention of Estates by their constitution.That the 
ministry probably created this Protestant fervour against the 
Spaniard by their propaganda from ~he pulpit is true,but that 
their power was real is. evidenced by the reluctant consent of 
James to their proposals.i.e.to set up reliable commissions to 
try Jesuits and to prepare the country for possible attack(2) 
The most important constitutional demand according to Calderwood 
w~s also agreed to,which amounted to a claim to interfere in the 
personnel of the Council in time of crisis.i.e.that a number of 
wisest noblemen and barons and the best affected be joined to 
the Council to wineer in Edinburgh until they were satisfied that 
the dangers against religion were frustrated.(3) 

The position was so strong that the meeting categorically 
demanded formal ratification of the decisions of the Commission 
for st~pends by Council Chekker and Session ltJ.:easehthertmwaaono 

eon!lention of a Parliament Oi!rrepresentati ve Convention of Estates. ( 4) 
These demands of the ministers led by the Melvilles and 

the Edinburgh group were advancing towards an ideal of Constitut: 
:ional Monarchy,but this tendenc) was outside Parliament which 
ought to have been the national 11 limiting" body.With this opposition 
merged within the constitution of Parliament the Scottish"Estates" 
would certainly have ceased to be the mere court of registration 
that it was. 

While fixing an Assembly for Sth January the convention 
{1} He alsp prepared a resume of all negotiations between Kirk 

and Council and Estates 
f2t The blank commission prepared by Council was apparently filled 

up. 
(3) c.V.p.1~.This was probably a r~~ction upon the Jrivy Counct 
( i~ 1c~ t~oaga¥if~dofPi~~~sPtpcg~~~~ P~£li~egt which was to 

2 repre~entat~ves or the clergy and ~~ g~ gaa ra¥srons,antt 
( 4) They exnected a Parliament on the lOthgJanuary ~Jght of en~ 

~ . ~3 (A.P.III 
563,c.4t 



left to the Presbytery of Edinburgh its wonted power to 
alter the date"that the brethrem make no waste travel" an 
admission that their business was with Parliament as the 
supreme authority-a theory of the constitution which is 
significant. 

The return of Arran apparently concentrated the 
attack of the Central Council.Calderwood's account of the 
stormy interview bwtween the"Man of Sin" and the Presbytery 
of Edinburgh contains nothing to equal the indictment that 
that Body made against him in replp to his "Ian& harang". 
Thej were convinced"that he was ane of the warst instruments 
that ewer was bred in Scotland and that he hes done greitest 
wrack to the Kirk hurt to the contrey and dishonour to his 
prince and wrangs to many gude subiects of the land alsweill 
noblemen as utheris"(1)That their rejection of his offers 
of satisfaction was on purely political grounds is borne out 
by the fact that they persisted in associating him in sermons 
and elsewhere with the whole of the AntiKirk Party including 
such local opponents as "the traffickers with Spain and the 
defenders of the Monday Marketn(2) 

The Central eouncil therefore had all this to con: 
:sider.It is noteworthy that although a9po1nted by a body 
which claimed to be "brether from all parts of the country'' 
the actual duty of arranging the special meetings of this 
Council lay eventually With the Presbytery itself of whose 
number the whole ~ouncil were members.(3) 

The national part p' ayed by the Kirk in the interception 
(4)0f the Spanish Letters is well known.The documents themselves 

were opened in Council in the presence of the ministry who 
were probably the members of this Central Council.The King 
summoned in haste appointed a special Convention of the 
Nobility and Barons on 10th.January,the very date upon wblch 
the Assembly had been led to expect a Parliament.The meeting 
of the Kirk which took place on the 9th may therefore ha-ve 
been the General Assembly which was to have preceded such 
a Parliament.What really seems to have takeb place was that 
a Convention of the ministry prepared,from their inside inform: 
:ation which had been collected by the Central Council,the 
propositions which were to be the programme of the Nobility 
and Barons when they met on the following day.The position 
however takes on a dM'ferent aspect by the presenve of the 
"multitude" in tqe Great Kirk which was to present these 
ro osals.James Delville ma be right when he claims this as 
1)Pres.Recs. 5th ecember 592 

( 2 ) C • V • p • 188 
(3)Recs.5th December. 
(4) cf the warlike attitude of the minister of Paisley 



a General Assembly(1)Spottiswoode however does not regard 
1 t as a fully representa.ti ve body. "The ministers of Edinburgh 
esteiming it their duty to make the cnu9ches of the country 
foresein or the conspiracy that was detected gave notice ta erof 
by their letters to such as were most nigh ar hand desiring 
them to meet at Edinburgh the 8th of January for giving their 
advice touching these dangers~(2) Althogh not entered in the 
Book ~f the Kirk as an Assembly it certainly took over mo~ of 
the functions of an Assembly and also the Civil functions of 
the King's Convention of Nobility or Estates as the ministers 
themselves suggested in their propositions.(3).The truth was 
that the same lay element which would normally have come to 
an Assemblj attended the Convention of the ministry and as 
a kin~ of civil ecclesiastical meeting laid down tor the Royal 
execution a scheme of campa~gn prepared beforehand by the 
Edinburgh group or Central ~ouncil.The delegation was obviously 
on a representative system,4 lairds 3 burgesses and 2 ministers 
and the articles they presented were actuated by the 4esi~ to 
control a Council which was suspect of lenity to Papists(4) 
But the experiment of an unauthorized assembly in which the 
laird class were 14 a large majority was not approved by the 
King whose policy was thus anticipated and the decisions d 
his Convention prejudiced.The King's"day" of Convention seems 
to have been either the 10th or more probably the 15th.The 
Kirk thus met Convention by Counter Convention and the King 
was eventually forced to accept the situation although eomplete 
surrender was obviated by the suggestion that the nobility 
instead of sitting as a Kirk Convention should simply sit as 
a preparatory meeting arranging busimess for the 15th.On this 
date the meeting was considerably augmented by the rest of the 
members of Convention,but their decisions were practically 
those arrived at by the pseudo ecclesiastical meeting.i.e 
execution aagainst all Papists,trial of the conspi*ators by 
a representative assise containing in addition to the Coum il 
delegates 1 Lord 1Laird 1 Burgess and t minister. Preparations 
were made for a general muster for the expected invasion and 
it seems clear that its effectivenes was ensured by the preced: 
:ing energies of the ministry and the Convention of November. 
The General offer Of the ecclelt;a.stical baronial convention 
to defend the Kihg in proper person was altered in the approved 
Convention to a Guard of 100foot and 100 horse to be entertained 
at the baronial expense on condition of an expedition being 
directed against the Northern Papists.The ministers continued 
interest in this guard resulted in the Presbytery o~ Glasgow 
in an a'Ssertion of "the mere civil"matare of the proposal. 
The position seems to be that the King probably intending to 
summon the usual type of Convention of his nominees of nobles 
and barons had his hand forced by the national and overwhelming 
character of the laird class who b rivate warnin attended a 

1)J .M.p. '307 (2 Bp. eJ.p. 7 
( 3) "That the King be moved to accept of this their has tie meetizg 

and proceed instantlie without delay as if the day appointed 
by himself bMt is Monday nixt were come".C.V.p.215 

(4)It was more than a delegation.It was a mass renresentat.i 
of more than 1000. ~ on 



an exbraoedinary meeting of the ministers.But the lay element 
was not confined to the nobil~ty.The burgesses took an equal 
share in proceedings bf both ecclesiastical and civil convent: 
:ions,but it is significant that the records of the meetings 
stress the presence of the lairds and barons whom they contin: 
:ued to regard as the fighting force which had made the 
Reformation.While Calderwood states that it was the Barons 
who gave the contribution for the Guard of Horse and Foot,it 
seems cle~r that they shared the responsibility with the Burghs 
Such of the Bur~hs as had been present at these extraordinary 
meetings whether they are to be defined as Assemblies or Con: 
:ventions,met afterwards in a Convention of Royal Burghs on 
Jan 23-26 and voted funds for the support of the proportion of 
Foot for the King's support,but this only on condition of the 
Barons raising 1oOHorse.(1) 

If ministry Lords Barons Burgesses were all 
present at the Kirk Comvention there could have been little 
difference in the matter of personnel from a formal General 
Assembly unless as Spottiswood suggests it was a particular 
Convention of the Central Lowland shires.But these in poi~ of 
fact formed the large majority of the formal Assembly itself 
for no limit was set as yet upon the number of represen~atlves 
The sole difference would seem to be that summons was not formal 
and that probably the laymen present had no commission frcm 
a church court. As an expression of national feeling however 
the Convention had been highly successful although its constit: 
:utional right according to XVIth Century view Ka~hunwarranted. 

It was more than a Kirk Convention although the 
ministry certainly prepared the formal demands.It was closer 
to a National Parliament than almost any Convention hitherto 
called by James and more successful in getting an organized 
programme accepted.That James probably realized this is suggest: 
:ed by the procedure on 17th January in the appointment of 
a commission to consider remedies for treason bloodshed crimes 
a~ainst religion and generally justice in criminal causes,and 
on this commission Bruce had a place. At the same time the 
ever pressing problem of the Royal debts and the whole finance 
of the country was entrusted for investigation to a commission 
of 4 lairds and 3 burgesses,who thus obtained an opportunity 
of critieizing the administration of the Higher nobility. (2 ) 

Thus anConvention which had undoubtedly began as 
~ Kirk Assembly whether official or not,obtained the whole 
function of Parliament,as a Court of Law,in foreign and domestic 
affairs an1 in finance.The Kirk had definitely shown that its 
organization could cope witti a national crisis with which the 
Scottish Parliament was incompetent to deal unless vital changes 
took lace in its constitution. 

R~C.B.I.p.392.The decision may have been influenced by the 
Presbytery of Edinburgh.23rd Jan.1592-3 MS. 

(2) Calderwood.V.p.221 



After the successful conclusmon of the Convention the 
Eninburgh Presbytery having been so instrumental in obtainmg 
it,immediately sent o~t letters to every Presbytery of the realm 
"desyring thame to travell with the noblemen and gentlemen and 
barounis within ther boundis for obteining of thame a volu~ar 
contributioun to lift a garde to his Majestie for his assistance 
in prosequmting this purpols intented aganes the traffiquers 
with Spain.(1) Again on 30th January every brother was instructed 
to urge the gentlemen of h'd.s5.r parish to contribute reprmt±gg 
the result on the 6th of February.But the Barons were loth to 
part with their money for at the meeting on February 6th the 
Presbytery at the desire of_ the King wrote to all the Presqrterie 
of Eothianasking that all the barons and sentlemen be present on 
a certain date to consider the question.(2) It seems clear that 
although the burghs were to collect their own contribution the 
baronial share was to be collected by the Kirk.Haddington Pres: 
:bytery definitely called"the contribution erawit be the Kirk 
fre the barrounis and gentillmen for interteining of his Majestie:s 

'~) gairde 11 and the minister of the parish was to collect the proceeds 
The gentlemen of Glasgow resented the interference of the Kjr k 
and refused to sencl any money in respect that 11the actioune is 
meir civile and thairfoir thai tbocht it nocht pertinent to the 
ministrie nor thair calling" although as feudal barons they were 
willing Tto "bestowe uhair lyfe and all that thai bad being chargit 
be his Majestie in that gud cause"(4).Fife was particularly 
remiss in this respect(5).In face of this reluctance to pay 
it seems clear that the body which offered the voluntary contrib: 
:ution had done so without considering the point of vi" of the 
whole baronial class.Therefore the barons who made the Convention 
of January the power that it undoubtedly was,represented a 
party and that a large one but not the universal Estate of the 
Barons. 

The escape of Angus and the impunity of Huntly lent colour 
to the "libel"attributed to Bothwell that the Northern expedition 
which began February 27th was laxly executed.The King was b~k in 
Edinburgh by March 13th urging the payment of the voluntary 
contribution.Response had been so slow that official action had 
to be taken resulting in the Act of Privy Council which soon made 
it apparent that it was to become a compulsory tax according to 

'6)a tax roll.The ministers and Moderators of Presbyteries who were 
collectors of the -airds quota thus became royal agents or tax 
~atherers.In his need for money James was prepared to use arv 
medium.The Presb ter as a unit of taxation was useful again in 

Edin.Pres.MS.23rd Jan. 592-93 2,ibid. Otfi Jan.;C.V.p.22~2----
(Jaaddington.Pres.MS.Recs.31st Jan.1592-3.Any refusals were to be 

reported to the Presbytery.The moderator Carmichael was the 
collector for the whole Presbytery 

{§)See.MS.Recs.Pres.of St.Andrews.April 12 1593 
(4) Maitland Miscellany.I.Register of Gl~sgow.April 3, 10,27, 

The letters sent by the Pr~:sbytery of Edinbur,3;h were discussed 
first in Synod and then in Presbytery 

(6) P.C.R.V.p.55. 



the next century.(Rait p.496)The nreamble of the Act of Council 
stated the position."A guid numer~of noblemen barronis gentil: 
:men and inhabitantis of burrowis convening and cuming to his 
!.~ajesties presene at Halyruidhous be thameselffis and divers of 
the ministers in thair names willinglie and frankly offerit 
to support his Hienes with the expenssis to be bestowit ~ne 
the interteinement of a reasonable force of horsmen and fuitman 
for his gaird ••• sa sane as his Hienes sould tak the feildis to 
that effect" .The payment of the proceeds of the collection 
by ministers of every Presbytery had been daily expected and 
some of the Guard raised and employed in the North.The service 
was to be longer than originally expected and accordingly 
letters were sent out charging moderators and ministers m 
collect and deliver the subscrintion from all noblemen barons 
~nn landed men within their bounds who had not already p~d 
"in that quantitie and proportioun as utheris of lyk qualitie 
hes P"·Yi t of befoir". The barons were to0pay within 6 days under 
penalty of rebellion". It was re-=tlly only on receipt of tbt s 
charge that St .Andrews bestirred itself. Four leading lairds 
who had been nominated collectors by the Presbytery were 
ordained to bring in the lists (12th April) but from subsequent 
entries it is plain that the matter still lingered on. Tbe 
General Assembly of April fixed the final date at 31st M~(1) 
but the Bur~hs were equally remiss in their contribution,and 
the Convention of Royal Burghs had to fix a time limit likewise 
tor the 10th July (2) 

Thus the Kirk's organization was just s:~liable 
to be disregarded in the matter of finance as was the Civil 
Administration. The Presbyter;y of Edinburgh which had been 
originally responsible for the scheme,still was the driving 
force in ecclesiastical as well as national affairs.(3) 

The General Assembly to which they were res: 
:pobsible for their General Commission met in Dundee on April 
24th.The Recordsof Presbytery are Blank for a short period and 
71ve no indication as to how it was summoned,but the list of 
Assessors shows that the Edinburgh and Fife groups as usual 
~1rected and originated the Kirk policy.(4) 

Their close connection with civil conventions 
induced them to send a delegation of 4 ministers and 6 laymen 
(3 lairds and three burgesses ) all of the Edinbur3h and Fife 
group to present articles to a Convention of Nobility which the 
Kin had a ointed u on the 2 th A ril.The ro osals which 

1 B.U.K.p.810 
( 2 ) R • C • B. I • p • 4 07 
(3)cf.the trial ~f Northern Papists was remitted by the Council 

to the Session of Edinburgh but that body almost alwa~ 
invited the co-operation of its superior court.e.g.Recs.Aprll 
10th 

(4)B.U •. K.p.795.Summons was probably through the Edinburgh Pres 
bytery for a date fixed by the last Assembly which the 
intervening conventions had not altered.The King had therefore 
not had an opportunity of using the powers granted him by 
the Golden Act although the form of summons had been e~ered 
in the Privy Council Register. 



this commission carried were on the old score of the 
puni.shment of Papists and due execution of the acts forbidd: 
:ing them to hold office.(t)with a reqest to make the Acts 
of Parliament more stringent against their resetters.(2). 
A curious demand was made,for the establishment of which they 
desired an act of Coumc11 as a temporary expedient until a 
Parliament met,that all those whom the Kirk declared to be 
Papists thou~h not actually excommunicated should be debarred 
from all office access to the King and benefit of laws,and 
that horning and civil pains should follow upon this mere 
declaration as if it had the full force of excommunication" 
This can only mean that the Kirk was protecting itself against 
the interminable delays of formal process and looked to the 
State to put into execution the Civil Law to bring the offender 
to subjection without bringing into disrepute the Kirk's final 
weapon. (3) 

But the King and Privy Council had realized too 
well the independent if not democratic tendency of the fonnally 
established Kirk,and its open claims to control not only 
administration and foreign policy but also the actual personnel 
of the King's Council. Its organization was so closely 
parallel to Parliamentary institutions that at each point it 
had a check upon autocratic action,on the part of the prerog: 
:ative.Thus for the Privy co~1ncil it had a counter-Council in 
the Presbytery of Edinburgh or its inner ring nominated as 
a Central Executive Council by a larger Convention. An aug: 
:mented Privy council could be met with a Convention of 
the leaders of the adjacent Presbyteries round the Edinburgh 
nucleus.A Convention of Estates could be countered by an 
Exbraordinary Assembly called upon short notice by the Pres : 
:bytrey of Edinburgh to the ministry who advertised as many of 
their lay supporters as they thou~ht fit.And a full Parliament 
was almost always advised and held in check by a formal Assembly 
and by the joint personnel of Parliament and Assembly the Kirk 
might obtain an influence in the Committee of the Articles 
which must eventually affect the whole procedure of Parliament. 

The Royal Commissioner therefore in this first full 
Assembly since the passing of the Golden Act,reminded the Kirk 
of ber dependence upon the Royal Summons or at least permission 
to convene, and the Assembly .had to agree. It accordingly aw ointai 
it next meeting in the presence of the Commissioner,for the 
first Tuesday of May 1594,although nothing was said of three 
extraordinary conventions which were equally effective although 
not so national in their representation. 
( 1 )Hune Wq,S still on the Council although still suspected by the 

Kirk. 
(2)The Parliament of 1592 had prohibited process against nesett 

ers after the papist or excommunicate had satisfied the Kirk. 
(3)B.U.K.p.796 



His aims were therefore to restrain the means by which the 
ministry obtained their controi of public feeling.He demand: 
:ded that no minister should declaim against the King and 
Council until he had first made a private complaint under 
pain of deposition.The Assembly agreed with the proviso which 
really left the q~estion an open one,-except upon due warrant 
and sufficient cause". 

The second source of power was the organized "intelligence" 
which centred round the Presbytery of Edinburgh.James therefore 
attempted to bring this under his own control.He asked that 
some in every Presbytery be appointed to inform the King of 
the activities both of the Spanish faction and the Bothwell 
party,"with directioun also to them to informe the whole 
barons and honest men to give ever such faithfull intelligence 
of the said practises as they can learne from tyme to tyme".(1) 

And in particular he urged the report of such information 
as the Kirk obtained from its organ~zation for examining 
strangers arriving by sea,which had been provided f~ by tbe 
Convention of the Kirk of November.(2) 

In its anxiety to arrange its meetings with a Parliame~ 
or Convention the Assembly found that it had overreached itself 
The Parliament was not to meet until June.(3)and the Kirk 
felt iD essential that some articles should be"craved".The 
result was the appointment of a definitely representative 
Commission of Assembly in place of the vague and general powers 
of the Presbytery of Edinburgh.One or two brethren from each 
Presbytery within the realm l.feretto convene"in i:yme of Parliamert 
in the place quher the same salbe hal~in to consult treit resone 
and conclud upon sik heids articles petitiouns and supplic~•ouns 
as thay sall think meitt to be craveit and concludit be consent 
of Parliament". They had the full force of a formal Assembly 
in other words they were a fully accredited Commission of 
Assembly just as the Power of Parliament was similarly delegated 
to a Parliamentary Commission.(4) 

In point of fact the Assembly was gradually building up for 
itself an authority in civil matters which deliberately chall: 
:enged the Central Government in law,policy,and affairs~affect: 
:ing trade.Itsmethods were Parliamentary ones and its supreme 
penalties for disobedience were practically identical with 
those of the Civil Power.Thus in this very Assembly the Kirk 
practically prohibited any law suits between ministers in the 
Civil Courts,and assumed for the Kirk and the Presbytery a 
power of judsing even in Civil affairs of dispute,and from this 
decision of arbitrators there was to be no appeal under the 
enalties of contumac .( In forei. olic it was so 
1 B. U.K. p. 0 2, see. C. V. p. 5 

(3)A convention of some kin~ took place on May 1sD(P.C.R.V.72) 
Calderwood says it was poorly attended(C.~.p.249) 

(4)B.U.K.:?.814 
(5)ibid.p.815 



dogmatic that i~ nlaced under the ban of excommunication 
g,ll 11erchants tradin:s t!) the Spanish dominions until a 
national settlement was arran~ed to ensure protection in the 
matter of religion.( 1)And it backed up iys schemes by direct 
appe:tl to the Convention of Royal Bur~hs. 

The Parlia~ent postponed time and again met at last 
on July 10th.The Commission of the Kirk advertised of these 
changes by the Presbytery of Edinburo;h 'lfS.BBin readiness. 
Although the Assembly had fixed the nu~ber of representativ~ 
at one or two from each Presbytery the local elections show 
that""this rule was not observed .St .Andrews Presbytery on Jure 
28th 1593 elected 5 members for the purpose.(2).Haddington 
appointed 3 ministers as its representative"C~mmissioners to 
the Conventioun befor the parliament~(3) The fact that Edin: 
:burgh Presbytery made no election seems to indicate that these 
commissioners simply gathered round the,Edinburgh nucleus in 
its ordinary Presbytery meeting and that the Capital Presbytert 
still retained its preeminence in Kirk Councils.This is borre 
out by the the fact that throughout July there is frequent 
mention of the "commission of the Kirk" in the records and 
that they seem to have consulted the collective wi4dom oC 
the Presbytery on many points. 

The Lords Articles were appointed on the 16th July 
but whether the Commissioners of the Kirk were uresent in open 
Parliament is doubtful.The King's assurance to them,that it 
was impossible to forfeit the Catholic Earls in this Parliament 
because most of the witnesses against them had escaped,may have 

(4leen made in public.It is more probable that they had a 
private interview with him. As they were now meeting,a band of 
ministers with no lay element, they closely resembled a 
meeting of a Particular Estate.The analogy is continued when 
upon the day following the appointment of the Articles they 
met by themselves 1a the Little Kirk to discuss the situation(5) 

In this separate meeting its seems clear that their 
aims were in the first place directed towards civil affairs,and 
in vlew of the fact that their chief demand was forestalled they 
even doubted whther any articles ought to be submitted to the 

(6) Lords Articles at all.Their direct attempt to influence the King 
(1}B.U.K.u.S17 see previous chapter. 
(2)MS.Pres.Recs."according to the ordinance of the last generall 

Assemblie apotnting everie Presbytrie to direct tua or tune 
commissionaris to the Parliament ordanes and nominat.is Mrs 
Andro Melville James Melvoll Nicol Dalgleisch James Martine 
(provost of the Old College) Robert Wilkie commissionaris in 
thair nameto advyss reson and conclud on sick thingis as salbe 
thocht expedient for the weill of the Kirk" 

(3)Register of Haddin~ton Pres.MS.27th June.James Car~ichael 
Thomas Mcghie James Gibson. 

(4)C.V.p.254 (5) See Rait.pp.402-405 
(6)C.V.p.254 



by means of a delegation of its most eloquent members shows 
that they re~lized that the ultimate decision lay not with the 
Articles but with the Crown.The ~ing would seem to have revised 
their proposals before they were submitted to the Articles. 
The situation even merited a protest that nothing be done in 
prejudice of Kirk Liberty.At any peEiod previously before the 
Kirk had had its taste of power the concessions which it d~ 
obtain would have been gratefully accepted.But theyAssembly 
had now a political programme as an "Opposition" and was not 
content with mere ratificati~n of privileges.(1) Their demand 
howver for more stringent measures against resetters of Pa~sts 

was granted(A.P.S.IV.p.16) and a reasonable modification of the 
Kirk proposal to the Convention of Nobility was accepted where)y 
contumacy to Kirk decrees was to pursued as rebellion{O.e.S.IV 
p.16 c.7). 

The Laird allies of the Kirk were not present in any 
numbers in the Parliament,and the Burghs were probably reluctant 
to assist a policy which would impoverish their trade.A mass 
representation of the baronial element would have given the 
Kirk Commission a power of coercion whichtthe ministry as a 
separate and unoff~cial estat.ee1aeked.They accordingly had to 
suffer the immunity of the Cathol&cEarls while Bhtihwell whose 
policy it was to pose as the Protestant hero was condemned and 
forfeited. The barons had not utilized to full advantage their 
position in Parliament and it was not till 1594 that they w.re 
really elective.Those who sat upon the Articles were nominated 
by the Crown as to a Convention,or were simply royal officials. 
The Kirk preferred to retain them in the Assembly as a constant 
thre~t of force against unpopular policy.(2) 

The first formal and officially representative Comnissim 
of the Kirk had therefore been hardly successful.But that it 
continued to meet is· clear both from the decrease of intercomm: 
:unication between the Presbytery of Edinbur~h and the Court 
and also from the number of commissions which it devolved upon 
th'\t bod • ( It ma be that the full Commission or a ou of 

1 They obtained ( 1) Abolition of abbath Markets. c. , 2) Act for 
glebes.c.8 (?) Stipends were to be free of taxation,tacks 
etc,c.9,and a commission or Platt established to attempt to 
arrange some constant method of allocation.C.45.etc. Thefull 
proposal as to the Constant Platt was not formulated until1596 

'2)Rait.p.210. There were 4t burgesses present.A.P.S.IV.p.6-8 
· 'The titular Bishops and Abbots were still there.see.Rait.167 
(3)e.g.Edin.Pres.Recs.24th July 1593 seems to.indicate that they 

sat in the ordinary Presbytery meeting. 
on the 21st August the Presbytery refers to the Commiss~m 
as "the commissioners deput be the General Assemblie to jrreat 
and conclud materia serving for the glorie of God and the 
weill of the Kirk". 
On the 20th July before the Acts of Parliament were concluded 
they were meetin~ as a separate estate,for they deputed to 
the Edinburgh Presbytery the examination of the Registers of 
the Presbytery of Dumfries. 



them prolonged their sessions in order to watch over the 
situation which had arisen by the return of Bothwell and 
his practical capture of the King.The Presbytery was in 
the midst of proces against the Humes his chief opponents 
but how far they were involved in the plot for his restor: 
:ation cannot be stated.Certainly in the act of remission 
which Bothwell obtained 5 Edinburgh ministers acted as 
intermediaries.It is possible that it was this Commission~ 
the Kirk which was responsible for these negotiationsfC.V.~258) 
and that it was to them that the King appealed against the 
pretensions of "the Protestant Champion" (C. V .259) .The position 
was a peculiar one,and it looks very much as if the Commission 
of the Kirk had transferred their support to Bothwell the King's 
rebel when it was seem that the Parliament was not prepared to 
follow out Kirk suggestions.It is also probable that the 
Commission was in attendance upon that Convention of Estates 
which met in Stt:t'ling in SepP,ember.Certainly an Act againsj 
Beggars was reenforced in which the Kirk was interested.(1) 

When the Humes regained position at Court the Presbytery 
of Edinburgh redoubled their efforts against him,and were only 
dissuaded from passing sentence of excommunication against 
Lord Hume by a promise made by the barons and gentlemen of the 
name of Home that they would urge their chief to conference.(2) 
The feudal element entered thus even into Kirk process.His final 
a;reement with the Presbytery placed limitations upon his public 
policy •here~y he promised to bring in no measures for return 
of Excommunicates.(3) 

The extraordinary meetings of the Kirk in the tatter part 
of the year immediately the disgrace of Bothwell was known seem 
to infer a close connection with his faction. The Conventions 
which were organized in this instance by the Synod of Fife 
illustrate once again the success of the Kirk Courts in obtain: 
:ing representative meetings of ministers barons and burghs 
without formal sanct.ion o! the central civil authority. These 
conventions were virtually Assemblies and exercised the full 
powers of such.The sole difference in their organization was 
that they did not require the Royal permission to assembl' since 
they did not call themselves formal "General Assemblies of the 
Kirk". 

The organization for this extraordinary Assembly shows 
several points of interest,and in particular that the Kirk had 
accepted w~thin its schemes of representation the organization 
for returning the civil commissioners bf the shires. 
(1 )A.P.S.IV.p.42 
(2)Pres.Edin.Recs.18th September 1593.The Synod of Fife however 

in its famous meeting had no hesitation in passing summary 
sentence upon him 25th September 

(3)27th October.Edin.MS.Pres.Recs. 



(1) 

The programme of the Synod was to assemblf a General Conve~ion 
of the Kirk with the Synod as the electoral unit.The principle 
was to direct commissioners of gentlemen burghs and ministers 
from every province to dictate a policy to the King which in: 
:volved the whole domestic situation and the questions of 
foreign policy and. trade. Although many barons were present 
and presumably burgess elders,when it came to the point of 
election of commissiomers to this General Convention,only 
ministers were elected in the Synod itself.Tbe Barons there 
were the nominees of the ministers,one from each parish but 
the Kirk desired overwhelming numbers.~he o~vious solution 
lay in the Head Court of the Shire which was about to meet at 
Cupar on the 2nd of October.This head Court may possibly have 
been about to elect its Civil Commissioners for the Shire as 
provided by the act of 1587.But without due warning the baniDns 
might be slack in attending the Head Court also,therefore each 
minister was appointed to urge the local magnates of his parish 
to attend and to make doubly sure the official "Commission~s 
of the Shire"the Lairds of Cambo and Balcomietwhose year of 
office would expire at that Court) were informed of the Synod's 
intention so that they might give warning of a "frequent". 
The representatives of the barons to what was to be a Kirk 
Convention were therefore to be elected in the civil Head Court 
of the Shire.And to see that this was done the whole of the 
ministry of the Presbytery of Cupar with three of the Synod 
were appointed to attend the shire convention. These dealings 
are significant. It seems clear that this became practically 
the normal procedure and explains why the Synod retained its 
position during this period as &heelectoral unit,in spite of 
the increased power of the Presbytery. 

To obtain the attendance of the Burghs was not so 
difficult.Each minister was to be given a letter Of. information 
which he was to present to the burgh of which he was minis~r 
By the "Burgh" the local Town Council must be implied for as 
we know for both civil and ecclesiastical conventions it bare 
the onus both of expense and election of commissioners. 

But this only dealt with the organization for Fife, 
while a nat~onal ~emonstration was aimed at.The Synod accordingly 
prepared ~~system of information.Delegates were sent to the 
Provinces of Lothian,Angus,Stirling and the Merse with a full 
account of all the Ficle procedure.Thus a "national" meeting for 
the Kirk meant simply an appeal to the Lowland shires.With 
reason at a later date mighttthe Northern ministers complain of 
the small share they got in Kirk Government while the Fife and 
Lothian ministry controlled these Conventions which virtually 
acted the art of a General Assembl • 2 

The Synod sent six ministers to the Extraordinary Conve~ion 
They were Andrew Melville,Ferguson(Dunfermline) Lamb Buchanan 
Da:lgleish James Melville. 

( 2 )There is evidence of the interchange of communications 1::e tween 
Lothian Fife and Angus in the St.Andrews Presbytery Records 
Qct.11 1593.Their replies came to St.Andrews which then 

~~~o~~;~ t~: ~~~~ g~gi~rzitt~RY~rij!~~ggt i~~t1~&!iil~~.r 
ilth Oct.1593 · p.63 



With such an organization combining ~&th the eeolesiastical 
system the latest achievement in Parliamentary representative 
methods such a convention whether section!..l or national 
was a serious challenge to the authority of the Parliament 
and Conventions of Estates which did not meet without eJpress 
Royal Warrant. The combination of ministers with those classes 
which in England formed the House of Commons suggests ttat 
the defects of the uni-cameral system were realized.How would 
the history of Parliament have developed if these had normally 
met in this manner and if the Moderator of the Assembly had 
been accepted as the "Common Speaker"? ( 1) 

The King countered the Convention by going to 
Jedburgh and although the meeting would seem to have been 
as representati.ve as was expected nothing was gained.The.t r. 
power lay in the immediate threat threat of force which of 
course was rendered null by the delegation of their petlltions 
to a committee(e).James estimated the consjitutional import: 
:ance of their meeting.Conventionsof Estates were summoned 
by him and by his nomination.By countenancing such an extra: 
:ordinary meeting he might give precedent for elective 
Conventions which would counteract the tendency which he had 
been cultivating,for making the Convention a substitute for 
the Council.(3)At his conventions he claimed "such only as he 
called should be welcome others not". ( 4) Such a nominatel 
Convention was to be that which he summoned to be at Linlith: 
: gow on October 29th,for the assise to try the Earls. (5) · 

Accordingly a Kirk Counter convention was also 
appointed to be at Edinburgh.Apparently the Convention of 
October 19th which had been unsuccessful in its appeal to 
the King left a group of ministers along with the Presbytery 
of Edinburgh to keep trace of the variations in policy and 
these advertised the Presbyteries who in turm organized the 
baronEt and gentlemen who came "bodin in fear of warre". 
Whether it was the ~ld executive council of November 15ge is 
not clear but the organization must have been the same. 

That the zealots intended war on the model of 
the'1eongregation"is clear for minist.ers like Davidson am 
lairds like Merchiston were chagrined to find that perfectly 
constitutional methods were agreed upon by the majority,by 
presentation of Articles by a representative commission of 
ministers barons and burgesses.The idea of a"Common Spect:er" 
of the Commons is again present in the appointment of James 
Melville as "s echeman". 
(1 Rait.p.195,518-20 2)2 ministers 2 Lairds.3 burgesse 
(3)Rait.p.149 4)C.V.p.271 
(5)A MS in the Cottonian Collection.Cal.D.II.p.187b. gives 

a list of the resolutions of a meeting on Oct.6th Th~ must 

fe ~.mustake forhthe,,1Qthtfor its neteitions are the same nelg adv1ee to is maJes y was ror delay or ~rlal of 
he Lords until all the professors Should be ripely advised 

since all the professors intend to be their accusers•to ,. 
ward them in Edin.Dundee and Stirling until trial~that they 
should receive no benefit of law until they satisfy the 
Kirk: for their excommunication. This reasonung seems to be 
a vicious circle 



The King's Convention at Linlithgow contained only 6 lair~ 
and 9 burghs,whereas the poularly elected meeting was very 
well attended,i.e.those whom the King had noD summoaed.It was 
this a meeting of the united opposition.The Convention of 
Royal Burghs was also holding its sessions in Edinburgh,and 
probably they swelled the multitude.That the meeting was a 
mass representation ~ather than on an elecoral basis is 
clear from the St.Andrews Records where on 1st November no 
meetin~ could be held "the graitest part of the brethren being 
in Edinburgh at the Conventioun". ( 1) 

The struggle was more than a religious one.It was 
the constitutional problem of whether the King could direct 
Government and policy by his own will and nominated conventions 
or whether the voice of the "commo11s" as represented by the 
burghs and barons should have influence in the councils of 
state.That there was this constitutional feeling is hinted at 
in the behavious of David Lindsay the~oderate":Moderator of 
the more popular meeting. 

Although the zealots complained of the"driving of 
time" the committee to consider the petitions of the Catholic 
Earls showed an attempt at representation of all Estates which 
was a tribute to the constitutional aims of the Opposition • 
To the 6 Lords 6 Lairds 6 Burgesses appointed there were 6 
ministers added who were to attend when called upon or when they 
had any thing to propose.(2) 

The first meeting of this Committee for trial was 
appointed for the 12th November.A Convention of the Oppesition 
was therefore expected,but the King sent forth a proclamation 
that none should presume to make convocation of the lieges on 
that day and forbidding any to come to Edinburgh save tho~ 
upon the commission or those that should be called by him.(3) 

That this order was disregarded by the Kirk is 
obvious.As usual the Presbyteries wrganized their preparations 
on a representative basis,although there was some confusion as 
to where the trial or convention of the committee was to te 
held.Thus Haddington on 7th November 1593 recorded,"Forsamikle 
as it was thocht gud be the commissioners of the Kirk(4) laitly 
convenit at Edr.that ther suld be from ewerie presbytrie sume 
be directit bothe of the barrantis and ministrie to the ccnvent: 
:ioun of pairth the presbytrie nominatis the Lairdis of Boltoun 
and elfinstou.n oun er and of the m1nistr1e James Gibsone~( 

St.A.MS.Pres.Recs.Oct.25th and Nov. at. 
(2)A.P.S.IV.p.44;C.V.p.277 
(3)P.C.R.IV.p.105.The idea was that it was still the King-~s 

High Court.of Justice. 
(4)They may have considered all these conventions merely ~ 

different sessions of the representative commission of the 
Kirk which had been appointed in the last Dundee Assemtly 
and had made the unsuccessful petitions to the June Parliame~ 

(5)Hadd.MS.Pres.Recs.Nov.7th 159:3.The term "barrantls"is a 
peculiar form for baron.It may be a survival of the term 

"baron banrent".See Rait.p.178-9 
The mention of Pe~th is due to confusion.The Papist Earls wem 
in Perth whither they had been ordered by the King. 



Both a civil convention and a Kirk convention therefore would 
seem to have been held on the 12th November.What seems to have 
~appened was that the original committee of 6 of each Estate 
did not take effect,and the Kin~'s nominated Convention of 
Estates was small for the noblemen written for did not come.(1) 
Moysie in his account of proceedings draws no distinction between 
the Civil Convention andthat of the Kirk.Those who did come 
seem to have.preferred the Kirk Convention,for it seems to 
have been in the ecclesiastical meeting that the three ministers 
and the two of each estate were appointed for preparation of 
the trial pending a fuller meeting which was expected on the 
19th.That it was a constitutional potnt is clear from the King's 
question as to whether Wedderburn was his baron or not.(2) 

The lairds in fact through the Kirk and Presbytery were pra~ical~ 
asserting a right to come to convention4 without formal missives 
and when they came sat along with the nominated members if any 
there were present.For several times it is remarked that the 
"ministry" met by themselves,the lay element having apparently 
merged itself into a civil convention once the kirk articles 
had been presented.~~t that they played a prominent part in the 
presentation of these articles is vouched for but their attit u4e 
was considerably altered after consultation with the king. 

Tha Act of oblivion passed by the King's convent~n 
of 26th November was thereforestrongly opposed b~ the ministry 
a.l though the main Kirk convention seems to have departed before 
the acts was published for the King announced it himself to 
the ministry of Edinburgh.He persisted in regarding the excomm: 
:unication of the Earls and in fact the whole system of Convention 
as a sectiobal policy of a "corner of the country".(3) 

But the organiz:~.tion of the kirk prepared itselfonce 
more,and alliance with the English point of view obtained a 
re 1eal of the act(4)The Presbytery of Edinburgh seems to have 
taken a leading part in these proceedings but the Presbytery of 
st.Andrews without waitins for such diplomacy ~ad already been in 
touvh as early as November 29th With the barons of the shime of 
Fife.On that date Andrew Melville Nic~l Dalgleish and John John: 
:stone JeFe2drdlait1a~1'bo"pass to Cupar on fryday nixtocum the last 
of this instant to the conventioun of barrounis to be haldin thair 
to communicate with tham anent the present dangerous estait· of 
this countrie and to crave thair advyss and concurrance for 
remedie therof.(5) 

The activites of the clergy did not stop there.As soon 
~e another convention of estates was appointed the presbyteries 
~astened to send ministers as represen~tives to a kirk meeting 
which apparently was to ~etition the Civil Power. 
{1)Moysie.p.108.C.V.p.28 
(2)C.V.p.283.The King attempted to side track the argument by 

as:{ing whether the Lords must first be received to repentance 
by the Kirk be~ore trial by eivil Convention.His argument was 
logical enough.As excommunicates they had lost their civll 
right to plead.cf.the Cott~nian MS. 

t3)C.V.p.289 (4)See A.P.S.IV.p.52 18th Jan.1593-94 
(5)St.Andrews.MS.Pres.Recs. 29th Nov.1593 



It was apparently the Presbytery of Edinburgh which still 
~ave warning to the districts of these civil conventions,(1) 
although most probably tt was only the adjacent Presbyteriaa 
which were advertised upon such a hasty summons. The Presbytery 
of St.Andrews on 3rd January a~pointed James Melville and 
Dal~eish "commissioaris to the conventioun at Edinburgh the 
%1 of this instant"(2)0n the 8th of January the Edinburgh 
Presbytery apparently reviving its general commission prep~ed 
its campaign.Bruce Lindsay Rollok Balcanquall and Nicholson 
were appointed to convene themselves "and to confetl with tte 
Lords of Sessioun in the articles to be proponit be the Ki!k 
to the Estaitts" This is curious because only a few weeks tefoB 
the ministers had zealously upheld an accusation launched 1u 
one of their number against the Session as"sellers of Justiceu" 
What these articles were is not known,but it seems to be clearly 
recognized that in dealing with the Presbytery the Civil Power 
was dealing with the Executive of the Church,round which the 
commissioners from such Presbyteries as were advertised or took 
advantage of the still current 11Representative Commission of 
the Kirk" gathered ~o-,.r~port the needs of the districts. 

There were probably laymen present at the Kirk convention 
but there is no definite information.In any case there were at 
least 11present in the Civil Convention which reduced the Act 
of Abolition.Cebtainly the Kirk as a result obtained an 
influence in the Council which while it involved only the 
Presbytery of Edinburgh practically meant that the whole K:h' k 
would be adverp&sed i:di case of necessity.Kirk influence intleed 
went so far as to induce the Council to produce its minutes in 
Presbytery showing their diligence in calling a Parliament 
warding the Earls and inviting them to name lawyers to advise 
them in their conduct of the trial.The Presbytery not only named 
lawyers but also 5 ministers to assist them;the Council as 
reconstituted in 1594 was anxious to obtain the goodwill of the 
Kirk and by obtaining information of Kirk requirements from 
"a man of judgment" to obviate the necessity for these unauthor: 
:ized conventions of which there had been so many that a formal 
system of Convention and Counter Convention might well have 
been evolved ( §) 

But although the Presbytery was actually the Privy 
council of the Church it could on occasion become a r1gf~ 
constitutionalist and refuse to make any decision without the 
sanction of the full Assembly particularly in the attitude 
ado ted to Bothwell. 

S ,Andrews MS.Pres Recs.3rd Jan. 593-94 C.V.274 Carmicha~ 
(~)Edin.Pres.MS.8th Jan. See.C.V.p.291 the agent of the 
(4) C.V.p.292 Moysiep.112 Central Council was~ 

(5)If not actually in touch 
with Bothwell they used 

this very period being pro: 
ceased by his Presbytery for 

his continued absence in EdX1burgh 
him as a threat against the 
Papists.David Lindsay's son was a Bothwellian,one of the 
ministers of Fife was deprived by thePresbytery for being in 
arms with Bothwell(18th April.St.A.Recs.)John Roes of Per>th 
was actuated not only by religious fervour in his denunciation 
of the King.He was a kinsman of Both~ell. 



The Road of Leith and its consequences revealed that whatev~ 
their motive the ministry were distinctly unwilling to ase 
their full power of propaganda against Bothwell.The appearance 
of the Laird of Carmichael and Robert Mel ville in the Presbyt. ery 
proved that the Civil Authority recognized the influemce of the 
pulpit as the sole disseminator of news and hence the leader 
and creator of a public opinion.The mission meant a practical 
request for advice on domestic policy-how since the King was 
about to marchnagainet the Papist Earls the nerle Bothwell may 
be restrained that he impede nocht the presequuioun of the said 
wark" Although Calderwood does not mention this concession (V.298) 
the MS Records show that the Presbytery promised "Gif Bothwel 
preis to lift armes ather aganes his Majestie the Prince(just born 
or himder the proseeuutioun of the said wark they sall speik 
and condemne Bothwell in the said enterpr~ssis"(t) 

The date of the General Assembly fixed so long ag~ 
(B.U.K.p.813) was now approaching.The Convention of J~nuary or 
a subsequent Council had arranged the date of a Parliament ~ 
meet about the same time probably in an attempt to spare expenses 

(2)of double journey and possibly to share in the power which 
gave the Assembly its national character.The system of conventions 
which had been more or less Particular Assemblies in the manner 
of the organization of the Burghs had not interfered with the 
formal arrangements arrived at in the presence of the Royal 
Commissioner in April 1593. 

The chief Presbyteries sent large contingents of 
representatives with undoubtedly a numerous lay element. (see supm1 
The Assembly had learned from its successful conventions th~ 
although by no means truly democratic in character its power 
~ith lairds and burgesses as representing the commons gave it 
a peculiar -flalrulty for criticizing the Civil Government of' 1:.ne 
King and the Higher Nobility.Its methods were logical,and would 
have formed a good model for Parliamentary Gover~ent. 

After a review of all the public events which had 
taken place since their last meeting and approving the action 
of commissioners and conventions they proceeded to draw up a 
series of Articles for presentation to the King at Stirling 
representing the dangers to religion as a result of the Spanish 
blanks lamenting that the efforts of the godly h~d so far met 
with so little success.These articles would have been harmless 
enough in themselves but the particular remedies which they 
subjoined involved an interference in the constitution and 
procedure of Parliament,by the request that Parliament be not 
delayed so that the immediate forfeiture of the Lords might take 
place,and that no suspect persons be elected upon the Articles, 
--a tacit recognition that the King might control the election of 
the Articles at wi1l. 
{1)Pres Recs.9th April and C.V.p.298 

James Melville strenuously denied that there was an~ com~icity 
with Bothwell.His experiences of 1585 had taught him"never to 
trust ahy of the nobility with his opinion on public affairs" 

(2)0rig1nally fixed for 22na April,but altered to a Convention 
Parliament then changed to 27th May but delayed until June 



A second group of de:nands defined the whole policy Y:i th 
regard to the f-arfeiture of the the Earls which ought they 
said to be by" way of de id~ With a knowledge of the Crown 
Finances which their conferences and conventions had given 
they suggested that a remedy for the King*s ~irficulties 
might be found in the appropriation of the forfeited estates 
inalienably to the Crown;and the forfeitures of resetters 
were also recommended.The King had to remind them that although 
this might be commendable from a financiiU. point of view the 
Earls were .&ot Jet f'orfet.ted. 

Not content With dictating Policy and Finance and in fact 
anticipating a decision of ahe Supreme Law Court,the Assembly 
instructed the King how the Royal Guard ought to be used i.e. 
for the simple purpose of apprehending certain named papi~s. 
and even interfered in the mil~tary discipline of that body,by 
by urging that they be tried together with their captains in 
respect of the many complaints ~ivin in against them to the 
Assemblie".Such a supervision was certainly beyond the scope 
of any ecclesiastical meeting and the King curtly told th~ 
that the complaint belonged not to their office. 

Besides this they suggested plans for the disposal of the 
"Spanish Ship grounded at Montrose" and reviwwed the systan of 
National Defence .Their proposal "That the haill subjects re 
chargeit to put themselves in armes •.• in full readiness~ 
persew andtdefend as they salbe certified be his Majestie 
or utherwayes findand the occasioun urgent" shows an appreciat: 
:ion of some kind of doctrine of responsibility to a principle 
higher than the Prerogative.That principle they intended 
should be Religion and the General Assembly,thus safeguarding 
their power to summon conventions and even convocations to 
arms without necessarily waiting for Royal Sanction.With justice 
the King retorted "To be ready at my charge is very meit but 
I understand not the clause of urgent occasionn". 

The sum total of their claims therefore comprised 
direction of summoning of Parliament,of its personnel or execut: 
:ive,of its decisions as a Court of Law,of the Crown Finances 
of the Royal Guard,of foreign and domestic policy,and of the 
national defence forces.If voiced in Parliament these demands 
Wluld have established that body as a limiting power upon the 
absolute monarch,but instead they came from an Institution which 
was the Opposition outsid_e Parliament ,and Which lost its power 
to make such protests according to the degree in which its 
composite membership became merged in that of Parliament. 

If the King in the old days of struggle for establishmed 
had complained of incoherency and vagueness in Kirk articles 
this list was definite enough.Such proposals could not be ignorEd 
especially since the ramifications of the Kirk organizations 
went farther and deeper than the corresponding civil administrat: 
:ion and the national defence w~s therefore far more easily 
controlled by the minister than by the feudal sheriff or snecial 
c~mmissioners,and might possibly be turned against the Gov~rn 
ment itself. The King and Council therefore responded by 



submitting a series of demands for the Kirk's consideration 
an admission in fact thqt the Assembly was a body outside 
the realm of Royal Command. A constitutional Opposition 
amounting almost to a Party Government was not far distant 
could Assembly and Parliament with the executive Council 
have combined to form a truly national body.As it was neither 
would tolerate within themselves difference of opinion.The 
Assembly avowedly aimed at unanimity although it must sometimes 
have been a false one.Opposition was not necessarily corrupt 
although the Kirk continued to believe this throughout. the 
struggles of the last years of the century,and in the next 
century persecuted the minorities which supported the Engagement. 
A joint Parliament Assembly would perhaps have solved the 
difficulties had the zealots not ruined everything by their 
autocratic attitude in matters which rightly pertained only 
to the lay element of Assembly.The ministry clung despite them 
selves to a feudalism which refused to see the usefulness of 
new men as experts in their own province.The Kirk attitude to 
the Octavians was therefore a grave error in judgment,which 
was not to be redeemdd by any feudal alliance. 

The King's demands therefore in this instance 
represent the Government Policy.If the Kirk demanded punishment 
of traitors,to religion,the King demanded retribution for 
treachery against himself.Under this he placed irreverent speeches 
in pulpit,e.g.Ross, concurrance with the rebel Bothwell e.g. 
the case of Andrew Hunter of St.Andrews Presbytery~the first 
opin traitour"amon~ the ministryand finally an attempt to use 
the ministBrs influemce on public opinion to pbevent sppport 
of Bothwell as well as any other rebels. In part.icillihar he urged 
that the people be dissuaded from receiving wages or becoming 
soldiers under colour of religion or any other pretext without 
Royal Warrant.Inthe Kirk's agreement there may have been some 
c~suistry and an attempt to safeguard their own right to assembly 
an unpaid fi~hting force,when they only fotlbade "receiving wages" 
and omitted the general clause "to become soldiers" 

Havin~ already bridled in some measure the Assembly 
by insisting that its formal meetings must be fixed in his pJesenre 
the King alarmed at the powers of the representative commission 
which had done so much to bring about what were practically 
extraordinatiJS Assem~lies as a counter poise to his extraordinary 
Conventions of Estates,made a request which while satisfying the 
need of the Assembly for keeping in tomrh with Parliament, wmld 
be a means in some measure of controlling unauthorised convocatiom 
The second representative commission"tlne or two from each princip: 
:all presbytery" was appointed to wait upon the King in time of 
Parliament "no less for religion than for Crown and Country" 
an admission that the aims of the Assembly extended beyond a 
mere interest in Kirk problems to a national supervision of the 
Executive.(B.U.K·p.887JThe names of these ~epresentatives a~ not 



given in the record but from later develop~ents and from 
an entry in the Edinburgh Records it seems clear that the 
majority .of them were from the Edinburgh and Fife districts' ( 1) 
Row staes that they numbered 24 with a quorum of about 8.He 
regarded the appointment as corrupt and the first step towards 
Episcopacy.The corruption lay apparently only ib the fact that 
the King was to be advertised of their doings for the last 
General Commission had been onexectly si··'lilar lines .Row however 
claims that they voted in the Parliament of June but for this 
there is no authority.(2) 

Nebertheless the Presbytery of EdinburR8 in spite of 
this General Commis si on still retained it position as the 
summoner of extraordinary Assemblies.It seems in fact to be an 
admission that whatever "representative commissions 11 migr,tt be 
appointed the leaders~ip in these as in general Kirk business 
lay with the Edinburgh group which called in the advice of tre 
powerful Fife element in times of danger. 

The negotiations of this representative commission are 
therefore thoseof A Kirk Council chosen allegedly fmpartially 
from the ministry of all Scotland who have sole power of 
communication with King and Parliament.(3) 

A eottonian MS gives an account of a conference betvaen 
James and the ministry and Presbytery of Edinburgh which see~ 
to show that the Presbytery could on occasion refuse to take 
that reponsibility in public affairs which in point of fact 
they mormally exercised "for that would importe this ministry 
to have power of the whole ministry of Scotland'' (4) 

It was to this Parliament that the Lairds received their 
first writs for free election and use of their privilege as 
granted in the act of 1587.Was it perhaps in recognition of the 
danger they might be to settled government if the principle of 
nomination were continied,and the representative or mass 
meeting of the barons became the General Assembly and its ex~a 
ordinary conventions. 

The Lords Articles of Parliament appointed om May 30th 
proceeded to business in discussing the forfeiture of the Earls. 
The Commission of the Kirk attended their meeting on the day 
after the election to protest against the presence of some of 
the members of that committee both on the ground of their being 
Prela~es and of their bein~ suspected of partiality towards tee 
Papists.This was an important claim for an external body to 
make in controlling or attempting to control the composition of 
the cbJ.ef committee of Parliament .It was the reciprocal process 
of Jame~ attitude in the choice of the ModerJ.tor' s assessors. 

n. res. ecs. une. a oway ncanson 
Melville Bruce Forbes Lindsay Buchanan.Not a full 
sufficient quorum. 

(2)Row.p.37 (3) See.Hist.James.Sext.p.324 et seq. 
(4)Cott.Cal.D.;~. 29th May.It seems reminiscent of an interv:hewm 
(5)cf.G.A.of.1586"I have something to say against that man"\Apr119CJ 



It seems clear that the decision of the Articles was induved 
by the King's impartial attitude and by the vote of the laird 
and burgess vote.The ministers presence was only to present their 
own articles and to make exhortation to influence the Lords decis: 
:ion.There is nothing to infer that they remained throughout the 
deliberations of the Committee or voted as Row suggests.Edward 
Bruce had not learned subservience to the Kirk in spite of its 
revenge upon him for opposing its suggestions ina former Parliament 

The acts in the Kirk's favour showed that a strong commissim 
assisted by a favourable element in the articles could obtain 
much.Death was appointed as ~ penalty for hearers of mass,all 
Papists were to satisfy their Presb0tery before 1st August other 
wise upon apPlication to the Privy ouncil they might be prom unced 
rebels with escheat of all their good to the King{ thus following 
out the Assembly' S':tsuggested remedies .Any minister who was remiss 
in this respect was to forfeit half his stipend which was to augmen 
those of the diligent.Excommunication was made more stringent in 
its civil penalties w~t~e a full r~tification with reenactme!L 
of penalties was given to the Kirk requirements inthe observation 
of the Sabbath. The revocation of erections which took place must 
have been hoever practically nominal.(1) 

The appointment of a committee of 4 of each estate to 
meet 20days before the Parliament to receive bills and petitinns 
was perhaps made with the intention of guarding against the 
Kirk pretensions with its commissions and conventions which 
in the last Assembly at least had practically covered the whole 
ground of Parliamentary business.Such preparation was more fitting: 
:ly done by a Parli~mentary committee than by an Opposition body(2) 

The Commission of Assembly combihed with the Civil Executive 
to make these acts real instead of merely nominal and inoper~ive 
as so often Scottish stat~tes were.The letters which King and 
Commission sent to the Presbytery of Edinburgh must have been 
known to the majority of the Presbytery who were themselves 
members of the committee.It was probably an indication that the 
Presbytery might now use its propaganda in the King's intere~ 
since for the time Commission and Council were united in olm 

A.P.S.IV.p.62 et seq.c.4,5,7,8, 
(2) ibid.c.28. James the Sext.p.330 also infers that the 

condemnation of the Earls passed upon the vote of the ministers 
and bur>shs and that the Lords were not convinced of their fault 
James Melville was proud of the fact that at his suggestion 
an act was passed in favour of St.Andrews.o.318.It however 
seems unlikely that the commission ever exercised any vote. 

(j)The letters are engrossed in the MS.Recs. 18th June.The le~ er 
of the Kingis a form~ profession of zeal against the Earls 
who are now in the same category as Bothwell.But the letter of 
the commission contained considenable flattery of his Majesty 
They h

1
ave "good hope that the graces of god glk bee;outh to bud 

and f orishe in his tendir zeiris and now a Iang t~me be the 
cal~~eis and ewill coursis of this godles men hes almost beine 
suffocat sall zit in mercie break forth" 



While it seems clear that the Presbytery is still an important 
institution,its universal power has been trabsferred to the 
Commission.They were admonished to beware of Bothwell and w 

I 
repont the machinatiJns of the Papist Lords either to the King s 
ministers or to Lindsay and Bruce who were thus apparently to 
have the aol!llal:iJ!!'lghtro1'caccess but. not to the exclusion of 
others of the Presbytery who had anything of importance to 
contribute. 

The power of the Edinburgh ~resbytery had been depend: 
:ent rather upon its influential ~roup of ministers and its 
usefulness as a centre of propaganda.It had rarely seemed to 
exercise that influence with the lairds which the St.Andrews 
group used to such advantage.Lay eldership in Edinburgh had 
been notoriously lax.The Presbytery was therefore urged by the 
Commission to remedy this by largee attendamces at the weeldy 
meeting "accompaneit with the discreitest and best affectit 
barones and gentillmen within yr bounds 11 (1) 

Davidson's criticism of the actions of both King and 
Commission indicate that the tendency of these commissioners 
was to exclude violent partisan feeiling.His open attack upon 
all estates seems to show him as a true representative of the 
unruly baronial stock from which he sprang.He was an irresponsi~~ 
agitator always against the Government.His utterances show what 
Bowes had already discovered that Presbyterianism was but a thin 
veneer upon the fundamental feudalism of Sco~land.(J) 

The influence of the Commission in spite of this was 
widespread.At a Convention of Burghs in Stirling on 2nd July 
the minister of Sttrling produced the Royal Letter to the Pres: 
:bytery of Stirling presumably a replica of that sent to tbe 
Edinburgh Presbytery and asked the concurrance of the Burshs 
to assist the Kin~ against the Papists.They agreed to do so 
upon advertisement from the King and promised to bring any 
resetters of the Papists to justice within their bounds.(J) 

(4) The Kirk inflmence with the Burghs was used later by 
the King to obtain grants of money,of which he was always 1n 
need and top11bcure which he altered his policy at will.Thus on 
16th Jul 1 4 he asked the Presb ter of Edinbur h for aasistanoo 

1 Edin.MS.Recs. 8th June.Signed by the names mentioned supra 
2)C.V.p.338-9.He feared the Edinbuegh rabble which showed 

hostility in spite of the threatenings of the pre:1chers 
when their local privileges and markets were attacked 

(3)R.C.B.I.p.444.The letters were presumably sent out by the 
Central Commission,unless it was that the Presbytery of 
Edinburgh informed the other Presbyteriea according to its 
previous custom 

(4) See.J.M.p.318 
James resburces to obtain money are dealj with in a Thesis 
by Dr.Bryden. 



(3) 

(4) 

C' ' to assitt him in obtaining money for expenses of the prin~e s 
baptism,and again for raising troops against the rebels.His 
request to the"ministers of Edinbur;;h with some otner"who wwere 
probably the Gener~l Commission of the Kirk was for a levy 
of 600horse and ~60foot and indicates that though he might 
disapprove of Kirk plans in other direction he realized'the 
effectivemes of their methods of personal collection. The 
example of November 1592 and particularly the attitude of 
Glasgow had shown the Kirk that their allies were averse to 
paying for hired troops and preferred to serve as the feudal 
fighting force themselves.(1)But a committee of ministers did 
meet with a committee of the Council for considering ways and 
means of raising money and by an appeal to religious enthusiasm 
throughout the quarters of Edinburgh some supplies were pranisa 
The alliance between Kirk and its commission and the State 
went so far as to authorise the ministry to convene the barons 
and gentlemen as well as burgesses "to advise upon a means of 
resisting the enemies of God" ,and to prepare themselves to 
march at the King's bidding.(2) 

This per::.od of alliance was of immense value 
to the King.The commision of the Kirk collected money for his 
expedi ti-:)ns to the North, they assisted in organizing the barons 
as a fightin~S force, thev accompanied him on h is march North 
and through their influenoethe burghs were induced to increase 
their supplies.That the policy was not wholly popular is evidenc~ 
by the application of the Presbytery of Edinburgh on 21st August 
for a commission "to the gen:blemen and burrowis to tak protect: 
:ioun of the ministers" presumably against both the Papist 
agitators and the Bothwell faction which did not approve of 
such an alliance between Kirk and State. Like their descendants 
in the Civil Wars the attendance of these ministers in camp 
was always directed to obtain greater severity.When the expeditim 
returned in December the general opinion of the ministry and 
this probably means the Commission was that the affair ougtt 
to have been pursued to exbremity.The King's tentative efforts 
to placate these-grievances which would very soon spread all over 
Scotland ave snown in the revived commission to execute the 
acts of Parliament against immorality cursing/ Sabbath market~ 
beggars etc. (5) 
(1)c.v.lit et: seq. 
(2) P.C.R.V.p.157 22nd July 
(3) James only set out on 4th October.It was probably in the 

Convention of Estates of September that the Burghs voted their 
contribution of expenses for 1000 foot for 2 months of which 
only one month had ~ctually been paid.The barons also contrib: 
:uted in addition to serving themselves.James Melville's duty 
was to agitate for the payment from the individual burghs 
for the proportion of their second months wages.C.V.354 J.M.3e 

(4)Edin Recs.MS.The alliance between barons burghs and ministers 
probably extended to the protection of such of the comm:L9 sion 
which went with the King. 

(5)P.C.R.V.p.200 



The discovery of the complicity of the"Protestant hero" 
Bothwell in tn•asonable correspondence with the Papists 
and the full account of the various confessions given by 
the Council delegates to the Presbytery indicate quite 
clearly that the propaganda of the pulpit was sought as 
a means of counteracting these schemes.The historic"infonn 
: ation"was given on February 3rd along with the demand fer 
the excommunica"Lion or· Bothwell.The procedure of the Presbytery 
indicates that in spite of the"General Commission11 which could 
not re5Ularly be in attendance upon the Court,that the Edinbur~ 
group still acted as the Privy Council of the Kirk.The sULt 
for stipends necessitated the presence of a good number ~ 
ministers in Edinburgh.These and apparently as many of the 
General Commission as could be advertised met along with the 
Presbytery on the 5th of February when it was agreed that 
Bothwell's crime merited excommunication but two members of 
the General Commission were sent to find out whether the King 
desired it in all provinces at once.The King however would 
be satisfied with the sentence pronounced by such ministers 
as w~re present.He had apparently no ebjection to summary 
excommunication in"a corner of the country" when it:,wotlid· t 
advance his schemes and influence public opinion in his favou~ 

(1) By 7th February the meetins contained representati~s 
from Angus Fife Lanark Dalkeith Haddington Jedburgh,a good 
indication of how Edinburgh was the hive of the mi,-tistry 
whether merely present as pursuing before the Platt or SEply 
awaiting the turn of events in the Capital.Still doubtful as 
to committing the General Kirk(for whom Bothwell's importance 
thus seems certain) they requested that the King would write 

(2) for"Coi).vening o~ brethren out of all Presbyteries" Calderwood 
states'th~t this meant only the attendance of the Presbyteries 
of Lothian, but it;seems rather as if it were an extraordinary 
convention of the kirk (but only the ministry thereof) fer a 
special purpose.Why they should invite the King to summon an 
ecclesiastical meeting is unknown,and was distinctly contrary 
to their usual practice.It may be that what they were aiming 
at was a full meeting of the "Representative Commission cK the 
Kirk"whose advice the King was entitled to call for.But th:s 
fuller meeting on Bebruary 18th if it was a eonvention of the 
Commission was unwilling to prejuduce any decision of the 
General Assembly on the point and the excommunication was 
accordingly announced not as the work of the full meeting but 
of the Presbytery of Edinburgh alone whose decree might be 
more easily rescinded than that ofa Commission which had the 
full force of the General Kirk. (3) -(1) Edin.MS.Recs.?th Feb.159t 
( 2) C. V. p. 363 

(3) William Aird the Moderator of the Edinburi3h Presbytery 
pronounced the sentence. 



This attitude w~s continued in their consideration of the 
general question whereby the Kih~ desired to obtain some 
definite rule so that the spiritual authorities might be pre: 
:vented from exercistng that discretionary power of censure in 
relation to the Kings rebels~Whether those forfeited for ;reason 
ought not likewise to be stricken with the spiritual sword of 
excommunication11 , so th·-1t once cut off from the c-ivil body they 
might automatically be cut off from the spibitual.The civil 
magistrate autom~tically put to the born the excommunicate, 
therefore the duty ought to be reciprocal traitors to the King 
ought to be put to the ecclesiastical horn'! But the meeting 
found that the question affecte0. the whole chusch and referr~d 
it to the Assembly.(1) 

In the same way on the question of"Balweary" the 
King urged them to call representatives from other Presbyt~ies 
to make decision,but the Presbytery declined until the Parliame~ 
or Convention of Estates should hold their meeting.Tben only 
did they direct letters to the Presbyteries to summon them to 
a meeting on the 11th March the day before the Convention began 
"for consulting upon sick articles to be proponit to the Estates 
as eoncernis the Kirk"(2) Whether this was a special convention 
of the Kirk or merely a lar~e meeting of the representative 
11 Commission"is not clear.In any case there is no record either 
of their decisions or of the articles which they proposed to 
the Estates. It would certainly seem to have been the Commission 
which went to Stirling in April at the King's call in the affair 
of the excommunication of the Laird of Spott.Tbe Kirk was partis~ 
Any of their quondam allies they were unwilling to sentence 
summarily althou~h they had no hesitation in other cases \3) 

The General Assembly was to meet on June 24th in 
Montrose.On 10th June Edinburgh proceeded to election sending 
4 ministers and 2 lairds(who must under the circums~ances have 
been arb~trarily nominated)The King's negojiations with the 
Kirk through his commissioners were simply directed to clarifying 
the pressing problem of exeommunication.He dem!3.nded the ref}tproct 
al use of the "two swords 11 in cases of"treasonable enterprise" 
which had been found culpable by law.In agreeing in general 
terms the Kirk added the proviso "legitima cogni tione ecclesiast:ba 
praeeunte. It was also agreed that no excommunic :tion should 
pass at the "appetite of 2or 3 particulars" but anly when a 
convenient number of the Kirk be gravely assembled.In the late 
struggle over Bothwell the Kirk bad been more careful in th~ 
direction than the King had desired.For the respect of the 
spiritual censure it was essential that the" last weapon" of tee 
Kirk should not be used for trifles nor in small civil cases.(4) 
( 1 )Pres.Edin.Recs.MS.18th Feb. see Calderwood.V.365 
(2)Pres.Recs ibid. 
(3) C.V.p.366 
(4) cf. David Black's invectives over the title of a house m 

St.Andrews 



But the Kirk was unwilling to let its chief source of pow~ 
become purely a matter of rule ana of form.It delayed making 
decision on the demand for the abolition of summary excommunic: 
:ation"Q.uhill the next Convention" i.e. ofthe Kirk. 

An elaborate system of commissions was appointed to 
consider the delapidation of benefices and to agree upon a. 
constant Platt so that ministers might be saKed the labour of 
suiting in person for their stipends.A commission of 18 mmister 
roughly representative of Provinces wwas nominated to begin 
sessions on 1st September who after receiving detailed accounts 
of parishes from individual ministers appointed for the ~pose 
in each Presbytery were to come to some fixed conclusion on 
the whole question.Their report was to be submitted to the 
delegates of Presbyteries which were computed at 50 and u~n 
approval the whole scheme was to be presented to the King and 
Council for ratification. The scheme was on a national basis 
and the duties of the Commissioners would be extremely onerous 
so that the occasion merited what seems to bethe first trace 
in the Kirk records of the payment of commissioners for duties 

(1)which were intended to benefit the whole community of ministers 
Although it is nowhere stated in the official record 

a General Commission was once more given to a group of leading 
ministers who somewhat closely resembled in personnel this 
Commission of the Platt,another indication of how the power of 
the Assembly ·vended to be concentrated in the hands of a 
grryup in and around Edinburgh.Row suggests that the previcus 
commission which was supposed to be representative of each 
Presbytery but which he places as consisting only of 24 del egata' 
was simply renewed in the same persons.It was certainly from 

(2) this Commission that the smaller commission for visitation of 
the University of St.Andrews was chosen. But it does not seem 
to have been this commission before which Black was summoned 
at Falkland but rather one composed of a moderate party which 
certainly did exist within the Kirk although the demagogue 
methods of Melville and some of the Edinburgh group often 
"borethem down".The King had begun to exercise bhe power which 
the Kirk had declared to be orthodox of summoning for advice 
such ministers as he pleased,and Black refused to recogn~ze 
those who were present on this occasibn as any accredited 
commission or court of the Kirk.Spottiswood's"wiser sort" were 
different persons from those whom Melville called the 11 bEB t 11 

Except in times of crisis these extremist"best" seem to have 
been in a minority.Andrew Melville's high handed proceedings 
may perhaps be accounted for by the fact that he was probably 
one of the General Coa~ission which in this instance had not 
been consulted.(3) 

(1)B.U.K.p.847 
( 2 ) i bid • p. 85 6 
(3) It was the scene of the speech as to the"twa kinv.:s ani twa 

kingdoms 11 but the King was not presuming in this=> inatance 
to judge by the coumcml alone.The moderates whom he summon 
ed were there propably as extraordinary members of Council 



The violence of the elder Melville was a danger to any considered 
policy,but the necessity of alliance between King and ministry 
to cope with the Bothwell and his alliance with the Papists 
prevented any .definite breach. 

The persistency of the minister who was always on 
the spot and who ha4 an intimate knowledge of all his parishion: 
:ers sometimes made the Kirk law more effective than civil 
enactment.Something like this was behind James desire for recip: 
:rocal punishment for treason and excommunication. It had 
ever been the object of the court to impose regulations upon 
undue richness of dress and upon other luxuries,but in the ~ere: 
:ased wealth of Scotlann often with little effect. The Presbytery 
of Edinburgh in Au~ust 1595 took up the matter and passed what 
was practicctlly 'a sumptuary law.Ministers were to speak with 
their congregations "to keep a frugalitie moderatmes and sobriety 
in ther Houssis and apparre01" and to note those who pers.isted 

(1)in this ~isplay. The Privy ouncil followed it up in December 
in some measure by a civil. enactment.(2) 

Although the moderates under Lindaay mi~ht prevail 
in times of peace whenever there was danger or rummur of war 
the agitator dema~o~ue type of pastor carried all before him. 
Davidson was a power~~recruiting officer but his contribution 
to settled government in Kirk or State was practically nil. 
The experiences of the Armada and the ·success of their conv~cat: 
:ations of the lieges and particularly of the barons led the 
Kirk to presume that the support and co-operation of their 
Presbyteries was essential to the success of any muster or 
warlike preparations. Thus during November of 1595 there we~ 
many rumours current as to Spanish preparations for a second 

.~!nvasion.On 26th November the Privy Council appoin~ed mustem 
and wapinschawings and passed an act inviting the co-operation 
of the ministry in urging the people to attend these.This seems 
to have implied purely a personal influence directed to making 
the civil law effective.The ~irk or rather the Presbytery of 
Edinburgh(which in spite of the Commission of Assembly still 
enjoyed its prior position) sent a delegation to the King and 
Council to ask for a conference as to the means of resistance 
What they intended was that the Kirk and State on equal terms 
through the medium of the"Privy Council 11 of each should co-operali 
But the King seems to have realized that local propaganda of 
the ministry,their alliance with the lai~ds and so with their 
feudal tenants,would inevitably meet with a greater response 
than the Royal Proclamations could expect.It would virtually 
mean that in case of difference of ulan or noint of view the 
fighting force of the Presbytery wo~ld con1~in the majority of 
of the barons.He had no desire to put to the test whether the 
Civil or the Ecclesiastical Power was stronger in the local 
districts .This was what he meant when he said that "the convocat:lng 

("3)of rofessors b the presb teries would dis rg,ce his uroceedin; s n 
l.Edin.Recs.MS. tgth August. 2 P.C.R.1 .:p.244 Oth Dec. 

(")) Recs. and C.V.p.386 :>:.- «7~C'x~ 1>· I:J~~ 



Nevertheless they persisted in their proposals but James him 
self was clear enou~h on the nbint of the necessity of eo: 

(1~ordination with England on this occasion. These claims to 
control the national defence force and the similar claims in 
other direction to direct the executive of the State repres: 
:ent the high water mark of the Kirk pretensions as a genuine 
rival of Parliament. The main reason of the Kirk's fall from 
this position lay in the fact that for the ti~e she opposed 
herself to a very reasonable attempt to reorganize the finance 
of Scotland. The point was a technical one which 11 inspiration11 

was unable to cope with,but it involved the Kirk's feudal 
principles of allegiance to the ancient nobility and the 
stru~gle although it resulted in the resignation of the new 
officiRlS also ruined the Kirk as an independent national 
leader.Their interference with economic questions was on relig: 
:ious.The first appointment of the Octavians who in their 
efforts to organize the state on a good financial basis took 
place in Council 9th January.(2) Amongst them were sever~ who 
were suspect in Religion but thms was not apparently among the 
causes which induced the General Commission of Assembly to 
summon a General Convention.of the Kirk. The true causes of th~ 
Assembly were in fact the political situ~tion and the impend: 
:ing Spanish Invasion. 

This commission had apparently t9ken over this funct: 
:ion of the Presbytery of Edinburgh,but that the King was 
consulted seems established.The law was definite and wh~ 

they wished to evade it they could always fall back upon 
their extraordinary conventions.The letter sent by the Commiss. 
:ion to the Presbytery of Haddington which was specially 
mentioned in the Assembly itself seems to indicate that the 
leading Presbyteries received gre _,~ter consideration than others 
in the explanation of motives etc.(3) These cam.ses were pro: 
:fessedly extraordinary (i) for universal repentance and (ii) 
for resisting the enemy and for the maintenance and defence of 
the country.The anxiety to obtain a representative body ~ 

entlemen indicates a crisis.The Assembl met on March 24th 
1 See.C.V.p.389 2 P.C.R.V.p.254 Hist.James Sext357 

(3) Hadd.MS.Recs.Feb.25 1595-6 Anent the letter directit from 
the commissioneris of the Generall assembly desyring us 
that seing for sundrie causses thair is ane generall assemb 
ly to be haldin to begin the xxiii of merche nixt following 
not only of ministeris bot of the best affectit noblemen 
and gentlemen of this realme ~o appoint some commissioners 
bayth of the ministrie and of the best affectit gentlemen 
within our boundis~ A mass meeting of the gentlemen took 
place on 10th March who appointed by their own election 
delegates to attend. 



in Edinburgh.It was an age of personalities,and accordingly 
Haddington took a prominent part in that the arch agitator 
Davidson was now of that brotherhood.He held that the Prea: 
:bytery had concentrated more in the preparation of remedies 
for and accusations against the sins of the ministry and Magis: 
:trates.Pont as Moderator insisted that the chief cause was 
the national defence against the Spaniard and although the 
Assembly considered int the first instance the "corruptions of 
all Estates" a committee consisting of ministers and barons. ( 1) 
Whether burgesses were present is not clear but their convention 
of Burghs was not conternpoaneous and the concentration on the 
Barons as the fighting force implies that the burgess members 
were not essential.The circumstances seem to suggest that the 
King was anxious under colour of zaal against Papists and Spaniards 
to obtain money throu~h the me~ns of the Kirk,perhaps at the 
suggestion of the recently appointed Octavians.The Commission 
had been urged with the Spanish menace and this explains the 
anxiety of Pont who was one of the Commission to go directly to 
business. 

The Ki~g's acquiesvence in these efforts at national 
defence is explained by his direct appeal in the 4th Session 
in person,for a Contribution of the whole realmLbut before 
making any decision the Kirk in the manner of the English 
Commons made strict enquiries as to what had become of the 
revenues which in the previous assemblies they had suggested 
might be utilized to meet the Crown deficit i.e. the appropriation 
of the rebel forfeitures.With the intention of inducmng agre~ent 
to his contribution he professed a Willingness to assist the Kirk 
in its schemes for a Constant Platt and to submit to censure 
should any grave fault be found in his life and conduct,a suggest: 
:ion which the anarchist Davidson seized upon with zest. 

. But the real cause of the Assembly's mee,ting resistance 
to the Spaniard was little affected by his Majesty's visit. 
Their proposals for national defence were practical and detailed 

~.and the King's commissioner was one of the committee which assisted 
· in their formulation.The King's visit had found them in the 

midst of business and their schemes were incomplete.The final 
arraggement involved a co-operation with the King and Civil 
Power which however in the localities must have been nominal for 
the Presbytery as a unit was as a rule more effective than a shire 
They proposed the internment of all suspect rebels and assisters) 
and in the matter of finance,as they had suggested to the King~'. 
the appropriation of all the revenues of these rebels,the proceeds 
being used.to pay "waiged men" as a defence force. In addition 
to these mercenary troops,a militia was to be trained in every 
parish by monthly musters, under the direction of a captain eh:> sen 
by the joint authority of the Ci~il Power and the vote of the 
minister session and chief men of the parish.In a similar way 
a General Shire Commander was to be chosen to eo-relate these 
arochial or qnizations.Row were these to be armed? Even on such 
1 )B.U .K.p.859. The Privy Council had been busy during February 

with regulations for defence but the Kirk oronosals obviowly 
contemplated superseding them.P.C.R.V.p.27~ ~ 

·~· lh• ~.J '11<.1-~(f'~ct ~)- C\ fJ~cJ .{}et~ 



a technical point the Assembly was ready,with a scheme for the 
supply of munitions of war,which were to be contracted for and 
bought as soon as possible from merchants from abroad.(1) 

Money for the waged men of course was the problem and 
although the Kirk did not consent to the universal contribution 
it remembered that the acts of caution for the good behaviour 
of the rebel Lords had never been executed.These cautions w~e 
to be collected and_ the money so procured used in the payment 
of troops and the supplies of war. 

- Later they suggested methods of dealing with the wives 
and sons of the rebels who had been in possession of the revenues 
which the Kirk now proposed to annex to the Crown for the 
expenses of War. 

The whole scheme was a comprehensive and statesmanlike 
review of the state of the country and the economic situation 
In the financial side it depended for execution upon a strong 
Central Executive,but its own experience ought to have warned 
it that the Civil Power was weakened both by the feudal claims 
of the nobles whether excommunicate or not,and by the very 
independence of the Kirk itself in matters of jurisdiction and 
policy alike. 

The disastrous positinn of affairs arose according to 
the Kirk View from the corruptions of all estates.Beginning 
first with the failings of the ministry surprising conditions 
were revealed in the association of ministers in trade usury 
medicine and other professions.In their anxiety to present a 
united front a~'".a:<e~as s they reenforced the act pro hi biting 

~.ministers to pursue civil actions against each other in civll 
'Courts,and they pr~hibited all and sundry ministers from awaiting 

upon Court and Civil affairs,Only those authorized by the P~s: 
:bytery were to do so.The excuse of stipend had been removed in 
part by the appointment of the constant platt of ministers in 
the previous Assembly.(2) A solemn but semi private admission of 
sins witnessed great scenes of fervour.:!1thaagh only composed 
of ministers and the chief professors the meeting numbered over 
400,an enotmous pro9ortion when it is cdmsidered 'how small the 
contemporary Parliaments were. From examination of their own 
defects they passed readily enough to the sins of the King and 
his household. A general review of the whole country in Estates 
(1)In the next Century the career of Thomas Cunningham is intense8 

interesting in the sane business of contract and supply of 
arms.He paid the merchants af the Low Countries as best he 
could but ruined himself in the process.Both Committee of 
Estates and the Commission of Assembly had negotiations with 
him. See.MSS in Register House Minutes of Committee of Estates 

(2 )Traces of the act are to be seen in the Register of S1t;i_A,t.Jl rew.A 
Presbytery April 29 1596. Intimation W'=ts mad_e of an act of 
Assembly "dischairging ony breither to mell with ony eivill 
turnis quherbe they may be withdrawin from dischairging of 
ther office in their calling except they have the lmberte of 
the presbytrie for that effect.{Pres: MS Vol I.) 

• '* Q._.,/ '{H.~ d- L; ~-~ ~-



and in Administr.at1on.In the execution of justice they 
found glaring evils,the venality of the Session partialiW 
and general negligence.Amongst the Courts they placed 
Parliament whose chief corruption in thtir eyes lay in tm 
•fact that prelates and titular Bishops were still permitted 
to vote in the name of the Kirk.( 1) 

A summary of these corruptions with general d~uect: 
:ions for remedy was-.:~ 1]resented to the King. 

Bothneauses" of summons had therefore been dealt 
with in a manner which left no doubt as to whther the Assembly 
thought itself competent to direct the natiinal policy.There 
remained the question of provision to the neglect of which 
as a rule all the national evils were attributed.In the previo~ 
Assembly the Commission of 18 with the advisory committ~ 
of 50 (one from each Presbytery) had been appointed to oon: 
:aider the whole question.These had non formally made thar 
report when the Royal Com·missioners proposed a wider and fuller 
settlement than had been contemplated.James' offer under the 
circumstances was a direct ·bargain in which he offered fixed 
stipend in return for the Assembly's financial and executive 
support in other directions.There is no doubt that it was 
the suggestion of the Financial Experts the Octavians.James 
stated his case thus.By the various acts regulating the thirds 
he was entitled to a portion of the rents but there was proof 
that not only the Kirk share but even the whole of the fhltd 
was insufficient to provide for the ideal arrangement of 
one minister for each parish. The best method had been proposed 
in 1592 whereby each minister was to be paid by local stipend 
founded on agreement between the tacksmen the Crown and the 
Kirk.The Commission of 1592 and subsequent ones had done some: 
:thing in this direction but the troubles and the illconsidered 
pre~ching of some ministers had hindered the consummation. 
Arrangement should be with the consent of the possessors and 
with as little injustice as possible and for this purpose 
the Commission of the Platt nouncil and Chekker should met with 
the Kirk delegates to arrive at some definite conclusion 
immediately upon the dissolution of the Assembly.The King 
insisted that whatever answer was returned to his proposals 
it should be the vote of the full assembly and no tentative 
decision of a committee or conference.From Parliamentary 
experience he knew the dilatory methods of such committees 
and it was probably the insistent demand of the Octavians for 
a general investigation of all revenues which accounted for 
the unaccustomed clarity of expression.Before definitely stating 
their acce)tance the Kirkmen considered the report of their 
own committee of 18 on the point,probably it was they who 
dealt with the Royal Commissioners in the eventual formulation 

of that hypothetical "Platt" .Their proposals for the interventim 
of _the Presbytery in lay patronage after a lapse of 6 months 
and a pro hi bi tion of setting of taclcs without consent of Assem'til. y 
provision for a supply of educated ministers by the support of 
bursars at the New College of St.Andrews at the expense of the 
( 1 )Thls naturally connects itself with tfie scheme f'ormulated 

in the Constant Platt for representation ofeach Pres.in Parlt. 



vabious Synods. Their most importanD proposal from the 
Constitutional point of view was for a central executive 
resident in Edinburgh,both for the pupose of the Platt an! 
the plahting of Kirks,general negotiations of the Kirk 
and for intelligence of the enterprises of the enemy the 
Papists and Spaniards.They recommended that this committee 
should be composed either of those whose charge was in Edin: 
:burgh or of individual ministers specially appointed for 
the purpose.The Assembly in consenting followed its old 
policy and appointed Bruce Lindsay and James Balfour of the 
Ectinbu.rgh brotherh)od and James Nic!blson when he could atterd 

In spite of Commissions therefore thms last appoint: 
:ment indicated that the usefulness of the Presbytery of Edin: 
:burgh was recognized as being usually more efficient than 
unwieldy representative commissions which were difficult to 
convene and often doubtful as to their constitutional position. 

Once more them a central group of Edinburgh Presby~ry 
ministers was set as watchdogs over the Court and the Spaniard. 

Although subsequent events proved that some kind of 
General Commission was appointed there '_s no trace of its ele et: 
:ion in this Assembly unless it is to be inferred that ahe 
Commission of 19 for visivation had the"General Commission" 
also attached to their fmnction. Certainly the inner Executive 

(1)Counc~l was also of their number. It is curious in face of the 
immense influence wielded by the Commissions of Assemoly 
prior to those which came so much under Royal Sway,how little 
is known of their actual personnel.The truth seems to be that 
the central group of Edinburgh ministers augmented by the 
Fife zealots and one or two extremists from other parts of 
the CO'lntry were the executive in all affairs of ir1portance 
and that they led the affairs of the Kirk and Countny as they 
pleased.For all the insistence upon the importance of the 
barons and burgesses never in these General Commissions ia there 
a trace of their presence.In the affairs of the Kirk the 
ministry was the executive summoning on the model of the Privy 
Council augmented meetings for special purposes. That the 
laymen summoned were nmrmally not elective is Blear.The minister 
had the power of determining by the light of "inspiration" 'who 
were the "best affectit" gentlemen and except for later practice 
in the matter of elections for the full Assembly nomination of 
the baronial element lay with the minister 

(1) This is borne out by the fact that by the 13th Session the 
Kirk had acce9ted the suggestion for the Constant Platt. 
The same 19 were to receive commission from the King to take 
inquisition of the state of the Kirks and to arrange local 
bargains with tacksmen reporting to the Royal Commissioners 
of the Platt as appointed by the act of 1592.~he commissicne~ 
expenses were to be paid by the State.B.U.K.p.877 



These Kirk Commissionsrs met ~ith the Royal nominees,after 
the C01!1Clusion of t ee Assembly.A hint of their discussions 
is given in Melville' s Diary( 1 )the result of which was the 
preparation of the elaborate scheme.John Lindaay of Ba~carres 
one of the Octavians was the leading originator.It involved tbe 
reendowmwnt of the Kirk with the tithes and the apportionment 
of local stipend by a joint board of ministers and Lends of 
Chekker according to the act of 1592 and these stipends were to 
be fixed and permanent being collected by the min1_ster himself. 

For consideration of which particular lands ought topay 
a local committee of the Presbytery and 3 Barons was to be 
appointed.The sprplus of the benefice was to be devoted to the 
support of colleges and for the Lords of Session and indemnifia: 
:ation of the present possessors,the poor and repait of bridges 
Kirks etc. Bythe act of annexa~ion the temporalities of the 
prelacies were given to the Crown,the spirituality or tith$ 
were now given to the Kirk so that the estate of Prelajes was 
destroyed.Their removal involved the loss of an Estate of 
Parliament,there in future it was suggested that each PresQ{te~ 
should send one commissioner to Parliament out of which number 
i.e.so enough should be chosen by the rest of the Est~tes m 
make up with the remaining present possessors the full quota of 
the ecclesiastical estate.After the possessors died the whole 
Estate should consist of Presbytery delegates. 

This scheme was revolutionary but was rendered 
practically ineffective by the act of Estates of August which 
renewed tacks of teinds indefinitely thus prohibiting each 
gentlemen from owning his own teinds and ~aking defimite pro: 
:vision for the local stinend.The result was the return to the 
ineffective meth.ods of suit for stipend and other local bargaim 
as favourable as could be obtained. 

The financial position thus little improved the 
constitutional importance of the idea of Presbyterial represen~: 
:a,tion in Parliament represented the logical result of the Kirk 
claims to control the Ecclesiastical Vote in Parliament. 

The Kirk having in the late Assembly put forward 
clear schemes for National defence,nbw $hnodgh~the ovganization ~ 
the Synods as the closest approximation to the Shire put these 
schemes to execution by means,as the King had realized,of its 
alliance with the barons.(2) And these preparations continued 
even when it was clear that the King had no intention of 
following out the Kirk proposals. 

The Commission of the Kirk was certainly in existence 
but in his plans for the return of the Earls the King used his 
prerogative-power of summoning for advice those 'l!>fi.:1the ministry 

~)whom he pleased whether it ~as the more moderate of the Commissim 
whom he chose or simply the moderates gener =tlly. That Andrew 
Melville regarded it as his right to attend any negotiatiom with 
King and Council is clear by right of his commission "to see to 
fhe dan')ers of the Kirk at all occasions.The idea of a rigtt. :-·:· 

1)J.M.p.331 
(2) See the account of the Synod of Fife.J.M.p.363 No mention 

was made whan thev cKose the ~~ in the Presbvteries of any Royal permis~on or co!Drdrnation wi~h c1vi1 organization 
,. , ~C. 'l.. !'. 4) '7. ~uly. _ N NJ._·.. /]_ .---;;-;:-.. ~ ~· l ~..:~;clc•Qt.l.. , 
._jJ ;,ee Kw·, r '"~- 1 "J!IU "',, .. ~ ~ 



I to attend a Convention which was still within the King s 
summons is a constitutional advance and an attemnt to lim~ 
arbitrary methods in the less formal as well as the formal 
Parliament.(1) The Records of the Presbytery of Edinburgh 
show that despite the"Commission" they con:tinU.ed the direct 
method of appeal to the King.On 17th Ausust they sent delegates 
to the King at Callendar to receive his assurance against 
admitting the offers of the apostate Earls although in point 
of iict the Convention at which Melville made his protest had 
prohibited further action against them.(2)on condition of their 
making offeBs of submission.On 31 st Au~ust the Presbytery 
received the assurance that nothing should be done nor offer 
admitted until•the earls were safely out of the country ard 
then only "be advyss of the best affected of the nobility 
baronis burgessis and ministers"(?) The repeated intention of 
including ministers in these extraordinary Conventinas of 
Estates indic~ted the process whereby they should one day be 
included in Parliament. Thus the Convention of August at Falk: 
:land had come to a conclusion which seemed quite at variance 
with the assurance received by the Edinbur~h Presbytery 

It was these discrenancies nrobably which induced 
the desire of the"Commissioners of Fife"~$entst.a the Presbytery 
of Edinburgh for commissioners to be sent to a meetin:?; at Cupar 

"to consult how to prevent the dangers imminent to the Kirk and 
(4) religion" .The two ministers whom the Presbytery sent were 

James Balfour and James Bennet,but the whole question of a~mmons 
and why the centre has chan~ed to Fife is not clear.Calderwood 
calls the meeting at Cupar in September a meeting of the 
"commissioners of the G·:~neral Assembly with divers other good 

( §)rethren11
• What in the meantime has become of the central 

executive committee of 4 which had been appointed to be resident 
at Edinburgh as a guard against such emergencies. The truth 
seems to be that nhe general commission consisted of groups 
each within their province and according as the Court changed 
its residence so these groups became respectively the summoners 
and leaders.Personalities as usual were strong~r than reasoned 
constitutionalism. The Kin~ persisted in regarding these 
meetings of com~issioners especially if au~~ented by othem not 
of the formal commission as tantamount to a violation of the 
1592 act,and accordingly received the ubasked advice of the 
meeting as presented by 4 delegates as seditious.Andrew Melvill~ 
political theory as explained to "God's silly vassal" was 
a strong indictment of any kind of coalition government or 
balance of power,and was instead a recommendation of a limted 
monarchy limited not by constitutional and Parliamentary methods 
b~t by an external power -the ministers and the Protestanw not 
as members of the body politic but as members of an institution 
sufficient in itself but requiring the legal sanction of civil 
law which the. were re ared to dictate. 

1 C.V.p.43 .Sp. II.p.7 Even Robert uce saw the hopelessness 
of attempting to cut off from the state lords with such 
enormous feudal influence 

f2)Pres. MS."1?th August (3) ibid.31st August 
4) ?r~~- .u11s.~ecs. 31st August..· (5) See J.M.p.370 
~l~~~ned to watch for the weale of the Kirk in so dangerous a 



The theory of the attitude to the state was that of the ministry 
What of the lay element in these negotiations? Like the King 
the m1nrsters were prepared to call in their advice especially 
that of the barons in time of crisis, but until actual force·n?Tas 
necessary they were quite prepared to pursue their schemes 
on the lines of the Civil Privy Co·mcil. Had the lay element 
made these demands not as insnired ibeaders of the Kirk and inter: 
:preters of the divine will the period would have shown a great 
constitutional advance ·towarCl.s a free expression of public opinicn 
But the Melvinian doctrine did not accept the early doctrine 
of the equality of all believers. 

The delegation t'rom\this:d .. ast convention at Cupar 
had been instructed to ask the King that there might be another 
meeting of the brethren-m Edinburgh in October.That they ~d 
not regard his consent as in any way essential is borne out by 
the letter Which the Presbytery of Edinburgh on 5th October (1) 
received from the Synod of Fife asking for a meeting of the 
Commissioners of the Kirk in Edinburgh and requ~rin5 the Presbyt: 
:ery to fix the day day therof.The leadership of the Fife group 
lad obviously increased.Formerly the onus would have rested sole]J 
with the Presbytery.The only result of the "General Commission" 
had been to transfer she initiative from a group in Edinburgh 
to the even more extreme ministers of Fife.That they now asked 
tbe Presbytery to fix a day is an ina1oataon that in its own 
bounds each Presbytery w~s supreme.{2) rhe central four of the 
executive too had the power of preparing such extraordinary 
meetings within the bo\lnds of Edinburgh.The object of the meeting 
of the "General C·)mmission" was consideration as to how danger 
was to be avoided according to their commision from the Assembly 

The Presbytery replied by fixing the date gor 19th Od 
But as a Presbytery not as a formal Commission of the Kirk they 
sent on 28th September on their own initiative two delegatoo to 
the King sitting in Convention at Dunfermline (29th) with a 
precise list of demands which dictated the whole bus~ness ~ 
Convention with regard to the Papist Earls.(3) In spite of this 
the Estates gave them permission to return(4)The meeting of the 
Commission of the Kirk in October 19th or 20th was therefore a 
meeting as it were of a dissenting Estate. 
( 1 )M. S. Ec'Un .Recs. { 2) ~~S. rec s. The meeting was on..1y to be 
therefore of the Commission itself.but rules relating to defin: 
:ition of numbers were never kept 

( 3 )Edin. Pres .Recs. 28th Sept. 1596 They sent Balcanquhg,ll and Roll de 
to ask that no favour be shown to the Lords, that the promise 
~iven at Callendar be mot altersd,that order be taken with 
L~dy Hnntly,that the King with advice of the Estates take 
order for the pursuit of the Earls still in the countr~ 

(4) A.P.S.IV.p.100 



The initiative having come from the Province of Fife,particular 
notice of the actual date was sent by the Presbytery of Ed:in : 
:burgh to the other Presbyteries.Whether all the Presbyteries 
of the re·alm were advertised or only the most"zealous", is m t 
clear.The Presbytery of St.Andrews on October 7th considered 
this letter from Edinburgh "craving the concurrance of sum of 
thair brithering to be at Ed~ on 19th October"{1) There is no 
indication that the ministers sent must be members of the 
General Commission of the Kirk for avoiding dangers.The numbers 
sent 'showed that but for the lack of a stated lay element the 
meeting on the 19th October would have just as large a personnel 
of ministers as an ordinary General Assembly.The Presbytery 
appointed Andrew Melville James Melville Nicol Dalgleish ard 
John Carmichael to resoun woit and conclud with the saia ~~emble 
and to ass'ist the present conventioun in quhatsoever coneerneth 
the advantage of god's glorie and the suppressing of sine''. 

(2) · About the s·~pathies of the St.Andrews group there was 
no doubt.on the same date it recommended the rigorous hunting 
down of the Earls and their suppoi!ters .The ministers were to 
try within their boundis quha ar traffecteris moyenaris for 
them th·=:tt theu may underlai~r the f'oirsaid sentence of excomm: 
:un:i.cation". The young laird of largo was particularly suspect 
This indicates that in the selection of the "best affectit" the 
ministers had to discriminate among their baronial friends. 
The Kirk assembliestherefore no more represented all parties 
in the nation than did the ·Parli91Ilent itself. 

In his account of the Convention of the Kirk mn Oct 
(3)ober Calderwood describes it as"the meeting of the Commissioners 

of the General Assembly and from diverse Synods although as we 
have seen it was the Presbytery which appp1nted them in the 
case of St.Andrews~The tradition persisted that it was the Synod 
which authorized the election an gave the genaral instructfuns 
although the individual Presbyteries made the choice of 
persons. 

The proceedings are not registered in the Presbyta:o y 
book of Edinburgh although in the majority of collective meetings 
this had been the normal rule.It is clear from James Melville 
that a separate register was kept.Their business was for no other 
purpose th"l.n for discussion of the domestic situation arism g 
from the return of the Earls .Although the dangers of the K:irk 
were the prime motive,the part they played was simply that of 
a Government Opposition aw~i ting their'lopportlbni ty once more to 
"control the King". From the letter which they wrote to all 
the Presbyteries it seems clear that the Presbytery of Edinburgh 
had advertised only the provinces near at hand,just as in 
the Civil system"only tbhe most accessible commissioners" WEt" e 
summoned to General Councils 4 Their object in writing full 

es.Recs.~ . ndrews.Oct. 9 · 
( 2 ibid. 
(3)C.V.p.443 
{4) See.Rait.p.145 



accounys of the conclusions of their meetin~ that there was 
a definite plot in hand by the returned earls and anraport of 
the Government proceedings, was simply an appeal to party o:rp os: 
:ition,and a claim toprepare the professors for resistance of 
both actual plot and governmental leniency.The King had no means 
of counteracting this influence upon public opinion.The Pres: 
:bytery as the link between shire and parish was invaluable 
to the Kirk for purposes of such organization and propaganda 
and the regularity of its weekly meeting corresponded to no 
Civil Court .Local organization as far as the State was concerned 
was mainly feudal and the Kirk had found means of enterin~ 
the feudal stronghold • 

As usual under such e~traordinary circmmstances a 
special emergency committee or executive was appointed on 
a kind of representative principle,not as Synods nor Presbyteries 
but as "Quarters 11 of tlhe,~country .Four were appointed for theNorth 
4 for the South 4 for the West and 4 for the Middle.These were 
to convene round the Presbytery of Edinburgh,in relays of 
4,one from each quarter,each group serving for one month.Tbe 
expenses of these Commissioners were to be paid by the rest of 
the ministry of the quarter. f 1) .This central group if it wa- e 
found that the damger was increasing was with the advice of 
the Edinbur~h Presbytery,to summon a General Assembly of all 
the ministry from all par ':,s of the country along with a "good 
number'A The group of Commissioners for the first month took 
up their duties on November rtst. ( 2) alon~ with 6 of the Edinburgh 
Presbytery who weem to have been appointed either for the 
first month or as permanent ordinary members.Their meeting 
place was left to 'th:bir own determination butt they were obll ~ed 
to meet at least once a day.They were known as the"Council of 
the Ministry" 

The Civil Privy Council having been abruptly made 
conscious of their presence by the attack upon Seton chief of 
the Octavians and President of the Session were compelled to 
enter into negotiations with them as the accredited Privy Council 
of the Kirk.The line of argument was exactly that proposed by 
the Presbytery of Edinburgh to the September 2gth Conventicn 
at Dunfermline.The kirk was strongly against any mercy being 
shown the Earls even should they satisfy the Kirk in the matter 
of excommunication.It was not a question of bringing to repentanre 
It was a definite line of foreign and domestic policy which 
they were insisting upon.They were in fact simply the "Front 
Bench of the Oiposition" 
(1)N.Douglas B ackburn Gladstanes Nicolson; S,Clapperton Kmx 

R!msay Carmichael; Middle J.Melville Buchanan Lindsay Stirling 
West.Howeson,Knox,Porterfield Wilkie. 
It may be the payment of this commissioner that ir referred to 

St.A.Pres.Recs.Nov.11th 1596 A delegate was sent to Cuoar to 
ask the Presbytery's concurrance for "a contributioun to the 
Commissioner~ A stent was set down for the purpose 

(2)C.V.p.447 

1\ (omitted )u of the best affected noblemen barons and commire iome:e 
of Burghs. 



In conference for the remov~l of grievances on both sides 
the King's point of view w~s definitely stated.There could 
be no peace until jurisdictions were defined; He tried to 
control the liberty of speec~ ofthe ministry in the pulpit., 
by insisting that they shoupd make no comments on public policy 
unless he had been advertised as to the subject of their 
observations .He insisted that the General Assembly which this 
committee had power to summon should not be called without his 
consent,and that no acts should be held as valid until they had 
received official and civil sanction. Decisions of the Kirk 
therefore would thud remain as Bills until ratified in Parliament 
or Council.He cited the analogy of Parliament itself where nothing 
was valid without the Royal consent.The lower chu~ch courts Ehould 
confine themselves to tri3..1 of morals .lfheee demands were enough 
to show that James appreciated the fact that his growing contr o~ 
over Parliament would be of no effect unless the Assembly agreed 
to take up a place within the civil comstitution and subject to 
the royal authority. The position was consi~ered so grave that 
the Presbyteries were advertised according to the original plan(i) 

It seems clear that the original monthly group had been 
gradually reinforced by numbers of ministers either of the 
Commissi.on of Assembly or generally of the zealots, and the whole 
group passed under the name of the Cou:J.cil of the Kirk although 
augmented after the manner of a General Council.Blacks declinator 
was by the direction of •the Council of the Kirk.His case in p:> int 
of fact was not as good a test one as might have been procurEd 
for he had m·~.de an attack upon the English Government which was 
certainly not in the best tradition of the ministerial policy. 
The confusion of the issues,Black's declinator and the General 
welfare of the Kirk was the work of Andrew Melville who probably 
felt that the Church was strong enough in the provinces to 
gain a decisive victory.In ~oint of fact his attitude in the 
appointment of the captains { accorctin~ to the schemes of the 
last Assembly) for leading nation~l resistance was construed 

tperhaps rightly in view of his earlier exploits)as an attempt to 
raise the lieges in an insurrection.(2) 

The system of intelligehce arranged with the Presbyt: 
:eries and the general tendency of the minis!;ry to crowd to the 
Capital were of enormous value in spreading the Kirk's point of 
vie'!r.Short of set proclamations the King had no means of making 
his argument clear throughout the country.Although in the letters 
of information sent to the Presbyteries !oit the dissemination 

(3)of Black's declinator the assembl~~e at Eclinburgh called them: 
:selves "the commissioners of the General Assemblie and ordinaria 
conventioun of the brethrein at Edinburgh" it is established that 
there were many more present than the General Commission and the 
Edinburgh Presbytery.Probably all those appointed in the Presbyte~ 
( 1 ) C • V. p • 45 3 
(2)Moysie p. 128 
()) It was the formal production of the Convention. 

It Wqs received in the Presbytery of Haddin~ton Nov.24th to be 
returned signed by 1st Dec .All accepted it ·· 



or Synods for the October 19th meeting had returned to the 
Capital (1) , 

Whether the barons were already in attendance upon the 
Kirk meeting or not is not clear.That some subterranean dealings 
had been in process is clear from the organized attack upon the 
Civil Gover~~ent made on 22nd November.Upon no formal grounds~ 
they presu~ed that the Octavians were the fundamental cause of 
the stringent attitude adopted to Kirk pretensions.It seems clear 
that this was the result of the jealousy of their old allies of 
the ttancient Nobili ty1~ Mar Gl'lmis etc who had been displacedfrom 

(2)office by these new men.Black's case in fact had simply become 
an excuse for a vote of no confidence in the existing govern: 
:mentTConservatism and the Kirk against skilled and expert 
politicians and financiers who did not rely upon feudalism for 
gaining and retaining the King's support.The .scheme of the 
Const~nt Platt had been one of their proposals and the obstruct: 
:ion had come from the feudal nobility.The Kirk was not accurate 
in making a counter attacrk upon a Council which was really the 
only efficient civil service which Scotland had had for many a 
long day. 

In the constitution of Scotland of the time any claims 
to hold the Council responsible or in fact any organized attack 
short of direct force and seizure of the Royal Person was unusual 
The charge they evolved was a definite state1ent of constitutional 
pr1lnciple. They held. that s ince"by the fundarnentall1.lawes of the 
countrie the King was subject to his counsell"it was the duty of 
that Co~ncil to restrain him from an evil policy.The Kirk held 
the Octavians responsible either for stirring up the King to 
attack upon the Kirk or if this were not so blamedthem for not 
"staying" him.This was a principle of government which was not 
in accordance with theory although the frequent minorities of 

(3)the Kings of Scotland might lend. it some colour. The appeal t.o 
the feudal nobility (J) as the natural opposition was known or 
at least guessed by the Octavians in their response(§) They denied 
any attempt to favour a Papist policy or to attack the c~urch 
They had meant well by the Kirk by their financial policy but 
in the face of this opposition they were prepared to resign their 
places. "Let the King's majesty and his wise nobili tie see the:- eunto 
( 1 )Andrew Melville cert:3.inly was not of the first monthly committee 

but was one of the General Commission and also one Jf the 
Presbytery's representatives to to the October meeting. 

(2)e.g.Glamis had been displaced as Treasurer by Blantyre etc 
("3)cf the theory of the constitution as expressed by "Thomas 

Middleton"appen:.,_ix to Spottiswood' s history. 1677 Prerogativ ea 
of the Crown are great;the power of peace and war the pow~ of 
raising and arming the subjects(this the Kirk had openly trans: 
:gressed)the nower of the mint,the nomination of all officers 
both of the State and of War and of Justice(excent some hered: 
: i tari f?heriffs )calling ad_1 ourning and dissolving Parliamm t 
the g Viln~ of votes of Parliament the authority of laws,the 
execu ng og the law and the pardoning of offences.n.51 

(4)C.V.p.462.Melville went to Mar,~ruce to Hamilton and Ar~yle etc 
(5) ibid. ' '.:> 



In point or fact it amounted to a use of the :phrase"His Majesty's 
government and was one of the few changes in Government which 
was effected means other than mere capture of the Royal Person 

The real trial of strength came with the royal demand to 
see b&tb the letter of information sent to the Presbyteries aril.. 
tb.e formal comm).ssion fribm the General Assembly. Some of them 
certainly had right to be there by virtue of their commission 
but others certainly had none. When threatened ~:,with discharge 
from the town the Commission Cttl~t.tn.g-o;atl)~~den\.ewbich was to 
be followed out in 1 638 resolved to stay on. des :pi te any charge 
so long as it was expedient for the weal' of the kirk.And to 
~event disaster the commissioners of the general assembly with 
~vice of the Council of the brethren resolved to summon £ull 
General Assembly for the seconf Tuesday of January.Until this 
met apparently it was their intention to defy the royal warrart. s 

But the dangers of the Papist faction made them unwilling 
without some effort at conciliation to bring matters to an actual 
trial of force.In their attitude they were reminiscent of the 
old rival Parliaments of the early years of the century.Delegates 
from the Kirk meeting carried offers to refer the question of Blak 
until the Ppaist were settled and a General Asse~bly settled all 
disputes.Although it was stated that the declinator was only so 
far as concerned doctrine,the most that the Kirk coul4 propose 
was an amnesty on both sides until a General Assembly. The whole 
attitude was to exalt the Assembly as the judge between King and 
Commissioners. a statement that the King was not above the law 
of Assembly whatever the case might be in constitutional practice 
in Parliament.The imulicit ideq of the King as suitor at the 
Bar of the Assembly was tantamount to the claims of the Parliament 
of the XVIIth Century .As an exponent of Constitutional Theory 
on responsibilty of ministers of the crown,andof Kingship, the 
Assembly was half a century ahead of Parliament.After continued 
debate the result was the renewal of summons against Black,the 
discharge of the Commission of Assembly as havin~ no authentic 
warrant from the General Assernbly(1)and the promulgation of the 
famous proalamation which virtually prohibited the attendance of 
a lay element at the c~unch courts and cancelled all the joint 
arrangements for national defence.Tnere is no doubt that this 
(1)The King's case was a good one.He said that the alleged commiss 

:ion which they had produced did not extend to their consider at ion 
of such topics as jurisdiction not- to make formal acts. If they 
claimed wider commission than merely to treat and consult 
he refused to recognize it as never'agreed to by his Commiroioner 
The Commission said that their warrant was 11 to give in articles 
to Kin~ and Council and to assemble themselves to stir up the 
the faithful to nrevent the wrath of God" Petrie states that 
their commission-was to assemble as they found urgent occasion 
and to prepare articles to present to the.,King''.p.518 The 
Book of the Kirk contains no record of such a commission unless 
as we have surmised it was an additional function of the 
19 Commissioners of Visitation 



prohibition was the chief cause of the victory of the King 
over the Assembly.It was the fi~htin~ force of Presbytery 
which was forbidden to attend any convocations of the lie~ s 
organized by the ministry A~0 presbyteries,and ~he inhibition 

extended to all estates, that "nane of tham tak upon hand to 
convocat or assemble themselves in anie sort at the desire of 
the said ministers presbyteries or other ecclesiastical judgmwnts 
under whatsoever pretext of assisting them in their defence 
when accused or in repairing to any law court or otherwise. 
The prohibition seemed to recognize that the attendance of 
lieges in numbers at least was no ordinary part of the Kirk 
juducarures .The barons for long had only attended. in emergencies 
and the whole lay system was thus indirectly ~imed. at.Only 

(1)y special permission of the King were such convocations ~ be. 
The discharge of the Commissioners was a discharge of 

individuals w~th an order to return ~o their pastoral duties 
an order quite in keepinc~ with the theory of the Civil Magistrate 
as expressed in the Book of Discipline.The names mentioned 
were 16 in number they were to depart from the town within 
24 hours under penalty of horning and rebel1ion.(2) The Pres: 
:bytery of Edinburgh which could not so be discharged unlres 
the whole Kirl{ government were pro hi bi ted was thus left in 
charge of the situation. The proclamation was ~.o.s skilful in 
its terms.But the Commissioners ,,ere not yet overcome. On Nov. 
27 they discussed the position in its constitutional asped 
The theory of the two Kingdoms was firmly established.They 
were inclignant at the "controlling the Lords commissioners 
and annulling and discharging the acts of Assembly(which had 
authorized their meeting) "as though it was a judicatour inf erimr 
and subaltern to the Secreit Counsell and Sessiountt The 
consti tu.tional icteal of the Supremacy of Parliament was not 
considered.The position was barely tenable unless a definite 
icteal of a theocracy was contemplated.Their"Articles" given 
.in because their commission stated that was part of their 

function defended the~r commission but contributed nothing 
further than an appeal to a General Assembly.Thus the issue 
would be fought Council against Council of the Kirk,Parliament 
against Assembly.In these articles was contained another con: 
:stitutional problem which the King regarded as particularly 
seditious.At the ~~d ot their requests to the King was added 
what was simply an appeal the Council to control the King and 
by their counsel to recommend the referring of all difficulties 
to the Assembly.If the Council's vote went against him wh~ was 
the King's constitutional position.If his Majesty's government 
decided in the Kirk favour could the King put all to the test 
by exercising a Royal veto.The Kirk therefore had a theory of 
a limited. monarchy limited by the Kirk and. Assembly but also 
by his own Royal Council.But the limitations came not from the 

·*.·Parliament which nominally appointed these councillors but from 
a Kirk Convention who reco nized no other ri ht thanuins iration'' 

1)P.C.R.V.p.333 2 P.C.R.V.p.333 The Melvilles,Johnstone 
, "special licence and proclamation" DalgleishBuchanan 
~· ~ lk _c-::--'~ do/ 11t~q .~~etJl.HA,[CI..LJ..L 1,; f'old-Ltt Simson, Knox,Ramsay 

f(l'y ~ ~ ~~na.-.u.t Clapperton Law ,Ferguson 
04:,;,.. ~if~U4 ~ ~ Nicolson )3hc;.rp Blackburn Lindsa.y .Davidson 
'l'OI.J·~~~~ Pf'?k ~'~~~~- • 



When the Kirk delegates insisted upon the reading of their 
Articles in the Public Coumcil which was sitting as a Law 
court Upon Black. ( cf the close connection between Council and 
Session at this time) theKing refused to read them aloud as 
being"intolerable" but after the departur-~ of the delegates 
they were summarily rejected.From James experience of Raids 
and Counter Raids it was an unwise peinciple to advocate 
constitutional comtrol of the Prerogative. 

James dreaded the effect of the ministers invecti~ 
against himself and his government upon the Edinbur::;h mob. 
Beyond defin~tion of jurisdiction he me~nt no injury to the 
KirMexpressing a desire to pass over offences if Black craved 
pa.rdon.He was anxious for conciliation and interpreted his 
proclamations as implying no discharge of any assembly of 
the Kirk, but referring only to convocatit)ns of gentlemen in 
arms.(1)He even seems to have agreed to refer all to the 
General Assembly.Whether uhe lenient attitude was only a 
pretence to induce Black to commit himself ,or whether his 
reversion to his eq.rlier point of view was really the work of 
the Octavians is not Known.Probably their experience of the 
attempt of the ministry to control the Council had induced 
them to show the King the dangers to Government by Council 
Parliament ~~d Estates if the Assembly was permitted to be 
the arbiter.The Constant Platt ijad shown the intention of 
the Octavi~ns to include the Opposition within Parliament 
and if it was their influence which altered James it was 
probably on constitutional grounds.There was a sense of the 
theoretic~l supremacy of Parliament which persisted.It was 
better that this should remain so than that the Kirk which was 
so much less re"~sonq.ble on matters affecting wealth and tr::d e 
should attain the chief place.The ideal of the Presbyterian 
Estate was the "King,Council,in Assembly". But the"doctrine" 
of the pulpit induced conference again. A general tendency 
to reconciliation resulted in concessions on both sides.The 
proclamations against the ministers were altered in form to 
apply to the Papists, the King promised never to call the 
ministry before the Council again but only before himself 
in private or before a com~ission of ministers nominated by 
hbnself. The kirkmen nromised accord in~ to their act of Asee mlf 
that they sh~uld not speak irreverently of the King and Council 
But the case of Black was still remitted to a GeneralAssembly 

The Commission of Assembly ha.d remained in the town despili 
the proclamation,although some discretion had been exercised 
in that few of the nroscr~bed ministers had been employed in 
the more vehement interviews with the King.The King's obje~ in 
suggesting to send a circular letter to the Presbyteries is 
clear.He realized whence came the hold of the Assembly and the 
Kirk upon public opinion,bu.t it is equally significant that the 
Commission censored his letter and prescrlbed its form even to 
dictating it so that their organization might not in any ~ay 
pass out of their control.But this annoyed the King and once 
more he refused all offers as unsatisfactory and claimed that 
Black's punishment lay at his pleasure without refernce to 
an Assembly. While the zealots impti.ted the change to the "Pap S!st , 



influence of Seton the President of Session,it seems clear 
that the alteration was due to the legal interpretation 
of the Kirk documents which h1.d so m8~ny provisoes that to 
the legal mind they were ineffective.Once more it was the 
octavi~ns sense of the constitution which infl~enced e~ents. 
They were certainly giving 11 true counsel" accoroing to the:ir 
expert knowledge.The grievance of the Kirk was that that expert 
advice did not support 1"ts~ .. ,, pretensions. 

The convention by 8th December w1.s augmented by 
commissioners from various parts and provinces of the country 
who had come in repponse to the letters of information issued 
by the Commission from time to time.It would seem that they 
met alon~ with the Presbytery of Edinburgh which throughout 
had been the centre of communication.Thus as far as ecclesiast: 
:ical membership was concerned the Convention of t~e Kirk 
was as large as any Assembly.What prevented them voting them: 
:selves into a General Assembly was the absence officially 
of a lay element and in face of the Act of 1592 the royal 
permission.Yet they h"l.d been prepared. to swnmon an Assembly 
for a date in January with or without the Royal Consent. 

The whole system of delay led the Commission to 
infer that conference was useless and resolved to fight with 
such spiritual armour as they possessed. Lee gives a good account 
of the actual pnoceedings(1).The constitutional significanoo 
lies in the fact that although the Commission undoubtedly meant 
to use its spiritual armour in summoning a General Assembly of 
all the godly, the King foregtalled them by appointing both a 
Convention of Estates and a uener·'ll Assembly to meet upon the 
same day iebruary 5th 1597 and ~resolve all questions standing 
in controversie and difference betwixt the civil and t~~lemastic: 
:al judgment~Thus the final judgment would lie not with the 
Assembly alone but with a joint convention of eo-related bodies 
representative of chu-sch and state. ( 2) If the Kirk could control 
its propaganda in its own interest the King was determined to 
use his power equally l1!1SCrttp\l~ously .He enacyed that only ru eh 
as recognized his authority should receive provision before the 
Platt.The "intelligencen of the Kirk at once sent out circulars 
to all the Presbyteries to urge constancy in spite of poverty. 

The discgarge of the Commissioners was at last executed 
on 14th December.The legal point was at once seized upon by 
the Kirk as be~_ng directed only against indi vid.uals and while 
the interdicted might obey the charge there was nothin~ to pre: 
:vent other rel~ys of the zealous to take their places,although 
the charge itself might be unlawful.The Presbytery of Edinburgh 
moreover was permanent.In default therefore of a higher court 
it was called upon to use its general commission as "the watch 
tower of the Kirk"to proceed against "suche persons of highest 
rank known to be malicious enemeis against the ministrie and 
(1)Lee.II.p.13C 
(2)The Convention it would seem was by the usual missive letters 



cause of Jesus Christ" to the uoint of excommunication. It 
is significant that there is n~ mention of whether these are 
to be defined as Papists. or not ,and it seems clear in the light 
if later events that the weapon of :::xcommunication was ready 
to be used against the Octavi~n Councml who would not give true 
council according to the Kirk lights.Bowes the English ambass: 
: 'ldor was doubtful as to how to proceed .His norm~l course was 
to support the ministry as a bridle on James various anti-English 
schemes,but the situation w~s alvared in that Baack had slandered 
Elizabeth and James might well put forward the claim that for 
the sake of his English interests he must prosecute the charge. 

The commissioners in some form or other had sat daily 
for over 6 weeks.In some respects they closely resembled the 
Commision of Assembly of the Civil War period particularly at 
the crisis of the Engagement,but their commission was not intend: 
:ed to be a permanent one as was the later institution.But in 
their insistent watchfulness upon the Civil power the Council 
in the one case,the Committee of Estates in the other they were 
alike.Although Row claimed for the later commissions that because 
they were large they were therefore less tyrannical,but both in 
the XVIth and the XVIIth centuries the real power lay with an 
inner ring of extremists who were similarly reluctant to consider 
the practic~l problems of statecraft.(t) 

Although the 16 leaders were gone the re2t continued 
their agitations.Whether by direct warnin0 or not ,but almo~ 
certainly by no elective representation great numbers of the 
opposition noblemen were in town.Did the Kirk fundamentally 
believe that the Octavians were the authors of tnese troubles 
or did they only make this a prominent part of their pro~ramme 
in order to attract the collective of all those who had been 
displaced by them.Th~t the Kirk receiued gladly the assistare e 
lords wb.om had they been in the opposite camp she would have 
most rigorously attacked.Tb.at the Kirk supporters were no more 
the godly pr,)fessors than the Government party is a platitude. 
Lyndsay of the Byres wh .) pl1.yed sue h a prominent part in the 
actual riot and who professed such godly indignationin the aause 
was at the very moment underlying process for a particylarly 
violent slaughter within the town of Haddington.(2) 

That the Kirk was predisposed to suspect the Octro~ians 
must account for the obvious success of the transparent intrigues 
of those who were called the Cubiculars,those whose inroads upon 
the revenues had been mg,terially checked by the finance of the 
Octavians.Those of the Opposition who misled the Kirk on this 
occasion were just those who most effectively were instr~~ental 
in organizing the real overthrow of the Kirk discinline.(3) 
( 1 )MS Records of Committee of Estates in H .U .Register House 

collated with the records of the Commission of the Assembly 
Scottish History Society. 

~~)MS.Records of the Presbytery of Haddington Dec.8th and 1g,t:t.h 
"3)Hume who became Earl of Dunbar,D'3.vid Murray(became Viscount) 

Stormonth,Patrick Murray (the Anostle of the North) Sir Robert 
Melville.These also were of theLnew nobility but the great 
riot meeting had a large number of the old feudal Lords 



Intrigues· on the p~rt of these Cu»iculars resulted in alarms 
on both sides,anrl the formation Df a guard_ of citizens for 
the protection of the mini.3try .The historic account of the 
riot shows the irresponsible character of the ministers 
"applications" in sermon.The sermon was followed by that 
extraordinary meeting in the Little Kirkfor conference as to 
how the imminent danger might be eschewed.Baleanquall said 
he had the warrant of the Kirk for convening the noblemen and 
gentlemen for the purpose.From whom did he receive this wanantt 
Such meetin3s had been directly aimeiJ at in the Royal Proclam: 
:at ion. Was it a W''trrant from the Commission of the Kirk_( showing 
that it was an organized attack upon the government prepared 
beforehand)oD did he simply extend his commission as an inav: 
:ual members of the Commission.In personnel it might seem ~ be 
an extraordinary Assembly but the evidence seems to indicate 
that the meeting was rather local than national~A party meeting 
of the Lothian Fife and surrounding shires .The represent.atlv e 
delegation which they sent to the King (t Lord.s 2 B3.rons 2 Baili$ 
2 Minister) if godliness was the qualification was an unfortun: 
:ate choice.The delegation snow~d that once more the Kirk had 
allied itself with a party which was no more reputable t~an 
that in power,that the article which was put first upon thar 
list of demands was not the ca~se of the Kirk but was an attempt 
to control the personnel of the Council by insisting upon the 
removal of the Octavians,under pretext that they were respcnsible 
for the King's action with regard to the Church.But if this 
W'lS a resonsible delegation there was no need for the K1ng's 
withdrawal to the lower Tolbooth.Spottiswood and the others 
must be right tn stating that a threatening crowd accompanied 
'hem just as in 1587-88 the whole maas meeting attempted to 
coerce the King.It was only reasonable therefore that the articloo 
should not receive conside:aation.The mob which presented them 
or hhe more responsible body in the Church had no constitutional 
position neither as a Civil Convention or General Assembly.There 
was in fact no assurance that the articles which they propouhded 
were the generg.l poll tical opinions of the people of Scotland. 

Significantly it was the craf~s which assisted in the 
c'lefence of the King,for the crafts had no means of making their 
vvtews known either in Assembly or Parliament.The Kirk policy 
was that of the ~ileron.,.,"atld merchant burgess and did not consider 
whether the Octavian government was an amelioration of the 
people's lot. The subsequebt articles presented or at least 
taken to Holyrood after the tumult we"Be political. ( i) The removal 
of the Octavians (ii)The expulsion of the Papist Earls until they 
h!:l.d satisfied the Kirk (111} The return of the Commiss~on of 
Assembly.Although authorities differ as to the names of those 
who were entrusted with the duty the absence of the burgess 
element was noticeable,it seems that lairds and ministers were 
left alone.The King by whatever means was gradually bringing 
the barons to collaborate in Civil Government rather than critic: 
:ize it from without,Barganie certainly made his own peace and 
the others had no wit\h to incur the charge of rebellion.The--
See Calderwood.V.pl514,Row,p.41 Spottiswood.III.o.38 

Cunningham. p. 4 38 etc. ' 



What seems to be the ~ccurate interpretation is that the civil 
oppasition to the Oct~vi~ns used the Kirk pretensions tto bold 
the Council responsible for Policy,to ~ptempt a m~nor revolution 
or at least a chan~e of Government.The Cub~eulars in power would 1B 
and were the last persons to admit such a claim n~ external 
control.Responsi~ility to Parliament they mi~ht admit but never 
responsibility to an institution outside the Civil Constitutton. 
The cause h~d served its purpose.fnom the point of view of 
temporary expedient .The Octavians were about to resi~n, but that 
the Co·.mcil about to be appointed in their place should rero g: 
:nize Ecclesiastical control was not to be tolerated. 

Edinburgh formerly the centre<':of unrest in ecclesmasti cal 
affairs and the bmr~h most Easily incited by the rhetoric of 
the ~roup of ministers who occ~Jpied its pulpits and theseuof 
the surrounding parishes,became most subservient &n face of 
the threatened removal of the Court and th3 Law Courts.(1) and 
was no longer prepared ~hen its prestige a~ the Capital was 
threatened to risk all for a Church and Presbytery which were 
more stringent in their restrictions on trade and commerce than 
any civil court. 

The Opposition or as Bruce called them "the godlie 
barons and other gentlemen that were in the town" needed a 
Leader.The party .meeting elected Lo~d Hamilton whose view~ on 
toleration had formerly marked him ottt as particularly zealous. 
That the Kirk should be associated wtth such an election was 
a grave mist~ke,for it implied a formal statement of their 
position as a ~~vil opposition,a party with fixed principles 
of foreign policy and of constitutional control of arbitrary 
power which the Hi~her feudal nobility could not comprehend. 
They were selfish opportunists.The Kirk had a fairly clear cu:b 
proa;ramme but remaining outside Parliament required an alliance 
either with a force likewise outside Parliament or a strong 
party within in it. But that the Party within Parliament would 
be guided by the external Assembly was by no means likely.(2) 

The letter to Hamilton signed by four minis~ers of Edin: 
:burgh was for coping with the need "for a cheefe nobleman to 
countenance the mater against these counsellers" not against the 
Kin~.It was a theory of the constitution for which feudal Srotland 
was not reg_dy .Hamilton thousht he would. gain more by remaining 
in the Royal Favour especially since a change of Council was 
imminent=t A eo mcil responsible to the Kirk was not to be ccn tetp~ 
( 1 )er .The MS Records of the Edinburgh Town Council in process a e . 

of publication~ edited by J'Uss Wood). The removal of the Court 
to Linlithgow,the Session subsequently s·1.t in Leith. see the 
abject offers of the Town.A.P.S.IV.p.104-105 Ist Jan.1597 
to put all in the King's will,not to admit their ministers 
until reconciled to the King, those who should replg,ce than sho .. , 
sho·1ld be bound to respect the Kin a;, any 1 ist of substitutes 
should be submitted to the Kin~'s approval.The situation has 
resemblanees to that after the Porteous Riots. 

(2) The choice of Hamilton showed that Bruce fun particular was 
a political sche;ner.The constitutional control was combined 
with the old feudal idea of government by the nearest heir 
(cf T~e D~&.. of Albany) Hap1ilton had pretensions to the CroV~m 
(-at .!'~ · --~ Ji:J.l) !'fi! ~ f" "-q J- .1C!(. 



Bowes seemed to think th~t the majority of the people looked 
for a settlement from some kind of "National Council of the 
Estates and of the Gener?,l Assembly" (on 5th Feb. th01!igh the dat·e 
was altered).As early as December 14th 1596 he pointed out that 
the 1584 act was the stumblin~ block for it gave the King power 
to judge in all causes and the 1592 act only added the pro~so 
provided they did not ·concern matters of religion doctrine 
witchctaft heresy etc.Since th~t time he said the ministry ha& 
had all ecclesiastical~cam.ses, but now the King was claiming 
thatthe proviso "does not take away the force of the former in 
:reg~rd the former '1.Ct was not repealed. 11 

( 1) Even at th~t t:]n e 
Bowes knew of the Band_ which was offered Galloway at Lilllli thgow 
which practically meant a recognition of the justice of the 
Act of 158.4 which was reenforced in Privy Council{2) and in 
Par~:m. ment. Similar proclamations put obligations upnn all 
Sheriffs bailiffs of Regglities Town Councils noblemen barons 
and gentlemen,i.e. the whole eystem of civml adminiatration 
to apprehend all ministers preaching or praying against the 
King and Govern"."!ent and the congregations listening to them 
vame under the same ban. The Act went strai3ht to the root of 
the Kirk's power~Its facility for partisan propaganda. In the 
replies of the ministry to the bands and proclamations the 
principle of limi~ted and constitutional government is implicit(S 

The warding and flight of the ministers had tac en 
place before the· records of Edinburgh continue the tale of ... he 
sadly depleted_ Presbytery. On the 28th necem'bler two commissioners 
from the King (J.Preston and G.Young)appeared w:tth requests for 
the supply of the Kirks of EAinbu.rgh until a General Assembly. 
This meeting of the Presbytery was not a normal one. It was 
augmented by "the re-et of the brethren who vwre to come this day. 
The King had always reco~ized the powerful position of the (4) 
Capital Presbytery which seldom sat by itself alone.The ministers 
who went to Edinburgh on all kinds of business resorted there 
sometimes as we have seen Edinburgh used a vague commission to 
summon either represen~atives of Presbyt~ries or simply individu& 
ministers by missive to ad'blise them.The king had seized the 
opportunity t~ take the power of selection of these individUals 
into his own hands. Haddington Records supply further details. 
That the summons was to individuals is clear but the Kirk had 
formerly laid it down that when the King sentfbr a minister to 
come to give advice that minister ought to go .On 29th December 
(1)Cott.Cal.D.II .. under date Dec. 14th 1596 
(2)P.C.R.V.p.352.21st Dec.1596 cf.A.P.S.IV.p.103 
(3) cf.C.V.p.525 "Separat the King can not be judge in all causes 

but ath~r in counsell or parliament wherin by the lawes 
and eustome of this co·mtrie treasoun and sedi tioun are 
judged by an assise.Upon a criminal fact may arise a slander 
deserving excom~unication e.~.Bothwell.But the king was 
not judge of the slander .He h::td to "crave "exc omminicatio n of 
the Kirk. 

(4) MS.Records of Edinburgh Presbytery. 
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Davin Ogill the minister of Baro reported to the Presbytery 
of Haddington how"he being chairgi t with the Kings Majesties 
letters ha« gane to Edr.among the rest of the brethren of 
u•~~ presbytries that war chargit and convenit in the Eist 
Kirk upon tyisday the xxviii of this instant to give his 

,consent for the furnishing the pulpetis of Edr.in respect of the 
·absence of the ministers therof till the fyft of februar nixt" ( 1) 
The conference had agreed that two from each Presbytery of Lothian 

(2)Should help to s~pply the vacancy and the,lot fell on Ogill 
to begin.Although he asked the Presbytery s adviee and was per: 
:emptorily ordered to put the whole account in writin~ he 
nevertheless preached on Ist January (see C.V.p.536) before 
the King.For doinr; so he w-=ts sus:r;:.endec1 by the Presbytery which 
passed a stringent act on the point. "Fforsamikle ·as great daunger 
hes ensewit and is like to ensew to the libertie of the Kirk 
be the privie dealing of some of the ministrie without comm: 
ltssioun from the haill presbytrie quhair thai remane .The Pies: 
byterie for eschewing of sic inconvenientis brda~ishthl!ttna 
brother within thalr boundis being chargit or sent for be h1s 
majestie \Jr eounsell tuche or subscryve ony thing or deal.e wmth 
thame in ony matter bel~nging to the office of the ministbie 
without the avise and consent of the haill presbyterle la.wfullie 
convenit to that effect and in speeiall that nane tak upon hand 
to teache in ony of the pulpets of Edr. or subs~ryve the 
interloeutour of the lordis maid upon the occasioun of Mr. Davia 
Black under the pane of deprivatioun to be pronouncit against 
the persona contravenar quhatsumevar~ (3) 

Although the Convention of Jan.1-6 was called a Con: 
:vention of Estates it was rather an augmented Council and 

(4)burgesses were excluded.Its proceedings were merely confirmations 
of the separate Acts of Council,but in the attack upon the 
central group of Edinburgh both Town ~nd Kirk most severe methods 
were adopted.From the point of view of the Edinburgh Presbytery 
the most important act ~~'aS that forbidding the convocation of 
any Church Court other than the Kirk Session within the city 
boundary. De~centralization was further effected by the confisc: 
:at ion of the"MinistersNest" where the communal life lent itself 
to plots.(§) The Civil Opposition at least had obtained some 
kind of reward for on ?th January the Octavians laid ~own their 
office.Thei~ d*ties were untaid and one of their number Blantyre 

1 Haddington.MS.Recs.2gth ec.i596 . 
2)ibid.under 12th Jan.1597.They said he had no right to de~ 

in a matter which concerned the whole Synod. 
( 3) Ibi4.5th Jan. 1597 
(4)A.P.S.IV.p.103 et seq. See Rait.p.149 
(5)James Melville describes the system p.78 In Duries house about 

1580 at times of Assembly there lodged the Melvilles Sme$on 
Ferguson Arbuthnotetc and sum zelous godlie barrones and 
gentilmen .. and almost daylie all the collage was tog&dder in 
an or uther of thair houses.Lowson and Balcanquall until their 
marriages boa£ded with Durle. 



had alre~dy entered into negotiations with the Cubuculars and 
the ministry.Although unsuccessful from the Kirk ~oint of view 
the position represnets one of the few peaceable (or comparatively 
so) changes of Govermnent by an expression of public opinion. 
That this public opinion was unjust and was hardly spontaneous 
because directed by the ministers propaganda was immaterial. A 
change had been effected without a direct capture of the King's 
person,although there was no attempt to make the Council respons: 
:ible either to Kirk or to Parliament.The lingering regard w~ch 
the ministers had for constitutional government is revealed m the 
explanatory letters of the exiled Bnuce,who held that the actions 
of the ministry were justified by the fact that the practises of· 
the Panists had been concealed from the estates and not revealed 
impartially in a full and lawful Convention. ( 1) The idea is latent 
Of:"a?.Parliament representative of the people, but the Kirk was 
equally prejudiced in imagining that in feudal Scotland the 
members of Parliament would accept the Assembly's dictates. The 
principle of toleration of contrary opinions does not enter.In 
the Assembly itself thet··majori ty vote was suspect .James Mel villa (~) 
says 11 there was nocht sic a thing as careing away of anie pom t 
with a number of vottes an or ma ••. but matters indifferently 
proponit ••. bJ conference and reasoning discussit with large and 
sufficient tyme t~ken ••• and all with ane voice in an consent 
~nd unitie of mynd determinit and concludit~ Unanimity was an 
impossible solution in actual practice.The Parliament obtain~ 
it by excludung from summons those who disagreed with the govern: 
:ment.The Assembly by the rhetoric of the zealots,in some ca.ees 
by the persecution of minorities and most of all by the predom: 
:inance of the Lothian and Fife membership which in the indefinite 
state of the Ktrk constitution could overwhemm the unorganizal 
opposition of ind~.vidual Presbyteries of North South or West who 
had no means nor the wealth to support the numbers of delegates 

sallb,cl\stbll, central provinces sent. 
In the meeting of the Presbytery of Edinburgh of 11th 

January 1597 Robert Melville one of the Cubiculars appeared with 
Royal demands for provision of Edinburgh,and for thedelay of 
proceedings against specified Papists .At the same time a Bailie 
of Edinburgh produced his Commission from the Kimg to charge 
the Presbytery to depart from the Town.The Presbytery accordm3ly 
went to Leith where the Lords of Session were also sitting. 

The Presbytery of Edinburgh was no longer the Watch 
T·ower of the Scottish Church. 

(1) c.v.p.565 
(2) James Melville Diary.p.77 



Interaction and Points of Contact between the Assembly 

and the Civil Power. 

III. Permanent Commissions and the Vote in Parliament 

The reconstructive policy of the King with 
regard to the Gener9.1 Assembly and its constitution in relat: 
ion to Kng Council Parliament and the Civil Power began with 
his use of the Presbyteries as units for obtaining definition 
on points which by their lax application had given the Asse~lies 
of the past opprtunities for exceeding their purely spiritual 
function. His 55 printed questions were disseminated throughout 
the Presbyteries to obtain some kind of plebiscite as to the 
true constitution of the Church.This opinion he,~~parently held 
might not be properly ascertained in an Assembly in whivh the 
Lothian~Fife rel;resentati.on dominated both in point of numbers 
and in the violence of their methods. Thes~ points were to be 
debated in the joint Convention Assembly which he had appointed 
originally for the 5th February eventually postponed to the last 
of the m~nth. In the disorganization incident upon the discharge 
both. of the Commission of the Assemblyand of the Presbytery of 
Edinburgh no attempt was made to call that Assembly whicht the 
Commission had proposed for the 2nd 'ruesday of January.In accord: 
:ance with his theory he sent missives to the Presbyteries to 
attend,but the choice was left free. 

Each province had its own methods of dealing with 
the question. Fife whose opinions were all@,JS underrthe Melvinian 
influence extreme,meeting on 8th February sent a deputation to the 
King to urge first that the contemplated Assembly at Perth should 
not be held at the King's date,but be delayed until the legal 
time prescribed by the last Assembly i.e.April in St.Andrews, 
secondly to protest that whatever an individual Pnesbytery decided 
in the matter of these constitutional questions contradictlon 
of Acts of the General Assembly on the constitution was not 
permissible.(The King's point of course was that the defect in 
the Kirk's constitution was that no ruling had been set dm~m on 
essential points).Why were they so nervous that the Assembly 
which was apparently to be free should overturn its own constitutmz 
Were they afraid that without the active support of the barons 
the majority among the ministers outside the Lothian and Fife 
areas would vote for moderate recognition of the civil claim~ 
Uneasiness was also evidenced in the request that the King 
prevent "anie thin~ to be published in print touuhing the late 
:proceedings" a request for censorship of the press (a duty divided 
lmpartially between Convention and Assembly) which was obviowly 
a retaliation for the silencing of the ministry and pulpit pro 
paganda by the, proclamations"another indication of how the Kir' k 



realized t~at the chief source of its power lay in its almost 
unique control of public opinion. 

In order however to have a formal opinion on the 55 
points a committee of 8 (two from each ~esbytery of Fife) 
was inst~~cted to meet in St.Andrews on 21st February to 
draw up an answer which should show the unanimity of the 
four Presbyteries. The Synod presctibed the limited commission 
which was to be ~iven such commissioners as the individual 
Presbyteries apPointed.That commission was only to deal with 
the questions :md to leave over all matters such as the Papist 
proceedings to a legal Assembly .This meetin~ they persisted 
in regarding as a Convention because summoned upon the Roy~ 
missive,on the analo~y of the Convention of the Bstates,just 
as in their precautions against change in the constitution they 
had cited the inst1.nce of a particular bur~h whtch would not 
be permitted to call in question an Act of Parliament. The 
analogy between the Kirk Assemblies and Parliaments and Convent: 
:ions was perhaps closer than they themselves realmzed. The King 
however used the parallel to obtain control of the ruling 
Committee of Assembly in just the same way as he had obtained 
control of the Committee of tbe Articles of Parliament. 

Whether in face of the dubious position created by 
the proclamations which might or might not exclude a lay element 
they expected the barons to attend in force or whether they 
merely calculated upon a large number bei~g present at the 
Civil Convention at the Same time is not clear,bnt that th~ 
did count upon a certain amount of propaganda among the barons 
and noblemen that sall happen to be there conveened iS. certain. ( 1) 

With these restricted instructions the Presbytery of 
St.Andrews on Feb.26 1597 appointed its delegates.These were 
The Rector(Andrew Melville) the Moderator(Dalgleish) and Jan es 
Melville "for satisfeing of the Kingis Majesties bill" blilt other 
three were appointed apparently as Assessors "to assist the 
common cause"(2) 

The Synod of Lothian summoned as had been the Synod of 
Fife by representatibn to the late moderator by individual (3) 
Presbyterles does not seem to have laid down instructions.It 
was the Presbytery of Edinburgh which imposed t'tJJ) own restr1 et: 
:ions which were followed out or independently asserted by the 
other Presbxteries.Perhaps the presence of the 3 Royal Commiss: 
t1)C.V.p.581 A mass supplication was contemplated for both Barons 

and ministry 
(2)Pres.St.Andrews MS.26th Feb. 1597 "ordains the most suitable 

men to be sent to St.Jo~nstoun for that meitting viz.The Rector 
the Moderator and James Melville for satisfeing of the King's 
Majesties bill Mr. Robert Wallace,William Welwod(master ln 

(
3

)the Old College) and JohnnCarmichael to assist the commoun cauoo 
Haddin~ton sent Walter Hay to the Edinburgh Presbytery to 
suggest that a Synod should be called.Hadd.MS.Recs 12Jan. 
Edr.MS.Recs.18th Jan. The Synod met on 1st Feb. It agreed to 
sup~ly the Edinburgh pulpits. 
On Oth Jan.the Presbytery of St.Andrews in tha same way had 
a~reed with the Presbyteries of Cupar and Kirkcaldy that a 
Synod should be appointed.{MS Recs.) 



commissioners prevented precautionary measures but it is 
probable that althou~h it was known that these questions 
were in the air the first official intimation of the calling 
of the Convention of Assembly was given in the Edinburgh 
Presbytery 8th February.Why the Presbytery should enact that 
in future none shouln remain in the Presbytery save actual 
ministers abd those upon the exercise is aoubtful.It may have 
been by some order of the King which is not elsewhere extant 
for the same charge was given by the Provost of ~.Andrews 
to the Presbytery there inJuly 1597 although certainly in 
this case the express object was to exclude Andrew Melville. 
That the Edinburgh Presbytery should enact it amounted to a 
practical exclusuon of a normal lay element,but the lay element 
in the Capital Prasbytery had for long been purely hypothetwal 
except for return of members to the Assembly and not always 
then.Laymen upon whom the constitutional importance of the 
Assembly as a representative body rested were seldom negular 
members of the Presbyteries. 

Edinburghs limiting commissmon seems intended to 
create the impression that the Convention ~as not to be a fully 
representative one,t);certainly the King's letter of summons 
deliberately omits mention of a lay membership but this it vas 
felt would be compensated for by the presence of the Barons 
at the Convention, but in their"limitations" the absence of the 
lay element is not stressed as a reason for the illegality of 
the Convention.The restrictions imposed were practically ident: 
: ical with those imposed by the Synod of Fife and the inferm ce 
must be that in expectation of this meeting a pre arranged 
form had been drawn up .Both parties had been preparing att~k 
and counter attack.In appointing Lindsay Galloway and Dunvanson 
the Presbytery made a politic choice. (2) 

Haddington on 22nd February nominated only one · 
representative,although the King's letter suggeested 2 or 3 
and that represenative was the notonious Walter Hay who however 
did not fulfil his commission on account of sickness.(3) an 
excuse which on a later occasion the Presbytery would not a~ept 

The dee~sions of Fife as the exonent of mino~ity rule 
were sufficient to show in what a vague state the constitution 
of the Kirk despite its Books of Discipline had been left.The 
insistence ut)on the "best". As the King said to James Melville 
the most seditious practiees were carried on under the name of 
the best men.The criterion of judgment was at the discretion of 
the individual and misht lead to the most hopeless anarchy 
( 1) "To diverse· Presbyteries within the realm among others Edi nbun!l 

(C.V.p.581) MS.Recs.8th Feb.1597 Petrie.l 529 Sp.III.p.41 
(2)ibid. Lindsay was never unacceptable to the King.The others 

were ministers of his own Household 
(~)Conventioun at Perth .• Anent the sending to the Conventioun at 

Perth The presbytrie thoucht guid to (send theirl brother 
1lr. Wal ter Hay to att (end) Ne ecclesia detrimenti capiat ••• 

(and to protest) in the contrar ••• need be llnd Feb.MS.Hadd.Recs 
mutilated 



If the"best" dreaded a majority vote fully represent.ative of 
all Presbyteries,their fears were well grounded.There had 
been evidence before of a party in the Church whicP, disapproved_ 
of violent measures and partizan policy (cf.Crai~ in 1571)ard 
also of a party which deliberately stayed away on that account 

The alteration of the Place of meeting to Pert~ also made 
the Assembly more central, and the King's policy was rewardEd by 
the attendance of the Nor~bern ministers and those of Angus and 
Mearns who up to this time had been seldom seen aD Assemblies 
owing to their poverty and to the expenses entailed for the long 
journey to Edinburgh which hac become the accustomed place of 
meeting .Why Calderwood and Melville should regard tne presm ce 

of these ministers who represented the greater part of the oo untry 
outside the Lothians and Fife,as a great evil is not consistent 
with the principle that the Assembly was the true Parlaiment 
of all Scotland.There must have been desi~~ in the formal notice 

(1) of personnel as the assembly of commissioners from ~ Presbyterie 
That the Kin~ should send his "apostle of the North" to inform 
them of the recent events in Edinburgh is a clear proof th~ the 

(2) Lothian 8roup an<l the Commission of Assembly only informed the 
adjacent Presbyteries and such as they kbew supported their 
policy.The King recognized that their propaganda and informations 
were of a party nature as they themselves had practically admittro. 
by their attempt to control the freedom of the press. The Nobth 
was very often neglected in the schemes of Assembly which always 
saw that in the bargains with the Civil Power the provision of 
Fife and Lothian was first attended to.The very Corrunissioners 
for the North and South and the more distant parts of the country 
were often members of the Edinbur~h group e.g.Pont -Moray 
Lindsay-Galloway. It seems clear that the Northern ministry 
recognized the defect of the assembly in this respect and viewed 
with no little jealousy the pretensions of the Lowland Z;ea.lots. 
The"lobbyingn a..nt.1 vue !lntroductions to the King which irritated 
the zealots were the other side of the picture.The Edinburgh 
group too long had had the full control of dealings with the 
King.The advice of the North had as m~..~ch claim to "inspi13atio n 11 

as the invective of the Midlaml ·ministry whom they stigmatized 
as the Popes of Edinburgh.The King was quick to work upon 
the professional jealousy roused by the excommunication of 

(?)Huntly by the Edinburgh and Fife group when the duty should really 
have belonged to the Synod of Aberdeen alone. A"reasonable" 
attitude was invari:tbly inferred to hec·the result of 11 corrup:. ion" 
If the King did pay the expenses of the distant group it was 
necessary to take some means for breaking the close ring.-It had 
not apparently been the rule for expenses to be paid except by 
the individual himself until the King took up the question. 
James Melville ingenuously gives away a good deal of information 
as to the obstructionist methods of the Fife group.His rhetoric 
h~d convinced the meeting almost to a unam~mous vote had not 
persuasion by equally potent rhetoric altered the decision 
( 1) If froi!l all Presbyteries however why did James Mel ville {p J.;o1>) 

register the vote as 11Presbyteries for and 8 against.There 
(2) ~J'~~ Pr4 esbyterie~ in Scotland. 

.. • p. 5 {3) 1bid.p.46 



and on a vote the extremists were defeated.No doubt the lack 
of Andrew Melville who althou~h appoin ted one of the delagates 
was unable to attend owing to a Rectorial election,had some 
thing to do with the ineffective attempts of the minosity. 
James Melville withdrew. 

The ~4ay,...,arte~ it had voted itself an extraordinary 
General Assembly the convention was summoned into the meeting 
hall of the Convention of Estates.Of the lay element which 
they expected to be present only 6 barons and 9 burghs wen3 
memeeFssof the Convention of Estates.Had the normal eldership 
of Assembly been present we should have had an instance of 
Government and Opposition meeting together in the fashion 
of a modern Parli~ment.Even so it implied a recognition of 
the representatives of Presbyteries as a Third Estate. The 
reason for this was the unsatiafactorv answer which the Khlg 
said bad been given to his proposals. ~3 in number which 
dealt with the chief controversial points of the 55 questions (1) 
These 13 points bad been considered by a committee of 21 
ministers one of whose contention was the impostant one that 

"no laws be made without the consent of the Kirk as the Third 
Estate",an admission that the Kirk as a whole was not averse 
to recedin~ from its original position as a rival of Parlmment 
on condition of receivin~ adeqaate representation within that 
body. 

Accordingly the summons came to the whole body to attend 
with the Estates to reason the points with the Estates,but in 
doing so the Assembly took the precaution against the unguard4d 
eession of privilege and possibly against a common vote, ~ 
protesting that"this our .ueeting be not est,eimit as thoch we 
made ourselves ane assemblie with the Estates or zet dois 
submitt any matters e«clesiastical either doctrine or dismpline 
to this Judicatour~ After conference they claimed that thelf 
had the right to depart ~o their pwn meeting house to debate 
the matter by themselves and to vote upon the questions" 

Their vote therefore was to be the vote of an Estate 
and not of individual members of the Convention of Estates 
where a majority of individual votes obtained.!t was,:a.lso a 
cla&m to the right to· deliberate apart as a separate estate 
a privilege common to the other Estates .There was th·.1s still 
the latent id.ea that the vote of the Kirk must be or at least 
appear to be a unanimous one.Normally these seaparate meetings 
of estates dealt with business concerning their own Estate 
but tbequestion here was a wide one and the principle was 

simply that which alderwood desribes as infringed in 1621 
when "the noblemen shires and Burghs were restrained. from the 
use of their ancient privileges to convene by themselves 1n 
time of Parliament for advising reasoning and preparing them 
selves the more deliberately to vote in publictt.The Assembly 
in this case did more than that;it claimed to vote and conclude 
apart.It vote if registered at all in the Civil Convention 
would be the unanimous vote of a complete Estate 
(1) B.U.K.p.893 It was a curious confusion of the ideas of the

Kirk as an Assembly outside ParliaTD.ent and yet wishing to 
(2) 1~f7~irt:p~~!~9b4g~-~05h:6~?~ representation within · 



Their protestation was accepted ano. reasoninf!; and argument 
followed at the end of which the Assembly retired to vote 
and conclude returning "o the Convention with their written 
answers which were presented "by David Lindsay the Moderatcr 
and the haill ministry of the same assemblie. It would seem 
that each article was reasoned again in the Convention of 
Estates and accepted as a whole although the 11 alterations 
throu~h pretended haste tt mentioned by Calderwood may repi'Jesent 
the -minor alterations in form etc of the Convention before 
registration among the acts.It was decreed that these decisions 
should have the full force of Acts of Parliament.(1) 

Before its departure the Assembly( ere it "sl-cailedn) 
presented"certain petitions" to the King that since the 
convention had been so successful,a royal proclamation shotil d 
be promulgated explaining this success and the unity exist1ng 
between King and Kirk with an abolition of all laws contraxy 
to the liberty of the Church and significantly invoking 
the King's protection for all the ministers who had assisted 
in these modern measures.In the uroclamation which was emitted 
it seems almost certain that the-moderates dreaded the zeal 
and the agitator propaganda of the minority which exercised 
such power with the unruly barons.(2) To prevent any such 
violent measures as the moderates suspected might ensue,orice 
more all extraordinary meetings and conventions at the call 
of the ministry were forbidden such as were sanctioned at the 
times of the Armada and the alarms of the S anish Blanks 

1 See A.P.S.IV.p.112 B.U.K.p. 9 be variation of reply is 
. not great. 
(i)King suggested.That the constitution of the kirk be n~ 

rigid provided discussion were done in the proper place 
1st answer as drawb by the 21 minister-s. It would be unwise 
to make the constitution unstable but they promised consid: 
:eration to any reforms suggested by the king,if in the 
same way the Kirk might discuss the acts of the Conventions 
called by the King.i.e. reciprocal privile~es to discuss 
affairs of Kirk and State 

(!i)In discussion of civil affairs no public rebuke was to 
be permitted,but only private representations to the King. 
This in the reply introduced the question of attitude to 
acts against tqe Kirk which might be made in Parliament 
and insisted that no such act should be made without 
the consent of the General Assembly-the third Estate being 
the Kirk.If no remedv were provided it was held just that 
ministers and the whole organization of the Kirk should 
spaak against such laws.They professed ignorance of 
"affairs odr State 11 or of interference therin .In the 
Act of Parlaiment it was stressed that not the individual 
ministers but the authority of Presbytery Synod and Assemb 
ly should be called in before r<:J,sh accusations were rra de. 

( iii) The Third point was one on which the King had alrem y 
given his opinion e.g.in 1586 but which nevertheless hadr 
remained one of the most powerful wea~ons of the Kirk 
which the King himself had u~ in tne case of Botliwell 



While the Papist Earl& were admitted to conference with the 
Kirk upon which report was to be made at the May Assembly 
by Act of Parliament they were "'ct.rned out of Che country before 
1st June. Althou~h the zealots lamented the concessions and 
the victory over the Kirk,producing all sorts of technical 
informalities in procedure to prove the illegality of the 
meeting,it seems clear that the Royal victory was not so 
unqualified as they alle~ed.The clear paint was tae use ef 

i.e. summary excommunication.This he now asked should be 
abolished,the minimum perioa bein~ 3 weeks after fiBst citation 
The assembly of Montrose 1595 had suspended summary ~xcomm: 
:unication temporarily pending full discussion and tince 
this was no ordinary Assembly these reasons had not been 
investigated and in the final act the point was referred to 
the next assembly. 

(~v)No public rebu~e it w~s claimed should be made against anyone 
unless he was figitive or found guilty by a civil court or 
excommunicated.The Kirk however argued that by these three 
regulations the whole field of "notoriety" was ,lot covered 
There remained contumacy and open crime such as murder and 
immorality. In the final act contumacy was accepted. 

(v)Ou the question of public remark upon affairs in general the 
mi"'.ister W8.S asked to confine his attention to local affairs 
~nd (vi) in the s~me way Kirk Sessions Presbyteries and Sy.nods 
were to censure only their own residents.To these non commital 
answers could be given. 

(vii) All summons were to be for a particular charge anf not ob 
a gener·1l warrant of investigation and on the if~maining 
~oints general compromise was effecte~. 

(viii) No minister in an import·::tnt town was to be chosen s::~.ve 
with the consent of the King and the congregation 

(ix) The important 9th point prohibiting conventions of mintt teB 
s~ve in their ordinary Presbyteries and Synods,was not agreed 
to in the first draft bu.t was sanctioned in the Act of Par' lie:: 
:ment 

On the other points a general amnesty was called and 
committees of ministers were appointed to consider the remaini~ 
55 problems .On the problem of the P·1.pist E'J.rls conference was 
admitted report bein~ made to the next Gaaeral Asse~bly, which 
w1.s to be called by Royal letters althou ;h according to 

(?) Spottiswood simply in accordance with the Act of 1592(III.55) 

(2)See A.P.S.IV.p.116 



direct contq,cti witht the Civil Power not bJ, commission 
nor by conference but by debate and reasoning by the full 
Assembly'in presence of the full Convention,royal nominees 
though they might be. What grounds did Melville have for 
statin~ that the arnicles in final form were never discussed 
or voted unless he means that the acts as registered in the 
Convention records were not submitted againf for examination 
by the Assembly.It all amounted to the ola point which of 
the two Conventionn or AsseiJ!.bly had the final scrutiny.By 
deliberately protesting that their meetin~ was apart from the 
Convention the Kirk apparently robbed itself of this right 
of scrutiny.The position was full of contradictions.If the 
Kirk and Synod of Fife preferred the vote of the "best who 
are commonly not the most" in this instance where a majori. ty 
vote was stressed and when the Moderates obviouslj regarded 
themselves as equally entitled to the title of the "best" it 
seems that the attitude of the minority was simply that of 
a clique which while the Assembly was composed largely of their 
own supporters did not trouble about such points of the con: 
:stitution nor as to whether vote should be by Presbyteries 
or by individuals, but now displaced were inclined to regard 
definition of the constitution as corrupt.The Popes of EdinbureP. 
and the prophets of Fife had long controlled the majority vote 
the decisions of some of their extraordinary conventions had 
often been purely sectional an 1. "he cempoaitfon of these 
meetings haap~eeni~thout refernce to the whole number of 
Presbyteries but affected only the adjacent counties;on 
occasions when members from more distant parts had been present 
they were casual attenders and had no instructions from their 
Presbyteries,their presence being frequehtly only accDdental 
as for attendanceat the Platt or on civil busihess. With some 
ground theref-::>re the Nort.hErnn ministers complained that the 
ministers of Edinburgh and the Southern parts including Fife 
had "usurped the whole government of the Kirk". The position 
is analogous to that wh~ch arose in the next cebturK between 
Protesters and Rea~ltttionens when the same arguments as to 
minorities and as to who constituted the "best and wisest" arose 

"Inspiration"was a dangerous thin'j to measure.Often it was (1) 
tantamount to sheer aggressiveness. Could Lindasy not have 
allew;ed"inspiration" for his actions when censured by the Synod 
of Lothian for not using his commission according to its 
limitations.The responsiblity of Commissioners to their ccnstit: 
:uencies was something however which must be respected.In the 
Estate of the Burgesses in Parlaiment it was established but no 
information is to be had as to the procedure aming the barons 
and whether the Shire Conventions imposed rigorous rules ~ 
policy apart from the General Meeting of the Estate of the 
Barons. 

• 
(1) See the Register of the Consultaiions of the Ministers 

S.H.S. 



The attempt at exercising the spell of the best an~ wisest 
in what must have been intended to be a rival General Assembly 
(cf that of 1650) was abortive.The numbers were so flagrantly a minority of the kirk that the attempt was given up. ( 1) and 
by chan~ing their date to the King's Assembly in May they 
virtually gave that its full claim to legality even in the 
eyes of the rigid constitutionalists. Fife Synod was there 
and a few from Lothian Perth and Stirling.Did these come as 
individuals or as commissioners from their Presbyteries.Were 
the Presbyteries divided among themselves as individuals or 
did each Presbytery adopt the attitude of its majority.-Edinburgh 
recorsd give no de~ails (blank from 29hh March to 21 June) 
Haddington only records the elction for the May Assembly ard 
even st.Andrews is silent. The King however had conceived the 
method which he later ( 1606) adopted with r~a,:r.Q- to the 
Committee of the Articles in Parliament,a~ nornfnated the .... 
Moderators Assessors in whose election he h~d at various times 
been interested(see supra) His policy with both bodies wh.:.n 
he was not using the one against the other,was the same when 
ir came to the strengthening of his own prerogative. 

Limiting comm~ssions therefore from the individual 
Presbyteries would not be very effective.No details of the 
personnel of the Assembly of May are available but as a 
Convention of Estates was being held at the same time in 
the same place it seems to be clear that such lay element 
as there might be would be limited to the personnel of the 
civil convention,since the lairds themselves were not at all 
sure of their position in the Assembly in the new state of 
affairs.Haddington sent three mlhisters only with instructions 
~to ressoun vote and conclude in all things nocht preiudicjall 
to the Libertie we have bene this monir zeiris and are presentl~ 
in possessioun of and na furdertt Nevertheless they expected 
more ministers than their official delegates to be present,and 
delayed the next meeting of Presbytery accordingly.(2) 

Calderwood complains upon the new fashion of Assemblies 
in which all the busibes was prepared ~eforehand in the King's 
cabinet,but the opposition still remained the Opposition despite 
contrml of the Assessors.The majority vote was still suspe~ 
but pressure of business would never have permitted of the 
majority vote which was in reality the Fife and Lothian vote. 
Control by the King was no worse than the hectoring methods of 
the zealots and the roll call of the commissioners could be 
divided on the two party sustem .The Kirk could now no longer 
pt:etend to include the state, but "Kirk and Religion were framed 
to the olitick estate of a free monarchie" ( 

1)See B.U.K.p.920 J.M.p.412 
2)Haddington.MS Recs.27th April. 1597- Mcghie,Carmichael Walter 

Hay; In respect that ane guid number of the brethren ia to 
be away It is thought meit that thair be na exercdlse quht 11 
this day fyftene dayis(Jth May 1597) 

{3) James Melvileep.414 ne has a supreme contemt for the 
majority vote. 

~· A/b ~ 1 ~~ u ~ ~- /'[;7~ eu-H~~~ 
~~ ~~--- ~- t'?db~Ohc 4 _ 



The Convention of ~statee which met on 13th May contained 
6 Earls 7 Lords (two of whom were Bishops Dunkeld and Aberoo en) 
7 Lairds ana. 13 burP-;esses( 1) The position was one of bar;:;ain 
not altogether on religious points.(2) All who maintained a 
moderate policy were according to the Mel ville view and that of 
their faction either weak or corrupt.Whiile scorning the dealine;s 
of the King with the Northern ministers they were just as ready 
to express ~their opinions "rhen the King called for unem.The 
hectoring of Andrew Melville was not to be tolerated from an 
individual who at the most was but the mouthpieeeoof a fallen 
government.Davidson who was too old .to be a delegate from the 
Presbytery of Haddington in vain advocated severe measures 
against the Papist Earls.The Presbyteries of their own native 
districts whether influenced by a latent feudal loyalty o~ not 
was prepared to absolve them,and they had the legal ri~ht m 
try them subject to the approval of the Assembly.Bargain entered 
once more in the proviso which the Kirk made for the protection 
ol6 the "gentlemen vassals 11 who under the Kirk leadership ha:l 
been prepared to march against the Earls in spite of their 
feudal obligations.These Kirk Barons in the North were probably 
in a m-inority but the provision is in itself an instance of the 
political power of the Kirk used for class benefits. 

The re~ognition of the March Assembly as lawful on 
fairly plausible grounds(3)and the procedure to definition of 
the constitution on the lines of the King's questions proved 
the fatal blow to the Zealot minority.For it was agreed th~ 
the era of the individual and the group system was at an end 
The minister was to be restrained from all jurisdiction save 
with the consent of his session Presbytery Synod or General 
Assembly, and ,he .Lost his power of nomina tine; the session wbt eh 
in some places had been a notorious abuse. Even the Presbyte ry 
was ruled out for all sess.ion were to be e'ihected by their own 
congregations an advance in popular government which the zealots 
did not approve.In point of fact however the practice rematned 
very much as it had been,but it had the obvious advantage of 
providing in theory at least that any lay element in the Assembly 
should be more representative of the people and less of the 
Ministers Caction.Throughout the Kirk organization the majarity 
vote was established although it had to be a clear majority 
and in cases of a narrow margin a re-discussion was appointed 
to take _ylace.Vote particularly was stressed in the reorganizat: 
:ion.Whatever system had prevailed before the Northern ministers 
who now held :\The balance felt they had a grievance against· the 
late leaders. The whole system was a clarify in~ process to pre: 
:vent the unofficial tyranny of individuals which would seem to 
have prevailed.Uniformity and greater formality were insisted 
u~on and generally a limitation of the pretensions of the Kirk 
to more obviously eceles~astical matters.The assembl obli d 

1 A.P.S.IV.p.11 2 e.g.Lord Lindsay s restitution was 
the price of the conversion of hid relative Thomas Buchanan 
The return of the ministers of Edinburgh in reward for the 
recognition of the Perth Assembjy 

(3)i.e. that at one period, of their negotiations the Comrniss · 
of the Kirk had asked the King to call an Assembly lon 



i_,~l! ~{} consult the Kinb5 on all matters of importance 
r~ised in its meetings particularly those which had any 
bearing upon the State and that all'i mportant Acts of Assembly 
should be ratified. in Parliament and by the King; so that 
they might have better execution with the implication that 
without the Royal sanc:l;ion such acts wouB. be of little 

1 
effect~It was the King's effort to break down the Presbytery s 
organization and exalt such civil administration as could 
take i1Ls place. 

The King however had learned from the procedure 
of 1596 December hoe powerful a commission of the Kirk could 
be,and he resolved to use this general pommission and power 
for his own purposes.In the presence of the King in the 16th 
Session there was elected in the Assembly a new Commission 
to convene with the King as he should appoint for general 
consultation upon all Kirk affairs,for settlement of stipend 
this combining the general commission of the platt,to present 
petitions and complaints and generally to de~l on all points 
which required negotiation with the civil power particularly 
for the "intert.eanment of peace and obedience to his majestie 
within the realme~ The commission must have been on almost 
similar terms with the previous ones which had worked so much 
mischief although no formal catalogue of the power of the 
extremist commission of March 1595-96 seems to exist.The work 
allotted them for the platt is almost similar to that given 
to the former Commission of Visitation ~t:.Jp which must have 
pretty well corresponded with the "General Commission" ( 1) 

The idea was by no means a new one.In 1594 the King 
had asked the Assembly to nominate such a commission represent: 
:ative of the principal Presbyteries and the Assembly had 
consented that it should wait upon the King in time of Parlia: 
:ment,whtle the zealot members of it such as Andrew Melville 
presumed that they an~ they alone were the legitimat means 
of communication between the Kirk and Civil Power.There was 
therefore plenty of precedent.The real p)wer of the King m 
Assembly began when he could combine the system of Commission 
with the ?rivy Conference and thua both within and without 

(2)the Assembly the same group of persons might rule all. Although 
his definition of the constitution had been directed against 
a group system led by the Melvilles and Edinburgh,he supported 
that group system to which the Assemblylent itself as long 
as the Group was composed of the"Moderates".It seems quite 
clear that apart altogether from the 11 bribery and corrupticn 11 

charges levelled against them the action of the Northern minist~s 
showe~ the presence in Scotland of a party which did not stare 
the pretensions ecclesiastical and political of the Lothian 
and Fife group,but which was too timid to make its opinion 
known.One surmises tha~ the Presbytery as a voting unit was not 
a general rule otherwise this party would have been in evidence 
before this~Godliness" as a crtterion for voting must have meant 
that the vote was seldom taken as the ze~lots themselves approved 

B.U.K.p.929 see Cunningham p.443 
2.J.M.p.417. 



This commission consisted of 14 ministers,but whether the 
number has any connection with the 14 appointed in laBembxynt 
Convention of March 1596-97 is not clear.(1)In their personnel 
there was nothing particularly. suspect·.All had taken prominent 
parts in the late troubles.Six of the 14 had been offiCially 
discharged as ;...embers of the former commission of Assembly 
which had made the trouble of December and all the others had 
been nominated members of the central committee of November. 
From the choice there is nothing to infer that theye were 
nominated by the King.In spite of the King's presen~e the Kirk 
-.:.:ould seem to have chosen them for herself. Was their subsequent 
career the result of a tendency implicit in the claims of the 
ministry or the leading group rather than due to the machinations 
of the King.If these claimed to"inspiration11 formerly they ha4 
as much right to do so now when not in direct opposit~on. The 
request for vote in Parl lament was at least as 11 inspired" as 
their e~rlier pretensions to control the Council.If the business 
was prepared now by this Commission beforehand and 11 conclu<led 
by majority of purchased votes 11 it was at least as f:eequert. ly 
and normally prepared by the Presbytery of Edinburgh in former 
uncorrupt times.The learnded "reasoning" which the Melvilles 
lauded must sometimes have been obstruction of business until 
the rhetoric of the best prevailed.The threatenings of Davidson 
and the elder Melville must in fact have been some kind of 
intimidation.If these divisions were fostered by statesmen as 
Calderwood states it proved that there had been diversity ~ 
opinion which had not hitherto been expressed.Melville calling 
the group a"few court ministers 11 was therefore not accurate. 
the majority of the 3roup had been among the leaders of the 
Kirk in the past and if they were now"so manie ambi tioud sp. rits 
thirsting for gaihe and glorie" that type of ambition must 
have been a common characteristic.There was still in Scotland 
.q certain glory to be obtained from flouting the King and 
attacking the prestise of civil government. 

The commission beibg in General terms was protested 
against vehemently when it was used to cognosce ur)on eases 
which had never passed through the usual process of appeal 
through the church C.Jurts.The whole presbytery of St.Andrews(2) 
went in a body to Falkland to protest againat the intervention. 
In point of fact the ease which caused so much trouble W'3.S 

practically a simple instance of slander. of no high order(3) 
Their eneral commission on the analo of the former ones 

A~ex Douglas,J.Nicolson.Gls.dstanes Buchanan,Rollock Pont -
LJ.ndsay Galloway Duncanson,Sharp,Porterfield,James Melvll.le 
W.Cowper,J Cl~pperton. 

(2)Sp.III.p.62; Pres Recs.MS St.A.U5th June.1597 "all the 1rethrm 
ar requestit to be in falkland the d:1y of the conventiom 
They remained there over the 23rd 

(3)Wallace in his sermon had called Lindsay of Balcarres the 
Octavian a "briber 11 Sp.III.p.6? 



theluded the duty of visitation of the Universities.Knox 
at a very early sta~e had warned the Kirk against the bondage 
of the Universities.The King by visitation of the University 
attempted to control the representation of the General Assembly 
Visitation had formerly been by joint commission of Kirk and 
State.Now it was the same princinle which prevailed with the 
addition of the King's Majesty hlmself.It was decreed that 
henceforth Rectorshi J should be for one year only and that the 
same person could not be elected again save after the lapse of 
three years.It was proved according to Spottiswood that Melville 
had ·been negligent in his collection of the college rents and 
that his divinity lectures had been mere political discussions. 
When we vonsider the multifarious tasks that Melville was appoin~ 
to do and those which he felt also inspired to undertake there 
must have been some truth in the statement despite Calderwood 
and James Melville 's denials .A system of reform was brought 
about by the appointment of a special Council consisting of 
the Chancellor the Conservator Colluthie and three commissioners 
of the General Assembly.It was decreed that no Regent Professor 
or Doctor of Divinity should heneeforth sit in the Church Courts 
upon matters of discipline,and their position upon the Assembly 
which had remained undefined as to number was appointed to be 
supplied by the election of one man chosen b~ this Council from 
a leet of three Regents and Professors and this representative 
was not to be employed two years consecutively(1)The records of 
St Andrews contain several refernces to this change in the 
c~nstitution of the Presbytery.(2) 

It was in anticipation of the fall of the St.Andrews 
group Melville Black and Wallace that the Edinburgh ministers 
were permitted to return on con1itions.By August 9th the Presbyt: 
:ery of St.Andrews was back in its normal place of meeting in 
a very different frame of mind from that in which it had directed 
the former policy of the Kirk.They were careful to infringe no 
rights either of other Presbyteries or of the Commission of the 
Assembly and for long their records give no details of any bus: 
: iness other than the announcement of the text of t.he exercise (5) 
(1)Sp.III.p.60~.C.~.p.647 
(2)Pres.Recs.St.Andrews.~th July 1597 James Melville as Commissiom 

:er of the Assembly asked that the book of Presbytery and 
Session might be produced for examihation before the King and 
Commission. On.July 15 1597 Nicolson and Buchanan in the name 
of the Kihg and Commission eharged the Presbytery to accept . 
John Rutherford as one of their members.The Presbytery could 
not approve the reducyion of their own decreit in depriving 
him. On the s~~e date the Provost of St.Andrews intimated to 
the Presbytery that he had received a chargr from the King 
not to permit any to sit in the Presbytery as judges in 
discipline who was not an actual minister .Andrew Mel v1lle 
as one of the exercise was still permitted to attend although 
not for discipline.Aug.4th he complained that studenys :1n 
theolo~y were debarred ~rom gaining experience.The Presbytery 
~ppo_nted "the maist gratius of ther number in court viz. 
~la~stanes and James Melville being also of the commissioun 
~~m~~~:eat his ma,1estie and the remanent commissionars for 



The pulpit propaganda being now in its most virulent form 
suppressed the minority had now recourse to the press which 
formerly they had been apprehensive of the King usin~ as a counter 
blast. The letters and ballads of Jock up a Land which professed 
to be the complaint of the"commons 11 were purely the producticn 
of the defeated minority,for the commons of Scotland if local 
records give any indication were supremely apathetic on these 
points of doctrine.In its stru~gles over legal rights and pulpit 
slanders the cause of the poor commons was forgotten by the 
Kirk.These pamphlets were therefore simply party literature 
and no replica of the f~ous Beggars Summons of 1559.0ne of their 
contentions was that the appointment of these 14 Commissioners 
was at the suggestion of the Octavians.Lindsay certainly in 
his Constant Platt had shown the necessity for a permanent 
committee for the putpose.Jock Up a land who was intended to 
represent the poor labourer was convinced that if the Commission 

"resisted lawfully t.hto our christian prince, his Majestie had 
been winne er now to have submitted himself to Christ's kingfum 
alwayes'~ The idea still persists that it is the Council which ia 
at fault and that it is their advi~e whi~h ought to be controlle~ 
But the Commission of Assembly had attempted its final effort 
of resistance to the Civil Power in December 1596.It was impossible 
even for the most hardy to resist except under pain of treason. 
And that the zealots did contemplate treason is clear,for th~ 

"held themselves no more bO'Jnd to the King than he was to Jes,us 
Christ".The~ remedy was a convention of the Kirk of Scotland 
with some of the well affected subjects to concur with them w 
put in order things disordered by his Majestie and his wicked 
Counsellors 9 It was in fact an assertion of the right over the 
King and executive,not of a Parliament,but of an Assembly of the 
Kirk and its armed supporters. 

The great question which,regarded as corrupt by the 
zealots had yet been implicit in the Kirk demands to control 

Note contd. 
on August 17 Andrew Mel ville bro,Jght the subject up once more 
and on September ~st it was agread that a supplication should 
be drawn up by Andrew Melville Robert Durie and John Carmichael 
that the doctots and students of theology be admitted to trn 
Presbytery the one to vote the other to hear.Sept.17th Gladstanes 
and James Melville were again to urge yhe King and Commissmn 
to allow the students to hear the exercise of theology and 
discipline and the masters and Professors of theoNogy being 
doctors in the Kirk to vote.It was not granted however although 
after some time they returned for the exercise alone but not 
to sit as judges 
(3) Pres.Recs.Edin.MS. They only absolved the Earls who were 

alreadv relaxed froB the civil horm, upon the testimonial 
of Rollock the Moderator and leader of the ·commission of 
Assembly anQ warrant ~rom the Earls own Presbyteries. 



(, ) 

the ecclesiastiaal vote in Parliament, was already in the air. 
Parliament depended u-c'on lanrl tenure .An ecclesiastical Estate 
must hold lands therefore and the.real uroblem of the vote 
in Parliament had always involved the problem of reconciling 
the sptritual funcvion with the tebure of land and consequently 
a considerable amount of civil jurisdiction.The Kirk had 
held that the Assembly should control the vote and that the 
me~bers should hold function within the Kirk.Function was not 
defined f!tlatedly as preaching and administration of the sacr : 
:aments until 1587 and it is possible that the lairds thou~t 
that they might obtain place in the Parliament as representative 
elders of the Kirk.The ide'l however had become increasingly 
clear that the Kirk as a Counter Parliament of all Estates 
was not effective without the active support of the Lairds 
and since 1594 their ordinary means of representation had been 
in force although they had not yet used their power to full 
aavant"\ge .Grants of lands and tacl\:S of teinds and the stringent 
proclamations of 1596 had persuaded and compelled them to 
withdraw their full support from the Kirk.The prestige of 
Parliament was now a concern of the Lairds and while there had 
been only a few present at the Conventions which met .simultaneous: 
:ly with the two last Assemblies there is nothing to suggest 
that a lay element attended the General Assemblies. The curtous 
desertion of the ministry by its lay element had something to 
do first with the Melvinian ideas of the superiority of the 
ecclesiastic over the layman,and secondly with the enacjments 
of the King in prohibiting the attendance of any save actual 
ministers at the exercise of discipline.The laymen were already 
denrived of vote in affairs of doctrine,and since extraordmary 
conventions were forbidden it seems clear that the attendance 
of the lay element in Presbytery and elsewhere in the Hi~hEr 
Courts was improbable as in fact in practice it had long since 
fallen away except in extraordinary circu~stances. 

The vote in Parliament was raised in the Parlia: 
:ment ~1 December 1597 only the first Parliament since that of 
1594.James Melville tells us that he smelt out Episconacy in 
.,is visitation ,Hi tb. the Commission of Assembly in the- North. 
He must have given the alarm in the Presbytery of St.Andrews,for 
on December 8th a curious entry was made.The Commissioners 
of Assembly would by their commission be expected to be prEE ent 
to present petitions to Parliament Kin~ and Council and it 
is not surprisin~ to find that Gladstanes and James Melville 
went to the Parliament.But the full list given adds three members 
of Presbytery who were not upmn the Commisston of Assembly 
John Catmichael Alexander Forsyth and Nocol Dalgleish who were 
appointed to go "as commissioneris to the Parliament in case 
a Generall Assemblie suld them be". ( 2) Why should they expoo t 
a General Assembly when the last Assembly had fixed its following 
session by the King's con sent for May(although it was altered 
to March b Kin~ and Commission).Did the. ex ect an extraoniinary 

Between 594 and 597 only nominated conventions had met. 
(Ret.of Names) 

(2)Pres.Recs.St.Andrews MS.Dec.Sth 1597 Parliament met 8th & 16th 



Assemblie in the old m~1,nner or did they go purely as assessors ( 1 a) 
to the Commissioners 6~ the Kirk.What was their attitude to 
the vote in ?arli~ment. There is no evidence of a:lliail!>ul'gh~~ngtox 
sending similar delegations.The petition of the Commission of 
Assembly was submitted to the Lords Articles in the name of the 
Kirk.Calderwood revords that there was ~pposition in the Ar~cles 
among the abbots and prioBS Lords of Session and some of the 
nobility.Presumably the Barons on the articles and th~ burgesses 
were acquiescent but the measure passed with the King s support 
The Commission gave as their reasons for the measure that vote 
in Parliament .had been necessary for the Kirk in that it had 
always petition~d against non commissioned persons committirg 
the Kirk as ~n tstate.Their claim was that the Kirk ought to be 
the Third or Fourth Estate within Parliament not as standing 
without supplicating and presenting petitions to the Articles 
which received little satisfactory answer.The actual act however 

~1) stressed the privileges of Prelates rather than of Representatives 
of the General Assembly.As it stood vote in Parliament was to 
be granted to such or so many of the pastors and ministers ~ 
the King should promote to the office of Bishop Abbot or other 
Prelate,and they must be actual ministers according to the 
Kirk's former stiPulation.The Lords of Parli~ment were anxirus 
that the Commission of Assembly shouln imme0iately agree to this 
Act in the name of the Kirk but a provisional clause was added 
whereby the "office" and definition of detail was ~emitted to 
the agreement of the Kin~ and General Assembly which is now 
almost imvariably referred to as the Assembly of the Minist~ s 
Such consultation with Assemblies was to~e at the times mo~ 
fitting as agreed upon by the King.The actual act was supposed to 
be a benefit to the Kirk in return for the peaceable restoration 

t2) of the Papist Earls. The whole question of representation was 
bound up with the financial situation.The scheme of the Constant 
Platt had been very much on the lines of the "caveats" about to 
be laid down by the Assembly.The work of ~Dovision however was 
by no means as far advanced as that abandoned scheme,althou8P 
certainly the joint commission of ministers and Lords were app: 
:ointed to ~odify in the usual way. All pensions out of the Thirds 
were annulled(c 11) The two thirds of each benefice as it fell 
vacant were to go to the crown(c13) and no gi~ts were to be made 
out of the temporality .Ministers were to be compelled to gi \e in 
an account of the rental of all temporality assigned them in 
stipend.(~.14) (3) The organization of the Kirk Session was 
once more called in for the execution of the acts against vagabonfu 
and Egyptians---a tacit admissmon that the Kirk system was much 
more effective with its custem of testimonmal than the civil 
no lice. 

(1)A.P.S.IV.p.130-111 cap.2 Calderwoodp.668 quoting James Melville 
p.435 

(1a)The commissioners of Assembly in their letter of information 
mention that they had the advice of "diverse commissioners of 
Presbyteries" C.V,p.671 The presbyteries_cl).osen were probably those 

(2 ) to whlch t.he commJ.Ssioners tflemsel ves belonc;ed -
A.P.S.IV.p.125 (3) See St.Pres.Recs 5th Jan 1598.The Kingv 
lett~r informed them of the General Assembly and asked them to 
bring details of stipends out of temporal lands. 



Circular letters in the old manner were sent round the 
Pr :sbyteries by the Commission of Assem"~ly with a copy of 
the act.:he King's le,ters sent similarly through their 
agency showed that at last James had obtained control of 
the Kirk propaganda system.The Presbyte~yof Edinburgh recMved 

(1)the Ro~al letter on 3rd January intimatin~ that he and the 
Commission had a,greer1_ to alter t'1.e Assembly from May till 
4th March.The commissioners that they should elect should be 

"of the maist learned wyse and experienced" Tbe letter from 
the Commission was not received until 17th January with inform: 

(2):ation as t~ the causes.The Presbytery wrote to the other 
Presbyteries ..;... -:..ue Provin(?e to arrange a Synod presumably for 
obtaining a unanimous opinion .Probably the election was made 
at the Synod,but the Pr~sbytery certainly had a separate meeting 
to 11 ressoun mpon the occasio·1n of the said assemble" .The Pres: 
:bytery of Haddin~ton throu~h D·::widson attempyed to sound the 
Kin~ before the Synod,for whose decisions as an allegedly rep: 
:resentq,tive body the King had contempt.He inferr.:-:d that the 

"unantmous"o-pinion of a Synod was simply the ... p:.I)ion of the 
(3)leading group which he said numbered onlt 5 or o.If as we are 

led to infer the system of Moderators Assessors obtained .in 
Synod as in Assembyy the Royal cor:clusion was probably acrurate. 
The vener:ttion in which some of the "prophets'' were held contri b: 
:uted to a kind of oligarchy as close as the Articles. 
The tendency to use t':1e Synod as the electoral body in time of 
crisis induced Haddington likewise to defer the choice of 
commissione:es to the Ge:e.eral Assembly,and the result was m 

(4) attemut at mass re-oresentation on the nart of the"sincerer sort" 
It was the Synod of Lothian Which initlate;t the criticism of 
the Commission of Assemblyin the actual Assembly. 

The Presbytery of St. And.rews consid.ered the Royal 
(5) letter on Januray 5th (~ith the additional demand for statistics 

as to temporal lands) .The same proced.urs tool~ place and it seems 
clear that the group of extremists Melville Davidson qnd the 
remaining few had a good system of correspondence which enabled 
them to arrange an organized campaign on a uniform plan.(6) 
In any case an extraordinary meetin ~ of th·:=: Synod ·was held. The 
meetin5 was held to be so much the centre of opposition ttnt a 
~ 1 )3din.Pres.~i!S.Recs.3rd Jan.1598 
\2)ibid. 17th Jan. The Synod was fixed for 21st Feb. 
(3)C.V.p.6?9 Davidson hq,d just received the Roy'.i..l presentation to 
(4) t:1.e vic.,"r·..,,~e of Saltpreston 

H.g,dd.ington Pres .NIS .Recs .25th Jan. 1598 "remi ttis the chusing cf 
our..rcommissioneris of the Generall Assembly to tb.e said tyme 
and. -olace'.! On 1st March it was noted "In respect that sne 
greit number of the brithren is appoynted be the provinciall 
assembly to be at the generall assembly and that the tyme of 
thair returne is not lookit to be haistlie It is thoucht 
meit' that thg"ir be no exercise quhill this day xx dayis" 

(5)Pres. MS.Recs.St.Andrews, (6) See J.M.p.43§;Pres.Recs on 
11th January record a letter from Mr.William Scot anent the 
tyme and place of the Synod. 



special Royal Commissi~ner was sent to watch over the King's 
interest.In spite of the vismtation and the act forbidding 
attendance of-Professors1 Andrew Melville was present and he 
and his nephew were largel "T instrumental in changing the gen: 
: eral opinicrn from acceptance of the vote in Parliament to 
refusal. The agitator Davidson was pre ::ent presumably for t1B 
purpose of 11 correspondence 11 between Synods a custom which did 
much to spread Kirk propaganda and which very often was in 
the kands of the zealots.In the Fife Synod while the gener~ 
attitude was detPemined it seems clear that the individual 
representatives to Asse;nbly were not chosen there probably owing 
to the restraint exercised upon their freedom by the preseroe of 
Royal delegates. In a small meeting on 26th Febr.uary ( 9 mirdst~rs 
being absent) the Presbytery appointed "the haill Presbytery" 
to attend the Generit Assembly~1) and on 2n~ March it was 
agreed that Mr Andrew Melville should be added to the number 
of commiss10·1ers nominat 3d of befoir provyding thegenera.ll 
agrie therto". I.e. this amoUnts to an assertion of the right 
of the Assembly to deter~ine its own membership irrespectiv e 
of Royal and University regul·:ttions. 

In the March Assembly 1597-98 there was certainly 
a large lay element.The sederunt mentioned commissioners of 
all shires and to~~s and Calderwood tells ms that the Mode!Rtor 
Blackburn was elected by the vote of. the Northern ministers 
and barons .If a lay element was preseu;rtr~.where in thec·case ci: 
St.Andrews were they elected.It must have been at some sep~ate 
baronial meeting not under chuech auspices for ki:bk conventions 
of that type were forbidden ~ow by law.The King appointed the 
assessors;delay and bribery brought about the .departure of the 
poor zealot ministers,and induced acquiescence in those northern 
ministers who thus had their expenses paid out of the King's 
pocket.Andrew Melville had not a good case for appearing in 
Assembly even although he had that belated commission from the 
Presbytery which after all depended on the sanction of the 
Assembly.The regulation however seems only to have applied to 
the University of St.Andrews. 

If as Calderwood and the rest assert the business 
was prepared beforehand by the Commission and the nominated 
·aaaease~a·-:.s~mply arranged and tabulated, the result was certainly 
an advance in clarity and definition of the constitution,for 
the numbers were fixed at 3 ministers and one baron(~ from ev ry 
Presbytery and one dele~ate from every royal bur~h.The objrot 
was obviously witht the intention of preventing the Swamping 
of the f~r distant Presbyteries who could not afford the 
expenses of travel,by the central groups who had attempted the 
same purpose in this assembly itself.Whether the measure 
showed an attempt to foster a majority vote of individuals 
rather than of Presbyteries is: not clear.Al th mgh Mel ville 
suggests a Presbytery vote the large numbers sent by the central 
provinces woul~ h~ve been unnecessary unless an individual vote 
had been the gener~l rule in spite of the uretensions of the 
"ung,nimous vote". The Synod seems to have remained the official 
( 1 )Pres .Recs .Ms .st .Andrsews 



electoral unit in that it was made responsible for payment 
of the ministers commissioners.The rest of the ministers of the 
synod had to nay under nenalty of loss of one tenth of stipend 
but this was obviously meant once more to ensure that all 
Synods should be present cy representatives so that the cenir al 
groups should not rule all by force of numbers as they had dbviou~ 
done in the ryast. 

The committee ,which agreed that the" greeves~~ against the 
commissioners were better buriea ~hile it certainly contained a 
majority of moderates yet had a good. number of the most zealous 
including some of the Edinbur~h brotherhood and the redoubtable 

(1)Welsh.Calderwood would infer that the complaints given in were 
almost universal and from Presbyteries all over the country. He 
seems to stress the fact that the Presbytery was the unit of 
voting in statin~ that wh~le presbyteries were debarred from 
the decision upon the suggestion of the Committee of Grieves 
to bury these feuds.Neverhheless the vote was in public Assembly 
whether corrupt or not,and the Co~~ittee of Grieves did not 
make the decision on their own aut·,ority. (2) 

The"Greeves" or articles presented to the King who was in 
Dundee although it does not seem clear at which sessions he was 
present ( ftll~'batnly he wg,s present in the first and probably at 
several of the others e.g. 6th' show a clarity and point which 
when considered in connection wtth the precise answers which 
they received go to prove Calderwood~s assertion that they r~res: 
: ented a b'lrgain between the King and the Commlssi on. Their chief 
constitutional feature lav in the refernce of most of them to 
Parliament in which may be perceived the attempt of the King 
to increase the prest:tge of the civil institution which he l).ai 
gradually and with still futher i~tentions got almost completely 
under his power.Reference to Parliament also me::tn:Y; that the 
Assembly should. look to the advantages to be obtained once it 
ha'~ a definite representation within the Civil Government. (.5) 

The shadow of the Octavian scheme the Constant Platt still 
hung over the Church and its question of provision.The idea that 
the ministe.rs should be r.:aid out of the tithes of their own 
parishes (which was es:ecutecl in the act of 1617) was still confused 
with the system of particular assignations although as far as 
possible these .g_ssignations were made o~t of tithes and rents as 
close to the Kirk as possible.The bribe fJr vote in Parli::t~e~ 

1)B.U.K.p.941 C.V.p.684 2)C.V.p.689 
3)e.g. fZ in D''mber.A request for the remission of taxation for 

every minister especi3.lly"this present taxation" allocated in trn 
l~st P~r.liamen;.The King recommended a supplication to the Coundl 

bty bcomrnissioners of. Assembly to be aunointed. ( ii) A sunplication 
o e given in to Parliament against~Kirk burial long prohibited 

by ac. t ofiAsselJlbly~adulterous marriage ~lso referred to Pa!liamem 
Tne carry ng or w~uches about to be reierred to a Committee o1· 
Parliament(cf.the entry on this point.Sept. 1st 1597 St.Pres. Recs~ 
Corrupt bargains between presentee and patrons was referred to 
Act of Parliament for redress 



li'J! 

was the settlement of this scheme.Local stipend was at the 
goodwill of the tacksmen but eventually it wqs hoped -~ ~~ 
expiry of the tacks to give the full teinds to the Kirk ace: 
:ording to Lindsay's proposals.But the tacksmen would make 
no local provision according to the report of the visitors 
(ef the commission of visitg,tion 1596) except upJn condition. 
and these conditions were such as ".:.o hinder effectually tre 
~timate end of the s~heme which was to hand over the tithes 
entirely to the Kirk.They demanded perpetu~l renewal o~ treir 
tacks thus pr3,ctic'3_.lly making them heridi tary income. The vh ole 
system was inextricable.Landowners had tacks of other landowners 
teinds anr these objected to such perpetual alienation.The 
first book of disci -aline held that there ought to be no muddle: 
:men but th·=tt each ~an sh-mld own his own teind and be account: 
:able for it to the Kirk alone. Now the lairds ·were the cl as s 
which held most tacks of teinds and the other section objected 
to the suggested Derpe~uity of tacks.The result was that the 
lairds since the investig9.tion hacl been ri~orously executed 
were by no me-=tns anxious that the Kirl\: programme should be 
carried out. To both owner and tacksman '.:.he Sc!:leme a.nd its 
compromise was suspect.The King by seeming to support the 
proposal alienated the gentlemen from the Kirk who had been 
her re:1diest supporters while their revenue was not called in 
question(cf their attitude to the Parliamentary ~ote wnen they 
found they were expected to buy it; and also thi1fur attiude to 
the Kirk when it S11gc;ested contributions for a Royg,l Guard/ 

The King now offered to use his influence to obtain 
the best terms possible and the Commission of the General 
Assembly once more became the means of communication between 
the King; and the individual "inisters and Presbyteries. 
The wh:)letrend of the proceedings was to make the appointnent 
o~ a similar General Commission indispensable,and accordirgl~ 
before even the main hJsiness of Assembly had been entered upon 
the new Commission was nominated only 9 or 10 of the orig]nal 
14 being reapp~inted to the duty.The numbers of this Commission 
were raised to 19. together with the King and Pr~m.ecs ministers 
Their duties were in the same comprehensive ecale.i.e. for the 
whole negotiations for the Platt for the plqnttng of the 
chie~ towns,for trying cases of dispute between King and minmstzy 
for all dealings with King and Parliament. 

On the 13th March the fateful questi::m of vote 
in Parliament was broached.The scheme as propounded by the King 
was a reason~ble one.His objective was no Anglican Episcopacy 
"but onlie t-o have the best and wisest of the ministrie appoint: 
·!ed by the General Assembly to have place in Co•_lncil and Parlia: 
:ment to sitt upon their owne maters anf see them clone and not 
to stand at the doore lyke poore suppliuants despised and 

. r:othtng regarded ."~ven. on occasions when they had pushed their 
~ay 1n e.g.Andre• ~elvllle 1596 their violence as individuals 
and as representing no settled policy had debarred them from 
makin~ any impression upon legislation.If Andrew Melville claim: 
:ed rig~t as a Commissioner of Assembly to be present in 
Convent1on his attitude now was hardly consistent 



In the presence of the King for his oration was made in open 
Assembly(on the analo~y of the Parliament) the majority vote 
was put into practice.Like Parliament the roll was called mn 
public and the inference must be that the Presbytery as a unit 
of voting was certainly in this instance discarded although 
like the Estates the individu~ls were called in the order of 
their Presbyteries.Thus the first vote was the Northern one 
apparently in sequence and althou~h the majority was only ten 
Calderwood a~sures us that even so the advantage was obtained 
by i1laics wantins commission" .By whom were these laics appointd 
such records ~s hg,ve come under review show no election in 
the Presbyteries nor are they mentioned as being appointed 
in the Synods.Were they simply the royc=tl nominees or were~ they 
the shire commissioners who came of their own accord or by the 

I desire of the barons of the shire to watch over the gentlemen s 
iYJterests in comnection with the teinds.They came accorrling yo 
Calderwood mainly from the Noeth.The zealots like the Melvill es 
and Calderwood himself were hardly consistent.They had no object: 
:ion to the"Barons and gentlemen that sall happin to be present" 
provided they were at the direction of the "best 11 and were 
not tvo curious as to Commission but they couldbe rigid 
constitutionalists when they found themselves in a minority. 

The question of prelacy was not touched for the lssue 
as raised was "to reason in publickaudience of the haill 
Assemblie whithe.r it were lawfulJ- and exper'lient that the Ministrie 
as representing undoubtedly the Kirk within this realm sould 
b.-,.ve vote in Parliament or not" The lay element was thud as 
definitely exclu~ed from the exercise of an e~~les1as~1cal vote 
as they had been in 1587.(1) The presence of the King was a curb 
upon the usual method of minorities ~ntEarliAment i.e.that of 
formal protestation.Dqvidson could get none to sign his document 
and the majority acco~dingly refused to register it. 

The influence of the scheme of representation as express: 
:ed in the Constant Platt was obvious in the number of represent: 
:atives agreed upon.Now James Melville states that the Constant 
Platt would have beifn very acceptable to the Kirk in 1596.At that 
time therefore they had no objection to vote in Parliament.Then 
certainly there was not the menace of Prelacy attached.What 
their ideal scheme would have been is difficult to conjecture 
for they seldom committed themselves to consideration of 
practical details of policy. 

The number was fixed at the 1refB~anman1on number 
of 5' their election to be partly by King and partly by Kirk 
although there was some discussion on this point,and it:~. was 
recommended that the vote should not be of this mixed quality 
but be free as upon the model of the commissioners of the s~res 
or the Burghs.The method of election,the duration of hhe appoint: 
:ment,the payment of the commissioner the restrictiona to be 
placed upon him to ensure his responsibility to the Assembly were 
too invo;:tved to be discussed in open Assembly.By a remarkably 
popular system under the circumstances the Presbyteries were 
given opportunity to give their views at a speot~~l meeting 
of all Synods for the very purpose .Each Synod was to meet in 
its ordinary place of meeting upon the 1st Tuesday of June 

(1)B.U.K.p.945. 



there to cnoese three delegates to convene with the King upon 
a months warnin~ ~rom him.At this conference apparently to 
meet the objections of the minority that the most learned had 
been excluded from the Assembly,seven doctors of Divinity w~e 
appointed q,lso to confer with the rest. of the delegates on 
these difficult points.If there was a unanimous vote that 
conference should have power to conclude but unless all were 
agreed the entire question must be referred to the next Assembly. 
The persistence of the idea of the unanimous verdict must be 
definitely ascribed to the minority influence. 

So the position was left.(1)The Commissioners many 
of whom were yet of the Edinburgh Presbytery were busily occupied 
with the case of Robert Bruce whose obstinacy while almost 
heroic w~s nevertheless curiously reminiscent of that baronial 
lawlessness which was a common characteristic of the Ministry 
But for the fact that. the Commission of,Assembly was now in 
alliance with the King the position in ~dinbur~h was very much 
as it had been before7 except that the Presbytery realized tHat 
in the Riot of December 17th it had played its last card for 
the Council of Edinburgh would never repeat the ex·:;eriment 
which had cost them £30,000.The records show that the Commiffi ion 
of Assembly continued to meet with the Presbyterie on matters 
of any moment particularly in the affair of Bruce.And on at 
least one occasion delegates from other Presbyteries attendm 
the meeting of the Capital Presbytery along with some of the 
Commission of Assembly to give a testimonial to Bruce.(2)"Prob: 
:bably those outside delegates .1.:epresented an attempt of the 
Bruce supporters to overthroVIr the influnce of the Commission 
or those members of it who· were also members of the Presbytery 
but in the absence of any de tailed personnel it is not clear. 

( 1) Although the Assembly absolved the Papist Earls. their zeal 
against traffickers with Spain did not decrease. The Pres: 
:bytery of St.Andrews on March.23 1598 instituted exec~tion 
ofYJ.the acts against ~fl~lera and traffickers with Spain" 
and special attention ·was directed to Largo 11 Wheir sick sort 
o~ tr~de or handlyng hes beine used~ The Laird of Lar~o 
was more than suspect 

(2) Pres.MS.Recs.Edin. 17th May.1598 The question of Bruce and his 
ordination will be found fully discussed in Cunninghaib.I.447 
Bruee was sa~d to be the chief opposition'to ~he Royal Schemes 
and the King s enmit~ is a curious contrast to the confidence 
he once displayed in appointing him one of the joint governors 
of Scotl~nd in 1589.Eis baronial influence was a danger 
The Prasbytery on this occasion along with the \.iommission 
drew up the declaration "We acknowledge Mr.Robert Bruce was 
and is yit a lawchtfull pastor of the Kirk of Edr.Having ana 
lawchtful calling ~f vhe ~enerall Assembly ~herto and as to 
the impositioun of handis we use it not as a ceremonie of 
ordinatioun of the ministry bot as a ceremonie of ordinatioun 
to his particular 'flock" see.Caldervmod. p.722 
Bruce WJS admitted 19th iia.y. The chief interest in theae 
discussions from the constitutional view is the return to 
the pseudo official co~ventions of other delegates. 



Durin~ this period in expectation of the conference in June 
the Presbyteries were busy.Although summary excommunication 
was still a moot point pendin~ the decision of the Assembly 
Haddin~ton was showin~ its interest in the more careful · 
execution of acts against those already excommunicated.The 
list which they offered to the "Justice" for citation numbered 
for their Presbytery alone the enormous quo~a of 55 many of 
whom had obviously in the first instance been summarily excomm: 
:unicated.(1)0ther si~ns are obvious.On 31 st :May the Book 
of Discipline was appointed to be given to some good writer 
to copy so that every brother in the Presbytery might know 
the constitution(2) St.Andrews be5an its reasoning on the 
questions"committed to them from the gener-=l.ll assemblie"on 
25th May; On 30th May the Presbytery of Edinburgh considered 
the question and decided in perfectly definite terms which in 
suite mf the fact that several of the Commissioners must have 
been present seem to be almost in idebtical terms with the 
accepted system of caveats ultimately agreed upon by the General 
Assembly.Until the obvious inducements of Bishoprics were 
offered them it is probable that the Commission of the Kirk 
which contained some of the old time opponents of Eyiscouacy 
nad no intentions other than to represent the Kirk in a con: 
: stitutional way as the T\lird Estate of the Realm subject to 
the approval of the General Assembly.{3) 

The Synod of Fife meeting on the 8th June mn Dunfer: 
:mline(4) showed a division of opinion -Three Presbyteries 
voting for the more constitutional attitude and Cupar obviously 
preferring the suggested Royal interference and more open 
E isco ac ( 

5th April 59 ·Many were of the landed sentry.Haliburton in 
Dirlton excomm.for the murder of his brother,The Laird of Syd: 
:se~f for adultery,G.Ker of the Spanish Blanks(brother of the 
Lord Newbottle,for papistry and trafficquing with the Spanzeards 
His brother Ker of Saltonhall was summoned for resetting b.i. m 
and defied the Presbytery,which therupon entered process against 
him but the sentence was not pronounced.Execution against 
such lairds who were themselves the justices was seldom efiected 

(2) Haddington.Recs.¥.9.Y31st 1598 
(3) Edin.Recs.30th May. Election None to vote in Parli~~ent save 

those who were actual ministers before election.(ii) Kirk 
should give leets to the Kin.g rather than receive leets from 
him.G.A.agreed upon 51 as number therefore the Kirk should 
present 3 times that numoer to him from which he must choose. 
Rent There should be given to each Presbytery in name of the 
Kirk "a sufficient common rent that may be employed upon 
those chosen to vote in Parliament"out of the Kirk payrimony 

Duration of Appointment They ought to be changed from one 
General Assembly to another.(This also was the Fife view) 

Title"Commissioner from such and such a Presbytery or Province" 
Fife thought they should be called the Commissioners of 
the Kirk 

Caveats Thc~y must usurp no spiritual jurisdiction above others 
they have no higher status except in the matter of vote 



The methods taken to securel:;that the delegates from Synods 
should be predisposed to the Royal view were those eventually 
adopted in the appo:.ntment of Moderato:bs and their Assessors 
in the Assembly.i.e. by deliberately debarring a large numb~ 
of the opposition from voting by placing them upon the actuaL 
leets making sure that the persons actually voting were eitm 
neutral or sure to choose the people most amenable to the 
Royal will. 

Whether the Presb~tery of H~ddingtom was making an 
effort to sound the gentlemen on the question of their attitude 
to the vote in Parliament is doubtful but a great deal of neg: 
:otiation was going on over the m~tter of the contribution for 
the town of Haddington whihh had been destroyed by fire and 
there is a hint that special effort was made to get into touch 
with them before the Convention of Nobility o~ Estates whivh 
met on June 29th(1);but only 7 lairds and 6 burgesses all 
probably nominated were present at this Convention besides 
the Council and such attempts at influence must have been in 
any ca~e abortive. Nevertheless the Convention shows in its 
enactments undoubted signs of Church influence and this was 
certaintydue to the attendance of the Commission of Assembly 
whose chief duty it was to deal in such circumstances with the 
Civil Power(2) 

In accordance with the arrangement of the last Ass.enbly 
that upon a months warning the commissioners of all Synods 
should meet,the Presbytery of Edinburgh on 27th June receiv~ 

· intimation from the King of a Conference a:b Falkland on July 
25th(3) and they were given the duty of warning such commissioners 
as had been appointed in the Synod of Lothian.But these eomm: 
:issioners,in spite of the King's preparations,hnsisting upcn 

Comtd. They were neither to vote nor reason in Parliament against 
the Acts of Assembly 

(4)See MS Recs.Pres.Juhe 8th "at the synodall" 
(5 )Cupar thou~ht that a leet of 5 or 6 shoillld be made by each 

Presbytery from which the King sho'J.ld choose one ;while the 
other 3 Presbyteries considered that election should be free 
like that of barons and burgesees and not subject to the 
King's choice.Cupar' s view was that the Bishop or Commissioner 
the title being indifferent should be chosen for life or 
ad poenam. Whatever funds were to be taken for payment one 
thing they,:; were all agreed upon was that the individual 
stiJ)end should not suffer nor should the old benefices re m·:tin 
mndissolved.Their idea would seem to be a definite sum to 
be laid aside by the state from e~clesiastiual revenues and 
the payment of these commissioners to be made By the irdiv: 
:id~al presbytery from these funds 

( 1) Haddington.MS.Recs 14th and 21st June ministers to approach 
all the gentlemen of their parishes. 

ta! See A.PS.IV.p.158 et seq. notice the act for the Monday 
Holidaj which had been a Kirk measure for smme time in 
private conferences with local landowners 

(3) Edr.Pres.Recs. 



Kirk Control of the Ecclesiastical Vote rather than that the 
Kin; should have a fEe~ hand,were dismissed without a~reement 
and according to the instructions from the Last Assembly the 
whole question lapsed in the absence of a unamimoua vote 
to the decision of a full General Assembly. The King now 
bormally presided at these meetings of extraordinary Kirk 
conventions or conferences,and it was no longer prectica~y 
possible to claim that the Chief Civil Magistrate was more 
than an ordinary lay elder of the Kirk.(1) . 

All matters might seem to be in the hands of the. 
Commission but in Sentember 1598 there is evidence of a 
recrudescence of the~pioneerin~ spirit of the Edt.llbu~~h 
Presbytery.Their complaint was the old one of 159J about 
which they h~d m~de direct appeal to the Convention of ltJal 
Burghs.Hearing that sever~l people in their bounds were 
about to embark for Snain they ordered them fro:~ the pulpit 
to stay and if this failed they agreed to travel with Kl~ 
and Estates when they met ih October. ( 2) ·to interpose thet r 
aut'h.ori ty to stop such traffic unless they procured licence 
to travel there with a free conscience.The Estates were also 
to be petitioned "for staying the transporting of victuall 
passing furth of the country" That the Presbytery did intend 
to make representations to the King through their own comm: 
:issioners and not through the accepted channels of the 
Commission of Assembly is cle~r.On 26th September they renew: 
:ed this commission and added several other grievances 
connected with the resoration of the ministers manses of 
Edinburgh and tne restoration of the Bishop of Glasgow, 
.complaints against their old enemy Gordon the Jesuit .Those 
whom they chmse to present these articles to the King cOU!lcl 
not go (the King was tr:1-velling through Fife and Stirling) (' 
and deputed their task to the King's ministers Galloway and 
Duncansom who were members of the Commission of Assembly and 
were thus accredited agents of the Kirk as well. Although 
these reported a good answer from the King there is no direct 
answer recor(\le~ in the acts of the Convention of October 30th 
to which they were really directed(4) They did obtain ~cm 
against non communicants and excommQ~icate Papists but curious~ 
Gordon' s na::re was not on the list. (5-) 

There is evidence of considerable activity among 
the Presb:vteries in re aration for the Convention of Estates 

Sp.III .p.73 sqys they met on 9th July The date of the 
next Assembly was altered whether by t£1eir consen't or on 

the King's own initiative is not clear. 
(2)5th September,26th Sept.Edr.MS.Recs. (3).0n 28th Sept.he 

. was in Dalkei th 
(4)P.C.R.V.p.489 There were 5 lairds and 4 burgesses in additim 

to the Council(Ret.of Names.p.545) 
(~)He was banished by act of Council or Convention 19th Dec. 



Ectinburgh on 6th December :11understand1ng ~nat tne Convention 
of Estates was to be held upon 10th December appointed Robtr t 
Bruce and John Hall (himself one of the Commission) to concur 
with the Commission of Assembly in preparing"sic ~ticles 

(,)as may serve for the weill of the Kirk". Did the Commission 
ask for the suggestions of individual Presbyteries.St.Andrews 
certainly had several representati~es in Edinburgh at this 
time for when a letter came from the cler! of the Assembly 
asking the Presbytery to appoint a commissioner to the Platt 
before the 20th December,a blank commission was made out 
to be filled in .favour of one of the brethren who were in 
Edinburgh.Gladstanes himself was not in Edinburgh on the 
7th Decemb~r.(2) Raddin~ton glso had two ministers at the 
Platt. (3) It seems clear that what happened must have been some 
thin~ like an informal meeting of the ecclesiastical estate. 

But what these articles were is unknown and the records 
of Council and Convention show no ecclest.astical legislation. 
The reconstruction of the Council in this convention simply 
set a seal upon a pr~ctice common throughout the year for it 
simply includei qs or~inary members those who figured as 
extraordinary members ~n the Conventions.(4) The rise of the 
new nobility created from the lesser barons and promoted at 
the expense of the Annient Nobility 1 was already part of the 
King' s programme for withdrawing. the lairds from the support 
of the General Assembly and Kirk schemes. 

The King had now a Council capable of augmentation 
at his Il.emination ana a Kirk Commission 1/hich seldom opposED. 
him.In both of these he presided.The ministry of Edinburgh 
therefore again in trouble over their utterances in pulpit 
in spite of the act of May 1597 which promised forbearance 
in discussing affairs affecting the state, had little chance 
of browbeating the King as they had done in the old days. 
The opinion of the Presbytery supported them but they had no 
remedy against the arbitrary power of punishment whj_ch the 
Council had given the King.The curiosity off the Kirk in the 
matter of the relation between the Councml and King and a 
vague seeking after some kind of constitutionalism were ineffect: 
:ive in t~e face of the wide powers of the prerogative(5) 

The Presbyterjes renewed their vigilance with regard 
to the Papists.The Kirk had an unerring instinct for 11 smellin~ 
ou:b" the Papist and Spanish intrigues and t'1.e C"'.reful system of 
police which the ministers exercised revented an secret eomin~s 
TTTEdr.l'res. ecs. th ec.159 2 Pres. Recs .St Andrews MS 

Dec.?th and 14th Gladstanes reported that the post had deliv:. 
:ered him a letter from Mr.Thomas Nicholson desiring them to 
appoint a commissioner to the Platt before the xxth Decerrber. 
Ordanis ane commissioun to be writtin blaru{ and seina sindrie 
of the brithering ar in Edin~~r~h ~ne of the maist m~it to 
insert thair name~ _ -

(3)Hadd.MS Recs.11th l>ec.1598 Carmichael and Hay. 
(4)See P.C.R.p.499 A.P.S.IV.n.177 C.V.p.727 31 me~bers of Council 

16 noblemen Others officers of St"tte Barons and gent1emm 
nominated by the King 

(5)Pres.Recs.Edr.23rd Jan.1599 see C.V.p.72P. 



an~. goin~s long remaining hid.Crichton and Mai tland' s processes ( 1) 
show the reluctance of the Kirk to proceed to excommunication 
(since the question of summary excommunication was now debarred 
until futtber decision of the Assembly) and the Papists took 
advantage of the system of conferences to ~ain interminable 
delays.Haddin ·ton especially bad the ,~reatest difficulty with 
the House of Seaton which claimed that the Kinp:, had g~_ven tb,ea 
nermission to receive the notorious plotter Gordon the uncle 
of Huntly (2) Edinburgh had interest in the prbsecutions in 
that it still retained some kind of right to examine all Papists 
resorting to the Capital and sent delegations to the King to 
lay complaints before him on the point of the immunity of 
Papists and excommunicates inspite of the acts of Parliament 
and Privy Council(3) The ever recurrent trouble with the French 
ambassador arose in July in a more at:;~ravg,tecl form, and the 
Presbyter.y in their remonstrances declared a theory that the 
King for h~s own sake must be prevented from permitting,such 
things as the celebration of the mass in the ambassador s house 
so that the wrath of God may be stayed.(4) 

Although the Synod of Lothian held its ordinary 
meeting in May a special conference called by the King on 22nd 
discussed anew the causes of a fast which that Synod had inaug: 
:urated as a means of spreading a national alarm at the return 
of the great numbers of Papists and the uncertain but guessEdat 
intri~es With the Pope which James at this point was undoubtedly 
but tentatively pursuing.Royal influence obtained "a remismon 
for James Maitland for one month. 
(1)Edr.Pres. Recs.13th Feb.1599 Crichton while admitting ~e was 

a Catholic declared that as he was only here for a short time 
there was no occasion for scandal but the Presbytery insiSted 
that he must give Confession of Gaith otherwise they would 
proceed to excommunication.Maitland for the Presbytery of 
Haddington had to oblige himself either to leave the country 
or conform or be excommunicated 28th Feb. 1599. When they lmll 
reached the third admonition he appeared rith a Royal licence 
to leave the co1ntry and asked for a delay The Synod was 
referred to and the case dra~ged on interminabl1 

(2)Haddington MS Records 7th March. Seaton sent a servant with 
9. letter to the Presbytery showing the King's licence."Tre 
presbytery nawyss lyking of this mater Desyris my lord be his 
commissioner maist ernestlie wt.all possible jaist To wse his 
moyan at the Kings M/ hanr'l_s and to make him quitt of him and 
in meanqull to kelp the said MD James in maist strait maner 
in a chalmer quhill he wer removit wt cervificatioun thay wald 
proceed aganis for resetting of him" Thus the Kirk was ab:> ve 
the Royal Licence.A private warning having had no effect on 
21s~ March the first public admonition was givem.The Privy 
Council intervened with a request to stop the process Whll e 
stopping the process for a week they fix a day for Gordon's 
departure ubder penalty for the resetter.On 4th April it was 
reported that Gordon was out of the bounds. -



The King adopted a system of semi official conferences 
in order to achieve the desired consent to the vote in Parliament 
The ministers who attended these conferences may havebeen ind1v: 
:uals summoned to give adviee ot theyFmay have been the accred: 
:ited representatives of individual presbyterie(.e.g St.Andrew~ 
in the beginnintS of July; Falklind, toward the end of the month;) 
and probably the negotiations extended to private cons~tations 
with the Bur~~s in Convention and the Convention of Estates w~ch 
were meeting Xn Fife during the same month.The system seems to 
be that at any convention of Estates Nobility or Burghs the 
Commission of the Gener"tl t\ssembly either by itself or augmented. 
by a conference made such representations as were possible on the 
common Kirk grievances.But the word conference is vague for it 
was sometimes used. only to denote the Cmmnission itself. 

Although the Kirk h~~ claimed a free ri~ht to express its 
views both im pulpit and in pamphlet it had. no intention of 
sanctioning freedom of the Press for all opinions . .In 1596 they had 
asked_ that the King disseminq,te no printed accoun1HSE of the 

' t proceedings in Ed.inburgh.Their attitude in dealing with the King s 
Law of Free Monarchies and the Basblikon Doron illustrated their 
attempt to keep the censorship of the Press in their own hands 
although that had been a function of the Convention of Estates. 
Andrew Melville's somewhat unscrupulous methods of taking excerpts 
from the latter Book before it was even published showed the 
desire to suppress and to counteract at the very source the pro : 
:mulgation of a theory of statecraft which did not accord with 
the accepted views odf the zealots.(see SP.I!I.p.81 et se0) 

contd.from precedin 
3) Edr -~~S .Recs, 3rd April Lord Dacre "Englishman" produced the 
· King s protection.A delegation was sent to the King with 

a list of demands chiefly that these protections should. be 
abolished and that he would deal stringently with Papists 
particularly Dacre and Crichton acco:r1ing to the Acts of 
CO'l.ncil, with enquirv into"mass" ar Paisley and execution cl: 
laws against immoraiity.The King arranged the inevitable 
conferences.24th Auril . 

(4) !:~.de Bethune.His mass they said was treason to lS.ing and tte 
laws.A letter was sent to the King on the point.The King 
professed ignorance of it(EQst July 1599) 

(5) 27th June 1599 Haddington MS Recs. On ~gust first it was 
insisted that before another week a. testimonial must be 
uroduced as to M~itla.nd's departure.The certificate must b3 
di~ned either by the Minister and Session of the Port or 
by the master of the Ship on which he sailed.He did leave 
but was back again by 28th Jan 1601 The Presbytery said that 
they ~ould continue the process from the point at which tbey 
left off at his depg,rture out of the country. 



The attempt to censor all published works and .the nroduction 
of plays inclusively led to a situation in the Edinbur~;h Seoo ion 
which indicated that the majority vote ~hich was now recognized 
throughout all church Courts was cavable of overturning some 
of the most cb.er"i shed. schemes of the ministry and the "best" .By 
the vote of the la.y:-::'elam.ent a decision of the General Session 
of the Town of Ed.inburgb. was rescinded on representation and 
a definite char";e made by the King and this although the act 
in question i .e'1plays by the Englishmen" ha·-'l. been ratified 1::y" the 
Presbytery and by the Synod for the discharge of such plays( 1) 

An unsympath~tic &ay element or one overawed by Royal 
command could now prevail against the "inspiration" of the 
minister and his supporters "the best". 

The conference of November would seem to have been a 
general meeting on the lines of that which had been unable to 
come to a unanimous decision in the end of July 1598.Their 
donbts had been referred to the next Assembly but the King and 
Commission had prorogued that Convention of the Kirk from 
the original date as· fixed in the Jl.~arch 1597-98 Assembly f'ran 
one date to another and proclamations sent out intimating such 
alterations by publication. (2) The object in each case was to 
obtain by some means an agreement in conference before puttlng 
the matter to a decisive vote in the Assembly itself'. There 
are no traces of fresh elections for the conference.Perhaps the 
same mem~ers who were elecjed in the Synods of June 1598 simply 
had their commissions renevred.The November Conference was fer 
the purpose of free debate but under the ~ing's presidency,so 
that the "z:ealous ana. fierie modest and grave wise and indifr erent' 
might express their views in this semi private meeting and the 
di~ity of the real Assembly not interfered wibh by high feeling 
and unc··nsidered invective.The King's objective was clear.Re 
wished to stop as far as possible the free exercise of deba~ 
in Assembly and to place it metho~s of deliberation on the 
same basis as those of Parliament .And in the end he succeedei 
mainly by these conferences and by skilful use of the ~nmmittee 
of Assembly kno'"tl as the "Moder9.tor's Assessors". Whether this 
conference was held in the presence of the Privy Council or not 
is not certain.Privy Council Records show the attendance of the 
Comnission of Assembly but whether the whole body summoned was 
also imnlied is not stated.~he doctors of divin\tY were $~mbers 
of the Conference(cf.Andre~ Melville's Speeches)but the authoritie 
are not at all clear as to wh~ther this could be called a 
representative meeting of the Synods or merely an arbitrary 
number of leaders of both factions summoned to lay their views 
before the King.They had always admitted that he could summon 
wha ministers he pleased for the ~urpose of givins advice(3) 

1 )Pres .Recs. 13Nov. 1599 The Conference would thus be sitting at 
about the same time. 

( 2 ).A:ttered from July 1599 to October and again to March 16CO 
( P. C • R • VIP • ~ 8 h 1 · ~ ,,.~ 

(3)P.C.R.VI.p.29?~ sg.ys the Conference C"as for those who were 
~o\nfi\olsvi% in the last Syno:t. Conference ana subsequent ones 
1
·ttp e e Synod dele~ates but_also says it was by missive 
e ers to the chief ministers • (!::_ /J(/, . R 6)...>. p J.'lt. T.tf. ltlt' 



ThiS 8.<>ubt·(?.$.!1:)no whether they were Synod Delegates or merely 
individuals .summoned as it were to an augmented Privy Council 
accouhts for the hesitation of the zealot party as to whether 
anything the:rconferent!fe might decide could prejlildice the ult: 
:imate decision of the Assembly .Certainly the delegates of , 
Synods of July 1598 h~d had power to commit the Kirk only il 
a unanimous vote was obtained.Perhans the zealots feared the 

• L ' "unanimous vote" if exercised by the King s party .Although 
a nominal moderqtor David Lindsay was appointed the real 
presidency was the King's and he seems to have been of two 
minds wb.ether the meeting was a representative conference or 
his convention summoned on his authority alone.Probably if 
they had been favour~ble they would have been considered 
as delegates af Synods. 

The Conference having protested that the ul't;imate 
decision of the Assembly itself should remain unprejudiced 
discussed the whole question of vote in P9.rliament from the 
beginning consirlerins alike the .actu<tl act of Asserl'J.'bly and the 
"C<tve q,ts" propounded in the Conference of F1.lld and of 1598. 
The debate which was led on the one si"le by the King and 
the Commission ana on the other by the xealots of Fife involved 
a fundamental ar':Wment upon the constitution, both of Parliament 
and of the Kirk.The one side bel~ that as citizens minist~s 
ou~ht to ncom.sent" to the ma!·dnp; of laws ( i.e. the prerogative 
idea not of the Parliament as making laws but assconsenting 
in the manner of the King's Court).The other, side had no 
constitutional advance to propose on this point,they even 
do~bted whether consent was necessary,and stated that in so 
far as their civil funcjion wq,s concerned their consent was 
already provided for by the presence of the barons of their 
shire and the burgess representative of their ~ur~h in P~lia: 
:ment.The idea was the feudal one ~,,hich they had applied to 
their own Assembly where the "commons" were held to be suffic: 
:iently represented by the attendance of their lord or baron 
This coul~ not h1.ve meant that the ministry claimed vote ll1 
the election of the Commissioner of the Shire for except those 
who were freeholders and lairds themselves the ministry had 
no right to attend the Head Court as voters.The minister in 
Burgh held the rank of guild merchant and did sometimes sit 
on the Council but there is no evidence to show that he exer: 
: cised his civil ri~ht to demand. vote in Council when the 
P3.rliamentary re'Jresentati ve WA.s be in~ a_)pointed. 

Their view remA.ined,in spite of its ineffectiveness 
in practice,that Assembly and Parliament were two separate 
organizations and interactions shoul~ be provided for purely 
by temporary commissioneY·for a special purpose, with the implic: 
:ation that whatever the Assembly recommended "as being tre 
mouth, of the Lord" should be automatically adopted. The position 
was t~at of the first book of Discmpline as to a permanent 
civil function.But the Folicy itself had made an exceution 
in favour of Parli&'Tient to which a minister if called' might go 



sinve Parliament i"Ta.s no normal anct permanent part of· Civil 
Governments.The Melvinian view of course was that attendabce 
on Parliament meant the right to address the meetin~?; as a 
power from above outside the civil constitution.The 11 Call 11 

~entioned in the Book of Discinline meant fnr him the call of 
inspiration,extraordinary summ~ns or request from the King 
for special advice ,yet as a commissL)ner to guard against danger 
he had been indignant when the King had not cal'led upon his 

( 1 )advice i:r;t August 1596 but had 11 called11 others of less inspiration. 
The King s party claimed that by the "waiting uponParliaments 
and Conventions" as particmlar commissions of the Asse7 tlbly there 
was just as much a d.istraction from the duties of the minis1r y 
as there would be by formal representation in the Parliament 
itself.In point of fact ministers such as Brmce and the Melvilles 
were far more concerned with affairs of state and general lines 
of forwign policy than were the individual barJns an~ burgesses 
who n·:rmally m<J.de no attempt to interfere with the King's 
prerogative in making wars and alliances. Accordin~ to the 
opposition view the nv,ai t ·,net, upon Parliament'' would c-ease once 
the church was fully established in the matter of provision 
but was this possible or probable if the Assembly continued to 
exercise that policy of comtrol or supervision of the advice 
given by the Council to the King,of foreign alliances and trade 
of the defence force of the nation,of the Royal Guard and officers 
Nothing short of a dictatorship woulct have S8.tisfied the Melvin: 
: ian standard. The question was simply this whether the Assembly 
would continue to be the equal ,rival,or superior of Parliament 
or be content to accept the position of the Pre Reformation 
Church and General Council as merely one of the Estates of the 
Realm. 

Altho,_u~h technically their statement might be accurate 
that never in any :l!ssembly had·vate for the ministry been agreed 
unon for the Kirk as a whole could not reconcile the t~o fumtions 
yet the terms of Lino_say' s protestation in the Parliament of 
1587 did imply that ministers an•u~~ly exercising function within 
the Church should be the only representatives of the Kirk in 
Parliament.(certainly the Assembly o' 1592 had shelved the 
problem) The earlier suggestions which the barons had hoped might 

( 2) tend_ to their ac!_vanta~e for 11 COffiffiiS SiOnerS 11 VTi thout Specification 
as to ministeri"ll function, were revived and the eld_er or de cc on 
vms deliberately brouo;ht forward as the more rational represent: 
: ati ve for the Kirk in Parliament. Such a 1)ronosal would have 
been acceptable to the barons before the· ;_et~· of 1587 but now that 
they had an organized system of shire commissioners such a 
composite laY,-ecclesig.stical Estg,te 1l<!ould either have rrieant 
considerable overlapping or a strea~bhening of the baronial 
representation v.rhich despite its control by the Kirk would have 
followed its civil interests in other matters and unset the 
balance of power in the Estates(since the vote was ~ -,najoritor 
vote and not one of Estates.) 
(1)C.V.P.438 (2) See B.U.K.p.527 October 1581 



Their demands show that opinion was diverse even among th 
zealots.Edinbursh had insisted that the representative in 
Parliament must be a min~ster before his election.Could 
the lay element in the Kirk have been Em~anized to vote 
solidly as a constitutional opposition? There were sugge~ive 
uossibilities but the fact that barons were no longer really 
regular in their attendance at the Presbytery meetings seemed 
to show that their supryort of Kirk Opposition with regard 
to Foreign ~nd Domestic Policy had been largely one of polit: 
:ical expediency which circumstances had altered.They were 
settling down to definite place in Parliament and were bel ng 
advanced by the King as a counter balance to the claims ~ 
the ancient nobility. The introduction of lay commission~s 
of the Kirk into Parli..t!-ment would not have altered the 
fundamental 'bheory of Parliament as on a landownin?; basis. 
The barons who were Pr·::;sbytery delegates were exactly tb.oo e 
who attended the Sheriff Court as suitors and the co-orfjn: 
:ation of the two systems was inevitable. The Kirk however 
made no stitpulations as to freeholding and feu holding 
but the persons who were usy.ally rulin~S elders were those 
who were most capable of executing Kirk decrees in the~r 
baron coUBts--Crown Barons. ( 1) · 

Such a system of Parliamentary representation was 
not really a serious question.The questions of perpetuity 
of the commission and the title of Bishop showed that the 
other side had no intention of permijting laymen to represent 
the Kirk in Parliament.The ecclesiastical Estate had too 
long been represe~terr by titular prelates who remained lcwmen 
for the scheme to be feasible.The Opposition obviously did 
not believe that 51 good livings would be forthcoming or that 
even so ,a sroup shoul~ be)as far seeing for the weal of the 
Kirk as a whole Ganeral Assembly.Fifty one representatives 
were a lar~er commission than any the Kirk had ever nominated 
for the execution of its business with Parliament.(2) 

Unanimity was as far away as ever.The King prod~ed 
the threat of the p~erogative to anuoint Prelates even with: 
:out the Kirk's consent-or nominati~n,since the constitution 
demanded that Three Estates should be present in Parliarn€n t. 
The Oppoat.tion view W<t.s not shaken by the lack of execution 
which had often been incident upon the particular commissions 
to await upon particular Parliaments which had hitherto 
conducted negotiations between the two bodies.The zealotsvteas: 
':oned that since Parliament made no claim to representation 
on the Assembly ,the Assembly as its counterpart in the eccles: 
:iastical sphere needed no representation on the Parliament. 
It was a refusal to admit that the General Assembly was only 
the separate meeting of the Third Estate and thus only the 
rival of Burghs and Convention of Nobility and not of the 
whole Parliament of Estates. (3) 

(l )Rait.p.210 
(2)James Melville p.456 
(3) C~lderwood V.p.762 



The Convention of Esjates which met in Rolyrood on Decemb~ 
~·r.-.. 11th 1599 contained an 1J.nusuall~ large number of lairds and 
~- Burghs (19 and 8 respectively)and although little would seem 
~- to have been done,the Presbytery of Edinburgh was probably 
~-emboldened bv the renresentative character of the meeting to 

address to it netiti;ns in the old manner.Whether these artieles 
were the Presbytery's own demands or the demands of the Commiss: 
:ion of Assembly who seem sometimes to have sat in the Presbytery 
is not clear.Those who were aupointed to present them to the 
Convention were 'tour members of the Presbytery who were also 
Commissioners Kho apparently had the entire monopoly of present:· 
:ing complaints and of dealing in all negotiations with the 
State.The articles drawn up in the Presbytery were (i) that the 
King and Estates take order with such as trouble the ministry 
( ii )That the acts of Parliament relating to the Thirds be strictly 
kept ( iii) To reo;ret the immunity of Papists.No trace of these 
petitions is to be found in the acts of Council nor does CaJ.d er: 
:wood have any notice of them.(1) 

The General Assembly, prorogued twice was now approach: 
: ing; The Council had previously f1xsd its date but the actual 
proclamation was made only on the 19th March(for the 28th) by 
sound of trumpet only as we are assured by Row( 2 )The conferEnces 
which the King had expected to do so much had yielded nothing 
beyond the caveats agreed upon at the July Conference of Synods 
in Fa.lklana of 1598.These caveats were in fact a compromise 
betweeen those laid down by Edinburgh and Fife.On 26th Febrm ary 
Edinburgh elected its delegates(3) but there is no trace of the 
Laird delegate who ou~ht to have comuleted the quota.Their 
instructions were explivit.The Presbytery of St.Andrews on the 
other hand made a special effort to gain baronial support{4) 

The use of the Privy Con~eience acting in concert 
with the Privy Council and the hearing of all arguments not in 
open •ssembly but in private,effectively prevented the exercise 
of the demagogue rhetoric of the z.ealots in the public auditory 
and the minor committee of 4 of each opinion was prevented ~rom 
obstructing business by the ex&~ination of fundamental constitut 
:ions,by tne King himself. 

( 1 )Edr. Pres .Recs .MS. 1 ~tb. tiec. "articles to the Kinc:J:. a.no~ Estatem 
presently to convene" --

(1) See A.P.S.IV.p.1gO P.C.R.VI.p.54 (2) Row.p.49 P.C.R.VT.29 
(;) Bruce Blyth Cranstoun.They were to l{eeu within the bounds of 

the qcts of the July conference;To protest in the name of the 
Presbytery if anything were concluded contrary to the word of 
God, Book of Discinl ine o..cts of "Parliament and- gf Assembly. 
They also had petition~ as to the planting of Lei 'Eh and Biu c Is 
pension.(Recs.26th Feb.) On the actual day of Assembly Lindsay 
~ont Bruce Blyth Cranstoun and Thomson(the Clerk) were all 
excused as being at the Assembly. Doubt seems to exist as to 
whther the Assembly was on the 18th or- 28th.The proclamat~n 
of 19jh March is not clear.The evidence is in favour of trn 

{4 ) 
18th. Edr.Recs definitely say the 18th.but Calderwood says 28th 
Pres.Recs.st.Andrews MS.Feb.28th Balcolmie Baron of tbe S~re 
was asked to ·warn the barons who appointed their dele~ate on 
the 6th.~.hrch. ::> 



The zealots anxiety to define the fundamantal constitution 
of both Kirk and State represented :-a definite tendency, but 
was also an effort to divert the- iss.ue and obstruct the issue 
on the lines of the later Parliamentary practice. The King 
did all he could to discourage the diminution of the Prerog: 
:ative for the advantage either of the Aese~bly or Parliaaent 
and had no intention that the ministr,y;r should exercise the 
civil and criminal jurisdiction.He held that the"King is only 
judge in the Parliament and the estate give but their advicefJ) 

The decisions of the Falkland Conference which were 
ratified in the Assembly on the point of the "caveats" on 
the vote in Pa-liamsnt showed not unnaturally a tendency to 
stress the power of the Synod.(2)in the choice of a commmssion 
-er.The voter's salary was to consist of the whole of t~ 
benefice allotted him by the King after the ministers cdllegea 
and schools had been provided.The Assembly which was to 
present the final list of nominees to the King for his sel: 
:action was also determined to keep a careful watch upon the 
subsequent activities of the commissioners who w ;re to <b 
nothing without the fu"_l consent of the Kirk. The system which 
was really the Kirk's ideal was practically that of the Coastat 
Platt,nominated by the Assembly but really the choice of the 
Presbyteries accountable to the Assembly yearly for their 
Commission but the ·form eventually arranged was virtuallyan 
admission that a permanent body of Commissioners should exist 
although they were req•ired to account to the Kir~ for their 
activities. But the Kirk was not left sole arbiter of the 
commissioners deserts for the King's consent waa necessary 
for alteration of the Commission.But the majority of the 
"caveats" pointed to the fact that the Assembly did not con: 
:template w1 thin itself a per:nanent unrepresentative body 
for it was insisted that the voter should not be there ex 
officio but simply as rep~esenting his Presbytery as one of 
its three members.These cautions were to be insisted upon 
by act pf Parli~ent and within itself the Assembly insi~ad 
that uniformity should be obeerved.None henceforth was to 
question the Vote in Parliament having been now officially 
accepted by majority vote ••• an obvious attempt to bridle the 
diatribes of the minorit of zealots. (3) 

1 C.VI.p.9 cf Rait.Jud~clal Functions p.457 P s of co and) 
(2)For every voter the Kirk was to nominate 6 from whom the 

King shoul1 choose 1 who was to be admitted by the SSnod; 
The G.A.nominated the leet to the Kin~ but only on t e 
written recommendation of the Synod and Presbyteries.The 
Synod had nower to nominate as a representative a fit 
nerson even althou~h not within the bounds of that Synod. 
i.e. not necessarily a qualification of residence within 
the bounds.see B.U.K.p.959 

(3) Andrew Mel ville although tdebaT'rbedblfrom Assembkilydbyftdh~ ia t 
University Act was presen pro a y on some n o ~ n 
commission from his Presbytery.Althou3h discharged by the 
King he remained in constant communication with the zealots 



Thus the Kirk was determined to have full control over its 
representation 1h Parliament.Although in point of fact the 
power would be in the hands of a group who might be almost 
permanent the Assembly had lomg been accustomed to the 
group system and it was thought that the numerous checks upon 
arbitrary power would prevent the voter from being other than 
obe41ent to the will of the General Kirk. 

Once more the General Commission was appointed 
its numbers increased to 26 to include several of the extremists 
but the quorum of 9 · enabled the King to select his associates 
as he sftou~a anticipate their advice.The duties of the Commbssion 
were comprehensive as usual i.e. to plant kirks in b~rghs(e.g 
Leith alt~ouq;h the Presbytery h9.d protest eo. that this belo:n_; ed 
to its function alone) to consider quarrels between ministers 
and King,to consider the constant platt etc. It combined t~ 
d.d'iilt1es of the old pa.rticul9.r commissions to await upon Parlia.mert 
and Comvention.A sub committee of the eommission was appointed 
to await upon the Convention (1) but as the articles were first 
discussed with the King before their final form was placed before 
the Assembly itself it was quite clear that no startling demands 
would be mad.e.They demanded formal executi·:)n of acts against 
Jesuits and the resetters of excommunicate Papists,for regulating 
the minimum age for marriage and for prohibiting the marriage 
of adulterous persons. · 

A Convention othewise unrecorded seems ~o have met 
at Perth about the end of March OL" the beginning of April and 
it laid down regulations for enforcing the poor laws.That t~e 
Kirk Commissioners were in attendance is clear but there is no 
trace of their influence beyond this.The Presbytery of Edinburgh 
on April 29th on learning of the"Act of Perth11 took order for 
dealing with the poor of its bounds(2) 

The famous convention of June 2oth which although 
not officially recorded is notworthy as having refused the 
King's demands for money for prosecuting hie English aims (3) 
There is no record of the presence or of the petitions of the 
Kirk representatives.The leading spibit in the defiance was 
Gowrie who within a short time after was concerned in the 
famous plot in which the Kirk and ministry waBe so interested. 
The circumstances certainly looked suspicious and the plan was 
quite in agreement with precedent.A second Ruthven Raid would 
have been very opportune for the schemes and the political ideals 
of the zealots. 4) T e st s 

1 Lindsay Bruce Nicolson_ Andrew Lamb W.Cowper A.Lindsay 
Spottiswood and the rang's ministers. 

(2)R.P.C.VI.p.98 28th March and 1st April.Edin.Pres. Recs.April~ 
CommiElsioners were deputed by the various parishes.The 
West Kirk sent 3 Lairds The Town sent 4 delegates including 
2 bailies.Leith sent a bailie,Jeremy Lindsay(son of the ministr 
Holyrood sent 2 citizens for general consultation 

(3 )P. C .R .VI .p. 121 (note )R. C .B. I!. pp72, 86, 89, 
( 4 )See Andrew Lang' s d.iscussion of the point in his "Gowrie 

Conspira~y". 



King's story were just those who would have been most 
likely to benefit by a coup d'etat.Bruce in particular was 
probably more deeply involved than he or the minority of 
zealots would ever .admit.The refusal to give thanks for the 
escape was an act of obstinacy which seemed to claim for it: 
:self a right to question the prerogative of the Crown in 
the mavter of treason. The atmosphere was therefore strained 
when the King and Commissioners of Assembly agreed upon 
a general meeting of Synods to consider this and the Parliam: 
:entary questions in September.(1)The object was to obtain 
a kind of representative conv,ention of ministry to remain 
in attendance apon the Commissioners of Assembly or at least 
to give them more formal warrant for the peteitions they were 
about to. make to the Parliament appointed to meet in November. 
While little trace had been evident of the activities of the 
commission and sub commission in relation tot the Convent:k> ns 
of Estates it was obvi >usly :'elt that Parliament merited 
more serious consideration.Accordingly at the Synods the King 
advised that two delegates should be appointed to meet with 
the commissioners of Assembly not only to consider the question 
of the recalcitrant Edinburgh ministry but to "consult ur:o n 
suche other things as sall be thou~ht good to be propouned in 
name of the Kirk "both for the weal of the Kirk and for the 
King in the Parliament. These Synod Commissioners",therefore 
corresponded to the old augmented councils which ~dinburgh 
Presbytery had been used to summon for advice.The system had 
now fallen into the control of the King.For him it meant the 
preparatory meeting of one of his Separate Estates of Parlia: 
:ment composed only of the ministry and therefore with no 
univessal appeal to the laity.The fact that he was also able 
to preside also enabled James to be certain that no subterrane~ 
opposition should raise its head without his being made aware 
in some way of its existence. , 

The case of Bruce and the ~dinburgh ~eup was not 
such a good one that the Synod delegates would risk all for 
them.It must be remembered that the majority of ministers 
did really think that ~;he solution for all financial problems 
and for the chief non political claims of the Kirk,for the 
amelioration of the poor,for education and for discipline, 
lay in obtaining formal recognition in Parliament.The minority 
only held out for exclusion from representation on the gm und 
that the Kirk ought to be strong enough to dictate its own 
terms to the Civil Power. The trick resorted to b the King 

1 C.VI.p. 2 The ommissioners had agreed upon this with the 
King in consultation in Falkland.The Presbytery of Ed1n burgh 
had been dealin~ with them and with the King for long to 
obtain the return of the Edinburgh ministry(discharged 
12August 1600 R.P.C.VI.p.146)and sent delegates to Falkland 
without effect.The intermediaries were now almost exclus: 
:ively the Commission and those members of it who were 
the friends of the King.Bruce himself was a member of the 
Commission.Pres. Recs Edr.19th August et Rassim 

fee f ~ p ss-Jt 



to secure the absence of the Fife zealots while the proposal 
was made to appoint the first bishops by formal title wittout 
reg~rd to tae caveats,showed that there was a feelin~ that the 
eloquence of the extremists was a force.to be reckoned with, 
that without the"reasoning" upon which James Melville prided 
himself,the arguments of the Royalists which promised more 
material benefits prevailed.The evidence goes to show that 
the invective of the zealots exercised a kind of terrorism 
over the opinion of the moderates,and that ehere was emulation 
for "godly" turbulence which was not evident when the leaders 
of the opposition had been removed. Election in the Synods had 

(1)apparently been free.Why should the absence of 3 members be 
regarded by the Presbyterian writers as being of such fatal 
conaequence.The ultra Presbyterians had so concentrated power 
in small groups that the centralization involved confusion if 
the leaders were employed i.n m~nor roles. The Royal Policy was 
to overthrow this personal infl'tlence and replace it by an 
organization oli;archic still in constitution but subject to 
the King. 

The three Bishops appointed by this Coavention ~ 
Commissioners of Assembly,Commissioners from Synods and the 
King were Lindsay who was made Bishop of Ross,Bl~ckburn who 
became Bishop of Aberdeen and Gladstanes who became Bishop of 
Caithness .By:.the time of the Parliament Douglas had been made 
Bishop of Moray.As Matheson points out all these were men who 
had served as visitors and commissioners for these and other 
provinces.To men like Davis Lindsay the change was purely 
nominal and there was little difference between the Bishop 
Commissioners of 1~86 and the new creations. Thus a Convention 
ot the Kirk had practically rescinded the caveats of the 
Assembly.James was using the metbo~s at conventions alike in 
Kirk and State. Yet none of the new Bishops rode in the formal 
riding as Bishops for Episcopacy was not reestablished.Thej 
were still only voters for the Kirk holding a bishop's benefice 
by way of salary.Neither were they elected to the committ• 
of the Articles for two titular bishops and 5 titular abbot. s 
sat there for the Kirk(A.P.S.IV.p.194) In the Parliament were 
large numbers of burgesses and lairds who were apparently 
unconcerned at the 1nnovat1ons.In any case whether the presence 
of these voters althou~h only 4 in number had any influence or 
not,or whether the Commissioners of Assembly had so arranged 
business with the King the Acts of the Parliament of November 
certainly showed that the representations of the Kirk received 
due response .The Acts of the vague conventions of March A !I' il 
at Perth and that of June so tar as they concerned the Kilk 
were ratified thus 1hdicating that the Commission of the Kirk 
had carried out its functions although little result had been 
announced.The acts traceable directl to Kirk influence were 

(1 See.MS.Pres. Recs.St. ndrews. 1th ept. 00 Synod·of ife 
met 23rd Sept See.Calderwood.VI.p.82 No Synod records arw 
extant. 



practically direct answers to the Kirk Articles(cf B.u.K.~ 952) 
i.e. ratifica:.bion of religion (c.25) an act against non:comm: 
:unicants in which feud was declared to be no excuse and 
graduated fines were attached, (c. 26) an act agSI.&nst excommunica~ 
Panists Jesuits and their resetters(c 27) an act anent 
beggars which was a ratification of the act of Convention and 
which the Presbyteries e.g. St,Andrews had already nut into 
practice; an act against the marriage of adultereret~.29) 

What was the attitude of the localities to the ~isho~ 
in Parliament.Although the Synod of Fife subsequently censured 
Gladstanes for answering to the name of Bishop in Parliament 
there is no record in the Edinburgh records of criticism of 
Lindsay.The Commission of Assembly as a body was interested 
in the main business of rooting out the Papists .It letters 
directed to the Presbyteries seem to indicate a desire to 
sink these minor differences as to Kirk Government in a 
united campaign against the"traffickers".Ea.ch Presbytery was 
called upon to collect information in the old manner and 
to send delations to the central commission or to the King's 
ministers.In the old days t.he Edinburgh Presbytery had a 
standin'?; commi~sion for this type of work but now all is 
centralized still in Edinburgh certainly but now within the 
Court circle.The Presbytery of the Capital was still used and 
very frequently the Commission simply aaj with the Preebytery 
but the organization was now no longer separate and compl~e 
in itself without the King.Haddington discussed the letter of 
the Commission on 14th Jan.1601 urging the Presbyteries to 
execute the late acts of Parliament against Jesuits in particul~ 
St.Andrews of course took direct action and made particular 
representations at once to the King urging the summoning or 
permiss~on to summon the Synod before its time to deal with 
the abuses within the bounds.The dependent attitude of e~en 
the most intrepid of Synods is exemplified hn the request that 

"His Majestie wreit to the best affectit gentillmen to be present 
and assist the assemblie(Synod)(1) The Presbytery of Edinburgh 
obviously now was no lon~er the leader.The permanent comm~sion 
had taken over most of its powers but the fact that several of 
the Commission were also members of the Central Presbytery 
gave it sometimes a shadow of its former authority,&lthoueP 
it received no prefernce in the official 'relations with the 
Commission.except in so far as it naturally received information 
and letters earlier tham the others. While Parliament itself 
was sitting the Edinburgh Presbytery had a recrudescence of 
its old ower 2 but such influence as it now held was but the 

1 Pres. St •• Recs.Ja.n.22nd 01 The quhilk .. the Presbyterie 
weying the greit danger that was liklie to ensew be the 
resorte of Mr.Johne Hamyltone and utheris eeminarie preistis 
w).ill thir boundis Hes desyrit Mr.James Melvill Moderator 
of the last Synodall assemblie to wreit to his majestie 
shewing him that the present necessitie crawit the hai~ing 
of the Synodall befoir the ondinarie tyme" 

(2) on 5th Nov.1600 the Edin.Pres.sent Lindsa.y Lamb Blyth and 
Muirhead to congratulate Mr.de Rohan lodging in the 
lfanongate "ane nobleman of France quh9. 1s come in tte cnuntr~1 



... 
reflection of the influence of the General Commission 
Neither Haddington Edinb~rgh nor St.Andrews~contain evidence 
in their recorda as to the composition of that conference ~ 
the ministers of both parties which met in Burntisland on 
the 3rd of March 1601 (accordin~ to Calderwood).Unless the 
Synods were ~gain used or the meetins was of nominated persons 
only,the Presbyteries bore no share in the proceedings although 
the question of the Edinburgh ministry and the General isse, mbly 
was under review .The meetin:s in fact would seem to have beEn 
a reinforced Co~~ission of Assembly with no official positmn 
and capable of dealin~ with the King only through the Commission 
Davidson's belated attack upon Lindaay for accepting the 
Bishopric,in the Synod of Lothian which met in April was 
bardly resonable.Lindsay since 1560 had been a prominent member 
of the Assembly and had witnessed all the vicissitudes of 
the various kinds of Bish~ps,and Commissioners.He had always 
been moderate in his views although when a question of principle 
was at stake one of the King's most powerful opponents.That 
he now accepted the situation was an argument to show that 
in the existing state of the economic,social ~d political 
outlook Episcopacy was almost inevitable in some form.For 
40 years he had been a member of the numerous temporary 
commissions to King and Parliament, of th.e 11representati ve" 
commissions which prevailed from 1593-1596 and of the General 
Commissions since then~True Blue Presbyterianism" was a eo~ 
: parati vely recent ~rowth in Scottish and with Lindsay as with 
several of the older generation there still lingered the idea 
of thevSuperintendency.He was now himself a member of that 
Privy ~ounc11 which for so long he had petitioned without 
effect\P.C.R.VI.p.187) Davidson,so anxious to point out to 
others their duties seldom betook himself to his own parish 
business .If"Boters" might be distracte·'l fr.Jm P,U.eir functions 
as ministers what was to be said for Davidson who seldom if 
ever evan when at liberty to do so attended the Presbytery 
meetings but wandered all over Scotland playing the part of a 
universal a.gitator.Apparently because of his "inspiration" 
the ordinary rules of conduct did not affect him. 

The General Assembly fixed by the King and Assembly 
was al tared by the Commission in collaboration with the Kill; 
to 12th May and elections were now in the air.The efforts to 
obt.ain a strong lay element in the Presbyteries were not 
successful.Edinburgh sent only ministers,Haddington but 2 
(one of whom did not go)while St.Andrews representation is not 
given.The Assembly was described as the Assembly of the Kirk 
in the quhilk the King's Majestie with his commissioners of 
the nobilitye and burrowes were present" The feature of the 
Assembly most remarked was the complete domin~tion which W$ 

exercised by the King over the proceedings.Althou~h the Kirk 
might choose a moderator the real ruler of proceedinds was tiB 
monarch himself.He even led the way in profass&ons of godliness 
(C.VI.p.112) and zeal for the remedy of.the "defection of all 
Estates from religion1'.But his censorship of the letter of 



~q, 

James Melville resigning fr:)m the General Commission was 
actuated by party animosity.Why he permitted Davidson's letter 
to be read is explicable on the ground that the agitator had 
not that reasoned appeal which he dreaded in the younger MelviDS 
whose arguments as a member of the Permanent Commission might 
be difficult to refute.(see James Melville'·s Diary p.490) 

The universal catalogue of the vices of all estates 1ac 
remiqiscent of the enthusiasm of 1596 .The ministry accused them 
selves of negligence too hasty admission,distr~et1on from 
duty and lack of s~~v1tr but many of the defects of the ministv 
coul4 be laid to the account of the ~~~t which alienated the 
Thirds and prevented the •~ecution of disci9line. 

In spite of the Royal influence and in spite of the fact taat 
the King was present at most of its sessions the Assembly per: 
:slated in its policy of criticism of the Civil Power.Especially 
did it criticize the appointments in Court Council and Sess:b n 
of suspects in religion and pe~ttibna on the point were submitted 
to King afd Council.On this occasion the King did not suggest 
that the irk was "over c~ttrious" .The Assembly di4cussed also 
the education of the King s children and the King agreed to 
follow the Kirk advice. Nttt only the Royal Children but the 
Children of Noblemen were discussed in relation to their educatbn 
The foreign tours under suspect pedagogues were always suspect 
and the Assembly now pet•tioned that such tours must be conducted 
by a tutor approved by the Presbytery,that only such countries 
should be visited wherin their was no restraint upon religion, 
and finally that an act of Council be made that in the event of 
these children changing their.religion they should be debarred 
from all succession. 

The old question of Papist immigration was revived.The 
regulations of the '90s had fallen into disuse.Skippers and 
m9:riners brought in Papists and traffickers as passengers 
with impunity,and without fulfilling the condition formerly 
ex&cted that they must produce these passengers before a 
magistrate and Kirk Session~Tbis condition was reenacted and 
the Council petitioned to make an act forbidding the landing 
of such persons except at ports where there w~s a magistrate 
to receive them and the masters of.the shipe were to be heavily 
punished by confiscation of thetr goods for the contravention. 
Closely connected with this attempt to develop a passpo:et system 
was the censorship of the press and particularly of the books 
disseminated throughout the country by these Papists and thar 
agents. Petitions were thus addressed to the King and Council 
and the King's support invoked personally as far as possible 
The method showed no advance nor any attempt to organize a 
movement in Parliament.The appeal to the Privy Council was a 
recognition of the fact that for practical purposes they we~ 
the people most likely to be rulers in the Articles should a 
Parliament meet(see.Rait.p.371) 

The universal panacea for the evils of nonplantation 
and the poverty of provision was recognized to be the Constant 
Platt which should allocate a fixed stipend out of local rents 
and teinds for each mlnister.The business had been progressing 



for some years since 1592 when a definite proposal on the point 
had been made. In 1596 and 1598 other efforts had been made 
but the response was slow and Lindsay's echeme was more or less 
unworkable ( 1) The King since hisvictory had been ma1:::ing more 
responsible endevours and once more a special committee was 
nominated to deal with the Officers of State to come to some 
definite arrangement on the point.(2) 

To meet these concessions on the part of the King the 
Assembly ratified its enactments as to the discharge of particule 
applications-an act in defianc~ of D~vidsons diatribes in the 
contrary in the recent Synod of Lothian.The Assembly although 
eager to pnosecute all means against the Papists and to exercise 
as far as was permissible a religious test upon the Civil 
Officials was moderate in tts views and would not risk the 
Royal displeasure for the sake of the Edlnbur<:;h brotherhood 
who were not altogether popular among the other Presbyteries. 

The General Commissmon was almost necessarily renewed 
All negotiation with the Civil Power were now in the control of 
this group.Their numbers were almost constant at 24 plus the 
King's ministers although the same persons were not automatically 
reelected.In the 1601 commission 18 of the 26 had been members 
of the 1600 vommission.The idea of the Commission as the Privy 
Council of the Church persisted.They were to be a permanent 
advisory board on ecclesiastical a:f'f!trs,and their duty was 
"not only to arivyse and awaite upon such affairs as sa.lbe fCJ!' the 
weill and utilitie of the Kirk bot also for givin~ advyce to ~ft• 
his Majestie anent the hald~ng furth of the enemies of the samein 
qehen they salbe requyrit be his Hienes therton They were to 

"plant" the eh·~ ef towns particularly Edinburgh now without mm iste:rs 
(but the Presbytery of Edinburgh had to be consulted on that 
point) they weo--oe to try ministers With whom the King was offended 
they were to present all these proposals as to Papists etc to 
the King and Council,Convention of Estates or Parliament. 
The majority of the General Commission were also members of that 
Commission for visitation numbering 26 which was definitely 
stated to be an attempt to organize examination of the mini~ry 
the patrimomy and provision according to shires.All power in 
fact was bein~ concentrated in a group of people numbering 
about 30 who should look to the King for initiative and the 
effort to include the extremists was for the pur~ose of 
clnawing all men of note within the charmed court circle. The 
group in f~ct had the whole power of Assembly during the interval 
The sole check upon it was the "allowing or disallowing"of 
their proceedings in the subsequent Assembly(1601 C.VIp.124) 

The King's speech at the conclusion of the .Assembly (3) 
revealed bhe tendency to bargain for the Kirk's influence on 
public opinion.His solemn vows to execute justice and support 
religion were resp<md$d. to by the ministers vow to "give a good 
estimation of him t.n the hearts of the people" 

(1}See Connell on Tithes.I.p.1o8-109 
(2)6 ministers to me::t with the Chancellor,President,Secretary 

Collector Comptroller Sin P.Murray and Mr.G.Young. 
(3)Notethe tendency to make the fir.st and last d9.ys of the As:~ embly 

the importamt meetings. 



In the report which James Gibson brought from the Assembly to 
the Presbytery of Haddington the position was even more clearly 
stated ~The King's confession of his no doing of his office 
his promise and aithe to defend the religione and to execute 
justice etc. His M'ljesties d.esyr desyring of the ministeris to 
move thair parochineris to his obedience"(Pres.Recs.June 3 16o1) 

Although in this instance the delegate brought home a 
.fairly accurate account of the Acts of Assembly frwquently 
important enactments were unknown in ~eneral to the Presbyteries 
e.g.as l~te as August 1601 the Presbytery of Haddington was 
ignoran~ of the act as to marriage age passed in the Assembly of 
1600). . 

This amity and union between King and Kirk lasted throughout 
the year.The Synod of Fife certainly at the end of Septemb~ 
returned to the charge with fresh complaints and greeves,but 
the practice which the King had maintained of sending commissiob: 
:ers to watch over proceedings certainly had a modifying effec~ 
The Presbytery of Edinburgh persisted in its petitions to the 
King for the re establishment of the E1inburgh ministers but 
they do not seem to have ha' any direct contact with the King 
save through the medium of the General Commission. The days 
of the oltl"ratings" were over.The Commission was also formally 
established as the "watchtower" of the Kirk especially with 
reference to the Papists.The King was certainly involved in 
Catholic intrig~es at this time but he evidently managed to 
deceive the Co~mission fairly well.He himself wrote to the 
various Presbyteri s just as frequently as the Commission d1. d. 
He wrote precise letters for information in det.S.11 for the 
Constant Platt and threatened loss of 1/3 of stipend to those 

(1)did not respond.The bait of provision persuaded the Commission 
of the Kings honesty.Their letter sent out to the chief·Pres: 
:byteries urged the ministry while dealin~ with the noblemen 
and chief men of the bounds to apprehend the danger to religion 
and their own estate if,the Spaniards shoul!ft prevail,to persuade 
the country pf the King s sincerity in the cause of religi<n (2) 

Yet in spite of the Commj_ssion s supremacy the Eife 
and Lothian groups still showed a tendency to coalesce.Thus 
when the Synod of Fife was contemplating making an appeal to 
the King on behalf of Bruce it sent delegates to the Edinburgh 

{3) Presbytery to ask their support.But the Royal methods sprea:ling 
down through Synod to Presbytery bridled ill considered motions 
by the appointment of the Lairds as watchdogs over the "applict 
:ations of the ministry,and Andr:~w Melville's warding for the 
same fault revented a combined and or anized action.On one or 

1 Pre.Recs. . ndrews. une 3rd 0 
(2)The letter is preservea in the register of the Presbytery of 

St Andrews from which laderwood copied it.(Recs.Feb.4 1602) 
It is also e>~ant in the Edinburgh Records.Jan.27th 1602) 

(3) Edr.Pres. Recs.13th April 1602 The Presbytery itself 
through the Commission had r_;.etitioned for relief from 
taxation for those holding vicarages(9th Dec.16o1) The 
Town Council was willing to do everything reasonable for the 
return of its true ministers but hot to alienate the King 
as he had threatened.The Council was rebuked by the Presbytery 
for sacrilege in using Kibk Rents. 



(1)The Presbytery of Edinburgh revived summary egcommunication 
within its bounds for cases of murder(Sept.29th Recs.Edr.Pres) 
and made an overture to the Synod that when a murderer w~ 
not put to the civil horn he should be excommunicated in 
the first place by the Kirk.They put this into practice 
How it might be asked was the Presbyte::·y to know the truth 
of the charge until formal c~iminal trial had been held 

1.~; re. f( - V/7 p $9~ 



Galloway and his 27 Assessors were·~actically another name 
for the group which composed the General Commission with the 
add.iti on of a few of the zealous such as Ba.lf our Ba.lcanquhall 
and Ja.mes Melville.15 at least were present members and. the 
others were drawn from the previous commission of 1600.Thus 
if as we knowthe power oftthis Committee was coming to be of 
paramount importance in the Assembly it meant that the General 
Commission was practicqlly its own judge .Yet in this instance 
the written report of the activities of the Commission was 
produced and read in open Assembly without apparently being 
discu4sed in the Privy Conference.As the King was there however 
and as no doubt the report had been very carefully prepared 
beforehand there was no necessity to use the weapon of 
control of theae·Assessors which James later was to manage with 
such effect.The proceenings were voted on in open Assembly 
and eac~ particular commissioners was asked for his opinion 
by the Modera.tor.The result was complete approbation.But the 
other commissions had achieved little.The Visitors had not 
been diligent,tbe ministers appointed to deal with the Papist 
Lords in conference had either gained no advance or had merely 
neglected their opportunities.It was felt that w@en the Edkb: 
:bur~h group in the Presbytery had conducted affairs more 
results had been achieved.The two systems were therefore com: 
:bimed in the scheme accepted by the Assembly for dealing with 
the Papist menace.Prominent ministers of the evangelival type 
were allotted to each suspect Lord to reamin with him for a 
period of 3 months.Whenever these Lords were known to be in 
the Capital the Presbytery of Edinburgh was in its old fashion 
to send t~o of its rlumber to continue the good work in the 
interval.A great deal of "intelligence" would thus come to the 
knowledge of the Kirkmen who were thus practically spies ppon 
the Catholic party.Such intelligence was too valuable to be 
neglected by the King for whatever end.These spies were ap~inted 
to report from time ~o time to the King himself.James had no 
desire to re9eat the experiments of, t593.He was determined as 
far as possible to control the Kirk s power of influencing 
public opinion. 

The first hint of opposition was produced in the 
4th Session when the "Greeves" of the Synod of Fife were 
presented.These were comprehensive and numbered 14 in all, 
showing on every point the guiding hand of the Melvilles. 
They complained of the alterations of the Assemblies without 
the "knowledge" of the Presbyteries and Synods i.e. individual 
advertisement;of the citation of ministers before King and 
Council,but the King had got over this difficul~y by using the 
"advice" of the Comrnission;application in all sermons was now 
forbidden under pretence of the Act of Assembly. In reply th3 
Assembly could not give any·· general decision as to how far 
personal application could be permitted and referred the qm sti<n 
as an overture to the Presbyteries. 

But the Synod now·proceeded to consideration of the 
constitution and composition of the Assembly itself.It attacked 
the Commission system,as prejudicial to the liberties of Synod 
and Presbytery.Fife stronly resented the group system now that 
it had passed from its ,..,ontrol. 



The limitations or caveats ':1ad never been exercised or tr.t eEl 
in relation to the Commissioner voters in Panliament.In point 
of fact they had had little opportunity for exe~cising theib 
powers.The Synod attacked the immunity of excom~~nicates 
and the insincerity of the Papist Lords who had been relaxed 
from excommuniaction.In their anxiety to regain for the Kirk 
its old position as the true exponent of public and anti-papal 
feeling the Fife members made a claim which was accented by 
the Assembly which pr!lctically involved a demand to be made 
.acquainted w: th all importq,nt affairs of State .They said that 
the Papist correspondence and intercepted com unications were 
kept secret "and the dan;;er imminent thereby to the Kirk 
not communic9.ted to the watchmen ·wh::Jreby they may ::ake fai tbfu1 
warning a.nc. prevent the perrell". The Assembly agreed to urge 
the Kihg to inform the Presbyteries when necessary. 

Having thus discussed the relations with the Civil State 
the Synod proceeded to "'lalce its observations upDn the con: 
:stitution of the Assembly itself. Why it demanded were 
the doctors now debarred from Assemblies when by the book of 
Discipline they definitely were all,Jtted a. place in government 
In noint of fact the exclusion had affected few save the 
doctors of St.Andrews.The Assembly therefore found that a 
doctor might vote in Assembly provided he came with a lawful 
commission.Whether he came as an ecclesia3tic or as a lay 
elders was still left doubtful. Once more there is evidenced 
that distrust of a majority vote.There is a distraction of 
oninioun different from that consent of hearts quhilk hes bein 
in the Kirk befor in weghtie causes".The appeal for more 
"reasoning" was an effort to prevent narrow majorities carrying 
a.ll before them "almost the ha.lfe of the brethren gainsayin3" 
The zealots seem neuer to h~ve been able to rid themselvffi of 
the idea that their inspired eloquence Df allowed an opportuni~ 
would hav<~ overthrown such majorities.The movement was cErtainJ;r 
an appeal for a free discussion and lensthy debat~ewhich were 
unknown in the corresponding Parliamentary constitution Upon 
which the King was undoubtedly attempting to model the proced: 
:ure of the Assembly.But a unanimous vote was no longer possib~ 
on such questions of expediency as were now the concern of 
the Kirk.There would never be"sufficient" reasonin3 until the 
majority vote went the-wi~ that the zealots desired it,ard they 
had not- questioned .a. vote which went in their favour in 1600 
when the majority was only 3. 

In suite however of such criticism the General 
Commission had become so necessary to Kirk and State as the 
permanent bond between King and Assembly that it was almost 
automatically renewed.A fresh commission was of course givem 
en every occasion but the individual members 'Of that commissi~ 
were practically const9.nt.Of the 25 ministers who formed its 
personnel 20 had been members in the preceding year and the 
rest had served on former commissions of the same nature.The 
group was narrow but it was also wider than the similar group 
which had directed affairs during the period of the Spanish 
Blanks. It powers were of the same kind as before in almost 
identical terms i.e. complete control of all negotiations 
between Kirk and ministry and King Council and Parlia~ent. 



Many indeed of the petitions with which they had been entrusted 
in the previous Assembly had remained unanswered.The persistent 
ineffectivemess of Scottish Statute was obvious to the Kim 
Once more the uleas as to non communicants whether Papists or 

~ . 
simply those at feud were repeated.The Kings personal i~erest 
was of more value than formal enactment,especially if th~ 
interest was a financial one e.~. the penalties f9r non commun: 
:icants were to be put into operation by the King s Treasurer. 
and similarly the King .gave a personal assurance that no 
warrant for foreign travel should be given by the Seereatary 
unless the recipients satisfied the act of Assembly on thepoint 

The Sabbath b~""e:ol.kers lt was now recognized would not cease 
from their work at"the fishing" and the salt pans without 
some fines by civil warrant and the new General Coa~ission 
was advised to urge this to the King as .a remedy .Even the 
~.~onday holiday ( 1598) had not been sufficient to stop these 
abuses.Probably like most s~ottish Acts it was not operative. 

The General Commission had thus been fully approved.Tte 
other important Commission which had been appointed tot.b.onfer 
with the Ofricers of State on the question of the Constant 
Platt(it had really been a kind of sub committee of the General 
Commission had no such simple task.The economic problem was the 
key to the situation 'l,S it had always been, but the King no 
lon~er considered the Platt of 1596 as the most suitable for his 
ends. The results of the deliberations of the joint ecclesiastia 
:al and civil board wer.et!rarmulated. in the three alternatives 
submitted to the Assembly.It was readily acknowledged that the 
temporary and agnual assignations (see the Book of Assignations 
in the General hegister House) were not the best means of 
paying stipends.For years the tendency had been to alloca~ 
as far as possible stipends from the local tithes by bargain 
with the ~acksmen and owners of tithes.The tacksmen had in most 
cases refused unless they were a.3sured of the perpetuity a: 
bheir tacks and it was on this rock that the svhem of 1596 
had come to grief.Thls therefore was the first suggestion that 
bargain should be made with the tacksmen,The sub tacksmen 
receiving the like security for the tenure of their tacks for 
the space of 19 years.Only so cou14 stipend and augmentation 
be bargained for. 

The second altern~tive was the complete dissolution 
of all prelacies leaving only the principal kirk to the prelate 
along with its temporal lands(cf the Act of Annexation) whale 
the rest of the Kirks should be supplied with qualified ministem 
only the prelate and titulars of the Kirks paying a yearly 
duty proportionate to the value of the benefice to the King.Th1s 
was undoubtedly a confusion of the existing state of affairs. 
The titular would inevitavly have kept the benefice and paid the 
qualified minister a pittance. 

The third alternative was that which was accepted by 
the Assembly and was a victory for episcopacy. The Great BEn ef'icm 
were to be given to ministers i.e. Bishops who had the responsib 
:ility of providing the smaller charges according to the decis1cn 
of the Mod1fiers.Of the surplus remaining the King was to be 
paid 1/10.The die was thus cast for prelacy and mainly on the 



ground of provision.The argument undoubtedly was that ministers 
might hope for more from a fellow minister than from the 
greedy titul!lr~'lay "prelates" who were only awaiting an opp: 
:ortunity to turn their benefices into temporal lordships. 
Who were to supply these prelacies which by the act of Parl: 
:lament of 1597 carried with them the right to vote in Parlia: 
:ment.Several had aleeady been provided by the decision of 
that dubious conference of Synods of October t600.Having nade 
it3 decision the Assembly accortiingly dre'"' up a list 25 pro: 
:minent ministers from whom the King might make his choice. 
Their names were almost &dentical with those of the General 
Commission. 
· Yet although from a desire to have suitable provision 

the Assembly might conform very fully to the Royal desires 
there was evidence that the complaints of the Synod of Fife 
·1.lthough answered briefly and somewhat casually in Assembly 
h9.d ttupplied a want which although few might dare to avow it 
in presence of the King who controlled the freedom of speech, 
was nevc:rtheless felt to be urgent. At some point in the pro: 
:ceedings of the Assembly pr~vate representations had been 
made to the moderator that a committee be appointed to consider 
in the traditional manner the dangers to reli~ion and the 
qu~etneaa of the country and the remedies.The aames of these 
commi.ssioners are not known but they had power to collect 
information from the Presbyteries present and to confer wit~ 
the King on the gravity of the situation.The King must have 
been suspected of Papist intrigue but the Kirk was determj..re d 
to keep up the fiction that his councillors were responsible 
for his actions.It was a pacificist move and may or may not 
have originated from the Comm~,_ssiom of Assembly.Both sides of 
the question were presented.The dangers from the Papists on 
the one hand were stressed,but were counterbalanced by the 
equal dangers arising from the discontent of the zealous.A 
change of Government it w~s hinted was the object of those 
"who either for the present necessitie of ~heir awin es~a~e 
or ror hope of advancement and gaine to be had in the change 
of the present government ceases not be all meanes to inflame 
the hearts of such as they perceive to be miscontent in any 
estate .•• dealin~ in the meantyrne lykwayes with such as are of 
the most sincere affectioun to religioun and justice that 
thingis is not done in that integri tie that is profest" .Thus 
while all dreaded the Papist influence,fear of the zealot 
influence in the localities was equally strong.The King's peaee 
at all costs must be preserved.A plot such as the Gowrie 
Conspiracy woulr ruin all and the moderate kirkmen while 
dreading Papist intrigues were equally afraid of the rashness 
of the zealots.Through public opinion the peace of the country 
was to be maintained.The King was first of all to be informed 
of such machinations as were beginning to raise their he.aa.s in 
the localities.Every minister from the pulpit was to exhort 
his congregation to belief in the King's sincerity and to 
use his private influence with 1\0bil:.'emen barons and gentlemen 
to the same end.The"intelligence" of the Kirk was being utili'ae<ii 



to co-operg,te with the Royal Authority in very much· the 
same way as in the earlier days it had opposed and rivalled 
it.The zealous were anxious that the King and Civil Power 
should be informed of P~pist preparations,but the Commission 
and the moderates were even more anxious that the zealot min: 
:ority should not raise a faction among the nobility to 
carry out their plans of Opposition.Although the movement had 
there~ore received impetus from the attitude of the Synod. of 
Fife as it o.eveloned it placed both Papists and. zealots in 
the same category· g.s the- "disaffected". Sessions Presbyteries 
and ?ynods were to collect information and inform the 
King s ministers and the Commission,and these in turu,following 
out the suggestion of the Synod of Fife were to inform the 
localities of the state of affairs as f~r as was expedient. 
Wbat it really amounted. to was an alliance betvreen Court ani 
the local organllza.tion of the Kirk which was without rival 
in the civil s~stem. The King thus controlled the Assembly 
through its group system or rather its"Cabinet of Commissioners" 
and through them the chief str~ngbh of the Kirk,its power 
over public opinion and its system of espionage and "information" 

The Assembly fixed its next meeting for July 1604 
but long before that the King had succeeded to the English 
throne.The Kirk took advantage of the opportunity to congr~ulate 
the King and to obtain relief for the oppressed zealots.The 
ministers in and about Edinburgh were according to Ciitlderwood 
responsible for~these proceedings,but the records of Haddington 
prove that the irk was a thorough opprtunist in her dealirgs 
with the King.The c--::ngratulations were perhaps not so spontan: 
: eous as they would appear .On 30th March 1603 the Presbytery ( 1) 
of Haddington appointed James Carmichael Archibald Osaald,and 
Robert Wallace "anr'i sic otheris as may mwit wt them to ga to 
Edr.and ther consult and advys wt the Brether ther anent 
materia concerning the gud of the Kirk In this present 
occasioun God hes offerit of his Majesties removing off the 
Realme~ The meeting therefore to which the King addressed his 
famous harangue in the Kirk of St.Giles on the 3rd of April 
before his denarture must have been a kind of unofficial 
Convention of.the Kirk containing many ministers from the 
adjacent Presbyteries in addition to the ordinary congregation. 
His promises may have been a public answer to the petitions 
of the Commission of Assembly and the united Presbyteries (2) 

The opportunism of the Kirk was evidenced once more 
in the famous interview with the Synod of Lothian as the Royal 
procession passed through Haddington.While professing the great: 
:est loyalty they attempted to obtain _·pledges frmm the Kirg 
as to the future policy with regard to the Kirk and Papist 
Polic and even to dictate his attitude to the Puritans in 

1 Haddington Recs.MS. 
2) see c.vi.p.222 
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England.For themselves they asked a permanent order for 
stipend and the secubity of the execution of discipline 
with relief for the zealous who were banished and warded. 
While promisin!S much in general terms the King was too wary 

11 to commit himself even under the influence of his "exaltation 
He in turn had his bargain to make.He urged that unity in the 
Kirk should be observed and in particul.ar that notnin5 sh01ld 
be altered in the government which had been passed in those 
Assemblies in which he himself had been present.The Royal 
Authority in fact must be held sufficient re~son for maintain: 

(1):ing all the controversial points. The Synods efforts th~fo2 
had not been an unqualified success.It had barely met for 
ordinary business and was postponed until advertisement should 
be given by the Moderator and Presbytery of Edinburgh.(2) who 
accordingly fixed it for the last Tuesday of May.No sooner was 
the Kin~ safely out of the way than the Central Presbytery 
began to revive its old activity,for the departure of.the 
King had drawn to London many of the Permanent Commission of 
Assembly. In the absence of the Court an ap~thy seemed to 
settle for a time upon the Kirk and State in Scotland.The 
Presbyteries went about their normal business and the ordinary 
execution of discipline visiting Kirks,suppressing May Plays 
rebuking the lairds for their persistent Sabbath breaking.Of 
public events there is no echo in their records.In the absence 
of both a General Assembly and a Parliament co-ordination on 
a national scale was difficult.Interest revited when in January 
1604 the Hamtpon Court Conference began followed not long after 
by the Royal Schemes for complete Union not only of the 
Crowns but of Pq,rliaments and Kingdoms. 

Although its records for the period do not survive 
there is evidence that the Presbytery of Edinbirgh was restored 
in large measure to its primary position as the centre of 
Kirk organization and "intelligence~.It was to the Presbytery 
that the official version of the Hampton Conference was sent 
by the King and Patrick Guloway( Moderator of the last A sea mbly 
and the~efore president of the General Commission).Whem the 
conclusions of the conference were received in the Presbytery 
James Melville was present,and acted ·1.. prominent part.Why should 
he have been in attendance at all.Was the Edinburgh Presbytery 
~~t~he returned extremists attempting to gather together once 
more a group of Lothian and Fife zealots who should prove a 
kind of Counter-Commission to the official Commission most 

of whom were in London in attendance upon the King.The movement 
probably c·3.me from Fife which had for some time been the· hot 
bed of sedition.In any case Melvilles proposals proved that 
Edinburgh was ex~ected to take up its for~er position as the 
watchtower.He expressed sorrow that the hoped-for conversion 
of England to Presbyterianism should have been so ineffectual 
and since the sister country remained in the tJ!la of Episc opaw 
(1 ) C. V. p. 222 
(2)Edr.Pres.Recs.May 11 1603; Haddington Pres. Recs.May 18. 



the danger from "contagion"should have so increased.For,said 
he "se' ng the Presbyterie of Edinburgh had ever bee ne a a the 
Sion and watche towre of our Kirk and the ministers therof 
the chiefe watchemen~ it would be well thatnthey would watcebe 
and take heed that no perrell or contagioun come from our 
nighbour Kirk and g~ve wairning in case there be occasioun 
to the presbyteries tb.rou;hout the countrie". The Preabyterie 

(1) of Edinburgh was therefore to renew its duties as if the 
Commission of the Kirk did not exist and its powers were 
to be those which it had exercised before even the appoint: 
:ment of the first General Commission in 1593. But these 
"sudden advertisements" had a particular application.The pro: 
:ject of Union was already afoot and was generally known. 
James Melville therefore deliberately invited the Edinburgh 
Presbytery particula.rly"to take heed at this parliament wht eh 
is indicted bp proclamatioun and intended for unioun of the 
two realms". The situation anticipated in aany respects the 
position in 1707.0rganiza~ion in fact was in preparation to 
hinder and prevent the Union upon which James had set his 
desires.James Melville was therefore present as the universal 
agitator. 

On 12th January 1604 James had sent a letter to tbe 
Scottish Privy Council warning them to convene a Parliament 
for the sole 9Qrpose of tre~ting of Union which was to be 
brought up in the English Parliament in March.The Scottish 
Parliament was to meet about April 10th and the names and 
rank of the English commissioners for Union should be known 
before Scotland proeeeded to choese her representati~es. 
These arrangements were not exactly followed· out'l:-·a-s to date 

(2)but the system w~s adopted.What therefore was to be the 
Kirk attitude to the Union.The Commission of Assembly would 
by virtue of their commission have to be in attendance upon 
the Parliament and those provided to benefices would have to 
register their vote.The authority of the General Kirk was 
necessary if any real attempt was to be made to make the 
Ecclesiastical Vote in Parliament the expression of the 
opinion of the Church.The Commission of Assembly therefore 
sent out letters to the Presbyteries although only the Recor~ 
of St.Andrews specifically ment~on the fact. 

(3) On 2nd February 1604 the Presbytery received a letter 
from the Commissioners of the General Assembly "shewing that the 
Parliament is to be schortlie desyring that the Synode suld 
convein before the Parliament".St.Andrews accordingly advised 
with the other Presbyteries recommending the first Tuesday of 
March and St.Andrews as most convenient a place "on account of 
godlie and lerned brethren and quher gretest concurrence of 
~entlemen weill affected to the gude causs ussis to be".Incid: 
: entqlly Andre'!.' Mel ville might attend for he was still confined 
within the 6 mile limit. In an case the su estion was not 

1 C.VI.p.24 2)P.C.R.VI.p.596 

(3) Pres. Recs.st.Andrews MS.Feb.2nd 1604 



not adopted.The Moder~tor of the last Synod fix4d it at 
Falkland for the mid.d.le of March but the King's Commissioner 
wrote about the same time 11 shewing that becaus he wes to 
impart sum thingis fra his Majestie to the Assemblie am 
for urgent effayris o~ his Majestie euld not be present 
befoir April" and therefore urging the Presbytery to delay 
their meeting to the second Tuesday of April as he had req: 
:uested the other Presbyteries of the province.{1)· St.Andrews 
in vain protested, that the Synod ought to be held in 
their city. 

Within the Presbyteries complaints were preparing 
In St.Andrews a grievance was produced nagainst ane of jhe 
brether adw:1ncit to honour tqsit in Counsall and Parliament 
and Chek':er for the weill of the Kirk" and against another 
member "direct in commissioun fra the Presbyterie to att. end 
on the turnis of the Platt that theiwere enonmelie hurt in 
ther stipendis not being warned be thame" .The complaint was 
common to all Presbyteries and was referred to the consi~er: 
:ation of the SynodC2) We now see the si~nificance of Melvil::S 
attendance in the Presbytery at the end of February.Agitation 
was in progress to attempt to influence the choice of deleg: 
:ates whom the Synods should commission yo attend upon the 
Commission of Assembly.This was the most that could be ob: 
:tained although the Commission of Assembly had done its 
best to follow precedent and to induce the King to permit 
an Assembly to meet before the ~arliament in order to 
determine the national attitude of the Church to the Union. 
The Synods and Presbyteries had attempted to bring pre~ure 
to bear upon the individual members of the Commission woo 
themselves were anxious to hold an Assembly.The King stood 
by his decision that the General Assembly had no conc~n 
with the Union and assured the Commissioners that no '3.tt empt 
would be made to prejudice the government of the Kirk of 
Scotland. ( 3) The individual Synods therefore in sending 
their delegates to advise with the Genaral Commission pro: 
:vided them with explicit instructions and there is no doubt 
that the Melville propaganda was responsible for the attitude 
adopted.The Fife articles of advice were really the ba~s 
While approving in general terms a project of union they held 
that the "General Commission" given bytthe l~st Assembly 
did not comprehend any negotiations on thi4 head.What the 
Commissioners could do was to sue for ratification of all 
Kirk Acts,and to protest that nothing be done in prejudice 
of the Kirk Liberty~to demand that none vote in Parliament 
in the name of the ~irk unless he bore office in and h~ 
Commission from the Kirk(i.e. an attempt to guard against 
the inclusion of Titulars on the Articles) and to char~ 
those who had vote in Parliament to vote nothing without 
ex)ress warrant of the Kirk.Whatever commissioners for union 
( 1 Pres. Recs .St .Andrews .March 1st 1604 
(2)ib1d.29th Ma~ch 
(3)see Petrie p.567 for an account of the attempts to induce 

the summonins of an Assembly .Fife wrote to John Hall 
the Presbytery of Edinburgh to Galloway. 



might. be chosen the fundamental principle must be insisted 
upon that the discipline and laws of the Kirk were unalterable. 

The meetin~ of Commission of Assembly and the Delegates 
from Synods took place on the g1th April on the very day that 
the Lords of the Articles were chosen in Parliament.The a~itude 
adopted by the majority of the Synod commissioners inferred 
that a meetin~ of the General Assembly was essential.No 
commissioners of any estate couls commit his Estate without 
warrant.The General Assembly was therefore recognized as 
the meetin; o~ the Ecclesiastic~l Estate.Thia was bound to 
happen as soon as the Kirk accepted vote in Parliament and the 
defection of the greater part of ita lay elemen~ lent colour to 
the view.The claims to universality had given place to an 
insistence upon rights as an Estate of the Realm. All the 
Estates ought to be represented on a Commission to treat for 
Union and who without warrant from the General Assembly would 
undertake the duty.The claim that the Kirk was adequately 
re~)resented in Parliament was rebutted on the ground the 
representation consisted either of titular prelates whose 
vote the Kirk had never reco~nized,or the newly nominated 
Bishop-Voters who had no authority according to their caveats 
to commit the Kirk to any thing without express warrant from 
the Assembly.This may be an indication that the choice of the 
Articles if not already made was guessed at.Indee there were 
barely enough of the new creation to give the full quota oh the 
Articles.If the project of Union was pursued,the experien~ 
of the Scottish cons~itution led the Commissioners of Synods 
to fear that the same committ·ee of Articles would be used 
to carry through the international negotiations and while they 
might compromise on the ordinary cho~ce of Articles no such 
compromise could be permitted while such important business 
involving the position of the Scottish Kifk was in progress 
The official representation of the Kirk and its advisoDy body 
were held with some justice to be under Royal influence.Tbe 
only course left was that of "open protestation" in Parliament 
either immediately before o:.: after the choosing of the Articles 
The body of Synod commissioners therefore claimed the right to 
appear themselves although neither members of Parliament nor 
the officially accredited representatives of the Kirk for deal: 
:ings with the Civil Power.Lindsay had attempted it in 1584 
but without success.The claim was on the analogy of the legal 
nrotestations for remeid of law but was of doubtful constitut: 
:ional authority and it was perhaps this as well as the 
ttcommission' s-tt assurances Which induced the meeting to be 
s~tisfied with a delegation of the business to the formal 
Commission of Assembly whose activities were restricted to 
meet the demands submitted by the Synod of Fife which seem to 
have been ado ted in their entiret bv the convention. 1 

C.VI.p.25 .for t e position wit re3ard o the open 
protestation in Parliament see Rait.p.401 Speeches by non 
members. 



As it happened however these fears were peemature owing 
to the difficulties in England which resulted in the post 
ponement of the Parliament to July.The Articles however 
appointed in the April Parliament were practically identical 
with those of the July Parliament.The Kirk delegation con: 
:sisted of 5 Bishops and 3 titular abbots while the lists 
of the barons and bur~esses show many names familiar in the 
records of Assembly(Return of Names.p.546).Row far the Comm: 
:ission of Assembly followed the advice of the convention 
is not known,but the position is interesting as showing · 
the claim of a Kirk Convention which made no pretensions to 
be an Assembly of the General Kirk,to supervise and direct 
a Commission which held its authority directly from tbe 
Assembly. In the critical Session in July therefore it is 
strange that the agitation for the inclusion of the clause 
protecting Kirk discipline in the commission of Union, should 
have come from the barons and burgesses and not from the 
Commission of Assembly which in fact gave the movement little 
support.The inference must be that the lairds and burgesses 
having returned to the localities in the interval reflected 
the public opinion as directed by the ministers and Presbyter!~ 
and that this local feeling was not the work of the Commission 
of.Assembly but of the group centring round the Melvilles.(1) 

The commission as appointed included Spottiswood 
Lindsa.y Gladstanes and the Prior of Blantyre fJr the Kirk 
but the list was not the nominated body that the King had 
expected(2).Nevertheless the circumstances were sufficiently 
alarming and the a?athy of the Commission of Assembly so 
conspicuo•s that the approach of the Assembly at the end of 
July was welcomed.Alarm therefore was abroad when at the time 
of the Parliament Royal letters prorogued the m~eting and 
thus prevented discussion of the Union project in the open 
Assembly.Discussion and debate in the Kirk Convention would 
almost certainly Uave been far more free in spite of the 
Royal efforts than was possible in Parliament and it was 
tb.erefo~e safer to avoid the troublesome propaganda especially 
if warranted by the Assembly by removing opportunity for such 
debate.Tb.e Fife group and especially the Presbytery of 
St.Andre~s fully reuognized the significance of the move,and 
in spite of the Royal let.ters resolved to keep the appointed 
day.The ;round for their resolution involved a constitutmnal 
question at.e. 11 because the warrant of keeping was greaternnor 
the warrant of continuation".King and Assembly,this implied 
tad more authority than the King alone whether he had the 
consent of the Commission of Assembl or not" Had Parliament 

1 See A.P.S.IV.p.262;P.C.R.VII.p.xx.C.VIp.263.The activ~y 
of the Earl of Morton (the William Douglas of Lochleven 
who had played. such a prominent part in all the ultra 
Prt, ote.stant leagues and Raids of the period) showed that 

ne Kirk cause had been taken up by the "Opposition". 
(2)A.P.S.YV.p.264 cap.2.C.VI.p.26); Sp.III.p.157 



put forward such a claim the theory of the feuc'!al constitution 
would have been broken.But it was not a national recognition 
that the monarchy was not free to do as it pleased,it was 
a tenet advanced by a small body in a corner of Fife.For it 
was only the Presbytery of St .And.rews which pursued. the 
principle and in the delegation sent no laymen were present( 1) 
As the.~rcom!:lissioners reported after their journey to Aberdeen 
they found no other Presbyteries present.(2) and the fact that 
the cancellation of the Assembly had been so recent explain~ 
why the elaborate propaganda of the Kirk and. especially of tl:l 
Synod of Fife had not been put into operation although refer: 
: ences throue;hout April and May in the Presbytery record.s 
show that such propaganda had. been active enough before the 
Parliament.The famous protestation at Aberdeen taken in the 
presence of the Aberdeen ministry who were induced by the zeal 
of the intrepid three to participate if not in the actual 
protestation at least in the organization of Kirk resistance 
to the King's arbitrary methods. (3) 

There is no doubt that the plan was skilfully 
arranged so as to prevent the movement being regarded as the 
local and sectional concern of Fife but it is equally clear 
that the directing minds behind the scheme were of the Fife 
brotherhood and that the three went to Aberdeen probably pre: 
pared with suggestions to meet all emergencies.The attitude 
of the Aberdeen Synod was directly attributable to the machin: 
:ations of the St.Andrews delegation.Tt-:was:they'wqo-·sugges~d 
that· the Synod of Aberdeen should sent out letters to all 
Synods of the realm to request a general m:;eting of all 
Synods by their representatives at the t:':me of the convention 
of the Synod of Fife in September.The purpose was o:enly atated 
to be the consideration of a General Assembly although the old 
pretext of "Papists" so frequently used by both sides was again 
requisitioned.Intercommunication between Presbyteries even so 
far distant as St.Andrews and Aberdeen was common,and the 
Synod s expected that tbe neighbouring "Provincials" would 
send 15rethren "for concurrance" so that some attempt at uniforni y 
might be made.But this practically universal summons to all 
Synods of the realm to send delegates to a central meeting in 
Fife meant that summons by King and even by Commission of 
Assembly was to be disregarded.Such a convention being unlimited 
in numbers and with no specific provision that only ministers 
advice was requested mi~ht ver readil have the resti e of 

ee.Pres. ecs.Ju y 1 04.James [e vi le.p. B.U.K. 009 etc 
James Melville Walter Erskine ~nd Walter Murray. · 

(2)Pres.Recs.St.A.'MS.Aug.9. The brethren quha wer directit in 
commissioun to the general assemblie schew that thai according 
therto past to Aberdeine and finding na meiting of uther 
Presbyteris thocht it ther dewtie to God and his kirk to tak 
documents and mak protestatioun to be insert in this buik" 
The printed Records of Aberdeen contain no refernce to trese 
activities although Blackburn Bishop of Moray was present 
among the ministers of Aberdeen who acted as witnesses 



General Assembly of the kind in use bef~re the catastrophe 
of 1596 and the fact that it was to be held in Fife provide! 
that the old zealot leaders especially the tlder Melville 
would direct its policy. The proceedings of the Synod of L~hian 
in Tranent in August indicate that propaganda was not confined 
to Aberdeen.It seems clear that by this time the Kirk system 
of intercom~unication which had not had time to operate in 
order to bring about the Convention of an Assembly in deflance 
of the King's orders,was in full wprki:hg~.)order.The sudden zeal 
against the two bishops Spottiswood and Hall was to be attributed 
to the fact that the zeal of St.Andrews had shown the way while 
popular unrest at the suggestion of Union encouraged criticism 
of those who were known to support it.(1) As usual a popular 
movement in the Kirk coincidea with economic and political 
aims.Nationalism was the bait with which the Kirk now drew 
the support of the people in its anti-episcopal campaign.Yet 
there was truth in the Bishops claims that their sole aim was 
to recover the rents of the Kirk.If the Kirk obtained ~he full 

"patrimony of the Kirk" taxation must be met and the allocation 
of such taxation must be by accredited representatives in 
Parliament.The question of Episcopacy as James realized was 
a financial one. Other ecclesiastical economic issues were 
raised by the commercial treaty with Spain and national and 
patriotic feeling·was undoubtedly the cause of the attendance of 
the "geatlemen" at the G~mvention of Synods in St.Andrews. 
Calderwood expressly states that the South: ana-~w~st' provided 
the majority of the representatives but whether this applied 
to the lay element as well is not clear.Probably it was composed 
as of old of the Fife barons who were among the best fightErs 
in the Kingdom. Probably it was the consciousness that their 
meeting was not universal enough which prevented the Synod 
representatives from constituting themselves a General lssembly 
as the King had reason to doubt. In any case the extraordinary 
convention of eo man~ Synods was sufficient to warrant the 
presence of the King s Commissioner Lauriston who had inatructiom 
to discharge them if such an Assembly was constituted. The 
question of course was a constitutional one and the ministzy 
used the national quation to bring the baroni~l element to their 
side.Conspicuously absent in the previous Assemblies the 
"gentlemen" undoubtedly feeling that their interests as a cl ass 
and an Estate were endangered by the projected union made the 
claims of the Xirk to independence their own for the time.Without 
the presence of the barons and their approval of James Melville's 
arguments the ~pposition of the ministry alone might very readily 
have been cr!Jshed.Although the Aberdeen delegation which was 
ka~wn to be moderate took the lead the old constitutional 
strivins4 of Fife were soon apparent.Their questions went atraigbt 
r1)C.VI.p.269 Unfortunately the local records give no assi~ance 

Such subterranean propaganda was not officially recorded 
especially when the "unsuspect elders" whom the King set 
as watchdogs over some of the Presbyteries might demand 
explanation of suspicious entries in the register. 
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to the root of tlfe matter "Could a Qeneral Assembly be held 
without the King s licence?" James Melville held that it could 
both by divine rtght and by civil law as the King had admitted 
in the Dundee Assembly of 1593 but even there the right to 
s ummon itself was bounded by the condition that if King 
and commissioner were present their advice must be sought. 
He was a skilful reasoner and by introducing the parallel 
of the sheriff and the sheriff court, the baron and the bar on 
court attracted the baronial element in tae belief that if 
the Kirk's rights were iftfringed the next step of the arbitrary 
power would be to attack the feudal privileges.All this was 
implicit in the "applause" of the ltntl~men-:J.mentioneCI. by 
Calderwood. Where was the Commission of Assembly ? Although 
individual members might be in attendance as an official body 
it was not present and the whole proceedings contained no 
reference to the formal commision which ought to have been 
supreme in the intervals between Assemblies.It was thro~ 
that body that representations should have been made to the 
King if the kirk as a whole demanded a General Assembly.By thus 
overriding the authority of the Commission,the convention 
showed that it was rather a party meeting than a conferero e 
embracin~ all opinions. Lauriston made an admission which 
was not entirely warranted.He agreed that the Kirk might call 
its own meetings but recommended on grounds of expediency 
that· no such extreme measures should be taken since it wculd 
only irritate the King and procure the discharge by the Council 
If they intended to summon an Assembly he urged that they 
obtain the royal permission. His suggestion was for a meeting 
which would prejudice neither,and at the same time provide 
an opportunity for a more universal expression of opinion 
This was for a convention of all delegates of Synods with 
the formal commission of Asse~bly who officially badnot been 
informed of this meeting.Thus the Royal Commissioner was to 
inform the C.ommission of a meeting of Synods in Perth in 
October,both parties in the meantime preparing their programme 
The inference was obvious.Lauriston thought and he was pro: 
:bably right that the Synods who b'd not sent represent~ives 
to St.Andrews were following the old Scottish custom and 
remaining away from conventions with whose views they did 
not agree.The presence of the Commission in Perth in October 
would ue an indication that the moderates might be heard,and 
that there was a large body of moderates in the Kirtr is clear 
in spite of the prominence given to the acerbities of the 
Fife extremists in the Presbyterian histories. 

What was the King' s·.,atti tude to these conventions. 
He must have dreaded a return to that convention spstem which 
frDm 1593-1596 had practically circumvented his attempts to 
control the meetings of Assembly and the unexpected support 
of the gemtlemen w~s another source of alarm.He had no destre 
to have his policy in Scotland ulimited" as it had perforce 
been limited while Kirk Conventions made claims to control 
of Council Army and Finance.While permitting this Perth 
Convention authorized by his Commissioner,he officially 



by procla.mation.'d.ischarged all extraordinary conventions of 
the ministry (27th September 160,4)(1) 
, _ ,, ~ 1 __ 't'l!e,,Q\1-0ta sent by each Syno6 is not stated but from 
local records it seems clear that as usual the real unit of 
representation was the Presbytery.Haddington sent 2 ministers 
as did St.Andrews although officially it was the Synod of 
Lothian and the Synod of Fife which appointed them along 
wi~h other brethrem.(2) The King's Commissioner proposed that 
a list of articles and petitions should be prepared for 
presentation t~ the King and the method he suggested for their 
preparation was capable of different interpretatlons.The 
representative body was to meet by itself to consider its 
side of the question while the King-rs 6ommissioner and the 
official Commission of Assembly (which made no claim to 
be representati Ye of the Synods) met also apart. This dotb le 
chamber method of deliberation may have been an experiment 
on the model of the English Parliament which might have been 
applied to the Assembly itself had it been successful.The 
Commission had now become almost per~anent in personnel 
and with sev~r~l members of it Bishops in their own right 
might very readily correspond to an ecclesiastical House of 
Lords. It may on the other hand have been a genuine attempt 
to obtain an impartial view of the situation while the waght 
of the moderates amon;; the Synod delegates might make i too lf 
felt in an ultimate vote. If senaration of ministers into 
Nobility and CommonS was in contemplation the ~ethods of the 
"Common! soon prevented such a sclJeme and in haste the 
uni-cameral system was reestablished,forthe Synods deliberately 
set about criticism of the actions of tne Commission.Their 
proposed '3.rticles and petitions to the King would have ccn sist: 
:ed in large pab~ of complaints ag&inst the Commissioners 
Even when both narties were once more sitting together t~ir 
accusations were no~ negligible.An oligarchy consisting of a 
small group of the lteneral Commission had usurped all the 
power of the Kirk;in any case their commission ought to have 
lapsed since the last Assembly had been prorogued; and the 
new BishJps were vot1n.3 in Parliament e.g. in the ParliaJmnt 
of April and July without any warrant from the Assembly. The 
Commissioners professed as great zeal to see the"ca.veats" 
kept and professed the greatest readiness to give place to 
others were it not that the King refused to de1.l with any othem 
Before tae char, es of non residence and "hantin the Court 11 

1)P.C.R.VII.p.1j 
(2)Haddington Records.25th Sept.1604.Mr.Robert Wa.lla.ce anl 

Ja.mes Carmichael were appotnted by the Presbytery "to pass 
to St .Johnstoun and. ther wt. the rest of the commissiai eris 
of the Kirk to regrait the delay of the genera.ll assembly 

St.Andrews Pres. Rec.Oct.4th James Melville and John Carmicha! 
were excused from Presbytery "be res.soun thei-wer directit 
in Commissioun to St.Johnstoun be the Synode. 



they had no defence for unless the Kirk condemned altogetber 
the "Generg,l Commission" some nersons must devote a large 
portion of their time to watching over Kirk interests at 
Court. The only ~nswer could be reference to the General Kirk 
which bad given them their commission.The only petitions 
therefore which euUld be agreed upon were in Bener9.l terms 
i.e. for a speedy General Assembly summoned in accordance 
with the constitution and the King's ;>ermission.(1) for 
active measures against P9.nists ( 2) for relief for the 'Ptlr.i.. tans 
in England(cf the earlier attempts to interfere with Elizabeth's 
policy towards the sect) and for definite and precise order 
for stipend.The Kirk had unwillingly accepted something like 
Episcopacy wit'iout as yey gaining any profit from the change. 

Laurlston the King s Commissioner w j_s also a member of 
the Union commission whiuh on 9th October immediately aft~ 
the conclusion of the Convention of the Kirk left for England. 
Huntly told the Kin~ that the ministers were preaching 

(J)violently against the project.To gnant an Assembly at the 
suggested date in April 1605 would therefore be a tacit adnissim 
of the Kirk's right-to pass censure upon the Union negotiations. 
The anti-union party woUld in the manner of Oppositions rally 
round any organized body whose alms were in any way similar 
to its own.Bruce's removal from Edinburgh his sphere of influenre 
was certainly due to his anti union activities and it is 
curious to note that in the popular mind deprivation by 
Council has come to be synonymous with deprivation by the 
Commission of Assembly many of whom now sat in Council as 
Bishops. It is little wonder that in face of such opposition 
to his dearest scheme James should have little regard for 
the complaints of the Kirk although Forbes' embassy in 
March of the following year was obviously a last attempt to 
obtain satlsfaction.While for many reasons the King would 
not submit to have the date of Assembly dictated to him by 
an extraordinary convention of the Kirk some provisional date 

had to be fixed ~nd it was arran~ed that July 1605. should be 
apnointed. The ~etter received by the Presbytery of Haddington 
(1)Pres. Recs.Haddington.17th Oct,1604 contains the repobt of 

the two ministers sent.They stated that after conference 
had with the Council(i.e. Commission and Co~ncil confused) 
it was agreed that a petition snoupa be sent to the King 
"that he be nocht offendit If the Assemblye be kept the 
2nd tysday of Apryll".Thls would infer a determination to 
hold an assembly in any case --which was not fulfilled 

(2)This certainly had the contrary effect in the case of Huatly. 
The Kirk was alarmed at the great popularity of Seaton who 
was about to become Chancellor and had long been suspect by 
the Kirk.(C.VI.p.275) P.E.R.VII 14th Feb.1605 for Huntly's ca$ 

(3)Letters and State Papers of James.'VI.Abbotsford Club.p.60 
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would infer that since the previous July the date had been 
known lmti this ts borne+ ou't--by ·the~ap()log-;1esl't>f-" the -wa:rt!l~d:;!' 
~~iiteJS(Augas~y f6os)Was it: known when the Conventions of 
St.Andrws and Perth met1It was not that the interval between 
the Assemblies was overdue althou~h that in itself was a 
breach in the consti t'J.tion, but that they feared that no other 
date was likely to be set for some time.The date was known 
when the Synod of Fife met at the end of April and had been 
arran~ed between the Commissioners of Assembly in consultation 
with the King and his commissioners.How closely the Kirk and 
particularly Fife was watchin1:; the trend of the union negotiat: 
:ions and the activities of the new Bishops is evidenced from 
James Mel ville' s warnings to the Syno4 .Lauriston was present 
as Royal representative when Melvmlee's warning was read 
against submittins to another prorogation and promised to 
use his influence to see that the date was kept.Fife was now 
undoubtedly regarded as the hotbed of sedition.The Presbyt~y 
of Edinburgh no longer played a leading part in spite of tre 
efforts of Fife to force it to collaborate.Its leaders had 
gone over to the ~oderate party and having tasted the power 
that came from royal favour were unwilling to return to the 

( 1) shadow of power vrhi eh rested upon popular support "agin the 
government" .The rest who had played such prominent parts in 
tb.e past were either crushed by the Royal displeasure or 
were unwilling to offend in the knowledge that the citizens 
of Edinbursh of any substance would never pursue a policy 
likely to bring such retribution as that which they had ex: 
:perienced in 1596.The silence of the Edinburgh group through: 
:out the coming troubles is even more remarkable than their 
former rashness and vehemence.Only once since 1596 had an 
Assembly been held -in the Capital and then it sat within tbe 
Palace of Holyrood and under the control of the King.Edinburgh 
dreaded the renoval of the law courts and the Exchequer and 
would never again risk her prestige as capital.Fife therefore 
held the field. 

The General history of the disastrous meeting at 
Aberdeen is familiar but the actual sequence of events is not 
clear.Comfusion was a~parently deliberately intended by the 
Commission in the difference of date.If James Melville in 
April thought that it was 1st July and the date generally 
given for the South was the 5th it seems strange that the 
Kirk system of intercommunication did not somehow reveal the 
discrepancy. On June 7th a Parliament or Conventi--,n of Estates 
met in Edinbungh,according to Calderwood too frequent with 
the "opposition" i.e. the anti union party and as a result 
the Parliament was postponed on th~t d~y to November 26th 1605 
This opposition or rather its presence in such numbers may be 
inferred to be due to the local agitations of the ministry 
for the Kirk was doing its best to ~ake the defence of Kirk 
discipline the n e.tional issue. Had the Union Party eeen in a 
great majority and the Union project well advanced it seems 
probable that neither Parliament nor Assembly would have been 
prorogued. This expl~ins t.O.e ·belated efforts to prevent the 
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appointment of delegates at all. Thus the letter sent out by 
the Commission and the King .. rs Commissioner was dated 7th June 
the ·date of the proros:;ation of the Parliament ( 1) The Commission 
definitely stated that the King did not desire the Assembly to 
meet before the Parliament that is he had no tntention of 
permitting the Assembly to prejudice the decision of Parliament 
by vetoing the Union and the Commission seem to have appreciated 
the position. (2) In the case of Haddington which certainly re: 
:ceived the notice of prorogation the appointment of a delegate 
was sheer defiance both of commission and of the King.They 
nominated Walter Hay their commissioner and t;lloc~ted 40 merks. 
for his expenses .Hay evictently appreciated. the fact that his 
appointment was no sinecure and he solved his difficulties by not 
going at all inventing some frivolous excuses on the ground of 
non payment of his fees and l~ck of commission.Tbe Presbytery 
which had been educated in the Davidson and Gibson tradition 
was indignant that none of its members was among the persecuted 
19 although I1r Walter gimself had no desire for the martyr's 
crown.On 24th July when his ;erfidy was known they fo'Blnd that 

"his not ga.nging as be wa.s apointi t plain disobedience to the 
presbyter le as also find is his excuse ane plain ly 11 

( 3) 
The Fife contingent to the number of 4 were present on 

the 2nd July among the martyrs who took the protestation.The 
date of the Council's letter (20th June) proves that it was 
anticipated that in s~:oite of the letters of prorogation 
commissioners would attend,in fact Lauriston from his knowled~ 
of the Synod of Fife knew that a plan of deflance would be 
formulated.The 19 ministers who came on the 2nd July could not 
really have supposed that they represe:.ted the feeling of all 
Scotland and their appointment of the next Assembly for September 
was a defensive measure "<Yhich they probably recognized as im: 
fracticable.It was a gallant effort to prevent the entire con~ol 
~ 1)See Return of Na~es.p.547 
~2)The Pres. Recs.H'lddington.19th June.1605 The Commission of 

Assembly wrote to the Presbytery that the King had informed 
them that "befor the Parliament the samyn(Assembly) cannot be 
prom ...• quherof we thocht meit be thir presentj_s to meak you 
advertesit and to desyre y,ow to stay your commlssioneris from 
l{eiping of the sayct dyett Becaus it is his Majesties pleasou.r 
aganis qlk if we suld attempt we myt Irritat his Majestie and 
gife occasioun to sik ~uestiounes as we wald have eschewit Bot 
we culd not profeit ourselfis ony thing and thairfore we requeist 
yow to tak the continewatioun in gude part And assure yow we 
ar and salbe all ernest for ana assembly as ony in the Kirk 
or countrie salbe and sall to our utter power trawell for 
'Manteining o~ the libertie of our Kirk in. everie thing quherin 
we dout not but ze will schaw your selffis conformabill .We have 
heirin also sett doun the article direct be his majestie anen t 
the Generall Assembly we can nocht resolve in resDect of the 
bysines that is in both realmes befor the aproching parliament 
Bot theis bein~ endit we sall have occasioun to advyse and direct 
the maist e~pedient for the weil of the Kirk 7 Junii 1605 
Your brethren the Commissioners of the General Assembly 

('3)Ha·'ld.Recs. Lauristoun .M.P.Galloway. 



of the summons of Assembly falling into the hands of the 
King and Commlssioners whom they suspected of acquiescing 
in the exercise of the arbitrary DOWer. The small numbers 
who came at the later date (for thete were only 10) would 
indicate that the extremists were only really effective 
when they had had time to organize the Kirk propaganda in 
order to arouse the apathy whi eh passed for "moderateness". 
Spottiswood says that only 9 Presbyteries out of the 50 
existing were represented.(1)It was certainly a tenet of the 
Kirk that accorr!in~S to Biblical pre.cedent "wl).ere one or two 
were gathered together" there 'l_lso might the spirit of inspir: 
:ation be,but it was a dangerous principle to insist upon 
in face of the practical que.tion of what constituted a quorum. 

Haddington Presbytery although by the defection of 
Hay it had no representati vtt;present was informed by the 
Presbytery of Dalkeith of the protestation and discharge (2) 
and approved the whole proceedingA (17th July) and the zealot 
Presbyteries would certainly have held the Assembly appoin~d 
in September had not the Royal discharge of that meeting been 
proclaimed.Andrew Lang suggests the pr0blem of what would have 
occurred had James permitted the Assembly to "hold11 but summoned 
one of his own at the same time.It seems certain that the 
minority of the Fife and Lothian Zealots would not have secured 
the support of the general body of ministers and laymen. 

The Proclamation of dischar·ge(25th July. (3) indicated 
that while the King and Council felt themselves competent ~ 
deal with the insurrection of the ministry what they were 
anxious about was the amount of lay support which the minority 
might d~aw upon,for not only were Presbyteries and Sessions 
prohibited from sending commissioners but the restriction was 
extended to "noblemen, barons 

11
gentlemen,magistrates·, inhabitants 

of towns burghs and villages' The old acts against convocations 
were put into execution.Only th~ ordinary Chuech Courts were 
sanctioned and the laymen were instructed to report any 
seditious "approbation" of the Aberdeen proceedings to the 
Privy C~neil.(4) ' 
(1)Spottiswood.III.u.157 
(2)Haddington Records.17tb July 1605 The quhilk day compeirit 

Adam Coll commissi;ner from the Presbytery of Dalkeith and 
produced ane copy of the hail proces of the generall 
assembly haldin at Aberdeen the 2nd of July 1605 craving the 
said proces producit be rat.ifeit be the sayd presbyterie 
wt ane act therwpon .The Presbyterie ratifies and allowias 
all and haill the sayd proces. 

(3) P.C.F .• VII.p.101;see Petrie's account p.574;James Melville p.581 
(4) P.C.R.VII.p.113 8th August 1605 

Bruce was still regarded as the storm centre as his warding 
in Inverness indicates. It was known that be had enormous 
influence with the barons of Lothian and Fife and he certainly 
was one of the first to confuse the issues of Kirk discinline 
and Union. ~ 



(1)See c~Iderwood.p.293 quoting from James Melville. 

(2) James Melv1lle.p.582 



( 1 ) 

The General Commissi.:m of the Church therefore was the sole 
channel of intercommunication between Civil Power and K~k 
and the most galling fact from the point of view of the 
opposition was that these men had in the old days been the 
recognized group of leaders in the"free" church just as now 
they were the King s led horse.Had a sense of power been the 
guiding motive botH in their past and present conduct. 

Instances of the "Opposition" propaganda are frequently 
to be met with.Although the Synod of Fife 5th September 
drew up a lily of causes of a general fast there is evidence 
that these causes were known before the Synod met.Haddington 
on 2Rth August communicated the same causes to the Presb~tery 
of Edinburgh(which now had but a shadow of its former influen~ 
And this propaganda was almost certainly in the hands of a 
few agitators who were the same people who stirred up tre 
trouble in the Synods and Presbyteries.As the King knew 5 or 
6 of the "prophets" in a Synod carried the vote (if a vote 
was taken for the Synod of Fife strenuously advocated tre 
authority of the best)The vehement rebukes of the Melvilles 
upon the moderates and the indifferent were as foreeful as 
the threatened but distant punishment of the civil arm.The 
Kirk in fact from its experience of the civil administation 
had co~e to desnise statute and it needed the most extreme 
measures to convinve them that the King would not tolerate 
impunity when his prerogative was infringed however sl·1.ck 
might be the execution of justice. This propaganda for 
"concurrance is exemplified from the Haddington Records. 
On 11th September a delegate a.:ppe3.red in the name of the 
Synod of Fife"making mentioun of t'le necessitie of ane Generall 
Assembly sutinr; and desyring our advyse and consent to the 
prorogatioun of the day of the Generall Assembly to the 1st 
Tuesday of May 1606 craving also our concurrance to send 
a.ne humbill supplicatioun tJ his Majestie to grant that ather 
we might have ane Generall Assembly sooner or at leist on the 
forsayd day apointit"The Pres"oytery of Haddington hea.rtU y 
agreed and suggested th8.t instead of the supplication being 
drawn up in the n~~e of the Synod of Fife only that it Should 
be represented as comin~ from the "Haill Kirk of Scotland".(2) 
Unless the Synod delegates approached every individual Pres: 
:bytery what warrant had a group from Lothian and Fife for 
supposing that they represented the general feelin3 of the 
Kirk.It was simply another form of the group system which had 
milit~ted so much alread a~ainst the General Assembl as the 
~1)Pres.Recs.Haddington.28th August and eptember th 05 
t2)Ibid.IIth Sept.1605 They also added a proviso "craving 

this claus to be insert wt .in the supplicatioun That seing 
we understand his Ma.jestie hes bein abusit in respect no 
sute hes beine delyverit(as ane letter direct from his 
Maje.stie bearis)cra.ving ane genera.ll assembly quheras the 
Sinod of Lowthiane and tweddell convenit at Tranent ~rect 
ane letter to his Matie craving maist humlie ane Assanblie 
and send to his Jllajestie be Mr Jhon Snottiswood~ This must 
have been a measure of which the Pres:Recs bear no trace 



t~~e expression of the public opinion of Scotland. This 
petition whether or not the expression of the "haill Kirk 
of Scotland" was in any case never presented.PerP,aps the 
experience of Lothian Wi tb. Spottiswood o;)ened the eyes of 
the Fife group to the hoplessness of breaking through the 
guard of the"Commission"~ It was recognized however that 
whatever punitive measures were-used to overthrow the 
recalcitrant before the Privy Council,and however successful 
these mi~ht be,the dangers of the local influence of the 
ministers upon the barons and the commons were not to be 
overlooked.There was a dread of a popular revolt such as did 
occur in 1638 but-rt was hoped that the interest of the barons 
as an Estate in Parliament for political and econ~mic grounds 
would induce them to support the Royal policy.The King felt 
that the extremists ~ a minority and that ready payment of 
stipend woul·:l 'be a strong inducement to the "indifferent" to 
desert their party.This explains the letter of the Privy Counc11 
distributed amongst the Presbyteries stating that although the 
extremists were bein~ proceeded the general body of ministers 
would be supported in their authority by the Civil Power so 
that no Papists ami evil doers might expect impunity. Even int. 
the Synod of Fife there was no absolute unanimity and the 
Royal letters showed it was realized that had the feeling 
of Scotland been general it would have found more adequate 
expression than the protest of a small group of ministers. 
The counter propagan1.a of the Civil Power was as effective in 
many districts as that of the zealots. And fears as to the 
General question of the Assembly were somewhat allayed by the 
proclamation of an Assembly for July in Dundee(although no 
year was given)(P.C.R.VII.p.127)But the proclamation definitely 
asserted the claim of the Estates to a supreme place in the 
Government o~ the Country.Under no circumstances would the 
King admit that the Assembly had wider tlaims than any other 
separ9.te meetin; of an Estate.He promised indeed that there 
should be no sudden change either in civil or ecclesiastical 
government without the consent of the Estates and "the wisest 
and best sort of them whom it most properly concerneth" but 
it was suspected that these might not be equivalent to a 
General Assembly.Together the "wiser" sort of Spottiswoode's 
description and the"best" sort as represented by Melville 
may have composed the Universal Kirk but it was unwise for 
either party to claim that they "~nd they alone represented 
the true feel~~goof the Scottish Kirk and Country.Ne~ther 
would. ad.mi t that theGeneral Assembly was as much ridden by the 
party system as the Parliament.The minority in any case woULd 
be persecuted as did happen in the"Troubles 11 4Q years later. 
Protesters and Resolutioners would never admit even as a 
hypothesis that their party might be "mistaken" even on a 
question which after ail was only one of political expedierny. 
That the zealots or the"best" did not as yet represent the 
full current of national opinion is only too evident from the 
ease with which the agitation was suppressed.The Royal Party 
undoubtedly was strengthened b~r the outburst of loyalty which 



followed upon the Gunpowder Plot .The sugges:t-ion that as a 
thanksgivin~ the warded ministers should be liberated was 
nor welcomed for the King held that if the Papists sought his 
life the mi~istry sought his Crown.(1) Although several had (2) 
submitted the majority of the warded ministers would not admit 
any fault for they held that i! any attack was to be made upcn 
thelb t.he Synods and Presbyteries who had cc-Jmmissioned them 
were responsible and not they themselves as individuals.But 
the Royal policy had always been to prosecute individuals 
rather than raise constitutional questions on general topics. 
e.g. the discharge of the Commission of Assembly in 1596 was 
not against that body as a whole but againsj individual ministers 
who were named. In point of fact that position had several 
pe>ints in common with the situation of that fateful December. 
The great numbers which attended the trial in January of the 
6 ministers warded in B~ackness,resulted in conferences in 
Linlithgow which were reminiscent of -the Kirk dealings with the 
Octavians.The numbers of ministers present were as great as 
those normally present inan Assembly.At one party meeting of 
the extremists led by the Melvilles and the Fife zealots with 
one or two of the Edinburgh Presbytery there were present 
over 40 ministers who entered into negotiations with the Council 

(3)in an attempt to arrive at a compromise which would commit neith•r 
but without effect and the tria1 for treason continued.They 
were convicted but no sentence was passed.The assise itself 
contained lairds who at one time had been tried friends of tm 
Church. ( 4) although Melville considered that some of them were 
but mean men. While the ministers were still awaiting sentence 
the King produced his 5 Propoaitions which he intended should 
be discussed in a manner which should prevent in some measure 
the f8.vourite method ~f Kink propaganda.Each Synod was appointed 
to convene on tbe 25th February 1606 and thus each would have 
to consider the questions on their own merits without waiting 
for a lead from the prophets df'F:l:fe who practically in the 
previous years had determined the opposition policy. The articles 
had various forms. The plan was carried out through the medium 
of Pat rick Galloway the moderator of the 1602 Assembly and hence 
the president of the Commission of the Kirk.G·:tlloway wrote to 
the Moderators of Synods submitting these proposals. 

On 5th February 16;6 the Presbytery of Haddington 
considered the matter.On that day Mr. George Ramsa~ the mode~tor 
of the last Synod of Lothian 11 being present producit the letta- of 
reqwest writtin to him be Mr Patrik Gallo~~ra des rin. the 

See t e Records of add.ingt.e>n. 3t November o05.C.VI.p.3 
2)P.C.R.VII.p.128 Oct.3 1605 

(3)C.VI.p.376.They would pass from their declinator if the 
C·)uncil would cancell their act declaring themselves judges 
in all c1.uses spiritual and t-emporal. 

(4)Hume of Northberwick Hume of Booxmouth,Carden,Keir,Dunipace, 
Sauchie,iJark Swinton,Craigiehall,Hume of Deans,Hume of Johl s: 
:cleuch,Pantoun,Westquarter,Caridden,Hume of Renton,Hume of 
Polwart.Note the lar~e number of Humes who had never been 
friendly to the Kirk s pretensions owing the the persecution 
of the head of the House. 



brethren to convene in the provinciall assemblie the 25 of 
Fehruar instant in Edr.and that in respect of the Kings 
Majesties reqweist direct in writt t~ the said Mr. Patrick 
The Bretqren desyrit the said Mr. George to deall with the 
said Mr Patrik for a sight of his Majesties letters for tber 
warrant in the said matter and promisit upon his adverteis: 
: ment to kelp the tyme and place foirsaid. 11 

( 1) In point of 
fact althou~h we can see that at first the Presbytery of 
Haddington was vitally interested in the fate of the wardei 
ministers,national interests soon gave place to alarm at 
local scandals of the ministry especially that of Walter 
Hay,and with the definite condemnation of the ministers 
apathy once more set in to such a degree indeed that the 

"multitude of absentees" had frequently to be remarked upon 
and the fines for punishment were reenacted without effect. 
This must mean that ministers were afraid of being dragged 
unwillingly into the troubles and that those who were neunral 
simply did not attend meetings of Presbytery which might 
involve contro~ersy. 

A R~yal Com~i3sioner was present in aach Synod 
when t. he King ~ ar+,icles came to be considered. He was feeling 
his way towards a voluntary acceptance of Episcopacy which 
he intended in any case to force upon the Scottish Church.(2) 
The fact that Melville's advice had such influence in the 

1 
decisions of the Syno0 of Fife indicated that the King's 
attem:)t to control propaganda was useless. In almost every 
case the articles in whatever form produced were rejected 
absolutely by the Synods or were referred for decision to 
the next Assembly.That this opposition propaganda was the 
work of a small group was fully understood by the King,and 
by the stratagem of drawing them to London he hoped to con: 
.rtrol the opposition of this clique as he now controlled 
the earlier Lindsay-Galloway clique.(3)The condemnation 
of the French and Dutch Churches in London which had been 
the recipients of a good deal of chartty from the Scottish 
Kirk had a wide inflmence in alienating the popular support 
from the extremists.Without the leading eight it was anticipaed 
that anf national demonstration would be prevented.The dec&sion 
which the eight had to make was a momentous one and sagnificant: 
:1 before the re ared to o the resolved to await u on 
1 Haddington.Pres. Recs.Feb.5th 1 06. 

(2)As proposed in Fife the questions pr9posed that nothing be 
altered in acts of Assemblies in which the King had been 
present;that the jurisdiction of bishops over ministers 
be restored;that the commissioners of AssembJy be perm3lently 
appointed and that they be a court from which there was no 
appeal; that the Kin~ be recognized as the Head of the Kirl<: 
and that from his authority only came the authority of 
Kirk Conventions.(James. Melvilie.p.627) Less stringent 
proposals were presented to the Synod of Merse where a 
kind of modified Episcopacy was suggested.(C.n.p.392) 

(3)The Melvilles Balfour(Edinburgh) Scot(Fife) Carmichael(Fife) 
Wallace(Tranent) Colt (Dalkeith) Watson(Edinburgh)i.e. all 
of the Lothian and Fife group. 
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the Parliament which at last was to meet in July. ( 1) It was 
known that the establishment of Episcopacy was to be atterrp ted 
and the attitude of the Kirk showed an organized effort to 
prevent this consummation.How was it to ~e done.At the la~ 
Convention of Est~es in the preceding June while the question 
-:-,f Union ?ras still at its height the Court had been alarmed 
at the presence of so m"lny "opposition" gentl:emen.Did the 
V.irkmen hope for an alliance with the Laird class in the 
manner of 1560 or were they simply acting as a separate estate 
whiuh might advise and direct the vote of those who were 
allegedly their represenetatives in Parliament.The Parliament 
was an important one both from the point of view of the 
Civil constitution and from the ecclesiastical standpoint. 
It had held a meeting in June of the previous year but had 
been prorogued and the June meeting. had become a Conventicn 
of Estates.Prorogued again from November 26 1605 to January 
14th and again to March 20 it was fixed for July 1st in Edin: 
:'burgh.In preparation for this there was t'tie usual concourse 
of Estates a few days before that date.Unexpectedly it was 
altered to Perth,according to James Melville on the ground 
that the influence of the ministers and their sup;orters in 
Edinburgh was feared.In the former times it had bean customary 
for the .Assembly to meet two or three days in Uvance of the 
Parlia.rnent, (as dic'l. the Burghs and a)parently the barons) to 
prepare business which might pass into statute for presentation 
to the Lords Articles.An Assembly was novr impossible but a 
good substitute was provided,which owed its existence almoot 
certainly to the organizing power of the Fife group.Many 
Presbyteries sent representatives to a convention before the 
Parliament.In 1591 the warning had been sent out by the 
Commissioners of Assembly themselves for a somewhat similar 
convention to advise them on the question of vote in Parlia: 
:ment,but in this instance it must have been an entirely 
unofficial meeting organized by the external group.The Bishops 
who were members of the Commission of Assembly in fact 
attempted to have the convention discharged by the Council. 
The Council probably influenced by Seton who had no love for 
Bishops refused to interfere and the extraordinary convention 
rem"l.ined insisting upon advising and controlling the commission 
of Assembly V!hich still retained the sole power of communic: 
:ating with Parliament and the Articles on Kirk affairs.It was 
known that the ancient nobility were prejudiced against tte 
formal establishment of Episcopacy and much might be hoped 
for from the barons if ~ could be WDn~back to their old ~ 
allegiance .A great deal therefore de.:;;·endecl upon the choice of 
the Articles,but the King introduced an innovation in their 
appointment.He submitted a list of persons whom he said were 
most familiar with his views on the Union,and the Estates 

(2)avcepted his nominees.As a result therefore the friends of 
(1)A.P.S.IV.p.277; Ret.of Names.p.547 
(2)Rait.p.~69; The Articles were a~·pointed 3rd July. 



the ministry ·were excluc1ect .As the Kirk had expected 11nion 
and Episcopacy were made one and. the same issue. What there 
tor~ was the position of the Commission of Assembly.Techn1c: 
:ally they has sole right to deal with Parliament,but already 
several of their number were Bishops in Parliament and 
ezerc1aed Parliamentary vote.Six of them were indeed memb~s 
of the Committee of the. Articles along with two titular abbots. 
Now this extraordinary convention hadappeared insisting upon 
making its opinions known by all means possible and the 
commission of Assembly had to accept it as an advisory body 
for it claimed to be representative of the majority of 
Presbyteries. Whatever petitions or protestations were agrEed 
u~on could only be communicated to the Par~iament through 
the "General Vommission" .The Convention seemed to be prepared 
for almost all emergencies. The method followed was this. 
The Commission of Assembly hearing that already the Articles 
were ;reating of the erection of the formal bishoprics 
attempted to make their opinions heard before the CommittEe. 
This was definitely refused and the claim of persons who 
were not members of Parliament to be present at these private 
d8l1berations was repudiated.The Commission of Assembly instr: 
:ucted by the Kirk Convention was prepared for this.A formal 
"protestation" had been drawn up some time previously by 
Patrick Simson;this,revised by the Convention,was entrust~ 
to the Commission to be formall presented in writing to the 
Articles.But this also the Cgancellor(Seton) was prepared 
for and refused to accept 1t.This document was a remarkable 
production.Amid a great deal of the usual Scriptural turgidity 
their argument was clear.Although the Kirk had accepted vote 
in Parliament for those appointed to prelacies,the incumbents 
had been made subject to a formidable li4t of caveats,and 
only on the approval of the Assembly should the voter s 
commission be renewed. Episcopacy was particul'3.rly guarded 
against by the provision that the government and discipline 
of the Kirk shou~d remain unaffeeted by the appointment ~ 
these voters,who it had been agreed should not be called 
Bishops but merely commissioners of the Kirk.The whole spirit 
of the appointment had been violated and the commissioners 
of Presbyteries protested solemnly against the formal ratif: 
:!cation of the esta"lisbment of Bishops by :oarliament. 
Skilfully enough the old appeal to the feudal nobility was 
made.The appointment of the Bishbps must derogate from the 
authority of the Lords for they were entitled to precede the 
la5flllen~.in the "Riding" .But appeal to a nominated body such as 
the Articles had proved to be was of little effect.The 
Protestation therefore although drawn up by a member of the 
General Commission and signed by 42 kirkmen was not even 
considered by the Articles. In spite of their assured position 
the General Commission in the presence of the commissioners 
from Presbyteries were compelled to carry out their wishes. 
It is evident that the Commision as a body had not yet made 
up its mind as to the issues at stake should Episcopacy be 
formally established.The Melvilles had attained their ol4 



{,£() 

ascendancy durin~ the crisis but the old ruling group had 
been divided for ever since the appointment of the first 
Bishop. 

Rejected by the Articles the protestation was taken to 
the meetings of the separate Estates as they sat discussing 
their own business until the report of the Lords Articles 
should be ready.Two delegates from the Convention were app: 
:ointed to communicate the protestation to each Estate as well 
as to individual noblemen.Each Estate considered it favourably 
but their delegates on the Articles did not carry out their 
constituents recommendations,for they had been specially 
nominated by the King to execute his business.Such represent: 
:ations as the Estaes did make to-r-he Articles had no influenee 
upon policy. The only method left whereby the Kirk mi~ht hope 
to influence the vote in P~rliament was by public protest 
in"open 11 Parliament on the fihal riding day wefore the ultimate 
vote of the whole body was taken.(1) This final session was not 
to take place until 9th July.In the interval therefore the 
Kirk Convention continued its meetin~s just as if it were a 
fJrmal Estate of Parliament. 

The sermons during the time of Parliament before the 
Estates and tn the pulpits of Perth reflected the politics of 
the day .Galloway 0.,1 thougha courtier insisted in sermon that 
'llthoush the Bishops might be Lords in Parliament they would 
be given no preeminence in the Kirk and the caveats would 
prevent corruption,but the opposition was ready with proofs 
to show th~t these caveats had been habitually broken.The 
Commission of Assemblywas compelled to appe~r in the Kirk 
Convention af representatives to hear the arguments, b1lt in 
view of the immediate approa.cl). of the Assembly referred these 
matters to its jurisdiction. (2) It was insisted howver that te 
Commission should at least attempt to have these C9.Veats insert: 
:ed as an integral ~art of any act made in favour of Bishops 
and even some of the Bishops i.e. those nor appointed members 
of the Articles asreed.The Commission therefore once more 
petitioned the Articles but once more wit'hout effect.The oril y 
resort w~s the protest in public Parliament and this in itself 
was of doubtful legality.Nevertheless it was attempted and 
achieved by .Abdrew Melville who with a complete disregard for 
the order of the President of Parliament delivered his mind 
on the point,wit':lout however making the least impression upon 
the final vote.By whs.t claim did Melville protest in the name 
of the Ki~k.He was not a member of the official Cownission,and 
the body from whi eh hihs commission, if he had one, was drawn 
had no authentic position in the Kirk or3anization.It had been 
c~lled nemt':ler ~ Co~~ission nor King and was certainly not 
a General Assembly.If the numbers who signed the Protestation 
repr<ssented thr tot9.l personnel the convention in spite of t~ 
Ja.mes Mel Ville s cl!lims on its behalf could not have been 
represent 'lti ve of all Presb teri as, and misht Just as readily 

1)C.VI.p.492.Rait.p.401 see Spottiswood.III.p.176 Rait.p.336 
(2)Immed-:iately on the conclusion of the Parliament the Assemb:W 

was nostooned fo~ another year. 
(3)They numbere~ 4~. 



have been a party meet1n5 as a national ecclesiastical 
assembly.The fateful acts therefore restorins formally the 
Estate of Bishops and rescino.ing the act of Annexation~ca.p 2) 
the formal declaration of the Royal Prerogative(cap.1) 
th~ erection of the 17 temporal lordships from the sreat 
benefices,all implied that the Kirk wqs no longer to control 
the vote of those who we:ee allegedly tts official representatives 
in Parl1a~ent.The new Bishops now restored to the Kirk revenues 
were the King's creatures .The position was the logical result 
:)f the act of 1597 9.n'1 not all the arguments printed and preached 
by the minority could avail against the··statltte 'hie'\) ms.de no 
attempt to include the C9.Veats of 1600. The ing s interest was 
in the restoration of what was for him the most tmportant 
Estate both from the point of view of taxation and for purposes 
of control of Parliament.(cf Rait.p.369) What was the financial 
position of the ministers'? By the act establishing bishops the 
revenues were restored and payment of their thirds direct to tbe 
Lords Modifiers discharged.Nevertheless they were responsible 
for the orovis1on of the ministry within the::.:~' bounds of · the 
benefices from which they drew their rents,from the readiest 
thirds in the proportion defined in the ordinary assignations. 
In uoint of fact therefore what would hauuen was that the old 
stipends of assignation would continue although the ministers 
might hope for more lenient treatment and readier payment froo 
those who h9.d once been thetr fellow ministers.(1) The stiperds 
of the min1sters were studiously considered in the acts erectin.g 
the temporal lordships and in several cases the exact amomnt due 
was embodied in the actual erecting act.The King received his 
annual duty from the Lords of Erection and the Kirk also received 
her quota.It was still in principle the same as the agreement 
of the 11Thirds 11 except that b.he Tempor,q,l Lord had taken the place 
of the"auld uossessor". 

· The '~~~{elvinians knew that the old Nobility viewed 
with distrust the·ap:pointment of Bishops whose place in Parlia: 
:ment was by the constitution more honourable than that of the 
E~rls but the temuor~ lordshins w~re a bribe which carried 
the bargain through.The argumen:bs therefore skilfully advancEd 
that the appointment of Bishops was contrary to the honour of 
the Estates of Parliament and especially to the Nobility did 
not at this time carry the weight that had been hoped,2)The new 
men it was true received a large patt of the spoils but the 
cupidity of the noblemen prevented any union with a Kirk policy 
which ~~s sure to alienate the King in whoae~;hand the gift remal.ned 
As ever the Kirk appeal was to hereditary feudal right,and m 
the ancient standing of the other Estates of Parliament.Yet the 
barons had been members of Parliament for barely twenty years 
(1)See.,A.P.S.TV.p.277 et seq. The taxation for relief of the 

King s debts was the price paid by the bishoprics for theF 
re3toratlon.Ralt.p.493; Connell on Tithes.p.109,110 

(2)See Calderwood.VI.p.530 The 11 Bisho-;;s had given offence 
alre,1.dy by ·insisting at the final riding on 9t.h July upon 
their precedence in procesaion.iv1d.p.494 Thus the Bishoos 
rode as an Estate before their formal position had been discus~ 
and at the 2nd_ rit'Un'3 quarreled with the nobles before · 
apparently the final full vote had been ~~k~n 



These arguments so carefully prepared b~th by the Convention 
of the Kirk led bp Melville,and by the imprisoned ministers 
in Blackness together W1 th the various supplications may 
never have reached P~rliament at all for it was only through 
the Commission of Assembly that such representations could 
be ma.de.They may have been accepted and lai4 upon the table 
for the Articles discussion but they obviously had no effect 
upon the course of eRents.They may have been produaed once 
more in the separate meetings ~~ Estates which were inclined 
to favoub the ministers cause but were unable to-eiercise 
control over their own representatives on the Articles.Andrew 
Melville probablJ recapitualted the argmments in his defiant 
speeen:.1il\ Parliament, but their elaborate construction was of 
little value unless tor purposes of propaganda.It is probable 
that written or printed copies of the salient points were taken 
home by those ministers who were present 

Once more the postponement of the Assembly fixed 1b r 
July until the f~llowing May awakened the old alarm and the ol4 
defiance.But the removal of the 8 mtnisters to London prevented 
active propaganda.They went as individuals not as representatives 
of their Presbyteries,but whether the warlike Melvilles would 
have preferred that the Kirk should resolutely forbid them 
to go is not clear.They undoubtedly expected greater unrest 
at their departure than actual~y took place,but in point of 
fact in the beginning the conference was little different from 
many in which they had taken part in the past.The King,some 
of the Scpttish Privy Council and 7 commissioners of Assembly 

(1)simply discussed the points at issue in the matter of the 1605 
Assembly in a judiei_al manner with the 8 leaders of the 
opposition.The point upon which they were least assured was 
the attitude of th 1se Presbyteri·JS who althogh they did receive 
the Commissioners letter of prorogation defiantly sent 
delegates to Aberdeen.For those Presbyteries who had not been 
advertised directly there was excuse but for bodies such as 
Fife and Haddington there was none.By what right did they judge 
that there were weightier reasons for holding the Assembly than 
against it.In point of fact the Presbytery of Edinburgh when 
it virtually carried out the function of a Commission of Assembly 
had never met With such opposition even although it had none 
of the formal powers of the present General Commissioners. 

Compromise was in the air but a calm and ~easoned 
policy was hardly possible while Andrew Melville was presen~ 
He had at last received an opportunity for expressing his 
views which his enforced absence from Assemblies since the 

(2).niversity Visitation had for long prevented.The joint attitude 
of the 8 ministers inferred the absolute equality of Assembly 
in ecclesiastical affairs with the authority of Parliament !n 
Civil affairs.Melville even produced the Parliamentary system 
(1) C.VI.p.568 (2)James Melville.p.659 

The Presbyteries of St.Andrwws and Edinburgh are now blank 
for a long period.Haddington contains little refernce to 
these agitatlons,save to make arrangements for ~he supply 
?~e~~:l~g~6s 1 g6~ye at Tranent durins his absence in London 



of"continuation" as a e;roun~ for the validity of the 
the Aberdeen·Assembly in spite of the smallness of the 
membership. "Cunt.inuation requireth not full conventions" 
Eut it was useless now to insist upon the equal authority 
of Assemoly.The rival of Parliament had receded from tbat 
position when it accepted vote in Parliament as one of the 
Estates. The old Kirk policy of attempting to create a party 
among the Scottish Nobility in London was not successful 

(1)and all partles repudiated the insolence of the elder MelviUe 
Certainly his policy was not calculated to induce 

the King to leniency to the imprisoned 14 ministers,and 
the':.formal complaints laid oefore the King in November 
showed that they realized. the dangers which their absence 
from Scotl~nd at this time might hasten.The King knew as 
well as they that with the leaders of the opposition detain: 
:ed in England the remnants of the party would have no 
organized propaganda to counteract his schemes wh' eh were 
alreacty bein3 formulated for the Linlithgow Conve'!tion {l) 
James had his own metho~s of propaganda and his proclam~ions 
against the Papists were intended to indicate that what: 
:ever oi~ht l)e the petty quarrels over the details of Kirk 
Government,the Government was united against the enemy of 
Protestantism(j)Leadership in Kirk affairs was now as much 
the King's prerogative as it had once been the prerogative 
of the Fife and Lothian Group.The Commission of Assembly 
was a cipher.The full body of 27 seldom if ever met.The :eeal 
power such as it was apart from the King,lay with the Bishop 
members now 11 in number.Men like Simson of Stirling who 
supported the Opposition simply did not attend the meetings 
of Commission,for it was the King and the Btshops who gave 
notice of meetings. The tendency to·'.'9..rds oldlgarchy implicit 
in the Assembly had oeen used with fatal effect by the 
King.The caoinet of the Kirk had oecome the ecclesiastical 
part of the King's Privy Council.By controllin,c; the Coum il 
-one of the noticeable features of J1mes rule after 1603-
tbe official leaders of the Kirk were also contr~lled. 
The opposition itself depended for its organization upon 
groups and the leaders of these groups had been caught in 
the ;rap prepared for them.(4) · 
( 1)C.VI.p.589;Spottiswood.III.p.183 C.VI.p.597 
(2)C.VI. ··.593 The commission of Assemoly and particularlj 

the Bishops were accused of duplicity in the sending out 
of the letters regard.ing the summoning and then the 
prorogation of the 1605 Assembly.Some Presbyteries c~ti~ 
may not have knovm of the postponement but the majority 
of the members knew they were defying authority. 

(3)P.C.R.VII.p.257; 259 30th September 1~06 
(4)They were W9..rded on 30th November thus preventing any 

desperate attempt to interfere in the Linlithgow con~erence 



The meeting arranged at Linlithgow was alleged.ly purely 
a conference on the lines of that of October 1604 at Perth 
for the purpose of clearing up the difficulties.But while 
the precedents of 1596-7 and 1597-98 were fJllowed in tbe 
theory ofconsultation between lay convention and Kirk 
Convention there was no suggestion that the Kirk meeting 
was a General Assembly any more than that the convention 
of nobility was a representative Convention of Estates. 
There were plenty of precedents for the Royal nomination 
of those whose advice he desired.The Assembly itself had 
declared that when the King summoned a minister for advice 
he must go.The Conference of November 1599 had been composed 
of leaders of the dissatisfied parties who had a9parentJy 
been nominated by the King.Suspicions were still farther 
allayed by the fact that the Assembly proclaimed for May 
1607 had not been cancelled(1)Some Presbyteries according 
to Calderwood were not warned at all while others of the 
moderate opinion had 5 or 6 representatives present. 
Haddington Records give a glimpse of how the proposal was 
received.On 3rd December 1606 a letter was received from 
the King "touching the sending of Mr James Carmichael 
David Ogill and James Reid to the meeting and conventioun of 
the nobilitie at Linlithquho the 10 of this instant'1 ThEre 
was evidently grave doubt in the Presbytery.Ogill ~nd Reid 
···ere certainly not men of great character but Carmiob.ael 
had proved his worth in many commissions e.g. 1588 and 1593 
Another meeting was appointed on 8th December to resolve 
upon an answer to the Royal letter.The r·,sult was e. limited 
commission. "We the Presbyterie of Hadingtoun understanding 
that our brethren (named) are tb repair at his hienes cc 
command upon the 10th of this instant to ane meting of the 
nobilitie at Linlithquho and considering guod omnes tang!1 
debet ab omnibus cuaa:ri et quod culpa non eareat qui rei 
se miscet ad se non pertinenti Be thir presentis dischargis 
the said brethrein to vote conclude or determine of onie 
thing the decsisioun quherof pertenis to ane Generall 
Assemblie and commandis thame in our name wt all humilitie 
to requeist the nobilitie thaiP convenit to· bw suteris to 
his Majestie that ~ne frie Generall Assemblie may be con: 
:vocat as the only reneid of all these evills mentioned 
in his hienes letter" The Royal letter as produced in tbe 
Presbytery of Dunfermline is preserved. by C'llderwood. The 
comp~sition of the meeting w~s definitely stated to be a 
conference of council nobility and ministry for the purpose 
of inity against Papists non communican;s etc.(For consider: 
: ation of the personnel see Chapter I )Besides the 130 ministers 
deaegates from Presbyteries there were others with no 
commission.The King had complained in his "frivolous interr: 
:ogatories"about the presence of the non commissioned but 
in this instance their presence was a mistake for it ga~ the 
meeting the appearance of a General Assembly.In his comput: 
:ation Calderwood could not have included the Commission 

(1)P.C.R.VII.p.218 



of Assembly who were certain to be present along with the 
Bishops.The Kin~ havin~ realized the success of his plan 
of controllin~ the appointment of the Articles in PaY·liamen t. 
continued the process in the Kirk meeting.The moderator 
was chosen from a leet sent down by the King and although 
he would seem to have nominated the Pr'vy Conference there 
could be little doubt that those whom he chose would be accept: 
:able to bts Majesty.Probably they consisted of the majoritu 
of the "General Commission11 .Certainly the Parliamentary model 
was, followed in the gradual aDproximation of the Conference 
with the Articles in constitution.As the Articles had come 
to be almost synonymous with the Privy Council it was the King's 
object to make the Privy Conference synonymous with the 
ruling Commission of the Kirk.The conference considered all 
the real business and until its decisions were known the 
Assembiy (onsratber convention)did little business of value. 

The harnessin5 of the Assembly to Court Politics was 
skilfully accompliahed by using the zeal against Papists to 
insinuate the Episcopal hierarchy.Against Papists the meeting 
founds coura~e to attack the negligence of the Bishops and 
Commissioners(~U.K.p.1024)and for information of the Privy 
Council an agent was appointed in each Presbytery to report 
the names and acrivities of all suspects.This agent it was 
agreed should ex officio be Constant Moderator. of,the Presbyaery 
with a pension of £100 Scots paid out of the King s patrimony 
b7o~he Treasurer.If there was a Bishop in the Presbytery he 
was to do the work both of agent and moderator without addition~ 
stipend .Thus Bishops and Constant Moderators wel"e inaeparal:i y 
associated and the acts as finally(and eorruptly)produced 
extended the principle to include Bishops as constant moderators 
of Synods.It was Patrick Galloway with something of his Canner 
zeal who took it upon him in the absence of the Melville group 
to point out the dangers arising from the system to the con: 
:stitution of the Kirk(See Charyter 1) 

Thus on the ol4 score of Papists the King bad used 
the Protestant zeal for his own purposes.The second burning 
question was the provision of the ministry still in spite of 
all efforts at Constant Platts provided from the Tbirds.The 
late Acts of Parliament as we have seen had altered the position 
with regard to Bishops and Abbey Kirksof the erections. The 
whole problem of rearrangement was given over to the Lords 
Mo4ifiers and the new permanent staff of the Kirk i.e. Bishops 
Moderators and Commission of Assembly were the agents for 
obtaining decrees from the courts compelling noblemen to pay 
adequate provision.The wb)le aim was to make Bishops and 
Moderators bndispensable.With such a permanent body in existence 
the formal Commission of Assembl~ would have a very restricted 
power but it bad served the King s ~rpose well enough and 
a large number of its members were now among the Bishops 
themselves. The old idea of the Constant Platt in its connootion 



(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

with Parliamentary representation persisted.The scheme of 
1596 had suggested Parliamentary representation for each 
Presbytery.The problem was now to be so1ved by the attend: 
:ance of the constant moderators as·members of Parliame~ 
for the Kirk,subject to the censure of the Spnods,just 
as Bishops should, be subject· to the censure of the Assembly. 
The scheme of 1596 had met with the approval even of persons 
like James Melville and was a plausible one.One of the 
suggested plans had been that the voter in Parliament 
should be the nominee of the Presbytery.The only difference 
was that his position was to be permanent and on this point 
of duration the Kirk had been of divided opinion.If the 
moderator did bevome the voter in Parliament it was certainly 
a solution of the difficulty.The principle would have been 
better had the elective Moderato~ been granted the power 
but James was not in favou• of the representative principle 
being applied to the Ecclesiastical Estate as he had now 
reorganized. 1t.(B.U.K.:p.10~9) In point of tact it was doubtful. 
whether bhe system was meant to apply to all moderators of 
Presbyteries or whether only those Bishops who were modaratoB 
of their own Presbytertes were intended.The elaborate"caution~ 
set upon the Constant Moderators to restrict their power 
as far as possible within the limits of the free constitution 
of the Kirk were admirable but if as little re5arded as the 
notorious "caveats" of 1600 would be worse than useless and 
instead of being a free and elective institution the Kiik 
would become a nJ.rrow ring of permanent officials over whom 
the main b8dy would have little control.The enormous power of 
the Privy onference which suggested all the business includirg 
the list of these Agent Moderators indicated only too clearly 
that the Constitution of the Kirk was already too closely 
approximating to the constitution and methods of deliberation 
of the Parliament.Nevertheless some element of choice was 
left to the individual Presbyteries if an obviously more 
suiyable person was to be found than the nominee of the 
Convention. Thus a nominated conference called by the King 
without in the majority of oa.aeasauthority to commit the:.:~ 
Presbyteries to anything,e~mposed of pelegates with only 
limited commissions to deliberate and advise and not to vote 
assumed the full powers of a General Assembly and accepted 
a. nolic which altered the constitution of the Kirk. 

1 See.Calderwood.VI.p. 13 he terms are ambiguous. 
(2~See the formal Act.C.VI~p.613 et seqLTh~ caxeats applied 

to Bishops were apparen~ly eXtended uo the Moderato~s 
(see.Caution2) 

(3)The Privy Conference while in session did not however 
preclude the meetin5 of the Assembly and although the 
Main business seems to have been passed by the main body 
in the last sessions on the model. of the Parliament, the 
Privy Conference seems to have reported daily to the 
Sessions of the Assembly.It was not till_ 1618 that tbe 
parallel was absolutely complete. 



The methods used to enforce the system were equg,lly unscrup: 
:ulous.Royal represantati ves atten1ed all Py·esbyteries in 
which Oyposition was probable a~d threats of complete d~schar~ 
of Presbyteries were used in addition to that of horning.Only 
Edinbur~h was vouchsa!ed information as to the actual tenor 
of th.:; act .The acpi t"tl Preabytery was still regarded as the 
model for the others althou~h the opposition of the old zealo~ 
of its number was but a shadow of its former-,independence. 
It accepted the moder9.tor until the next Assembly only which 
had been ~1 t ere~- at the L · nli t ~ow meeting to July, and in July 
his office should expire. In so~e Presbyteries the royal 
representatives sm_;.3ested that" Constant Moder~:ttors 11 shoillld 
be only of the same duration as the office of Agent against 
Papists which was obvi::)Usly a temporary measure .But persuasion 
wg,s not effective. The --r1ajority of the Presbyteries refus3d 
or delayed accept"tnce and the result was the act of Council 
17th January 16oft which put the vague threat of horning to 
act~1al practice{P. C .R. VII. p.~97}312 etc).Union and Episcopoo y 
were inseyarable in the King s view; even the intrepid 8 in 
London were sounded on the question. 

At almost all meetings of- Presbyteries and Syndl s 
Royal Commissioners were present to overawe the opposition. 
e.~. Lothian Synod,Presbyteries of Perth Dunfermline etc.In 
Lothian three Presbyteries acceyted with reluctance in a 

:orm/ mollified jthese innovations, but Peebles Haddington and Dun bar 
had refused until the formal act was produced .In Haddington 
a c9.reful silence had been observed in the recorded minutes 
as to-',7 these proceedings although the three del,eg~;tes had. cer: 
:tainly attended.On the first meeting day after Synod however 
the compulsory measures were begun.On 11th March "compeirit 
the right honorabill lairdis of Wauchtone and Clerkington 
co~~issioneris from the secrit councell desyring the presb~e~e 
to a-ccent Mr. J::tmes Carmichael as there constant moderator 
"for ane ceartane t!me" .Thus the local m'lgnates were used to 
cOiiii)ei their old al ies to submission.Permissio:m to "sichttt 
the fateful act being refused the Presbytery"regratit such 
forme of dealing zit for testimonia of there obedience in 
respect the presbyterie of Edinburgh had seine the foirsaid 
act an1 they could not hawe the sicht of .G>t,agreit all in ane 
voce to admit the foirsaid Mr.James Carmichael according as 
the Presby:brie of Edr.had admitted Mr. Jhone Hall'!subject to 
the s me conditions(1) and almost at once the work against 
Papists was begUD with the intenti>:>n apparently of making the 
term of office of the Agent Moderator as brief as possible(2) 

Royal represent'ltives were given official warrant 
to watch over the activities of Synods(P.C.R.VII.p.343 30th Marm 
just as in 1602 the"unsuspect elders" had restrained the 
Presbytery of St.Andrews.In the Synods the struggle was to be 
(1)Pres. Recs.Madd.MS.11th March 1607 
{2)ibid.25th March.Every minister was exhorted to submit list 

of Papists and excommunicates. · 



most acute for the 11 forged clause" affected the fredom of 
their choice of moderator,but lack of organization preventm 
a uniform resistauce.It was not to be admitted that a nom: 
:inated convention of the Kirk was equivalent in authority 
to a free General Assembly,whatever the Practice with regard 
to Parliament and its relation to the Convention of Es\a~es 
might be.Perth made a gallant resisuance in which violence 
was used by both sides and ins!sted upon elcting its own 
moderator without being bound by the leet of the 4 constant 
moderators of Presbyteries,for the 14 representatives who 
had been present in Linlithgow solemnly protested that no 
act to their Knowledge had been passed as to the election ~ 
Synod Moderators.Althou~h locked out of the Church by order 
of the Royal Commissioners the Synod continued its defiance 

• and carried it farther instructing the Presby~~eries to elect 
their moderators as they pleased without refernce to the 
Linlith~ow regulation.The support of the commons was with them 
Those of the General Commission who were present could do 
nothing.There was a growing fear that since the constitutipn 
of Presbyteries and Synods was thus interfered with the 
General Assembly wo,lld not long remain inviolate.A nominated 
Assembly was to be prevented at all costs,and the Synod by 
its constituent Presbyteries appointed three deleCates from 
each to attend the ·Assembly appointed at Linlithgow to be 
held in July in Holyrood.Nor~ question therefore of laymen 
as an essential part of the Assembly was considered.The 
Kirk did not hold democratic views as to the support of the 
commons and the l~irds who had been their c~ief supporters 
of Church independence in former days were afraid to risk 
ro~al displeasure and were in fact being actively instrume~al 
inthe overthrow of the Constitution. Such opposition although 
a valuable expression of independence was easily cnushed by 
the authority of the Council i.n-+: spi'l;e of aPPeal. The presence . 
of Royal Com:rris si on era effectively prevented the organisat:lo n 
of a national movement especially since the leaders were detAinEd 
in England.(1) · 

If Perth which had never played such a promine~ 
pare before could go to these extremes what was to be fearEd 
from theFife brethren.The lairds of Fife were,many of them 
still loyal to Kirk independence.Under pretence of danger 
from the plague the Synod of Fife was discharged(P.C.R.VII.p.347) 
from meeting at the end of April and a new date fixed !or 

(2)June.In spite of this they followed the precedents of 1604 
and 1605 and met some of them in ignorance of the discharge 
The famous meeting on the sands of Dysart was divided in 
opinion for the moderate party threatened to withdraw altogether 
if rebllious measures were taken.Although in a slight majority 
the extremists compromised and submitted to the date in June 
appointed by the Council not without threats that if the 
Council continued its policy of prorogation the Kirk would 
be driven to rebellion. · 
(1)Perth Synod was discharged from meeting until it satisf~d 
·the King.R.P.C.VII.p.362 30th April 
(2)P.C~R.VII.p.357 23rd April 



James :Policy with regg,rd to prorogations had pl!iyed a large 
part in'·lhis control of Parliament.Ris power of prorogating 
Assemblies prevented the Kirk from obtaining a national 
expression of opinion on these inportant innovations;While 
the continued absence of the nRtva.l of' Parliamenttt for 5 years 
had lost for it that prestige which popular opinion had given 
it.The people of Scotland were apathetic on these points of 
government and theories of diecipline.While the Assembly had 
a strong national policy and exercised a control in civil 
affairs it had bad almost universal support.But the troubles 
of the ministers were not of such vital consequence as to 
cause a national revolt.Moderate Episcopacy was nothing new 
~nd the ultra Presbyterianism of the .Melvilles was a comparatirve) 
recent growth.No question of Papistry was involved which aiDne 
apparently could awaken the Protestant fervour,and Dhe struggle 
therefore remained for the ministry alone and did not develop 
into a nat~onal movement. 

Another prorogation of the Assembly was only to 
be expected(from July at Holyrood to 24th November at Dundre) 
but the procl::!.mation. provided for a conference of Synod Comrn: 
:issioners to prepare business and ~revent violent scenes.(1) 
All Synods were to meet upon the same day 4th Au~ust there to 
appoint two delegates to co~fer on 27th August with the 
Commission of Assembly and the Privy Council.But the Synod of 
Fife was determined u:on recognition 6f its liberties morw 
particularly since it was in communication with James Melvllle 
Its ordinary m etin;;; at the end of June would no:b accept the 
forged act and when the argument of horning was used by the 
Royal rep:r·sentatives they deferred farther consideration urt il 
September. This was obviously a compromise for the extremists 
such as Dykes were ready to counter the"civil horning" with 
the excommunication of the un9opular Archbishop Glaistanes.(2) 
The members of t 11e Commission of Assembly who belonged tD the 
Synod of Fife were prssent but were apparently little regarded 
All animosity was directed against those of the Commission who 
had become Bishops. Although the Presbyteries had accepted thet·r 
Constant Hodere.tors in general the Synods remained firm and of 
them all only Angus had accepted its provincial moderator. 
But Parliament w~s approaching after several prorogations.(3\ 
It actually met for business and. the appointment of the Articles 
on Au ust 3rd. It was felt that the Kirk would attem t to 

1 Royal Letter.P.C.P.VII.p.370 4th May.1607 
( 2)Dykes said "we.' should h:1.ve assayed whose sword W3.S sharpest 

and what we could h:1.Ve done by excommunicatiou.n against our 
Bishop" What would. have happened however bad no civil 
penalties foll ;."?red upon the sentence. Could Gladsya.nes not 
have asserted his claim to inspiration with equal justice 

as he did a little later(C.VI.p.670) Patrick Adamson had 
been overcome by the support of the laymen but these laymen 
were now apathetic to the caus~ or had definitely ranged 
themselves on the side,of the King. DJkes svheme would only 
have revealed the Kirk s weakness. • 

(3)March18,9th June,29th ~uly, 3rd August.1607 



( 1 ) 

influence if not the local Parliamentary elections at least 
the final vote of the Estatgs by petition after the manner 
of 1606.If the Synods were permitted to meet on 4th August 
the business of Parliament would not be finished and they 
might make an effort to appeal in open Parliament iuttn~ the 
final session. Accordingly on 16th July the Privy Council 
prorogued the meetings of Synods from 4th to 18th August ard 
the conference of Synod delegates from 27th August to 1st Sept: 
:ember.By these dates all·Parliamentary business would be over 
and with a nominated Committee of the Articles little lay 
opposition 'li'as to be dreaded.The uncertainty as to the datES 
of Parliament left the Council little time for advertisement 
and Haddin~ton Records show that the Kirk realized the signif: 
:icance of the move. On 15th July George Grier one of the 
ministers of Haddin~on and the Clerk of the Presbytery,asked 
the advice of the Presbytery as to a letter he had received 
from the Privy Council "for keiping of the provinciall Assemblie 
the fowrt of Agust "Letters were appointed to be sent to all 
the other Presbyteries of the Province advertising them.But 
by the next meeting the alteration of Mie·~date'·wa.e·:~known for 
a letter was received from the Presbytery of Edinburgh suggesting 
a fast before the meeting of the Synods on 16th August. Hadiingtm 
however was of a hardier spirit.It was reasoned whether the 
first date of meeting appointed by proclamation and for purposes 
of"conference"on this head Grier wa.s instructed to write to 
the other Presbyteries of the Province asking them to send 
delegates to Edinburgh on Tuesr'lay the 28th July to consider the 
point. But there was more than mere"'conference" in the air. 
Parliament might be meeting on any day( cf prorogued from 29th 
July) and these delegates of Lothian probably intended to 
keep watch over its activities.James Carmichael(\he unwilljng 
Constant Moderator) and Archibald Oswald represented Had~ington. 
Whether they met on the 28th or not is not clear.Proba~lytif 
they did their meeting was only formal for certainly the dates 
of Parliament had a great influence in determining the meetings 
of th!sc:conference.On 29th July the Presbytei'J[ "continued" the 
commissions given to Carmichael Ogill and Andrew Me Ghie to 
meet on Monday :5rd August in the New Kirk or Edinburgh " to 
give their judgment with the other commissioners of the 
presbyteries of this Synod in such matters as shall be han~ed" 
The formal charge to the Synods (2:5rd July) to accept their 
Moderators was probably one of the grounds of discussion but 
the whole question of defiance of the Council must have come 
up.The Lords Articles were being appointed on the very day on 
which these Lothian commissioners met.It seems inconceivable 
that they did not attempt to influence the meetings of the 
separate Estates iince it was useless to attempt anything 
in face of the paramount Royal influence in the choice or the 
Articlea.Yet offic•ally all that these delegates did was to 
{t)There is confusion but probably the letter received by Grier 

intimated the alteration ~ 4th August. 
The references are tak~n from the MS.Recs.of Haddington Prea. 



acquiesce in the postponement of the Synod to 18th August. 
All a~parently that these agitations had meant·was the 
establishment of the right of the Synod to settle its own 
dates of meeting although it was careful to make these 
coincide with the Royal wishes.It is probable that some scheme 
to influence Parli~ment was attempted but was abortive when 
the full extent of Royal influence in the Articles was known. 
The ancient nobility were absent from Parliament either in 
London with the King or from discontent at the power of the 
new men Dunbar Binning and the rest.The barons on. the Articles 
were many of them the very persons most used in the campaign 
against the Kirk and the Burghs were indifferent. The Kirk 
representation on the Articles consisted of 6 Bishops and 

(1)3 Titular Abbots and the full honours of the Ecclesiastical 
Estate we~ granted them for the first time in the Riding. 
No record su•vives of any "dealing~ with Parla~ent by the 
Commission of Assembly although that was the chief part of 
its function.The central group which had become Bishops 
required little advice since their policy was almost wholly 
determined by the King.If the representatives of the Presbyter!~ 
tried to secure the support of the Commission there is no 
evidence of ~uch influence in policy.Although the treaty ~ 

(2)Union was approved so far as to secure the abolition of all 
acts against Englishmen,it contained nothing which might be 
construed into an attack upon the Kirk,and in fact zeal against 

(3)Papists was a prominent part of the programme. Nevertheless 
the further encroachments of Bpiscopacy were ee_.denced by 
the act erecting the chapter of St.Andrews,without any effort 

(4)being made at protestation. No· regard was had to caveats 
in spite of the protestations of the Bishops at Linlithgow 
and the tenets advance& by Gladstanes showed how far he ha! 
travelled since the struggles of 1596 in which he had championed 

(5)constitutional Kirk Liberty. 
The week after the dissolution of Parliament(11th 

August) the Synods held their meetings 18th August.Determined 
efforts were made by Royal Commissioners to have the Bishq, s 
recognized as the Constant Moderators of 8ynods but Lothien 
referred the question to a General AssemblJ and only reluctantly 
appointed its two commissioners to the Conference.Fife was 
openly defiant and in spite of the threats of the Commissmners 
dissolved without settlement and similar scenes all over the 
country rendered the Holyrood Conference on 1st September a 

(6) de~d letter.Even greater persecution took place in the 
October meetings of Synods and the position was controlled by 
the Council by means of threats both against recalcitrant 
Synods and such moderators as were elected bp constitutional 
methods. Fo~mal dischar es of r S 

A.P.S.IV.p.3 5 2 ibid.p.3 cap. 3 bid.p.37 cap. 
(4)ibid. (5) see his sermon before Parliament.C.VI.~~ 
He acknowledged the supremacy of the King in all ecclesimtical 
affairs. (6)C.VI.p.677 SPottiswood III.p.t48 et seq 

(7)P.C.R.VIII.p.12 



horning and impr&sonment of individual ministers showed 
how sadly the Kirk power of adwquate resistance had fallen 
into abeyance.It could only be expalined by the withdrawal 
of baronial support from the Kirk claims.Almost all of the 
heroes of the 1596 resistance were now stigmatized by the 
zealots as ambitious time servers and the Commission as 
a body with the exception of one or two individual members 
was regarded as corrupt and no longer representative in any 
way or the general body of Kirk opinion.Theirmeeting on 
7th Oc~ober for the trial of these compl'1nts against ministers 
was patently biassed and any hope of calling them to account 
was deferred by the prorogation of Assembly from November 

(1)until April 2606.James Melville directed the opposition from 
his banishment in New&astle and refused to be dissuaded Qr 
offers of a Bishopric.Before long another prorogation post: 
:poned tb.e Assembly till July 1608 .By that time it was hoped 
that poverty would. have drlvc~n the ministry t.o submit(2) 

The Commission of Assembly was in an equivocal 
position.If as the King claimed the Linlithgow Convention 
was a legitimate Assembly their commission had expired more 
than a year ago,yet they were continuing to try ministers 
and conduct affairs in the old manner.The Bishops of their' 
number were Becure for they owed their position to the King 
but a free Assembly might challenge the right of the King 
to nominate without regard for the 1600 caveats.Every ef:tb rt 
therefore was made to ensure that if any Assembly should meet 
the majority of its members should support the Commission and 
the Royal Policy.For this purpose an old commission of 

(3)visibation of 1602 was produced so that at the time of t~ 
elections each Presb¥ter~ might be so instructed and overawed 
that only the "moder<ttes 1 would be appointed. The l'ly comml. ss ion: 
:ers of the Platt retired in favour of the Bishops so th~ 
the stipends of the recalcitrant were at their mercy.With 
these arguments tb.e 11Visitors 11 expected little resistance. 
Oalderwood stresses the wvils of the visitation because he 
himself was vmtally concerned in that of Jedburgh,but the 
Bishops were really struggling to give themselves some con: 
:stitutionll position before facing the criticism of an 
Assembly.It is this which explains their frequent meet~ngs in 
the beginning of 1608 as Commissioners of Assembly.(4t 

Visitation and financial pressure were two of the 
means msed to control an~ undue opposition in the coming 
Asaembly.The third method of Conference was the suggestion of 
the the Opposlt~~n itself but was eagerly seized upon by 
the Bishops and Commissioners as a powerful weapon for 
antic! atin and nullif in criticism in the Assembl itself 

(1 P.C.R.VII.p.45 2 P.C.R.VIII.p. 5 The methods or---
1584 were followed in almost every deta1l.Many of the 
Bishops themselves had suffered under the system. 

(3)B.U.K.p.986.Ja~es Melville.p.731 see Matheson.p.309 

(4)C.VI.p.702 



The challenge came in the first instance from the Fife group 
of which the intrepid Dykes(who h~d attacked the Law of 
Free Monarchies) was a prominent member.James Melville was 
distrustful of such disputations lest at any time the 
constitution of the Kirk should be regarded as other than 
unassailably right,but he probably doubted the powers of 
argument of these lesser rhetoricians when he and the other 
leaders were not taking part in the debate.By special permission 
of the King,Scot,Carmichael and William Watson were present 
but Melville himself was not allowed to:.l8.ttend.The challenge 
w~s aridressed by the ministers of the West of Fife to their 

"Brether commissioners voiters in Parliament" and the subJect of 
debate was the defence of the Presbyterian polity by reasoned 
written argument on the points of controversy.The jatlnt 
conclusions should after debate be referred to ~resbyteries 
Synods and subsequently to the General Assembly;..tthere to become 
law .A refusal on the part of the Bishops ·t,ot.tdefend Episcopacy 
would therefore be an admission that the new methods were 
unjustifiable. The Conference at "lkl~n~ therefore was 
a joint party meeting.Of the constitution of the Episcopal 
group there was little doubt,for it was composed of Bishops 
and Commissioners of Assembly only.Whether they would have 
welcomed the advice of the moderates and the supporters of 
Episcopacy in ~he localities is not known.The Presbyterians 
are noted as containing "ministers from all quarters" but 
neither numbers nor the method of the selection of these 
commissioners ~re indicated.A strong Episcopalian party must 
have existed somewhere a.add there is just a ~Westion that 
as usual the zealots regarded Fife and Lothian as the only 
disctricts whose opinion was of value.Certainly Haddington 
contains no refernce to their deliberations.The Bishop
Commissioners met in the Chapel Royal,the ultra Presbyterians 
under Patrick Simson(who had revolted from the methods of the 
Commission of which he had been originally a member) in the 
~arish Church.Thus the Bi-cameral system was again attempted 
but that there was no real equality was soon apparent.Tbe 
Bishops were really members of the Council and soon the 
Presbyterians found themselves giving in Articles to Bishops 
and Commission very much in tha way in which they had propounded 
then in the old days to the Council.Theee demands(1) simply 
warned the Bishops in advance of what the line of policy in 
the Assembly would be,but its was agreed that at the Assembly 
in July full report should be given by the Commission and a 
united programme prepared against Papists.No violent quarrels 
should lower the prestige of Assembly as an ecclesiastical 
convention and all the disputed ooints should be treated in 
(1)For operation of the caveats,perm~nence of Presbyterian 

Disci)line,restoration of the integrity of Synods and 
Presbyteries and the resoration of the banished m1n1stem 
Patrick Simson Moderator of the Presbyterian meeting acted 
the part of Speaker.The situation was reminiscent oC 
English Parliamentary methods. 



( 3) 

t31, 

the Privy 0onference appointed by the General Assembjy. 
The brethren were only induced to consent to these proposals 
by their appreciation of the necessity for.union against 
Papists but ·nothing save the assurance or the Assembly had 
been gained and by these concessions they had mortgaged the~ 
claim to open debate in the Assembly itself .Nevertl!eless 
something was to be hoped from the eloquence of the few 
leadeEs who were to be permitted to return to attend the 
Assembly .Meabwhile until the Assembly discussion of the 
controversies was forbidden though in pmmnt of fact neither 
party kept the bargain.The Bishops and the English Divines 
preached propagandist sermons and the poorer ministers weEe 
thought to be won by bribery.The "godly and wise"( 1) therefore 
in defence prepared their campaign.As usual it originated in 
Fife and took the form of a model commisstbon and complete list 
of instructions fb.t'caelegates to the Assembly and these were 
co~~nicated to all the Presbyteries.(2)0ne feature of 
constitutional importance was the dread of the lay vote.Laymen 
had for many years played no part in the Kirk policy and the 
late assemblies had consisted entire~y of ministers.There were 
rumours current of an attempt to "swamp" the ministers vote 
by introducing great numbers of uncommissioned laymen to 
vote in Assembly,and the Fife ministers therefore urged that 
each Presbytery should insist that no noblemen barons or burgesse 
be admitted to vote without commission from Presbytery and 
"so :'lanie onlie as the order and custome of our Kirk alloweth. 11 

Durin3 its most powerful days the order and custom of the Kirk 
had welcomed enormous numbers of laymen's votes but now that 
the tide had turned and the Kins controlled the lay vote 
they were anxious for rigid constitutionalism accordin~ to 
the act of 1598 even although the Assembly which passed it 
was still regarded by the purists as corrupt.(cf the vote in 
Parliament).There is evidence that these instructions and 
commissions were in circulation before even the conference 
of Falkland. Their fears were only partially realized in the 
actual Assembly when 40 noblemen represented the King although 
by some unregistered statate of the Kirk he was only goven 
3 votes in the tiouse.Yet the Kirk was !£raid to go so far as 
to alienate the nobles behond redemption,A war in defence of 
reli ion was never far from the thou ht of the ultra zealous 

1 Row. p. 75 James el ville. p .• 749 
(2)They were to vote on the questions of Papists,appeals, 

restoration of liberties of Assemblies Synods and Presbyt: 
:eries etc with an inhibition to consent to any ratificat.ion 
of any innovation since 1602 under penalty of excommunic~ion 
especially in the establishment of constant moderators 
Their instructions in&isted that each Synod and Presbytery 
was free to appoint its own moderator; that no commissioner 
appointe0. by the Assembly be also a moderator of Pr-es. Sym d 
and Assembly. etc. C.VI.p.738 

(3) See Chauter.I. The Assembly acbually met in Linlithgow 
ann not"in Dundee. 



The Privy eonference as might have been expected consisted of 
the 4 Royal Commissioners,? Lords and~ Lairds 9 Bishops 
and 15 ministers of whom 7 were members of ~ne Commission of 
Assembly.The control ot this Privy Conference must explain 
the ineffectiveness of the Opposition measures prepared by 
the Fife group.Individually the Presbyteries had little to 
complain of in the conduct of their Bishops.(1) and without 
the vehemence of the Melvilles criticism tended to lapse 
particularly when the Conference contained such a large 
proportion of those to be criticised. 

~ommon cause however was made against Papists 
and each Synod prepared its complaints for the consideration 
of the Privy Conference before the matter was discussed in 
open Assembly(B.U.K.p.1049) The exco~munication of the defiant 
Huntly and Dunbar,rs ~romise of execution of the civil penalties 
showed that the King· s favour did not proteet. the recusant. 
The careful examination of the causes of the increase of 
Papistry was reminiscent of the great .::.days of 1593 and the 
old compl~ints of the liberty of the press and lack of censoeship 
of incoming literature,of Papist influence in the education 
of youths abroad.The ·dissensions of the ministry prevented 
the careful scrutiny that was necessary but as usual the lUrk 
placed all the blame for "corruption" upon the State.Processes 
of excommuniaction were often stopped by warrant from the 
Privy Council and execution of civil penalties was nor alwaws 
certain while very frequently the excommunicate was left 
with a large number of his civil rights and only the fine 
collected.e.~. he was allowed to plead in law suits. 

The remedies for bhese abuses were thorough going 
(2)and the spirit informing them remained the same.Yet the 

Protestant mob which had_made their claims effective in 1593-6 
was not the same The barons were no longer of the same zeal 
and while the bur6hs continued to send representatives to 
the Assembly when it suited their purpose they were not pre: 
: ared to risk illo.es 6f~'trade for the sake of Kirk retensions. 
(1 e.g. Glasgow Presbytery an"~ its attitude to Spottiswoode 

August 21 1605 He asked permission to go to the King on 
the afftirs of the Kirk and had doubt as to receivibg the 
the Bishopric to which the Synod had admitted him.On 
June-24 1607 he was accused of non residence negligence 
And fur nonsubscription of the caveats but the Presbytery 
was eventually satisfied(Maitland MiscellanyVol I.) 

(2)A commission under the presidency of toe Bishop to be s~up 
inevery Synod to a~.prehend Papists.They were to noblemen 
nominated by the commissioners of Assembly;That no suspoo ts 
be members of Council Session Town Councils etc; due 
execution with'mt exception of Acts against Papists.A 
Papists although recanjs is not to be permitted to hold 
office for at least 5 years; the acts of 1601 to be reinforced 
that heirs are not to be admitted after return from abroad 
without testimonial of the Bishop and Moderator;Children 
of Papists to be educated by Protestants;booksellers must 
submit their st~ck for examination by the Presbytery before 
selling;the ageold complaints as to pilgrimages rea)peared 



Yet the old theory of control over the choice of Councillors 
remains an~ there is additional insistence that whenever 
an official is excommunicated he must automatically lose 
his position.The presence of the Bishops on the Council 
ought under normal circumstances have given the Kirk a wide 
field for surveillance had they not been so entirely mnder 
Royal control.In the matter of Papists however they felt they 
could exercise this control wihtout offending the King's 
sense of his prerogative. Both lajmen and kirkmen were unanimo~ 
in this programme against the common enemy and the delegation 
to pr~sent·'1thtl·:.resall.ts of these dell berations to the King 
was accordingly nominated on a basis of Estates.(1) Yet 
the Kirk was distrustful of commissions which seldom procured 
any effective measures and accor~ingly a kind of convention 
of the Kirk was nominated to meet iri Edinburgh upon 15th er 16th 
November to receive the report which they should bring from 
the King.The composition of this Convention was doubtful. 
According to one account the convention to receive the re~rt 
was composed of two delegates from ~ach Synod(ministers) but 
the catual revora urovides a list of 5 Earls 1t Lords 8 Lairds 
the burgess repres~ntatives ~f Edinburgh Glasgow St.Andrews 
and Perth,20 ministers and the Commissioners of the Gener~l 
Assembly to be appointed for the General Affairs of the K~k. 

Why when the time came for the trial and censure of 
the late Commissioners of Assembly ,no compl~ints were formulat~ 
and the production of the minutes of their proceedings was 
not insisted upon can only be explained by the implied threats 
in t'.1.e presence of the non commissioned lay element,or by the 
fact that a large number of the individual commissioners of 
Presbyteries were unwilling to proceed to extremes and that the 
King was perhaps right when he held that the opposition in 
Synods and Presbyteries was the work of a groupoof 5 or 6 
extremists while the general body was comparatively neutr&. 
The new commission was composed of 3~ persons consisting of 
the 11 Bishops 13 members of the late Commission and 6 others 
who represented in a small degree the remnants of the opposition 
In point of fact as Cowper the temporary moderator p'ointed out 
there were no others in the Kirk more suitable for the duty 
on account of taeir experience,their special financial provision 
and knowledge of affairs. The Assembly insisted that this d1 d 
not i9ply a r-ermanent commission, for it was virtually a fresh 
election and although once more the quorum was a small one 
i.e.tt it was s•ggested that whenever possible the whole of 
the Commission should assemble in order to prevent the power 
becoming the prerogative of a small group.But their powers were 
as untrammelled as ever.They had full power to deal with the 
King in the matter of Papists,1n the trial of ministers,in the 
(1)Dunbar Wigton; Spottiswoode William Cowper, Livingston of 

Kilayth,Hart of Preston, Nisbet burgess of Edanburgh 



planatation of ~1rghal Kirks,in the presentation of petitions 
to Kin; Council Convent~on and Parliament.The Conference at 
Falkland might never have taken place.By agreement the really 
vital questions had been refer"Sed not to the General Assemb :1 y 
but to a private conference.This was not apparently as was 
9erhaps at first intended the ordinary Privy Conference of 
the Assembly but a special committee which was to meet with 
the representatives of the King and Council when summoned by 
his Majesty.In pOint of fact instead of being an unbiassed 
conference as the Falkland meeting had expected it was nothing 
more or less than a sub committee of the Commission of Assembly 
reinforced by a small minority of the extremist faction(1) 
whose vote would not influence any ultimate decision Thus 
the burning question of the constant moderators was shelved 
until the next Assembly which although provisionally flxed 
for a date in May 1609 was left once more at the King s mercy. 

The Whole policy therefore was a skilful deception; 
zeal agaiast Papists was used to conceal the King s own 

(2) "trafficking" and to attack the Chancellor Seton who al thouetl 
suspect of Papistry was yet an opponent of the Episcopal 
policy.Meanwhile the o1d Commission of Assembly was returned 
in strength with a small minority of extremists who like those 
include4 in the farmer commissions would find that their opinions 
were not invited.The King's approval of the Commission for 
Papists was evidenced in his proclamations(R.P.C.VIII.p.172) 
but the meeting of 15th November to receive the report of the 
1 delegates was delayed until 6th December by Royal Proclamation 
ostensibly for the purpose of coinciding with &hConvention 
of Estates which James appointed for that time.The object 
of course was that the Kirk Convention should accept the report 
and simultaneously the Civil Convention ~ass their resolutions 
ibto Statute.Yet the Convention of Estates was prorogued to 
January and apparently the Kirk Meeting also automatically 
lapsed.In point of fact save for the presence of the group of 
ministers who were in some way representative of Synods there 
was little to d~fferentiate the Kirk Convention from a Civil 
Convention.The laymen were in any case likely to be the same 
and those on the Kirk Sederunt were all supporters of the 
Royal Policy.It was therefore not to be expected that the 
Kirk Convention would raise any objections to &he anti fpaist 
Policy while it was also a material benefi5 to the King s 
prerogative to have this policy passed ~Y tatute without 
waiting for the f.·'1rmal sanc,ion of any 1tirk meeting.According 
the anti Papal Acts of the January Convention passed without 
previously having been submitted to any Kirk Convention other 
than the Bishops.Tbus the General Assembly made petitions and 
( 1 '' Bishops and 15 ministers only 6 of whom cOuld deflni tel. y 

be s·'.!d to represent the "opposition" views(B.U.K.p. to61) 
(2)The whole revelation of the affair of Secreatar~ Elphinstone 

had come to light. 



a Convention of Estates received the report.~he personnel 
of the Convention of Estates contained names which had been 
familiar of ola in the Assembly and the confusion of the 
Estate of the Barons in Assembly with the Estate of the 
Barons in Convention was complete.The burgess element in both 
had always been similar but the King's policy for including 
the lay element of Assembly in Civil Convention had been 
entirely successful·.Jolnt Ecclesiastical .. Conventions had 
always been of the greatest value in this respect and this 
one was no excention.The rank and file of the ministry' 
were the only class whose claims were neglected.There is no 
evidence that the~r approval of the report was for a moment 
considered necessary.(1) 

The Bishops had now embarked upon their career 
as the true leaders of policy. Not only did they make suggest: 
:ions to the King as to policy in the Kirk for the restoration 
of the Commissariat Jurisdiction, for the restoration of 
the Kirkmen to their ori;inal standin~ in the Court of Session 
but recommended civil ~ct!Jr'in affairs which really belonged 
entirely to the administration.The Kirk through its Bishops 
was rapidly becoming the ruling power in Council(2) It w~ 
they who ultimately fixed the date of the Conference which 
should discuss the momentous problems of the disputed 
Kirk Government.Subject to the King they were all powerful. 
As it actually met on 4th May 1609 the Conference which 
had originally been to consist of 5 Bishops and 15 ministers 
with the Royal delegates of Conncil,was composed of 4 repres: 
: entatives of the King, ~,~to'"IP•aeoa:'-!or"'th•~,~ishops,6f'V1Wha 
4 wereolDJ!shups ::::t 1'remBal ves';l9 uo:~re.aio:rvf'.ol!b!tlhe )m1htstey~vofi oB 

whom 4 were Jmown to be not unfavourable to the innovations 
The balance was therefore hardly equitable.It was not impboved 
by the futher delegation to a committee of 5 of each party" 
"to set down the order of procedure on the model of the 
Privy Conference.Two of the Royal Commissioners and the 
Moderator James Law completed the group.This division had 
been fq,tal before irt conferences and the Presbyterian party 
was determined to prevent it again.The points of discussmn 
however had been defined.First whether Moderators in Synoas 
and Presbyteries should be permanent or not,and secondlly to 
determine the attitude to the "Caveats" imposed upon the Bisho~ 
The "ministry's" view was l3.rgely based upon the reasoned 
written arguments of James Melville.Although each side chose 
a speaker trivial arguments on questions of legalit~ and the 
refusal of the Bishops to consider a written debate prac~cally 
nullified dtscussion.The conference was referred to Augu~ 
and by agreement the Assembly postponed till May 1610. 
The obstructionist policy which characterized all Kirk 
Conventions both at this time and during the Covenanting 
troubles with Protesters prevented any material good arising 
from Conference which became a byword for irrelevant trivialit~ 
(t)see A.~.s.IV.p.406 et seq. Bivil C0nfirmation of the acts 

of Assembly 1602 and 16o8 Fines raised by the Treasurer 
from those lacking testimonial for foreign travel Papist 

( debarred from office from lands etc ' 8 
2)see.C.VII.p.5 , · 



The Assembly th~s prorogued was rendered ineffective for any 
organized opposition to the schemes which the Bish&ps had in 
mind for the resoration of Episco~acy to its full splendour 
in the Parlia~ent now approaching~after several prorogations) 
in June.The Articles were largely under Royal influence if they 
were noD nominees of the Crown and uhe majority according to 
custom were Pr:tvy Co mcillors. The Bishop Voters had no thought 
of regarding their caveats and the Commission of Assembly had 
nothins to propose in the name of the Kirk which the Bishops 
could not do.Although the nobility might object to the . 
pretensions of the new Estate the recent creations who were 
directly de~endent upon the King for title and revenues were 
not didnosed to protest.Bishons united with the new nobility 
which was drawn from the laird class were stronger than the 
feudal nobles with whom had th€y dared the Presbyterian ministry 
would have uniten themselves. 

Parliament had drawn from the Kirk the lay element 
which had given the Assembly its power and barons and burgesses 
alike had fallen Uhder the Royal influence.The prestige of 
Parliament under the King was greater than that of the Assembly 
now deprived of its mass representation of laymen.Parliament 
recapitualted and nonfirmed the acts of the January Conventbn 
with regard to Papists.The Assembly had owed much of its popular 
support to the Protestant fervour against Papistny.The Bishops 
had,by their active support of anti papal measures,effectively 
prevented any opposition propaganda on this score.Short of a 
national revolt there was little hope for "true blue presbyt ery" 
and the apathy of the people in general was not to be roused 
by quarrels upon delicate and intricate points of Kirk Govern: 
:ment.(1) · 

The conference in August was not summoned for 1te 
purpose was served.The Bishops played a prominent part in the 
King's policy of control of all estates and Spottiawood directed 
the municipal government of Glqsgow at will(2).They were used 
also in the King's schemes for the plantation of Ulster and 
their position was assured by r~presentation upon the Count of 
Session.So greatly had the policy of the Kirk changed with 
re ard to the holdin of Civil and Ecclesiastocal office. 

See.A.P.S.IV.p. 30 et seq.The restoration of the juris iction 
of the Commissariot Courts a:nd the jurisdiction of the Bj]Bhops 
as distinct from that of the Presbytery were also accomplished 

·The Commissars received power to confirm all teataments.And 
the central Court of Commissars at Edinburgh was established 
as the national court for divorce(cf 1564 enactment) It was 
also given power as a court of appeal to reverse decisiom 
of ordinary commissary courts and was to consist of 4 members 
nominated by the Archbishops of St.Andrews and Glasgow. 
Ultimate appeal lay with the Court of Session of which it 
was the intention of the Kirkmen to gain equ.u control w1 th 
the Civil members 

(2} Original ]Letters 11m Ecclesig,stical Affairs No.CXXIII Nov. 1609 
Spottiswood sent a list of nominees of merchants and cr&rts 
who woUld be amenable "faythful and frack servants who 

(3 ) 
will carry out the King's Will. cf Rait.p.302 
ibid.CXXX.27th Nov.1609 



Yet Pont' s precedent as a Lord of Session was hard to ova-: 
:throw. In the execution of discipline the Bishops made 
great efforts to make their authority of ;re9.ter wetgbt ttan 
that of the Presbytery espeuially in the execution of laws 
against Sabbath breaking.The Sheriffs had only very laxly 
obeyed the recommendations of Presbyteries and had the,nselves 
frwquently fallen under their displeasure.With the Sheriff 
now in alliance with the King and used to contr•l the shire 
elections it was hoped that he would be more rc1.dy to oxecute 
the decrees of the Bishop.(1) 

The extent to which the Kings power had established 
itself in a manner undreamed of while he himself was resident 
in Scotland was nowhere better illustrate1 than in the 
conciliatory attitude now adopted by the ministers and 
Presbytery of Edinburgh which formerly had led the"constitution~ 
party. 'see Original Letters.CXXXVI 17th Feb. tf~O)and neither 
the "watchtower" nor any one else protested agains,tthe further 
postponement of the Assembly without any other date being 
fixed. In point of fact an Assembly was to meet shortly but 
the plan was to take the Presbyterica by surprise and preyent 
an organized plan of opposition.The absence of the few le~ers 
cannot wholly account for the indifferehce of the country 
at large.There may have been some truth in the assertion 
that the "reesta.blishment of t 11e Estate of Bishops was pro: 
:greasing with aoceprance even of the majority of the people(2) 
Glad.sta.nes was sug1_5estiru; the old means of practical coercion 
by means of restraint of stipend when he suggested that the 
f~ll submission of the Opposition ministers could be brou~t 
about by the esta~lishment of Bishops in the ~acaRtcplac~ 
in Session"quhilk will both repa1re the decay of our livings 
and patrimonies and procure the dependance of the rest qf the 
ministrie who have their fortunes and estaits subject to URat 
Judicatory"(3)Toleration which the "democracy" of the period 
dreaded was making its appearance ~ong the new Bishops one of 
whom testified that "Papists are not universally of ane corrupt 

(i.e. disloyal) disposition(4) 
The establishment of the two Courts of High Comnissi~ 

which includes in their personnel Bishops Lords and Councillors 
Lairds Commissars and ministere,who .were in the main membErs of 
the Commission of Assembly) gave the Bishons and Commissioners 
a spiritual jurisdiction over other ministers Which no law of 
Kirk or State had yet granted them.The High:Commission Court 
by dc~finitely appointing civil penalties for offences whicU 
were really spiritual an-i even the .]urisd1ction of the Gere ral 
Commission was encro,ched upon in t.fle powers granted for 
~irect trill of recalciDrant ministers.The Court of High 
Commissi0n with a qu0rQm af onlJ 5 includin~ the Archbishop 
was the supreme court of appeal even over the General Assembl~ 
(1 )Or~~.Letters.cxxx,cxxxrv 11Jan.16fo 
(2)ib1~ .C~I 1-3th Feb.1610 
(3)ib1r'l. (4) i"bict.CXXXVIII 20th Feb.1610 ·rne Bishop 

ot· the Isles had an armed force at. n1s dlsu,sal to put h13 
ttecrees to exec~tion. " 



Althou~n ~he Assembly nad been indefinitely postponed the 
Bisho1:1s wno were ever wa.~ch!"ul ot· t.ne rllllctuat.inns of public 
opinion al~ered their view and considered ~hat good euocess 
would be assured if it met on May 8th approximately about 
the time su.ggeated at the Falkland Conference of May 1609(1) 

Spott~sw66dlt-l.sc::v1ew was that in order to keep even the to•m 
of Presbyteries theyministers and people would sutmit to almost 
anything.The result was that the King consented to ho)d the 
Assembly -not in May for that might have inferred some right 
of the late conference to settle the da.te,but in June upon 
such short notice that the Kirks had no opportunity to arrange 
a joint programme. King and Bishops sent letters of warDing 
to the Presbyteries which cancelled the proclamation of Februarty 
which had indefinitely 9ostponed the Assembly and while 
the quota of ministers from each Presbytery was returned 
election was only nominally free.(2) The points to be discussed 
were submitted at the same time to the Presbyteries considEration 

and dealt with the Exc~mmu.nicated Earls,the position of Kirks 
and their provision in the lately erected temporal lordships 
with a~)parently ingenuous desire for information on the best 
methods of p~yment of stipend.Gladstanes played the part of 
a pr&vate intelligencer and declared it his opinion that in 
general the form of Kirk government which would satidfy the 
majority was Presbyterianism directe<' and governed by Bishops. 
The actual elections fo~ the Assembly which met on 8th June 
were delayed until as late as the last week of May.(3) The 
Royal professions contained in the letter to the Assembly 
expressed a desire fDD unity and uniformity based upon the 
ac~s of the Crown and Assembly. "The singularity of some did 
for a certaine space manteyne aither by wilfulness ignorance 
a sort of beadles government"which he with the aid of the • 
Assemb~y had vried to remedy.General Concurrence was slow in 
coming and if not soon forthcomin~ he would be compelled to 
establish by the force of his prerogative alone(4)In this 
assembly although the custom of election of moderator was 
retained and a formal vote was taken Spottiswood was appointed 
with little opposition (cf the fact that the ~ssembly w~s within 
his diocese)The Privy Conference was little more than a 
formal continuation of that 3 days colloquy which Bishops and 
Royal commissioners had held to arrange businees,and it is 
in this Assembly that the abuse of this Privy onference really 
became apparent;although its was a larger body than usual 
all real p--:,wer lay with the group of Bishops and the Royal 
lay delegates who had already decided upon thetr programme. 
(l)Spottiswood.to James.orig.Letters.OM 12th March 1610 

"for your ~~aj esti e knOWis tham a peple subiect to cgange and 
cairyit easilie with the wind of every report.They ha.iff at 
this tym ane stron; ~pprehensioun of the discharge.of Pres: 
:bytries and for the standin; thairof in ony tolerable ~rte 
wil refuse no conditiounes:so wer it good to use the 
opportunitie to cutt tham schort of thair power and leave 
them a bare name quhiche for the present may please but in 
a little tyn sal evanische. (See Hill Burton VolV.laat Chapter 

{2) 
for the other side 6f the picture) 
Orig. Letters.31 March 161~ CXLII. 



The Commission of Assembly had really ~oat all power as 
a consti tution'3.l bo<ty representative of the Assembly .Such 
authority as it held was the reflected influence of the 
Bishops.They with the Bishops and Royal CommissConers with 
the a~tendant group of laymen ruled the Privy onferenoo 
decisions which were almost automatically accepted by the 
full body and the series of Heads and Conclusmons which 
virtually overturned the whole Book of Discipline were thus 
accepted by a body who at its first institution had risked 
all for the independence of the Kirk and the immunity of 
the"Kirk Policy".These conclusions provided for annual 
GeneralAssemblies called by the King, and it was only to 
these and to the King that the Bishops were to give account. 
Bishops were formally held to be moderators of Synods 
althou~h the Synod could not displace him except by complailb.t 
to the King Lrom the General Assembly .No sentence of 
excommunication might pass Without the Bish!bps sanction 
he alone must receive presentations, and all that was required 
of the Presbytery was a certificate of the good conduct of 
the incumbent'Jlhe alone had the ultimate power of visitation, 
and although the weekly "exercise" W§l.S continued all 
specific mention of the Presbytery as such was carefully 
avoided.The oath of obedience to King and Bishop taken 

(1~y ministers was revived in the form of 1571. So passed 
the true Kirk of Scotland not without bribery among the 
poorer ministers although 6pmtttswood explains that the 
2$eoo scots distributed was the sum due for arrears of 
stipebd to the constant moderators (2) Gladstanes was right; 

the dBead of the immediate discharge of Presbyteries even 
in their circumscribed constitution was sufficient with the 
other inducemen)s to procure a majority vote.The Northern 
vote which was consistently contr~ry to that of the Midland 
provinces b'3.c1ced by the non commissioned lay vote which 
numbered over 53overruled the opposition.Calderwood's contempt 

(')far t.he vat.e ot min-1-s:te-rs---whe---bat\-!4-ev."ft"':P- seen· the··ta-ce-ot-

Notes continued. 
(3)P.C.R.VIII.p.467(note) 
(4) Orig.Letters.CL.d~ted May 8th 

{ 1 )B. U .K.p. 1097 The discharge of Presbyteries actually was 
produced by Dunbar but was not executed owing to the 
'representations of the Nobility present. 

(2) Spottiswood.III.p.207 

(3) C. VII .p.97 



an Assembly shows a lack of appreciation of the true 
representative pr1nc1ple.If the vote of the central provinces 
was now being nullified by such means it was surely an 
indication that the vobe of the godly had never been of 
the universal characte~ claimed forit.In 1597 and 1598 the 
Royal policy had been fubthered by the same northern vote 
which had criticized most severely the oligarchy of the 
Popes of Edinburgh.The idea of the vote of the"Best" persisted 
among the zealots in spite of the introduction of a fixed 
numerical quota and the majority vote. As for the nobility 
tb.e times had indeed changed stnae t.he Assembly supplicated 
fbnt their meetings "might be frequent with the Nobility" 
whether with commission or without. 

In point of fact the Presbyterian party did not 
believe in the fundamental equality of the ministry any more 
than the Episcopalians.The Melville zeal placed them in the 
estimation of the godly far above the simple northern mtnlsters 
who could not afford to come to Assemblies.The theory of the 
"best" and bf the relative value of vobes was in practice 
no better than the formal establishment which definitely 
placed a group of ministers as official leaders within the 
different provinces or dioceses.Now that these Bishops were 
accepted in Assembly although by a "corrupt».. vote the need 
for the constant moderators had passed.The Bishop or his 
nominee was to moderate in the "Exercise" althou13h the 

(1constant moderators were conjinued in office for a few months. 
The reward for such concessions was promised in improved 
stipends and the plant\tation of Kirks which a committee of 
Bishops and Ministers were to suggest to the King.(2) 

In all these fundamental changes what was the positU» 
of the Commission of the General Assembly. No report of its 
proceedings since 1608 had been demanded nor its attiucle 
to these innovations criticised.Like a large and ineffective 
Privy Council its policy was wholly determined by the inner 
circle of the Bishous.Like the constant moderators it had 
served its purpose.From the Commission had been created the 
new Prelates,and by means of the Moderators the Episcopalian 
uower in the localities had been established. Both Commission 
and Constant Moderators therefore ce~se to be of vital concern 
in the ecclesiastical controversies. The Bishop's nominee 
was usually the constant moder9.tor of 1606 and the CommifE!ion 
or-Assembly in its individual membership continued to be 
the leaders in their Synods and Presbyteries and several of 
them were moderators themselves in the interests of the 
Bishops.As a constitutional body however the Commission d 
Assembly lapsed for the central gr0up which had always direct~ 
affairs h3.d become official and authorized members of Council 
parliament and even Session.The need for a Commission for 
TTblic affirs of the Kirk had passed. 



Why was it that the Assembly showed itself so subservient. 
Royal nomination accounts for a great deal,bribery for 
perhaps more,the influence of the Royal Commissioners one 
of whom was the Primate himsel«,the system of Privy Confer: 
:ence as a method of referring questions which might induce 
too free and open debate also contributed but the general 
ai~thy of the large body both ministry and laity was really 
responsible.Laymen no longer looked to the Assembly as 
a real rival of Parlia~ent and such religious fervour as 
existed was directed towards the repression of Papists.(See 
the supplication to the King to remind him of his danger 
from Papist Plots B.u .K.p.1100) .The consyitution of the 
Assembly was still inviolate in many respects. The King_ as 
yet had not obvi ~-:-usly dictated the choice of the moderator 
and if in the earlier period of Episcipacy and Superintend: 
:ency a simple m±nister might moderate in spite of the pres: 
:ence ·or higher dignitaries the same precedent might bare 
been f~llowed now and upon ume nomination or recommendation 
of an independent moderator an equally unbiassed Privy 
Conference mi~ht have been chosen.If an independent Assembly 
had rigorously insisted that the Commissioner Voter be 
confined within their caveats and the permanent position 
of the Bishops were assailed by the simple device of not 
electing them Commissioners from Presbyteries(as by the 
Constitution tfie Voters were bound to be) the whole system 
might have been overthrown without anj radical revolt. 
Calderwood held that the New Heads if Discipline might be 
construed into fairly constitutional practice,and that 
while the Bishops nominee mi~ht preside at the exercise et 
doctrine the Presbytery might still courageously have exertEd 
a free choice in the moderacy of discipline.Kirk Sessions 
were left free even should these innovations be interpreted 
in the most rigid and repressive sense in relation to the 
higher courts.But the organization of the Kirk on a national 
scale had become stultified partly through the absence of 
the real agitators,and partly through the apathy of commons 
and barons,partly also through the restaa~nts u~on freedom of 
speech and pulpit propaganda rendered more effective by the 
mBans of the late Commissions of Assembly and the present 
Courts of Hi~h Commission.Opposition was rendered more danger: 
:oud still by the Royal Proclamation of 19th June which 
prohibited criticism of the late enactments either by 
private persons or ministers prescribln0; immediate ~mprison: 
:ment and arbitnary P'J.nishment at the hands of the Privy 
Council(R.P.C.VIII.p.472)This act apparently crushed such 
individual opposition which the zealJus such as Simson, 
Balcanquall andeven the politic Galloway might venture 

The Synods which henceforth were held were no lon1~r 
"provincial assemblies1!. but Diocesan convention of the 
see of Fife and even the old names Synod of Lothian, 
Synod of Angus etc were comprehended in the General term 
of "Diocesan Synod of Fife" and the Bishops letters of 
warning were sent to districts as far distant as Perth for 



(1'convention in St.Andrews~Privy Conference"in the constitution 
of the Assembly had ~roved such an effective means of silencing 
opposition that ~ladstanes hastened to apply it to Fire 
Synod where it had not yet made its anpearance although the 
sus tom h"ld already grown up in "Se.verai other Synods. The 
method of election of the conference was an impartial one. 
The Bishop nomin"lted half and the Synod the other half although 
this was probably not the method in the ~eneral Assembly where 
either bhe moder"ttor chose his own or asked the Assembly to 
choose them for him.The unwillingness of the ministry to 
hazard deposition for the sake of acts whose extent of infr.t nge: 
:ment of the constitution was <ts yet hardly known(for the acts 
were not produced) pre'iientedt,t.he organ:tzafion of definite o 
opposition even although some Presbyteries protested that 
the members who allegedly represented them on the fateful 
Assembly had no commission from them nor did they represent 
the opini-m of the majority of the Presbytery. Why was it that 
the malcontents did not appeal as of old to the laity of the 
districts to come in strength to the Synod meetings as they 
still if they so desired might do? That ~ladstanes was not 
afraid of the lay attendance is clear for in his letters summon: 
:ing the Diocesan meeting which corresponded to the Synod ~ 
Lot hi an he suggested that 2 or 3 commissioners from each par ish 
also ''l.ttend in addition to the ministers and there is evidence of 
a. fairly stronglay element in the Synocl. which did nOt join 
in the opposition against the Bishop but rather b11lttressed his 

(2)authority.That Calderwood seems to resent this lay vote is 
clear,as he also resents the fact that the Bishop carried 
resolutions without actually taking a vote;if the vote was 
adverse he regarded it simply a as an "advice" which he was 
by no means bound to accept.The zealots were wrath when they 
founds that their own methods could be executed with such 
deadly effect.Gladstanes "W:tsest and most discreet" whose vote 
he most rersarded were differeht persons from those "best men" 
whose opinion even when in a minority the Synod of Fife had 
suggested ought to be followed( 1596 .. 97) 

(3) In Lothian ~lqdstanes methods were very similar.Haddington 
although by no means prepared to go to extremes had prepared 
a protestation suggesting a conference for solution of difficult: 
:ies similar to that of Falkland :Ua;yF\1609 which had referred its 
conclusions to a later conference in August which had not 
materialized.The veteran James Carmichael who was the constant 
moderator had a long record of experience in public business 
behind him for he had been the the Clerk to those Conventions 
of the Wq,criff and agehtsfor the Central Com.111ttee of 1592 .. 93 
was reluctant to present the protestation and made suggestions 
on his own authority for restraining undue episcopal authority 
His opinion might be regarded as the average one and that he 
realized the hopelessness of resistanceaaftdhhpped for bett~ 
{1 JC.VII.p.125. (2)Actually the Haddin_gton MS Records 

are missing 1608 .. 1613 
(3) The Bishop however nominated tfle Privy Conference himself. 



execution of the two chief purposes of the Kirk,the campaign 
against P1.pists an.d the esta.blishment of a fixed provision 
for ministers,indicates thatopposition yo the Government had 
f~iled to achieve any thing an~ that the moderate view looked 
to Royal support as the only remedy. The use of the privy 
conference was :m e"cellent way of shelving awkward questicn s 

in Synod as in Gener~l Assembly even in such matters as 
the formal refusal to recognize the Episcopal jurisdiction. 

The c:Jnsecration of the Bishops by the Bishop of London 
was as great a blow to Scottish indeuendence as to Presbyterian: 
:ism(November 1610) Resistance even of such Presbyteries as 
those o:f Fife and Haddington was slowly beaten baclr.The stern 
tre-:ttment meeted out to the exiled and the banished had had 
the effect which as far back as the regency of Mnrton had been 
desired by the government(Morton had threatened to hang the 
ringleaders) The most ze"l.lous had no desire to"suffer"and were 
unwilling to admit that the people of Scotland were indifferent 
to their sufferings.The commons follwwed the opinions of tbeir 
feudal superiors and these were by no means adverse to the 
new system which ~ave them opportunities of securing their 
tacks and making fres~ bargains with the new prelates.An alliance 
between Bishop and laird meant the presentation of ministers 
who would be amenable to such bargains and tacks for the authoriW 
of the Presbytery had now fallen very low.Gladstanes in recount: 
:ing his quarrels with the Synocl of Fife with some of"the auld 
Melvinian bruide" tells how he repressed them"to the great 
c::mtentment of all gucte and faythfull subjects that were prresent. 
in great nomber~(1) and this seems to infer that there was 
some attendance of laymen after the model of Lothian.The cry 
was for 'Jniformity of discipline throughout the dioceses fan 
the Presbyteries varied considerably in ~~ny points.It was 
stated that henceforth no more General Assemblies were to te 
held and that therefore the Diocesan Synods must take their 
ulace and Gladstanes held that his diocesan Synod had as 
much authority as a General Assembly in which the King was 
n:)t present.When the records of these Diocesan Synods begin 
they show that a lay element did attend to the support of tine 
Bishop and the Royal programl!J.e and thaugh there is no indication 
as tonhow it was appointed it w~s presumably in the nomination 
of the Pr~mate (2) In Anril 1611 21 parishes send lay delegates 
{1)0riginal Letters.CLVIII & CLIX.Gladstames enlisted the 

Royal interest in finqnce in dealin3 with the execution of 
the law against adultery,the profits of justice of which 
ought to hg,ve gone to the Treasurer or Chek:ker. The actual 
Commissioners who hqd been appointed at o:be time or another 
to collect these fines se; dam delivered the fines to the 
treasurer 11 an:'i if it end_ in al.J.e monopole your maj estie 
w:1._ll never rea--:;e commodi tie of the samin" 

(2)Synod Records of Fife (Abbotsford Club)4th April 1611 
The Synod had even the power to elect the Kirk Session when 
in visitqtion i~ was found to be inefficient or disaffected. 
i bid .Linli thgow July ?rd 1611 cf c i'II .1 c::::"" • • • ~ .p • ....;0 



Royal influence in shire elections under alliance with 
the Sheriff advanced aimult~neously with Episcopal influence 
in Synod and Kirk Session.The defection of the lafelement 
prohibited any nation~l demonstration and none of the letters 
of the period show that theBishops had any fear of a baronial 
rising in res-:J·:mse to an appeal of the zealot faction. 
Cupar it was stated was a hotbed of disaffection but it was 
thought that such disaffection would be crus~ed by the 
co o~tion of a leaven of well affected ministers (and laymen? 
or the transfer of the Presbytery from the county town to 
Falkla.nd.Spottiswood on the otner uand was more than the 
other Bishops immersed in civil affairs.fhaugh he_ infotmed 
the Kihg of his triumphs in securing the obedience of his 
Synod at Irvine he was equally interested on the King's 
behalf in securing theteleettoncbf:)municipal councils in 
Ayr and Glasgow(cf Rait.p.303) (1) 

Gladstanes Diocesan Synod matting at Perth in 
September (Jrc_ and 1lt-h) laid down stringent rules enforcing 
fines for non attendance of ministers(2) with the intentinn 
of preventing a boycott which would have lowered the prestige 
of this substitute for a General Assembly.For a short time 
it looked as if St.Andrews as the seat of the principal 
High Commission Court would return to its place as the 
chief ecclesiastical city of the Kingdom,but the magnet r:K 
Ec'linbur~h anc1 the La':7 Courts drew the Commission to the 
Capital so that Privy Council and Session might be cognizant 
of its verdicts(P.C.R.VIII.p.273 25th October 1611)The 
great problems connected with excommunication for murder had 
~ansed for some time but it was realized that ecclesiastical 
condemnation before civil sentence had been passed was 
prejydicial to an impartial civil trial,and except in notor: 
:ious cases the practice seems to have fallen into disuse 
especially since the King had taken up such an antaganistic 
attitude towarrls the summary form of "spiritual horning". 
With this coalescence of the Civil and Spiritual Jurisdictions 

(J) therefore :1n advance was made.The Synod of Fife agreed that 
an examination of the defendant on oath before ahy ecclesiastb: 
:al court on a capital charge was not to be enforced unless 
he were willing to give his oath of innocence.If indeed his 
appearance for the purpose of satisfying the Kirk of his 
repentahce prejudiced his life or civil liberty his absence 
was n0t to be considered contmmacious and therefore ultimately 
wotthy of excommunication so lomg as he sent a wr~tten promise 
to satisfy the Kirk.All such capital charges and the greater 
moral sins were taken over by the Synod for the m atter of 
their ecclesiastical satisfaction just as excommunication 
was now v:ithin the cQntrol of the Bishop, himself. 

( 1) Or1g.Letters.CLXI:X (OUt June 1o10) 
ibid.CLXX. 

(2)Recs.of Synod.of Fife.p.34 
(3)April 21w23 1612 Recs.Synod of Fife.p.45 

Thesejudicmal changes were at the instnace of the King 
himself.see Spottiswood.III.p.215 



The Bishops were now firmly est8.blished in practice. 
All that remained was their establishment by formal act 
of Parliament in the~r full jurisdiction as they had 
already ibtained it in the pseudo Assembly of June 1610. 
The Parliament was to meet in October but as early as July 
preparations and propganda for infl1encing elections were 
set afoot.Alexander Hay was sent to prepare the way in tbe 
first instance by consultation with the Bishops and the 
Chancellor as to the best methods.James first consideratton 
was a.~cusual a monetary one i.e. a grant for his daughter s 
wedding but strangely enow;h al thour;h later the most ena:- getic 
supporters of the scheme the Bishops were not at first 
taken into the Royal confidence on this s~ore. No longer 
id. there a Commission of Assembly to suggest measures and 
prepare Kirk articles tor Parliament.The Bishops without 
consulting any other Church Court conducted. the whole 
negotiations .H!ld even the constant moderators been consulted 
some constitutional semblance might have been preserved ~thou§ 
there was no longer any suggestion:· th·1.t the Estate of the 
Kirk should be represented in Parliament by the inferioE 
clergy, whether moderators or not .Gladstanes described with 
great pomposity how he convened the Secretary(Hamilton who 
had obt':lined the post from Hay) and Glasgow 11 for advising 
anent our affairs to be handled in this approaching Parliament" 
discussing those articles which ought to be omitted and those 
which the King might equally well execute by simple proclam: 

(1) :ation and it was only when they were satisfied that there 
were some things which must have Parliamentary rat1ficat:1o n 
that the Parliament was officially proclaimed.(2) 

. The Kirkmen in power har'J. far less constitutional 
sense than nobility or burghs.The group system may have lent 
ibself to this view for the controllin3 and limiting aims 
of the Kirk even in its best days were directed towards the 
urotection of their own estate rather than to a formal theory 
~s applied universally to the civil constitution.The tyranny 
of the Melvilles had it been able to express itself' in Civil 
enactment would have been as ~nconsiderate of true democZRcy 
as were these who were resa~ded aa renegades by the extremists 
If the result of the December 1596 disturbance had been in the 
Kirk favour would a practical ecclesiastical tyranny have been 
established under the very people who now held the reins(for 
the majority of the original commissioners of 1593-6 had 
with the exceution of the Melvilles succumbed to the bait of 
the BisQ.oprics). The Bishops were t>:e chief' instruments used 
by the ting notoonly for the subversion of the independence of 
the Kirk but f'ow controlling the electorate and~,hepresentation 
to Parliament in Burgh and shire.(cf Rait.p.]OI-303 

(T)orig.Letters CLXXX. 
(2) P.C.R.VIII.p.452 23rd Aug~st 1612. 



Gladst3.nes and Spottiswood were as unscrupulous poltJticians 
as any of the nevr or ancient nobility.Gl"'cdstanes calcula:t ed 
skilfully the assets~Ch.ancellor Dunfermline was hated by the 
pemple who on that account would sup)ort Bishops and the 
Kirk policy to which it was known he was opposed.The forth: 
:coming Parliament was popu13.r with the nobility and. commons 
merely because it was thought tha~ it was summoned in oppos: 
: i ti o1·1 to the Chancellor's wishes. "In the mean tyrne" said 
the Prirr.a.te "we shall not be idle to prepare such as have 
vote to inuline the right way for all men do follow us and 
hunt for our favour~Meverth.eless he ha3tened to assure the 
King that since the~.-Bisho)S had been created by the Rojal 
Power no estate was so de::~endent upon the King for its very 
existence.(1) Yet Spottiswood was the more discreet Royal 
agent and it was he who went to the King for final preparation 
of bus1ness(2).The almost complete separation of the general 
interest of the representative Kirk from the group of 
Bishops who alone directed Kirk affairs in and negotiations 
with Parliament,is clear from the fact that when the Synod 
of Fife met in St.Andrews September 29th and 30th only 12 
days before the r .. ding of Parliament no reference was made 
nor instructions given to the Co~~issioner Bishops who alone 
could vote for the Kirk.Yet the elections in the shires were 
taking place during that week largely influenced by the 
Bishops with an object which must h~(-ve been perfectly well 
Known.But the Synod ~ade no protest 2) Yet these carefully 
chosen Commissioners of"Shires and Burghs in 1.ctual practice 
were little different in·,actual personnel from those who 
had attended the General Asse~bly when it was an independent 
constitutional opposition. Lairds and Burghs seemed to hew e 
made the decision that their development as Estates was to 
be within the Constitution of Parliament and not completely 
outsi0.e it. 

There is thus no record of any consultative 
body beinP:; in attenda!(ce upon the Bishops durin·,; the time of 
Parliament.Haddington s account of the choice of the Articles 
indicates that whatever might be the attitude of the nobility 
to Episcopacy they were certainly unwilling to admit the 
Royal :nterference in their freedom of choice even al thru gh 
since all the Bishops were the King's cre,1tures it was of 
little re1.l consequence which Bishops they chose.(3) 

The decisive ~et of this Parliament met with 
11 ttle OIJpOsi ti on. The Golden Act of 1592 T·,as set aside m d 
the argument of the pre:lmble to the act definitely stated 
that this alteration '"as made after mature deliberation and 
discussion between King and Assembly.The Parliament of 1597 
which ry.tve the vote in "arli-:unent to the Kirk had remitted the 
ad ustment of the discipline to K:l.nc:r, and Assembly 

1 )Ori ~. Letters. CLXXXI.August 31 1612 --------
(2} ibid. CLXXXIV.Gladstrtnes was .jealous oil the influence of 

Spottiswood ·J.nd kept a watch over his movements throw.; h 
the medium of John Murray groom of the bedchar.1ber. 

{3)Melrose Pa~ers.I.pp 15-16 
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These decisions as to the office of persons provided to ~ 
Bisgoprics had only been concluded in Assembly in June 1610~ 
with consent not only of godly ministers but of the Council 
and a large number of "best affected nobilitie barones and 
commissioners of Bur;rowis".These conclusions were formally 
ratified with the notable omission of several clauses which 
had asserted the right of the General Assembly over the 
Bishop,and tb.e ri~ht of holdin.g ann'Jal assemblies( 1 )The 
establishme;.1t of the High Com::Jission which had not been 
accepted by the Assembly was set up as the ultim~te court of 
appeal. The tax which virtually bought these privileges 
was str~ngly sup::;->orted by the Bishops although thdl~r attempt 
to grant the enormous sum of £800,00 was opposed by the ot~er 
Estates and only a fraction of this was granted.Nevertheless 
£240,00 alloctaed in the old manner 1/2 upon the spiritual 
Estate 1/3 upon the Nobility including barons and 1/6 upon 
the Burghs w<.s a proof of the reality of the alliance for 
mutual advantage between King and Bishops.(2) 

Thus with little struggle the chamge had veen accepted 
in Scotlq,nd.Synods continued to meet in the new diocesan 
fashion without raisin~ question as to the right of the 
Bisho~s to de~l with Parliament without any real commission 
anG without eheerving any of the caveats of 16oo laid upon 
Voters in narliament,The Synods de lt with little of national 
im~ortance save the great question of Papists and the 
ind.i vidual recorcls of Presbyteries show tnat only the simplest 
cases of discipline were dealt with and even the notices ~ 
these were of the briefest.The Presbytery as an expression 
of a national outlook had been almost completely overthrown 
and the position could have hardly been worse had the King's 
th:!:'eat of complete i'l.ischarge been put into effect. (3) . 

In the Synods a shq,re of the administration of the 
poor law devolved u9on them in collaboration W!thtthe newly 
created Justices of Peq,ce(1609) and they were also coneerned 
in the revived energy of the CJm~issars several of whom were 

(4) also mePlbers of the High Commission.Only in the matter of 
Papists did any policy on a national scale ~ake itself evident. 
In dealin3 with the question of the Papist Earls the Synod 
of Fife insisted that any brethren of its membership who 
had vote either in Council or High Commission should refuse 
to grant ~ny further delay in the processes against the Earls 
until they ha. 1 fully satisfied the Kirk and recommended a 
supplication to the King on the ~oint.Something of the old 
Fife S)irit breaks out in the de~an~ for examination of tbe 
rentals of the Bishons to make sure that no alienations 
or tacks tendin3 to delapidation had been ~ranted.And the 
Synod exercised a strict surveillance over the new Commissars. 
( 1 )A.P.S.IV.p.469 470 cf the act of 1597 ibid.p.130 __ _ 
(2) A.P.S.IV.p.475 
(3) cf the r,!S Records of Haddin5ton which recommence FebrUll!y 

161j.In March 10 the nresbytery w~s charged under horning 
to register all deaths with the Commissar so that 
testaments mi~ht ~e ~on~me~ 

(4)s~rnod Recs Fire."'~ 5,-ro,TI. "In Haddin13ton the Provost 
appeared in ~resoy ery as representing the J.?.s. 11 Aug.161J 



The Synod however w~s no lomger the frEe assembly of all 
ministers where interchange of opinion and information 
from the various districts helped in the construction of 
~ national policy. Only such~,_as the Bishop desired might 
attend upon his written warning.The same principle of 
payment of ex:::>enses was applied to Synod as it had been 
in 1597-98 to the Assembly.If a mini~ter pled povebty the 
expenses of his travel were to be borne by the contribution 
of the others of the diocese who had larger stipends(1) 
Almost all opposition had ceased,and several of those who 
had been most prominent in resisting the Royal Policy were 
induced to acce:::;t Bi shop·~·ics themselves. The leaders were 
scattered;James Melville died in 1614 and few remained to 
fi3ht against arfapathy which was comm·m to almost all 

(2)the"commons".The rreath of Gl.adstanes and the subsequent 
transfers among the bishops induced the union of the two 

C6urts of High Commission which now were supreme in all 
causes of mmrals,doctrine,Papistry etc.with penalties not 
only s _;_~iri tual '1.S far as excommunication, but civil as fli:r 
as fining and imprisoning,upon warrant from the Privy Council. 
The su]reme ecclesiastic'3.l authority was therefore given to 
a body which had no warrant for its power from the Assembly. 

Assemblies were now entirely at the Will of the King 
and in July 1616 when proc-lamation of a General Assembly was 
made it was s9ecifically stated that the King had only been 
persuaa.ed to agree to it upon the urgent representations of 
"the prelats and reverend fathers of the Kirk" as to ·the 
alabming increase of Popery.The permanent policy of the Bishops 
was to attemnt to simk all differences of Kirk Government 
in a united campaign against Papists,but it is curious that 
an Assembly should have been mooted at such a time.The Kir.g 
was bent upon change of ritual as he had effected change m 
external Kirk government and as Professor Masson points out 
the General Assembly was still the ohly agency through which 
improvements could be smoothly made and the lingering Pres: 
:byterian remnants removed(3).The summons to Aberdeen was 
an indication that the vote of the Northern ministers was 
still essential for a majority.The Royal party had for several 
Assemblies paid the expenses of travel for those ministers 
who would otherwise never have seen the face of an Assembly 
and by holding the Assembly in the North the drain upJn the 
Royal funds wa.s corres :pondin:;ly less. There was just as much 
truth in the suggestion of the opposite faction that the 
trouble came from the Papists in the North and a Northern 
Assembly would therefore deal more competently with individual 
and local nroblems of Pa 1st activities. 

1 Synod Records of Fife.p.79 July 1614 
(2)In Burntisland however the intrepid Watson now minister 

there "<tn1 the ~;rincipal reular of that toun thts la.ng tyme 
was held resomsible for a riot against the King s officer 
who w s att1:1cked by the women of the town"of the bangstar 
!mazone kind" anr'l was sus~Jenc1 ed by the Archbishop.April1615 

( ) (Ori~.Letters.II. CCIXVIII.) . 
3 P.C.R.X.p.c11i. 



The method of election was -not· ~o' arl>itrary,)as m"tght .~ha:tel ~r 
been expected.The hasty summons necessitated the recognition 
of the Presbytery as the unit of representation albhough the 
whole tendency of the Royal Policy had been to repress that 
body .-The Bisho-ps letters of warning enjoined the election 
of commissioners whose expenses must be ~aid by the rest of 
the ministers of the Presbytery under penalty of loss of 
stipend.Of these commissioners whose number was not specified 
the moderator of Presbytery had to be one. These moderators 
though in theory the nominees of the Bishop were in practice 
the old Constant Moderatots who ha~ simply been confirmed 
in their position by the Bishop's appointment.The letter 
addressed to Had.dington by the Primate announcing "an Gererall 
Assembly to be halden at Aberdein(required) the brithren to 
choyse out among ther number the maist dtscreit and experimentm 
to rasen u:;:on sic affairis of the Kirk as suld be intreated 
ther at meeting"The Brethren refer:eed the matter to the 
following week and warned all the absentees to be present • 
On 31st July they elected Mr.Thomas Ballantyne to accompany 
the moderator(James Carm1chae1)The commission granted them 
described them as the "undowtit commissioners(of the Presbytery) 
giving gnanting and committing to them ther full plain ani 
frie powar express commamd and charge in ther names to can peir 
befor the Assembly of the Kirk of Scotland to begin at Aterdein 
the 13 of August instant and ther in ther names torason 
propon and vote to ·sic things as salbe proponed tending to the 
gl·'Jrie o~ God and the prof'eit of this Kirk according to the 
word of God ans disciplin contained therin quherunto thei have 
sworn and subs cri bedn ( 1) When however after the Assembly the 
question of expenses arose,only Ballantyne received any 
rei~bursement.Presum9.bly the £100 salary of the agent moderator 
was still in force and he was expected to pay his own expenses 
from tbat.On 28th Au~st the Presbytery agreed to pay acoording 
to the act of Assambly( 159'7-98) and gave Ballantyne £20 · 

"accordin€'; t-o the order of other presbyteries".It was Ballantpne 
also who made the official report of Assembly business to 
the Presbytery.(2)0nly a proportion therefore of the Ass~bly 
was in any sense elective.Laymen were there without commission 
the Bishops and Constant Moderators were likewiese without 
Commission on a re,?resentative basis,and a lis'S of newly 
cre~ted doctors of divinity took advantage of the ruling of 
the 1602 Assembly that Doctors were an integral part of the 
composition of an Assembly.The system had become a meetirg 
of the Council attended by a Kind of minor Convention of Estate 
with the Bishops,their nominated moderators and a partly 
re<Jresentative monvention of ministers.The comuosition of 
the Privy Conference refleeted-'l_the composition~ of the main 
bod but so as to minimize the imuortance of the re rese~ative 

Haddin·3ton Records.MS. III. 4th July 1 1 , 31st July, 7t ugust. 
(2)ibid.28th August. 



element.The Privy Conference was now closely analogous to 
the Lords of the Articles exce~t that as yet they report.ed 
their decisions or "advice., to each session of Assembly and 
a vote mi~ht ap:;:>arently at any time have been taken.The 
system of report W'3.s useo. to 1Jrotract business until the 
Southern ministers mhoul<f find the ex)ense intolerable and 
for this purpose theKing s proposals or overtures for the 
repression of Pani sts were examined. in det.ail .'3.11\ Comferance 
and Public Assembly.The result was an e1ab~rate system 
for executing all ~ast acts against Papists and Jesuits, 
non com'1lunic9.nts women as well as men,and it was hoped trat 
by refernce to the Court of High Commission that few loopholes 
of Esc~~e mi~ht be left.Ung,uthoruzed schools kept by women 
it was stated. 'V"e'·e often the sources of propagation of Papist 
doctrine and all such schO')ls were prohibt;ted except after 
trial by t.he nresbytery g,nd warrant of the Bishop.The old 
abuse of pilgrimages pers~sted in spite o:f half a century of 
legislation against it .Not only the Hi?:;h Commission V''lS called 
in but the new au.t·-ority of the J'Jstices of peace wasr 
requisitioned for the uur')ose whose duties as judges of idle 
va~abon~a~e were~e~~~fided in various directions.Even doctors 
of medicine and a?otnecaries came under suspicion as Papi.S ts 
and were comuelled to selc testimonial from the all powerful 
Bishop. ( 1) ~ 

F8.r from now controlling the Royal Power the Assen:llb}y 
under the Bishops was more amenable to the Royal will tmn 
even a nomin~ted. Parliament.The Royal overtures(2) were app: 
:roved without "'emur f')r the m;:1jority of the Privy Conference 
who discussed. them in the first place !:lad probably h9.d a 
hana in their ~Drmulation,and the ultimate vote of the Assembly 
had been calcul9.ted to a nicety.That there was little spantan: 
!eous business enacted is clear from the immediate nroduction 
of the new confession of Faith(3) .The Assembly not only arecepttfi 
the Royal suggestions for revision and reconstrlilction of 
Discipline bo be embodied ina Book of Canons but surpassed 
them by remittin::j the question to the Bi::>hop of Glasgow and 
Strut hers on o:B the ministers of Edinburgh, subject to the 
a9proval of a Commission which in many ways resembled the 
"General Commission" discarded in 161 • 

B.U.K.p. 20 
(2iFor order to prevent the depapidation of benefices,for 

plantation of Burghs,conversion of Papists,for a new 
Confession of Faith, and a Catechism' to be taught in schools) 
Uniformity in Kirk service,and uniformity of Discipline to 
be lai0 down in a book of canons a proved by a commission 
of the Bisho:;:Js and 15 ministers(named)Important educational 
advance was sugg3sted in the renewed endeavours to indUce. 
the Synods to support two Student Bursg,rs at the New College 
in St.Andrewsi.e 26 in all.And for the first time a e · 
universal order was established (ratified by act of D~: 
~ .. ~)for the registration of baptisms marriages and deaths) 

(3) B.U.K.p.11?2 (-r/...; ....,_~ ~~ ~~a..i.Ly~ 
~ .er~ ~ 7i'$71) 



This commission consisted of the comolete listof .Bishops 
and 17 ministers who had in the majority of cases served 
upon former commissions{it even included the rebel William 
Scot minister of Cun~r) and it nowers were to consider the 
whole question of dela.pidation to try offenders in this 
resnect and to establish a formal rUle which was to have 
the.full fo·"ce of an Act of Assemhly;in addition they were 
given the ol~ power of plant.a1lion of "burrows towns" and 
the ulti~ate decision of the question of the Canons of 
Disci)line and uniformity. To all. intent and purposes· th3 
"general Commission had been restored,when for any reason 
the Kin~ and the Bishops desired the passing of measures 
which might 1ndice contraversy.Theymembers were in point 
of fact only an advisory body which might share with the 
Bishops any odium likely to ensue(1) 

The Gener:=1l Assembly had now become in almost 
every way a Court of Eegistration for Kin; and. Bishops 
decrees,to as great an extent as Parliament and Conventfun. 
Spottiswood who had used for the first time his Episcopal 
right to moderate without formal election reported to tbe 
King on Ecclesiastical affairs jast as the Chancellor 
reported &n Civil achievements.As tne King in this corrupt 
period might make alterations in the finished Acts of Parlia: 
:menta so in the matter of Kirk decrees he claimed an even 
more'Jarbitrary power of supplementing ann interpolating. (2) 

The acts of General Assembly were before long put to 
execution by Acts of Council ratifying the arrangements for 
Parish registers,reenforcing the acts against Papists and 
J'esuits,handing over to the Bishop the power which the 
Presbytery had ~ormerly possessed of examining outgoing and 
incoming ships an1 their passengers forthe purpose. (3) 

Since 1612 the King had dc"termined upon fundamental 
change in the forma of worship as well as in Kirk government. 
His visit in 1617 was actuated in no small degree by the 
desire to have the Scottish Kirk uniform with the English 
one. The Convention of Estates of Marc~ !fl.ioh;wa.e large 
and representative,mainly through the activities of the Bisho~ 
(1)B.U.K.p.1131 they were to meet upon the 1st of December 
(2)Sp.III.p.236 Even as early as this the King wanted to 

insert in the acts the Five Articles.The Bishops found 
courage to ::;:>rotese against the"Popmah" alterations of 
the Chapel Eoyal and James submitted although allegedly for 
other reasons.Orig.Letters.II.CCCXIV.p.496 

(3)See P.C.R.VIII.p.67oet seq.1oth Dec.1616 
On 9th Decemeber·a letter was received by the Presbytery of 
Haddington from the Bishop,reminding them of the local 
arrangement made in the last Synod for the maintenance of 
students of divinity in St.Andrews.The c~ntribution was 
to be paid from the "penalties" of ~ach parish Kirk by the 
minister.The sum due from Haddington was £46 which was 
apportioned !mong the variousparishes.(9th Feb.1617) 



granted a. large taxation of £200,000 apportioned in the usual 
manner so that the Ecclesi s.stic'll. Estate was responsible for 
for £1oo,ooo.(1) The Parliament at which James himself should 
be present was ~>reclaimed for 27th May although it was later 
prorogued to June !?tb. • .James ar-rived 16th May.There were indic: 
:ations that the anti-Episcopal party was bent upon making an 
effort to remonstrate in Parliament but apart from Diocesan 
Synods there was no method of making their vievrs known.The 
Bishops kept a tight rein over the appointment of delegates and 
independent action was impossible.To make matters worse the 
Bishops ma~e a show of constitutionalism,by advocating the 
appointment of commissioners to the pg,rliament to assist them 
with advice in the manner of an Estate.These delegates seem to 
have been appointed in the Dioeesan Synods and therefore under 
the Bishop's supervision. In 1597 and 1604 the Commissioners 
of assembly had requested such advice from the Presbyteries 
and Synods. In this instance the Presbyteries do not seem to 
have been consu.lted.No fewer than 15 were appointed in the 
Diocesan Synod fueld in Edinburgh before the Parliament.Although 
the Fife Synod met in April there is no record of the appoint: 
:~ent of commissioners although it was suggested to the BiShop 
that he should consult as to the procurin~ of an Act of Par: 
:liament permitting the employment of the "penalties" of 
each Kirk for the support of Bursars.The tenour of the Five 
Arti-cles was known by this time and the "sincerer sortu fear' ed 
that if these delegates from Synods reached sufficient numbers 
as a deliberative and advisory body for the assistance of 

"the Bi.shops,that opportunity wquld be made to turn this 
meeting of the Ecclesiastical ~state" into '1 pseudo represen tati~ 
General Assembly which would"vote and conclude" according to 
the will of King and Bishops. While the "sincerer sort" wotil. d 
have welcomed the election of commissioners to attend upon 
Parliament provided that the appointment had been made in freedom 
in the Presbyteries they attempted propaganda to hinder such 
appointments when made in Diocesan Synods wgere the Influeme 
of the Bi.shop wq,s lJaramount.The Presbyterians pointed out that 
this kind of Convention without any control over the Bishops 
or,:Jany ri~ht of veto Wg,S intended to reduce the Conventions of 
the Kirk to~·,the level of the English convocation.Nevertheless 
the delegates of Synods met as an advisory b~dy in the Little 
Kirk of Edinburgh both before the appointment of the Articles(2) 
and after it,diring the interval of Parliament after the manner 
of the Estates of Barons and Burgesses.Their meetings were 
presided over by one or other of the Bishops who were not upon 
the Articles. In addition to this de endent "Ecclesiastical 

1 A.P.S.IV.p.583 The Bishops were to convene their vassals on 
1?th August when the stent roll was to be set down. 

(2)C.VII.p.249 They sent a protest to the King that they w~e 
not a General Assembly and therefore incompetent to consider 
the Five Articles. 



Estate which may or may not have been largely nominated by 
the Bishops,there was among the usual concourse of people to 
Edinburgh in time of Parliament,a group of ministers wbos 
had not accepted commission from Diocesan Synod but who without 
commission apparently other tb:m "inspiration" bad resolvai 
upon some kind of vindication of right possibl~ by open protest: 
:ation in Parliament or perhaus by an attempt to influence the 
barons and burgesses either as Estates or as members of the 
Articles.Tbe latter alternative was rendered impossible by 
~he fact that the Estates no longer appointed their own rep: 
:resentatives on the Articles but the former system of cnoss 
nomination had been revived in 1612 to secure the appointment 
of those favourable to· the Royal purposes. This meant that 
Barons and Burgesses were eh )sen by a grou:y of Bishops and 
Nobles who were practically nominees of the King(Rait.p.370) 
The hostility of the Bishops to the Erect~d Temporal Lordships 
and the knowledge that stringent alteration were contemplated 
in the assignations of stipends and tithes brought about 
the opposition of the Lords to the choice prescribed for them 
by Bishops and King.As the Bishops were all more or less under 
Royq,l influence the Lords even had they wished could not 
have avoided appointing a subservient ecclesiastical ~uota 
The meeting of ministers(who numbered 80.oo100) in the lLittle 
Kirk under the Presidency of a Bishop was concerned not with 
national questions but with the details of the actcappointing. 
the commis si on for stipends vrhi eh the Articles were tp pass. 
The non official meeting upon the specific assurances that , 
no change in the Constitution of the Kirk was intended,dissolved 
exceut for a minority who remained "!.S watchdogs and agitators: 
lest-these uromises should be evaded.It was the energy of these 
which discovered the articles ;;Jrejudicial to Kirk libertJI which 
had a.lreJ.o.y been p·'lssed by the J{rticles in particular that which 
gave to the King with ahe Bishops and a competent number of 
n~minated ministry the full authority of a General Assembly. 
It was this non official group which organized the protestation 
in ouen Parliament in defence·of the freedom of Assemblies. 
The unofficial group did not join with the assembly in the 
Little Kirk but drew a section of that meetin-; to a conclave in 
the "music school" .Thus t'h.e meetin<S which drew up the protest 
was held without Bishops whose moderacy would have at once 
ureveneted such rebellious action.Calderwood who arranged the 
meetin3 realized th3.t th ;se men were not heroes and that it 
wg,s only the thousht that this was the ultimate crisis that 
induced them to record their protest.The Lords Articles hm 
obviously intended to take the Ecclesiastical Estate by surprise 
for apart from the Bishops they h"ld no vote in Parliament and 
but for the vigilg,nce of the nwacriffu Calderwood. the fateful 
article would. have been pg,ssed with the rest of the 40 in the 

(1) finA.l session of Parliament.Although the Clerk Register refused 
to register the protest the King agreed to "pass from the 
Article"nr·::>vir'led he could maintain the dignity of the prerogati\e 
mc.VII.p.252-:254 Sp.!!I.p.241 



Thus in the completed acts althou~h there were several 
which affected the uosition of the Bishons as inde;endent 
of the Assembly( 1) the article which had .. aro'J.Sed this prct. est 
was not engrossed.Those who had prevented it were therefore 
penalized in particular the actual persons who had presented 
the -oetition.Fiftyfive ministers ~man~ wtiom ·wereCM.lloway and 
Rail"' ·cwere involved but the stringent and immediate 
punishment which followed upon the'.ringleaders Simson Hewat 
and C<1lderwood soon induced the submission of the others. 
The meeting of the ministers was stigmatized as a ttmutinous 
assemblie 11 by the court of High Commission,but the King 
in his arguments with C3.lderwood defined his attitude to 
Kirk and Assemblies. The latter he said were useful for 
the preservation of doctrine,for the preventmon Jf schism 
etc and"to put up petitions to King and Parliament" .B:1t in 
"indifferent matters of order and rites not affecting Kirk 
policy the King with the ad·.:ice of Bishops and g. competEnt 

number of ministers might conclude wi tho·1t an Assembly; 
Thms view the zealots would in no wise admit.These proceedings 
of retrmbution were concluded immediately after the rising 
of the Assembly.It was therefore perfectly clear that in 
negotiations with King and Parliament outside interferenre 
was not to be tolerated.All Kirk acts must pass by means of 
the Bishops just as in the other Estates all Parliamentary 
acts must pass through the accredited representation on the 
Articles.The Kirk more than any other estate was at the 
mercy of the arbitrary power, because in the. absence of the 
General Assembly it could. hold no"free 11 meeting as an Estate 
while its representation on the Articles was not under its 
control ~n the slightest degree. (2) 

Beyond this controverted article which the King had 
been compelled to drop,the Parliament was a notable one 
particularly in its arrangements for stipend and its attitude 

{~)to tacks e>f teinds.At last a system was adopt,ed which had 
bean in process of construction for many years i.e. as early 
as 1569 developed and extended in the proposed Platt of 1S96 
which had had to be abandoned as a universal measure.The 
chief principle of the new act for the execution of which 
a Commission was appointed,was that each minister ought 
to have a permanent stipend allocated out of his own parish 
teinds.(What had alarmed the Lords was the suggestion that 
the 1596 proposai which was to put the Kirk in possession 
ultimately of the whole teinds,was to be executed) The 
Commission now set up consisted of 8 Bishops,8 Lords,8 B~ons 
and 8 Burgesses who were to establish perpetual local stinends 
in each parish and so fmrther the full nlantation of all ~ 
Scotland with competent ministers.The scheme was a popular 
one in s ite of the abuses which Calderwood c~tes(303 Vol. VII) 

A.P.S.IV.p.529 Bishops to be elected by qhapters. 
2) See Original Letters. CCCXVIII ;C. VII. p. 262 
(3)A.P.S.IV.p.5~t,; Connell on Tithes. I.p.1t1. 



The commission h~d power to assign and augment stipends up 
to 500 merka in -~ddition to manses and glebes with the 
maximum at 1000 merks.Kirks alroacly over the minimum 500 
were not to be interferer1 with.The tack·smen from whose teinds 
these assignations an:l augmentations were made were to be 
recompensed by rehewal of their tacks for long periods so 
as· to pr,Jvent undue hardship.This was what had been found' 
so difficult in 1596 when the aniv;;osity of the tacksmen ani 
the owners of teinds had proved too strong for the Constart. 
Platt as evolvecB by Lindsay of B8.lcarras. ( 1) The establish: 
:ment of a minimum stipend wg,s '1.n advance up n the arbit·nl!I;"Y 
assignations of the Thirds which had been temporary and omy 
for one year.The system lent itself to partiality and corrupt: 
:ion and the com~issions chief duty was to arrange reasonable 
terms between uatrons mho considered the teinds.as belonging 
to them andthe~tacksmentwho had leases of teinds from bishops 
or laymen,and those gentlemen anct others who resented paying 
teind to the collectors of stranger tacksmen and welcomed 
this suggestion as fulfilling in some measure the hypothesis 
of the first book of Dmscipline that each man should possess 
his· own teind paying the kirk himself its dues. The commission 
however only extend2d to Lammas 1618 and the scheme was not 
by any means fully adj'Jsted. The result was that in 1621 the 
commission was rev~ved bJt little was done artd the act of 
Revocation and the introduction of valuations and sales of 
teinds altered the situation once more. What the nobles had 
feared from J'a.rnes in 1617 was reg,lized under the regime of 
Charles and was the ruling factor in alienating them fnom 
the cause of the King and Bishops and of throwing them into 
alliance with the Presbyterians with whose qua~'rels on point 
of ri tu'll the had little real syrn ath • 

See.Connell on Tithes.Book ~- an er I u. • 
The tithes lay ( i' with Bishops who since~ their restor at ion 
helC!_ them along with other rents subject to provision of 
ministers. ( ii )Ministers whose teinds h<td not 'been alienated 
and who drew the whole of the parochial tithes.These remained 
unaffected by the new act.(iii) with Lay''len who had either 
seized them at the Reformation or had obtained perpetual 
feus of them from the "aul1 possessors"The whole revenues 
of those spoils had been used by laymen as Lords of Erection 
of old or recent creq,tion sor:~eti "les s 1bj ect to thirds and 
sometimes not.Now these were all brou~ht into the field and 
induced to Drovide for· the ministers out of the teinds. 
(iv) the Cro1m which still held tithes alon3 with temp<rality 
of benefices which had not been erected or bestowed. 
\Vhile the whole of the tithes were not to go to the Kilk 
as the 1596 act had suggested the ministry got a fixed 
minimQ~- sti)end from them.The Commission was active. 
Lords of Erection and Bisho·ps had, to save the ·labours or 
collectmon given long tacks for period whi eh practically 
im)lied '1.lmost complete alienation.In 1617 Bishops tacks were 
restricted to 19 years but no limit was nrescribed for 
the Lords of Erection.Tacksmen who were -il.nwillln;;; to 
provide were bribed by renew'3.ls f0r enor,nons '::-eri 0ds v:hi eh 
-,r,lcti C"tlly gave :per:-:etual possession.~. g. A'?pcmr'l ix. XXXI. 



The g<;nerg_l body of the ministers were thus apneased by 
the hope of substanti '3.lly au~ented sti nend- the ·orice paid 
for submission to the Royal pOlicy.The King had expected 
no Oyposition at all y~t his Five Articles =hich would have 
been the first business of that substitute for the General 
Assembly Which he ':1ad ~ad to abandon,remained unfulfilled. 
He attempted somethin': like a nconvention of a competent 
number of ministersna;t the time o: the Hi@:h Commission.They 
were 36 in number and were summoned either individually by 
King. g_nd Bishop or we:~e elected from the Synods( 1 )The confer: 
: ence in the Castls of St .Anc1rews woulo. not consider the 
Five Articles 3.nd withdEew to the Town Kirk to formulate 
its scruples. The !\:ins meanwliile insisted that as a Christian 
Magi st~.allte hila poll cy was not to be determined by their at tit: 
:ude(t)A General Assembly was the obvious remedy but the · 
Kin•:; had no intention of beinc; driven to .tyrannical measures 
by a direct refusal on the ::Jart of that body .Galloway who 

_deprecated only one of the Articles assured the King that the 
rest would be accepted.According to Spottiswood the Assembly 
vras provision1.lly fixed for 25th November on condition that 
the representatives chosen in Synod were likely to agree. 
~ievertheless the date was not fixed. when the actual elections 
were macte in the Synods but such names as were pre~>ented were 
evio.ently thou3ht amenable eno'Jght to w·arrant the proclamation 
of November 4th summonin;; the Assembly for 25th November. (3) 
1f.l'hen unsui t'lble elections vrere m!=1de the Bishops quashed the 
nomin 1.tions. "Sven so accoc'din~S to Calderwood 7 Synods sent no 
delesates.TruAs the same methods were instituted as had already 
been used to Jbtain tractable Parliaments. Nevertheless wrn n 
the Assembly did meet in St.Andrews the Royal policy was 
accepted neither in the Privy Conference nor in open Assembly 
in spite of the threatening Royal letter.\fhile the 5 ministers 
appointed as a separate committee to consider how far the 
Assembly would agree obtained only concessions as to private 
communion-in.~cases of deadly sickness and the Anglican 
form of com:-:1union, the excuse for delay was snatched at in that 
Commissioners .Jf Synods Burghs and Gentlemen were not there 
in full strength,and the questions were referred for consult: 
:~tion in the localities with parisgioners and elders.This 
appeal to the lay element had not been made fqr many years 
for normally the laymen supported the King.The appeal to 
popular oninion showed that in extremity the Kirk was ready 
to adopt a democrativ attitude which she had despised in 
the days of power.Where were the "gentlerpe'n" to be elected 
if their presence was of such importance .There had been opp: 
:ortunity at the Synods or at the Michaelmas Courts but for 
long the attendance of gentlemen at Assembly had )apsed ~ 
an 1ntetgral representative part of the Comstitution.Spott is: 
:wood held the view thatthe ministers attitude wasinduced 
to "pleasure ill disposed people and admonished them to look 
rather to the King than to the "v9.in applause of factious 
ersons" 

P.c.R.XI.p.lv. . 
( 4 )Sp. III. p. 248; Matheson. p. 314 



Not all the letters of supplication and excuse could palliate 
the Royal displeasure.The old weapon of restraint of sti;pend 
in use since 1584 had to be used to induce obedience and 
acceptance of the Five Articles. ( 1 )The Archbishops protEisted 
that only direct defiance and insolence would have resUlted 
if the Articles had been insisted u·:Jon.But the financial 
pressure soon had its effect especially upon the Edinburgh 
ministers who having lost prestige in the troubles of 1596-97 
never recovered as a body their old independence. The 'old · .· 
leaders were rapidly dyin3 out and even the most daring of 
the newer leader€ were too isolated to defy authority with 
'lny a.dvanta€5e.Never before h~id the Kin.g's"creatures"so 
exasperated him and his distaste f~r General Assembl~es was 
confirmed.While Calderwood regards these "alarms" of the 
Bishops as subtErfuges,~ the evidence of the correspondence 
show's that the King did have intentions of conducting affairs 
by the aid of Bishops and a eo-opted number of ministers 
without reg~rd 90 the oldRival of Parliament. The principle 
in itself had been used by the Presbyterians themselves. 
When the"Popes of EfUnburgh" were leadin·:. opposition theu 
h1.d often "assumed"other ministers at their meetings on 
no representative principle and they had been willing in 
several instances to call these General Assemblies e.g.1593 
although the whole Universal Kirk was not actually in 
attendance.Several of the group of Bishops and their supportem 
had been familiar with those conventions of the ministry 
with the result that the breach of the true tepresentative 
principle did not seem to them so glaring as it appeared to 
the younger men of the Calderwood opinion. {I) 

The Convention of Bishops and such ministers as 
(3) were in Edinburgh at the time( January 1q18.) had had plert y 

of .precedents in the past when the Presbytery of Edinburgh 
had been the leading group but even such a convention refused 
to accent the Five Articles until fully advised with the 
whole Klrk.The Royal threat of w~thfrawal of stipend was a 
dangerous one for it would mean that any gains which Epie copa01; 
had wonwould be lost particularly in the matter of the 
late commission,and the financial aspect had been the c~f 
influence in bring::in:J' about vote in Parli a1nent a.nd the· intro: 
:duction of Bishops.The King's bargain was made with the· 
Bishops that the Commission for Teinds ~ould only be co~inued 
in the next Parliament if the Kirk submitted on the quest ion 
of observance of Feast Days in the matter of which he had 
alre9.dy used his prerog9.ti ve power through the ordinancES of 
the Privy council.From the beginning the Kirk policy had 
been strbngly influenced by considerations of stipend b~ 
the full pressure had never been exerted by the King to such 
a degree. · ·;or· ;;;-:;:--

( 1 )Original Letters CCCXXVI'j'CCCXXIX;Matheson p.316-;5p.I!I.250 
(2)cf Calderwood's bitterness in the matter of the Laird of 

Corse who was also minister of Keith,promo)ed to the see 
of Aberdeen.He said his purpose •as not for religious 
convicti o.n_ f>ut to reqpair his "broken lairds hip". 

(3)Sp.III.p.~~ 



For several reasons therefore in spite of the apprehwnstftDS 
prevalent,there was no agitation on a nation~l scale. 
The Gener'3.l Asse'"'!bly was obviously the ultimate codrt 
WithOut whose authority neither Synods nor Conventions 
whether nominated or not would make dectsfon";l.But the date 
was left open as iri the ·case of the 1617 meeting.The Synod 
of Fife in spite of the aglemtl-1_warnings of the zealot 
minority(1) was so amenable to the Royal will that its seems 
hardly possbble that this was the same body which under the 
Melvilles had been the stronghold of-constitutionalism. 
It recorded that "it was thoaht expedient anent directing 
of Commissioners to the General Assembly quhen it sall pleis 
his M'3._~estie to apoynt ane, that such men sal be nominat flll.t1tbe 
of evrie Presbyterie as ar wyse and disc~eit and wil give 
his Majestie satisfaction anent their articles proponed 
be his Highnes Commissioners in the la.itt General Assembly 
at St,Androis 11 (2) The Synod of Lothian must have been equally 
tracya~le an~ the success of the Perth Assembly from the 
King s point of view must have lain in the fact. that the 
influence of Bisho-:JS procuEed a working majority of Royalist 
supporters in the local elections. The Presbytery of Haddingt<n 
on 15th Julry considered the commission of the Moderator 

(James Carmichael) from the Bishop of St.Andrews to the 
brethren ''anent the choosing of their commissioners to the 

(3)GeY!eral Assembly at Perth 25th August" On 22nd July they 
chbse three ministers Without other commeat and no farther 
notice of the momentous meeting occurs ~ntil December when 
the acts of the Assembly were automatically registered 

The notorious Perth Assembly was conducted 
on the lllGdel of Parliament and it seems almost ce:btain that. 
the representative principle was confined to the ministers 

.~.and probably the Burghs. There is little indication of any 
~ attempt to return the .r.e-:;resentative lay elder from the 

Presbyteries.The situation re~lly resolved itself into 
a meeting of a Convention of ~states and an ecclesiastical 
as se•bly whi eh was o:Jly partJt representative and in which . 
as in the parliaments of the time free election was intEr' fered 
with by Royal influence and the want of formal examination 
of Commissions which was normally the first business of 
Assembly procured that ~n the vote on the Articles the non 
commissioned had equal right with the commissioned save only 
in the case of those ministers who opposed the Royal policy. 
All tthe la;\l nominees of the Kin?; were given vote irrespf(! tive 
of ecclesiastical right to attend.The reason 1or their 
attendance according to James view was intended to show that 
in spite of the Kirk propaganda the people at large were 
not alienated from their loyalty. 

The device of the Privy Conference was a convenie~ 
Synod.o ife.1~th oril 1 p. 

(;t They insisted U:-'on the right of minorities.Synods would 
. be divided and becone anti-Synods.cf(Protesters in 1651etc) 

(3)Haddinton MS Recs. They chose Grier,Mitchelson and Blackha]. 

~· ,Jw. /~ ~- .{A>OV> ~ ~ -'1 d;t~. 



(1 B.U.K.p.1152 {2 ibid.p.t156 · 
(3)C.VII.p.324. 



(1) of the disasters of 1596 and the vigilance of the Count of 
High Commission prevented the Council l.ncl the more importm t 
citizens from maintainin~ a determined &pposition.Of the 
ministers of th~ Capital which normally gave the example "tm 
the rest of the country only Hall was of the opposition 
and in an attempt to reatain both the King's favour and the 
popularity with the citizens resigned his ministry rather 
than make a definite choice of party.The dispute divided the 
Kirk Sessions of Edinbursh where it was observed that the 
present generation of ministers no longer were held in the 
reverence of the )eriod 20 years before.The battle was fought 
within the ~dinburgh Presbytery on the q~~a\~~nof Kneeling at 
Communion(which raised the most important resistance)even 
from mer1bers of the Town Council.The attitude of the General 
Session of Edinburgh was in the best traditions of the 
democratic spirit ana curiously enouth the opposition came 

(2)not from the Councill0r-Elders but from the Deaconate who 
had less at stake.Nevertheless the majority were willing to 
smbmit and enly a small minority continued resistance. 
Galloway himself admitted that the Edinburgh Kirk by the 
riot of 1596 had lost its ppwer of unlimited freedom even to 
the extent that other Kirks were nermitted and extreme threats 
of banishment to Flanders and Newfoundland were used to 
com)el a~·-eement.Royal Proclamations commandin~ absolute 
o'bedience an::l the strenuous cens,Jrshf)p of the press exercised 
by the Hi3h Commission achieved some kind of submission in 
the Capit'll ani to ensure results the King had no hesitation 
in interfering in the Municipal Elections to obtain more 
subservient magistnates.(j) 

Spottiswood seems to have been anxious for 
religious motives as well as others to bring about some 
1dnr'l_ :Jf uniform reconci li at ion. In a diocesan Synod of 
Lothian he announced that he desired a free discussion with 
the non conforming ministers,an''~ this Conference did tal{e 
place.Bishops ani Presbyters met in St.An~rews for three days 
in November but the Royal letters which were them produced 

( 4) insisted so much u;~vm unqu~1ified obedience that no alternative 
was lefy s1.ve acceptance or deposition and Oi)en resistance 
aided by popular support.Whether po~ular support would ha~ 
et'fectled anythin~ w-:..thout the ar,tive concurrence of the lairds 
was imnrobFtble, and it was this fqctor which brought about that 
"moderation" ~-n the opposition which woul-'! not have been 
possible under the regime of the :rvTel villes and the Welshes 
and Davic1sons of the earlier period. That the King and Bishops 
did hqve some fears as to the neutralit~ of tbe lairds is 
hinted now anc"!_ again.e.g.the Laird of Torrie(~.VII.p.443) 
but a nqtional rising was delayed for 20 years.Whatever t~ 
]rivate opinions of lairds and barghsmight be they were not 
universal ehou h to alter the olic of the individual Estates 

1 The blott of Edinburgh an0 the blott of Scotland' 
2 C.VII.p.382,453 (3)1bid.p.394 

(4-)The- chief·--o:):oonents were William Scott John Carmichael 
R.Balcanquall~Tranent) and Alexander Henderson. 
Yet HadQin~ton Records contain no record of struggle.even 
of the deposition of Grier from H·J"dliJ1gton. 



The. ultra Presbyterians1 therefore, for fr:~e expression oft, 
the1r opinions were reduced to private conventicles 
particularly within the city of Edinburgh.In the event of 
:=t Parliament meeting these groups would undoubtedly coalesce 
and attempt some remonstrance against thef"formal confirmation 
of the Five Articles (already confirmed by ac~ of Council) 

J,;unes was unwilling to summon a Parliament but he 
desired a taxation,for the supply of the Palatinate.His 
first effort therefore Wg.s to gain a voluntary contribution 
from an enlarged Privy Council whi eh should be really a 
Convention of the ,Nobility(22ncl November) 1620) At that meeting 
the nobles pled general poverty and recommended a regular 

(1)taxation in Parliament.Still reluctant the Kin3 appointed 
a second meetingin January where even !ewer nobility and 
barons attended and by that time the Protestant cause in the 
Pa.latin:=tte was lost. Spottiswood claLned that the reluctm ce 
of the King to summon. .'.a Parliament was to to his desire 
to prevent the burden of a general taxation falling upon 
the com'I!ons and the poor 1 abourer as would ha~Jpen if Parliamert 
imposed it .The ind.ignation at the King's negligence in 
supporting the Protestant Cause--ana his own daughter-> provided 
opportunities for the Presbytermans to unite their cause with 
a national issue upon which popular feeling ran high.The 
res111t_ wq,s a recrudescence of opposition to the "Kneeling 
Communion"(Easter 1621).The Convention of January was by no 

(2)means as negligible as Calderwood states.It appointed a 
committee of 14 to consider the question of taxation.This 
committee fo'J.nd that voluntary contribution was inpossible 
and that the only suitable method was by '1 stent" ,and since 
no burghs were present a universal taxation was out of the 
q'J.eStion Wilbqut general consent.Even to impose a compulsory 
stent upon themselves as an Estate the nobility found that 

(~)Parliamentary sanction was necessary.The Royal Letter w~ 
· communicated to the Council of ~dinburgh which upheld their 

decision anct ref·erred the question of burghal contribution 
to the Convention of Royal Burghs.Of all the Estates therefore 
only th~ Kirk as represented by the Bishops was eager to 
sunport the Contribution for Protestantism.The need for money 
th~refore compelled the King to summon a Parliament which 
he feared might be the occasion for a general ministerial 

(4)movement.If the Presbyteries had in the old manner organized 
a representative meeting to control the Bishops and insist 
upon their caveats,all the King's schemes might have been 
frustrated,but all such conventions were forbidden.In aru 
case the conventions of the Kirk had been accustomed to 
present peti~ions directly to the Lords Articles through their 
accredited commissioners and they had sel~om met more tban 
a few days before the Parliament. For this occasion the system 
of 1594 was revived and it was decreed that all petitions 
must be given in to the Council before 20th May otherWisa 
(1)Melrose Papers II.p.381 {2)The sederunt in P.C.R. 

shows55 present 25th Jan.4621;Melrose Papers.II.p.388 
iO • ~~· I> .c. R. XII. pp380, 390 etc J ~'ou.I.p.' 

(3)A.P.S.IV.p.589 \4)Proclaimed 6th March.for 1stJune 



they could not be received.All these suu-olications had to 
be submitted to the Clerk Register who w~s to place them 
before a committee of Council who thus had a power of 
rejection even before the Articles were appointed.This 
was. obviously directed to prevent appeals being made by 
any extraordinary althou 'h unofficial convention of ministry 
at the time of Parliament .. Save as individuals therefore the 
ministers had no opportunity to make protest. ( 1) and even 
as individuals their petitions wo~ld be rejected as"J'reJmdicial 
to the Crown" .Efforts therefore had to be made through other 
chg,nnels.The "gorily citizens'' or a group of them ~hth the 
concurre·~".ce of some o:' the Kirk Session attempted to have 
a protest against the Five Articles included among the petitiom 
of the Edinbur~h Town Council,but without effect owing to 
the opposition of the m3;g1stniates and ministers (influenced by 
Galloway)who held that its inclusion would prejudice all other 
petit: ons on the part of the Burgh. The Parliament was prorogued 
to July and the limiting dat~ for submission of petitions 
similarly extended.Groups of ministers such as the Edinburgh 
pastors had. long complained of held unofficial meetings though 
in wh~t numbers these m~nor convocations were attended is not 
clear.One meeting indeed although of no official standing 
drew up an elaborate supplication which the Clerk Register 
only reluctantly accepted.(2) Perhaps it w~s the same grcup 
l.e."some few of the ministers" which directed the propa&nda 
for a fast among the non conforming ministers for causes 
other than those officially laid down(3) 

The Estates convened 9. few days before the 
Ri~ing which originally fixed for 23rd July was delayed until 
25th in order to allow the Royalist Party to influence the 
delegates.But while this was regarded as a corruption by 
Calderwood he ~!4 not consider the attempt of the godly to 
influence the seoarate Estates as corruotion. The unofficial 
conventions of ministers which the King~had anticipated met 
in Edinburgh and had obviously a scheme already prepared 
for influencing the meetings of the Separate Estates of 
Barons and Burgesses,and although unsuccessful in their 
first attempt before the Burghs might eventually have aroused 
some lon for otten reli ious fervour. The obvious remedy 

1 "All other cornorations of the Kingdome o:e prlhvate persons 
keeped their. ordinarie meetin:;s ... to prepare petitions 

·to the Parliament.But the ministers were denyed that 
libertie which they were wont to have of a General Assembly 
to send commissioners .wtth articles to the estats conveened 
in Parliament".C.VII.p.46o This view abandons the :tdea yf' 
of the univers~lity of Assembly as a rival of Parliamant 
in order to insist upon its right as one of the Estat~. 

(2)gth July 1621.The presenter of the\petition eventually 
suffered the pen~lties for opposition and was imprisoned 
in Dumbarton .C.VII.p.464et seq.it pled for liberty am o~ 

()) to the original constitution and the restoration ofthe 
denosed. 

())Indi~ectly they violated their own theories of the constitut: 
:ion.The fast was to be observed if not with concurreme 
of Presbyteries b~ in1ividual appeal to Sessions. 



quickly initiated by the Council(1) was the formal discharge 
of such conventions.The Bishops refused to permit even a 
deleo;a.tion of this convention to remain,and within 24 hours 
the ministers were compelled to go.All that they could do 
was to Leave a series of"informations"to Parliament,presumably 
to be distributed amon~ the individual Lords and meetings 
o~ Estates. These were the work of but a handful of minist era 
(JOin all) who were prepared ins pi te of the proclamation 
to protest in Open Parliament.le the Bishopscwoul!d only 
allow those ministers to remain ·in the town who- undertook 
to do nothing -against the Five Articles,the attitude of these 
30 meant that they were prepared to incur the pains of 
rebellion for their 24 hours grace would have expired before 
the Parliament met even for its First Session.The argmments 
against r~tification in ~arliament were cogent,for as y~ 
without complete establish~ent in law there was yet a loopho~ 
of eSC!ll;e from conformity. The authority of one assembly was 
not to be uphel0. against all. the evidence of former assen blies 
partivularly of ·:..n Assembly whose composition was so dubious. 
The peculiar circumstances of the appeal induced the Kirkmen 
to stress particularly the abuse of the lay element in 
Assembly(although on previous occasions meetings had been 
accounted Assemblies of the Kirk where the lay element was 
practic~lly non existent.Now the Kirk took its stand as a 
champion of the representative principle both in Assembly 
an1 Parliament against the principle of nomination as 
uractieed in the m~=tjority of Conventions of Estates.The 
King's missive to individuals did not give them right to 
vote either in Assembly or Parliament,without commission 
from Presbytery Synod or Session,or Shire Convention or 
Municip'lli ty. Their argument was a good one had it not boon 
that the two systems of Ecclesiastical and Parliamentary 

(2)Representation were now inextricably intermingled.They pled 
for freedom of Parliament and an incorruptible vote. It 
seems clear that these admonitions were intended if not for 
the Articles (who would beprejudiced in any event if the 
King's precedents of election were followed) at least for the 
individual meetings of separate Estates,and. it was probably 
to urevent this that these separate meetings were prohibited 
t~t~ vialating"a long st~nding privilege of the Estates to 
discuss the:_r own business and their ultimate vote in tte 
interval of Parli&Jent(~ait.p.404) (3) 

P.C.R.XII.p.546 2jrd July .. 
2)rnth the result that the Royal Nominees to the Assembly 

were often the representative Shire Commissioners to 
Parliament cf.St.Andrews Presbytery and the Fife Barons. 

(3)C.VII.p.4C)2.The discharge of the convention of minis1ry 
·(although it was unofficial and probably,unrepresentative 

or re-"Jresentative only of the one partyJ. therefore had 
a less stringent parallel in the other ~states.Probably 
in numbers the 30 ministers considered themselves the 
equivalent of an Est~te although obviously they had m 
representative b3sis. 



The urnost care w~s exercised to see that no ministers 
should be present in Parliament at the choice of the Articles. 
A rhetori,cal ap(3'ech'1in the Mel vinian manner might have induced 
a. rebelliouss"?irit among the Estates such as Binning did find 
in t~e case of some of the smaller burghs(Ra.it.p.303)The Estate 
<tS t1ey "et to choose the Articles on 25th July consisted of 
11Bishops,38 Lords,38 Barons and 50 Burgesses but there was 
little in the metho~ of election which cnuld have been utilized 
for Kirk benefitC1) Neverbheless two of the Lairds and one 
burgess apposed --.-ehe'-Five Articles in CoriLrni ttee and the natural 
i~eren~e made by the majority W3.S that they were so instructed 
by the ministers of their parish(2)Freedom ~f debate even in 
the Articles ~as thre~tened and even the b~siness itself censor~d 
by th.at committee of the Privy Council which ·had ·been appointed 
in r.~ay to receive and classify petitions. With the Articles 
th~J.S biassed, with. the Separate Estates closed to propaganda 
there was no alternative left to the Kirk save an attempt at 
Open Protestation before the Final Vote in Parliament should 
be called for (cf Andrew Melville's ~rotest 1606: and the fairly 
successful protest of 1617) ~inning was most concerned with the 
baronial. an0 burgess vote both in the Articles and in Open 
Parliarnent,for many of those Estates were opposed to the new 
method of taxation (3) and given opportunity might in the manner 
of "Oppositions" make common cause with the Kirk whether vitally 
interested in the se questions of ritual or not. In his letter 
to the King Binning stated that if this taxation of annual rents 
was insisted upon the opposition to the Articles of the Kin{ 
would increase in the sa:r1e ratio. ( 4) · 

The Final Day of Parliament therefore was the 
decisive one for bbth questions for although passed in the 
~rticles Binning was well aware of a formidable opposition 
which by various dubious means he had attempted to overcome,-
by bribery,threats to small barons and burghs,prohibition of 
:meetings of separate Estates etc.The ministers only chance for 
or.~anizifl!5~:;both types of opposition was by propaganda before 
the ultimate vote.As before the greatest care was taken to debar 
from at ten"~ g,nce any ministers likely to mCJ.ke protest although 

. " " the supporters of the Bishops were admitted to hear and see • 
scrutiny at the Bars of Parliament secured the exclusion of the 
minister David Barclay dep~ted by the 30 ~o make the Formal 
Protest and verbal denumciation being denied he had to take the 
last alternative and affix the written document to the door of 

(5)the Tolbooth and to the Market Cr0ss.B thus exercisin a . 
1 A.P.S.IV.p.592.Ret.of Names.p.553 the method of election 

is det~iled C.VII.p.490;Rait.p.370 
(2)C.VII.:p.493 
(3.)Melrose Papers.II.p.423;see Rait.p.494 Taxation of S4oo,ooo 

and an aditiona levy of 5~on aanul':l.l rents i.e. Income Tax. 
~4)Melrose Papers.II.p.424 2nd August. Or1g.Letters.II.CCCCXIV. 
\5)C.VII.p.496.see the Protest.p.487. 



careful control over the membership of Parliament,non 
me;nbers were excluded,yet in the Assembly the same 
scrutineers hqd refused to admit the simialr right of 
the Kirk to debar the non com~issioned not only from 
presence but even from vote. 

The ~rocedure of voting was the same as that usm 
in the Perth Assembly.The Five Articles were voted as one 
motion,and passed by a majority of 27(86~59) There was 
equal resistance to the Taxation(1)and it is probable 
that the confusion of the issues was the deliberate intent: 
:ion of the leaders of the opposition in both cases.Bruce 
with his statesmanlike mind had returned to Edinburgh 
in order to be present ~t the time of Parliament although 
when summoned before the Council he denied any efforts to 
corrupt "any Parliament man". (2) The Ministers were prepared 
to counteract the methods of Binning and the Marquis 
of Hamilton by methoas equally unscrupulous.If the King 
coul4 threaten Civil disabiltty as retribution for disobedie:rne 
the ministry helri the o1rrr-thr@ats\'of·'1apir1tual censure, but 
their power was circumscribed by the fact that the ultimate 
eensure of excomrnunicat_ion lay now with the Bishop and 
the civil penalties which gave the sentence its real force 
were thus out of reach. 

Thus the Fateful Articles became law and the King 
lost no time in ~nforcing them by the most stringent means. 
the subjugation of the Kirk was complete.Had not a wave 
of Protestant zeal swept the country about this time it 
seems clear that the ministry must have stirred up some 
kind of national demonstration now that the baronsaand 
burgesses were chafing under the new taxation.Yet no great 
demonstration took place and instead the Presbyteries bet ook 
themselves to active collection on behalf of the exiled 
Protestants for the French Kirk and for Rochelle.It was 
the Bishops who directed this 3reat campaign and united 
lairds and their feudal tenants in large schemes for relief. 
Haddington alone subscribed £2,305 for the Bapport of 

(~)Rochelle and in these national and Anti.Papist schemes 
which never failed to make their appeal,the struggles over 
minor points of ritual were forgotten for a time. 

~So from its proud position as the Rival of Parliament 
the General Assembly had become a kind of minor Convention 
ruled by the Royal Influence albeit by corrupt methods,a 
meeting of a Separate Estate but the least important of these 
Estates whose constitutianahlposition was so weak that it 
had no control over its alleged representatives in Parliament. 
The seeds of this corruption had lain partly within its own 
constitution where the group system lent 1 tself to sectional 
olic .Its real decline was due to the fact that with the 
1)Melrose Papers II.p.426 

, 2) P.C. R. XI I. p. 5 63' 
(j)Haddinston MS.Records.Jan.Feb.and March 1622 see the 
· discharge of the French deputy. 23rd March. 



incre~se of the renr2sentative ~rinciple in the const~tution 
of Parliament and by the disuse of the smqll nominated 
Conventions of "Esta,tes wb.icb 'had violated this representat: 
:ional principle,and driven the barons and some of the 
Burghs to the Generg,l Assembly, the power of the lay elan ent 
in the 'Kirlt hB..d fallen away, both in Presbytery and Assembly. 
The Uelvinian doctrine of the sunerior insniration of 
the ministry over mere laymen,contained in~itself a con~~~ 
:diction of the theory of the:: equ~lity of all the godly 
'r'hich had given the earlier Assemblies their democratic 
ch::1racter,and was but- a little removed from the theory of 
the sanctity of' the ecclesiastic advanced by the later Bishops 
which vras so decried by the ultra zealous. More and more 
the Assembly had ce'"'.sed to be a renresentati~e conventicnof 
the go1.ly of' 8.11 .i!:states o:f Scotland in order to become 
the strongb.~ld of the ministerial class.By inclusion-in 
the Parliamr.:·nt3.ry system the uni versallty of the Assemb]y 
was resigned in favour of better results as an Estate in 
Parliament in obt·~dning redress for the acute financial 
situation. The experiment was bound to be made but the 
group system,and the prerogative aims of James(applied rot 
only to the Church but to all Estates) combined to make the 
experiment a failure from the representative point of view. 

, Had it been suggested before 1587 in any defined0scheme 
the result might have been different and the Kirk might have 
made its Parliamentary claims through a representative lay 
ele''tent which if it had_ fulfilled the ideals of the Assembly 
would have constituted a real Parliamentary Opposition. 
As lt was such opposition con~inued in spite of the inc1usion 
of the Bish~ps to be exercised ou»side Parliament which 
was to all intents and purposes a one-party meeting for 
the purpose of registerins that party's decrees. 

· In the struggles of the Civil Wars the lay element of 
the Assembly was for a short time the Parliamentary Oppoo ition 
( 1648), but considerable adj 1_lstment in the methods of 
deliberation and legislation would have been necessary before 
any real party system deveioped.But for the exaggerated claims 
of the ministry to divine inspiration,coalescence in some 
form between the lay elemebts of Parliament and its Rival 
must have t~en place,but the divine ri3ht of Presbytery . 
w~s the risht of the ministry and not to any extent enmmunica~ 
t~ its lay membership.The ministers expected almost implicit 
obedience and vrhile interests of la,ymen and kirkmen were 
identical, the all_iance was strong. But neither Assembly nor 
Parliament would nermit disagreement within its own ranks. 
The Assembly's claim to unanimity of opinion prevented any 
narty system de~eloping within its consti~ution while the 
parliamentary organization -..·,as calculated to achieve the same 
result.Neither body was completely representative of all 
Scotland. but the one was the complement of the other. · 
conventions in the manner of that of 1596-97 might have led to 
the formation of a really national body. 



The Kirk and its Position as illustrated 
in XVIth Century Literature. 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
"The Epistollis and evangelis now ar prechit 
But sophistrie or ceremonies vain 
Thy pepill maist pairt trewlie now ar techi t 
To put away idolatrie prophaine 
But in sum hartis is gravit new agane 
Ane image callit Cuvatyce of geir 
Now to expell that idoll standis up plane 
God gif the grace aganis this gude new zeir 

For sum are sene at sermonis seeme sa halye 
Singand Sanct Davidis psalter on thair bukis 
And ar bot biblistis fairsing full thair bellie 
Bakbytand nychtbouris noyand thame in nwikis 
Ruging and raifand up Kirk rentis like ruikis 11 

Thus Alexander Scott,in his adjuration to the young queen 
enunciated the prevalent tone of disillusionment,within a 
few months after the glorious Reformation,of which so much 
had been expected. 

Scottish poets for long had 
bewailed the miserable condition of Scotland,and the poverty 
and oppression under which the commons groaned,reduced often 
to beggary by the pitiless exactions of the great Lords and 
Kirkmen. ( 1) 

With the advent of the new religion 
q,nera of goodwill and benevolent democracy was eagerly looked 
for;but though the Reformed Church in its earlier Assemblies 
did espouse the cause of the masses,particularly the country 
labourers,it was soon obvious that without Parliamentary 
enactment,little remission of their hardships could be gaired. 
And since the commons and Kirk were alike unrepresented in 
Parliament, and moreover since the Kirk itself, in large 
measure,depended for its very existence,upon the great Lords 
and greedy Lesser Barons,it dared not make the amelioration 
of the peasant's lot too prominent a factor in its politic~ 
1.nrt econorrliC schemes. Any Reform then in spite of General 
~ssemblies must necessarily be slow,and except as a vague 
and geberal opinion,the handful of ministers,wbo (backed by 
the Nobility and their feudal tenants) made the Scottish 
Peformation,allowed the problem to lapse.The altruistic 

(1) cf.Poems of Dunbar; The Complaynte of Scotland; et passim. 



dreans qf a few were overwhelmed by the sordid realism 
and greed of acquisition which undoubtedly,except :n a very 
few instances,actuated the leading lay Reformers.Visions 
had to give place to problems of hard expediency.And 
before long,doctrinal feuds,quarrels over jurisdictions, 
and the pretentious claims of a theocracy,almost completely 
filled the canvas of ecclesiastical policy. 

Pure folk(says Scott) ar famist with thir fassionis 
new 

Thaj f~ill for falt{t) that had befoir at fouth(2) 
Leill labouraris lamentis and tennentis trew 
That thai ar hurt and hareit north and south 
The heidsmen hes "cor mundum" in thair mouth 
Bot nevir with mynd to 5if the man his meir(3) . . . . . . . . . . . 
Protestandis takis the freiris auld antetewmw 
Reddie ressavaris bot to rander nocht 
So lairdis upliftis mennis leifing ovir thy rewme 
And ar rycht crabit quhen thay crave thame ocht 
Be thaj unpayit the pursevandis are socht 
To pund pure communis co.lfl!l and ca.ttell keiea ......... 
Paul biddis nocht. deill with things idolathei t 
Nor quh~ir hypocrasie hes beine committit 
Bot kirkmennis cursit subst~nce semis sweit 
To land"!len with that luid burd lyme ar lyttit(4} 

Knox himself was quickly disillusioned."Assuredlye some of 
us have woundered how men th~t professe godlynes could of 
so long continewance hear the threatnyngis of God against 
theavis and against thair houssis,and knowing tharne selfis 
~yltie in suche thingis as war open rebucked,and that thffi 
never had remorse of conscience neather yitt intended to ru 
:store anythingis of that thei had stollen and reft.Thair 
wq,s none within the Realm more unmercyfull to the poore 
Hinisteris than war thei which had greatest rentis of the 
churches. (5) 

The First Book,of Discipline itself 

{ 1) want 
(2) plenty 
('3) due 
(4)Alexander Scott."Ane New Yeir Gift to the Quene Mary 

E.E.T.S.p.7 
(5 )Knox ;History, Laing edi tion(Wodrow SOC. ) Vol. II, Bookiii pp 128-129 



attacked these lornly robbers. "With the greaf ofour hertis 
we heare that sum ~entilmen are now ala ereuell over thair 
tennentis as ever wa.r the Papists ,requirin~ of thame what 
soever before thay payit to the Churche·so that the 
P!lpistica.ll tirranye shg_ll onlie be cha~getlt in the 
tirranye of the Lord or of the Laird •.. -.The Gentilmen 
Ba.ronis Earles Lordis and utheris must be content to live 
upon thair just rentis and suffer the Churche to be restorit 
to her libert.ie that in her restitution the noore who heir: 
tofore by the creuell papists have bee:1. spoiiled and oppressed 
may now resa.ve sum comfort and relaxation"-. ( t) Though the . 
Lords who signed the Book of·Discipline,agreed that certain 
exactions should be abolished and that every man should 
possess his own teinds,yet the whole of the subsequent. 
history of the Ki~k hinged upon the fact that the economic 
problem never wg_s sa~isfactorily solved.As the church 
increased in influence and in the independence of its claims 
it repudiated when it could the anomolous position of the 
ministers who were virtually dependent upon the local laird 
for support;and its anxiety to obtain full control of the 
wealth of the Pre-Reformation Church led the chief Kirkmen 
into the contradictory policy of attempting to secure thar 
ends not by force of influence exerted outside Parliament 
but as members and voters as a third or fourth Estate Within 
it.Thus they fell into the ambush of Episcopacy which the 
Court had prepared for them. 

For the behoof of the Poor in 
the early days they certainly worked, but it would appear 
that in course of time they came to regard. the"poor"(at 
leas'b in their offi.eial representations to Parliarnen-.)as 
consisting largely of the "poor ministers" who in the 
Assembly of June 1562 were mentioned_ only as the"Third 
sort of Poor"f2) 

{1)Knox,History;Yol.II;Bk.III pp 221-222· 
(2)0ur third requeast concerneth the Poore who be of thre 

sortis:the poore lauboraris of the ground:the poore desolat 
beg~arie orphelvns weiloes and strangaris; and the poore 
ministeris of Christ Jesus his holie evangell quilk are 
all so crewellie entreat.ed by this last pretended Ordour 
(i.e. for the Thirds)that tha.ir latter miserie surmonteth 
the formar. For now the poore lauboraris of the ground 
ar so oooressed by the ereualtie of those that pay thair 
Thrid,that they for the most parte advance upoune the 
uoore whatsoever they pay to the Quene or any other.And 
as for the verray indigent. and poore to whom God eommandis 
a sustentatioun to be provided of the ~e~d&s they ar so 
dyspised that it is wonder that the sone geveth heat and 
lycht to the Earth whair Godis name is so frequentlie called 
upoun and no mercy schawin to his ereatures.And also ,for the 
Ministeris thair lyvingis ar so appointed that the mod parte 
shall lyve but a beggaris lyef.~d all eumeth of that 1mp1etie 
that the !dill bellies of Chr1st1s ennemyes fOn be ferH 

fKnox II,iii.340. 



The literature of the time abounds, in 
satires and lampoons on the same theme.-the ~adly Lords of 
the Con~re~ation in spite of their professions seized all 
they could regardless of who must suffer,whether eountry 
Crown or Poor. The Scottish Noble of the XVIth Century had 
too long a record of avarice and treachery behind him to 
deceive such of the true social reformers who remained unblinded 
by religious emotionalism.Thus Sir Richard Maitla.nd,a fairly 
impartial authority, a friend of the Queen but. also in general 
sympathy with the Protestants,who ought ,from his position 
as a lawyer and as the father of Lethington and Chancellor 
Maitland,to have known the true state of affairs,wrote:-

"Sum comouns that hes bene weill stakit 
Under ~irkmen ar now all wrakit 
Sen that the teynd and the Kirklandis 
Came in grit temporale mennis handis 
Thai ga.r the tennents pay sic sowmes 
~s thai w111 ask or quha ganest9.ndis 
Thai. will be put- sone fra thair rowmes. 

The teynd quhilk tennents had befoir 
Of thair awin malingis corn and stoir 
Thair lair.d hes t.ane it our thair heid 
And ~ars thame to his yaird it leid 
Bot thair awin 3tPk )hai dar not. steir 
Thoch all thair bairn~s sould want breid 
Quhill thai have led that teynd ilk yeir".(1) 

Throug;hout all the Marian troubles 
thinking men and poets urgr~ the Lor~s to refrain from plundering 
for their own benefit the Kirk possessions. 

"Sic extorsioun and taxatioun 
wes never sene into this natioun 
Tane of the comouns of this land 
Of quhilk sum is left waist liand 
Becaus few may sic chairgis beir 
~flony hes · quhips now in thair hand 

11 That wont to have bayth jak and speir (1) 
~he farseein~ pointe0 out that only by 

just d_ealing and a fair division of the spoils could all 
~cotland be united into one Protestant and democratic 
Commonwealth. 

"For Godis sail\: aboue all thing 
Keip clene your handis fra wrangous geir •••••• 
Tak Godis quarrell als in hand 
And purge us from Ipocrasie 
And then ye sall have in your band 

'Pinkerton s Ancient Scottish Poems Vol.IIp.324 



"The Townis and. com'I!uni tie 
Provyde als f'or the Ministerie; 
Refo~e the Justice gif ye can 
Than sall tryumph your memorie 
Above all sen this Realme began" 

(1) 

It is surprising that so little of that 
~odly fervour, which it is alleged so trans.formed the Scottish 
character, is expressed in the literature of the period. TtB 
poems of the age seem to consist of' Court effusions, 
Commentaries on Public Events,distorted panegyrics of Darnley 
fulsome elegies on Horay,diatribes a.rs'3.inst Queen Ma.ry along 
with glowing eulogies of Elizabeth,and bitter satires on 
Lethington(2),but of religion and the kirk little is he~rd. 

1\~addie the Call-wife into whose mouth many 
general comments are put,and whose utterances are supposed 
to represent the current public opinion,saus nothing of Kirk 
or Assembly, towards which(had it been the 'true Parliament 
of Scotland' the commonpeople at least must have looked for 
guidance. It is the old spirit of bloodfeud and revenge 
which is most eloquent. 

Sempill,the author of most of these ballads 
was undoubtedly a stron~ Protestant ana partisan,but he refers 
seldom if ever to the organization by which the ministers 
hopen to reform the social moral and even economic life of 
Scotland.,Tg,mes 11.~elville, when he wg,s in ~~ontrose in 1570 read 
an edition of his ballads printe0 in EC!inbur~h by Lekprevik 
and obviously re~araed them somewhat in the light of a 
rhymin!2; newspaper="wherin he lernit somethinp; of the estait 
of the countrey~and he continued till 158& at least to produce 
lampoons satires and chronicles of topical events. f3) 

Occasionally we find diatribes a~ainst, 
the Reformers,who accordin!2; to some authorities were just 
as immoral proud and self'eeeking as the priests and prelates 
whom they attacJ:ed.'Even Knox himself was not immune from i 
imueach.rnent. 

• "The sub1eet now comMands the Prince and Knox is 
grown a King" 

( 4) 

'1)Robert Sempill,":Sxhortation to the Lords"t567.(S.T.S.pp 48-49) 
(2)S.'I'.S.Satirical Poems of the Reformation.Nos.XIIIDt-XVII. 
r 3 )Mel ville' s Diary(Bann. Club\ p. 18. . 

see also his poem on Patriek Adamson,mentlonen by Ca.ldEr wood 
Vol.IV,p.61,and published in the'Satirical Poems,No.XLV,J46 etcs 

t&)Sat.Poems XXIX p.?01 . ' 



Maitland has a good deal to say 
of the despicable hypocrisy which characterised the 
lay leaders of the Kirk,and it is no pleasant picture 
that he paints. 

" Now is Protestantis rysin us a.mang 
Sayand thay will mak Reformatioun 
But yit as now ma vyces nevir rang 
As Pryd invy fals dissimulatioune 
Dissait adulterie and fornicatione 
Thift reif slauchtir,oppressioun of the puir 
Of policie plaine alteratioune 
Of wrangous geir now no man takis cuir 
Thai think it weill and thay the Paip do call 
The Antichria~ and mess idolatrie 
And syne eit flesche upon the frydayes all 
That thai serve God rycht than accordinglie 
Thocht in all thingis thai leif maist wicketlie.~1) 

Again in the La.ment.acioun of Lady 
Scotland,it is complained that though the Church is purged 
of canon monk and papist,avarice and ambition are still 
as prominent as ever in national life. 

"I grant the word of God is trewlie preichit 
And in the schuills Exercise trewlie teichit 
Zit sayis the Commounis ze do not your office 
For upaland tha.y have not dew service ••• 
The parische Kirkia x·>mene tha.y so misgyde 
That nane for wynd and raine tha.irin may byde. 
Thus to disdain the hous of orisoun 
Dois mak folk ca.uld to thair devotioun ••• 
They go to labour,drinking or to play 
And not to you ttpon the Sabboth day •••• 
Zit sould I not blame you that sic dois perleche 
Bot Lordis and Lairds and Commouns of ilk Parishe 
The quhilk were womt for to caus everie pleuch 
In uphalding the kirk to pay a.neuch 
To do the same ze suld tha.me zit exhort 
Togidder that tha.y suld the pure support." 

(2) 

(t) Sir Richard Maitland in "Of the Miseries of the Tyme" 
lines 33-45. 

(2) See Satirical Poems. 



The consensus of opinion 
of the balladists therefore is that the Lords 
and Barons were no more informed with the spirit 
of true progress than were the auld possessors whom 
they had displaced,and that in point of fact the 
poor tenants were now in a worse plight than ever trey 
had been. 

"0 h . ,u air sic wer wont bravely to mak thame bowne 
With Lord or Laird to ryde to Burrowis Towne •• 
Now mon thay wirk and labour ,pech and pant 
To pay thair Maisters Maillis exhorbitant 
Sa be sic wayis my Commouns dois decree" 

t1t 
This naturally had its effect upon the standard of 
national morality,and these ballads note how carelem 
hammermen and craftsmen in general have become, how 
their workmanship has deteriorated and how drunkenness 
is on the increase. 

The other side of the canvas 
is depicted in the verses of John Davidson,the 
redoubtable minister of Preston P~ns,who waxed eloquent 
over the virtues of the Reformers particularly of 
the "prophet Knox",whose death he regarded as a 
calamity both for church and state.(2) 

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 

(4) 

"Lament Assemblie Generall 
At thy Conventiouns ane and all 
For thow wilt mis ane Moderator 
Quhais presence mufit greit and small 
And terrifeit baith theif and tratour 
With all unrewlie Rubiatour".( 

3) 
Ye Lords also that dois frequent 
The loft in Sanct Gelllis Kirk lament 
That Bogill thair that ye hard blaw 
With quhom quhyles ye wer small content 
For the schalrp threitnin>ss he did schaw 
Yit thay maid yow sumquhat stand aw 
Thocht not so much as neid requyrit 

(4) 

ibid.' p.235 
ibid.,XL p.287. 
ibid. ,XLI Ane schort discors of the Estaitis quha 

hes caus to deploir the deith of this 
excellent servand of God. p.291 

ibid.' p.293 



NOTE 

Davidson also discussed in a rhymed 
dialogue the evils of the new system of Tulchan 
Bishops and the iniquity of uniting several parishes 
under one incumbent.Throughout the debates of"The 
Clerk and the Courtier" he insisted that if provision 
were granted,there would be found plenty of ministers 
willing to undertake the function.(1) 

"Agane the Courtier g~n say 
'Apperandly ye wald gif all 
The teindis of Scotland greit and small 
Unto the Kirk fob till dispone 
And to the Court for to give none 
Quhilk wald make thame bot proud and hie 
As in the tyae or papistrie: 
Quhat wald ye than bestow on us? ' 

The Clerk said,"Tak the superplus 
Quhen Kirk and Pure ar weill provydit 
Anrr let the mater sa be gydit 
That thay of Kirk do not abuse it. 
Bot be controlled how to use it 
Becaus they ar bot mortall men 
That na wayis thay thairselfis misken.' 

The Courteour answerit fra hand 
'It will be countit to thair hand 
The teindis will no~ eum in thair nevis 
Sa lanr~ as ony of us levis". ( 1) 

(1)Sat.Poems XLII p.296 

••• Davidson's versified 
of the Kirk. 

The date of the poem is plro ed 
in 1574. 

account of the patrimony 

"Quhair sall thair tytill be to sehaw 
That thay have richt be ony Law 
Till ony stipendis moir or les 
Gif that this ordour tak succes 
For quhair befoir thay had sum rent 
Be ane plane act of Parliament 
That was the thriddis of all and haill 
Of benefices to thair daill 
Untill the tyme the teindis all 
Come in thair handis baith greit and small 
Quhilk is thair awin just patrimony 
Thir thriddes I say,but stopping ony 
The Kirkis Collectouris suld uptane 
Syne unto the Excheker gane 
And maid thair comptis how thai were spendit 
Quhilk ordour wes to be commendit. 



NOTE 

Sometimes on the other hand the Reformed Clergy 
were attacked with the most violent vi~uperation 
reminiscent of the Flytings of DunbaD,or Polwart 
and Montgomerie, as in the "Admonition to the 
Antichristian Ministers in the Deformit Kirk of 
Scotland"; but the Scottish vernacular literature 
was too meagre in output to give any real idea 
of the impression which the Church was making on 
public opinion. The Ball~dists and men like 
Scott ana Montgomerie were too much attracted 
by the more picturesque baronial feuds,or by 
the possibilities of the remunerative Courtly 
Epigram ,to de~l adequately with the position 
of the Kirk as a National Leader. 

( contd) 
The Kirk first slakit than the rest 
Unto the Kingis grace use wes drest 
Sa than the Kirk had of their awin 
To serue thair use as is weill knawin 
Bot now quhen that they want that Law 
Quhat rich~ sall thay h~ve for till schaw 
Except of Liberalitie 
It plesit the Authoritie 
Sum pensiounes for to give 
And that Induring his gude 

thame til 
will" 

(S.T.S.p.JJJ) 
(Referring to the late assignation of 
sti·oends and th8 a:ppo1·1.tment of a 
Collector General in Place of the Church 
Collectors whom Morton stated to have 
become corrupt.) 



The Kirk in so far as it insisted upon the 
suppression of old established customs and all plays_ and 
minstrelsy was unpopular with the commons. There are 
instances in the Presbytery Records of Haddin~ton and 
St.Andrews which show us the poor commons allying w~_th 
the village piper to disburbethe minister at study or 
asleep~in revenge for his res~rictions upon tneir Sunday 
amusements. An1 its was tne Kirk's zeal ag&.inst such 
idle amusements particularly those provided by the fools 
and bards that with other circumstances brousht about 
their share in the administration of the poo~ law with 
its stringent enactments against all vagabonds. 

Even the Pre-Reforrnation Church had a share in 
the administration of acts usually inoperative which confined 
the pauper to his own parish.In 1574 a temporary legislatmn 
on the subject provided for the support of the native poor 
and for the suppression of 4trong and idle beggars.The 
Kirk Sessions in Towns and the Headsmen in country parishe 
were ordered to make a register of native poor and to arrange 
where they were to be lodged-:To meet the expenses of this 
they were given power at discretion to tax the whole in~bt j;ants 
pro,ortionately by small weekly contributions.The stent rall 
was to be revised each yr:nr. The Act of 1579 renewing there 
provisions changed. the administration to the Town Co·,_;mcils 
and. Justices (specially a::pointed) If the weekly contributions 
for the beggars were insufficient they might be permitted to 
a limited exercise of their begging but the most stringent 
penalties were appointed inv~lving even the death penalty 
for obvious disobedience. The act of 1592 reenacted all 
previous statutes but gave the administration to the Sheriff 
and his deputes.If these proved negligent authority was given 
to the ministers Elders ancl Deacons of each parish or as many 
parishes as wouln concut: together to nominate a number of 
able persons as Justices with Royal authority to execute 
the acts.If these even were negligent they were to be tri~ 
at the justive ayre and they were held bound to execute tre 
justice against breach of the statute within 40 days. 

This confused system by 1597 had been found inexpedient 
and the whole administration in rural c.istricts passed to 
the Kirk Session. As we know however the Kirk Sessions were 
often in the "landward" as ineffective as the civil administaat: 
:ion for the lairds had a tendency to use it simply as another 
feudal court.In~16CO therefore the Presbytery was givea a 
power of supervision and a penalty of £20 was appointed for 
negliger.ce .The Presbyteries were to report to the King's 
ministers. When the J .P. was formally established with f'lilll 
power he was given power of cooperation with the Session in 
punishing drunkenness and drinking after 10 p.m.(A.P.S.IV.548 
c.20) , 

The use of the Session in the country is easily exp_ icalle 
for it was the only really permanent organization in existence · 
which met frequently enough to carry out the requirements. 
The Covenating Government kne~r this v1hen it permitted the 



Presbyte ry a discretionary power of taxation for the same 
purpose in 1649.The Presbytery determined the collective 
amoint and the Kirk Session apportioned it among their 
parishioners. 

Thus the Kirk seemed to be almost essential for 
the adequate execution of such Acts of Parliament.But the 
Kirk Sessions it must be remembered meant for the Kirk 
the gentlemen heritors and thus the administration was 
hardly administr~tion by a popular body 

How far then can it be said that the General 
Assembly and the Kirk in general were the-true representatives 
of the Scottish people? The formal constitution had possibilit~s 
of democracy,but in practice we find the ministers as a class 
are supreme. In times of crisis they appeal to a lay element 
which in the country districts consisted mainly of lairds, 
and these not long after the establisht11ent of Presbyteryufell 
into desu~tude". Even\ ~lr most rigid constitutionalists 
among the ministry considered that the only tmme when it 
was essential for a lay element to be present was at the 
election of representatives to an Assembly. In the burghs 
the democratic element was excluded by the very constitution 
of the Book of Discipline of 1581.If the Assembly had been 
tho:oou~hly representative equally of all the godly as it had 
set out to b~ we should find instances of popular influence 
in the registers of the initiation of business which should 
through Presbytery and Synod find its way to the General 
Assembly an~ subsequentlyAOnly in the rarest instances do 
we fine_ this occurring • Important and national business did 
not have its origin as far as we can judge among ~he laymen 
of all ranks ·nho formed the congregations of communicants. It 
was the minister v:ho led,not by consulting popular opinion 
but in private league·with the local magnate with whose inter: 
:ests he associated h1mo~~r. If in Parliament there was no 
nlace for the unlanded so in practice there was none in the 
Assembly.For the Assembly's often unwarranted interference 
in civil affairs the general body of the inferioB courts 
we~ not responsible. Kirk policy was not as a rule the 
express desire of the congregations of Scotland transmi ttai 
to the Assembly by free election;it was rather the result of 
the consultations of a central Lothian Fife group with the 
Lairds who most eagerly desired a share in the Civil Govern 
;ment. 

The theory of the constitution was that each member 
was present as representative of the lower chuBch courts. 
Before 1600 only in the case of the ministry might this be 
said to be true. For the Commissioner from the Burgh was 
no longer appointed in a Church Court but by the Civil 
Municipal government. The lairds hA.d ceased to be .active• 



members of the Presbytery whose representatives they were 
in theory supposed to be.For some time the barons had been 

electin·~ their representatives not as Presbyters but as 
barons meeting as a separate estate,and as the Parliamentary 
system developed the attendance fell away. The members · 
from the Universities were appointed after 1597 by no church 
court but by the University itself (as indeed had been the 
earliJr pr~ctice under the Superintendents} 

The result was that the electorate for barons .. and 
burgesses was practically identical and the Assembly was 
no more representative of the people of Scotland than was 
the Parliament.But the principle of free debate which was 
the privilege of Assembly to an extent impossible in 
Parliament was a real contribut' on to the democratic ideal. 
Laymen of any rank might interchange opinions without pre: 
:judice save that all were expected to give due reverence 
to the inspined opinion of the ministers:When free debate 
was denied and the Parliamentary methods of deliberation 
were applied to the Assembly,the power of the Kirk sank to 
mere registration of the ecclesiastical decrees of King 
an·:l Bishops,just as Parliament <'l.icl little more tham record 
the decisions of King and Privy.Council. 

The Assembly no less than the Parliament had a 
well authenticated system of Augmented Councils,Conventions 
and Commissions which the lea~ers used in nlace of the 
more formal "Open Assembly" and the lairds used these Kirk 
conventions to obtain a fuller represent~tion in the 
Civil Body.The Assembly while it rema~ned completely outsi~ 
the Parliamentary system,was the stronghold of the Parlia: 
:mentary opposition,which once it had gained its ends and 
obtained a pl1.ce inside the governin.g civil body,had little 
sympathy with the Assembly's Ecclesiastical claims. 

Nevertheless during its most powerful days the 
Assembly by advocatin~ a definite forwign policy,by prosec: 
:uting irt spite of the King,a strong domestic pollcy,by 
its theories of jurisdiction and its attempts to curb the 
absolute power,was the most serious rival to the authority 
of Parliament. 



APPENDIX .X 

Cottonian MSS.Cal.BIV p.272. 

Considerin~e the short time which most commanlie is employed 
in the holdinge of conventions and generall assemblies in 
the realme of Scotlande and the multitude the cunninge am 
confused penninge of the articles,it may be suspected th~ 
the same wilbe propounded not so much to find the truthe 
and settle a good peace in the realme,as to divide and over 
throw the quietne~~f the churche and commonwealthe,and to 
bringe in further contentions and inconveniences then are yet 
seen,for the ltke course holden heretofore broughte forthe 
suche effectes and therefore is the more to be feared now. 

The articles of religion of the churche 
of Englande sett downe in the convocation confirmed by his 
Majestie and established by act of Parliament declare that a 
albeit they thiricke it fitt to reteyne such a kind of forme 
in this realme in regarde of this Estate:yet they doe it with 
out condemninge other forreyne churches that agree in doctrine 
with them and maye use another forme then is here used. And 
therefore the churche of Scotland in this realme is tolerated 
to use a. diverse forme of discipline and rytes •..• by expresse 
wordes in the Letters patente of KingeEdward the Sixt. 

Wherefore it is to be considered not 
so much whether·\~he discipline of Scotland is di vera from 
that of Englande but whether it hathe ben lawf"ullie established 
1n Scotland or no,for which purpose it shalbe convenient to 
consider of the notes followinge. 
First: the Confession of' the churches of Scotland was established 
in Parliament in .Tulle or August 1560. 
A book was also drawn for the discipline uppon commandement 
from the Lordes subscribed by the Duke of Chastelerault May 1560 

Uppon the return home of the Queene 
of scottis out of France a proclamation was published that 
the estate of religion should rem~iue as it was before the said 
queenes returneuntill theparlament should be called.In the year 
1'il52 an Act was made by t.he Queene and Estates that thrie partes 
of the Ecclesiastic all 11 vinges should be employed. for the 
providinge of the Superintentents ministers Elders Deacons etc. 

In the year 1563 an Act of Oblivion 
for things past from the 6 of Marehe 1558 ontill the first of 
September 1561. In the said Queenes times an Act was made in 
~prill 1567 abrogatinge all lawes contrarie to the religion 
established.Afterwards uppon the marriage of the L.Darleye 
followed divers practises against the churches and the religion 
established_, which had but. a sorrowful ende for them that sought 
their overthrow. 

In the Regencie of the Erle Murreye 



i~ October 1567 the confession of the faythe and doctrine in 
Scotland was established in parlament and (cap12) a speciall 
Act touching the jurisdiction of the churche •.•• and 
Commissioners were appoynted to consider what other clauses 
might apperteyne to ~he jurisdiction privilidge and authoritie 
of the churche to be established by the parlament: and {cap. 4) 
all lawis an'! constitutions against god's worde and contrarie 
to the confession established abrogated:and (cap 10) the exam: 
:ination g,nd admission of the ministers established.in the 
power of the churche:the patron to present to the Super•ntend: 
entes or other having commission from hhe churche ; appeale 
to the Assemblie of the Province and from thence to the Assemblie 
of the realme. 

I 
The Erle of Lenox altered nothing in the 

time of his Regencie.In the time of the Erle of Marre that 
succeeded him there was an Act made (cap. 2.1571) that all lawes 
made against the true libertie of the churche of god and rel: 
:igion now publ,klie professed within this realme shold be a 
abrogated. In the Regencie of the Erle Morton· anno 

1572 an Act was made for proceeding against them that shall 
not give the confession of their faythe accordinge to the forme 
approved in Parlament and.submit themselves to the discipline 
of the trewe Kirk (cap.2& cap j) suche as be not allreadie 
under the discipline of the churche shall give their assent 
.and subscribe the articles of the religion established, and 
(cap 4) that suche as shall not geve their confession and make 
their profession of trewe religion to be excommunicated and 
secluded from the societie of the churche and there a forme of 
an o~the sett down for sich as had made defection and were r 
receaved to the Kings mercye,amon~e other thinges to mainteyne 
the true preachers and professors o'f Christes religion ·J.gainst 
whatsoeverenemyes and gainestanders of the same. There is also 
set downsin the same statute in what order the ministers are 
to deale with the Recusants by admonition e~communicatione etc. 

In the year 1579 the Kinge beinge declar4d 
Maior( cap 1 A) ratificatione of all of parlaments statutes and 
constitutions was made for the maintenance of the churche and 

reli~ion. Cap 2. The Kinge with the advise of his thrie Estates 
in paelament granted iurisdiction to the church for preaching 
of the word correction of manners and administration of Sacraments 
anrl that no othe-::' iurisdiction Ecclesiasticall should be acknow: 
ledged within the realme other then such as is and shalbe 
within the same churche or •hat flowes thence concerninge the 
premisses. !tern commissioners named and appointed to consider 
hat other pointes·should apperteyne to the iurisdiction of 
~he churche and to reporte the same to the Kinge and his Esta~es 
in parlament so as they might take order therin and authorise 
the same by parlament. 

Item (cap 4 ) tha~ no nobleman gentleman 
or other shall goe beyonde the seas without the Kinges licence 



and this provition that they shall remayne constant in the 

profession of the religion ~stablished within the realme and 
do not procure ani et hinge to the preiudice therof an,(L at 
their returne within XXdayes :lfter to repaire i!Tdltt'Bii.!ishopp 
Superintendent or Commissioner of the Churche within the 
boundes of which they shall arrive or happen to make residence 
and there offer to make and geve the confession of their faith~ 
accordi~5 to the religion established in the realme or then 
within~ dayes after to depart(?) and remove themselves out 
of the realme wherof if they fayle that they be admonished and 
pursued as the adversaries of t1.1e said true religion, that the 
order appointed in the lawes allreadie made be used and executEd 
against them,according to the direction tenore therof in all 
poynts. 

It is to be remembered that these acts 
passed after that the Erle Morton was discharged of the Regencie 
which was 25 Julii 1578,and the King had taken uppon him the 
sole government. Afterwards in parlament 1581 or 1582 allthough 
the Erle Morton was therin atteynted yet all acts of parlament 
statutes and constititions made before for the maintenance of 
the libertie of the churche weee by the Kinge with the advise 
of his Estates rat.ified and confirmed. Cap. 6 an act against 
such as observed divers papisticall rytes. Cap 8 an act fugitivs 
and other papistes confirminge the former statute for their 
banishment • 

•. •••••••. Their actions(the plots of D'Aubigny and 
Fenelon) were not so closely kept but that they gave a great 
occasion of some alteration in the ehurche and estate, wheruppon 
divers of the nobilitie made themselves suer of the Kinges 
person:an~ this action was commonlie called the roade of Ruthven 
23 August 1582.The Duke of Lennox returned through England into 
France no other hurte being don.This action was after confirmed 
by the Kinge and an Act of the Lords of the Secret Counsell and 
from them sent to be allowed of by an assemblye of the minister~. 
This action the Kinge mislyked and sought to relieve himaelfe 
as he called it of his thraldome as he did 26 Julii 1583. The 
Erle Gurreye was beheaded and divers noblemen ministers and others 
banished.A Parlament was holden in the yere 1584 overthrowinge 
the jurisdiction of the Churche and gevinge it to the Kinge ••••• 

. All the Papists that were abroade returned 
home •••••••• Heruppon ensued a combinationbetwene ~he noblemen 
remayninge yet in Scotlande and those which were exiled in Englande 
to returene againe as it fell out and no blood spilt or other 
~eate barme don but onaly "~lliam Stewarde removed who had 
iniustlie intruded himself to have the tytle of the Erle of Arran. 

The Kinge was contented to restore the 
ministers and ~he state of religion as it was before,and certain 
articles sett downe with the Kinges assent at the Holy Rode house 
1S85 17 Jebruarie and ;:he Bishopp of St. AndrewsAcknowledged 
and condemned his f~ults and errors and desired to be reconciled 
to the ministers againe •..••••••• 



Klveetheless the practises of divers Scotishe papistes with 
the Kin;. of Spain and Duke of Parma continued •.•.• 

I knowe not what the ministers maye h~ve 
don at this time but it c:3.nnot be but veherne~tl,ie su.spec'ted that 
the return of the Erles out ot· t:.he Low Countr~1es doethe ~eve 
occasion of suspicion 8.iJ.d iealousye: and their dchin;s have ben 
:1;;ainst former lawes •. ~nd seinge there are sondrie acts of Parlament 
in Scotland.e authorisin;e the ministrl!e to proceade against suche 
papistes an~ suspected persons:! could wish that before the said 
ministers be condemned their fact might be well considered 
whether they have don anie thinge more then hath been warranted 
by the lawes of that realme before:for the aunser to the frivolous 
articles I thincke the ministers maye aunser as followethe:-
1--That matters of the externall Government of the churche maye 

be disputed of,so as they be not essential points and sett 
downe in God's book,and so subieet to no arguinge or disputation. 

2--That part of discipline which is established in God's book 
and is essenti~ll ou3ht not to be called in question by anye 
but mainteyned by Prince and Pastor.The government secular 
and the Ecclesiasticall are two dis&inst ~overnementes and 
not to be confounded but bothe consent and direct their 
several_l iurisdictions to the edifyin3e of the churche and 
performin~e such duetyes and offices as apperteine to their 
severall callinges and to helpe eache other.The Bcelesiasticall 
cannot challenge anye secular iurisdiction.It is ministerium 
spiritus ••.••• and ministerium reeonciliat~n~ ••••• 

3--The 3rd article is answered by the act of Parlament anno 1560 
cap 7 touching the paDron; and where there is a presbyterie 
erec~eQ by consent of the whole churche the presbiterie 
havin;e that authoritie from the whole churehe maye with less 
inconvenience choose the pastors then the whole churche which 
would breedebut a confusion ••••••••• In the Frenche churche 
some have 30n about to intitle the whole congregation to this 
charge but it was to no other ende but to make a division in 
betwene them as perhaps is intended here. 

4--The Presbiterie beinge chosen and havinge authoritie from the 
Churche maye if occasion so require appointe the pastor to 
leave his flocke for a time,the finction beinge otherwise 
supplied,and so as the absence of the pastor be to treate of 
some speeiall matters concernin~e not his particular churche 
onelye but for the generall;in which case a pastor maye be 
sent to an assembly or Sinode for the benefit of the churche 
in general.A.nd so in the primitive churcheBishopps and ministers 
were used now and then as ambass-dors to Emperors and Princes. 
Nevertheles after this choyce by the presbiterye for the 
absence o~ the pastor:it were convenient that the same choyce 
and cause of the absence of the paatorshould be notifyed to 

5 the churche ••• 
5 __ The whole worlEle i-s not to be taken for the flock of everye 
- particular pastor ••••••• but yet this does not so lLmite him 

but that he maye have a zeale and desire to doe good to others ••• 



6--Imposition of hands is no essenbial pointe for the making of 
a minister ••••••••••••••••• 

7--In the reproving of magistrates great caution and discretion 
is to be used that there may be no offence geven against his 
callinge ••• Samuel,although he had a speciall charge to denounce 
unto Saul God's heavie displeasure ••• yet continued to honour 
him before thepeople least some inconvenience might ensue. 
Touching precedent admonition if the fact. be of itself · 
notorious. and publick there nead.e be no precedent private 
admonition:otherwise if it be a private offence,private admon: 
:i~ion is neadefull •..•• Before God the offence of the magist~ate 
and tbe subiect is one 

8--The ministers dealinge in civill matters is utterlie tm be 
mislyked and he ought not tot ground himself uppon bruits 
rumours or suspicions especiallie before an Auditorie.If the 
offence be notorious reparation ought to be made to God.If 
the matter be not apparent God forbidd that the name or credit 
of anie shuld be brought. into the pulpit but admonitions first 
precede and a just and indifferent hearing of the partie before 
they proceade so farre. 

9--The 9 is answered before·to the fyft. 
10--The simple pastor may not exercise anie jurisdiction alone 

but with the consent of those that are joyned with him,yet 
if the offence be private unto himself alone and not notorious 
against the churche;he ought to proceade to a private admonition 

11--Trial of the ministers doctrine should be by the Bible alone 
12--I thincke it meeter that the Moderator of a Session be chosen 

yerelie rather then continue longer ••••••• For Ambrose plainelie 
wrytethe that the forme of the discipline of the primi»ive 
churche began to be corrupted and altered by the securitie and 
negligence of the laitye and pride and usurpation of the clergye 

13--Already answered in the 3rd.It tended to attribute authoritie 
to the whole congregation thereby introducing confusion. 
And yet I thincke that the Session should be elected not by 
the minister alone but by the ministers and others of the 
Presbiterye 

14--Answered in the 12th. 
15--The 15 is to be resolved in Seotlande and for this purpose looke 

the statute made 1572-cap 12 and lykwise 1581 cap2 
16--I thincke that the elders and deacons ought to have votes in 

the presbyteryes and not the pastors onelye. 

17--It were decent that the Presbiteryes the Sessions and Assemblies 
should have the speciall matters assigned unto them wherin they 
ought to deale t.o thintent one jurisdiction might not cross 
another ••••••• 

18--The manner of the citations and libelling ought to be assigned 
to the discretion of the Generall Assembl1e or particular 
Presbyteries and Sessions •••••• 

19 __ It is convenient that there should be besides the particular 
Presbyteryes,Sinodall Assemblies for two causes speciallie 



.... 19--the one to advertise eache other of the state of the 
private churches to amende that which may be amisse and 
to reteyne an universal! union in doctrine and discipline 
and l~kwise ~or matters 0~ appeale that cannot be ordred 
in everye severall preabyterye. 

20--I doe not thincke it convenient that all that havr votes 
in the presbyteryes or particular Sessions should have 
lykwise votes in the Sinodes and Assemblyes~for so may 
they in matters of appeale come to be Judges in their 
owne particular causes,and therefore they onelie to have 
votes in Sinodes which are chosen and deputed therunto 
by ther severall churches and Presbyteries, •..••. 

21--Answered in 20. No Universitie man or other to exceed 
the limite and boundes of his callinge or to take more 
uppon him then he hath a lawfull callinge to execute. 

22--I thincke that the Kinge beinge plus et Christianus 
Magistratus may convocate a generall assemblie as in the 
ancient time the Emperor did summon Generall Couneells 
and Sinodes for tQ& Ecclesiastical causes •..• 

2'--I allowe rather that the Generall Assemblye should be 
extraordinary then ordinaria to be commenced as the 
weightie causes of the Churche shall require: for if it 
should be ordinaria divers pastors should be continualliek 
Kept from the ordinaria cures and charges and besydes 
the povertie of the church livinges is such in Scotland 
that there would not be founde meanes to beare such an 
ordinarye charge. And so in ancient tymes the Sinodes 
were called but one time in the yere or uppon weightie 
occasions. 

24--I doe not thincke that all men of good learninge and reli&~n 
ought to vote in the generall Assemblye but onelye such 
persons as are deputed by the particular churches for that 
charge. If anie man have anie speciall matter to present 
unto the generall assemblye by worde or wrytinge:Lett him 
be hearde in the name of gad and such order taken as shall 
be convenient. 

25--Everie particular pastor is not obliged to repair to the 
Generall Assemblie but onelie such as are depute,otherwise 
all the churches should remain destitute and the charge 
would be insupportable. 

2>'S--Commissioners may be chosen in everye particular presbyt.erie 
in everye shire to repaire to the Session or Assemblye in 
the Shire and there the saids deputyes in the name of the 
Churches of that shire to appoint some to repaire to the 
Generall Assemblye in the name of the churches of that 
shire to assist the rest o~ the said Generall Assemblie. 
Looke the Statute in the Regencie of the Erle Murreye 1567 
Cap 10. 

27 __ This article cannot br answered without knowing of the 
particular number of the shires and parishes in Scotland: 
and perhaps some one or two for everye shire might be chosen 
for all the rest in the shire to be atbthe generall assemblie 

· byproxye. 



28--It were to be wished that nothing passed in the Ecclesiastic& 
Assemblies without the consent of the Magistrate.If there 
bed~nibe rkepu~nance betwene them in thinges prescrived in 
Go . s oo e ~hen melius est obedire Deo quam horn nibus 
and they must not exceede their callinge but deale in the 
worde and by the worde. 

29--In the number o~ votes it is to be considered whether a man o 
ought to follow maiorem partem aut meliorem and that ought 
to be followed which hathe the better warrant and authoritie 
in god's booke as Moses commanded in his Lawe. 

30--It is to be known whether in Scotlande there have ben 
limitations made of parishes and churches or other Lymits 
lawfully apperteyninge unto them according to Statu~es 
1572 cap 12 an0 1581 cap 1 and without suche they have no 
power. 

31--There is no reason why in theKing's household should not be 
exercise of church discipline.The King and his household 
signed the confession 1580 promising to continue in obedience 
to doctrine of the church,confirmed again March 6 1589 and 
published· at Edinburgh 

32--Answered in 18. 
33--Appeal to a superior jurisdiction.The appellant tosend the 

proceedings to the superior ju~ge who will send to the parties 
and some of the inferior judges wno are to be admitted 
rather for information than as judges ......... 

37--Contumacy without lawful excuse is a crime.He deserves not to 
be acknowledged a member of the church ........... 

39--Defamation and slaunder ought to be punished by the eivill 
magistrate.(The ecclesiastical jurisdiction must also censure 
it) so farre as to touche the reparation of brotherlie cha.rit.ye 
and love. 

40--Excom':!lunication ought most properlie to be against sboheas 
h~ve submitted themselves to the churche and not. of those qui 
aunt foris. Touching thieves and Borderers(?) there is a. 
speciall law as I remember. 

44--I·t~k~·ii"th~t not onelie pastors but others ioyned with them 
in the Presbyterie oughte to have vote in eccommunication 

45--I thincke that everye Ecclesiastical jurisdiction superior 
and igferior hathe power to excommunicate 

47--CAith~ugh a woman is excommunicate her husband is not to 
forsake her) 

49--A • Ch;l~ti~n prince bathe power,,-to annull a notorious uniust 
sentence of excommunication and in the ~aw of Englande there 
is a speciall wrytte for that purpose uppon good matter sbowne 
in the Chancerye so-- ..... A.n universitie or corporation maye be e&communica .. d-.if 
there be lawfull and lust cause. 



5'--If pastors do not their duty ka a Christian pripce may see 
disorders amended •• but yet by civil means and not by 
ecclesiasticall censures. 

52--I thincke a prince or magistrate maye appoynte a fast. 
(Presbytery Synod and Assembly may do the same upon.occasion) 

5J--I do not thincke ~~at~aaye Ecclesias~icall iudgment can 
compell anyp man to sweare in suam turpitllldinem nor proceade 
a;ainst anye but uppon lawfull accusation and proofes ••.•••• 

54--I do not thincke that any Ecclesiastical jurisdiction ought 
to prejudicate the civill Jurisdiction or private mens riches(?) 

•. as tending to the abridgement of the civill jurisdiction, 
the civill magistrate may staye all such processes and yet not 
deal with that Ecclesiastical jurisdiction which concerneth 
animam. 



Appendix.JL 

An illustration of how the Council answered the Articles 

submitted to them by the Kirk,showing how the Kirk hindered 

its om ends by not presenting proposals in a mctnner in vh 1C.h 

they could re~dily pass in to Acts of Parliament.The Kirk 

ppoposed the "general outline" and left the d 1fficulties of 

de~tail and adjustment untouched. These answers are from 

the ~Uscellaneous Church Pg,pers (Register House) No.12. 

They 'lre in re~ly to the Kirk proposals of 1575(B.U.K.p.3:59) 

"Let ane overture be made upon the first :p~rt of the f1 rst 

article 

Superintendentis or commissionaris sa.lbe placeit in thay 

boundis quhg,irby gappis ar no). 

Anent the hele of ministeris that hes ower greit charge 
This poynt (vrilbe hnnd.lit(deleted. ) will cum im mayr 
propir after the l~rdis a')"?ointit for weating upoun tae 
effaris of the pol~cy 

The last of the first article is generall. 

Secondlje th1.t s~ c impedimentis of this 'lrticle is generall 
u;;oun s:peciall compl1.int ordir s:1.1 be takin as acordis. 

Thirflie ••. Treatit upoun amangis of the p~liciy.As to the 
lg.st part of the article it is ower generall let it re 
maid mair special 

Fourtlie remittit to the policie 
Fiftlie (hes elli3 gottin ane abswer) is generall 
Sixtlie hes ellis gottin ane answer 

Sevint can not be done without avice of the parliament 
Or"' our sal be tane ,_,,,t. thir personis amangi s utheris mate ris 

in the oolecy 
Last Understand is thair is ellis ane ordibar clerk appoi ntit 

... for wr'li tting of the writtis 1.s concernis the ministeris 
Understandis thair is ellis a clerk appointit quha hea 
and 0rdinar (stip'end to wryte affairis of the 
Jjlinistery. 



Miscellaneous Eccl~sist~cal Papers.(Register House) No.29 a. 

Letter of King Ja.;·nes Appointing"our trusty and weil belovit 

Sir D'lvid. Murr'ly of Gosperdy(?) knight comptroller and the 

Laird of Balcomie to represent him at the Synod of Fife on 

the l'st Tuesday of September at Kinghorn. 

Theys''tll signifie to the said asse·nblie that we ar UpDun 
ane course with the commissioneris of the Kirk to tak ane 
solid.e ordol1lr for repressing of the cours s of papystrie. Th:l y 
sall ask the Synod to a~poynt sic commissioners '1S are known 
best aff ecti t and inclyni t to peaceable courss such as Mr 
Gladstanes and Mr Robert 'V7ilkie sall think expedient" 

They were to be careful ths.t no ref@!'~nce,·:o:r motion was 
made "fra the sg,id assemblie to the generall qulil.il may tend 
to the disturbance of the quietnes and peace ~f the Kirk,sic 
as c::1lling in quest ioun of the acts of -the lai tt assemblie 
and speciallie the assemblie at Parth. 

"Lastlie that ye procure in speciall this instructionis 
from the Assemblie to the C:Jmmissioneris to be carefull that 
na thing be movit or concludid in the Generall assemblie that 
in any wayis may brik the peace stancling betwJ:xt us and the 
Kirk Bot th'lt thair haill labor and credit may be employed to 
kepe the present quietnes 

Falkland 15th Sep. 1602 



Year 

'!ABLE SHOWING THE COMPARATIVE REPRESENTATION OF 

THE PR~SBYTERIES OF HADDINGTON EDINBURGH AND 

ST • ANDREWS ON THE GENERAL ASSEMBLIE. 

Edinburgh Haddington St.Andrews. 
···-

1587 Ministers 4 

1588 

1589 

1590 
(March) 

lUnisters 8 
Lairds 7 

Ministers 10 
Lairds 6 

Ministers 6 
Lairds 7 

Ministers 2 
Lairds 7 
Townsman 1 

Ministers 3 
Lairds. 7 

support.ed by the 
whole Presbytery 

Ministers 4 
Lairds 5 

-----------------------------------------------------------------1590 Ministers 9 Ministers 3 Ministers -3 } far 
(August) Lairds 9 Lairds 3 Laymen 20 Fife 

1591 Ministers 8 
{July) Lairds · 6 

1592 Ministers 7 

1593 Ministers . 9 
St.Andrews Town 
& Landward parish 9 lapen 
Other "Towns" 12 

1594 Ministers 6 Ministers 3 Ministers 9 
Lairds 6 Laymen 27 

1595 Ministers 4 Minister , 
(!Kontrose) Lairds 2 

1596 Ministers 7 Ministers 4 Ministers 3 
Lairds 6 (ane greit number 

of gentilmen) 



Year Edinburgh Haddington St.Andrews 

1597 Ministers 3 Minister 3 ministers 
(March) (actually did not (and 3 assessors 

attend ) . 
-------------------------.-----------------------------tl!!.i.U:'l..at.~'t:.lll-
1597 Ministers 3 
(May ) 

1598 
(March) 

1 

1600 

1601 

Referred to 
Synod 

Ministers 3 
(later increased 

to 6) 

'Ministers 3 
(Cannot get ·laymen 
to attend ) 

1602 Ministers 3 

1604 

Represent9.tives 
chosen in Synod 

"ane grei t number" 

Ministers 2 
(only 1 went) 

"The haill 
Presbytrie" 

(Ministers 3) 
Barons elect 
their own rep. 1 

Ministers 3 
------------------------------------------------------------

1605 
Aberdn. 

1606 

1608 

1610 

1616 

1618 

To Convention 
Ministers 2 

.Minister 
(did not go ) 

Ministers 

Ministers 

Ministers 

Ministers 

1 

3 

3 

2 

3 

Record Blank 



~. \ 
1560(nec) 

1562 June 
(B.U.K) 
Recs.III,138 

1563 June 
(Perth) 

1563 nee. 
(Recs. p. 175) 

1564 June 
(B.U.K.p.SO) 

1565 June 
(B.U.K.p.60 
Recs .III. 198) 

1565 nee. 
(Recs.211) 

fB.U.K.p76) 

1566 nee,:, 
'Recsp.226) .. ,. 
1567 July 

1567 nee. 
B.U.K.11j 

1569 Feb. 
B .U.K. 1J5 

THE ESTATE OF THE BURGHS IN ASSEMBLY. 

(1f Edinburgh 
G.A.Commissioners 
James Barron 
Edward Hope 

James Barron 
Edward Hope 
James Young 
(cutler) 

Andrew Murray of Blackbarony 
John Adamson 
(III.161) 
but Richard Strang 

& Thomas Iacalzean 
were also there 
(B.U.K.p.35) 

James Barron 
Mr.Clement Little 
Mr John Marjoribanks 

Clement Little 

John Spens 
James Barron 

Mr Thomas Macalzean 
Mr J6b.n Preston Dean of Gild 
and 

J.Marior1banks 
r. • 

James Barron(Merchant) 
Richard Strang(Lawer) 

Alexander Clark Bailie 
Clement Little 
John Preston 
Richard Strang 

rnomas Macalzean 
and Clement Little 

Richard Strang 
Alex1 Sym 

Edr Commissioners mentioned 
as attending 



1569 July 
B • tT. K. p. 1 45 

1570 July 

1571 March 
B.U.K. 187 
Bann. 
p.95 

1572 Jan. 
B.U.K.tJC 

1573 March 
B.U.K.257 

t573 Aug. 
B.U.K.271 

1574 Mar. 

1574 Aug. 

1576 April 
B.U.K.p.352 

1580 July 
B.U.K.459 
Recs. IV. 167 

1580 Oct. 
B .. U.K.463 

1581 Oct. 

P.U.K.p 526 

1582 April 

1582 June 

1583 oct 

1585 Nov. 
Recs.p.441 

Edinburgh 

James Barron 

Thomas Macalzean 

John Preston 
and 
Adam Fullerton 
Thomas Sommervell 

Adam Fullerton 
John Preston 

Adam Fullerton 
John Job.nstone 

Adam Fullerton 
John Johnstone 

John Adamson 

Clement Little 

Clement Little 

John ~Tob.nstone 

Comms,on Privy Conf. 
John Preston 

Alex. 
Provost Clark of Balb1rn1e 
and 
John Job.nstone 
Thomas Craig advocate 

John Job.nstone (P.C.) 

Several of Council 
in Durie's affair 

Edr.Comms.on P.C. 

Balcanquall sent to 
Dunfermline Convention 



1586 May 
Recs. p.460 

1587 June 

1588 Feb. 

1588 Aug. 
Recs 527 
B.U.K.p.7JO 

1590 Aug. 
B.U.K.767 

1593 April 
B.U.K.798 

1594 May 

1596 Mabch 
R.U.K.873 

1601 May 
B.U.K.971 

1602 Nov. 
B.U .!<:.978 

1606 Dec 

1608 July 

1610 June 
B. U.K. 1091 

1618 Aug. 
B.U.K.1143 

Edinburgh 

John Johnstone 

Present unnamed 

John Johnstone on P.C. 
John Ada.mson 

John Johnstone 
Edward Galbraith 
and 
John Arnot Provost 

William Little 
Edward Galbraith 

Present on P.C. 
and W.Little ex-P. 

J.Arnot " 
Clement Ker ex~B. 

to pnt.Petition 

The Provost 

The Provost 

John Johnstone 
George Heriot 

John Robertson 
George Heriot 

John Preston ? 

Comms.Present 

Edward Ker 
Mungo Makcal 

David Aikenheq,d 
George Foules 



APPENDIXJ: 

The Erection of the Presbytery of H~ddington 

Haddin~ton h~d been erected along with the other 

Presbyteries in 1581 but in the Assembly od October 1583 

the Synod of Lothian had petitioned that it be dissolved 

and the members distributed among other Presbyteries on 

account of the enormities "occurrand there,as rare conventloun 

of the brether loathsomeness and contempt of the word in trn 

people and not executing the acts of the Assemblie~ The 

Assembly referred the matter to the Presbyteries of Edinbu~ 

and Dalkeith who re-erected Haddington Feb.1583-84.It was 

again dissolv.ed by the Platt. In June 1587 the Presbytery was 

again restored upon the petition of the Town conditionally 

upon good discipline being m~inDained. The agreement as 

entered in .the Records of the Presbytery under date 4th Dec. 

15P.9 seems to be the original supplication of 1583-84 but the 

dates aB not clear. The petition was in th~ names of the 

Lordis barrouns gentilmen Provost bailzies consell and communt 

Gitie of the burcht ofHadinr;ton and contained a protest against 

the inclusiOn within the Presbytery ,f Dunbar. 

In the long agreement the Provost Bailies Town Coun: 

:cil Deacons and Cr<1fts oblige themselves to be diligent 

heireris of the word og god and partakers of his holie 

sacraments"and as they have reno~ced all forms of papistry, 



idolatry and superstitution to continue in the profession 

of the true religion according to the Confession of 

faith confirmed in Parliament.They also promise "to 

assemble our wyffis children pren(tices) and utheris 

servandis in our paroche Kirk ilk Sondaie ••• preiching 

and prayeris be~ore and eftir none and permit nane to do 

Wilfullie in the contrare .And sal upon the said day be 

ane of our maestrats ••••• our toune and uther places 

neidtull within the liber(ties) of owr brucht for noting 

of carieris of laidis or ••••• on horsback etc etc. 

(Any passing the time in gaming flyting selling meat or 

drink drinking or eating in taverne or any other way 

wilfully remaining from the parish Kirk) nAnd to uplift 

and exae~ the penalties and punniscbmen~s continit in t~ 

Actis o~ Parliamen~ maid their anent at Edinburcht the 

xx day of octobir the zeir of 1579". 

They also enact themselves that thEre 

shall be no fairs markets conventions of crafts or going 

of mills in time of preaching or prayers; that they will 

remove all monuments of superstition,festivals (Yule 

Pasche Whitsunday Mayday etc and the plays of Robin Hood 

Little John "abitis of Unresoun,bonfires singing of 

ca.rrellis within or about the Kirknor fostering of these 

in apparrel,banquetting ~n Saints days etc "sumtimes 

namit pabronis" And they purpose to punis~these faults 

according to the Act of 24 Oct 1581 Cap.6 



•xa1rover to concurre assist mantene ana 
de~end in bodie guds and fame our minister and reidar 

present and to cum in vsing ther office a.nd reverencing? 

the word of god preichit or red out of there mouths and 

to that efrect sall convene ourselffis with utheris 

oulklie as wesall happin to be chosen elderis or deacons 

to the particular Sessioun for taking consultatioun with 

the effairis our Kirk and exercising the discipline for 

reforma.tioun of manerti,correct.ioun of vicis and 

removeing of scklanderis and offencis especiallie of 

blaspheming of the na.me of god,incest adulterie and 

fornicatioun quhilkis we promeis to punische according 

to the Acts of Parliament and ordnances of the Generall 

assemblie of the Kirk maid theranent." 

They likewise promised to allow no vicious 

persons to remain within their town. Since also an 

"Eldership"ie Presbytery was established they }>ind them: 

:selves to coavene in reasonable number every Wednesday 

to hear 'interpretation of the Word' .·No Council was to 

be held then nor were the merchants booths to be open 

without the exaction of the penalty which the magistrates 

would collect in their weekly visitation. 

"Last of all we faithfullie promeis in 

maner forsaid that ane at the least of our maiestrates 

sall give his presence oul~e alsweill the haill time 



of the sitting of the particular sessioun of the elder: 

schip for putting in executioun sic actis as of our 

office apertenis and lawis of this realme and to repres 

and punische the insolence of the dissolut personis; · 

and to satisfy the clerk for sums of money agreed upon." 

Similarly they oblige themselves that the members of 

the session and eldership shall be held in reverence. 

A similar document signed by the 

ministers of the Presbytery bound them to assemble 

in Haddington every Wednesday. 

Upon consideration of these bonds 

Dalkeith and Edinburgh consented to re-erect a 

Presbytery at Haddington. 



Appendix VI 

The varied list of charges brought against 

Mr Walter Hay minister of Bothans in May 1603 provide 

an interesting and unusual commentary upon parish life. 

He was of the same family as the Hays of Yester the 

heritors who had the chief interest and right of 

presentation in the church.He even claimed some kind 

of ri~ht to succetdto the family lands,and had more than 

one struggle with Yester on the point. Almost in its 

infancy the Presbytery of Haddington had disputed with 

Edinburgh on their right to reinstate Hay who had been 

deposed for some moral d&linquency 1 but the brethren had 

at last _accepted him and on several occasions we find 

him representing the Presbytery on various commissions 

and even on the General Assembly (e.g.1595 ). 

A visitation of the Kirk of Bothans 

revealed many irregularities. Lord Yester,three lairds 

and a great number of commons bad a number of accusations 

to lay to his charge. They complained that their minister 

was a"fermorar", that he practised Medicine and made 

salves for curing sickness,and on one occasion was known 

to have taken four sheep as the eqUivalent of his fee. 

In addition to this he made "aqua vita'' and sold it, he 

broke the laws of the realm against Sabbath breaking by 

riding on Sunday to Edinburgh to visit his medical patients 

and at other times lending his horse to"lead corn" on the 



Sabbath. He was never known to study and as a result in 

his sermons used "ridiculous similitudes" • . 
In addition to these personal faults 

he was also accused of delapidation by setting taks of 

his benefice and had given a tak of the Laird of Newhall 1 s 

teinds to his own nephew Mr John Hay.He held no 

ordinary Kirk Session andoppressed the poor by being 

:owr langsome in teinding" 

He denied most of the charges and 

claimed that any salves made were given to the poor 

so that he made no profit. In retaliation he showed that 

the chief heritors did not concur with him in the 

business of the Kirk Session,and the Presbytery was induc&d 

to nominate a Bession who bound themselves to fUlfil 

their function. The Acts of Parliament he declared were 

disregarded and the Sabbath was but little kept. Almost 

all his congregation he said went of~ far and near to 

hear plays and pastimes and often he had no auditors. 

A piper of the parish who persisted in playing his pipes 

on Sunday and so leading the people astray was even 

excommunicated for his fault. 

Mr Waiter was categoricalli ordered to 

confine his energies to the ministry;he was forbidden to 

farm, and to practise as a doctor or apothecary. He was 

forbidden to make drink in his own house and condemned to 

purchase it only. His conduct similarly on the question~ 

tacks was strongly reprimanded. Ultimately in 1606 he was 
deposed on ·another series of charges. 
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containins a treatise upon the Government and Laws 
of Scotland) 

The Chronocle of Perth (Maitlana. Club 1210-1668) 

Robert Wodrow Biographical Collections on the Early Reformers 
(Wodrow Society) 

Robert Wodrow Analecta Scotica. Vol. I an1 II. 

IUscellanies of the BannB.tyne Club Vol. I. pp. 122 163 
The relation of Catr..kin p.205 
The ~r1ceedings of the Commissioners 6f the Kirk 1627 

Miscellany of the Spottiswood Society Vol.II. etc. 

Robert Baillie Letters and Journals 

Nic~ll' s Di3,ry 

Diary of Johnstone of Warriston 

!.!ontereul' s Correspondence 

etc.(full list for the later period not given) 

Litera~y-

Poems of Alexander Scott (Scottish Text Society) 
Pinkerton's Ancient Ballads 

Sir Richard Mal tland' s Poems ( Mai t 1 and Club) 

Poems of Alexander Montgome;ry (Scottish Text Society) 

Satir5..cal Poems of the Refor:r!lajr,i::m( Scottish Text Society) 

etc. 



Modern Authorities 

Aiton Life and Times of Alexander Henderson 

Ebenezer B'ain. The Incorpor~ted Trades of Aberdeen 

Balfour of Burleigh The Rise of Presbyterianism 

Balfour P~ul 

Dr. Th. Burns 

J!'.Hume Brown 

J.Hill Burton 
Connell 

J.E.Cunningham 

Davidson ancl Gray 

Dicey 

Dicey anc1 Rai tt 

Douglas 

Dun bar 

A.~.Edgar 

D.H.Fleming 

Grant. 

J.King Hewison 

Andrew Lang. 

t'rincipal Lee 

Scottish Peerage passim. 
"A Post Reformg,tio~ Elder" Scottish .Hist .Review]{ 

Churvh :?roperty(Benefice Lectures 1905) 

History of Scotland. 

History of ~cotlqnd 
Trea.tise on the law of( Tithes{ 1833) 
History of the Church 1882) 

Scottish Sta~le at Vere 

Thou~:ht on the General Assembly ( S.H.R.XIV) 

Thought on the Union (1920) 

The ~aronage of Scotland 

Scottish Kings (1899) 

Old Church Life 

Scottish Reformation 
History of 1~ry Queen of Scots 
The Covenants of Scotland 
G~ude to St.Andrews 

History of the University of ErUnburgh 

Tae Covenanters (Two Volumes 1908) 

History of Scotland Vol.II. 
James VI.and the mystery of Gowrie. 

Lectures on the History of the Church.(166o) 

:Mackie and Dickinson Vol.XIX Scittish Historical Review 
Mackie and Pryde Estate of the Burgesses In Parliament 

(Uni verslty Publication St .Andrevrs XVII) 



Maitland's History of Edinburgh 

Law Matheson Politics an0 Religion Vol.!. 

MC.Crie Life of Melville 

l'::acm:llllan John. Knox. 

Miss MacGregor The Scottish Presbyterian Polity ( 1926) 

M~s Pagan The Conventie>n of Royal Burghs (1926) 
Municipal Elections(S.H.R.XIII) 

R.S.Rait. 

Hew Scott 

Alex.Smellie 

D.Baird Smith 

Stephens 

Principal Storfy 

Maitland Thomson 

Sanf r;rd merry 

Tytler 

Wilkie 

Parliaments of Scotlmd ( 1924) 
The Parliament of Scotland before the Union (J)f 
the Crowns 
Fasti. (New Edition) passim 

Men of the Covenant (1904) 

The Reformers and Divorce(S.H.R.1X) 

History o~ the Scottish Church 

Church ;f Scotland Past and Present Vol. I-IV 
Vol IV.{Rankin Church hn Relation to Law and State) 

The Public Records of Sco~land ( 

The Scottish Parliament 1603-1707 (1905) 

History of Scotland 

History of Fife (1925) 

G.S.Tyack Article on Church Discipline in Andrews Church Life in 
Olden Times. 

Scots Magazine 1802 Vindication of the Church of Scotland wltth 
D some account of the Records by Earl of Cromarty. 

Dictionary of Nation~l Biography nassim 

Collections of Disruption Pamphlets in the Library of the General 
Assembly 

Church of Scotland Jear Book 

J. Horsfall Turner History of Local Taxation in Scotland. 19':08 



Uanus~rtpbt Sources. 

(t) Examibation of all the Registers of Church Courts preserved 

in the Strong Room of the General Assembly provided lit~e 

of importance.Among the records examined were:. 

Kirk Session Records of Markinch. 

Lol!l.gforgan 

Menmuir 

Letters and Papers of the Synod of Fife( Two large miscellan: 
:eous Volumes) 

Scroll Re~ister of the Synod of Fife from 163Q• 

(2) Examibation of the Swinton Manuscri1ts in the National 

Library.(Contain some discussions as to the constitution 

of the Assembly) 

(3) Manuscripts in the Register House. 

Miscellanemus Church Papers (Two Volumes Folio) 

Supplementary Parliamentary Papers 

The Records of the Commttt.teeno.f Estates from 1643-1652 

and the_Warrants of the same Committee(22Volumes Folio) 

(These I have collated with the re!3ister of the Commisswn 

of Assembly meeting at the same time) • 
.. )l .. 

• 
(4) Manuscriuts in the British Museum 

Cottonian Collection.Cal.B.IV.;1 

• . ~· . 

Cal.D.II.187b. "Certain Petitions 
considered by the comm: 
:issioners of the Kirk 
Barons and Burghs 1593) 



Cott&nian Collection. 
Cal.D. II .f. 246 Feb. 1596-97 Instructions ~iven to the. 

King's Commissioners to the Synod of Lothian 
and their replies. 

ibid. 1605-1606 The proceed:1,ngs of the General Assen bly 
in Scotland (i.e. the Commission of Assembly) 

Cal.D.I.~.142 153 Series of Short historical bracts 

Cal.C.IX.275 f.478 The Present State ~f Scotland 1596 
etc. 

Additional MSS. No.28695 A "breviat 11 of a Memorial presented 
to Willi1.111 III written by "Aristobulus 11 

containing an account of Superintendents in 
relation to Bishops. 

(5) Local MS Records (consulted locally) 

(a) The Manuscript Records of the Presbytery of St.Andrews 

from 1586-1707 (Seven Folio Volumes) 

(b) The M~nuscript Records of the Presbytery of Edinburgh 

from 1586-1603 (Three Volumes Folio) 

(c) The Manuscript Records of the Presbytery of Haddingt,on 

from 1588w1660 (Two early Folio Volumes and Throo 

Quartos) 

(d) Manuscript Records of the Town Council of Montrose 

from 1639-1707 

:uanuscri0t Records of the Kirk Sessi.on of Montrose 

from 16)3-1715 
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